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Foreword

During the week of 13–17 June, over 230 physicists gathered in the Künstlerhaus, in the
heart of Munich, to attend the biennial international hadron physics conference.

Hadron2011, the 14th International Conference on Hadron Spectroscopy, was the latest in a
long series that started 1985 in Maryland. Originally conceived as a conference on light-
meson spectroscopy it now covers all aspects of hadron physics, though spectroscopy and
hadron production are still the topics that characterize the meeting. As many as 37 plenary
talks, 128 presentations in parallel sessions and 37 posters offered ample possibilities to
find out about the latest developments and results, from hypernuclear physics to meson
and quarkonium spectroscopy, from nucleon structure and meson-baryon interaction to
heavy-ion physics.

The topics included were

‚ Spectroscopy of light- and heavy-quark mesons
‚ Baryons
‚ Quarkonia
‚ Glueballs, hybrids, and multiquarks
‚ Phenomenological models
‚ Effective field theories
‚ QCD on the lattice
‚ Hadron structure
‚ Hadrons in matter
‚ Heavy-ion collisions
‚ Future facilities

The conference began by looking at issues related to light mesons, with a summary of recent
theoretical progress and experimental tests in chiral dynamics and low-energy scattering
phenomena. There are new results on light-meson spectroscopy from the BESIII experiment
in Beijing and COMPASS at CERN. While COMPASS impressively confirms previous
findings on the π1p1600q, an exotic meson seen in high-energy diffraction, new structures
have been observed in radiative J{ψ decays pointing towards new and narrow meson states
between 1.8 and 2.5 GeV{c2, the details and nature of which have still to be unraveled.

Even after many years of precision experiments, the size of the proton is still a hot topic.
New findings in laser spectroscopy of muonic hydrogen, which give a proton radius more
than 6σ smaller than previously determined, have opened the hunt for new explanations,
although theory cannot offer effects large enough to solve the puzzle.

Research in nucleon structure has for many years shifted to spin degrees of freedom.
After precision measurements on the helicity contribution of quarks in polarized nucleons,
COMPASS has also set new limits on spin effects resulting from polarized gluons. These
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findings are confirmed by spin experiments at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at
Brookhaven. With this, the focus now turns towards transverse-spin degrees of freedom
(transversity). Non-collinear treatment of partons inside the nucleon offers a large number
of new observables, which can link to quark angular momenta. Both COMPASS and RHIC
have new physics programs on transverse polarization effects; measurements of Drell-Yan
processes using polarized targets are also on the way. Hopes are high that the unexpected
single spin asymmetries that have been observed in pion production at RHIC may finally
be understood.

On the low-Q2 side, big efforts at various laboratories, such as Bonn, Mainz, Jefferson
Lab etc., are offering real- or virtual-photon beams. These allow a coherent set of (double-
)polarized scattering and production experiments, also with many-body final states. Using
the complete set of polarized measurements, the puzzle of baryon resonances, their iden-
tification and quantum numbers seems now to be in reach via new and sophisticated
partial-wave analyses.

Quarkonium spectroscopy and the hunt for further quarkonium-like states that seem not
to fit the qq picture of the meson have been and still are highlights in hadron physics.
Precision experiments finally allowed the BELLE and BaBar experiments at KEK and SLAC,
respectively, to observe missing quarkonium states such as hbp1Sq, hbp2Sq as well as ηc and
ηcp2Sq. More precise determination of masses and widths as well as unexpected decay
patterns were revealed also by BESIII, which has observed about 109 J{ψ decays. The
puzzle of the mass and width of the DpDsq meson states seems to be solved with their
spin assignments being resolved. The conference also heard of the remarkable progress
in achieving a comprehensive and unified theory description of quarkonium properties at
zero and finite temperature in an effective field theory framework.

The biggest current puzzle in hadron physics concerns the large number of exotic quarkonium-
like states with narrow widths and high excitation energies as compared to the open-flavor
meson channel. New work was reported on the Xp3872q and other, partly new states.
Theoretical investigations offer a rich choice of possibilities. The Xp3872q has a good chance
of just being the radial excitation of the χc state, but there is also a beautiful effective field
theory description in the molecular interpretation case. However, further stunning observa-
tions were reported from the beauty sector. Two charged quarkonium-like states found by
BELLE lie close in mass to the open b-threshold and have been dubbed Zb in analogy to the
charm sector.

Lattice calculations have shown huge progress with new algorithms allowing the extraction
of excited baryon and meson state energies. A report from the Flavianet Lattice Averaging
Group presented lattice results for kaon and pion physics with the aim of making them
easily accessible to the community. There are also new calculations of hadron structure, the
baryon and meson form-factors and the g´ 2 factor.

First and impressive results were reported from all of the LHC experiments. In particular,
CMS and LHCb, offering the best mass resolutions, have confirmed the potential of hadron
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machines in this field. In addition to the usual quarkonium states, exotic states have also
been observed and the elusive Bc mesons have already been seen. At this stage, the focus
on the production cross-section of heavy quarkonia, which can now be understood at LHC
energies, assuming color octet contributions and next-to-leading order (NLO) processes to
be relevant. The descriptions follow data up to transverse momenta as high as 20 GeV{c.
The largest uncertainties come from unknown polarization effects that influence acceptance
calculations. On the theoretical side, huge progress has been achieved with the full NLO
calculation of the J{ψ cross section in non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) and a combined global
data analysis of all existing experiments that hints at the universality of the long-distance
NRQCD matrix elements.

Hadron machines are unique in the production of b-baryons and Fermilab’s Tevatron has
so far been leading this field. The CDF collaboration reported on recent progress with the
observation of excited Σb states and a radially excited Λc. CDF and DØ also presented new
precision measurements of mass and width of other charmed baryons.

A thermal medium, of the type generated in heavy-ion collisions at the LHC, can modify
hadron properties, especially in the case of heavy quarks and quarkonia. The theory
of such modifications was reviewed and first results of lead-lead collisions at the LHC
presented. Results from ATLAS and CMS show the striking effects of jet-quenching and
also the melting of the excited Υ states as compared to the ground-state partner. At lower
energies, mass shifts and absorption cross-sections of vector mesons have been studied in
the medium. Mass shifts — a long-standing issue, where many predictions have stimulated
experimental efforts — have not been observed but small effects have been reported by the
HADES experiment at GSI, Darmstadt, on the width of mesons in nuclei.

Recent and impressive progress in light-meson and quarkonium spectroscopy is in good
part a result of recent high-luminosity experiments, which offer 10-100 times the statistical
sample of their predecessors. Heavy-meson physics, for long the domain of lepton colliders,
is now seeing LHC experiments starting to compete in an impressive way and using their
low-luminosity data from 2010 to catch up with the Tevatron experiments. An interesting
future lies ahead with even further increases in luminosity and precision being offered by
future experiments such as BELLE II, the SuperB facility and the PANDA experiment at the
Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR).

Two impressive summary talks concluded the conference. Stefano Bianco of Frascati/INFN
reviewed the experimental situation, a challenging task in view of the large number of
new results presented. On the theoretical side, Chris Quigg of Fermilab gave a very
inspiring outlook on hadron physics. He recognized the enormous diversity and reach of
experimental programs, which offer insights from unexpected quarters, while remarkable
progress has been achieved in theory with the emergence of lattice QCD. However, many
puzzles remain, leaving ample opportunities with much work to do, as there are still
“simple” questions that the field cannot answer.

Participants enjoyed the coffee breaks in the sun-covered courtyard of the Künstlerhaus, a
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building erected for artists to meet and enjoy social events more than 100 years ago. Long
and intense discussions also offered vital scientific exchange around the poster session,
making this event a pleasant ending to the day. Long hours of sitting were compensated on
Wednesday afternoon by a bicycle tour through the old town of Munich and the English
garden with refreshing drinks in the beer garden. Last but not least, the conference enjoyed
a guest talk on neutrino physics by Thierry Lasserre of Saclay, who discussed the mass
determination from flavor oscillation and reported fresh results from T2K on hints of
νµ Ñ νe oscillation.

In order to promote young scientists an international jury was set up to select the best young-
scientist talks from both, experimental and theoretical physics. The prizes were awarded to
Sebastian Neubert (TU-München) for his overview talk on “Light-Meson Spectroscopy”
and Andreas Jüttner (CERN) for his “Review on Recent Results of the FLAG Working
Group”. The very lively poster session also was acknowledged with two similar prizes for
the best posters presented by Jenifer Nebrada (Univ. Computense Madrid): “Quark mass
dependence of meson-meson resonances and phase shifts within standard and unitarized
ChPT” and Michael Kunkel (Old Dominion University): “Dalitz Decay of Pseudoscalar
Mesons from Photoproduction on Hydrogen Target with CLAS”. We thank the selection
committees for their thorough work.

For all the speakers and their contributions see the conference web site: www.hadron2011.de

Thanks

It is with great pleasure that we thank for the large support we have obtained from the
German Science Foundation (DFG), the Excellence Cluster “Universe” in Garching, the
Helmholtz Association, the Virtual Institute on “Spin and Strong QCD” (VIQCD), and spon-
sorship obtained from CAEN GmbH, Springer Science and Media, ISEG Spezialelektronik
GmbH and W-IE-NE-R Plein & Baus GmbH. Without this help, the conference could not
have been organized.

For the organizers (TU-München)

Stephan Paul
Nora Brambilla

Boris Grube

December 2011
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A history of hadron conferences. From right: A. Zaytsev (Protvino 2001), S.-U. Chung
(Brookhaven 1999), A. Reis (Rio de Janeiro 2005), S. Bianco (Frascati 2007), S. Paul (Munich
2011) and P. Eugenio (Tallahasse 2009).

Harry Lipkin, left, of the Weizmann Institute, who turned 90 on 16 June, receives a birthday
gift from hadron2011.
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Chiral Symmetry and Low-Energy
Pion-Photon Reactions

Norbert Kaiser1

Physik-Department T39
Technische Universität München
D-85747 Garching, GERMANY

This talk reviews the description of low-energy pion Compton scattering π´γ Ñ π´γ and

(neutral/charged) pion-pair production π´γ Ñ π´π0π0{π`π´π´ at next-to-leading order

in chiral perturbation theory. The first process allows one to extract the pion electric and

magnetic polarizabilities pαπ and βπ), while the second reaction is governed by the chiral pion-

pion interaction. In addition to the strong interaction effects from chiral loops and counterterms,

the QED radiative corrections to these processes are also studied. The predictions of chiral

perturbation theory will be tested by the COMPASS experiment at CERN. In case of the total

cross section for π´γ Ñ π`π´π´ in the near threshold region
?

s ă 5mπ a recent analysis of

the COMPASS data nicely confirms the prediction of chiral perturbation theory.

1 Introduction and summary

The pions pπ`, π0, π´q are the Goldstone bosons of spontaneous chiral symmetry break-
ing in QCD: SUp2qL ˆ SUp2qR Ñ SUp2qV . Their low-energy dynamics can therefore be
calculated systematically (and accurately) with chiral perturbation theory in form of a loop-
expansion based on an effective chiral Lagrangian. The accurate two-loop prediction [1] for
the isospin-zero S-wave ππ-scattering length a0 “ p0.220˘ 0.005qm´1

π has been confirmed
in the E865 [2] and NA48/2 [3] experiments by analyzing the π`π´ invariant mass distribu-
tion of the rare kaon decay mode K` Ñ π`π´e`νe. One particular implication of that good
agreement between theory and experiment is that the quark condensate x0|qq|0y constitutes
the dominant order parameter [4] of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking (considering
the two-flavor sector of QCD). Likewise, the DIRAC experiment [5] has been proposed to
determine the difference of the isospin-zero and isospin-two S-wave ππ-scattering lengths
a0 ´ a2 by measuring the life time (τ » 3 fs) of pionium (i.e. π`π´ bound electromagneti-
cally and decaying into π0π0). In the meantime the NA48/2 experiment [6] has accumulated
very high statistics for the charged kaon decay modes K˘ Ñ π˘π0π0, which allowed to
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extract the value a0 ´ a2 “ p0.257˘ 0.006qm´1
π for the ππ-scattering length difference from

the cusp effect in the π0π0 mass spectrum at the π`π´ threshold. This experimental result
is again in very good agreement with the two-loop prediction a0 ´ a2 “ p0.265˘ 0.004qm´1

π

of chiral perturbation theory [1]. For a discussion of isospin breaking corrections which
have to be included in a meaningful comparison between theory and experiment, see ref. [7].
Clearly, these remarkable confirmations give confidence that chiral perturbation theory is
the correct framework to calculate reliably and accurately the strong interaction dynamics
of the pions at low energies.

Electromagnetic processes offer further possibilities to probe the internal structure of the
pion. For example, pion Compton scattering π´γ Ñ π´γ at low energies allows one to
extract the electric and magnetic polarizabilities (απ and βπ) of the charged pion. Chiral
perturbation theory at two-loop order gives for the dominant pion polarizability difference
the firm prediction απ ´ βπ “ p5.7˘ 1.0q ¨ 10´4 fm3 [8]. It is however in conflict with the
existing experimental results from Serpukhov απ ´ βπ “ p15.6˘ 7.8q ¨ 10´4 fm3 [9] and
MAMI απ ´ βπ “ p11.6˘ 3.4q ¨ 10´4 fm3 [10] which amount to values more than twice
as large. Certainly, these existing experimental determinations of απ ´ βπ raise doubts
about their correctness since they violate the chiral low-energy theorem notably by a factor
2. The chiral low-energy theorem relates απ ´ βπ “ αp`6 ´ `5q{p24π2 f 2

πmπq `Opmπq to
the axial-vector-to-vector form factor ratio hA{hV “ 0.443˘ 0.015 “ p`6 ´ `5q{6`Opm2

πq

measured in the PIBETA experiment [11] via the radiative pion decay π` Ñ e`νeγ. The
two-loop calculations of refs. [8, 12, 13] assure that the Opmπq corrections to απ ´ βπ are
in fact small. It is worth to note that a recent dispersive analysis [14] of the Belle data for
γγ Ñ π`π´ gives the fit value απ ´ βπ “ 4.7 ¨ 10´4 fm3, compatible with the prediction of
chiral perturbation theory. In a similar work by Hoferichter et al. [15] the complete system
of Roy-Steiner equations for γγ Ñ ππ and the crossed channel γπ Ñ γπ has been solved.
These integral equations fully respect analyticity, unitarity and crossing symmetry of the
scattering amplitudes.

In that controversial situation, it is promising that the ongoing COMPASS experiment at
CERN aims at measuring the pion polarizabilities, απ and βπ, with high statistics using the
Primakoff effect. The scattering of high-energy negative pions in the Coulomb field of a
heavy nucleus (of charge Z) gives access to cross sections for π´γ reactions through the
equivalent photon method:

(1)
dσ

ds dQ2 “
Z2α

πps´m2
πq

Q2 ´Q2
min

Q4 σπ´γpsq , Qmin “
s´m2

π

2Ebeam
.

Here, Q denotes the momentum transferred by the virtual photon to the heavy nucleus of
charge Z, and one aims at isolating the Coulomb peak Q Ñ 0 from the strong interaction
background. The last factor σπ´γpsq is the total cross section for a π´γ reaction induced by
real photons with

?
s the corresponding π´γ center-of-mass energy. Note that eq.(1) applies

in the same form to differential cross sections on both sides. The COMPASS experiment
is set up to detect simultaneously various (multi-particle) hadronic final states which are

6
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produced in the Primakoff scattering process of high-energy pions. In addition to pion
Compton scattering π´γ Ñ π´γ (which is of primary interest for determining the pion
polarizabilities απ and βπ) the reaction π´γ Ñ π´π0 serves as a test of the QCD chiral
anomaly (i.e. the anomalous VAAA rectangle quark diagram) by measuring the γ3π

coupling constant Fγ3π “ e{p4π2 f 3
πq “ 9.72 GeV´3. For the two-body process π´γ Ñ π´π0

the one-loop [16, 17] and two-loop corrections [18] of chiral perturbation theory as well
as QED radiative corrections [19] have been worked out. Thus an accurate theoretical
framework is available to analyze the upcoming data. The consistent theoretical framework
to extract the pion polarizabilities from the measured cross sections for (low-energy) pion-
Compton scattering π´γ Ñ π´γ or the primary pion-nucleus bremsstrahlung process
π´Z Ñ π´Zγ has been described (in one-loop approximation) in refs. [17, 20]. It has
been stressed that at the same order as the pion polarizability difference απ ´ βπ there
exists a further (partly compensating) pion structure effect in form of a unique pion-loop
correction (interpretable as photon scattering off the ”pion-cloud around the pion”). In
addition to these strong interaction effects, the QED radiative corrections to real and virtual
pion Compton scattering π´γp˚q Ñ π´γ have been calculated in refs. [20, 21]. The relative
smallness of the pion structure effects in low-energy pion Compton scattering makes it
necessary to include these higher order electromagnetic corrections.

The π´γ reaction with three charged pions in the final state is used by the COMPASS
collaboration in the energy range 1 GeVă

?
s ă 2.5 GeV to study the spectroscopy of non-

strange meson resonances (a1p1260q, a2p1320q, π2p1670q, etc.) and to search for so-called
exotic meson resonances [22] (e.g. π1p1600q) with quantum numbers different from simple
(constituent) quark-antiquark bound states. The statistics of the COMPASS experiment is
actually so high that the event rates with three pions in the final state can even be continued
downward to the threshold. The cross sections (and other more exclusive observables) of the
π´γ Ñ 3π reactions in the low-energy region

?
s ă 1 GeV offer new possibilities to test the

strong interaction dynamics of pions as predicted by chiral perturbation theory. The total
cross sections for the processes π´γ Ñ π´π0π0 and π´γ Ñ π`π´π´ have been calculated
in ref. [17] at tree-level. Both reactions are governed (at leading order) by the chiral pion-
pion interaction in combination with the electromagnetic photon-pion coupling. Clearly, in
order to sharpen the predictions for π´γ Ñ 3π complete next-to-leading order calculations
with inclusion of all corrections from pion-loops and chiral-invariant counterterms are
necessary. In the neutral channel π´γ Ñ π´π0π0 it is found that the total cross sections
(and two-pion mass spectra) get enhanced by a factor 1.5´ 1.8 by the next-to-leading order
corrections [23]. By contrast the cross sections for charged pion-pair production remain
almost unchanged in comparison to their tree-level results. This different behavior can
be understood from the varying influence of the chiral corrections on the pion-pion final-
state interaction (π`π´ Ñ π0π0 versus π´π´ Ñ π´π´). In case of the cross sections
for π´γ Ñ π`π´π´ in the near threshold region

?
s ă 5mπ, a recent analysis of the

COMPASS data nicely confirms the prediction of chiral perturbation theory (see herefore
the contributions of S. Neubert and S. Grabmüller to these proceedings).
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2 Charged Pion-Compton Scattering

Let us start with defining the invariant amplitudes for the pion Compton scattering process:
π´pp1q ` γpk1, ε1q Ñ π´pp2q ` γpk2, ε2q. The corresponding T-matrix in the center-of-mass
frame has (in Coulomb gauge ε0

1,2 “ 0) the form:

(2) Tπγ “ 8πα
!

´~ε1 ¨~ε
˚
2 Aps, tq `~ε1 ¨~k2~ε

˚
2 ¨

~k1
2
t

”

Aps, tq ` Bps, tq
ı)

,

with α “ 1{137.036 the fine-structure constant, and s “ pp1` k1q
2 ą m2

π and t “ pk1´ k2q
2 ă

0 the independent Mandelstam variables. mπ “ 139.57 MeV denotes the charged pion mass.
Performing the sums over transversal photon polarizations and applying the flux and phase
space factors, the resulting differential cross section reads:

(3)
dσ

dΩcm
“

α2

2s

!

|Aps, tq|2 ` |Aps, tq ` p1` zqBps, tq|2
)

,

with t “ ps´m2
πq

2pz´ 1q{2s, where z “ cos θcm “ k̂1 ¨ k̂2 is the cosine of the cms scattering
angle. The amplitudes at tree level coincide with those of scalar quantum electrodynamics:

(4) Aps, tqptreeq “ 1, Bps, tqptreeq “
s´m2

π

m2
π ´ s´ t

.

The one-pion loop diagrams of chiral perturbation theory generate, after renormalization of
the pion mass, the following (finite) contribution to the Compton amplitude Aps, tq:

(5) Aps, tqploopq “
1

p4π fπq
2

#

´
t
2
´ 2m2

π ln2
a

4m2
π ´ t`

?
´t

2mπ

+

,

where fπ “ 92.4 MeV denotes the pion decay constant. This term can be interpreted as the
(leading) correction arising from photon scattering off the ”pion cloud around the pion”.
The internal structure of the pion enters through its electric and magnetic polarizabilities,
which obey at one-loop order the constraint απ ` βπ “ 0. The pertinent γγππ contact
vertex from the chiral Lagrangian Lp4qππ gives rise to the contribution

(6) Aps, tqppolaq “ ´
βπmπt

2α
ă 0 , απ ´ βπ “

αp`6 ´ `5q

24π2 f 2
πmπ

.

The combination of low-energy constants can be extracted from the axial-vector-to-vector
form factor ratio hA{hV “ 0.443˘ 0.015 “ p`6 ´ `5q{6`Opm2

πq measured in the PIBETA
experiment [11] at PSI via the radiative pion decay π` Ñ e`νeγ. The two-loop analysis of
ref. [13] yields the value `6 ´ `5 “ 3.0˘ 0.3, implying pion polarizabilities of magnitude
απ “ ´βπ » 3.0 ¨ 10´4 fm3.

The effects of the pion structure on the differential Compton cross section are shown in
Fig. 1. The reduction of dσ{dΩcm in backward directions (z » ´1) caused by the polar-
izability difference απ ´ βπ gets in fact partly compensated by the pion-loop correction

8
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Aps, tqploopq „ t2 ą 0 written in eq.(5). In order to visualize more directly the effect of the
pion polarizabilities, we show in Fig. 2 the ratio dσ{dσ0 between the differential cross sec-
tions in backward direction, z “ ´1, calculated with finite, απ “ ´βπ “ 3.0 ¨ 10´4 fm3, and
with zero pion polarizabilities. At

?
s “ 4mπ the effect becomes now quite sizeable, where

it amounts to almost a 20% reduction of the backward differential cross section. Let us also
mention that these results receive only small corrections in a full two-loop description of
pion Compton scattering [8]. At this order the predictions for the pion polarizability dif-
ference and sum are: απ ´ βπ “ p5.7˘ 1.0q ¨ 10´4 fm3 and απ ` βπ “ p0.16˘ 0.1q ¨ 10´4 fm3.
Isospin breaking corrections to pion Compton scattering arising from the mass difference
of the charged and neutral pion (which is mainly of electromagnetic origin) have been
considered in ref. [24]. The effects on the Compton cross section turn out to be negligibly
small, i.e. they are of the order of just a few permille.
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Figure 1: Differential cross section for pion Compton scattering.
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Figure 2: Ratio dσ{dσ0 between differential cross sections in backward direction (z “ ´1)
calculated with finite, απ “ ´βπ “ 3.0 ¨ 10´4 fm3, and with zero pion polarizabilities.
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3 Radiative Corrections

Class: I

II Class: III Class: IV
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Figure 3: One-photon loop diagrams for pion Compton scattering

The relative smallness of the pion structure effects in Compton scattering makes it necessary
to consider also higher order electromagnetic corrections arising from photon loops and
soft photon bremsstrahlung. The pertinent one-photon loop diagrams are shown in Fig. 3.
The analytical expressions for the loop amplitudes Aps, tq and Bps, tq of order α are given in
section 3 of ref. [20]. Since scalar QED is a renormalizable quantum field theory ultraviolet
divergent terms drop out in the total sum of all diagrams. Infrared finiteness of the virtual
radiative corrections is achieved (in the standard way) by including soft radiation below an
energy cut-off λ. In its final effect, the (single) soft photon radiation off the in- or out-going
pion multiplies the tree-level differential cross section dσ{dΩ by a factor:

(7) δsoft “ αµ

ż

|~l |ăλ

dd´1l
p2πqd´2l0

"

2m2
π ´ t

p1 ¨ lp2 ¨ l
´

m2
π

pp1 ¨ lq2
´

m2
π

pp2 ¨ lq2

*

,

which exactly cancels the infrared divergent terms generated by the photon loops (propor-
tional to ξIR “ 1{pd´ 4q ` pγE ´ ln 4πq{2` lnpmπ{µq in dimensional regularization).
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The sum of virtual and real radiative corrections to pion Compton scattering is shown in
Fig. 4 at selected center-of-mass energies

?
s “ p2, 3, 4, 5qmπ as a function of z “ cos θcm.

The detection threshold for soft photons has been set to the value λ “ 5 MeV. One observes
that the radiative corrections grow with the center-of-mass energy and that they become
maximal in backward directions z » ´1, reaching values up to ´2.4% at

?
s “ 4mπ. With

such an angular dependence the pure QED radiative corrections have the same kinematical
signature as the effects from the pion’s low-energy structure (i.e. pion polarizability differ-
ence plus pion-loop correction). In magnitude they are still suppressed by a factor 5´ 10. A
proper inclusion of radiative corrections is therefore essential if one wants to extract the pion
polarizabilities with good accuracy. In the calculation of radiative corrections the leading
pion structure can be accounted for by interpreting one of the two-photon contact vertices
in the photon-loop diagrams as the polarizability vertex proportional to βπmπ. As one can
see from Fig. 5 such an improved description leaves the size and angular dependence of the
radiative corrections practically unchanged.
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4 Neutral Pion-Pair Production

In this section we treat the neutral pion-pair production process π´pp1q ` γpk, ε q Ñ

π´pp2q ` π0pq1q ` π0pq2q. The general form of the T-matrix reads (in Coulomb-gauge):

(8) T “
2e
f 2
π

”

~ε ¨~q1 A1 `~ε ¨~q2 A2

ı

.

In this decomposition A1 and A2 are two dimensionless production amplitudes which
depend on s “ pp1 ` kq2 and four other independent Lorentz-invariant variables:

(9) s1 “ pp2 ` q1q
2 , s2 “ pp2 ` q2q

2 , t1 “ pq1 ´ kq2 , t2 “ pq2 ´ kq2 .

This set is very convenient for describing the permutation of the two identical neutral pions
in the final state via ps1 Ø s2, t1 Ø t2q. The tree diagrams of chiral perturbation theory for
the processes π´γ Ñ 3π are shown in Fig. 6. In the case of neutral pion-pair production
only the left diagram contributes. In terms of the kinematical variables introduced in eq.(9)
the tree-level amplitudes read:

(10) Aptreeq
1 “ Aptreeq

2 “
2m2

π ` s´ s1 ´ s2

3m2
π ´ s´ t1 ´ t2

.

In this expression the numerator comes from the chiral π`π´ Ñ π0π0 interaction and the
denominator from the propagator of outgoing π´ to which the (real) photon couples.

Figure 6: Tree diagrams for π´γ Ñ π´π0π0 and π`π´π´. Arrows indicate outgoing
pions. Only the left diagram contributes to 2π0-production.

The next-to-leading order corrections arise from pion-loop diagrams and chiral-invariant
counterterms involving the low-energy constants `1, `2, `3 and `4. The analytical expressions
for the pertinent production amplitudes A1 and A2 are given for individual diagrams in
section 2.1 of ref. [23]. The total cross section is obtained by integrating the squared
(transversal) T-matrix over the three-pion phase space:

(11) σtotpsq “
α

32π3 f 4
πps´m2

πq

ż

z2ă1

ż

dω1dω2

ż 1

´1
dx

ż π

0
dφ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
k̂ˆ p~q1A1 `~q2A2q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2
.
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Fig. 7 shows the total cross section σtotpsq for the reaction π´γ Ñ π´π0π0 in the low-energy
region from threshold

?
s “ 3mπ up to

?
s “ 7mπ. The dashed line corresponds to the tree

approximation and the full line includes in addition the next-to-leading order corrections
from chiral loops and counterterms. We use for the low-energy constants `j the values:
`1 “ ´0.4˘ 0.6, `2 “ 4.3˘ 0.1, `3 “ 2.9˘ 2.4, `4 “ 4.4˘ 0.2, as determined (with improved
empirical input) in ref. [1] from ππ-scattering data. One observes that the total cross section
gets enhanced sizeably (by a factor of 1.5´ 1.8) after the inclusion of the next-to-leading
order chiral corrections. Although the dynamics of the whole process is much richer this
feature can be understood (in an approximate way) from the π`π´ Ñ π0π0 final state
interaction. The π`π´ Ñ π0π0 interaction strength at threshold is determined by the
difference of the isospin-zero and isospin-two S-wave ππ-scattering lengths. Considering
the corresponding one-loop expression

(12)
1
3
pa0 ´ a2q “

3mπ

32π f 2
π

„

1`
m2

π

36π2 f 2
π

ˆ

`1 ` 2`2 ´
3`3

8
`

9`4

2
`

33
8

˙

,

one finds that the correction to 1 inside the square bracket amounts to about 0.20 (inserting
the central values of `j). The square of this number is in fact close to the enhancement
factor of the total cross section. It is also important to investigate the uncertainties induced
by the present errorbars of the low-energy constants `j. Taking the total cross section at
?

s “ 6mπ as a measure one finds a relative uncertainty of about ˘5.4% which is mainly
connected with the errorbar of `1 “ ´0.4˘ 0.6. It is comforting that the badly known
low-energy constant `3 “ 2.9˘ 2.4 has very little influence on the observables considered
here. Altogether this amounts to a fairly accurate prediction which presumably can be
trusted up to center-of-mass energies of

?
s » 6mπ.
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Figure 7: Total cross sections for neutral pion-pair production.

The radiative corrections to the process π´γ Ñ π´π0π0 have been calculated recently in
ref. [25]. In this case only about a dozen photon-loop diagrams contribute and the radiative
corrections can be represented by an overall correction factor, R „ α{2π, which multiplies
the tree-level amplitude. The various contributions from photon-loops and soft photon
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bremsstrahlung to the total cross section are shown in Fig. 8. From threshold up to cms
energies of

?
s “ 7mπ these radiative corrections are small and vary from `1.6% to ´1.6%.
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Figure 8: Radiative corrections to neutral pion-pair production.

5 Charged Pion-Pair Production

Finally, we discuss the charged pion-pair production process π´pp1q ` γpk, ε q Ñ π`pp2q `

π´pq1q ` π´pq2q. By assigning the four-momentum p2 to the out-going positively charged
pion π`pp2q one can exploit the complete equivalence to the π´γ Ñ π´π0π0 reaction con-
cerning its kinematical description. The T-matrix (in Coulomb-gauge) and the Mandelstam
variables are the same as defined in eqs.(8,9). The three non-vanishing tree diagrams shown
in Fig. 6 lead to the following tree-level amplitudes:

(13) Aptreeq
1 “

s`m2
π ´ s1 ´ s2

3m2
π ´ s´ t1 ´ t2

`
s´ s1 ´ s2 ` t2

t1 ´m2
π

´ 1 ,

(14) Aptreeq
2 “

s`m2
π ´ s1 ´ s2

3m2
π ´ s´ t1 ´ t2

`
s´ s1 ´ s2 ` t1

t2 ´m2
π

´ 1 .

Beyond leading order the dynamical content of charged pion-pair production π´γ Ñ

π`π´π´ is considerably more extensive than that of neutral pion-pair production π´γ Ñ

π´π0π0 because the photon can now couple to all three out-going (charged) pions. Many
more diagrams with pion-loops and chiral counterterms do contribute. These diagrams
have all been evaluated in section 3.1 of ref. [23]. Using consistently the same values of
the low-energy constants `1, `2, `3 and `4 the result for the total cross section (computed
via eq.(11)) follows as shown in Fig. 9. As a striking feature one observes that the total
cross section for π´γ Ñ π`π´π´ remains almost unchanged in the region

?
s ă 6mπ

after inclusion of the next-to-leading order chiral corrections. Although the dynamics of
the whole process is much richer this can be understood (in a suggestive way) from the
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π´π´ Ñ π´π´ final state interaction. By considering the one-loop expression for the
isospin-two S-wave ππ-scattering length

(15) a2 “ ´
mπ

16π f 2
π

„

1´
m2

π

12π2 f 2
π

ˆ

`1 ` 2`2 ´
3`3

8
´

3`4

2
`

3
8

˙

,

one deduces that the correction to 1 inside the square bracket amounts to a very small
number. Chiral corrections (even at two-loop order [1]) affect the isospin-two ππ-interaction
only very weakly and this feature seems to be reflected by σtotpsq in Fig. 9. A recent analysis
of the COMPASS data in the region

?
s ă 5mπ confirms the prediction of chiral perturbation

theory (see the contributions of S. Neubert and S. Grabmüller to these proceedings).
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Figure 9: Total cross sections for charged pion-pair production.

The π`π´ mass spectra in Fig. 10 also show some interesting structures. The dip at inter-
mediate π`π´ masses is a manifestation of chiral pion-loop dynamics. It is expected that
the high-statistics data of the COMPASS experiment can reveal such dynamical details.
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Figure 10: π`π´ mass spectra for the reaction π´γ Ñ π`π´π´.
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I discuss developments in heavy meson spectroscopy. In particular, I consider the system of cs

mesons and the puzzling state X(3872), with focus on the strategies for their classification.

1 Introduction

In the last decade, many new charm and beauty hadrons have been discovered. Some
of them fit the quark model scheme, others still need to be properly classified. Here I
focus on cs mesons and, to introduce the topic, I describe the properties of mesons with a
single heavy quark in the infinite heavy quark mass limit. Then, I turn to the state X(3872)
observed in the hidden charm spectrum.

Before the B-factory era, the cs spectrum consisted of the pseudoscalar Dsp1968q and vector
D˚s p2112qmesons, s-wave states of the quark model, and of the axial-vector Ds1p2536q and
tensor Ds2p2573qmesons, p-wave states. In 2003, two narrow resonances were discovered:
DsJp2317q and D˚sJp2460q with JP “ 0`, 1` [1, 2]. Their identification as cs states was
debated [3]; however, they have the right quantum numbers to complete the p-wave
multiplet, and their radiative decays occur accordingly, so that their interpretation as
ordinary cs mesons seems natural and now widely accepted [3–5]. Afterwards, two other
cs mesons decaying to DK were observed: DsJp2860q [6] and DsJp2700q [7], the latter with
JP “ 1´. Later, in [8] it was found that DsJp2700q is likely the first radial excitation of D˚s .
In [8] also another state was observed: DsJp3040q. As discussed in Section 3, the predictions
for the decays of DsJp2860q, DsJp2700q and DsJp3040q following from different identifications
can be used for the classification [9, 10].

In Section 4, after briefly recalling some of the latest news in the spectroscopy of hidden
charm and beauty mesons, I survey the properties of X(3872) and study a few radiative
decay modes which are useful to shed light on its structure.

2 Hadrons containing a single heavy quark Q

The description of mesons with a single heavy quark Q is simplified in QCD in the heavy
quark mQ Ñ 8 limit, when the spin sQ of the heavy quark and the angular momentum
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s` of the light degrees of freedom: s` “ sq ` ` (sq being the light antiquark spin and ` the
orbital angular momentum of the light degrees of freedom relative to Q) are decoupled.
Hence spin-parity sP

` of the light degrees of freedom is conserved in strong interactions [11]
and mesons can be classified as doublets of sP

` . Two states with JP “ p0´, 1´q, denoted as
pP, P˚q, correspond to ` “ 0 (the fundamental doublet). The four states corresponding to
` “ 1 can be collected in two doublets, pP˚0 , P11q with sP

` “
1
2
`

and JP “ p0`, 1`q, pP1, P2q

with sP
` “

3
2
` and JP “ p1`, 2`q. For ` “ 2 the doublets have sP

` “
3
2
´, consisting of states

with JP “ p1´, 2´q, or sP
` “

5
2
´ with JP “ p2´, 3´q states. And so on. For each doublet, one

can consider a tower of similar states corresponding to their radial excitations.

One can predict whether these states are narrow or broad. For example, strong decays
of the members of the JP

s` “ p1
`, 2`q3{2 doublet to the fundamental doublet plus a light

pseudoscalar meson occur in d-wave. Since the rate for this process is proportional to |~p|5 (in
general, to |~p|2``1, p being the light pseudoscalar momentum and ` the angular momentum
transferred in the decay), these states are expected to be narrow. On the contrary, the
members of the JP

s` “ p0
`, 1`q1{2 doublet decay in s-wave, hence they should be broad.

Dsp1968q, D˚s p2112q belong to the lowest sP
` “

1
2
´

doublet. Ds1p2536q, Ds2p2573q correspond
to the doublet with JP

s` “ p1`, 2`q3{2, DsJp2317q, D˚sJp2460q, to that with JP
s` “ p0`, 1`q1{2.

Mixing between the two 1` states is allowed at Op1{mQq; however, for non-strange charm
mesons such a mixing was found to be small [12, 13].

In the heavy quark limit, the various doublets are represented by effective fields: Ha for
sP
` “

1
2
´

(a “ u, d, s is a light flavour index), Sa and Ta for sP
` “

1
2
`

and sP
` “

3
2
`, respectively;

Xa and X1a for sP
` “

3
2
´ and sP

` “
5
2
´, respectively:

Ha “
1` v{

2
rP˚aµγµ ´ Paγ5s

Sa “
1` v{

2

”

P1µ1aγµγ5 ´ P˚0a

ı

Tµ
a “

1` v{
2

#

Pµν
2a γν ´ P1aν

c

3
2

γ5

„

gµν ´
1
3

γνpγµ ´ vµq



+

(1)

Xµ
a “

1` v{
2

#

P˚µν
2a γ5γν ´ P˚11aν

c

3
2

„

gµν ´
1
3

γνpγµ ´ vµq



+

X1µν
a “

1` v{
2

#

Pµνσ
3a γσ ´ P˚

1αβ
2a

c

5
3

γ5

«

gµ
α gν

β ´
1
5

γαgν
βpγ

µ ´ vµq ´
1
5

γβgµ
αpγ

ν ´ vνq

ff+

;

the various operators annihilate mesons of four-velocity v (conserved in strong interactions)
and contain a factor

?
mP. At the leading order in the heavy quark mass and light meson

momentum expansion the decays F Ñ HM pF “ H, S, T, X, X1 and M a light pseudoscalar
meson) can be described by the Lagrangian interaction terms (invariant under chiral and
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heavy-quark spin-flavour transformations) [14, 15]:

LH “ g TrrHaHbγµγ5Aµ
bas

LS “ h TrrHaSbγµγ5Aµ
bas ` h.c. ,

LT “
h1

Λχ
TrrHaTµ

b piDµ A ` i D Aµqbaγ5s ` h.c.(2)

LX “
k1

Λχ
TrrHaXµ

b piDµ A ` i D Aµqbaγ5s ` h.c.

LX1 “
1

Λχ
2 TrrHaX1µν

b rk1tDµ, DνuAλ ` k2pDµDνAλ `DνDλAµqsbaγλγ5s ` h.c.

where Dµba “ ´δbaBµ `
1
2

`

ξ:Bµξ ` ξBµξ:
˘

ba, Aµba “
i
2

`

ξ:Bµξ ´ ξBµξ:
˘

ba and ξ “ e
iM
fπ . M is

a matrix containing the light pseudoscalar meson fields ( fπ “ 132 MeV), Λχ » 1 GeV the
chiral symmetry-breaking scale. LS, LT describe decays of positive parity heavy mesons
with the emission of light pseudoscalar mesons in s- and d- wave, respectively, g, h and h1

representing effective coupling constants. LX, LX1 describe the decays of negative parity
mesons with the emission of light pseudoscalar mesons in p- and f - wave with couplings
k1, k1 and k2. The structure of the Lagrangian terms for radial excitations of the doublets is
the same, but the couplings g, h, . . . have to be substituted by g̃, h̃, . . . .

3 cs mesons: The case of DsJp2860q, DsJp2700q and DsJp3040q

In 2006, BaBar observed a heavy cs meson, DsJp2860q, decaying to D0K` and D`KS, with
mass M “ 2856.6˘ 1.5˘ 5.0 MeV and width Γ “ 47˘ 7˘ 10 [6]. Shortly after, analysing
the D0K` invariant mass distribution in B` Ñ D0D0K` Belle Collaboration [7] found a
JP “ 1´ resonance, DsJp2710q, with M “ 2708˘ 9`11

´10 MeV and Γ “ 108˘ 23`36
´31 MeV.

In order to classify DsJp2860q and DsJp2710q, their strong decays were studied in [9], compar-
ing the predictions which follow from different quantum number assignments. I summarize
here the main results, starting with DsJp2860q. A new cs meson decaying to DK can be either
the JP “ 1´ state of the sP

` “
3
2
´ doublet, or the JP “ 3´ state of the sP

` “
5
2
´ one, in both

cases with lowest radial quantum number. Otherwise DsJp2860q could be a radial excitation
of already observed cs mesons: the first radial excitation of D˚s (JP “ 1´ sP

` “
1
2
´

) or of
DsJp2317q (JP “ 0` sP

` “
1
2
`

) or of D˚s2p2573q (JP “ 2` sP
` “

3
2
`). As for DsJp2710q, having

JP “ 1´, it could be either the first radial excitation belonging to the sP
` “

1
2
´

doublet (D˚1s )
or the low lying state with sP

` “
3
2
´ (D˚s1).

For both mesons the ratios of decay rates R1 “
ΓpDsJÑD˚Kq
ΓpDsJÑDKq R2 “

ΓpDsJÑDsηq
ΓpDsJÑDKq (Dp˚qK “

Dp˚q`KS `Dp˚q0K`), obtained using eqs. (1) and (2), are useful to discriminate among the
various assignments [9]. Table 1 reports such ratios in the various cases; it is interesting that
they do not depend on the coupling constants, but only on the quantum numbers.
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DsJp2860q R1 R2

sp
` “

1
2
´

, JP “ 1´, n “ 2 1.23 0.27
sp
` “

1
2
`

, JP “ 0`, n “ 2 0 0.34
sp
` “

3
2
`, JP “ 2`, n “ 2 0.63 0.19

sp
` “

3
2
´, JP “ 1´, n “ 1 0.06 0.23

sp
` “

5
2
´, JP “ 3´, n “ 1 0.39 0.13

DsJp2710q R1 R2

sp
` “

1
2
´

, JP “ 1´, n “ 2 0.91 0.20
sp
` “

3
2
´, JP “ 1´, n “ 1 0.043 0.163

Table 1: Predicted ratios R1 and R2 (see text for definitions) for the various assignment of
quantum numbers to DsJp2860q and DsJp2710q.

I first consider DsJp2860q. The case sp
` “

3
2
´, JP “ 1´, n “ 1 can be excluded since, using

k1 » h1 » 0.45˘ 0.05 [13], would give a width incompatible with the measurement. In the
assignment sp

` “
1
2
`

, JP “ 0`, n “ 2 the decay to D˚K is forbidden. However, in this case
DsJp2860q should have a spin partner with JP “ 1` decaying to D˚K with a small width
and mass around 2860 MeV. To explain the absence of such a signal one should invoke a
mechanism favoring the production of the 0` n “ 2 state and inhibiting that of 1` n “ 2
state, which is difficult to imagine.

Among the remaining possibilities, the assignment sp
` “

5
2
´, JP “ 3´, n “ 1 seems the most

likely one. In this case the small DK width is due to the kaon momentum suppression factor:
ΓpDsJ Ñ DKq9q7

K. The spin partner, D˚s2, has sP
` “

5
2
´, JP “ 2´, decaying to D˚K and not to

DK. It would also be narrow in the mQ Ñ8 limit, where the transition D˚s2 Ñ D˚K occurs
in f -wave. As an effect of 1{mQ corrections this decay can occur in p-wave, so that D˚s2 could
be broader; hence, it is not necessary to invoke a mechanism inhibiting the production of
this state with respect to JP “ 3´. If DsJp2860q has JP “ 3´, it is not expected to be produced
in non leptonic B decays such as B Ñ DDsJp2860q. Actually, in the Dalitz plot analysis of
B` Ñ D0D0K` no signal of DsJp2860qwas found [7].

In the latest BaBar analysis [8] DsJp2860q has been observed decaying to DK and D˚K final
states, hence excluding the assignment JP “ 0`. However, the measurement [8]

BRpDsJp2860q Ñ D˚Kq
BRpDsJp2860q Ñ DKq

“ 1.10˘ 0.15stat ˘ 0.19syst

leaves the identification of DsJp2860q still an open issue. A confirmation that DsJp2860q is
a JP “ 3´ state could be the detection of its non-strange partner D3, also expected to be
narrow, that can be produced in semileptonic and in non leptonic B decays [16].

Let us now look at DsJp2710q. As Table 1 shows, R1 is very different if DsJp2710q is D˚1s or
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D˚s1. Comparing the results in that Table with the BaBar measurement [8]:

BRpDsJp2710q Ñ D˚Kq
BRpDsJp2710q Ñ DKq

“ 0.91˘ 0.13stat ˘ 0.12syst

allows to conclude that DsJp2710q is most likely D˚1s , the first radial excitation of D˚s p2112q.

From the computed widths, assuming that ΓpDsJp2710qq is saturated by the considered
modes and identifying DsJp2710q with D˚1s , the coupling g̃, analogous to g in (2) when H
is the doublet of the n “ 2 radial excitations, can be determined g̃ “ 0.26˘ 0.05, a value
similar to those obtained for analogous effective couplings [17]. This result for g̃ can provide
information about D1s, the spin partner of DsJp2710q having JP “ 0´; it is the first radial
excitation of Ds and can decay to D˚0K`, D˚`K0

SpLq, D˚s η. In the heavy quark limit, these
partners are degenerate. Using the result for g̃ one predicts ΓpD1sq “ p70˘ 30qMeV.

Identifying DsJp2700q with D˚1s , its charmed non strange partners are D˚1` and D˚10, the
radial excitations of D˚`,0. Their masses can be fixed to 2600˘ 50 MeV assuming that
DsJp2700q is heavier by an amount of the size of the strange quark mass. D˚1 can decay
to D˚1 Ñ Dπ, DsK, Dη, D˚π, D˚η so that the previous result for g̃ gives ΓpD˚1`p0qq “
p128˘ 61qMeV. Noticeably, studying D`π´, D0π`, D˚`π´ systems, BaBar found four new
charmed non strange mesons [18] and, among these, the state D˚p2600q likely to be identified
with D˚1 (the non strange partner of DsJp2700q), and the state Dp2550q0 likely to be the spin
partner of D˚p2600q, corresponding to the first radial excitation of the D meson. Comparison
of the measured widths ΓpD˚p2600qq “ 93˘ 6˘ 13 MeV, ΓpDp2550qq “ 130˘ 12˘ 13 MeV
with the prediction for ΓpD˚1`p0qq supports the proposed identification.

In [8] another broad structure was observed, DsJp3040q, with M “ 3044 ˘ 8statp
`30
´5 qsyst

MeV and Γ “ 239˘ 35statp
`46
´42qsyst MeV. DsJp3040q decays to D˚K and not to DK, hence it

has unnatural parity: JP “ 1`, 2´, 3`, ¨ ¨ ¨ . The lightest not yet observed states with such
quantum numbers are the two JP “ 2´ states belonging to the doublets with s` “ 3{2
and s` “ 5{2 denoted as Ds2 and D1˚s2, respectively. The identification with the radial
excitations with n “ 2, JP “ 1`, and s` “ 1{2 (the meson D̃1s1) or s` “ 3{2 (the meson
D̃s1) is also possible. Notice that, if the identification of DsJp2860q as the JP

s` “ 3´5{2 meson
were experimentally confirmed, this would disfavor the assignment of DsJp3040q to its spin
partner D˚1s2 with JP

s` “ 2´5{2 , since a mass inversion in a spin doublet seems unlikely. For a
similar reason, one would also disfavor the identification of DsJp3040qwith Ds2, although in
that case the two mesons would belong to different doublets. The strong decays of DsJp3040q
to a charmed meson and a light pseudoscalar one can be evaluated using the effective
Lagrangians in Eq.(2). In particular, one can compute the ratio R1 “

ΓpDsJp3040qÑD˚s ηq
ΓpDsJp3040qÑD˚Kq

(D˚K “ D˚0K` + D˚
`

K0
S), with results collected in Table 2 [10]. The spread among them is

useful to discriminate among the assignments, in particular between D̃1s1 and D˚1s2.

The mass of DsJp3040q is large enough to allow decays to pD˚0 , D11qK, pD1, D˚2 qK and D˚s0η,
with different features in the four cases. Other allowed modes are into DK˚ or Dsφ which
can be described using an approach based on effective Lagrangian terms [19]. The results
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decay modes D̃1s1 (n=2) D̃s1 (n=2) Ds2 (n=1) D˚1s2 (n=1)
pJP

s` “ 1`1{2q (JP
s` “ 1`3{2q (JP

s` “ 2´3{2q (JP
s` “ 2´5{2q

D˚K, D˚s η s´wave d´wave p´wave f´wave
R1 0.34 0.20 0.245 0.143

D˚0 K, D˚s0η, D11K p´wave p´wave d´wave d´wave

D1K p´wave p´wave - d´wave
D˚2 K p´wave p´wave s´wave d´wave

DK˚, Dsφ s´wave s´wave p´wave p´wave
Γ » 140 MeV Γ » 20 MeV negligible negligible

Table 2: Features of the decay modes of DsJp3040q for the four proposed assignments.

obtained in the four possible identifications are collected in Table 2 [10], from which some
conclusions can be drawn. The determination of the wave in which a particular decay
proceeds is useful to predict a hierarchy among the widths of the states in the four cases.
Consequently, the two JP “ 1` are expected to be broader than the two JP “ 2` states,
hence it is likely that DsJp3040q should be identified with one of such two axial-vector
mesons. These can be distinguished since the widths to the DK˚ and Dsφ decay modes are
larger for D̃1s1 than for D̃s1. Finally, although less probable, the identification with Ds2 can
be discarded/confirmed studying the D˚2 K s´wave final state.

4 Heavy quarkonium and the intriguing case of X(3872)

Besides the new charmed mesons, new heavy quarkonium or quarkonium-like states were
observed. Some have been classified as standard quarkonia: the charmonia hc [20], ηcp2Sq
[21], χc2p2Pq [22], and, in the beauty case, the ηbp1Sq [23], hbp1Pq [24, 25] and hbp2Pq [25].
Others are still awaiting for the right interpretation, since not only their quantum numbers
are not established, but even their QQ structure is questioned [26]. Among these, the
charged Zp4430q´ state seen by Belle Collaboration in B Ñ Z´K, decaying to ψp2Sqπ´,
χc1π´ [27]. The minimal quark content of this state would be ccud, identifying it necessarily
as an exotic state. Search for Z´ was performed by BaBar, but no signal was found [28].
Later on, Belle found other charmonium-like charged Z states [29] and, more recently,
also bottomonium-like Zbp10610q and Zbp10650q states decaying to ΥpnSqπ˘ (n=1,2,3) and
hbpmPqπ˘ (m=1,2) [30]. These states require confirmation, too.

Here I focus on the state Xp3872q, discovered in 2003 by Belle Collaboration in B˘ Ñ K˘X Ñ
K˘ J{ψπ`π´ decays [31] and confirmed by BaBar [32], CDF [33] and D0 [34] Collaborations.
The PDG resonance parameters are: MpXq “ 3871.57˘ 0.25 MeV and ΓpXq ă 2.3 MeV
(90/% C.L.) [35]. Looking at the J{ψπ˘π0 channel, no charged partners were found [36].
The mode X Ñ J{ψγ allows to fix charge conjugation of X to C “ `1. Moreover, a D0D0

π0
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enhancement in B Ñ D0D0
π0K decay was reported [37] with BpXÑD0D0

π0q

BpXÑJ{ψπ`π´q
“ 9˘ 4, hence

X mainly decays into final states with open charm mesons.

These measurements, though not fully consistent with the charmonium interpretation
(as far as the mass of X is concerned), do not contradict it. However, the observation of
X Ñ J{ψπ`π´π0 with the measurement BpXÑJ{ψπ`π´π0q

BpXÑJ{ψπ`π´q
“ 1.0˘ 0.4˘ 0.3 [38] implies,

considering the two modes as induced by ρ0 and ω intermediate states, isospin violation.

The three pion decay is also important to fix the spin-parity of X. While the angular
analysis in X Ñ J{ψπ`π´ favours JP “ 1`, studies of the three pion distribution in
X Ñ J{ψω Ñ J{ψπππ are more favourable to JP “ 2´ [39]. Hence, if X is a cc state it can
be either the first radial excitation of χc1, χ1c1, or the state ηc2 having JPC “ 2´`.

On the other hand, the peculiar features of X suggested the conjecture that it is not a
charmonium state. In particular, the coincidence between its mass and the D˚0D0 mass:
MpD˚0D0

q “ 3871.2˘ 1.0 MeV, inspired the proposal that Xp3872q could be a molecule [40],
a bound state of D˚0 and D0 with small binding energy [41], an interpretation that would
account for a few properties of Xp3872q. For example, if the wave function of Xp3872q
has various hadronic components [42] one could explain why this state seems not to have
definite isospin. However, the molecular binding mechanism still needs to be clearly
identified, while the description of X(3872) as a charmonium state presents alternative
arguments to the molecular description [43, 44]. Concerning the isospin violation, to
correctly interpret the large ratio BpXÑJ{ψπ`π´π0q

BpXÑJ{ψπ`π´q
one has to consider that phase space

effects in two and three pion modes are very different and it turns out that the isospin
violating amplitude is 20% of the isospin conserving one [45]: BpXÑJ{ψρ0q

BpXÑJ{ψωq » 0.2.

I focus on two studies of X decays. The first one [46] compares the charmonium versus the
molecular interpretation, discussing the argument that, if X(3872) is a DD˚ molecule the
decay X Ñ D0D0

γ should be dominant with respect to X Ñ D`D´γ, such decays being
mainly due to the decays of its meson components [42]. In order to discuss whether this
is true, in [46] the ratio R “ ΓpXÑD`D´γq

ΓpXÑD0D0
γq

has been computed assuming that X(3872) is an

ordinary JPC “ 1`` charmonium state.

�ψ(3770)
X D0

D̄0γ

1

�D∗0
X D0

γD̄0

1

�D̄∗0
X D̄0

γD0

1

Figure 1: Diagrams describing the radiative modes X Ñ DDγ.

The transition Xp3872q Ñ DDγ can be studied assuming that the radiative decay ampli-
tude is dominated by polar diagrams with D˚ and the ψp3770q mesons as intermediate
states nearest to their mass shell (fig.1). These amplitudes can be expressed in terms of
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two unknown quantities: the coupling constant ĝ1 governing the XDD˚pDD˚q matrix
elements, and the one appearing in the Xψp3770qγ matrix element. For the matrix element
XDD˚pDD˚q one can use a formalism suitable to describe the interaction of the heavy
charmonium with the doublet H in (1) [47]. In the multiplet:

(3) PpQQqµ “

ˆ

1` v
2

˙ˆ

χ
µα
2 γα `

1
?

2
εµαβγvαγβχ1γ `

1
?

3
pγµ ´ vµqχ0 ` hµ

1 γ5

˙ˆ

1´ v
2

˙

the fields χ2, χ1, χ0 correspond to the spin triplet with JPC “ 2``, 1``, 0``, respectively,
while the spin singlet h1 has JPC “ 1`´. If Xp3872q “ χ1c1, it is described by χ1. The strong
interaction with the D and D˚ mesons can be described by the effective Lagrangian [48]

(4) L1 “ ig1Tr
”

PpQQqµH1aγµH2a

ı

` h.c. .

Using (4) the couplings XDD˚ which enter in the second and the third diagrams in fig.1,
can be expressed in terms of the dimensionless coupling constant ĝ1 “ g1

?
mD. Notice that,

due to isospin symmetry, the couplings of the meson X to charged and neutral D are equal,
at odds with the molecular description where X mainly couples to neutral D.

The matrix element ă Dpk1qγpk, ε̃q|D˚pp1, ξq ą“ i e c1 εαβτθ ε̃˚α ξβ p1τ kθ is also required. The
parameter c1 accounts for the coupling of the photon to both the charm and the light quark
and can be fixed from data on radiative D˚` decays [35].

To compute the first diagram in fig.1 the matrix element ă ψp3770qpq, ηqγpk, ε̃q|Xpp, εq ą“

i e c εαβµν ε̃˚α εβ η˚µ kν is needed; c is an unknown parameter. On the other hand, the coupling
ψp3770qDD can be fixed from experiment to gψDD “ 25.7˘ 1.5.

Putting all the ingredients together one obtains the ratio R “
ΓpXÑD`D´γq

ΓpXÑD0D0
γq

, plotted in

fig.2 [46] versus c
ĝ1

, showing that the radiative X decay into charged D mesons is always
suppressed with respect to the mode with neutral D and in any case R ă 0.7. Moreover, for
small values of c

ĝ1
the ratio R is tiny, so that this is not peculiar of a molecular structure of

Xp3872q.
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Figure 2: Ratio of X Ñ D`D´γ to X Ñ D0D0
γ decay widths versus the ratio of parameters c{ĝ1.
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ĝ1 enters also in the mode Xp3872q Ñ D0D0
π0 that can be considered as induced by interme-

diate D˚ states. The amplitude depends on the coupling constant D˚Dπ, proportional to the
constant g in eq. (2). Using data on D˚` decays to Dπ [35], one can derive g “ 0.64˘ 0.07.
This allows to constrain ĝ1 ă 4.5 from the upper bound ΓpX Ñ D0D0

π0q ă ΓpXp3872qq ă
2.3 MeV. Hence, a value of ĝ1 of the typical size of the hadronic couplings can reproduce
the small width of Xp3872q.

The second analysis that I discuss also aims at shedding light on the structure of X(3872)
through the calculation of its radiative decay rates to J{ψγ and ψp2Sqγ assuming that it is
the state χ1c1 [49] and using an effective Lagrangian approach which exploits spin symmetry
for heavy QQ states [50]. Unlike the heavy-light Qq mesons, in heavy quarkonia there is no
heavy flavour symmetry [51], hence it would not be possible to exploit data on charmonium
to obtain quantitative information on bottomonium or viceversa. However, at a qualitative
level, bottomonium system can help in understanding charmonium.

A heavy QQ state (Q “ c, b) can be identified by n2s`1LJ as a meson with parity P “ p´1qL`1

and charge-conjugation C “ p´1qL`s: n is the radial quantum number, L the orbital angular
momentum, s the spin and J the total angular momentum. Radiative transitions between
states belonging to the same nL multiplet to states belonging to another n1L1 one are
described in terms of a single coupling constant δnLn1L1 .

I introduce the effective fields for the states involved in the decays X Ñ J{ψγ and X Ñ

ψp2Sqγ. Identifying X with the state χ1c1, it belongs to the multiplet with L “ 1 introduced
in (3). J{ψ and ψp2Sq are described by the JP “ 1´ H1 component of the doublet:

(5) J “
1` v

2
“

Hµ
1 γµ ´ H0γ5

‰ 1´ v
2

.

The effective Lagrangian describing radiative transitions among members of the P wave
and of the S wave multiplets has been derived in [50]:

(6) LnPØmS “ δnPmS
Q Tr

“

JpmSqJµpnPq
‰

vνFµν ` h.c. .

Fµν the electromagnetic field strength tensor. Hence, a single constant δnPmS
Q describes all

the transitions among the members of the nP multiplet and those of the mS one.

I consider the ratios RpbqJ “
ΓpχbJp2PqÑΥp2Sqγq

ΓpχbJp2PqÑΥp1Sqγq , proportional to Rpbqδ “
δ2P1S

b
δ2P2S

b
pJ “ 0, 1, 2q. From

the measured branching ratios of χbJp2Pq Ñ Υp1Sqγ , Υp2Sqγ [35], the average value can
be obtained: Rpbqδ “ 8.8˘ 0.7. It is reasonable that, even though the couplings might be
different in the beauty and the charm cases, their ratios stay stable. Therefore, using the
result for Rpbqδ in the case of χ1c1 decays, I get:

(7) Rpcq1 “
Γpχc1p2Pq Ñ ψp2Sqγq

Γpχc1p2Pq Ñ ψp1Sqγq
“ 1.64˘ 0.25 .
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In [52] the following ratio has been measured 1:

(8) RX “
ΓpXp3872q Ñ ψp2Sqγq

ΓpXp3872q Ñ ψp1Sqγq
“ 3.5˘ 1.4 .

In view of the underlying approximation, one can conclude that the experimental value in
(8) and the theoretical prediction (7) are close enough to consider plausible the identification
Xp3872q “ χc1p2Pq, in contrast to the composite scenarios, in which the mode Xp3872q Ñ
ψp2Sqγ is suppressed compared to Xp3872q Ñ ψp1Sqγ [43, 54].

5 Conclusions

In the last decade, many predicted charm and beauty mesons have been discovered, along
with many unexpected ones. In the case of DsJ mesons, the analysis of their decay modes
allows to classify them as ordinary cs states, although the identification of DsJp2860q is still
under scrutiny.

The case of hidden charm and beauty mesons is more complicated. As for Xp3872q, two
analyses of the radiative decays of X show that the charmonium interpretation seems to be
a likely one, although experimentally it is still unclear whether its spin-parity is JP “ 1` or
JP “ 2´.
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Brief review of the theory of the muonic hydrogen
Lamb shift and the proton radius

Antonio Pineda
Grup de Física Teòrica, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, E-08193 Bellaterra, Barcelona, Spain

Recently the muonic hydrogen lamb shift has been measured with unprecedented accuracy,

allowing for a precise determination of the proton radius. This determination is 5 sigma away

from the previous CODATA value obtained from (mainly) the hydrogen lamb shift and the

electron-proton scattering. Within an effective field theory formalism, I will define the proton

radius and briefly review some aspects of the theoretical prediction for the muonic hydrogen

lamb shift, studying both the pure QED-like computation and the hadronic effects.

1 Introduction

The recent measurement of the muonic hydrogen Lamb shift, Ep2P3{2pF “ 2qq´ Ep2S1{2pF “
1qq,

Eexp “ 206.2949p32qmeV

and the associated determination of the electromagnetic proton radius [1]:

(1) rp “ 0.84184p67qfm .

has led to a lot of controversy. The reason is that this number is 5 sigma away from the
CODATA value, rp “ 0.8768p69q fm [2]. If instead one uses this value in the theoretical
expression of the muonic Hydrogen Lamb shift one gets the following discrepancy:

(2) Eexp ´ Eth “ 0.311 meV

between theory and experiment. Two main options are clearly at hand: either the theoretical
determination is not correct (or not as precise as claimed), or previous determinations of
the proton radius were incorrect (or not as precise as claimed). Here we would like to
study the theoretical expression of the muonic Hydrogen Lamb shift within an effective
field theory perspective. We do it partially, and only focus on some few aspects, as a full
analysis would require much more space. In particular spin effects will not be considered.
We believe that the use of effective field theories helps in organizing the computation by
providing with power counting rules to asses the importance of the different contributions.
This will be even more important once higher order effects are included. For the present
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discussion a Opmrα5q precision is enough to visualize the discrepancy. Higher order effects
are way smaller than the discrepancy found in Eq. (2). Moreover Opmrα5q is the only thing
completely known at present1.

The dynamics of the muonic hydrogen is characterized by several scales:
mp „ Λχ,
mµ „ mπ „ mr “

mµmp
mp`mµ

,
mrα „ me.
By considering ratios between them the main expansion parameters are obtained:
mπ

mp
„

mµ

mp
„

1
9

,

mrα

mr
„

mrα2

mrα
„ α „

1
137

.

We use the effective field theory Potential Non-Relativistic QED (pNRQED) [3]. Specially
relevant for us is Ref. [4], which contains much more detailed information on the application
of pNRQED to the muonic hydrogen, and we refer to it for details (see also [5–7]). pNRQED
profits from the hierarchy mµ " mµα " mµα2 and the Lagrangian reads

LpNRQED “

ż

d3rd3RdtS:pr, R, tq

#

iB0 ´
p2

2mr
(3)

´Vpr, p, σ1, σ2q ` er ¨ EpR, tq

+

Spr, R, tq ´
ż

d3r
1
4

FµνFµν ,

where S is the field representing the muonic hydrogen, R the center of mass coordinate and
r the relative distance.

V stands for the potential and admits an expansion in powers of 1{mµ:

(4) Vpr, p, σ1, σ2q “ Vp0qprq `
Vp1qprq

mµ
`

Vp2qprq
m2

µ

` ¨ ¨ ¨ .

The potential is obtained through matching to the underlying theory. Since pNRQED
describes degrees of freedom with E „ mµα2, any other degree of freedom with larger
energy is integrated out. This implies treating the proton and muon in a non-relativistic
fashion and integrating out pions. This is the step of going from Heavy Baryon Effective
Theory (HBET) to NRQCD. By integrating out the scale mµα, pNRQED is obtained and the
potentials appear. Schematically the path followed is the following:

HBETpmπ{mµq Ñ NRQEDpmµαq Ñ pNRQED .

1This is also the precision presently reached in heavy quarkonium spectrum computations. This made
provide with some cross checks between both systems.
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2 Pure QED contributions

We first focus on the pure QED contributions. We mostly follow Pachucki’s work [8–10], as
it mainly follows an strict order by order in α computation, trying to accommodate their
results in our formalism. See however [1] (or [11, 12]) for more complete list of references.

The static potential can be written in the following way in momentum space

(5) Ṽp0q ” ´4πZµZpαVpkq
1

k2 ,

(6) αe f f pkq “ α
1

1`Πp´k2q
,

where Πpk2q is the vacuum polarization due to electrons and can be computed order by
order in α:

Πpk2q “ αΠp1qpk2q ` α2Πp2qpk2q ` α3Πp3qpk2q ` ...

(7) αVpkq “ αe f f pkq `
ÿ

n,m“0
n`m“eveną0

Zn
µZm

p α
pn,mq
e f f pkq “ αe f f pkq ` δαpkq , δαpkq “ Opα4q.

�
E1, p E ′

1, p′

k0, k

Figure 1: Leading correction to the Coulomb potential due to the electron vacuum polarization.
k “ p´ p1 and k0 “ E1 ´ E11.

The leading order contribution to the lamb shift comes from the one-loop vacuum polariza-
tion correction to the static potential (see Fig. 1)

ELO “ xn|δV|ny “ 205.0074 mev “ Opmrα3q .

The Opmrα4q contribution to the lamb shift comes from the two-loop static potential and
from the iteration of the one-loop potential in quantum mechanics perturbation theory. The
latter yields ∆E “ 0.151 meV. The former is purely due to vacuum polarization corrections
(see Fig. 2) and yields ∆E “ 1.5079 meV.
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µ µ
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Figure 2: The static potential at two loops.

The three-loop static potential contribution due to the vacuum polarization (and the associ-
ated iterations from perturbation theory were computed in Ref. [13] (see also [14] for an
small correction). The result was quite small ∆E “ 0.0076 meV “ Opmrα5q.

All previous contributions were due to the vacuum polarization. The only contribution
from the static potential that is not due to the vacuum polarization at Opmrα5q comes from
δα. It is a light-by-light (Wichmann-Kroll and Delbrück) contribution and very small [15]

∆E » ´0.0009 meV .

It should be mentioned that the limit me Ñ 0 of the static potential is known at three loops
from QCD [16, 17], which could be used as a check. It is also reasonable to think that the
result with finite me could also be obtained from these results (albeit numerically) with a
finite amount of work.

There are no corrections due to the 1{mµ potential at Opmrα5q. From the 1{m2
µ potential (see

[4] for its expression in pNRQED) there are the tree level relativistic corrections, which give
∆E “ 0.0575 meV “ Opmα4q. The incorporation of the one-loop vacuum polarization to the
relativistic 1{m2

µ tree-level potential gives the following result ∆E “ 0.0169 meV “ Opmα5q

[10].

In order to complete the pure QED Opmα5q corrections one has to include the interaction
with the ultrasoft photons (see Fig. 3). They yield the result (taken from [8])

∆E “ ´0.6677 meV “ Opmα5q .

The mµ

mp
ultrasoft effects contribute

∆E “ ´0.045 meV “ Opmα5 mµ

mp
q .

In pNRQED these results would not come from the interaction with the ultrasoft photons
only, as it would be factorization scale dependent, they also include effects due to the
NRQED matching coefficients encoded in the 1{m2

µ potentials. The procedure is pretty
much the same the one used for positronium in Ref. [5]. The details for muonic hydrogen
will be worked out elsewhere.
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Figure 3: self-energy correction to the muonic hydrogen energy due to the interaction with ultrasoft
photons.

At Opmα5 m2
µ

m2
p
q one starts to have overlap with hadronic effects, which we discuss in the next

section.

3 Hadronic Contributions

In the previous section we have considered the proton to be point-like. We now incorporate
the finite-size effects due to the hadronic structure of the proton. These effects are encoded
in the coefficient multiplying the delta potential (note that the combination of NRQED
matching coefficients that appears in the potential is always the same).

(8) δVp2qhadprq ”
1

m2
p

Dhad
d δ3prq Ñ ∆E “

1
m2

p
Dhad

d
1
π
p

mrα

n
q3δl0

where

(9) Dhad
d “ ´chad

3 ´ 16παdhad
2 `

πα

2
chad

D .

We define c3 “ cpoint´like
3 ` chad

3 , d2 “ dpoint´like
2 ` dhad

2 cD “ cpoint´like
D ` chad.

D ,so that chad
3 , dhad

2 ,
chad

D are the left-over of the matching coefficients of NRQED Lagrangian

(10) δL “ ¨ ¨ ¨ d2

m2
p

FµνD2Fµν ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ e
cD

m2
p

N:
p∇ ¨ ENp ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `

c3

m2
p

N:
pNpµ:µ

after subtraction of the point-like contributions. We do in this way because traditionally the
point-like contributions are already included in the "pure" QED corrections described in the
previous section2. I more extended discussion can be found in Refs. [4, 6].

dhad
2 encodes the hadronic vacuum polarization effect. Its contribution to the Lamb shift is

tiny, ∆E “ 0.011 meV, and not much subject to uncertainty as it can be determined with
enough precision from dispersion relations.

2Note though, that for an strict effective theory point of view, at scales of the order of mp, it is not a
good approximation to consider the proton point like. Therefore, in a way, we are introducing an "spurious"
contribution in the hadronic matching coefficients.
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More subject to discussion are the hadronic corrections associated to chad
3 . They are usually

split into two terms (see the discussion in Refs. [4, 6]): chad
3 “ chad

3,Zemach ` chad
3,˚206˚pol . We

symbolically draw them in Figs. 4 and 5, and discuss them in the next subsections. A
common feature of both of them is that they are power-like chiral enhanced: „ mµ

mπ
. This

is very important, as it allows chiral perturbation theory to predict the leading order term
without introducing any extra parameter. The resulting correction to the Lamb shift is of

Opmµα5 ˆ
m2

µ

Λ2
χ
ˆ

mµ

mπ
q.

���������
���������
���������
���������

���������
���������
���������
���������

p

m
π

γγ

p

G
GE

(0)
(2)
E

l li i

Figure 4: Symbolic representation (plus permutations) of the Zemach xr3y correction, Eq. (11).

��������
��������
��������

��������
��������
��������

pp

m
π

γγ

l li i

Figure 5: Symbolic representation of Eq. (17).

3.1 Zemach correction, xr3y

It is the one analogous to the Zemach correction defined in the hyperfine splitting [18]. It is
also common to rewrite it in terms of a coefficient xr3

py

(11) chad
3,Zemach “

π

3
α2m2

pmµxr3
py ,

xr3
py

fm3 “
96
π

ż

dD´1k
1

k6 Gp0qE Gp2qE ,
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where GpnqE is the electric Sachs form factor to order n in the chiral counting (Gp0qE “ 1). We
also use dimensional regularization (D “ 4` 2ε). This gets rid of power-like divergences
which are then automatically set to zero (no need for counterterms as one would with cutoff
regularization). The final result is finite and it is possible to obtain an analytic expression
for the leading term in the chiral and large Nc expansion (by including the ∆ particle
contribution). It reads [4]

chad
3,Zemach “ 2pπαq2

ˆ

mp

4πF0

˙2 mµ

mπ

"

3
4

g2
A `

1
8

(12)

`
2
π

g2
πN∆

mπ

∆

8
ÿ

r“0

Cr

´mπ

∆

¯2r
` g2

πN∆

8
ÿ

r“1

Hr

´mπ

∆

¯2r
+

,

where (∆ “ M∆ ´Mp „ 300 MeV)

(13) Cr “
p´1qrΓp´3{2q

Γpr` 1qΓp´3{2´ rq

"

B6`2r ´
2pr` 2q
3` 2r

B4`2r

*

, r ě 0 ,

(14) Bn ”

ż 8

0
dt

t2´n
?

1´ t2
ln

«

1
t
`

c

1
t2 ´ 1

ff

Hn ”
n!p2n´ 1q!!Γr´3{2s

2p2nq!!Γr1{2` ns
.

This expression produces the following number for xr3
py and the associated energy shift:

(15)
xr3

py|χPT

fm3 “ 1.9 pPinedaq Ñ ∆E “ 0.010
xr3

py

fm3 “ 0.019 meV

This number can be compared with some recent determinations of xr3
py using dispersion

relations [19–22]

xr3
py|”exp”

fm3 “

"

2.71p13q Friar´ Sick
2.85p8q Bernauer´Arrington

*

Ñ ∆E “ 0.027´ 0.029

In principle the difference between these two determinations comes from different fit
functions and data, which may give a first estimate of the associated uncertainty of the
dispersion relation analysis. We find quite reassuring that the difference with the chiral
computation is around 40 %, which could be easily accommodated with higher order
corrections. Much more difficult to accommodate would be the value advocated in Ref. [23],
xr3

py „ 36.5, from a direct fit to the muonic hydrogen Lamb shift using the CODATA
value for the proton value. This would require that higher order corrections in the chiral
computation to be a factor 15 larger than the leading order result. We believe this is at odds
with chiral symmetry, even more so taking into account that one of the motivations of such
proposal was the lack of experimental data at low momentum, but it is precisely in this
region where chiral perturbation theory should work better.
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3.2 Polarizability correction

The determination of the polarizability correction from experiment is on more shaky
grounds than for the Zemach correction, producing the larger uncertainty in the the-
oretical expression for the Lamb shift. The reason is that dispersion relations do not
fix the result completely. The final number used in [1] was taken from the average in
Ref. [24] ∆E “ 0.015 ˘ 0.004 using the results from, [9] ∆E “ 0.012 ˘ 0.002 meV, [25]
∆E “ 0.017˘ 0.004 meV, and [26] ∆E “ 0.016 meV. For a recent discussion see Ref. [27].

Here again chiral computations may turn out to be crucial to asses the size of this correction.
The reason, as before, is that the polarizability correction is power-like chiral enhanced.
Therefore, chiral perturbation theory can predict the leading order term with no new
parameter. This is the attitude followed in Ref. [7], where a chiral computation using
dispersion relations yielded

chad
3,pol “ ´e4mpmµ

ż

d4kE

p2πq4
1
k4

E

1
k4

E ` 4m2
µk2

0,E

 

p3k2
0,E ` k2qS1pik0,E,´k2

Eq ´ k2S2pik0,E,´k2
Eq
(

where
Tµν “ i

ż

d4x eiq¨xxp, s|TJµpxqJνp0q|p, sy ,

which has the following structure (ρ “ q ¨ p{m):

Tµν “

ˆ

´gµν `
qµqν

q2

˙

S1pρ, q2q `
1

m2
p

ˆ

pµ ´
mpρ

q2 qµ

˙ˆ

pν ´
mpρ

q2 qν

˙

S2pρ, q2q

´
i

mp
εµνρσqρsσ A1pρ, q2q ´

i
m3

p
εµνρσqρ

`

pmpρqsσ ´ pq ¨ sqpσ

˘

A2pρ, q2q(16)

After introducing the chiral expressions for the structure factors from the diagrams in Fig.
6, one obtains

chad
3,pol “ ´e4m2

p
mµ

mπ

ˆ

gA

fπ

˙2 ż dD´1kE

p2πqD´1
1

p1` k2q4

ż 8

0

dw
π

wD´5 1

w2 ` 4
m2

µ

m2
π

1
p1`k2q2

(17)

ˆ
 

p2` p1` k2q2qAEpw2, k2q ` p1` k2q2k2w2BEpw2, k2q
(

where (for D “ 4)

AE “ ´
1

4π

«

´
3
2
`
a

1`w2 `

ż 1

0
dx

1´ x
a

1` x2w2 ` xp1´ xqw2k2

ff

,(18)

BE “
1

8π

«

ż 1

0
dx

1´ 2x
a

1` x2w2 ` xp1´ xqw2k2
´

1
2

ż 1

0
dx

p1´ xqp1´ 2xq2

p1` x2w2 ` xp1´ xqw2k2q
3
2

ff

.
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Figure 6: Diagrams contributing to Tij. Crossed diagrams are not explicitly shown but
calculated.

This gives the number

(19) ∆E|χPTppionsq “ 0.018 meV .

We consider a more through chiral study of this object, in particular including the ∆ particle,
compulsory. The introduction of the ∆ particle produced a large effect in the case of the
Zemach correction, something similar may happen here. Whereas we can (and should, see
Ref. [28] for a recent discussion) further analyze the error associated to the polarizability
correction, we would like to emphasize that in order to explain Eq. (2), the corrections to
the leading order chiral computation should be a factor 15 larger than the number obtained
in Eq. (19).

3.3 Definition of the proton radius

From the effective theory point of view, the proton radius corresponds to an specific
combination of the Wilson coefficients of the effective theory. Let us see how this relation
appears. One first considers the following matrix element

(20) xp1, s|Jµ|p, sy “ upp1q
„

F1pq2qγµ ` iF2pq2q
σµνqν

2mp



uppq .

We are interested in the low energy limit of the form factors

(21) Fipq2q “ Fi `
q2

m2
p

F1i ` ...
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or more precisely of the Sachs form factors

(22) GEpq2q “ F1pq2q `
q2

4m2
p

F2pq2q, GMpq2q “ F1pq2q ` F2pq2q.

The proton radius is usually defined as the derivative of the Electric Sachs form factor at
zero momentum:

(23) r2
ppνq “ 6

d
dq2 GE,ppq2q|q2“0 “

3
4

1
m2

p

´

cppqD pνq ´ 1
¯

(24) cD “ 1` 2F2 ` 8F11 “ 1` 8m2
p

dGp,Epq2q

d q2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

q2“0

,

This set of equations allows to visualize the relation between the proton radius and the
matching coefficients of the effective theory [4]. They also highlight the problem of defining
the proton radius through the derivative of the Electric Sachs form factor at zero momentum,
as this object is infrared divergent. Then, what is the definition of the proton radius used to
obtain Eq. (1)? It corresponds to subtract the point-like effect of cD:

r2
p “

3
4

1
m2

p

`

cDpνq ´ cD,point´likepνq
˘

where, in the MS scheme,

cD,point´like “ 1`
α

π

˜

4
3

ln
m2

p

ν2

¸

.

4 Conclusions

We have briefly reviewed the theoretical determination of the spin-independent corrections
to the Lamb shift that contribute at Opmrα5q. We believe that it is important to have a model
independent and efficient approach to the problem. Effective Field Theories are suitable
for this task. The use of effective theories highlights that the proton radius is a matching
coefficient of the effective theory and, in general, an scheme/scale dependent object. In
principle, this is not a problem as far as one knows the definition one is using.

The pure QED computation appears to be solid, not to say extremely reliable. Yet it could be
interesting to reanalyze some parts of the computation from an effective theory perspective.
We also remark that the correction coming from the three-loop static potential has only
been computed by one group. On the other hand, the analogous QCD static potential has
been obtained by two groups. We believe that with a reasonable amount of effort, such
computations may yield cross checks of the QED computation for muonic hydrogen.
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For the hadronic corrections there are precise determinations of the effects associated to the
Zemach correction, xr3y, using dispersion relations. Chiral perturbation theory provides
with a highly non-trivial double check of the magnitude of this correction. The reason is
that the chiral computation is power-like chiral enhanced. It actually linearly diverges in
the chiral limit. Therefore, the leading order computation in chiral perturbation theory is a
pure prediction, with no free parameter. This rules out much larger values of xr3y than those
obtained from experiment, as such values would be in tension with the chiral perturbation
theory prediction.

The polarizability correction is the major source of uncertainty. The reason is that dispersion
relations alone are not able to fully determine this quantity, suffering from some ambiguity
in the parameterization. Therefore, the chiral perturbation theory result may turn out to
be crucial here to determine the size of this correction. Again the chiral computation is
power-like chiral enhanced and linearly diverges in the chiral limit. Thus, the leading order
computation in chiral perturbation theory is a pure prediction, with no free parameter.
At present there is room for improvement over the result obtained in Ref. [7] using chiral
perturbation theory with dispersion relations. In particular, it does not include the con-
tribution due to the ∆ particle, which, in the case of the Zemach term, turned out to be
quite important. It will then be very important to compute it to really asses the size of this
correction. Obviously any eventual determination from lattice of this quantity would be
most welcome.
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Nucleon Spin Structure and Parton Distribution
Functions

Jörg Pretz1 on behalf of the COMPASS Collaboration
Physikalisches Institut

Universität Bonn
D-53115 Bonn, GERMANY

This article gives an overview over recent results on quark and gluon helicity distributions

obtained in deep inelastic lepton nucleon scattering and proton proton interactions. Future

experimental programs to study the nucleon structure will be discussed as well.

1 Introduction

In the Quark Parton Model, the nucleon is successfully described in terms of parton dis-
tribution functions (PDFs). Whereas unpolarized parton distributions like qpxq and gpxq
interpreted as number densities of quarks and gluons at a given longitudinal momentum
fraction x in the nucleon are relatively well known, distributions involving polarization
degrees of freedom are less well known. The most prominent ones, related to the nucleon
spin problem, are the helicity distributions ∆qpxq, ∆gpxq and the transversity distributions
∆qTpxq.

This paper focuses on the helicity distributions. Effects occurring when considering
transverse momenta and transverse polarizations are discussed in the contribution of
M. Anselmino [3]. Section 2 gives a short summary of the nucleon spin puzzle and its
connection to helicity distributions of quarks and gluons. Section 3 discusses various ex-
perimental methods to access the helicity distributions. Recent results are presented in
Section 4. Future experimental programs are discussed in Section 5.

2 The nucleon spin puzzle

The spin of the nucleon can be decomposed in helicity (∆Σ & ∆G) and orbital angular
momentum contributions (Lq & Lg) of quarks and gluons

1
2
“

1
2

∆Σ` ∆G` Lq ` Lg .

1jorg.pretz@cern.ch
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For a recent discussion on ambiguities in this decomposition see [1]. Whereas the static
quark model predicts ∆Σ “ 1 and zero contribution from ∆G, Lq and Lg, relativistic quark
models predict a helicity contribution of quarks, ∆Σ of the order of 60% [2]. Results from
polarized deep inelastic scattering indicate a much smaller value: ∆Σ « 25%, allowing
thus for large contributions of ∆G, Lq and Lg. In recent years mainly the measurement of
∆G was in the focus of research because a large contribution ∆G « 2´ 3 could explain
the small value of ∆Σ measured in deep inelastic scattering via the mechanism of axial
anomaly [4]. While a contribution of 400 – 600 % (corresponding to ∆G “ 2´ 3) of the gluon
helicity to the nucleon spin may sound strange, one should keep in mind that although
perturbative QCD is not able to predict ∆G, it can predict its scale dependence. It is given
by ∆Gpµqαspµq “ const. in next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD, i.e. with increasing scale µ,
∆G must increase because the strong coupling constant αs decreases.

The helicity contributions of quarks, ∆Σ can be further decomposed in the contributions of
different quark flavors depending on the momentum fraction x carried by the quarks:

∆Σ “
ż 1

0

ÿ

q
∆qpxqdx

where the sum runs over all light quark flavors q “ u, d, s, u, d, s. The helicity distribution
is defined as ∆qpxq “ qÒpxq ´ qÓpxq, the unpolarized distributions are given by qpxq “
qÒpxq ` qÓpxq. Similar to the unpolarized quark distributions qÒpxqpqÓpxqq are number
densities of quarks with spin parallel (anti-parallel) to the nucleon spin.

In a similar way the first moment of the gluon distribution is given by the integral over the
gluon helicity distribution

∆G “
ż 1

0
∆gpxqdx .

As mentioned above, presently we know that ∆Σ is of the order of 25%. Open questions
addressed in this article are the distribution of these 25% among the different quark flavors
and new results on the gluon helicity distribution ∆gpxq.

3 Accessing the helicity distributions

Helicity distributions can be accessed in deep inelastic scattering and proton-proton scatter-
ing. The most simple case of inclusive polarized deep inelastic scattering

~̀ ` ~N Ñ `1 ` X

will be discussed in more detail. In all reactions mentioned X stands for unobserved final
state particles. A polarized lepton creates a polarized photon. By changing the relative spin
orientation of lepton and nucleon the two situations shown in Fig. 1 are obtained. In the
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*γ N
*γ N

↑q

↓q

↑q

↓q

Figure 1: Accessing the helicity distributions in polarized deep inelastic scattering. Double
arrows indicate the spin direction.

left diagram photon and nucleon spins are antiparallel. In this case the photon can only be
absorbed by a quark having its spin aligned with the nucleon spin (qÒ). The absorption of
the photon by the quark having its spin anti-aligned with the nucleon spin would result in
quark with Jz “ 3{2 in the final state and is thus forbidden. In a similar way, if photon and
nucleon spin are aligned (Fig. 1, right) the photon can only be absorbed by a quark having
its spin anti-aligned with the nucleon spin (qÓ).

The photon-nucleon cross section asymmetry denoted by A1 is thus given by

(1) A1pxq “
σÒÓγ˚N ´ σÒÒγ˚N

σÒÓγ˚N ` σÒÒγ˚N

“

ř

q e2
qp∆qpxq ` ∆qpxqq

ř

q e2
qpqpxq ` qpxqq

,

eq being electric charge of the quark q “ u, d, s.

Selecting specific hadronic final states, h, in semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering

~̀ ` ~N Ñ `1 ` h` X

allows to get more detailed information on the quark helicity distributions. The correspond-
ing photon-nucleon asymmetry reads

(2) Ah
1px, zq “

ř

q e2
q

´

∆qpxqDh
qpzq ` ∆qpxqDh

qpzq
¯

ř

q e2
q

´

qpxqDh
qpzq ` qpxqDh

qpzq
¯ .

The fragmentation functions Dh
qpzq describe the probability that a quark q fragments into a

hadron h carrying an energy fraction z of the virtual photon energy ν in the target rest frame.
Semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering allows to separate contributions from quarks and
anti-quarks because in general the corresponding fragmentation functions differ (Dh

q ‰ Dh
q ).

Moreover, by selecting strange hadrons (K` and K´) one can for example enhance the
contribution of the strange quarks.
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hadrons

N
q γ

hadrons

hadrons

N

q

 q

γg

Leading order photon gluon fusion

Figure 2: Leading Order (LO) and photon-gluon-fusion (PGF) process in deep inelastic
scattering.

Another possibility to measure the quark helicity distributions is polarized pp scattering.
Single spin asymmetries of the process

~p` p Ñ W˘ ` ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ e˘ ` . . .

give access to quark helicity distributions with the advantage that no knowledge on frag-
mentation functions is needed. These single spin asymmetries are related to the helicity
distributions in the following way

AW`

L “
∆dpx1qupx2q ´ ∆upx1qdpx2q

upx1qdpx2q ` dpx1qupx2q
, AW´

L “
∆upx1qdpx2q ´ ∆dpx1qupx2q

dpx1qupx2q ` upx1qdpx2q
.

Accessing the gluon helicity distribution is more difficult. It can for example be done by a
next-to-leading order (NLO) analysis of spin asymmetries where the leading order (LO)
expression given in Eqs. (1) and (2) are modified and receive contributions involving ∆gpxq.
Another possibility is to look for hadronic final states tagging the participation of gluons
in the scattering process. This can be done by selecting for example hadrons with large
transverse momentum with respect to the virtual photon axis or charmed mesons. This is
illustrated in Fig. 2. In a leading order process where the photon is absorbed by one of the
quarks, hadrons are essentially produced along the axis of the virtual photon (Fig. 2 left). If a
gluon participates in the partonic sub-process, hadrons can be produced at larger pT (Fig. 2
right). A particular clean tag of the gluon in the partonic subprocess is the detection of a
charmed meson D0 or D˚ in the final state, because these are almost exclusively produced
via the process γ` g Ñ c` c.

In polarized pp scattering double spin asymmetries for various final states gives access to
gluon helicity contribution. These asymmetries depend on the product of parton helicity
distributions ∆q2, ∆g2 and ∆qˆ ∆g.
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4 Results

4.1 Quark Helicity distributions

Figure 3 shows the inclusive asymmetry Ap
1 obtained from several experiments in deep

inelastic scattering of polarized electrons or muons on polarized protons vs. the Bjorken
variable x, which equals in LO the parton momentum fraction, for a momentum transfer
Q2 ą 1GeV2. Note that due to the different center of mass energies data points at a given x
may have different values of Q2.

x  
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Figure 3: Results for the inclusive asymmetry Ap
1 [5].

Using these asymmetries together with the corresponding asymmetries for neutron and
deuteron and information from the neutron and hyperon decay constants results in the
values for the first moments of the quark distributions given in Table 1. The most right
column shows results from Lattice QCD calculations which are in remarkable agreement
with the results obtained from experiment.

As discussed in Section 3 inclusive deep inelastic scattering gives only access to the sum
quark and anti-quark contributions because e2

q “ e2
q, whereas semi-inclusive deep inelastic

scattering allows to separate contribution from quarks and anti-quarks. Figure 4 shows semi-
inclusive asymmetries measured on a proton target together with the inclusive asymmetry
from the COMPASS and HERMES experiment.

From these asymmetries together with asymmetries measured on the deuteron target the
quark helicity distributions are determined. The analysis is done in leading order QCD
where the measured asymmetries are related to the helicity distribution via the following
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Table 1: First moments of the polarized quark distributions at Q2 “ 10GeV2. Note that
the error for the result on the global analysis does not include an uncertainty for the
unmeasured region 0<x<0.001.

global analysis [6] lattice QCD [8]

∆Σ = 0.25˘ 0.05
∆u` ∆u = 0.81˘ 0.03 0.82˘ 0.04
∆d` ∆d = ´0.46˘ 0.03 ´0.41˘ 0.04
∆s` ∆s = ´0.11˘ 0.06

matrix equation:

~Apxq “ B
ˆ

qpxq,
ż

Dh
qpzqdz

˙

∆~qpxq with(3)

~A “ pA1,p, Aπ`

1,p , Aπ´

1,p , AK`
1,p , AK´

1,p , A1,d, Aπ`

1,d , Aπ´

1,d , AK`
1,d , AK´

1,d q

∆~q “ p∆u, ∆d, ∆s, ∆u, ∆d, ∆sq

The matrix B connecting the asymmetries with the helicity distributions depends on the
unpolarized quark distributions and the fragmentation functions. Systematic errors orig-
inating form the choice of fragmentation functions are discussed in the contribution of
N. Makke [9].

Figure 5 shows the results assuming ∆s “ ∆s published in Ref. [10]. Dropping this as-
sumption, no difference was observed between ∆s and ∆s. It only led to an increase in
statistical error for the other helicity distributions. ∆u is positive and ∆d is negative mainly
at large x. The sea quark distributions are all close to zero over the whole measured range
0.004 ă x ă 0.3. For the strange quark one finds

ş0.3
0.004 ∆spxqdx “ ´0.01˘ 0.01˘ 0.01. The

large negative value in Table. 1 comes mainly from the unmeasured low x region and is
constrained from the neutron and hyperon decay constants. The truncated first moment
ş0.3

0.004 ∆upxq ´ ∆dpxqdx “ 0.06˘ 0.04pstatq ˘ 0.02psystq is slightly positive and disfavors
models with ∆upxq ´ ∆dpxq ă 0.

First results on single spin asymmetries via the exchange of a W˘ measured by the PHENIX
and STAR collaborations at

?
s “ 500 GeV at RHIC/BNL are shown in Fig. 6. The measured

asymmetries have the expected sign, as can be seen by comparing them to the curves in the
Figure which result from various global analyses. To compete with the results from deep
inelastic scattering more data are needed.

4.2 Gluon helicity distribution

Figure 7 (left) shows the result on ∆g{g from direct measurements from deep inelastic
scattering using double spin asymmetries of high pT hadrons and open charm production.
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Figure 4: The inclusive and semi-inclusive asymmetry for π`, π´, K` and K´ for the
proton target vs. x from the COMPASS and the HERMES experiment.
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Figure 6: The single spin asymmetry AW`

L (left) and AW´

L (right) from the PHENIX [11]
experiment and the AW˘

L (right) from the STAR [12] experiment as a function of the lepton
rapidity compared to results from global analyses of deep inelastic scattering data.

The measured asymmetries are directly related to the polarizations of gluons ∆g{g:

A9
∆g
g
` Abgd .

All results indicate that ∆g{g is small in the measured region xg « 0.1 certainly excluding
large values ∆G “ 2´ 3. Here the data where analyzed in LO QCD 2. For the open charm
data also a NLO analysis is available. The result is shown in Fig. 7 (right) together with
results of various global analyses. Note that the vertical error bars indicate statistical and
systematic error, whereas the horizontal error bars indicate the xg range covered by the
data.

Double spin asymmetries in pp scattering from π0 production (PHENIX) and jet production
(STAR) are shown in Fig. 8. Comparing these asymmetries measured as a function of the
transverse momentum pT with parameterizations gives information on ∆gpxq. More results
on ∆gpxq from the pp scattering at the RHIC experiments are discussed in the contribution
of E. Aschenauer [7].

Results from a global NLO QCD analysis including inclusive, semi-inclusive asymmetries
as well as asymmetries from pp scattering are shown in Fig. 9 [6]. Note that the newest
COMPASS semi-inclusive results and most recent RHIC results are not yet included in this
analysis, but they will not change the overall picture [14].

The results on ∆u` ∆u and ∆d` ∆d are driven by the inclusive asymmetries, whereas the
sea quark contributions are mainly determined by the semi-inclusive asymmetries. The

2The LO process in this context is the lowest order diagram involving a gluon, thus the PGF-diagram shown
in Fig. 2 (right)
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Figure 7: Left: Results from direct measurements of ∆g{g using a LO QCD analysis. The
three blue lines are parameterization corresponding to three different first moments of
∆G.
Right: NLO result from the COMPASS open charm data together with three analyses:
COMPASS: global analysis of inclusive asymmetries and the open charm measurement,
LSS: global analysis of inclusive and semi-inclusive asymmetries [13], DSSV: global analy-
sis discussed below [6].

Figure 8: Double spin asymmetries in pp scattering from π0 production (PHENIX) and jet
production (STAR).
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Figure 9: Results on helicity distributions from a global analysis [6].

largest influence on ∆gpxq comes from the pp data at RHIC. For the truncated first moment
one finds

ż 1

0.001
∆gpxqdx “ 0.013`0.702

´0.314 .

Note that the direct measurements from deep inelastic scattering are not yet included in
this global analysis because for some channels a NLO QCD description is not yet available.
Their inclusion will in the near future further constrain ∆gpxq.

5 Future experimental programs

Table 2 gives an overview over some important parameter of past, present and future
experiments in polarized deep inelastic scattering. In the near future experiments at JLAB,
CERN, and BNL will continue to take data. Recently a new COMPASS proposal was
accepted to study so called Generalized Parton Distributions in Deep Inelastic Virtual
Compton Scattering (DVCS) and Hard Exclusive Meson Production (HEMP) as well as
Transverse Momentum Dependent distributions (TMDs) in Drell-Yan processes [15, 16].
Similar programs are foreseen at JLAB and BNL.

Table 2 lists also projects for the far future. The electron ion collider (EIC) projects in the US
are discussed in the contribution of J. Lee [17]. The project discussed in Europe at GSI, a
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Table 2: Parameters of experiments to study deep inelastic scattering.

Experiment JLab HERMES ENC COMPASS EIC
(12 GeV) @DESY @FAIR/GSI @CERN @BNL/JLab

s/GeV2 23 50 180 300 10000

xbj,min “
1GeV2

ys 5 ¨ 10´2 2 ¨ 10´2 6 ¨ 10´3 4 ¨ 10´3 10´4

for y “ 0.9
and Q2 ą 1GeV2

L/(1/cm2/s) « 1038 « 1032 « 1032´33 « 1032 « 1033´34

pPTPB f q2 0.026 0.16 0.41 0.026 0.24

3 GeV electron beam colliding with a 15 GeV proton beam has a center of mass energy and a
luminosity comparable to the one of the running COMPASS experiment. The last line of the
table gives the product squared of target, beam polarization and the target dilution factor.
This quantity is of particular interest for double polarization experiments. Multiplied with
the luminosity it gives an effective luminosity which is proportional to the figure of merit
(= inverse squared of the statistical error) of the measured asymmetry. In this quantity one
would gain a factor 0.41{0.026 « 16. For the collider a polarization of 80% for both beams is
assumed. In addition to this factor a large gain in hadron reconstruction is expected. In the
case of a collider one does not suffer from hadron interactions in a solid state target. Such a
collider, even at center of mass energies of already running experiments, would thus offer
great opportunities for studies of the spin structure of the nucleon.

6 Summary & Outlook

It is well established since several years that the helicity contribution of quarks to the
nucleon spin is only about ∆Σ “ 25% in contrast to a value of about 60% expected in
relativistic quark models.

New data, mainly from semi-inclusive double spin asymmetries from the COMPASS
experiment allowed to determine the contributions of the different quark flavors as a
function of the Bjorken variable x to ∆Σ. More data will decide whether the difference in
the contribution of the light sea quarks ∆u and ∆d is only a statistical deviation. The RHIC
experiment published first data on single spin asymmetries giving a direct access to the
helicity distributions.

Concerning the gluon helicity distribution, the results indicate that the gluon distribution is
small, but it should be kept in mind the error on the first moment is still on the order of 1/2,
i.e. the gluon could still account for 100% of the nucleon spin.
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New experimental programs at JLAB, CERN and BNL will continue in the near future
measurements of the nucleon structure, where the interest will be enlarged to measure-
ments of Generalized Parton Distributions (GPDs) and Transverse Momentum Dependent
distributions (TMDs) giving also access to orbital angular momentum contributions. In
the far future new facilities, like a polarized electron nucleon collider would offer great
potential to study the spin structure of the nucleon at a much deeper level.
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Recent developments in quarkonium and open flavour
production calculations

Mathias Butenschön1
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This report reviews recent theory progress in the field of heavy quarkonium and open heavy

flavour production calculations.

1 Heavy Quarkonium Production

1.1 Introduction

Heavy quarkonia are bound states of a heavy quark and its antiquark. There are charmonia
and bottomonia. According to the factorization theorem of nonrelativistic QCD (NRQCD)
[1], the cross section to produce a heavy quarkonium H factorizes according to

(1) σpab Ñ H ` Xq “
ÿ

n
σpab Ñ ccrns ` XqxOHrnsy,

where the σpab Ñ ccrns ` Xq are perturbatively calculated short distance cross sections
describing the production of a heavy quark pair (here cc) in an intermediate Fock state n,
which does not have to be color neutral. The xOHrnsy are nonperturbative long distance
matrix elements (LDMEs) extracted from experiment and describing the transition of that
intermediate cc state into the physical H via soft gluon radiation. NRQCD predicts each of
the LDMEs to scale with a definite power of the relative heavy quark velocity v ! 1, which
serves as an additional expansion parameter besides αs: In case of H “ J{ψ, the leading
order contribution in the v expansion stems from n “ 3Sr1s1 and equals the traditional color
singlet model (CSM) prediction, while the leading relativistic corrections are made up
by the 1Sr8s0 , 3Sr8s1 , and 3Pr8sJ states. The upper index “8” stands for color octet (CO), and
these contributions are usually just called the color octet contributions. The CSM alone
is theoretically incomplete due to uncancelled infrared divergences in the case of p wave
quarkonia. On the other hand, however, the validity of the NRQCD factorization and the
universality of the LDMEs are still not proven and subject to dispute. Most of the work
reviewed in the following therefore just aims at testing them.

1mathias.butenschoen@desy.de
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1.2 NLO calculations of color octet contributions

The calculation of next-to-leading order (NLO) corrections to the short distance cross
sections of the intermediate CO states, especially to the 3Pr8sJ states, have proven challenging.
But as for unpolarized J{ψ production, up to now they have been calculated for all relevant
collision processes. The 2 Ñ 1 processes for photo- and hadroproduction have already
been calculated in 1998 [2]. Inclusive production in direct two photon collisions followed
in 2005 [3], in direct photoproduction [4] and electron-positron scattering neglecting the
small 3Sr8s1 contribution [5] in 2009. The hadroproduction calculations [6] were still missing
the 3Pr8sJ contributions. Full calculations involving all CO states followed in 2010 with
two independent works [7, 8]. The missing pieces of single and double resolved two
photon scattering, resolved photoproduction and the 3Sr8s1 contributions of electron-positron
scattering were finally presented in 2011 [9].

The two hadroproduction works [7,8] initially stirred some confusion, because the extracted
CO LDMEs seem incompatible although the short distance cross sections agree within the
expected numerical uncertainties. That difference is mainly due to the fact that in [8] a
combined fit to the transverse momentum pT distributions in H1 HERA photoproduction
and CDF Tevatron hadroproduction data was performed, while in [7] a Tevatron-only fit
was performed. When fitting to hadroproduction data alone, the fit is unconstrained, so only
two linear combinations of the CO LDMEs can be extracted in [7], and the fit results depend
strongly on parameters like the lower cut on pT. But when both groups perform the fit in
the same way, meaning doing a three-parameter fit neglecting feed-down contributions like
in [8], but fitting only the seven data points from the CDF Tevatron run 2 measurement [10]
with pT ą 7 GeV like in [7], the fit results do agree within the fit errors. So there is no
obvious inconsistency between the two works.

1.3 Global fit of J/ψ CO LDMEs to unpolarized production data

In [9] a global NLO fit of the CO LDMEs to 194 data points of inclusive unpolarized J{ψ
production from 10 different experiments has been performed, see figure 1 and table 1.
This extends the previous fit [8] mentioned in the last section by including a lot more
photoproduction and hadroproduction data and additionally including data from two-
photon collisions measured by DELPHI [16] and electron-positron collisions measured by
BELLE [13]. The new ingredients do not alter the fit values much, but the fit errors are
strongly reduced. The reason is that in order to constrain the fit, input from basically just
one photoproduction and one hadroproduction experiment is needed, and that input was
already present in [8].

The global fit shows that at NLO all considered processes except perhaps the two-photon
collisions can be described well when including the CO contributions. As explained in
more detail in [9], the distribution in the inelasticity variable z of photoproduction at HERA
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Figure 1: Plots a-t: Results of global fit [9] compared to ALICE [11], ATLAS [12], BELLE
[13], CDF [10, 14], CMS [15], DELPHI [16], LHCb [17], PHENIX [18], and ZEUS [19] data.
The blue bands are the color singlet model predictions, the yellow bands include the color
octet contributions.
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Figure 1: Plots u-z (continuation): Results of global fit [9] compared to H1 [20, 21] data.
The blue bands are the color singlet model predictions, the yellow bands include the color
octet contributions.

Set A: Do not mind feed-downs Set B: Subtract feed-downs first
xO J{ψp1Sr8s0 qy p4.97˘ 0.44q ˆ 10´2 GeV3 p3.04˘ 0.35q ˆ 10´2 GeV3

xO J{ψp3Sr8s1 qy p2.24˘ 0.59q ˆ 10´3 GeV3 p1.68˘ 0.46q ˆ 10´3 GeV3

xO J{ψp3Pr8s0 qy p´1.61˘ 0.20q ˆ 10´2 GeV5 p´9.08˘ 1.61q ˆ 10´3 GeV5

Table 1: Results of global fit [9] for the J{ψ CO LDMEs. Set A corresponds to the main fit
shown in figure 1. In set B, estimated feed-down contributions from higher charmonium
states were subtracted from the prompt data prior to fitting (hadroproduction: 36%,
photoproduction: 15%, γγ scattering: 9%, e`e´ annihilation: 26%).

is now well described even at high z (see figures 1t, w and z), where the older Born analyses
predicted a steep rise in the cross section not found in the data. The fact that the DELPHI
data overshoots the NRQCD prediction is not worrying since the experimental errors are
huge with just 16 events entering the data of figure 1q. The CS contributions alone are on
the other hand shown to fall clearly short of the data everywhere except for the BELLE total
e`e´ cross section, see figure 1p.

1.4 Polarization observables

Polarized NLO J{ψ production cross sections have been evaluated within the CSM, for direct
photoproduction [22] and hadroproduction [23], and for the 1Sr8s0 and 3Sr8s1 intermediate
states in hadroproduction [6]. Recently, for the first time, polarized NLO cross sections
including all CO contributions have been calculated, namely for direct photoproduction
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Figure 2: Polarization parameters λ and ν for direct photoproduction at HERA using CO
LDME set B of table 1, compared to H1 [21] and ZEUS [25] data. Blue bands: Uncertainties
of NLO CS curve due to scale variations. Yellow bands: Uncertainties of NLO CS+CO
curve due to scale variations and uncertainties of the CO LDMEs. From [24].
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at HERA [24]. In figure 2, the predictions for the polarization parameters λ and ν are
compared to data. They are defined by the angular momentum distribution of the decay
muons via

(2)
dσpJ{ψ Ñ µ`µ´q

d cos θ dφ
91` λ cos2 θ ` µ sin 2θ cos φ`

ν

2
sin2 θ cos 2φ,

where θ and φ are the polar and azimuthal angles of the µ` in the J{ψ rest frame for specific
choices of the coordinate axes. λ “ 0 corresponds to unpolarized J{ψ, whereas λ “ `1
(-1) stands for fully transversely (longitudinally) polarized J{ψ. Unfortunately, the H1 [21]
and ZEUS [25] data do not yet allow to distinguish the production mechanisms clearly, but
kinematical regions can be identified, in which a distinction could be possible in a future
more precise ep collider experiment: At higher pT, NRQCD predicts the J{ψ to be largely
unpolarized in contrast to the CSM predictions. In the z distributions, however, the scale
uncertainties are sizeable and the error bands of the CSM and NRQCD largely overlap. The
LO calculation corresponding to that NLO analysis has first been performed in [26].

As for hadroproduction at the Tevatron, the CDF [27] measurement shows that the J{ψ’s are
largely unpolarized, whereas the NLO CSM calculation [23] predicts largely longitudinally
polarized J{ψ, see figure 3. The parameter α equals λ in the definition (2). Predictions
including all the CO contributions have so far only been made at LO [29].

1.5 Improving the Color Singlet Model: kT factorization

In heavy quarkonium production, the hard scattering scales are typically much lower than
the collision energies, and the tested longitudinal momentum fractions x of the partons
inside the protons are so small that the partons’ transverse momenta kT are of the same
order as the longitudinal momenta and should hence not be neglected. That is the basic
idea behind using the kT factorization approach [30] in quarkonium production calculations.
The initial gluons are therefore off-shell in this formalism. The partonic cross sections,
which are so far only evaluated at LO in αs, are then convoluted with unintegrated, kT

dependent gluon parton distribution functions (PDFs), which are derived from the usual
gluon PDFs either in a DGLAP [31], a BFKL [32] or a so called CCFM [33] approach. This
derivation of the unintegrated PDFs is certainly the most subtle point here. Usually, only
CS contributions are considered. The kT factorization method gives very good descriptions
of the J{ψ photo- and electroproduction at HERA [34, 35], and has also been applied for
hadroproduction of J{ψ, χc and Υ at Tevatron [28, 35, 36] and RHIC [37]. The Monte Carlo
program CASCADE [38] also successfully simulates initial gluon radiation within the kT

factorization approach applying the CCFM [33] evolution equation.

1.6 Improving the Color Singlet Model: “NNLO˚”

The CSM could describe the hadroproduction data better if the next-to-next-to-leading-
order (NNLO) corrections had a large K factor like the NLO corrections. NNLO corrections
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consist of three parts: Two-loop contributions, one-loop times tree-level contributions and
pure real corrections. Only the sum of the three parts is infrared finite and gives the physical
result. Unfortunately, to date only the real corrections are calculated. In [39], a “NNLO˚”
correction was defined. It consists only of the real corrections, which are made finite by
cutting off phase space parts around the singularities in which ki ¨ k j ă xcut, with ki and
k j being momenta of external light QCD partons. The “NNLO˚” band is computed by
shifting this cutoff parameter xcut. This band reminds us that the NNLO cross sections can
be expected to have a flatter pT dependence than the NLO ones, and it is possible that the
NNLO corrections may indeed be large and positive, like the “NNLO˚” ones.

2 Open heavy flavour production

2.1 Theory frameworks

Heavy flavoured hadrons are hadrons consisting of one heavy quark and one or two light
quarks. Examples are the D mesons (charm plus one light quark) and the B mesons (bottom
plus one light quark). The production of these particles is described by the fragmentation
of outgoing heavy or light QCD partons into the heavy flavoured hadrons. The partonic
cross sections are thus folded not only with the PDFs but also with nonperturbative frag-
mentation functions (FFs), whose exact definition and theoretical interpretation depend on
the calculational scheme used. There are two main traditional schemes, which are valid
in complementary kinematical regions: The fixed-flavour-number scheme (FFNS), which
was also applied in all the heavy quarkonium calculations of section 1, and the zero-mass
variable-flavour-number scheme (ZM-VFNS). Let us for simplicity assume charm c as the
heavy quark. In the FFNS, we then have only the light quarks u, d, s and gluons as incoming
particles, the heavy quark c only appears as a final state particle, and the heavy quark mass
mc is kept finite. Here, we have two kinematical scales: mc and the typical scale Q, which
could be the hadron’s transverse momentum. This scheme is valid only at m2

c Æ Q2, because
at very large Q2, large logarithms logpQ2{m2

cq spoil the convergence of the perturbative
expansion. On the other hand, the ZM-VFNS is the classic parton model. Here, the charm
is treated massless like a light quark, and it appears both as an incoming and an outgoing
parton. Instead of the quasi-collinear logarithms logpQ2{m2

cq, genuinely collinear divergent
terms appear, which are factorized into the charm quark PDFs and FFs. Since any mc depen-
dent terms are missing, the ZM-VFNS is a good approximation only in the limit m2

c ! Q2.
Although the FFNS alone can already describe the data well in the currently accessed kine-
matical regions, one would like to have a combined scheme, which interpolates between
the FFNS and the ZM-VFNS, and is by itself valid at all scales Q2. There are currently two
of these interpolating schemes on the market: The general-mass variable-flavour-number
scheme (GM-VFNS) [40] and the fixed-order NLL scheme (FONLL) [41].

The GM-VFNS is an extension of the ZM-VFNS in such a way that in Feynman diagrams
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Figure 4: D0, D` and D`s hadroproduction at the LHC. GM-VFNS (BAK et al.) and
FONLL (MC et al.) predictions are compared to preliminary data measured by the
ALICE [52] and LHCb [53] collaborations. From [52] (left and middle) and [53] (right).

where c appears only as an outgoing parton, we do now consider a nonzero heavy quark
mass mc, while when it does also/only appear as an incoming particle, the heavy quark
mass is still kept zero like in the original ZM-VFNS. The bulk of the heavy mass dependence
is now taken into account, and the applicability of the ZM-VFNS is lowered down to scales
of about a few times the heavy quark mass. The large logpQ2{m2

cq terms now appearing
are factorized into the heavy quark PDFs and FFs and resummed using the DGLAP [31]
evolution equation according to the QCD factorization theorems, which are proven to hold
also in the case of these quasi-collinear logarithms [42].

In the FONLL scheme the predictions of the FFNS and the ZM-VFNS are overlaid by using
a Q “ pT dependent weight function, such that the FFNS and ZM-VFNS are recovered in
the respective pT limits. Additionally, the heavy quark FFs contain perturbative pieces at
the starting scale µ0 “ mc, such that the ZM-VFNS result matches the FFNS one at NLO.

2.2 Applications

Predictions at NLO accuracy have been made within the GM-VFNS for D˚˘ production in
two photon-collisions [43] and photoproduction [44], for hadroproduction of D0, D˚˘, D˘,
D˘s and Λ˘c [40, 45] and B meson hadroproduction [46]. NLO predictions in the FONLL
scheme have been calculated for D meson photoproduction [47], D0, D˚˘, D˘, D˘s and
Λ˘c production at the Tevatron [41], B meson production at the Tevatron [48] as well as
D and B meson production at RHIC [49]. An important input for all these calculations
are the nonperturbative FFs, which are extracted from fits to scaled energy or momentum
distributions of heavy flavour production in electron-positron collisions. In the GM-VFNS
framework, these have been extracted in [50] and in the FONLL framework in [48, 51].

In figure 4 GM-VFNS and FONLL predictions for hadroproduction of D0, D` and D`s
mesons are compared to recent preliminary data by ALICE [52] and LHCb [53]. The
predictions of both models agree with the data.
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parameters. From [46].

In figure 5 predictions for B` hadroproduction at the Tevatron [54] are compared with
predictions of the FFNS, ZM-VFNS and GM-VFNS [46]. We see that all three predictions
are compatible with the data in their respective regions of applicability. At very high pT we
see the difference between the FFNS on the one hand and the ZM-VFNS and the GM-VFNS
on the other hand. At high pT the latter two agree by construction, while we start to see
differences between them at moderate values of pT.
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News on hadrons in a hot medium

Mikko Laine1

Faculty of Physics, University of Bielefeld, D-33501 Bielefeld, Germany

Some of the modifications that a thermal medium, of the type generated in heavy ion collision

experiments at the LHC, may impose on the properties of hadrons, are reviewed. The focus is

on hadrons containing at least one heavy quark (charm or bottom or their antiparticles).

1 Introduction

The title that I was given is quite broad, so I chose to interpret it in a particular way.
Denoting by T the temperature and by µ the baryonic chemical potential, the part “hot
medium” will be taken to indicate the temperature range 50 MeV ! T ! 1000 MeV, perhaps
reachable in the current generation of heavy ion collision experiments; the medium is also
assumed not to be “dense”, meaning that the chemical potential is small, |µ| ! πT. The
most drastic cut concerns “hadrons”: in this talk only those which more or less maintain
their identity in the temperature range considered are discussed, meaning that at least one
heavy quark with a mass M " πT should be present. The final cut is related to the word
“news”: I will try to concentrate on recent works from 2010/2011, not tracing literature any
further back than to 2004 (with one exception).

With these excuses, the outline is that I will start by reviewing “open c, b”, i.e. the fate
of D and B mesons in a hot medium. Subsequently recent developments concerning
quarkonium physics, or “bound cc, bb”, i.e. J{ψ and Υ mesons, are discussed. A final short
section concerns what I refer to as “thermal cc, bb”, standing for quark-antiquark pairs
generated from thermal fluctuations. I would like to apologize once more for the exclusion
of lighter hadrons, on which many new insights have been reported at this conference and
elsewhere and but on which I possess no expertise.

2 Open c, b

Jets forming around energetic single heavy quarks are among the basic events in a hadronic
collision, and the gluon-fusion amplitude that is responsible for them, illustrated at leading
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order as

(1)

c, b

c̄, b̄

is theoretically relatively well understood [1]. For thermal physics, the interesting question
is what happens after the initial production. The idea is that apart from the heavy quarks,
a lot of “soft stuff” gets generated as well, which could rapidly reach a state of thermal
equilibrium. Then the heavy quarks need to propagate through this “medium” (shown
with yellow below), a process that can be sketched as

(2) .

What is illustrated here is that the heavy quark jets tend to get slowed down and eventually
stopped, by bremsstrahlung as well as by elastic scatterings. In the latter case some gluons
can be off-shell and soft, and this can lead to large infrared effects from processes like

(3) .

Therefore we may expect, with some hindsight already folded in, that despite their large
inertia the heavy quarks do interact strongly with the medium. In fact, experimentally,
charm quark jets get “quenched” practically as effectively as light jets; this is shown in fig. 1,
and is among the reasons that the medium generated in heavy ion collisions is nowadays
conceived to constitute a “strongly interacting quark-gluon plasma”, or sQGP.

It is a challenge for the theoretical finite-temperature community to quantitatively explain,
starting from the basic rules of QCD and statistical physics, the experimentally observed
strong interactions felt by the heavy quarks. (Although inspiring, AdS/CFT-based studies
for analogous theories are not discussed here for lack of space.) Indeed many different
lines of research have been pursued in this vain. For instance, a parameter that char-
acterizes the strength of interactions felt by the heavy quarks, called the “momentum
diffusion coefficient”, has been computed at leading [3] and next-to-leading [4, 5] order in
the weak-coupling expansion. Given that the weak-coupling expansion shows questionable
convergence, various model studies at T " 200 MeV also appear well-motivated as an inter-
mediate stage [6–8]. In the end, though, it is important to come up with a non-perturbative
first-principles formulation within QCD [9, 10] and move towards a numerical lattice de-
termination of the quantities in question [11–13]. (For charm this is also being attempted
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Figure 1: The “nuclear modification factor”, RAA, as a function of the transverse momen-
tum, from recent ALICE data [2]. The fact that RAA ă 1 indicates that jets get quenched,
and the data show that D-mesons stop about as effectively as pions despite their much
larger inertia. In fact even B-mesons appear to interact strongly with the medium [2].

through a “brute force” approach [14].) Another line is that at low temperatures, T ! 200
MeV, the same physics can be addressed analytically through the use of chiral effective
theories or extensions thereof [15–18]. There are also many works in continuous progress,
with a basic philosophy that can be traced back to ref. [3], that aim to implement theoretical
results of the type mentioned in a combined hydrodynamics and Langevin simulation, in
order to obtain results that can be directly compared with experiment.

Let me highlight a couple of these developments in a bit more detail. A perhaps most
economical non-perturbative formulation of the problem, valid at least for the bottom case,
is to make use of Heavy Quark Effective Theory in order to remove the heavy quark mass
scale from the problem, leaving over a purely gluonic correlator [10]:

(4) GEpτq ” ´
1
3

3
ÿ

i“1

A

Re Tr
”

Uβ;τ gEipτ, 0qUτ;0 gEip0, 0q
ıE

A

Re TrrUβ;0s

E ,

where gEi stands for the (bare) colour-electric field and Uτ2;τ1 is a straight timelike Wilson
line in Euclidean signature. The “transport coefficient” corresponding to this correlator
yields the momentum diffusion coefficient alluded to above, often denoted by κ. In fig. 2
results are shown from the direct next-to-leading order perturbative computation of κ and
from a measurement of the correlator defined in eq. (4). It should become clear how large
corrections (left) could be pretty much hidden on the Euclidean lattice (right), whose results
at first sight follow closely a next-to-leading order prediction. This indicates that a very
high resolution is needed in the lattice measurement; therefore no final results are available
to date, but the problem appears (relatively) well-posed, and work continues.

As another highlight, consider the hadronic phase, T ! 200 MeV. The momentum diffusion
coefficient mentioned above can be related (in the limit M " πT) to the “usual” diffusion
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Figure 2: Left: Leading and next-to-leading order results for the heavy-quark momentum
diffusion coefficient, κ, as a function of a renormalized gauge coupling (from ref. [5]).
Right: Lattice results for the corresponding Euclidean correlator (from ref. [12]), compared
with a next-to-leading order determination of the same quantity (from ref. [11]).

coefficient, let us denote it by D, through the Einstein relation, D “ 2T2{κ. If interactions
are strong, then κ is large (cf. fig. 2 left) and therefore D is small. In fig. 3, results are shown
from various works, concentrating particularly on the hadronic phase; the results have been
obtained by making use of Heavy Meson Chiral Perturbation Theory, hadronic models,
or some “intermediate” framework. The main observations are that, first of all, various
works differ signficantly from each other so that they probably contain non-negligible
systematic uncertainties; but that, second, it seems conceivable that strong interactions are
not immediately switched off in the hadronic phase. This might play a role in the analysis
of heavy ion collision data as well.
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Figure 3: The charm quark diffusion coefficient from ref. [18], with results from refs. [6,15,
16] also shown for comparison.
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3 Bound cc, bb

Although quarkonium physics is in some sense a more traditional and popular probe for
quark-gluon plasma formation than the physics related to heavy quark jets discussed in the
previous section, it is also clear that this is a more challenging topic, both theoretically and
experimentally. The difficulty becomes apparent already by drawing a simple example for
an initial hard process in which quarkonium can get generated:

(5) .

Clearly the cross section must be smaller than that in eq. (1), and furthermore the corre-
sponding rate is more difficult to compute reliably. On a more positive note, the final signal
is simple, given that quarkonium can decay into a dilepton pair, say µ`µ´, which is easily
identified and whose invariant mass can be measured with a relatively good resolution:

(6)

q

q̄

ℓ+

ℓ−

.

Indeed a possible thermal modification of the bottomonium spectral shape, illustrated in
fig. 4, is among the most spectacular early results from the LHC heavy ion program.

Apart from experimental news, there has also been some theoretical progress on thermal
quarkonium physics in recent years. I would like to imagine that a slight paradigm shift
is taking place: whereas it was originally envisaged that quarkonium remains a coherent
quantum-mechanical bound state in a thermal medium, with only the potential that binds
it together getting modified by Debye screening [23], a process that could perhaps be
illustrated as

(7)
q

q̄

,

a “modern” view is that there might be an additional effect also taking place: coherence
may be (partly) lost due to random kicks from a heat bath. Technically, this implies that a
suitably defined static potential may develop an imaginary part. The corresponding physics
could be thought of for instance in terms of the following diagram, obtained from eq. (7) by
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Figure 4: The disappearance of spectral features from bottomonium resonances when
going from pp to PbPb collisions, according to CMS (from ref. [19]). Qualitatively the
pattern appears to be in accordance with a classic “sequential suppression” scenario [20]
(see also ref. [21]); a quantitative interpretation has been put forward in ref. [22].

twisting two of the gluon lines outwards:

(8) .

The full body of literature concerning quarkonium at high temperatures is too vast to fit
in this review, so I restrict to mentioning representative theoretical works that contain
elements in this “modern” direction. Various computations resulting in a complex real-
time static potential have been reported e.g. in refs. [24–34] (actually many inequivalent
definitions of a “static potential” are being used). These results can be given a systematic
role at least in the weak-coupling regime where a number of momentum scales can be
identified and, if there is a hierarchy between them, a full-fledged effective field theory
approach can be formulated (termed “PNRQCDHTL” in a particular regime) [35–38]. On
the side of applications, at high temperatures where quarkonium “melts” the quantities
that can still be defined are the spectral function and the thermal part of the dilepton
production rate, dNµ´µ`{d4x d4Q [8, 39–45]. On the other hand, if we stay below the
melting temperature, which may be phenomenologically relevant particularly for some
of the bottomonium resonances (cf. fig. 4), then it is meaningful to speak of the “binding
energy” of a bound state as well as of its “width”; these are simpler objects than the complete
spectral function, and can be computed in rather explicit form [46], including even their
velocity dependence [47] (see also ref. [48]). Ultimately, of course, a lattice investigation is
needed [49–52], but even those might preferably be formulated within a non-relativistic
effective theory approach [53–55], particularly in the bottomonium case.
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Figure 5: Left: A thermal “decay width” that decoherence due to random kicks from
the heat bath could bestow upon a quantum-mechanical bound state (from ref. [24]).
Right: A thermal component in the dilepton production rate, with a resonance peak at low
temperatures going over into a smooth threshold at high temperatures (from ref. [43]).

Let me again highlight a couple of these developments in a bit more detail. The conceptual
change from an “on-off” melting picture towards a gradual evolution of the spectral shape of
a quarkonium resonance is illustrated on the qualitative level in fig. 5, for the bottomonium
case. More quantitatively, at low temperatures, far below “melting” (T ! 250 MeV in terms
of a situation illustrated in fig. 5(left)), the width shows a specific T-dependence [46] and,
as mentioned, its velocity-dependence is also computable [47].

As a second highlight, let me mention lattice computations within effective theories. For
lattice QCD, a “scale hierarchy” (say, between mπ and mB) is always a serious challenge,
because for a reliable representation of continuum physics the lattice spacing should be
shorter than the smallest physical length scale of the system, whereas for an exclusion of
finite-volume effects the lattice extent should exceed the largest physical length scale; these
complementary requirements easily lead to a prohibitively large number of lattice sites. On
the other hand, for effective field theories, the existence of a clear scale hierarchy is a blessing.
This suggests the idea of combining the two approaches; indeed a study of the bottomonium
system within the so-called NRQCD approach has recently been launched [55] (there are
well-known issues related to the existence of a continuum limit but these should be no
worse than at zero temperature). Another direction is to directly determine a real-time static
potential, perhaps to be used within a “PNRQCDHTL”-type framework, through a spectral
analysis of an imaginary-time Wilson loop [53, 54], as sketched in fig. 6.
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Figure 6: A sketch for how a spectral analysis of an imaginary-time Wilson loop could
reveal a real part of a static potential, from the position of a peak, and an imaginary part,
from its width (from a talk by A. Rothkopf, illustrating the work reported in refs. [53, 54]).

4 cc, bb from thermal fluctuations

It is interesting to ask under which conditions heavy quarks or mesons can “chemically
equilibrate”, i.e. be part of the heat bath with an entropy density determined by T, rather
than by some non-thermal initial process such as those illustrated in eqs. (1), (5). Naively, one
would think that this is the case only for T " 2M, so that there is no Boltzmann suppression,
expp´ 2M

T q, hindering the rate of pair creation of a quark-antiquark pair. However, trying to
be more quantitative, one may ask e.g. how the heavy quark mass M should be interpreted;
say, as an MS scheme mass, M Ñ mMS

c p3 GeVq « 1 GeV; as a more “physical” pole mass,
M Ñ mpole

c „ p1.5´ 2.0q GeV; or as something else? Furthermore, the Boltzmann weight
comes with a prefactor which might partially compensate for the exponential suppression,
and in fact anyone familiar with the “imaginary-time” formalism of thermal field theory
would from the outset suggest a comparison of 2M with 2πT rather than T, which is a
significant difference. All in all, it seems that the issue is non-trivial.

In any case, sample results from computations of how chemically equilibrated charm
quarks would contribute to thermodynamic observables are shown in fig. 7, both from
the weak-coupling expansion and from the lattice. It seems that there could be effects
visible at surprisingly low temperatures; this might be relevant for the initial stages of
hydrodynamics at the LHC, where current phenomenological studies tend to ignore charm
quarks altogether. (For another argument in a related direction, see ref. [60].)

5 Conclusions

In heavy ion collisions at the LHC, heavy-quark related observables are becoming increas-
ingly important: the existence of the heavy mass scale makes experimental signals clearly
identifiable, and also facilitates theoretical analyses by allowing for the use of modern effec-
tive theory methods. That said, much further work is needed for quantitative conclusions.
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A new era has started in the field of relativistic heavy-ion physics with lead beams delivered

by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in November 2010. In this proceedings I highlight the

main results from experimental measurements with Pb–Pb collisions at the incident energy

of 2.76 TeV/nucleon recorded by the LHC experiments. Recent experimental developments

from the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at the GeV incident energy scale are also

discussed. All together LHC and RHIC measurements provide new insights on the properties

and features of the new hot and dense form of matter created in the course of the relativistic

heavy-ion collision.

1 Introduction

The main goal of the more than a ten years of operation of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC), and of the heavy-ion program recently launch at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
is to study the properties of the hot and dense matter, the so called quark-gluon plasma
(QGP), which is believed to have existed a few microseconds after the big bang. By colliding
heavy nuclei at relativistic energies we heat up the normal cold matter and transfer it from
the hadronic phase to fireball of deconfined quarks and gluons, which allows us to probe
the QGP properties in the laboratory.

Theoretically the time evolution of the system created in the course of heavy-ion collisions
is described by a sequence of several stages. It starts from the initial pre-equilibrium state
when hard parton scattering occurs and gluonic fields are formed. The next stage is the
formation and then expantion of a thermalized state of matter, the quark-gluon plasma,
which is conventionally described by hydrodynamics. Consequently, the quarks and gluons
are coupled (hadronize) into hadrons, which ends with the phase of chemical and then
kinetic freeze out (all interactions are ceased at this moment). The only data which directly
accessible for experimentalist is the information on this last hadronic stage. Evidently, it

1ilya.selyuzhenkov@gmail.com
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is not possible to constrain theoretical models which pretend to describe the evolution of
the heavy-ion collision and identify the one which most precisely reflects the nature of the
collision with a single measurement, and so it is necessary to study many experimental
observables to pin down the properties of the QGP.

In this proceedings I highlight the new results from the ALICE, CMS, and ATLAS Collabora-
tions from the first heavy-ion run at LHC in November 2010, as well as recent experimental
developments by the STAR and PHENIX Collaborations at RHIC. I start with a discussion
of global properties of the collisions at LHC energies, such as charged hadrons multiplicity,
particle yields, and a measurement of the collision freeze out volume from the Bose-Einstein
correlations of identical pions. I then briefly review the results for anisotropic flow which
reflect collectivity in particles production and allows us to experimentally constrain the
possible initial conditions of the collision and the QGP viscosity. Switching to hard probes,
I present the main results on the suppression of particle production at high transverse
momenta in heavy-ion collision. I continue the discussion with a few highlights from the
beam energy scan program at RHIC aimed to probe the properties of the phase boundary
and search for the critical point in the QCD phase diagram. I complete my proceedings
with a few remarks on probes of local parity violation in the strong interaction which shows
the potential to go beyond the scope of the QGP physics with the heavy-ion programs at
RHIC and LHC.

2 Particle yields

(a) (b)
Figure 1: (a) Charged particle multiplicity per participant pair measured for Pb–Pb
collisions by the ALICE and ATLAS Collaborations at LHC, and compared to results for
proton-proton and heavy-ion collisions at lower energies. (b) Centrality dependence of
the multiplicity per participant pair measured by the ALICE and ATLAS Collaborations at
the LHC, and the STAR Collaboration at RHIC. Figures taken from [1].

Figure 1(a) shows a compilation of the results for charged particle multiplicity density
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measured for heavy-ion collisions at the LHC and lower energies at RHIC, SPS, and AGS,
as well as for proton-proton collisions. The charged particle multiplicity density in central
Pb–Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV/nucleon is measured to be dNch{dη « 1600, what is larger by
a factor of 2.15 than that at top RHIC energy. Compared to pp collisions at the same energy
the charge density is increased by a factor of 1.9. The measured multiplicity and spectra
correspond to an increase by 2.5-3 times in energy density from RHIC to LHC, which for
central Pb–Pb collisions at LHC is measured to be dEt{dη „ 2 TeV per unit of rapidity [2].
As it can be seen from Fig. 1(b) the shape of the charged particle production per participant
pair versus centrality is almost identical for RHIC and LHC energies, what may indicate
that saturation effects do not significantly change despite shifting toward smaller Feynman
x f at LHC.
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Figure 2: (a) Identified charged particle spectra measured by the ALICE Collaboration
for heavy-ion collisions at the LHC in comparison with results for top RHIC energy.
(b) Freeze-out temperature, Tf o, and radial velocity, xβty, extracted from the blast wave
fits to the identified charged particle spectra measured at RHIC and LHC. Figures taken
from [3].

Figure 2(a) shows the transverse momentum spectra of identified particle measured by the
ALICE Collaboration for the 0-5% most central Pb–Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV/nucleon. The
spectra slopes change dramatically compared to RHIC data (open symbols in Fig. 2(a)),
especially for protons. This reflects a significantly stronger radial flow. The radial flow
velocity reaches about 60% of the speed of light with a simultaneous reduction of the kinetic
freeze-out temperature down to 80 MeV (Fig. 2(b)).
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3 Bose-Einstein correlations

Figure 3 shows the decoupling time and the size of the freeze-out (homogeneity) region of
the fireball created in Pb–Pb collisions at LHC and at lower energies. The volume and the
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Figure 3: (a) The homogeneity volume (triple product of the pion HBT radii which
is proportional to the system volume via p2πq

3
2 coefficient). (b) The decoupling time

of the system created in the heavy-ion collision. Results are for Pb–Pb collisions at
2.76 TeV/nucleon measured by the ALICE Collaboration, and for central Au–Au and
Pb–Pb collisions for lower AGS and RHIC energies. Figures taken from [4].

system lifetime are deduced from the Hanbury-Brown-Twiss (HBT) momentum-space two-
particle correlations of identical pions. The HBT homogeneity region, which is connected to
the HBT out- long- and side- radii via p2πq

3
2 RoutRsideRlong, increases by a factor 2 (Fig. 3(a))

compared to the top RHIC energy of 0.2 TeV/nucleon pair. The system lifetime also
increases by more than 30% (Fig. 3(b)). These trends are consistent with hydrodynamical
model calculations for LHC energies using parameters tuned to reproduce the RHIC data.

4 Anisotropic transverse flow

Azimuthal anisotropic flow is a key observable indicating collectivity among particles
produced in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. Figure 4 shows the integrated (a) and pt

differential (b) elliptic flow, v2, measured in Pb–Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV/nucleon. The
immediate conclusion to be drawn from the comparison of v2 results measured at LHC
by the ALICE, ATLAS, and CMS Collaborations to that at lower RHIC energies is that the
integrated v2 increases by 30%, see Fig. 4(a). Figure 4(b) shows the differential flow results
as a function of charged particle’s transverse momentum, pt. The results from RHIC and
the LHC are similar in both magnitude and the shape of pt dependence. This behavior
is a consequence of a stronger radial flow at the LHC as was already discussed in Sec. 2
above. The strong particle collectivity reflected by large v2 at LHC shows that the system
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Figure 4: (a) Integrated elliptic flow v2 as a function of the collisions energy. (b) v2 as a
function of transverse momentum for the 40-50% centrality range measured in heavy-ion
collisions at RHIC and LHC. Figure (a) taken from [2], figure (b) from [1].

created in heavy-ion collision at TeV energy scale behaves as a strongly interacting, close to
be a perfect fluid - similar to the properties of the QGP observed at RHIC. All this speaks
towards applicability of the hydrodynamic model description of the heavy-ion collisions at
LHC energies.
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Figure 5: (a) Elliptic flow of pions, kaons and anti-protons vs. transverse momentum for
the 10-20% centrality range. The lines are hydrodynamical model calculations. (b) Elliptic
flow versus transverse kinetic energy are both scaled with the number of constituent
quarks for the 40-50% centrality range. Figures taken from [5].

Qualitatively the validity of the hydrodynamic description for LHC and effects of stronger
radial flow can be tested with the anisotropic flow measurement of identified particles and
its dependence on the mass of different species. Figure 5 shows the pt differential elliptic
flow of charged pions, kaons, and protons measured by the ALICE Collaboration in Pb–Pb
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collisions at 2.76 TeV/nucleon. The observed larger than at RHIC mass splitting of v2 agrees
well with a picture of increased radial flow and follows viscous hydrodynamic predictions
(solid lines in Fig. 5(a)) except for anti-protons in the most central collisions. Anti-protons
also fall out of the universal scaling with number of quarks seen at RHIC energies.

One of the main highlights of recent anisotropic flow results from both RHIC and LHC
experiments is establishing the connection between the measured event anisotropy in the
momentum space (anisotropic flow) and the fluctuations of the energy density in the initial
state of the heavy-ion collisions.
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Figure 6: (a) Integrated elliptic (v2), triangular (v3), and quadrangular (v4) flow measured
for Pb–Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV/nucleon by the ALICE Collaboration. (b) Two-particle
correlation function measured for 1% most central collisions by the ATLAS Collaboration.
The measured 2-particle correlations are reproduced well by the combination of the Fourier
coefficients from the anisotropic flow measurement (solid lines). Figure (a) taken from [5],
figure (b) from [1].

Figure 6(a) shows higher order harmonics of anisotropic flow (v3, v4) together with the
largest v2 component for Pb–Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV/nucleon measured by the ALICE
Collaboration. The geometrical origin of the v3 component is established by comparison of
the vanishing triangular flow, v3, when measured with respect to the collision reaction plane
(green symbols in Fig. 6(a)), vs. non-zero v3 measured with respect to the participant plane
- the plane determined by the event-by-event fluctuating shape of the initial energy density
(blue squares in Fig. 6(a)). Triangular and higher order harmonic flow also explains the
double hump structure seen originally at RHIC in the two-particle azimuthal correlations
and often referred to as the Mach Cone effect. Figure 6(b) shows that for the most central Pb–
Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV/nucleon the whole shape of the two particle azimuthal correlations
is driven by the interplay between various anisotropic flow components, mainly v2 and v3.
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5 Particle production at large transverse momenta

Production of particles with very large transverse momentum, pt, in heavy-ion collisions
happens very early in the collision history and therefore these particles have to propagate
through the hot and dense medium created in the collision. Consequently, the modification
of high pt particle production compared to the production without medium (e.g. in proton-
proton collisions) carries information about the medium properties such as the energy loss
mechanism and its dependence on the path length. Quantitatively the modification of
particle production is described by the nuclear modification factor, RAA, which presents the
ratio of the particle yields in heavy-ion collision to that of the proton-proton collisions scaled
by the corresponding number of binary collisions. Figure 7(a) shows the charged particle
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Figure 7: (a) Nuclear modification factor, RAA, as a function of transverse momentum for
neutral pions and charged hadrons for the most central heavy-ion collisions. (b) RAA of
J/ψ as a function of the number of participants measured at RHIC and LHC. Figure (a)
taken from [2], figure (b) from [8].

nuclear modification factor, RAA, for Pb–Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV/nucleon measured by
the ALICE and CMS Collaborations compared to results for charged and identified neutral
pions from RHIC and SPS experiments. The deviation of RAA from unity reflects the
effect of medium modification, and reveals strong suppression (RAA ăă 1) of particle
production in heavy-ion collisions compared to that in proton-proton interactions. As a
function of transverse momentum, RAA shows a minimum around 5-7 GeV/c, and then rises
significantly towards higher transverse momentum but even at pt „ 100 GeV/c the particle
production is largely suppressed (RAA „ 0.5). Compared to different model calculations
(color lines in Fig. 7(a)) these new results provide strong constrains on models with different
parton energy loss. Figure 7(b) shows that even heavy quark (J/ψ) production is strongly
suppressed at RHIC and LHC, though at LHC the suppression is reduced in accord with
the expectations from the statistical model [9].
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Figure 8: (a) Nuclear modification factor, RAA, of isolated photons as a function of
transverse momentum for 0-10% central events measured by the CMS Collaboration.
(b) Results by the PHENIX Collaboration for RAA of several mesons and direct photons
for the 0-10% central Au–Au collisions. Figure (a) taken from [2], figure (b) from [7].

Important probes of the nuclear parton densities created in heavy-ion collision are the
colorless objects such as prompt photon and Z boson, since they are produced directly from
hard parton interactions and propagate through the medium of quarks and gluons without
modification. Figure 8(a) shows the RAA of direct photons as a function of the photon
transverse energy for the most central Pb–Pb collisions measured by the CMS Collaboration.
Photon RAA measured at LHC is consistent with unity (no modification), which is similar
to the recent results for prompt photons by the PHENIX Collaboration (orange points
in Fig. 8(b)). The RAA of another colorless probe, the Z boson, is also measured by the
CMS Collaboration and found to be consistent with no medium modification: RpZqAA “

1.2˘ 0.29(stat.)˘0.16(syst.) [10].

6 RHIC beam energy scan and the search for the critical point

Another frontier of the heavy-ion physics program, which complements the study of the
QGP properties at RHIC and LHC, is to determine the nature of the phase transition
between confined (hadrons) and deconfined (quark-gluon plasma) matter with a search for
the critical point on the QCD phase diagram. These two objectives are the main goals of the
Beam Energy Scan program at the RHIC facility. The features of the phase transition and
proximity of the critical point can be studied by looking at irregular changes in the degrees
of freedom of the system created in heavy-ion collisions. Experimentally this should be
reflected in non-monotonic behavior of the sensitive physics observables. Examples of
sensitive observables are particle collectivity such as anisotropic flow or HBT correlations,
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or fluctuations in the system (e.g. fluctuations of the conserved quantities such as baryon
number or strangeness).
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Figure 9: (a) Fractional difference between elliptic flow of particles and anti-particles for
0-80% Au–Au collisions plotted vs. collision energy. (b) Elliptic flow of identified particles
for Au–Au collisions at 11.5 GeV/nucleon versus transverse kinetic energy both scaled by
the number of constituent quarks. Figures taken from [11].

Figure 9(a) shows the relative variation in the identified particle and anti-particle elliptic
flow measured by the STAR Collaboration for different collision energies ranging from 11.5
GeV/nucleon up to the top RHIC energy of 200 GeV/nucleon. With decreasing collision
energy the baryon and anti-baryon elliptic flow difference increases dramatically compared
to that for mesons. Another change in the elliptic flow patter at lower energies is the
breaking of the constituent quark scaling for the elliptic flow which seems to hold at
top RHIC energy. Figure 9(b) shows number of constituent quark scaled elliptic flow of
identified particles for Au–Au collisions at 11.5 GeV/nucleon. Despite the large statistical
errors, results for the φ-meson (which carries the information about the strange quark
production) deviates significantly from the overall scaling of other particles, which probably
indicate the breaking of the quark collectivity at lower energies and change in the degrees
of freedom in the system.

Figure 10(a) shows results for the higher order moments (the skewness, S, and kurtosis, κ)
of the net proton number. Small deviation of the conserved quantity, the baryon number,
from the Hadron Gas Resonance (HGR) model below 39 GeV/nucleon may suggest a hint
of proximity to the critical point. Figure 10(b) shows the charged particle RAA down to
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Figure 10: (a) Higher order moments of the net proton number vs. collision energy. (b) The
nuclear modification factor of neutral pions as a function of transverse momentum for
Cu–Cu collisions at three different energies. Figure (a) taken from [11] and figure (b) taken
from [12].

an energy of 22.4 GeV/nucleon and it illustrates the significant change in pattern of the
particle suppression at lower energy compare to the top RHIC energy. Overall, there are
some hints from the Beam Energy Scan program at RHIC on the possible critical point
between energies of 7 and 20 GeV/nucleon. Hopefully the upcoming measurements from
RHIC energy scan will allow us to make a conclusive statement about existence of the QCD
critical point.

7 Probes of local parity violation in strong interactions

The strong magnetic field created in the interaction zone of non-central relativistic heavy-ion
collisions may interact with the topologically non-trivial gluonic field configurations of
QCD such as instantons and sphalerons. It is predicted [13] that experimentally this may
lead to charge separation of hadrons produced in the collision along the magnetic field,
which itself is aligned perpendicular to the reaction plane of the collision. Since instanton
and sphaleron configurations breaks the parity symmetry of QCD, the measurement of
charge separation provides a unique experimental test of how well the parity symmetry is
preserved by the strong interaction [14].

Experimentally the effects of charge separation can be quantified by the charge dependent
azimuthal correlations with respect to the reaction plane. Figure 11 shows the experimental
results for the xcospφα ` φβ ´ 2ΨRPqy correlator, which is the parity even observable but
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Figure 11: Charged dependent azimuthal correlations with respect to the reaction plane
of heavy-ion collision vs. centrality: (a) comparison between results for Pb–Pb collisions
at 2.76 TeV/nucleon vs. the measurement for Au–Au at 200 GeV/nucleon, (b) results for
Au–Au collisions for 5 different collision energies in the range of 7.7 - 200 GeV/nucleon.
Note the inverted centrality scale in figures (a) and (b). Figure (a) taken from [15] and
figure (b) from [11].

directly sensitive to the event-by-event charge fluctuations, and thus to the possible local
parity violation in strong interactions. The STAR and PHENIX Experiments at RHIC, and
now the ALICE Collaboration at LHC [15] observe a significant charge separation at higher
collision energies (Fig. 11(a)), which seems to disappears between 11.5 and 7.7 GeV energies
(lower panel in Fig. 11(a)). The experimental situation is significantly complicated by the
presence of the parity conserving background correlations which may contribute to the
measured charge dependent azimuthal correlations at RHIC and LHC. Recent progress in
understanding the possible parity even backgrounds, such as identifying the large flow
fluctuations in the first harmonic flow helps to better understand background contributions,
but there is still a long way to go before we will be able to conclude whether the observed
charge separation is indeed connected to the effects of local parity violation, or it is just a
complicated interplay of yet unidentified background sources.

8 Summary

The results by the ALICE, ATLAS, and CMS Collaborations from the first heavy-ion run at
the Large Hadron Collider in November 2010 opened a new era of experimental studies
of the quark-gluon plasma in the laboratory. Together with the new high statistics data
collected during the past few years by the STAR and PHENIX Experiments at the Relativistic
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Heavy Ion Collider this provides an extremely rich experimental data set which allows us
to study the properties of the quark-gluon plasma in the great detail, and let us to learn
more about the features of the universe a few microseconds just after the Big Bang. I am
looking forward to further experimental developments and more exciting results from the
LHC and RHIC scientific communities!
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Review: The FLAG working group

Andreas Jüttner1 on behalf of the FLAG Collaboration
speakers affiliation:

CERN, Physics Department, TH Unit
CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

The FLAG working group reviews lattice results relevant for pion and kaon physics with the

aim of making them easily accessible to the particle physics phenomenology community. The

set of quantities considered so far comprises light quark masses, kaon and pion form factors,

the kaon mixing parameter, and low energy constants of SU(2)LˆSU(2)R and SU(3)LˆSU(3)R

chiral perturbation theory.

1 Introduction

Strong claims like

‚ “We find a (2-3)σ tension in the unitarity triangle” [1]
‚ “. . . confirming CKM unitarity at the permille level” [2]
‚ “. . . we find evidence of new physics in both Bd and Bs systems” [3]
‚ “Possible evidence for the breakdown of the CKM-paradigm of

CP-violation” [4] ,

have recently been made based on lattice QCD results. This illustrates the role lattice QCD
predictions are playing for the phenomenology of the Standard Model (SM). To this end the
FLAG working group has formed with the aim of allowing also to an outsider a judgement
of the quality and state-of-the-art-fulness of lattice results.

The quantities FLAG is currently considering comprise the light quark masses mu, md, ms,
the ratio of the leptonic kaon and pion decay constant, fK{ fπ, the semi-leptonic K Ñ π form
factor at vanishing momentum transfer f`p0q, the kaon mixing parameter BK and a number
of low energy constants of SU(2)LˆSU(2)R and SU(3)LˆSU(3)R chiral perturbation theory.

The FLAG report provides all relevant formulae and notation, a detailed quality assessment
of every computation, where FLAG considers appropriate an average or recommended
range and a lattice dictionary for non-experts and details of every single lattice simulation.
After having made a start FLAG is currently discussing extending the set of quantities (e.g.
charm and beauty). Periodic updates of the results are planned. Note also the similar effort
by [1].

1juettner@mail.cern.ch
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2 Lattice QCD

While perturbation theory is an invaluable tool at weak coupling it cannot make predictions
for bound state observables like the proton mass or the properties of hadron decays. While
potential models and sum rules clearly allow for studying these properties, only lattice
QCD has the potential to make systematically improvable predictions.

QCD is a theory with three colour charges, six quarks in the fundamental representation
with broken iso-spin in an infinite space-time continuum with the charged pion mass being
139.6MeV. In order to regularise the theory and make it accessible to simulations by means
of a Monte-Carlo integration of its defining path integral, in lattice QCD one reduces its
dynamical flavour content to N f “ 2 (degenerate up- and down-quark), 2+1 (plus a strange
quark) or 2+1+1 (plus a charm quark), keeps the iso-spin symmetry exact, varies the pion
mass ideally close to the physical point, considers only a finite volume of around 3-4fm and
discretises space time with a lattice spacing of typically down to 0.05fm.

Clearly lattice QCD is thus affected by a number of systematic effects which need to be
understood theoretically and controlled in the numerical simulation. For each of the major
systematic effects FLAG has laid our quality criteria which are explained in detail in the
document. In order to allow the reader a rough screening of available results, summaries
are provided in terms of a colour coding:

‹ when the systematic error has been estimated in a satisfactory manner and convinc-
ingly shown to be under control;

• when a reasonable attempt at estimating the systematic error has been made, although
this could be improved;

� when no or a clearly unsatisfactory attempt at estimating the systematic error has
been made.

This colour coding has been set up for judging the quality of the chiral extrapolation, the
continuum extrapolation, finite size effects, renormalisation, renormalisation scale running
and the publication status. Where applicable, results only enter averages if they carry no
red tag for any of the criteria. This also applies to the publication status - only published
and peer-reviewed results (or simple updates of previously published data and analyses)
qualify for inclusion into any average. FLAG treats results with different flavour content
N f separately.

3 FLAG summaries

In this section a selection of results of the FLAG document with a focus on the determination
of the CKM-matrix element Vus are highlighted. Note that the summaries are based on the
FLAG document [2]. Results that have appeared in the meantime will be included in future
updates of the document.
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3.1 CKM first-row unitarity - |Vus|

The determination of |Vus| proceeds as follows: On the one hand, one experimentally
measures the rate of a flavour changing process s Ñ u, where s is the strange quark and
u the up quark. On the other hand one computes the SM prediction for the same process
whose amplitude is proportional to the CKM-matrix element |Vus| and which receives con-
tributions from the electromagnetic, the weak and the strong interactions. While the former
two are treated in perturbation theory for the processes considered here, the contribution
from the latter needs to be computed in lattice QCD. Eventually, |Vus| is determined by
equating the experimental result with the SM-prediction.
For kaon/pion leptonic decays the relation between experiment and theory in the SM was
computed by Marciano [5] and using the latest analysis of experimental results [6] it yields
the correlation

(1)
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Vus fK

Vud fπ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

“ 0.2758p5q .

Since lattice QCD can provide fK{ fπ one obtains a prediction for |Vus{Vud|. For semi-leptonic
kaon decays the latest summary of experimental results together with SM-contributions
yields [6]

(2) |Vus| f`p0q “ 0.2163p5q ,

and |Vus| is readily extracted provided a prediction of f`p0q.
Figure 1 exemplifies FLAG’s compilation of results showing the lattice data with 2, 2+1 and
2+1+1 flavours of dynamical fermions for both f`p0q and fK{ fπ. As an example we show
the underlying data for f`p0q together with the FLAG assessment in table 1. The results
for fK{ fπ and for f`p0q for N f “ 2, N f “ 2` 1 and N f “ 2` 1` 1, respectively, are all
mutually compatible. The observation that the simulation and analysis techniques that lead
to all these results differ significantly amongst the quoted collaborations causes confidence
in the approach. The effect of adding the dynamical strange quark (and the charm quark)
does not lead to any visible effects beyond the current level of precision.
The following averages/recommended values are explained in detail in the FLAG doc-
ument: fK{ fπ|N f“2`1 “ 1.193p5q (average over BMW, MILC and HPQCD/UKQCD),
fK{ fπ|N f“2 “ 1.210p18q (ETM) and, f`p0q|N f“2`1 “ 0.959p5q (RBC+UKQCD) and
f`p0q|N f“2 “ 0.956p8q (ETM).
On the one hand these results can be used for making predictions for |Vud|, |Vus|, f`p0q and
fK{ fπ based on the experimental results (1) and (2) and on the assumption of CKM first
row unitarity |Vud|

2 ` |Vus|
2 ` |Vub|

2 “ 1 (at the current level of precision |Vub| is too small
to play any significant role). On the other hand, when using only the experimental result as
input the first row unitarity can be tested. This is summarised in the plot in figure 2.
Given that KLOE-2 is aiming at reducing the uncertainty in their experimental determina-

tion for |Vus| f`p0q by a factor of about two in the near future [36, 37] it is fair to ask about
prospects on the theory side. Recent progress for f`p0q [7, 8, 38] has allowed to remove
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f`p0q

RBC/UKQCD 10 2+1 A • � ‹ 0.9599(34)(`31
´47)(14)

RBC/UKQCD 07 2+1 A • � ‹ 0.9644(33)(34)(14)

ETM 10D 2 C • ‹ • 0.9544(68)stat
ETM 09A 2 A • • • 0.9560(57)(62)
QCDSF 07 2 C � � ‹ 0.9647(15)stat
RBC 06 2 A � � ‹ 0.968(9)(6)
JLQCD 05 2 C � � ‹ 0.967(6), 0.952(6)

Table 1: Quality assessment of the semi-leptonic K Ñ π vector form factor at vanishing
momentum transfer, f`p0q. FLAG classifies the publication status as A published or plain
update of published results, P preprint or C conference contribution.
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one of the two most dominant uncertainties (momentum resolution in lattice simulations).
The remaining dominant uncertainty is the one due to the chiral extrapolation which will
disappear once results appear for physical pion masses. Cut-off effects in this observable
will remain a sub-dominant uncertainty for a while: flavour symmetry implies that if the
average light quark mass mq is set equal to the strange quark mass ms, the lattice data yield
f`p0q “ 1, irrespective of the lattice spacing or the size of the box and for any value of
ms. Cut-off effects can therefore only affect the difference 1´ f`p0q, which turns out to be
about 0.04. For fK{ fπ the error due to the chiral extrapolation will also disappear once all
collaborations simulate directly at the physical point. The statistical error can be reduced
by simulating longer (naively it reduces with 1{

?
N where N is proportional to the Monte

Carlo time).

3.2 Neutral Kaon mixing

The mixing of neutral pseudoscalar mesons plays an important role in the understanding
of the physics of CP-violation. Here we present the summary of lattice data for neutral
kaon mixing which provides a probe for indirect CP-violation. The plot in figure 3 shows
the status of lattice computations for B̂K. There has been tremendous progress over the
last, say, five years. In particular the utilisation of chirally symmetric lattice fermion
formulations [39, 40] has allowed to circumvent the problem of operator mixing of the
4-fermion operator. This reduces systematic effects considerably. The FLAG recommended
values for the renormalisation group independent B-parameter which are indicated by the
vertical bands in the plot in figure 3 are B̂K “ 0.738p20q (N f “ 2` 1, Aubin 09, RBC/UKQCD
10B) and B̂K “ 0.792p25qp17q (N f “ 2, ETM 09D).
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Figure 3: Scatter plot for N f “ 2 and N f “ 2` 1 results for the neutral kaon mixing
parameter B̂K.

3.3 Quark masses

The bare parameters of the N f “ 2p2` 1q Lagrangian are the gauge coupling and the up-
and down- (and strange) quark masses. Since lattice QCD is simulated in the iso-spin
limit, it is sufficient to provide two (three) hadronic quantities from experiment to tune the
parameters of the Lagrangian to their physical values. There exist well defined procedures
for how to determine renormalised quark masses in a second step. Various collaborations
have carried out programmes to determine the light quark masses and the scatter plot
in figure 4 gives an impression for the precision which can by now be achieved in lattice
QCD. The FLAVIA recommended values indicated by the vertical bands in the plots are
mud “ 3.43p11qMeV, ms “ 94p3qMeV for N f “ 2` 1 (MILC 09A, RBC/UKQCD 10A and
HPQCD 10) and mud “ 3.6p2qMeV, ms “ 95p6qMeV for N f “ 2 (ETM 10B). In fact, the
precision is so good that QCD and QED iso-spin breaking effects play a significant role and
need to be taken into account in any reliable estimate of the systematic uncertainties. The
combined statistical and systematic errors in the FLAG average for N f “ 2` 1 are around
3% for both the average up- and down-quark mass and the strange quark mass. FLAG
also provides estimates of the individual up- and down-quark masses and found, based on
phenomenological estimates of the quark’s electro-magnetic self-energies that the up-quark
mass to be different from zero by 15 standard deviations.

3.4 Low energy constants

On the one hand lattice practitioners are putting a lot of effort into improving algorithms
and computers in order to be able to simulate QCD for physical quark masses, in this way
avoiding systematic-affected extrapolations to the physical point. That this is now possible
has been demonstrated only recently [72]. However, many simulations are carried out with
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Figure 4: Scatter plot for the average up- and down-quark masses and the strange quark
mass.

heavier than physical quark masses and chiral perturbation theory is employed to provide
ansätze for the mass dependence of the observable under consideration. The low-energy
constants of chiral perturbation theory can be determined from fits of these ansätze to the
lattice data. The FLAG document also presents an overview and analysis over the status of
determinations of these low-energy constants.

4 Outlook

FLAG has set out to provide the (Beyond) Standard Model phenomenologist with predic-
tions for low-energy parameters and observables of QCD. The aim is to screen and judge
all available lattice data from a specialist’s point of view and to provide a summary of
the status and a quality assessment of each single result for the non-specialist and where
appropriate also an average or recommended range.

FLAG is envisaging regular updates of the summary table and scatter plots and also of
the averages. In addition FLAG is working on extending the set of data considered so far
towards observables and parameters related to charm and bottom quarks.
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Effective field theories for quarkonium at zero and finite temperature provide an unifying

description for a wide class of phenomena. As an example, we discuss physical effects induced

by dipole transitions.

1 Hierarchies

Quarkonia, i.e. heavy quark-antiquark bound states, are systems characterized by hierar-
chies of energy scales [1]. They follow from the quark mass, M, being the largest scale in
the system, which, in particular, means that M " p, the typical momentum transfer in the
system, M " ΛQCD, the hadronic scale, and M " πT " other thermal scales, where T is
the temperature of the medium. These hierarchies allow systematic studies through the
construction of suitable effective field theories (EFTs).

(i) The non-relativistic expansion
M " p implies that quarkonia are non-relativistic and characterized by the hierarchy of
scales typical of a non-relativistic bound state: p „ 1{r „ Mv and E „ Mv2, where r is
the typical radius, E the typical binding energy and v ! 1 the heavy-quark velocity in
the centre-of-mass frame. Note that the hierarchy of non-relativistic scales makes the very
difference of quarkonia with heavy-light mesons, which are characterized just by the two
scales M and ΛQCD.

Systematic expansions in the small heavy-quark velocity v may be implemented at the
Lagrangian level by constructing suitable non-relativistic effective field theories (EFTs) [2].

(ii) The perturbative expansion
M " ΛQCD implies αspMq ! 1: phenomena happening at the scale M may be treated
perturbatively. We may further have small couplings if Mv " ΛQCD and Mv2 " ΛQCD, in
which case αspMvq ! 1 and αspMv2q ! 1 respectively. Moreover, we have v „ αspMvq. This

1antonio.vairo@ph.tum.de
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is likely to happen only for the lowest charmonium and bottomonium states, which may be
described by weakly-coupled Coulombic bound states, while excited quarkonia probe the
transition from Coulombic to confined bound states.

(iii) The thermal expansion
If the temperature of the medium in heavy-ion collisions is such that M " πT, which
is the case for most present days colliders, this implies that the quarkonium remains a
non-relativistic bound state also in the thermal bath induced by the medium. However,
the temperature will, in general, interfere with the other scales of the bound state. As a
consequence, bound state observables like masses, lifetimes, decay widths etc. will be
modified by the medium. In particular, it is expected that at sufficiently high temperatures
the interference of the medium will be such to dissociate the quarkonium. Since different
quarkonia have different radii and different binding energies, different quarkonia are
expected to dissociate in the medium at different temperatures, providing a thermometer
for the plasma [3], see also [4]. πT " other thermal scales implies a hierarchy also in the
thermal scales.

2 Effective field theories

The hierarchies of EFTs for quarkonium at zero and finite temperature are shown in Fig. 1.
In the following, we will consider systems for which Mv " T, so that both the scale M and
the scale Mv may be integrated out ignoring medium effects (third column of Fig. 1).

D

HTLNRQCD

pNRQCDHTL

pNRQCDHTL

D

m

M

pNRQCD

QCD

NRQCDMv

T

T

m

M>T>MvT=0

Mv
2

Mv>T

Figure 1: Hierarchies of EFTs for quarkonium at zero temperature [2] and at finite temper-
ature [5–9].

Heavy quark-antiquark annihilation and production happen at the scale M. The suitable
EFT is NRQCD [10, 11]. The effective Lagrangian is organized as an expansion in 1{M and
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αspMq:

(1) LNRQCD “
ÿ

n

cnpαspMq, µq

Mn ˆOnpµq ,

where On are NRQCD operators of dimension 4` n and cn are NRQCD matching coeffi-
cients. For quarkonium production in NRQCD, see also [12].

The heavy quark and antiquark in quarkonium cannot be resolved at scales lower than
Mv. The suitable EFT is pNRQCD [13, 14]. The effective Lagrangian is organized as an
expansion in 1{M, αspMq and r:

(2) LpNRQCD “

ż

d3r
ÿ

n

ÿ

k

cnpαspMq, µq

Mn ˆVn,kpr, µ1, µq rk ˆOn,kpµ
1q ,

where On,k are pNRQCD operators and Vn,k are the pNRQCD matching coefficients. The
matching coefficients of the four-fermion, dimension six, operators may be interpreted as the
potentials of the bound-state Schrödinger equation, while the matching coefficients of the
higher-dimension operators describe the couplings of the heavy quarks to the low-energy
degrees of freedom.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2: Chromoelectric (a), chromomagnetic (b), electric (c) and magnetic (d) dipole
interaction vertices. The single line stands for a colour-singlet quark-antiquark propagator,
while the double line for a colour-octet quark-antiquark propagator.

To list the low-energy degrees of freedom and to write explicitly the Lagrangian of pNRQCD
we need to specify our system. In the following, we will concentrate on the physics of the
quarkonium ground states in the presence of a medium whose temperature is much lower
than the typical moment transfer in the bound state (this situation includes the vacuum). For
a recent review, also on the physics of the quarkonium ground states, we refer to [15]. The
suitable EFT for the quarkonium ground states is weakly coupled pNRQCD, since for those
systems Mv „ Mαs " Mv2 „ Mα2

s ą„ ΛQCD. The degrees of freedom are quark-antiquark
states (colour singlet, S, colour octet, O), low-energy gluons and photons, and n f light
quarks (qi). The Lagrangian reads

LpNRQCD “

ż

d3r Tr
"

S:
ˆ

iB0 ´
p2

M
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ´Vs

˙

S`O:
ˆ

iD0 ´
p2

M
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ´Vo

˙

O
*

´
1
4

Fa
µνFµν a ´

1
4

FµνFµν `

n f
ÿ

i“1

qi iD{ qi ` ∆L .(3)
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At leading order in the power counting, the singlet field S satisfies a Schrödinger equation
with potential Vs. Higher-order terms are in ∆L, which describes the interaction with
the low-energy degrees of freedom. The leading interactions are (chromo)electric and
(chromo)magnetic dipole interactions (eeQ is the electric charge of the heavy flavour Q):

∆L “

ż

d3r Tr

#

VAO:r ¨ gE S` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
1

2M
V1

!

S:, σ ¨ gB
)

O` ¨ ¨ ¨

`Vem
A S:r ¨ eeQEemS` ¨ ¨ ¨ `

1
2M

Vem
1

!

S:, σ ¨ eeQBem
)

S` . . .

+

.(4)

The corresponding Feynman diagram vertices are shown in Fig. 2. The matching coefficients
VA, V1, Vem

A and Vem
1 are one at leading order in the coupling.

In the following, we will consider the effect of the self-energy correction to the singlet
propagator induced by the dipole vertices (4) in three different observables: the quark-
antiquark static energy at zero temperature in perturbation theory, the photon line shape in
the J{ψ Ñ X γ radiative decay for 0 MeV ď Eγ ă„

500 MeV and the Υp1Sqwidth induced
by a medium whose temperature is about twice the critical temperature.

= +   +   ...

Figure 3: The Wilson loop in the large time limit (left side) in terms of the pNRQCD
singlet propagator (right side).

3 The perturbative potential and static energy at T “ 0

The quark-antiquark static energy, E0, is given by the large-time exponential fall off of the
static Wilson loop [16]. In pNRQCD, the large-time Wilson loop is matched by the singlet
propagator, see Fig. 3. Hence, the static energy is given by the singlet static potential Vp0qs
plus corrections due to the coupling of the singlet to low-energy gluons and light quarks.
The one-loop correction is shown in the right side of Fig. 3: the low-energy gluon is coupled
to the singlet through the chromoelectric dipole vertex of Fig.2(a). Explicitly the static
energy is given by

E0prq “ Vp0qs pr, µq ´ i
g2

3
V2

A

ż 8

0
dt e´itpVp0qo ´Vp0qs q xTrtr ¨ Eptq r ¨ Ep0quypµq ` . . . ,(5)
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where the chromoelectric correlator xTrtr ¨ Eptq r ¨ Ep0quy comes from the two chromoelectric
dipole vertices. The factorization scale, µ, dependence cancels between the two terms
in the right-hand side, therefore, the µ dependence of the singlet static potential, Vp0qs „

ln rµ, ln2 rµ, ..., may be deduced from the µ dependence of the one loop correction in
pNRQCD „ lnpVp0qo ´Vp0qs q{µ, ln2

pVp0qo ´Vp0qs q{µ, ... ln rµ, ln2 rµ, ... .

Since the static Wilson loop is known up to N3LO [17–20], the octet potential, Vp0qo , is known
up to NNLO [21, 22], VA “ 1`Opα2

sq [23] and the chromoelectric correlator xTrtr ¨ Eptq r ¨
Ep0quy is known up to NLO [24], from (5) it follows that up to N4LO (in the scheme of [23])

Vp0qs pr, µq “ ´
4
3

αsp1{rq
r

«

1` ã1
αsp1{rq

4π
` ã2 s

ˆ

αsp1{rq
4π

˙2

`
`

144 π2 ln rµ` ã3 s
˘

ˆ

αsp1{rq
4π

˙3

`

´

aL2
4 ln2 rµ`

´

aL
4 ` 48π2 β0p´5` 6 ln 2q

¯

ln rµ` ã4 s

¯

ˆ

αsp1{rq
4π

˙4
ff

,(6)

where the coefficient ã1 may be read from [25, 26], ã2 s from [17], ã3 s from [19, 20], aL2
4

and aL
4 from [23], while ã4˚200˚s is unknown. The potentially large logarithms, ln rµ, may

be resummed by solving the corresponding renormalization group equations; the static
potential at N3LL then reads [27, 28]:

Vp0qs pr, µq “ Vp0qs pr, 1{rq `
8
9

r2
”

Vp0qo pr, 1{rq ´Vp0qs pr, 1{rq
ı3

ˆ

ˆ

2
β0

ln
αspµq

αsp1{rq
` η0 rαspµq ´ αsp1{rqs

˙

,(7)

η0 ”
1
π

«

´
β1

2β2
0
`

12
β0

˜

´5n f ` 18π2 ` 141
108

¸ff

,(8)

where βi are the coefficients of the beta function.

Finally, summing back the low-energy contributions in (5), we obtain the static quark-
antiquark energy at N3LL [28], which may be compared with lattice data (see Fig. 4). The
conclusion is that perturbation theory, supplemented by a suitable renormalon subtraction
scheme, describes well the static quark-antiquark energy at short distances, i.e. up to
distances of about 0.25 fm (r0 « 0.5 fm in physical units). Indeed, one can use this to extract
Λ

n f“0

MS
r0 “ 0.622`0.019

´0.015 and, in perspective, r0, once high-precision unquenched lattice data
will be available [29].

4 The photon line shape in J{ψ Ñ X γ for 0 MeV ď Eγ ă„ 500 MeV

We consider the radiative decay J{ψ Ñ X γ for 0 MeV ď Eγ ă„
500 MeV. The relevant scales

are: p „ 1{r „ Mcv „ 700 MeV - 1 GeV ą ΛQCD, EJ{ψ ” MJ{ψ ´ 2Mc „ Mcv2 „ 400 MeV -
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Figure 4: The static quark-antiquark energy at N3LL taken from [29] plotted against the
quenched lattice data from [30]. r0 stands for a lattice scale of dimension ´1.

600 MeV and 0 MeVď Eγ ă„
500 MeV, which is smaller than Mcv. It follows that the system

is (i) non-relativistic, (ii) weakly-coupled at the scale Mcv: v „ αs, and (iii) that we may
multipole expand in the external photon energy [31].

Three main processes contribute to J{ψ Ñ X γ for 0 MeV ď Eγ ă„
500 MeV.

Figure 5: Magnetic dipole transition induced by the vertex of Fig. 2(d). The black dot
stands for the imaginary part of Vs, which is responsible for the decay of the ηc.

(i) Magnetic dipole transition J{ψ Ñ ηc γ Ñ X γ

The J{ψ may decay through an intermediate magnetic dipole transition to an ηc and a
photon. This process is shown by the cut diagram in Fig. 5. The differential width reads

(9)
dΓmag

dEγ
“

64
27

α

π

Eγ

M2
J{ψ

Γηc

2
E2

γ

pMJ{ψ ´Mηc ´ Eγq
2 ` Γ2

ηc
{4

.

Γηc „ Mcα5
s is the ηc width; for Γηc Ñ 0 one recovers ΓpJ{ψ Ñ ηc γq “

64
27

α
E3

γ

M2
J{ψ

. We
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observe that the non-relativistic Breit–Wigner distribution goes like:

(10)
E2

γ

pMJ{ψ ´Mηc ´ Eγq
2 ` Γ2

ηc
{4
“

#

1 for Eγ " Mcα4
s „ MJ{ψ ´Mηc

E2
γ

pMJ{ψ´Mηc q
2 for Eγ ! Mcα4

s „ MJ{ψ ´Mηc

.

Figure 6: Electric dipole transition induced by the vertex of Fig. 2(c). The black dot stands
for the imaginary part of Vs, which is responsible for the decay of the χc0,2p1Pq.

(ii) Electric dipole transition J{ψ Ñ χc0,2p1Pqγ Ñ X γ

The J{ψ may decay through an intermediate electric dipole transition to a χc0,2 and a photon.
This process is shown by the cut diagram in Fig. 6. The differential width reads [32]

dΓele

dEγ
“

7168
6561

α

π

Eγ

MJ{ψ
α5

s |apEγq|
2 ,(11)

apEγq ”
p1´ νqp3` 5νq

3p1` νq2

`
8ν2p1´ νq

3p2´ νqp1` νq3
2F1p2´ ν, 1; 3´ ν;´p1´ νq{p1` νqq ,

ν ”

b

´EJ{ψ{pEγ ´ EJ{ψq .

Since

(12) |apEγq|
2 “

"

1 for Eγ " Mcα2
s „ EJ{ψ

E2
γ{p2EJ{ψq

2 for Eγ ! Mcα2
s „ EJ{ψ

,

dΓmag{dEγ and dΓele{dEγ are of equal order for Mcαs " Eγ " Mcα2
s „ ´EJ{ψ; the magnetic

contribution dominates for ´EJ{ψ „ Mcα2
s " Eγ " Mcα4

s „ MJ{ψ ´Mηc ; it also dominates
by a factor E2

J{ψ{pMJ{ψ ´ Mηcq
2 „ 1{α4

s for Eγ ! Mcα4
s „ MJ{ψ ´ Mηc . In practice, since

|apEJ{ψq|
2 « 0.075, the magnetic dipole transition J{ψ Ñ ηc γ Ñ X γ is the dominant process

over the whole range 0 MeV ď Eγ ă„
500 MeV.

(iii) Fragmentation
Fragmentation and other background processes are typically modeled and fitted to the data.
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Figure 7: Fit of dpΓmag ` Γeleq{dEγ plus background [33] on the CLEO data of [34].

Fitting (9) plus (11) plus background on the CLEO data of [34], we get Fig. 7 [33]. The
line-shape parameters are

(13) Mηc “ 2985.9˘ 0.6 (fit) MeV , Γηc “ 28.6˘ 0.2 (fit) MeV ,

where theoretical errors have not been included. Besides Mηc and Γηc the fitting parameters
are the overall normalization, the signal normalization, and (three) background parameters.

A study of electric transition in quarkonium in pNRQCD has been presented in [35].

5 Υp1Sq thermal width for T ă„ 2Tc

The bottomonium vector ground state, Υp1Sq, produced in heavy-ion collisions at the LHC
may possibly realize the hierarchy [36] (see also [37])

Mb « 5 GeV ą Mbαs « 1.5 GeV ą πT « 1 GeV ą Mbα2
s « 0.5 GeV ą

„
mD, ΛQCD ,

where T is the temperature of the QCD plasma created by the collisions. A temperature
T, such that πT is of the order of 1 GeV, is about twice the critical temperature of the
quark-gluon plasma formation, Tc; mD stands for the next-relevant thermal scale: the Debye
mass. Studies of the Υp1Sq properties and, in particular, of its width in the above conditions
are very timely because signals of bottomonium dissociation have just been seen by the
CMS experiment [38].

According to the above hierarchy, the bound state is weakly coupled, the temperature is
lower than Mbαs, implying that the bound state is mainly Coulombic, and the effects due to
the scale ΛQCD and to the other thermodynamical scales may be neglected.

Integrating out T from pNRQCD modifies pNRQCD into pNRQCDHTL (see Fig. 1), whose
Yang–Mills Lagrangian gets an additional hard thermal loop (HTL) part [39] and potentials
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T

Figure 8: Leading thermal contribution to the singlet propagator from the scale T.

get additional thermal corrections. One effect of the HTL part is to give a mass, mD, to
the temporal gluons. The leading thermal contribution to the potential is encoded in the
diagram of Fig. 8, where thermal gluons couple to the singlet through chromoelectric dipole
vertices (the difference with the diagram in Fig. 3 is in the gluon propagator). The loop
momentum region is taken to be k0 „ T and k „ T.
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T

Figure 9: Gluon self-energy correction to the diagram of Fig. 8.

The gluon self-energy correction to the diagram in Fig. 8 is shown in Fig. 9. This diagram
has an imaginary part that contributes to the thermal width of the state:

ΓpTq1S “

„

´
4
3

αsTm2
D

ˆ

´
2
ε
` γE ` ln π´ ln

T2

µ2 `
2
3
´ 4 ln 2´ 2

ζ1p2q
ζp2q

˙

´
32π

3
α2

s T3 ln 2


a2
0 ,(14)

where a0 “
3

2Mbαs
. The width is infrared (IR) divergent; the divergence has been regular-

ized in dimensional regularization (D “ 4` ε).

The origin of this thermal width may be traced back to the Landau-damping phenomenon,
i.e. the scattering of heavy quarks with hard space-like particles in the medium (see Fig. 10).
The Landau-damping phenomenon plays a crucial role in quarkonium dissociation [40].
It is when Im Vsprq|Landau´damping „ Re Vsprq „ αs{r that the quarkonium dissociates. The
dissociation temperature is parametrically given by πTdissociation „ Mbg4{3. Note that
the interaction is screened when 1{r „ mD and that in the weak coupling (mD „ gT)
πTscreening „ Mbg " πTdissociation. The typical dissociation temperature, Tdissociation, for the
Υp1Sq is about 450 MeV [9], which implies that a temperature, T, such that πT is about 1
GeV, is below the dissociation temperature.

Integrating out the energy scale E from pNRQCDHTL provides corrections to the mass and
width of the quarkonium in the thermal bath. The leading diagram is shown in Fig. 11,
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Figure 10: Landau-damping scatterings.

E

Figure 11: Leading thermal contribution to the singlet propagator from the scale E. Gluons
are HTL gluons.

where HTL gluons couple to the singlet through chromoelectric dipole vertices. The loop
momentum region is taken to be k0 „ E and k „ E. For E " mD, ΛQCD, the contribution to
the thermal width of the Υp1Sq is given by

ΓpEq1S “ 4α3
s T´

64
9Mb

αsTE1 `
32
3

α2
s T

1
Mba0

`
7225
162

E1α3
s

´
4αsTm2

D
3

ˆ

2
ε
` ln

E2
1

µ2 ` γE ´
11
3
´ ln π` ln 4

˙

a2
0 `

128αsTm2
D

81
α2

s

E2
1

I1,0 ,(15)

where E1 “ ´
4Mbα2

s
9

and I1,0 “ ´0.49673 (similar to the Bethe logarithm). The width
is ultraviolet (UV) divergent. Note that the UV divergence of (15) cancels against the IR
divergence of (14).

Figure 12: Singlet-to-octet break up diagram.

The thermal width ΓpEq1S , which is of order α3
s T, is generated by the break up of a quark-

antiquark colour-singlet state into an unbound quark-antiquark colour-octet state (see e.g.
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Fig. 12): a process that is kinematically allowed only in a medium. The singlet to octet
break up is, therefore, a different phenomenon with respect to the Landau damping. In the
situation Mbα2

s " mD, the first dominates over the second by a factor pMbα2
s{mDq

2 [5].

The complete thermal width up to Opmα5
sq is [8]:

Γpthermalq
1S “ ΓpTq1S ` ΓpEq1S “

1156
81

α3
s T`

7225
162

E1α3
s `

32
9

αs Tm2
D a2

0 I1,0

´

„

4
3

αsTm2
D

ˆ

ln
E2

1
T2 ` 2γE ´ 3´ ln 4´ 2

ζ1p2q
ζp2q

˙

`
32π

3
α2

s T3 ln 2


a2
0 .(16)

The width is an observable, therefore, finite and scheme independent. The logarithm,
ln E2

1{T
2, is a relic of the cancellation between the IR divergence at the scale T and the UV

divergence at the scale E.

6 Conclusions

Our understanding of the theory of quarkonium has dramatically improved over the
last fifteen years. An unified picture has emerged that is able to describe large classes
of observables for quarkonium in the vacuum and in a medium. For the ground state,
precision physics is possible and lattice data provide often a crucial complement. In the case
of quarkonium in a hot medium, systematic treatments have disclosed new phenomena
that may eventually be responsible for the quarkonium suppression observed in heavy-ion
collisions.
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BESIII had collected large data samples on J{ψ and ψ1 peaks during the first run in 2009. From

2010 to 2011, about 2.9 fb´1 integrated luminosity were obtained on the peak of ψp3770q for

open charm physics. We review recent results on charmonium decays and hadron spectroscopy.

The prospects on open charm physics are also discussed.

1 Introduction

The newly built BEPCII/BESIII is an upgrade to the previous BEPC/BES [1]. The BEPCII
is a double ring collider with a design luminosity of 1ˆ 1033cm´2s´1 at a center-of-mass
energy of 3.78 GeV, which luminosity is one order of higher than that at CESR-c. It is
operating between 2.0 and 4.6 GeV in the center of mass. The BESIII experiment is used to
study the charm and τ physics. It is foreseen to collect on the order of 10 billion J{ψ events
or 3 billion ψp2Sq events per year according to the designed luminosity. About 32 million
DD pairs and 2.0 million DSDS at threshold will be collected per year [1]. In last run, the
peak luminosity of BEPCII has reached 6.4ˆ 1032cm´2s´1.

The BESIII detector [1] consists of the following main components: 1) a main draft chamber
(MDC) equipped with about 6500 signal wires and 23000 field wires arranged as small
cells with 43 layers. The designed single wire resolution is 130 µm and the momentum
resolution 0.5% at 1 GeV; 2) an electromagnetic calorimeter(EMC) made of 6240 CsI(Tl)
crystals. The designed energy resolution is 2.5%@1.0 GeV and position resolution 6mm@1.0
GeV; 3) a particle identification system using Time-Of-Flight counters made of 2.4 m long
plastic scintillators. The designed resolution is 80 ps for two layers, corresponding to a K/π

separation (2σ level) up to 0.8 GeV; 4)a superconducting magnet with a field of 1 tesla; 5) a
muon chamber system made of Resistive Plate Chambers(RPC).

In 2009, the BESIII had collected about 225 M and 106M data set on the J/ψ and ψ1 peaks,
respectively. About 2.9 fb´1 integrated luminosity on the ψp3770q peak had been accumu-
lated for open charm physics, and the data size is about 3.5 times of that at CLEO-c. The
results in this paper is based above data set.

1lihb@ihep.ac.cn
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2 Highlights from BESIII

The BESIII collaboration has published so-far a variety of papers with many new results in
the field of light hadron and charmonium spectroscopy, as well as charmonium decays [2–
11]. A number of new hadronic states were discovered or confirmed, and various decay
properties were measured for the first time. In addition, many data analyses are in an
advanced stage and will lead to a rich set of new publications in the near future. Here,
we show recent highlights from the BESIII, thereby, illustrating the potential of the BESIII
experiment. In this paper, for the reported experimental results, the first error and second
error will be statistical and systematic, respectively, if they are not specified.

2.1 ηcp1Sq resonance via ψ1 Ñ γηc decay

Precise measurement of M1 transition of ψ1 is important for us to understand the QCD in
the relativistic and nonperturbative regimes. The ψ1 Ñ γηc transition is also a source of
information on the ηc mass and width. There is currently a 3.3 σ inconsistency in previous
ηc mass measurements from J{ψ and ψ1 Ñ γηc (averaging 2977.3˘ 1.3 MeV/c2) compared
to γγ or pp production (averaging 2982.6 ˘1.0 MeV/c2) [12]. The width measurements also
spread from 15 to 30 MeV, it is around 10 MeV in the earlier days of experiments using J/ψ

radiative transition [13, 14], while the recent experiments, including photon-photon fusion
and B decays, gave higher mass and much wider width [15–18]. The most recent study
by the CLEO-c experiment [19], using both ψ1 and J/ψ Ñ γηc decays, and pointed out
there was a distortion of the ηc line shape. CLEO-c attributed the ηc line-shape distortion
to the energy-dependence of the M1 transition matrix element. In the J{ψ Ñ γηc from
CLEO-c, the distorted ηc lineshape can be described by the relativistic Breit-Wigner (BW)
distribution modified by a factor of E3

γ together with a dumping factor to suppress the tail
on the higher photon energies. KEDR Collaboration did the same thing but tried different
dumping factor [20].

Based on the data sample of 106 M ψ1 events collected with BESIII detector, the ηc mass
and width are measured from the radiative transition ψ1 Ñ γηc. The ηc candidates are
reconstructed from six exclusive decay modes: KsKπ, K`K´π0, ηπ`π´, KsK`π´π`π´,
K`K´π`π´π0, and 3pπ`π´q, where Ks is reconstructed in π`π´ mode, η and π0 from γγ

final states. For a hindered M1 transition the matrix element acquires terms proportional
to E2

γ, which, when combined with the usual E3
γ term for the allowed transitions, lead to

contributions in the radiative width proportional to E7
γ. Thus, the ηc lineshape is described

by a BW modified by E7
γ convoluted with a resolution function. It is important to point out

that the interference between ηc and non-resonance in the signal region is also considered.
The statistical significance of the interference is 15 σ. This affects the ηc resonant parameters
significantly. Assuming an universal relative phase between the two amplitudes, we
obtain ηc mass and width, M “ 2984.2˘ 0.6˘ 0.5 MeV/c2 and Γ “ 31.4˘ 1.2˘ 0.6 MeV,
respectively, as well as the relative phase φ “ 2.41˘ 0.06˘ 0.04 rad. Figure 1 shows the
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fit results in the six ηc decay modes. With precise measurement of the ηc mass, one can
obtain the hyperfine splitting, ∆Mh f p1Sqcc ”“ MpJ{ψq ´Mpηcq “ 112.5˘ 0.8 MeV, which
agrees with the quark model prediction [21], and will be helpful for understanding the
spin-dependent interactions in hidden quarkonium states.

� �
� �

� � �

KsK� KK�0 ���

KsK3� 2K2��0 3(��)

BESIII preliminary

Figure 1: The invariant mass distributions for the decays KsKπ, K`K´π0, ηπ`π´,
KsK`π´π`π´, K`K´π`π´π0, and 3pπ`π´q, respectively. Solid curves show the fit-
ting results; the fitting components (ηc signal/non-resonance/interference) are shown
as (dashed/long-dashed/dotted) curves. Points with error bar are data, shaded his-
tograms are (in green/yellow/magenta) for (continuum/other ηc decays/other ψ1 decays)
backgrounds.

2.2 Observation of ψ1 Ñ γηcp2Sq

The first radially excited S-wave spin singlet state in the charmonium system, ηcp2Sq,
was observed by the Belle Collaboration in the decay process B˘ Ñ K˘ηcp2Sq, ηcp2Sq Ñ
KsK˘π¯ [22]. It was confirmed by the CLEO [23] and BABAR [24] Collaborations in the
two-photon fusion process e`e´ Ñ e`e´pγγq, γγ Ñ ηcp2Sq Ñ KsK˘π¯ and by the BABAR
Collaboration in the double-charmonium production process e`e´ Ñ J{ψpccq [25]. The only
evidence for ηcp2Sq in the ψ1 Ñ γηcp2Sq decay was from Crystal Ball Collaboration [26]
by looking at the radiative photon spectrum. Recently, CLEO-c Collaboration searched
for the ψ1 Ñ γηcp2Sq signal with ηcp2Sq exclusive decay into 11 modes by using 25.9 M ψ1

events, and no evidence found. Product branching fraction upper limits are determined as
a function of Γpηcp2Sqq for the 11 individual modes [27].

Using the largest ψ1 data sample in the world which was collected by the BESIII, we
searched for the M1 transition ψ1 Ñ γηcp2Sq through the hadronic final states KsK˘π¯. A
bump is observed around 3635 MeV on the mass spectrum as shown in Fig. 2. In order
to determine the background and mass resolution using data, the mass spectrum range is
enlarged (3.47 „ 3.72 GeV/c2) to include χc1 and χc2 events. The resonances χc1 and χc2
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BESIII preliminary

Figure 2: Fitting of the mass spectrum for ηcp2Sq Ñ KsK˘π¯.

are described by the corresponding Monte Carlo (MC) shape convolved a Gaussian which
takes account the small difference on the mass shift and resolution between data and MC.
So the mass resolution for the ηcp2Sq in the fitting is fixed to the linear extrapolation of the
mass resolutions from the χc1 and χc2 signals in data. The line shape for ηcp2Sq produced by
such the M1 transition is described by pE3

γ ˆ BWpmq ˆ dampingpEγqq b Gaussp0, σqwhere

m is the invariant mass of KsK˘π¯, Eγ “
m2

ψ1
´m2

2m2
ψ1

is the energy of the transition photon in

the rest frame of ψ1, dampingpEγq is the function to damp the diverging tail raised by E3
γ

and Gaussp0, σq is the Gaussian function describing the detector resolution. The possible
form of the damping function is somewhat arbitrary, and one suitable function used by
KEDR for a similar process is [20]

E2
0

EγE0 ` pEγE0 ´ E0q2

where E0 “
m2

ψ1
´m2

ηcp2Sq

2m2
ψ1

is the peaking energy of the transition photon. In the fit, the width of

ηcp2Sq is fixed to PDG value. From the fit to the data, a signal with a statistical significance
of 6.5 standard deviation is observed which is the first observation of the M1 transition
ψ1 Ñ γηcp2Sq. The measured mass for ηcp2Sq is 3638.5˘ 2.3˘ 1.0 MeV/c2. The measured
branching ratio is BRpψ1 Ñ γηcp2Sqqˆ BRpηcp2Sq Ñ KsK˘π¯q “ p2.98˘ 0.57˘ 0.48qˆ 10´6.
Together with the BABAR result BRpηcp2Sq Ñ KKπq “ p1.9˘ 0.4˘ 1.1q% [28], the M1
transition rate for ψ1 Ñ γηcp2Sq is derived as BRpψ1 Ñ γηcp2Sqq “ p4.7˘ 0.9˘ 3.0q ˆ 10´4.

Most recently, the Belle Collaboration measured ηcp1Sq and ηcp2Sq resonant parameters in
the decay of B˘ Ñ K˘pKsKπq0 by considering the interference between ηcp1Sq/ηcp2Sq decay
and non-resonant in the B˘ decay [30]. Meanwhile, the BABAR Collaboration also updated
the analysis of e`e´ Ñ e`e´pγγq, γγ Ñ ηcp1Sq{ηcp2Sq Ñ pKsKπq0 and K`K´π`π´π0

modes [31]. Table 1 shows the summary of the typical production processes (ψ1 radiative
decays, γγ fusion and B decays) for ηcp1Sq{ηcp2Sq and corresponding resonant parameter
measurements. These results indicate that the ηcp1Sq parameters agree well from different
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BESIII [29] Belle [30] BABAR [31] PDG 2010 [12]
ψ1 Ñ γηc{ηcp2Sq B decays γγ fusion

Mpηcp1SqqMeV/c2 2984.4˘ 0.5˘ 0.6 2985.4˘ 1.5`0.2
´2.0 2982.2˘ 0.4˘ 1.4 2980.3˘ 1.2

Γpηcp1SqqMeV 30.5˘ 1.0˘ 0.9 35.1˘ 3.1`1.0
´1.6 32.1˘ 1.1˘ 1.3 28.6˘ 2.2

Mpηcp2SqqMeV/c2 3638.5˘ 2.3˘ 1.0 3636.1`3.9`0.5
´1.5´2.0 3638.5˘ 1.5˘ 0.8 3637˘ 4

Γpηcp2SqqMeV 12 (fixed) 6.6`8.4`2.6
´5.1´0.9 13.4˘ 4.6˘ 3.2 14˘ 7

Table 1: Comparison of the mass and width for ηcp1Sq{ηcp2Sq in different production
processes, ψ1 Ñ γηcp1Sq{ηcp2Sq, B˘ Ñ K˘ηcp1Sq{ηcp2Sq and γγ fusion, from different
experiments. The PDG values are only world average from earlier results. . For the time
being, the most precise measurements for ηcp1Sq resonance are from BESIII, while these
for ηcp2Sq resonant parameters are from BABAR in γγ fusion.

production processes.

2.3 hcp1Pq properties

The BESIII Collaboration reported the results on the production and decay of the hc using
106M of ψ1 decay events in 2010 [2], where we studied the distributions of mass recoiling
against a detected π0 to measure ψ1 Ñ π0hc both inclusively (E1-untagged) and in events
tagged as hc Ñ γηc (E1-tagged) by detection of the E1 transition photon. In 2011, 16 specific
decay modes of ηc are used to reconstruct ηc candidates in the decay mode of hc Ñ γηc.
Figure 3 shows the π0 recoiling mass for individual ηc decay modes in the decay chain
of ψ1 Ñ π0hc, hc Ñ γηc, while Fig. 4 is the sum of the 16 decay modes. We fit the 16 π0

recoil-mass spectra simultaneously that yields Mphcq “ 3525.31˘ 0.11pstat.q ˘ 0.15psyst.q
MeV/c2 and Γphcq “ 0.70˘ 0.28pstat.q ˘ 0.25psyst.qMeV/c2. These preliminary results are
consistent with the previous BESIII inclusive results and CLEO-c exclusive results.

The centroid of the 3PJ states (χc0,χc1,χc2) is known to be xMp3PJqy “ r5Mp3P2q ` 3Mp3P1q `

Mp3P0qs “ 3525.30˘ 0.04 MeV [12]. If the 3PJ states centroid mass xMp3PJqy is identified as
the mass of Mp3Pq, then BESIII observes the hyperfine splitting as ∆Mh f p1Pqcc “ ´0.01˘
0.11pstat.q ˘ 0.14psyst.qMeV which agrees with zero.

We also look at the ηcp1Sqmass distributions in the exclusive decay modes. Figure 5 shows
the distribution of invariant mass distribution from exclusive hadronic decays of ηcp1Sq,
the shape of the ηc is symmetric in hcp1Pq Ñ γηcp1Sq radiative transition and no distortion
observed as in J{ψ/ψ1 radiative decays. The analysis is still on going for the resonant
parameters.

2.4 The radiative decays ψ1 Ñ γP with P “ tπ0, η, η1u

The radiative decay of the ψ1 to a pseudo-scalar meson, such as the π0, η, and η1, is of
interest since it can be used to study the two-gluon coupling to cc states, to study the
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Figure 3: The π0 recoiling mass for 16 ηc decay modes.

Figure 4: The π0 recoiling mass for the sum of 16 ηc decay modes.

η ´ η1 mixing angle, and to probe the π˝ form factor in the time-like region. Recently,
the CLEO-c Collaboration reported measurements for the decays of J{ψ, ψ1, and ψ2 to
γP [32], and no evidence for ψ1 Ñ γη or γπ0 was found. With 106M ψ1 data sample
at BESIII, the processes ψ1 Ñ γπ0 and ψ1 Ñ γη are observed for the first time with
signal significances of 4.6σ and 4.3σ, respectively, and with branching fractions of Bpψ1 Ñ
γπ0q “ p1.58˘ 0.40˘ 0.13q ˆ 10´6 and Bpψ1 Ñ γηq “ p1.38˘ 0.48˘ 0.09q ˆ 10´6. With a
measured branching fraction, Bpψ1 Ñ γη1q “ p126˘ 3˘ 8q ˆ 10´6. The mass distributions
of the pseudo-scalar meson candidates can be found in Fig. 6 the BESIII Collaboration
determined for the first time the ratio of the η and η1 production rates from ψ1 decays,
Rψ1 ” Bpψ1 Ñ γηq{Bpψ1 Ñ γη1q “ p1.10˘ 0.38˘ 0.07q%. This ratio is below the 90% C.L.
upper bound determined by the CLEO-c Collaboration and, in contradiction to predictions
of leading-order perturbative-QCD, one order of magnitude smaller than the corresponding
ratio for the J{ψ decays, RJ{ψ “ p21.1˘ 0.9q%. More details on the data analysis can be found
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Figure 5: The invariant mass distributions for the sum of 16 ηc decay modes. Right is
background subtracted.

in Ref. [3]. These observations are interpreted in the framework of vector meson dominance
(VMD) in association with the ηc ´ ηpη1) mixings due to the axial gluonic anomaly [33].

⌘ ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0 ⌘0 ! �⇡+⇡�

⌘ ! ⇡0⇡0⇡0 ⌘0 ! ⇡+⇡�⌘

a)

b)

c)

d)

⇡0 ! �� e)

Figure 5: Mass distributions of the pseudo-scalar meson candidates for  0 ! �P : �⌘ [ a): ⌘ ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0; b):
⌘ ! ⇡0⇡0⇡0], �⌘0 [ c): ⌘0 ! �⇡+⇡�; d): ⌘0 ! ⇡+⇡�⌘, ⌘ ! ��], �⇡0 [ e): ⇡0 ! ��]. For more details see 12.

and B(�c1 ! �!) = (2.2 ± 0.6 ± 0.2) ⇥ 10�5 are also observed for the first time. This analysis
is described in details in 10.

7  0 ! �P, P = ⇡0, ⌘, ⌘0 ; ⌘ ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0, ⌘ ! 3⇡0, ⌘0 ! �⇡+⇡�, ⌘0 !
⇡+⇡�⌘ (⌘,⇡0 ! ��)

The processes  0 ! �⇡0 and  0 ! �⌘ are observed for the first time with signal significances
of 4.6� and 4.3� (Fig. 5), and branching fractions B( 0 ! �⇡0) = (1.58 ± 0.40 ± 0.13) ⇥ 10�6

and B( 0 ! �⌘) = (1.38 ± 0.48 ± 0.09) ⇥ 10�6, respectively; the first errors are statistical and
the second ones systematic. The branching fraction B( 0 ! �⌘0) = (126 ± 3 ± 8) ⇥ 10�6 is
measured as well, leading for the first time to the determination of the ratio of the ⌘ and ⌘0

production rates from  0 decays, R 0 = B( 0 ! �⌘)/B( 0 ! �⌘0) = (1.10 ± 0.38 ± 0.07)%; such
ratio is below the 90% C.L. upper bound determined by the CLEO Collaboration 11 and one
order of magnitude smaller w.r.t the corresponding ⌘ � ⌘0 production ratio for the J/ decays,
RJ/ = (21.1 ± 0.9)% 11. For a detailed description of this analysis see 12.
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Figure 6: Mass distributions of the pseudo-scalar meson candidates for ψ1 Ñ γP: a) P “
ηpÑ π`π´π0q; b) P “ ηpÑ 3π0q; c) P “ η1pÑ γπ`π´q; d) P “ η1pÑ π`π´ηpÑ γγqq;
d) P “ π˝pÑ γγq. For more details, we refer to Ref. [3].

2.5 Measurements of J{ψ Ñ NN branching fractions

The expected three main contributions to the decay J{ψ Ñ NN are shown in Fig. 7. This
decay mode should be a very good test of PQCD, because of the 3 gluons in the OZI
violating J/ψ strong decay just matching the 3 (qq) pairs (as in Fig. 7(a)). The ratio between
BRpJ{ψ Ñ nnq and BRpJ{ψ Ñ ppq strongly depends on the phase between the strong and
the electromagnetic (e.m.) contributions as shown in Fig. 7 [34]. According to PDG values,
BRpJ{ψ Ñ nnq is very similar to BRpJ{ψ Ñ ppq, which gives a clear indication that strong
and e.m. contributions do not interfere and have to be added in quadrature. An estimate
for the relative phase φ on the basis of previous experimental results is φ “ 89o ˘ 15o [34].
However, the current experimental uncertainty on BRpJ{ψ Ñ nnq is still large [(2.2˘ 0.4q ˆ
10´3], which is main contribution to the uncertainty on the phase determination. Therefore,
it motivates the BESIII experiment to measure J{ψ Ñ nn decay rate with high statistical J{ψ
sample.
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Figure 7: Feynman diagrams of the three main contributions to the J/ψ decay in nucleon-
antinucleon. A) purely strong amplitude, B) strong-electromagnetic amplitude and C)
purely electromagnetic amplitude. These plots are from reference [34]

Based on 225M J/ψ events collected at BESIII, the anti-neutron is identified by shower energy
deposition and hit information in EMC, with constraints of known center-of-mass energy
and back-to-back between neutron and anti-neutron, the branching ratio is determined to
be BRpJ{ψ Ñ nnq “ p2.07˘ 0.01˘ 0.17q ˆ 10´3. At the same time, the branching ratio for
J{ψ Ñ pp is determined to be BRpJ{ψ Ñ ppq “ p2.112˘ 0.004˘ 0.027q ˆ 10´3. These result
improve by a large factor comparing to the previous measurements and strongly support
the orthogonal phase of strong and e.m. amplitudes.

2.6 η1 and ηp1405q in J/ψ Ñ γπππ decays

� � �

��� �

(a) (d)(c)(b)

Figure 8: The invariant mass distributions: (a) invariant mass of f0p980qπ0 from J/ψ Ñ
γπ`π´π0; (b) invariant mass of f0p980qπ0 mass from J/ψ Ñ γπ0π0π0; (c) the invariant
mass of η1 Ñ 3πs in J/ψ Ñ γπ`π´π0, (d) mass of η1 Ñ 3πs from J/ψ Ñ γπ0π0π0,
respectively.

The spectrum of radial excitation states of isoscalar η and η1 is still not well known. An
important issue is about the nature of ηp1405q and ηp1475q states, which are not well
established. BESIII measured the decays of J/ψ Ñ γπ`π´π0 and γπ0π0π0. In the
two decay modes, clear f0p980q signals are observed on both π`π´ and π0π0 spectra,
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the width of observed f0p980q is much narrower („ 10 MeV) than that in other pro-
cesses [12]. By taking events in the window of f0p980q on the ππ mass spectrum, we
observed evidence of f1p1285q in the low mass region of f0p980qπ0 as shown in Fig. 8
(a) and (b), which corresponding to significance of about 4.8 σ for f1p1285q Ñ f0p980qπ0

in f0p980q Ñ π`π´ mode (1.4 σ in f0p980q Ñ π0π0 ). It is interesting that clear peak
around 1400 MeV is also observed on the mass of f0p980qπ0 (see Fig. 8 (a) and (b)). Prelim-
inary angular analysis indicates that the peak on 1400 MeV is from ηp1405q Ñ f0p980qπ0

decay. BESIII measured the combined branching fraction of ηp1405q production to be
BRpJ{ψ Ñ γηp1405qq ˆ BRpηp1405q Ñ f0p980qπ0q ˆ BRp f0p980q Ñ π`π´q “ p1.48 ˘
0.13˘ 0.17q ˆ 10´5 and BRpJ{ψ Ñ γηp1405qq ˆ BRpηp1405q Ñ f0p980qπ0q ˆ BRp f0p980q Ñ
π0π0q “ p6.99˘ 0.93˘ 0.95q ˆ 10´6, respectively. It is the first time that we observe anoma-
lously large isospin violation in the strong decay of ηp1405q Ñ f0p980qπ0.

Following BESIII measurements, in reference [35], the authors interpret this puzzle as an in-
termediate on-shell KK˚ ` c.c. rescattering to the isospin violating f0p980qπ0 by exchanging
on-shell kaon. Further experimental study on the ηp1405q parameters and identification of
quantum number are needed at BESIII.

By looking at the invariant mass of πππ in J{ψ Ñ γ3πs decays as shown in Fig. 8 (c)
and (d), we observe signals for η1 Ñ π`π´π0 and π0π0π0 decays, respectively, and
determine the decay rates to be BRpη1 Ñ π`π´π0q “ p3.83 ˘ 0.15 ˘ 0.39q ˆ 10´3 and
BRpη1 Ñ π0π0π0q “ p3.56˘ 0.22˘ 0.34q ˆ 10´3, respectively. For η1 Ñ π`π´π0 decay, it
is consistent with CLEO-c’s measurements and precision is improved by a factor of 4. In
contrast , for η1 Ñ π0π0π0 decay, it is two times larger than that in the PDG value [12].

2.7 Observation of resonances above 2.0 GeV in J{ψ Ñ γη1π`π´ decay
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Figure 9: The invariant mass distributions of η1π`π´ with (a) η1 Ñ γρ (b) η1 Ñ ηπ`π´,
and (c) the combined plot for (a) and (b), and fitting results. (d) is for the cos(θγ) distribu-
tion, where θγ is the pole angle of the radiative photon. The points with error bar are data.
The histograms are from J{ψ Ñ γη1π`π´ phase space MC.

The Xp1835q was firstly observed at the BESII with a statistical significance of 7.7σ [36]. The
possible interpretations of the Xp1835q include a pp bound state [37, 38], a glueball [39], a
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radial excitation of the η1 meson [40], etc. We report a study of J/ψ Ñ γη1π`π´ that used
two η1 decay modes, η1 Ñ γρ and η1 Ñ π`π´η. Figure 9 (a) and (b) show the η1π`π´

invariant mass spectrum in J/ψ Ñ γη1π`π´ with η1 Ñ γρ and η1 Ñ π`π´η decay modes,
respectively. The Xp1835q resonance is clearly seen. Additional peaks are observed around
2.1 and 2.3 GeV/c2, denoted as Xp2120q and Xp2370q, as well as the f1p1510q in the low
mass region and the distinct ηcp1Sq signal in the high mass region.

Fits to the mass spectra have been made using four efficiency-corrected Breit-Wigner func-
tions convolved with a Gaussian mass resolution plus a nonresonant π`π´η1 contribution
and background representations. The fitting result of the combined mass spectrum is shown
in Fig. 9(c). The mass and width of X(1835) are measured to be M “ 1836.5˘ 3.0`5.6

´2.1 MeV/c2

and Γ “ 190˘ 9`38´36 MeV with a significance larger than 20σ. The masse and width for
Xp2120q (Xp2370q) is determined to be M “ 2122.4˘ 6.7`4.7

´2.7 MeV/c2 (M “ 2376.3˘ 8.7`3.2
´4.3

MeV/c2) and Γ “ 83˘ 16`31
´11 MeV (Γ “ 83˘ 17`44

´6 MeV) with significance 7.2σ(6.4σ). For
Xp1835q, the cosθγ distribution is shown in Fig. 9, where θγ is the polar angle of the radiative
photon in the J/ψ center of mass system. It agrees with p1` cos2θγq, which is expected for a
pseudoscalar.

2.8 Observation of Xp1870q Ñ a˘0 π¯ in J{ψ Ñ ωηπ`π´ decay
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Figure 10: The invariant mass distributions of (a) ηπ˘, (b) ηπ`π´ with events in a0p980q
mass window; (c): fitting results; In (b), the histograms are from J{ψ Ñ ωηπ`π´ phase
space MC.

Experimentally, the study of the production mechanism of the Xp1835q and η1405q, e.g.
searches for them in ηππ final states with other accompanying particles (φ, ω etc.), are
useful for clarifying their nature. In particular, the measurements of the production width
of these two states in hadronic decays of the J/ψ and a comparison with corresponding
measurements in J/ψ radiative decay would provide important information about the
glueball possibility. We present results of a study of J/ψ Ñ ωηπ`π´, in which the ω decays
to π`π´π0 and the η{π0 decays to a pair of photons. In the mass spectrum of ηπpm, as
shown in Fig. 10 (a), the a˘0 p980q peak is clearly seen. The mass spectrum of ηπ`π´ with
events in the a0p980qmass window is shown in Fig. 10 (b). Both f1p1285q and ηp1405q are
observed significantly. A clear peak around 1800 MeV, denoted as Xp1870q is also seen for
the first time in the decay of J/ψ Ñ ωηπ`π´. A fit with three resonances with simple BW
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formula yields a mass M “ 1877.3˘ 6.3`3.4
´7.4 MeV/c2 and a width Γ “ 57˘ 12`19

´4 MeV for
the Xp1870q structure with s statistical significance of 7.2σ. Whether the resonant structure
of Xp1870q is due to the Xp1835q, the η2p1870q, or a new resonance still needs further study
such as a partial wave analysis that will be possible with the larger J/ψ data sample. For the
ηp1405q, the product branching ratio of its hadronic production is measured to be smaller
than that for its production in the radiative J/ψ decays [12]. For detail about this analysis,
one can find more in reference [41].

2.9 Open charm physics

D0�K� D+�K��

D0�K��� D0�K���

BESIII
Preliminary

Figure 11: Beam constraint mass distributions.

As of May, 2011, the BESIII has accumulated integrated luminosity of 2.9 fb´ f on ψp3770q
peak for open charm physics, which is about 3.5 times the previous largest ψp3770q data set
taken by the CLEO-c Experiment. Taking advantage of the high luminosity provided by the
BEPCII collider, BESIII is expected to take much more data at both 3770 MeV and higher
energies. Many high precision measurements, including CKM matrix elements related to
charm weak decays, decay constants fD and fDs, form factors from D semileptonic decays,
Dalitz decays, searches for CP violation, and absolute decay branching fractions, will be
accomplished in the near future.

There are many advantages of doing charm physics at experiments with e`e´ collider at
threshold. With e`e´ colliding, the initial energy and quantum numbers are known. For
ψp3770q Ñ DD, both D daughter mesons can be fully reconstructed, allowing absolute
measurements, namely, the so called double-tag technique. The continuum background is
greatly suppressed by doing this, and kinematic constraints can be applied to infer missing
particles on the other side D meson. To demonstrate the cleanliness of the D tags, in Fig. 11,
we show a beam-constrained mass plots for some od the fully reconstructed D0{D˘ decay

modes, from part of data. The beam-constrained mass mBC “

b

E2
beam ´ p2

D , where Ebeam

is the beam energy and pD is the candidate momentum, is obtained by substituting the
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reconstructed D energy with the beam energy. With this technique, the neutrino can be
reconstructed in the leptonic and semileptonic D decays, so that decay constants and form
factor/CKM matrix elements can be precisely measured. Thus, these precise measurements
could be used to test and calibrate the theoretical tools such as lattice QCD, which are
critical for dealing with B decays.

3 Summary

The BESIII experiment addresses a wide range of topics in the field of QCD and searches for
new physics beyond the standard model. At present the BESIII collaboration has collected
a record on statistics on J/ψ, ψ1, and ψp3770q charmonium states. These data are being
exploited to provide precision measurements with a high discovery potential in light hadron
and charmonium spectroscopy, charmonium decays, and open charm productions. Most
recent highlights from BESIII are reviewed in this paper.

Since very recently, data about 470 pb´1 luminosity have been taken at a center-of-mass
energy of 4010 GeV, which could give new insights in our understanding of the recently
discovered XYZ states and which will allow to explore the field of Ds physics.
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Starting with the first beam to Hadron Facility on January 23, 2009, four secondary beam lines,

K1.8, K1.8BR, KL and K1.1BR, were in operation in November 2011. The first physics run for

E19, penta-quark search via the ppπ´, K´qX reaction, was carried out at K1.8 beam line using

SKS spectrometer. No peak structure was observed on the missing mass spectrum in the region

of 1.51 – 1.55 GeV/c2 at Pπ=1.92 GeV/c with the sensitivity of „0.3 µb/sr. The beam operation

to Hadron Facility in April was cancelled due to the big Earthquake on March 11. Fortunately

there was no grave damage on J-PARC. All the staff and users are now working toward the

beam recovery and user beam in JFY 2011.

1 Overview of J-PARC Accelerators and Hadron Facility

The Japan Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) comprises three accelerators of 400 MeV
LINAC, 3 GeV Rapid Cycle Synchrotron (RCS), and 50 GeV Main Ring (MR), and three
experimental facilities, At present the beam energy is limited to 181 MeV at LINAC and 30
GeV at MR. The most characteristic feature of J-PARC accelerators is its high beam power.
The designed beam power of RCS and MR are 1 MW and 750 kW, respectively [1]. Another
feature is multi-purpose accelerator. High energy proton beam can generate many kinds
of secondary particles such as kaons, neutrinos, muons, and neutrons etc. Using these
variety of beams with high-intensity, experimental researches from basic science to the
industrial applications will be performed. At the Material and Life Science Facility (MLF),
neutron and muon beams are produced from 3 GeV proton beam for material physics, life
science etc. The fast extracted beam from MR to Neutrino Beam Line generates neutrino
beam to Super-Kamiokande for T2K experiment. The Hadron Experimental Facility is
another facility which uses MR beam, where nuclear and particle physics experiments are
performed using the secondary meson beams as well as the primary proton beam.

The layout of the Hadron Experimental Hall is shown in Fig.1. The slow extracted beam is
transported along the 250 m long Switch Yard and hits a production target at the almost
upstream of the Hall (T1), and is finally absorbed by a beam dump. The produced secondary

1toshiyuki.takahashi@kek.jp
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• IK~10
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• K /( + ) 3.5@1.8GeV/c
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Ni Target

• pmax = 0.8 GeV/c
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• IK~10
6 ppp @ 0.8GeV/c

• pmean ~2 GeV/c

• IKL = 1.8x10
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• pencil beam of 7.8 sr

Figure 1: The layout of the Hadron Experimental Hall. Three are 4 secondary beam lines
at present. The expected kaon intensities when the primary beam of 2ˆ1014 ppp (270 kW)
is achieved are displayed in the figure.

particles are delivered along the secondary beam lines to the experimental areas. Four beam
lines are available at present. K1.8, K1.8BR, and K1.1BR can deliver the mass-separated
charged particles, while KL is a neutral beam line for KL Ñ π0νν rare decay experiment [2]

The K1.8 beam line of 2.0 GeV/c maximum was constructed for studies of strangeness
S “ ´2 system, especially for spectroscopy experiments. Due to double stages of the
electrostatic separators (ESS) with the designed field of 75 kV/cm and 6 m length, high
purity kaons of K´{pπ´ ` µ´)=„3.5 can be obtained. A high resolution beam spectrometer
with the designed resolution of ∆p{p “3.3ˆ10´4 (FWHM) and SKS spectrometer with a
solid angle of 100 msr and 0.1% resolution [3] for scattered particles are equipped at K1.8.
K1.8BR beam line is branched at the D3 magnet of K1.8 with single ESS. The maximum
momentum is 1.1 GeV/c. K1.1BR is a low momentum („0.8 GeV/c) beam line with a 2 m
length ESS.

2 History of the Construction and Beam Operations

The construction of J-PARC started in April 2001. After the complete of Hadron Switch Yard
in March 2006 and Hadron Hall in July 2007, construction of the primary and secondary
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beam lines for Hadron Facility started. The beam was successfully accelerated at LINAC on
January 24 2007, at RCS on October 31 2008. The 3 GeV beam was injected into MR on May
22 2008 and accelerated up to 30 GeV on December 23 2008.

Hadron primary beam line and one secondary beam line, K1.8BR, had been constructed
by the end of 2008 and were ready to accept the MR beam in January 2009. On January
23 2009, protons were accelerated up to 30 GeV again and then successfully extracted into
Hadron Hall to the beam dump. The production target was installed on February 12 and
the secondary beam was confirmed at K1.8BR. Protons and pions were identified online
in the time of flight spectrum, while kaons were confirmed later by the detailed offline
analysis.

Neutrino beam commissioning started on April 23 2009. In the Hadron Facility, construction
of new beam lines, K1.8 and KL as well as SKS spectrometer system were underway. Spill
feed-back devices for slow extraction were installed at MR in summer. The beam operation
to the Hadron Facility started on October 22. Although most of the time was allocated
for the accelerator commissioning, the secondary beam tuning and SKS spectrometer
commissioning were carried out at K1.8 using 1kW MR beam.

In JFY2011, the operation of slow extraction was allocated from October 12 to November 16.
In addition to the start of K1.1BR operation, a lot of progress has been seen. The first and the
most important one is improvement of the extraction efficiency. By the careful alignment of
the electrostatic and magnetic septa and dynamic control of the bump orbit, the extraction
efficiency of 99.6%, which is the world record, has been achieved. This is promising for the
increase of the beam power, since the beam extraction loss is one of the major factors to
limit the beam power. Thus the stable operation of 3.6 kW ( 4.5ˆ1012 protons/spill, where 6
sec. duration with „2.2 sec. extraction time ) was realized for user time. Secondary, the first
physics run for E19 has been successfully carried out at K1.8.

In spite of the efforts of the accelerator group, however, the time structure of the extracted
beam was not good due to the large ripple of the power supplies. The duty factor which is
defined as a ratio of the beam on time to the extraction time window (not synchrotron cycle)
is less 1% without the spill feed-back control. It improved to „17% by the operation of spill
feed-back control with the optimum parameters. Further improvement was observed by
applying the transverse-RF in the flat-top period. But it could not operated for a long time
because of the pressurization.

3 The First Results of E19, Penta-quark Experiment, at K1.8

As described the previous section, the first physics run for E19 was carried out last autumn.

E19 aims to search for penta-quark, Θ`, via the ppπ´, K´qX reaction with high missing
mass resolution. Since the first report from LEPS Collaboration [4], a lot of positive and
negative results have been reported. The situation is still controversial. For example,
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Figure 2: Beam and SKS spectrometers at K1.8 beam line.

negative result is given from γd Ñ pK´K`pnq reaction at CLAS [5], while new LEPS data
on γCÑ K`K´pnq [6] gives positive one. However these results are not inconsistent with
each other, since the measured kinematics such as incident energy and angular range are
different. Strong energy or angular dependence may exist in this channel. Thus, reaction
mechanism may be a key to resolve the present situation and the experimental selection to
and limitation on the reaction mechanism are very important. The K˚ exchange mechanism
is unlikely by the two negative results of γp Ñ K0

s K`n from CLAS [7] and K`p Ñ π`X at
KEK-PS [8].

The positive result with the best significance so far is γp Ñ π`K´K`n from CLAS [9],
where Θ` is thought be produced π´p Ñ K´Θ` via the N˚p2420q. In addition, the cross
section of this s-channel reaction via the neutron intermediate state is directly related to the
width of Θ`. Therefore the pion-induced reaction channel is worth studying.

This reaction was previously studied at K2 beam line of KEK 12GeV-PS (E522) using
KURAMA spectrometer and polyethylene target [10]. The 7ˆ109 pions were irradiated
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Z vertex [mm]

Figure 3: Reaction vertex distribution along the beam direction.

with two incident momenta of 1.87 and 1.92 GeV/c. A bump structure was observed in the
missing mass spectrum at 1.53 GeV/c2 only at 1.92 GeV/c data. If this bump is a true signal,
the production cross section is estimated to be 1.9 µb/sr in laboratory system. However the
S/N is only 2.5σ, thus, the upper limit was set to 2.9 µb/sr.

In E19, we are going to study the ppπ´, K´qΘ` channel at 1.87, 1.92 and 1.97 GeV/c
with much improved performances; a resolution of „2.5 MeV(FWHM) by using SKS
spectrometer, good S/N by using a liquid H2 target instead of CH2, and high statistics of
4.8ˆ1011 pions on target for each momentum. The expected sensitivity is 75 nb/sr.

Last autumn, we took step-1 data at 1.92 GeV/c. Figure 2 shows K1.8 beam spectrometer
and SKS. Beam pions were analyzed by the K1.8 beam spectrometer, which comprises
QQDQQ magnetic system, trackers, and trigger counters. Gas Cerenkov counter to reject
electrons/positions (eGC), 11-segmented plastic hodoscope counter (BH1) and two sets
of 1mm spacing MWPC’s (BC1 and 2) are installed upstream of the QQDQQ, while two
sets of drift chambers with anode spacing of 3mm and 5mm (BC3 and 4) and 9-segmented
hodoscope counter (BH2) are installed downstream of the QQDQQ.

Scattered kaons were analyzed by the SKS spectrometer. Two sets of drift chambers (SDC1
and 2) with similar structure with the BC3 and 4 and two sets of the large-size drift chambers
(SDC3 and 4 ) are installed as trackers upstream and downstream of the superconducting
magnet, respectively. Time of flight wall counter (TOF) as well as PID counters of Aerogel
Cerenkov counters (AC1 and AC2) and Lucite Cerenkov counter (LC) are located after
SDC4. In the momentum calculation, we have to use the calculated field map instead of the
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Table 1: Summary for the calibration and production runs.

Reaction Pbeam (GeV/c) SKS Field (T) number of pions
ppπ´, pqπ´ ´0.5 `2.45 2.0 ˆ 108

ppπ´, K`qΣ´ ´1.37 `2.45 1.2 ˆ 1010

ppπ`, K`qΣ` `1.37 `2.45 3.0 ˆ 109

ppπ´, K´qX `1.92 ´2.45 7.8 ˆ 1010

Figure 4: Missing mass spectra for ppπ`, K`qΣ` (a) and ppπ´, K`qΣ´ (b) at 1.37 GeV/c.

measured one, since 1/6 of the coil was electrically removed because of the earth fault of
the coil when the cooling system was modified. Thus, the calibration of the spectrometers
and confirmation of the resolution were very important. Σ˘ productions were measured by
the ppπ˘, K`q reactions at 1.37 GeV/c for this purpose.

The liquid H2 target adopts a continuous flow of liquid helium in the cooling system
without refrigerators. The target cell is a cylinder of φ=67.8 mm and 120 mm long, which
is made of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) of 0.30 mm thick for the cylinder part, and
Mylar of 0.25 µm thick for the end cap. The temperature and the density of the liquid H2

were very stable within 10´5 during the data-taking. A reaction vertex distribution along
the beam direction for pπ´, π´q events is shown in Fig.3. Windows of the target cell and
vacuum chamber are clearly seen in the empty target data. The background contamination
is estimated to be less than 3%.

Due to the bad time structure of the beam as described before, pion beam intensity was
limited to 1.1M/spill. The irradiated numbers of pions for calibration and production runs
are summarized in Table.1. In the present analysis, we used only the events in which the
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Figure 5: The missing mass spectrum for ppπ´, K´qX at 1.92 GeV/c.

track multiplicity of the beam spectrometer part is only one. About 15% of the events were
lost by this selection.

Although magnetic fields of the beam and SKS spectrometers were monitored by Hall probe
and NMR, respectively, the absolute central momentum and offset of the beam spectrometer,
and absolute value of the SKS magnetic field were adjusted so that the measured Σ˘ masses
reproduce the PDG values. The missing mass spectra for Σ˘ are shown in Fig.4. The
resolution of Σ peak was 1.9˘0.1 MeV/c2 in FWHM, thus the missing mass resolution for
Θ`(1530 MeV/c2) production kinematics is estimated to be 1.5 MeV/c2 in FWHM.

The missing mass spectrum for ppπ´, K´qX is shown in Fig.5. No peak structure was
observed. The present upper limit with 90% confidence level in the mass region of 1.51
to 1.55 GeV/c2 is estimated to be „0.3 µb/sr in laboratory frame, which is averaged over
from 2 to 15˝. Assumed isotropic distribution in center-of-mass frame, it corresponds to
„0.3 µb. Theoretical model based on the low-energy theorem of chiral symmetry predicts
that Θ´ production cross section in the present reaction is 5 – 10 µb for JP=1/2` case
and 0.1 – 0.2 µb for 1/2´ case, depending on the choice of the form factor, when 1 MeV
width is assumed [11]. The obtained upper limit in the present data is comparable with
the theoretical prediction with 1 MeV width. If the sensitivity of 75 nb as expected in the
proposal is achieved, we may restrict the width of Θ` and the production mechanism.

New analysis to increase the statistics is underway. By combining the trajectories and BH
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Figure 6: SksPlus spectrometer for E05 (left). The expected missing mass spectrum for
one month data-taking with 1.6ˆ 106K´/spill beam (right). If Woods-Saxon potential
depth is ´20 MeV, two bound states where Ξ´ in s- and p- states, are expected, whereas
one bound state is expected for the ´14 MeV potential depth.

hits, narrower time gate can be applied for the trajectory analysis. Data-taking at 2.0 GeV/c
was planned in April 2011. However the beam time was cancelled due to the big earthquake
on March 11. We would like to start the data-taking soon after the recovery of the J-PARC
beam.

4 Spectroscopy of Ξ-Hypernuclei by the pK´, K`q Reaction

Hypernuclear physics is one of the major subjects at J-PARC. Seven experiments on hy-
pernuclear physics have been approved at K1.8 beam line2. Among those experiments
Ξ-hypernuclear spectroscopy by the pK´, K`q reaction (E05) [12] has the first priority.

Ξ-hypernuclei are not experimentally established so far. The pK´, K`qmissing mass spec-
troscopy on carbon target was previously carried out [13, 14]. Due to the poor experimental
resolution and statistics, however, Ξ-hypernuclear state was not observed as a clear peak
although some yields were observed in the bound region. The depth of the Ξ-nucleus
potential was deduced to be ´(14–20) MeV from the spectrum shape analysis. Therefore
the observation of Ξ-hypernuclear states with a good resolution and statistics is the most
important in order to establish Ξ hypernuclei and determine the strength of the Ξ-nucleus
and the underlying ΞN interaction from them.

E05 aims to observe Ξ-hypernuclear states, for the first time, via the 12CpK´, K`q12
Ξ Be

2A new experimental proposal on ΣN scattering was approved at the 12th PAC meeting on July 8–10, 2011.
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reaction with good resolution and high statistics. High intensity K´ beam at 1.8 GeV/c
with 1.6ˆ 106/spill will be analyzed by K1.8 beam spectrometer while scattered K` will
be measured by SksPlus spectrometer as shown in Fig.6 (left), in which an dipole magnet
is added in front of the SKS to keep the acceptance in 1.1–1.3 GeV/c region with good
resolution. The 3 MeV (FWHM) resolution is expected using 5.4 g/cm2 target. With one
month data-taking, „100 bound states will be expected as shown in Fig.6 (right).

5 The Effect of the Earthquake on March 11

On March 11 2011 a big earthquake occurred, and big Tsunamis attacked to the wide area
of the coast in north-east of Japan. Fortunately there was no injured or dead person and no
Tsunami effect in J-PARC. There were no significant damage in all buildings although the
land around the buildings sank and many roads around J-PARC were severely damaged.
The serious damages were found in RCS, where power substation and cooling water were
damaged. All of the elements of the accelerators moved, therefore alignments are necessary
for the recovery.

In the Hadron Facility, the alignment of the primary and secondary beam lines as well as
the rearrangement of the shielding structure are necessary, which is very time-consuming
work due to large number of the elements. No serious damage was found on the detectors
of the beam spectrometer and SKS, although the SKS magnet and the shielding structure
moved at K1.8. At K1.8BR, one wire chamber located at the beam line was broken because
the last dipole magnet (K1.8BRD5) moved.

According to the J-PARC recovery plan announced on May 20 [15], the facility recovery
will be confirmed by an beam injection and acceleration in December and user operation
will start from January 2012. Now all of the staffs and users at J-PARC are working hard to
achieve the recovery as planned. I hope that the beam will be back in December and we can
restart experiments soon.
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Measurements of heavy flavor production and decay have featured prominently in the early

results from the four large LHC experiments: ALICE, ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb. These results

provide tests of QCD models in a new energy region and point the way toward future mea-

surements of CP violation and searches for new physics. An overview of open heavy flavor

studies is presented here, focusing on how the new measurements extend our knowledge of

this area of physics. Heavy quarkonia states at the LHC are summarized in other proceedings

of this conference. I also discuss briefly how heavy flavor measurements are likely to evolve as

LHC luminosities increase.

1 Introduction

Heavy hadron production and spectroscopy are not primary focuses of any of the four
large LHC experiments. Nevertheless, each of the collaborations have produced interesting
and important results in this area. In fact, more than 50 heavy flavor results were available
from ALICE, ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb at the time of this conference. Clearly, I will not
be able to cover them all in this brief review. Rather, I’ll attempt to concentrate on large
themes in the field and discuss how recent results from the LHC have contributed to our
understanding in these areas. Necessarily, I will be forced to gloss over many interesting
details of the measurements I mention. More information on theses measurements can be
found in the numerous and excellent parallel talks by LHC speakers at Hadron2011. Results
from the LHC in the related topics of charmonium [1] and bottomonium [2] can be found in
two separate plenary talks. However, some important heavy flavor measurements will be
skipped, not because of lack of interest, but simply because of lack of space. These include:
measurements of many heavy flavor states that have been observed previously; studies of
CP-violation and other electro-weak topics; the search for rare B and D decays; and all of
top-quark physics.

1hgevans@indiana.edu
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2 Experimental Issues

The wealth of results presented here was made possible, in large part, by the excellent per-
formance of the LHC machine. Results discussed in these proceedings were obtained with
up to 40 pb´1 data taken in 2010 where maximum peak luminosities of 2ˆ1032 cm´2¨s´1

were observed. Already, at the time of this conference in June 2011, LHC peak luminosity
had been increased by an order of magnitude and more than 1 fb´1 had been delivered
to ATLAS and CMS. Approximately a third of that was seen by LHCb, which limits in-
stantaneous luminosity to protect its delicate vertex detectors. As we will see, this rapidly
increasing luminosity has important consequences for the heavy flavor production and
spectroscopy programs at the four experiments, particularly ALICE, ATLAS, and CMS.

Another important factor in obtaining the results that I will discuss is the excellent perfor-
mance of the detectors. All of them recorded collisions from the LHC with more than 90%
efficiency in 2010. The detectors themselves are described in detail in references [3–6]. Their
most important attributes for the study of heavy flavors are: angular acceptance, triggering,
tracking, and particle identification. In order to understand the results produced by the
experiments, it’s useful to compare their approaches in each of these areas.

An extremely important feature of the experiments for heavy flavor related measurements is
the range that they cover in η ” ´ lnrtanpθ{2qs. Heavy quarks are produced predominantly
in the forward region (| η |Á1.5) in proton-proton collisions at LHC energies. However
backgrounds also peak in this area making the extraction of signals more difficult. ATLAS
and CMS are “central” detectors, with muon coverage of | η |ă2.7 and | η |ă2.4, respectively.
ALICE also has central coverage for electrons, | η |ă0.9, but detects muons in the forward
direction, ´4.0 ă η ă ´2.5. Finally, LHCb has only forward coverage: 1.9 ă η ă 4.9. These
acceptances are summarized in Fig. 1.

Of all the elements of the LHC detectors, trigger systems are perhaps the most critical in
constraining the heavy flavor capabilities of the experiments. To deal with the challenge
of selecting „200 Hz of interesting events from the 40 MHz rate of bunch crossings, the
experiments have constructed complicated, multi-level trigger systems. Even with state-
of-the-art triggers, though, heavy flavors present many difficulties. Heavy flavor events
tend to have lower pT scales than most electro-weak or new physics processes. Thus,
their properties overlap much more strongly with the overwhelming background of light
quark production than do, for example, those of W, Z, or Higgs events. This problem is
exacerbated as luminosities go up and the average number of proton-proton collisions per
bunch crossing increases.

The experiments deal with these problems in a variety of ways. For those analyses that
need inclusive event selections, “minimum-bias” or low pT jet triggers must be used, but
these gave acceptable rates only during very early LHC running when luminosities were
orders of magnitude lower than present values. Hence, inclusive analyses tend to be
constrained to only a tiny fraction of the total LHC running period. Since heavy hadrons
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decay semi-leptonically with branching ratios of O(10%), triggers that are sensitive to
leptons (particularly muons) can be very effective at selecting events containing B- and
D-hadrons – but only those decaying to muons. Additionally, trigger rates for the relatively
low pT muons (ă10 GeV) that tend to be produced in B and D decays quickly become
untenable as luminosities increase. So the most effective single-muon triggers for heavy
flavor physics were eliminated fairly early in the 2010 run. Only low pT dimuon triggers
remain active, and even those are seeing their thresholds gradually creep up. Finally, LHCb
takes advantage of its unique capabilities to construct displaced vertex triggers at its lowest
trigger level (the other experiments employ displaced vertex triggers at higher levels).
These triggers remain unprescaled to the highest luminosity allowed by LHCb and give it
access to fully hadronic decays of heavy hadrons.

Once events are accepted by the trigger system, offline reconstruction of their properties
becomes the most important consideration. Tracking and particle identification are partic-
ularly critical for heavy hadrons. In the area of tracking two issues often arise in heavy
flavor analyses: mass reconstruction and secondary vertex finding. The accuracy of the first
of these depends primarily on precise measurements of track momenta, while the second
is driven by the spatial (hit) resolution achievable by individual tracking elements and
by the position of the inner-most tracking element. The vertexing performance of all four
detectors is fairly similar. As an example, each achieves an impact parameter resolution of
„30 µm for tracks in the 5–10 GeV range. Larger differences are seen in mass resolution, as
illustrated in Fig. 2, with LHCb having the clear advantage here.

Finally, particle identification is an important part of most heavy flavor analyses. All
four of the experiments have excellent capabilities to identify leptons, and each has some
handles on π{K{p separation. However, LHCb makes the most extensive use of hadron
identification in the results presented here. Their RICH detectors allow them to tag „95%
of charged kaons with a pion contamination of only 7%.

Figure 1: Angular acceptances of the
four large LHC experiments.

Figure 2: Dimuon mass resolution vs
invariant mass for the four large LHC
experiments.
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3 Heavy Flavor Production

The study of beauty and charm production at colliders has a long and interesting history.
Because of the relatively high b and c quark masses, perturbative calculations of their
production were expected to converge rather quickly. However, until the early 2000’s,
measurements of b production at the Tevatron and HERA were generally factors of 2–3
higher than Next to Leading Order (NLO) predictions. The shape of the b-production
spectrum and charm production were much better described. For a more detailed review of
the situation see reference [7]. This problem was largely resolved (see reference [8] for a
review) by a combination of experimental and theoretical improvements. On the theoretical
side, problems due to large lnppT{mbq terms at high b-quark pT were ameliorated by the
use of Fixed Order Next to Leading Log (FONLL) resummation; and consistent, FONLL,
treatment of fragmentation functions in the calculations was achieved. Experimentally,
collaborations made use of these consistent calculations, took more care in reporting obser-
vations that were less sensitive to fragmentation/hadronization uncertainties (B-hadron
and b-jet cross-sections), and used updated values of Parton Density Functions and αs.

The result of these improvements was generally excellent agreement between measurement
and NLO prediction [8]. However, it is important to verify that this agreement is maintained
at the high energies of LHC collisions. At the present time, our NLO understanding has
been incorporated into the standard, Leading Order (LO) event generators, PYTHIA [9] and
HERWIG [10] through a variety of interfaces (MC@NLO [11], POWHEG [12], FONLL [13] are
used in the analyses presented here) all implementing the calculations in slightly different
ways. Additionally, intermediate implementations of beyond-LO calculations also exist (for
example, MadGraph/MadEvent [15] and CASCADE [14]) that allow specific features of
those calculations to be probed. All of these can be used to create detailed predictions that
can be compared directly to experimental data.

3.1 Inclusive Heavy Flavor Production

Preliminary, inclusive measurements of heavy flavor production in pp collisions at
?

s =
7 TeV have been made by the ALICE and ATLAS collaborations. Inclusive samples of
electrons and muons are selected by both experiments. ALICE considers electrons in the
central region (| y |ă0.8) in 2.6 nb´1 of data and subtracts a mix of “photonic” background
from γ conversions, π0, and other Dalitz decays based on the measured π0 cross-section.
They measure muons in the forward region (´4ă η ă ´2.5) using a 16.5 pb´1 data set.
These samples are dominated by b and c decays to leptons. Both measurements agree quite
well with FONLL predictions, as shown (for the electron case) in Fig. 3.

The ATLAS analysis [16] uses 1.3–1.4 pb´1 of data selected with single electron and muon
triggers of varying thresholds. Theoretical predictions for Drell-Yan W{Z{γ˚ are subtracted
resulting in spectra that are dominated by heavy flavor decays. The collaboration reports
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differential cross-sections for electrons in the kinematic range, 7 ă pT ă 26 GeV and | η | ă

2.0; and for muons in the range, 4 ă pT ă 100 GeV and | η | ă 2.5. These measurements are
compared to predictions using FONLL, POWHEG+PYTHIA, and POWHEG+HERWIG. Figure
4 shows the muon result. Good agreement is observed between both measurements and
the FONLL prediction. The generators, POWHEG+PYTHIA and POWHEG+HERWIG, also do
a reasonably good job although the HERWIG version predicts a significantly lower cross-
section. Interestingly, the ATLAS muon data now has enough reach in pT to be sensitive to
the deviation between the pure NLO and the FONLL calculations that becomes significant
for pT ą 35 GeV. The data indicates clearly the need for an NLL resummation at high pT.

Figure 3: The differential ppÑeX cross-
section at

?
s = 7 TeV measured by AL-

ICE in | y | ă 0.8.

Figure 4: The differential ppÑµX
cross-section at

?
s = 7 TeV measured

by ATLAS in | η | ă 2.5.

3.2 Charm Production

ALICE, ATLAS, and LHCb have all made preliminary measurements of charm production
using samples of D mesons collected using micro- or minimum-bias triggers. The ALICE
result is based on samples of D0ÑK´π`, D`ÑK´π`π`, and D˚`ÑD0pK´π`qπ` (and
charge conjugate) decays selected from 1.6 nb´1, about 20% of the 2010 data. They mea-
sure differential cross-sections in the range 2 ă pTă 12 GeV in different rapidity ranges
that are then adjusted to | y | ă 0.5. ATLAS uses D`ÑK´π`π`, D˚`ÑD0pK´π`qπ`, and
D`s ÑφpK`K´q (and charge conjugate) decays in 1.1 nb´1 of data taken during early 2010
running to measure differential cross-sections in the kinematic range, pT ą 3.5 GeV (ex-
tending to „40 GeV) and | η | ă 2.1 [17]. These data contain contributions from both c- and
b-quark production. However, charm production dominates by approximately a factor
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of 20. Finally, LHCb reconstructs all of the above decay modes using 1.18 nb´1 of early
data taken with a micro-bias trigger in the kinematic region, 0 ă pT ă 8 Gev. They present
differential cross-sections in several rapidity region in 2 ă y ă 4.5 [18]. Charm and beauty
components to this data sample are separated using a fit to the D meson impact parameter
distribution.

All differential cross-section results are good agreement with NLO predictions in a variety
of different implementations. However, uncertainties on these predictions are quite large
and measurements are now limited by systematics.

3.3 Beauty Production

Beauty production at the LHC is measured using a wide variety of different methods.
ATLAS [19] and CMS [20] separate b-production from lighter quark events using the
momenta of muons transverse to a nearby jet’s direction (prel

T ) as a discriminant that is
sensitive to the underlying parton’s mass. In samples of 4.8 pb´1 collected with low
pT muon+jet triggers (ATLAS), and 85 nb´1 of low pT single-muon triggers (CMS) the
collaborations measure differential cross-sections as a function of b-jet pT (ATLAS) and
muon pT (CMS). Another inclusive method employed by ATLAS [21] and CMS [22] selects
b-quark events using jets containing reconstructed secondary vertices in 3.0 pb´1 and 60
nb´1, respectively, of data taken using a mixture of minimum-bias and jet triggers. This
method allows sensitivity to higher values of jet pT (up to 260 GeV) than the prel

T technique.
The substantial B-hadron lifetime also provides a handle on B-hadron production in several
partially inclusive results. LHCb uses the D0 impact parameter distribution of ppÑµD0X
candidates in 2.9 nb´1 of micro-bias, and 12.1 nb´1 of single-muon trigger data to measure
the ppÑHbX cross-section in several bins between 2 ă η ă 6 [23]. ATLAS [24], CMS [25],
and LHCb [26] all use a pseudo-proper time variable in their J{ψ analyses to measure the
bÑJ{ψX differential cross-section as well. Finally, CMS has made B-hadron differential
cross-section measurements using the exclusive decay modes B`ÑJ{ψpµ`µ´qK` [27],
BdÑJ{ψpµ`µ´qK0

S [28], and BsÑJ{ψpµ`µ´qφpK`K´q [29] (and conjugates) collected using
their dimuon triggers. These measurements all agree quite well with a variety of NLO
calculations, with the possible exception the exclusive mode cross-sections where the NLO
predictions are consistently lower than the measurements. But again the uncertainties on
the experimental results are generally dominated by systematic effects even with the small
amounts of integrated luminosity used.

To probe the calculations more deeply, correlations between the produced b and b need to
be used. First results in this area are now available from ATLAS and CMS. ATLAS uses
its secondary vertexing analysis [21] to select events with two identified b-jets. The dijet
invariant mass that they observe is shown in Fig. 5. Agreement with POWHEG+PYTHIA
predictions is good across a wide range of dijet masses. CMS, on the other hand, probes
correlations between the b and b using angular variables. Their analysis [30], which uses 3.1
nb´1 of single-jet trigger data, searches for events with two reconstructed secondary vertices
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from which they reconstruct the opening angle between the two B-hadrons responsible
for the vertices. This technique allows access to the events with very small BB opening
angles that are particularly sensitive to NLO effects. An example of their results is shown in
Fig. 6, where the angular separation, ∆R=

a

∆φ2 ` ∆η2, between the BB pair observed in
CMS data and predicted by various beyond LO calculations is plotted compared to the LO
PYTHIA prediction. None of the higher order predictions do a good job describing the data
in the low ∆R region where higher order effects are expected to dominate.

Figure 5: The differential ppÑbb cross-
section as a function of bb dijet invariant
mass measured for b-jets with pTą40
GeV and | y |ă2.1 at ATLAS.
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Figure 6: Ratios of differential BB cross-
sections as a function of ∆R measured
by CMS compared to various predic-
tions.

3.4 Heavy Flavor Fragmentation

Another important component in our understanding of heavy flavor production is the pro-
cess of fragmentation of b- and c-quarks into beauty and charm hadrons of various flavors.
The ATLAS and LHCb collaborations have produced new measurements in these areas.
The ATLAS study of Dp˚q meson production [17] allows the measurement of several charm
fragmentation related parameters after subtracting predicted B-hadron decay contributions
from their measured Dp˚q meson cross-sections and extrapolating these cc measurements
to the full kinematic phase space. ATLAS derives a strangeness suppression factor, γs{d,
which corresponds to the ratio of the total D˘s production cross section from cc, σtot

cc pD
˘
s q, to

the sum of σtot
cc pD

˚˘q and the part of σtot
cc pD

˘q that does not arise from D˚˘ decays. ATLAS
also measures the fraction of D mesons produced in the vector state, PV , as the ratio of D˚˘

to the sum of D˚˘ and D˘ production. Both measurements are in good agreement with
averages of LEP results [17, 31] as shown in Fig. 7.
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LHCb fragmentation measurements concentrate on the b-quark sector. They have deter-
mined the ratio of b-quarks fragmenting to hadrons containing s- and d-quarks, fs{ fd, using
B0ÑD´π`, B0ÑD´K` and BsÑD´s π` decays in 35 nb´1 of data [32]. They have also
determined the strange quark fraction, fs{p fu` fdq and the Λb baryon fraction, fΛb{p fu` fdq

in b-quark fragmentation using 3 pb´1 samples of semi-muonic decays of B-hadrons [33].
They observe no dependence of the strange quark fraction on pT or η, but do see evidence
of a linear dependence of the Λb fraction on pT in all η regions they consider. As can be
seen in Fig. 7, their results are consistent with 2, but more precise than, the current world
averages [34] and individual results from CDF [35] and LEP [34].

Finally, LHCb has observed a clear signal of 43 ˘ 13 events, in 32.5 pb´1 of data, for the
decay B˘c ÑJ{ψπ˘ [36]. Comparing this to the production of B˘ÑJ{ψK˘ yields a ratio,
σpB`c q ˆ BpB`c ÑJ{ψπ`q { σpB`q ˆ BpB`ÑJ{ψK`q = (2.2 ˘ 0.8 ˘ 0.2)%, in good agreement
with a prediction made using the BcVegPy generator [37], (1.4 ˘ 0.4 ˘ 0.1)%.

Figure 7: A summary of beauty and charm hadron fragmentation fraction measurements.
Note: to allow a consistent comparison, the fΛb results are extrapolated to pT = 14 GeV
using LHCb’s parametrization [33].

4 Spectroscopy and Exclusive Final States

All heavy flavor hadrons are produced copiously at the LHC and each of the large ex-
periments have reconstructed sizable samples of most of the low-lying states. However,
exclusive reconstruction of beauty and charm hadrons is an area where LHCb is taking
a leading role. Their ability to trigger on hadronic decays and their efficient π{K{p iden-
tification capabilities, as well as other detector optimizations, make exclusive final state
reconstruction one of their strengths.

2In the case of the Λb fraction, all results have been adjusted to an average pT of 14 GeV.
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LHCb takes advantage of this strength is several ways. In the areas of hadron properties,
they have been able to identify several new hadronic decays of Bs mesons with the data they
have taken to date. They are also using exclusively reconstructed decays as a tool to study
electro-weak symmetry breaking and to search for new physics through measurements of
parameters of the CKM matrix. Of particular interest here are measurements of the angles
γ ” argp´V˚ubVud{v˚cbVcdq and βs ” argp´V˚tbVts{v˚cbVcsq, which are currently the most poorly
measured of the “unitarity triangle” quantities.

LHCb has observed several new decay modes of the Bs meson. They have studied Bs

decays to excited cs states: BsÑµDs1X and BsÑµD˚s2X with D`s1, D˚`s2 ÑD0pK´π`qK` [38].
Measurements of the relative fractions of these states allow sensitive tests of QCD models.
Using data samples of 20 and 3 pb´1, LHCb finds B(B0

sÑD˚`s2 Xµ´ν) / B(B0
sÑXµ´ν) = (3.3

˘ 1.0 ˘ 0.4)% and B(B0
sÑD`s1Xµ´ν) / B(B0

sÑXµ´ν) = (5.4 ˘ 1.2 ˘ 0.4)%. The Ds1 result is
in good agreement with a previous measurement by the D0 collaboration [39], but this is
the first observation of the D˚s2 decay mode. These measurements are in general agreement
with predictions of 3.2% and 5.7% respectively from the ISGW2 model [40] but slightly
higher than quark model expectations of 1.8% and 2% [41].

LHCb has also made a first observation of the decay mode B0
sÑK˚0K˚0, which proceeds

solely through loop bÑs diagrams in the Standard Model, and can be used in the extraction
of γ and βs. Using 35 fb´1 of data they observe a signal with 7σ significance, as shown in
Fig. 8, and measure B(B0

sÑK˚0K˚0) = [1.95 ˘ 0.47(stat) ˘ 0.51(syst) ˘ 0.29( fd{ fs)]ˆ10´5 [42]
in reasonable agreement with the prediction of (0.79`0.43

´0.39)ˆ10´5 based on QCD factorization
[43].

Measurement of the angle γ to date have relied primarily on B´ÑDp˚qKp˚q´ decays. How-
ever, many other modes also have the potential to contribute. These include B0ÑD0K˚0,
B´ÑD0K´π`π´, B0ÑD`π´π`π´, and B0

sÑD`s K´π`π´. LHCb has taken first steps to-
ward widening the scope of γ measurements by observing several of these decays or closely
related final states. They measure

Mode Events Branching Ratio (ˆ104) Ref.
B0

sÑD0Kp˚0q 34.5 ˘ 6.9 4.44 ˘ 1.00(stat) ˘ 0.55(syst) [44]
˘ 0.56( fs{ fd) ˘ 0.69(BÑDρ)

B0ÑD`π´π`π´ 1151 ˘ 45 61.6 ˘ 2.6 ˘ 6.9 [45]
B´ÑD0π´π`π´ 973 ˘ 45 59.6 ˘ 2.9 ˘ 6.1 [45]
B0

sÑD`s π´π`π´ 139 ˘ 24 62.8 ˘ 11.0 ˘ 12.1 [45]
Λ0

bÑΛ`c π´π`π´ 165 ˘ 18 122 ˘ 14 ˘ 46 [45]

which represent either first observations of these final states (the first and last measurements
listed above) or significant improvements over current world averages.

Finally, LHCb was the first to observe the decay BsÑJ{ψrµ`µ´s f0p980qrπ`π´s [46]. As
shown in Fig. 9 they see a clear peak in the J{ψπ`π´ distribution at the Bs mass in 33
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pb´1 of data. They measure ΓrB0
sÑJ{ψ f0pπ

`π´qs{ΓrB0
sÑJ{ψφpK`K´qs = 0.252`0.046`0.027

´0.032´0.033
in good agreement with the later D0 measurement of 0.210 ˘ 0.032 ˘ 0.036 [47]. This decay
is similar to BsÑJ{ψφ, which is commonly used to determine the angle βs. However, since
the J{ψ f0 mode consists of a single CP-odd eigenstate, it can be used to extract βs without
having to rely on the complicated angular analysis necessary to disentangle the CP states in
the J{ψφ mode.
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Figure 8: The K`π´K´π` invariant
mass distribution measured by LHCb
in their BsÑK˚0K˚0 analysis [42]

Figure 9: The J{ψπ`π´ invariant mass
distribution measured by LHCb in their
BsÑJ{ψ f0 analysis [46] for right sign
(top) and wrong sign ππ combinations,
where the ππ mass is required to lie
within 90 MeV of the f0p980qmass.

5 Conclusions

The first year of LHC running has produced a wealth of results in the heavy flavor sector
from ALICE, ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb. Each of the experiments has made measurements
of open beauty and charm production. In general, the good agreement between data and
NLO QCD predictions that was observed at the Tevatron continues to hold at higher LHC
energies although most measurements are already systematics limited. Upon considering
those measurements that are particularly sensitive to the details of the calculations, though,
some areas of disagreement seem to be appearing. These are most evident in exclusive b
production and in the angular correlations observed between b and b jets. Unfortunately (for
these measurements), the rapidly increasing LHC luminosity requires all the experiments
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to move away from the inclusive, low pT triggers that have provided the bulk of the data
for production studies. In the future, these studies will need to shift focus, primarily to
rely on those final states that are accessible using dimuon triggers (for example, ΛbÑJ{ψΛ).
Even for these, muon pT thresholds will steadily increase. Clearly, the next round of heavy
flavor measurements will have to use different techniques than those described here.

Trigger considerations also affect the areas of exclusive final states and spectroscopy for
ATLAS and CMS. However, the LHCb collaboration is truly starting to hit its stride here.
They have already made several first observations of heavy flavor decay modes and are now
beginning to have enough data to probe CP violation using a wide variety of techniques.

The next few years will be challenging ones for the heavy flavor efforts of the four large LHC
experiments. Overcoming the difficulties posed by increasing luminosity and the demands
of ever higher precision will require both perseverance and cleverness. The excellent results
presented here, though, show that ALICE, ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb are up to the task. Look
forward to even more interesting heavy flavor results from the LHC at the next meeting of
this conference!
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Meson-baryon interactions and baryon resonances

Tetsuo Hyodo1

Department of Physics, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Meguro, Tokyo 152-8551, Japan

Meson-baryon interactions are the fundamental building blocks to study the structures of

baryon resonances and meson properties in few-body nuclear systems. We review the recent

progress in the investigation of the meson-baryon interaction in the strangeness S “ ´1 sector

and the structure of the Λp1405q resonance. In particular, we present an attempt to construct a

realistic KN-πΣ interaction in chiral SU(3) dynamics in response to the precise measurement

of the kaonic hydrogen, and discuss the subthreshold extrapolation of the KN interaction with

the information of the πΣ channel.

1 Introduction

Hadrons are the asymptotic degrees of freedom of QCD at low energy due to color confine-
ment, and the interactions among hadrons exhibit rich phenomena in the nonperturbative
regime of the strong interaction. For instance, hadronic interactions in some sectors are so
strong that two-body resonances are generated by hadronic dynamics [1]. Such hadronic
molecular states can also be found in the heavy quark sector, in which many new exotic
mesons have been recently observed [2]. The study of the hadron interactions and possible
composite structures will elucidate a novel construction of hadrons and will open a new
perspective in hadron spectroscopy.

Hadronic interactions have been studied in various approaches. A traditional method
for the hadron-hadron interaction is the meson-exchange picture [3]. One of the recent
achievements is the extraction of the inter-hadron forces from lattice QCD [4, 5]. For
scattering systems including the Nambu-Goldstone bosons, on the other hand, chiral
symmetry serves as a guiding principle to construct hadron interactions. A series of works
based on chiral dynamics [6–8] has demonstrated that the combination of the chiral low
energy interaction with the unitarity condition of the scattering amplitude provides a
unique tool to study the hadron interactions and resonances.

Here we consider meson-baryon scatterings with baryon resonances based on chiral SU(3)
dynamics. Among others, we focus on the recent active discussions on the negative par-
ity Λp1405q resonance with strangeness S “ ´1 and isospin I “ 0. There have been a
long-standing debate on its structure; a three-quark state in the constituent quark model

1hyodo@th.phys.titech.ac.jp
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picture [9] vs. a KN bound state in the πΣ continuum in the meson-baryon picture [10].
When the Λp1405q resonance is regarded as a KN bound state, the interaction between K
and N is attractive enough to generate a bound state below the threshold. This picture
motivates the study of the antikaon bound states in nuclei, the K-nuclei [11]. In this way,
the study of the Λp1405q resonance has large impact on various fields of the strangeness
sector of the nonperturbative QCD. In section 2 we introduce the formulation of chiral
SU(3) dynamics, and discuss the structure of the Λp1405q resonance from various aspects.
In section 3, we summarize the current status of the experimental investigations of the
KN-πΣ amplitude and show possible future directions to be pursued for the construction
of a realistic KN-πΣ interaction.

2 Λp1405q in meson-baryon scattering

In this section we overview the framework of the chiral SU(3) dynamics for the meson-
baryon scattering [6, 7] in which the low energy chiral interaction is combined with the
unitarity of the scattering amplitude. A detailed formulation of the model is given in Ref. [8].
We then discuss the structure of the Λp1405q resonance in this approach, paying attention
to the pole structure in the complex energy plane.

2.1 Chiral SU(3) dynamics

Regarding the light pseudoscalar mesons (π, K, and η) as the Nambu-Goldstone (NG)
bosons associated with the spontaneous breaking of chiral SU(3)Rˆ SU(3)L symmetry, we
can describe the low energy dynamics of the NG bosons in chiral perturbation theory [12],
which is an effective field theory based on the low energy expansion of the QCD Green’s
function. The chiral low energy theorems in current algebra are concisely encoded as the
leading order results of the perturbative expansion.

In chiral perturbation theory for meson-baryon systems, the covariant derivative of the
baryon kinetic term provides the meson-baryon four-point vertex as

LWT “
1

4 f 2 Tr
`

BiγµrΦBµΦ´ pBµΦqΦ, Bs
˘

,

where Φ (B) is the octet meson (baryon) field and f is the meson decay constant. From this
interaction Lagrangian, we obtain the meson-baryon contact interaction called Weinberg-
Tomozawa (WT) term, which takes on the following form after the s-wave projection:

(1) VWT
ij pWq “ ´

Cij

4 f 2 p2W ´Mi ´Mjq

d

Mi ` Ei

2Mi

d

Mj ` Ej

2Mj
,

where W is the total energy of the center-of-mass frame, i labels the meson-baryon channel,
and Mi (Ei) is the mass (energy) of the baryon in channel i. The coupling strength Cij is
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for the meson-baryon interactions in chiral perturbation
theory. (a) Weinberg-Tomozawa interaction, (b) s-channel Born term, (c) u-channel Born
term, and (d) Next-to-leading-order (NLO) interaction. The dots represent the Oppq
vertices while the square denotes the Opp2q vertex.

determined by the flavor structure of the meson-baryon channel and the group theoretical
argument [13]. Equation (1) provides the meson-baryon scattering length in accordance
with the chiral low energy theorem [14].

In addition to the WT term, there are Born terms at Oppq and contact terms at Opp2q [15],
so the amplitude in chiral perturbation theory at next-to-leading order is given by

VpWq “VWTpWq `VBornpWq `VNLOpWq.

They are systematically calculated by the diagrams shown in Figure 1. The Born terms
mainly contribute to the p-wave amplitude and their s-wave component is in the higher
order in the nonrelativistic expansion than the WT term. The next-to-leading-order (NLO)
terms contain seven low energy constants which are not determined by the symmetry
argument. Thus, for a qualitative discussion on the structure of the Λp1405q resonance, it is
sufficient to adopt the WT interaction as the main component. In section 2.2, we consider the
structure of the Λp1405q resonance using the model with only the WT term. We will include
the Born and the NLO terms in section 3.1 for the quantitative discussion to construct a
realistic KN-πΣ scattering amplitude.

Chiral perturbation theory well describes the low energy meson-baryon scattering, but the
unitarity condition is not always guaranteed because the amplitude is proportional to the
meson momentum. To recover the unitarity, we make use of the dispersion relation. The
unitarity condition leads to the optical theorem for the forward scattering amplitude Tpsq:

(2) Im T´1psq “
ρpsq

2
for s ě s`,

where s “ W2 is the Mandelstam variable and the two-body phase space factor is given by
ρpsq “ M

a

ps´ s´qps´ s`q{p4πsq with s˘ “ pM˘mq2. Since the scattering amplitude is
analytic in the complex energy plane except for possible poles (CDD poles), we can write
the inverse scattering amplitude using dispersion relation as

T´1pWq “
ÿ

n

Rn

W ´Wn
` ãps0q `

s´ s0

2π

ż 8

s`
ds1

ρps1q
ps1 ´ sqps1 ´ s0q

,
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which is consistent with the optical theorem (2). Single subtraction is performed at the
subtraction point s0 with the subtraction constant ãps0q to tame the divergence. Wn and
Rn represent the position and the residue of the CDD poles, which cannot be determined
within the scattering theory. Noting that the dispersion integral on the unitarity cut can
be regarded as (the finite part of) the meson-baryon loop function GpWq, we can write the
general form of the scattering amplitude as

TpWq “rT ´1pWq ´ GpWqs´1,(3)

where T ´1pWq expresses the CDD pole contributions. The explicit form of the loop function
is given by a diagonal matrix as

GkpWq “
1

p4πq2

!

akpµq ` ln
M2

k
µ2 `

m2
k ´M2

k `W2

2W2 ln
m2

k
M2

k

`
qk
W
rlnpW2 ´ pM2

k ´m2
kq ` 2Wqkq ` lnpW2 ` pM2

k ´m2
kq ` 2Wqkq

´ lnp´W2 ` pM2
k ´m2

kq ` 2Wqkq ´ lnp´W2 ´ pM2
k ´m2

kq ` 2Wqkqs
)

,

with q “
a

ps´ s´qps´ s`q{p2
?

sq. akpµq represents the subtraction constant which plays
a role of the ultraviolet cutoff. To determine T pWq, we match the loop expansion of the
general form of the amplitude (3) with that in chiral perturbation theory [7]. Since the
meson-baryon loop contribute as Opp3q in chiral perturbation theory, we can identify the
T pWq function as the tree-level amplitude up to Opp2q:

T pWq “VWTpWq `VBornpWq `VNLOpWq ` . . . .

where ellipsis denotes the higher order contributions. In this way, we can construct the
scattering amplitude which is consistent with the unitarity condition and exhibits the correct
low energy behavior required by chiral symmetry.

This form of the amplitude can be regarded as the solution of the scattering equation with
the interaction kernel derived in chiral perturbation theory. In other words, we regard the
meson-baryon tree-level amplitude as an interaction kernel of the scattering equation, and
the meson-baryon amplitude is obtained by solving the scattering equation T “ V `VGT
as illustrated in Figure 2.

2.2 The structure of the Λp1405q resonance

We have constructed the framework of chiral SU(3) dynamics. In this section, we apply
this framework to the strangeness S “ ´1 and isospin I “ 0 meson-baryon scattering, and
study the property of the Λp1405q resonance. In this sector, four channels (KN, πΣ, ηΛ, and
KΞ) participate in the coupled-channel scattering. For the clarity of the mechanism, we
adopt the simplest model with the WT interaction. It is shown that this model successfully
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Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the scattering equation. The shaded (empty) blob
represents the T-matrix (potential V). The loop function G is expressed by the intermediate
meson-baryon loop.

reproduces the observables in the K´p scattering and the mass spectrum of the Λp1405q
resonance [8].

In the meson-baryon scattering amplitude, baryon resonances are expressed as pole singu-
larities in the second Riemann sheet of the complex energy plane. Close to the resonance
energy region, the scattering amplitude can be written as the Breit-Wigner term plus a
slowly varying background term:

TijpWq “
gigj

W ´MR ` iΓR{2
` TBG

ij pWq,

where MR and ΓR are the mass and width of the resonance state, respectively, and gi stands
for the coupling strength to the channel i. In this way, the properties of resonances can be
read off from the pole structure of the amplitude.

In the study of Λp1405q, it is found that there are two poles in the resonance energy
region [16]. This is illustrated in Figure 3 by plotting the absolute value of the scattering
amplitude in the complex energy plane. We observe one bump structure on the real axis,
which is influenced by two independent poles in the complex plane. By calculating the
residues of the poles, it is shown that the higher energy pole strongly couples to the
KN channel while the lower energy pole has larger coupling strength to the πΣ channel.
Because of the different coupling strengths, the scattering amplitude of KN Ñ πΣ and
that of πΣ Ñ πΣ are affected by two poles with different weights. As a consequence, the
resonance shape of the Λp1405q resonance in the πΣ mass spectrum may depend on the
reaction process [16].

The physical origin of the double-pole structure can be traced back to the two attractive
components of the chiral interaction [17]. The explicit form of the Cij coefficients of the WT
interaction (1) for S “ ´1 and I “ 0 channel is

Cij “

¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

3 ´

c

3
2

3
?

2
0

4 0

c

3
2

0 ´
3
?

2
3

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

KN

πΣ

ηΛ

KΞ

.
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Figure 3: The absolute value of the scattering amplitude around the Λp1405q energy region
in the complex plane.

A positive value corresponds to the attractive interaction, so we find from the diagonal
components that both the KN and πΣ channels are attractive. When we solve the scattering
equation by eliminating the off-diagonal components, the KN channel develops one bound
state below the threshold, and the πΣ channel generates a resonance above the threshold.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4 by plotting these pole positions together with those in the full
coupled-channel model. It is clear from the figure that the higher energy pole originates in
the KN bound state and the lower energy pole is evolved from the πΣ resonance. Identifying
the origin of the poles as a KN bound state and a πΣ resonance is reasonable from the
strong coupling of the higher (lower) energy pole to the KN (πΣ) channel. This analysis
suggests that the Λp1405q resonance is realized as a Feshbach resonance in the resonating
open channel [18]

Given the different nature of the coupling strengths, we notice that the pole structure
of Λp1405q has an important phenomenological consequence in the KN interaction [17].
We find that the KN interaction generates a quasi-bound state around 1420 MeV, rather
than the nominal resonance position of 1405 MeV, and the physical Λp1405q is formed
cooperatively with the attraction in the πΣ channel. Thus, the strength of the KN interaction
is closely related to the precise pole position(s) of the Λp1405q resonance. This issue will be
further discussed in section 3, in relation with the quantitative refinements of the KN-πΣ
interaction.

Before closing this section, let us mention several recent studies on the internal structure
of the Λp1405q resonance. The origin of resonances is studied in Ref. [19] through the
renormalization procedure. As explained in section 2.1, the CDD pole contribution should
be included in the interaction kernel V, but certain choice of the subtraction constants in
the loop function may introduce a seed of resonance in the loop function. To eliminate
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Figure 4: Pole positions of the scattering amplitude for Λp1405q in the complex energy
plane. Crosses enclosed by circles represent poles obtained by switching off the transition
couplings. Vertical dashed lines indicate the meson-baryon threshold energies.

the CDD pole contribution from the loop function, the natural renormalization scheme
is introduced (the meaning of this scheme is further discussed from the viewpoint of the
compositeness [20]). Using the phenomenological fitting and the natural renormalization
scheme, it is shown that the Λp1405q is dominated by the meson-baryon molecular structure.

This picture is further confirmed from different aspects. The study of the Nc scaling
shows that the three-quark component in the Λp1405q resonance is small [21]. Through the
evaluation of the electromagnetic properties [22], the spatial size of the Λp1405q is found
to be much larger than the ground state hadrons which are presumably dominated by
the three-quark structure. All these studies consistently indicate the dominance of the
meson-baryon molecular structure of the Λp1405q resonance.

3 Toward a realistic meson-baryon interaction

We have been discussing the structure of the Λp1405q resonance from the viewpoint of
hadron spectroscopy. One of the central issues in the strangeness nuclear physics is the
exploration of the kaonic nuclei. Since the Λp1405q resonance is located just below the KN
threshold, its structure is closely related with the KN interaction [17]. There are several
theoretical studies on the KNN system [23]. The results of these studies show that the KNN
three-body system will develop a quasi-bound state below the threshold with a large width.
On the other hand, quantitative estimation of the binding energy does not converge with
each other.

To illustrate the current situation of the KN interaction, here we list the present experimental
database which can be used to constrain the theoretical models:
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‚ above the KN threshold: total cross sections of K´p scattering into K´p, K0n, π0Σ0,
π`Σ´, π´Σ`, and π0Λ channels.

‚ at the KN threshold: threshold branching ratios and the KN scattering lengths.

‚ below the KN threshold: πΣ invariant mass spectra.

At this point, it should be noted that the relevant energy region of the study of the bound
antikaon in nuclei is below the KN threshold. Thus, the main reason of the discrepancy in
the predictions of the KNN bound state can be attributed to the lack of the experimental
information, especially in the region below the KN threshold. To increase the precision of
the model calculation, we should accumulate 1) the KN data at the threshold and 2) the πΣ
data below the KN threshold, as we explain below.

The KN data at the threshold is the direct information of the KN channel with the lowest
possible energy. At present, threshold branching ratios are measured with good accu-
racy [24]. In addition to that, the K´p scattering length is very important to constrain the
KN interaction. Recent experimental efforts enable us to extract the precise value of this
scattering length [25].

Below the threshold, there is no direct information of the KN channel, and this region should
be constrained indirectly through the data in the πΣ channel. Many recent experiments
report the πΣ mass spectra for the Λp1405q energy region. Although they are important
subthreshold informations of the KN interaction, usually the normalization of the spectrum
is not known and several interference effects in experiments may modify the relevant
structure [8]. Instead, it is pointed out that the πΣ threshold observables (scattering length
and effective range) are also useful to constrain the subthreshold extrapolation of the
KN interaction [26]. The scattering length is given as a number at fixed energy, so it is
unambiguously incorporated in the extrapolation procedure.

In this circumstance, it is of great relevance to construct a realistic KN-πΣ interaction using
new experimental information, and to provide future directions of the study of meson-
baryon interaction. We present a comprehensive analysis with the next-to-leading order
chiral interaction in section 3.1, by use of the new precise measurement of the kaonic
hydrogen. In section 3.2, we discuss the possibility of determining the πΣ scattering lengths
through the analysis of the hadronic decays of Λc.

3.1 Improved constraints from new KN threshold data

Very recently, SIDDHARTA collaboration has reported a precise measurement of the 1s
level of the kaonic hydrogen [25]. The reported values of the energy shift ∆E and width Γ
are

(4) ∆E “ 283˘ 36pstatq ˘ 6psystq eV, Γ “ 541˘ 89pstatq ˘ 22psystq eV.
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Model WT WTB NLO Experiment [25]
∆E [eV] 373 377 306 283˘ 42
Γ [eV] 495 514 591 541˘ 111
χ2/d.o.f 1.12 1.15 0.96
pole positions [MeV] 1422´ 16i 1421´ 17i 1424´ 26i

1384´ 90i 1385´ 105i 1381´ 81i

Table 1: Results of the systematic χ2 analysis by chiral SU(3) dynamics for the S “ ´1
meson-baryon scattering [28]. Shown are the energy shift and width of the 1s state of the
kaonic hydrogen (∆E and Γ), χ2/d.o.f of the fitting, and the pole positions of the isospin
I “ 0 amplitude in the KN-πΣ region.

The error bars are significantly reduced from previous measurements. These values are
related to the (complex) K´p scattering length through the improved Deser-Trueman
formula [27]. Thus, this new information can be used to constrain the real and imaginary
parts of the K´p scattering amplitude at the KN threshold.

A systematic χ2 analysis with these new constraints is performed in the framework of chiral
SU(3) dynamics including NLO terms [28]. Three models with different interaction kernels
are examined: WT model (with the Weinberg-Tomozawa term V “ VWT), WTB model (with
the Weinberg-Tomozawa and Born terms V “ VWT `VBorn), and NLO model (all the terms
V “ VWT `VBorn `VNLO). The subtraction constants (and the low energy constants in the
NLO model) are fitted to the new data of the kaonic hydrogen (4), the threshold branching
ratios, and the K´p total cross sections.

The results of the fitting are summarized in Table 1. Reasonable agreement with data is
obtained in all cases, but in the WT and WTB models, some of the subtraction constants
deviate from the natural value [19]. The NLO model gives the best fit (χ2/d.o.f.ă 1) and
well reproduces the SIDDHARTA result (4), with natural-size subtraction constants [28].
Since the total cross section data is included in the χ2 analysis, the new result (4) is shown
to be consistent with the cross section data (see Refs. [15] for the comparison with previous
measurements of the kaonic hydrogen).

The pole positions of the amplitude are shown in Table 1. All three models provide two
poles in the energy region of the Λp1405q as discussed in section 2.2 and the double-pole
structure of the Λp1405q resonance is confirmed. The uncertainty analysis, along the same
line with Ref. [29], is also performed to check the stability of the fitting [28].

3.2 Information of πΣ channel

As demonstrated in Ref. [26], the subthreshold extrapolation of the KN amplitude should
not be discussed separately from the dynamics of the πΣ channel. Although it is desirable
to impose a constraint at the πΣ threshold, so far no experimental information is available.
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Determination of the πΣ scattering lengths in the Λc decays is discussed in Ref. [30], in
the same strategy with the method developed for the ππ scattering length [31]. Because
of the isospin breaking in the masses of π and Σ, there is about 10 MeV mass difference
in the transitions of π`Σ´ Ñ π´Σ`, π`Σ´ Ñ π0Σ0, and π`Σ0 Ñ π0Σ`. In the weak
decays of the Λc into ππΣ channels, cusp structure appears at the energy of the former πΣ
channel in the spectrum of the latter πΣ channel. This cusp structure reflects the transition
amplitude between πΣ channels at the threshold, which is nothing but the (off-diagonal)
πΣ scattering length. The value of the scattering length can be extracted from the expansion
of the πΣ spectrum around the threshold. It is shown that the substantial cusp effect should
be observed in the spectrum, when the πΣ interaction in I “ 0 is strongly attractive to
generate a pole singularity around the threshold [30].

This method can be applied to three different modes in the Λc decays. Isospin decomposition
of these channels reads

a´` “
1
3

a0 ´
1
2

a1 `
1
6

a2 ` . . . , a00 “
1
3

a0 ´
1
3

a2 ` . . . , a0` “ ´
1
2

a1 `
1
2

a2 ` . . . ,

where aI is the scattering length with isospin I and ellipses represent the isospin breaking
corrections. Since these three channels are not linearly independent as a´`´ a00 “ a0`` . . . ,
this method alone is not sufficient to determine all the isospin components, even if we
extract the scattering lengths in all three channels. The last piece of the information may be
completed by Lattice QCD [5, 32] which can determine the πΣ scattering length in the I “ 2
channel.

4 Summary

We have studied the KN-πΣ interaction and the Λp1405q resonance based on chiral SU(3)
symmetry and unitarity. It is shown that the chiral symmetry constrains the dynamics of
the Nambu-Goldstone boson with hadrons at low energy, and the unitarity of the scattering
amplitude enables us to construct the dynamical approach to the hadron scattering ampli-
tude. We show that the Λp1405q resonance and the S “ ´1 meson-baryon scattering are
well described in the framework of chiral SU(3) dynamics. The Λp1405q resonance exhibits
a peculiar pole structure which is driven by the two attractive components of the chiral
interaction in the KN and πΣ channels.

The precise measurement of the kaonic hydrogen provides new constraints on the KN-πΣ
amplitude. The chiral SU(3) dynamics at next-to-leading order is capable of accommodating
this new information consistently with the total cross section data. The πΣ scattering length
can be an alternative observable to further constrain the KN interaction in the lower energy
region. These activity will bring us a deep understanding of the Λp1405q resonance and
will provide a baseline of the application of the KN interaction to the strangeness nuclear
physics.
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An Overview of Recent Results from CLAS
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The unique capabilities of the CLAS detector to measure exclusive meson electroproduction

off protons, with almost complete coverage of the final hadron phase space, has extended

our knowledge of excited baryon structure. Consistent results from Nπ and Nππ final

states provide convincing evidence for reliable extraction of N˚ electrocouplings. Theoretical

analyses of these results, using self-consistent dynamical calculations using an internal quark

core and an external meson-baryon cloud suggest that meson-baryon dressing amplitudes

need to be included. The meson-baryon dressing was already shown to be necessary to get

agreement between calculations and data on the ∆ resonance transition magnetic moment at

low Q2. Similarly, a new measurement of the transition magnetic moment for strange baryons

also disagrees with quark models, suggesting the need for meson-baryon dressings. In the

near future, the CLAS detector will be replaced with CLAS12, providing new high-precision

data.

1 Introduction

With the goal of understanding the resonance structure of the nucleon, the CLAS Detector [1]
has measured a variety of electron and photon scattering reactions off a proton target.
The resulting data provide a wealth of information about the electrocouplings of nucleon
resonances at photon four-momentum transfers ranging up to Q2 ă 5 GeV2. In addition, the
electromagnetic decay of baryon resonances having strangeness, such as the Σ˚ resonance
at mass 1385 GeV/c2, have been measured for the first time due to the high luminosity
and large acceptance of the CLAS experiments. Both of these phenomena point toward
the active role of a meson-baryon cloud as part of the wave-function describing baryon
resonances. Theoretical progress made by the Excited Baryon Analysis Center (EBAC) at
Jefferson Lab provides calculations that allow interpretation of the experimental data using
a dynamical coupled channels model [2–4] that includes a bare N˚ core and its fluctuation
into a meson-baryon cloud. Superposition of the amplitues from the meson-baryon cloud
and the quark core predicts measureable effects in the N˚ electrocouplings. With the advent
of high precision data from CLAS and other facilities around the world, these theoretical
ideas can be tested and have led to a better understanding of baryon resonances.

1hicks@ohio.edu
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One of the major breakthroughs of recent years in the understanding of QCD is the non-
perturbative calculations using the Dyson-Schwinger equation (DSE) [5]. Shown in Fig. 1 is
the quark mass as a function of the momentum variable q of the dressed quark propagator.
When the quark is hit hard, giving the propagator a momentum greater than about 1 GeV,
the effective quark mass becomes very small, while for soft interactions, the quark becomes
"dressed" with a gluon cloud, attaining an effective mass (even in the chiral limit) of about
1/3 of the nucleon mass. Fig. 1 also shows data from lattice gauge calculations for light
quark masses, which agrees with the curves from the DSE approach with the same input
quark mass. The lesson to take away is that 97% of the dressed quark mass comes from the
gluon dressing of the bare (core) quark in the regime of large quark-gluon coupling. Hence
quarks should not be assigned a fixed mass (as is done in the non-relativistic constituent
quark model), especially when probing high momentum transfer reactions. Furthermore,
because gluons couple to quark-antiquark loops, the gluon cloud also has virtual meson
components.

Non-perturbative interactions of dressed quarks and gluons create a quark core of both
ground and excited states of the proton. On top of that, we have the contribution from an
external meson-baryon cloud, required by the general unitarity condition for meson-baryon
interaction amplitudes [4].

An example of the importance of meson-baryon effects is shown in Fig. 2, where data on
the magnetic dipole transition form factor, GMpQ2q, for γ˚N Ñ ∆ transitions is shown as
a function of the virtual photon 4-momentum, Q2. At low Q2, the solid (dashed) curve
calculated with (without) the baryon dressing show a significant contribution of the meson-
baryon cloud to this observable [6]. In the non-relativistic quark model, the value of GMp0q
is directly proportional to the proton magnetic moment, and the value of GM extrapolate to
Q2 “ 0 can only be explained in that model if the experimental magnetic moment is lowered
by about 30%. Without the meson-baryon cloud effects, this simple theoretical model is in
direct contradiction with experimental facts. Hence there is a need for dynamical meon-
baryon amplitudes to explain the electrocoupling to the best known nucleon resonance,
the ∆. It should not be a surprise if dynamical meson-baryon effects are also necessary to
explain electrocouplings to other baryon resonances.

In the following sections, experimental results from CLAS using virtual photons, including
both single and double pion-production reactions, are compared with theoretical models
and the magnitude of the meson-baryon dressing amplitudes. Next, the electromagnetic
decay of baryons with strangeness are described, showing strong evidence for effects from
the meson-baryon cloud. A short recap of the search for exotic mesons and glueball-mixing
at CLAS is provided, followed by a description of the planned upgrade to 12 GeV beam
energies and the new CLAS12 detector at Jefferson Lab.
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Figure 1: Calculations of the quark effective mass as a function of the quark momentum
using the Dyson-Schwinger equation, from Ref. [5].

2 Experimental Description and Results

The measurements reported here were done using the high intensity electron beam with
energies up to 6 GeV with 100% duty cycle from the Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator
Facility (CEBAF), located at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility in the USA.
CEBAF has the shape of a racetrack, with two superconducting RF-linacs along the straight
sections and groups of normal conducting magnets along the recirculation arcs. The electron
beam can be circulate around the linacs up to five times, gaining approximately 1.2 GeV
on each pass (a distance of about 1.4 km). The beam can be sent simultaneously to three
experimental halls: A, B and C.

The CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS), housed in Hall B, is shown in Fig. 3.
Both electron and tagged photon beams can be directed onto the target, shown in the center
of the cutaway region of the figure. Surrounding the target is a toroidal magnetic field
generated by six superconducting coils spaced uniformly in angle about the beamline axis.
Within each of the six sectors, there are multiple layers of drift chambers, spaced radially
outward from the target, to track the outgoing particles. For photon beam experiments,
a segmented scintillator called the start counter surrounds the target, providing timing
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Figure 2: The transition magnetic moment GM, in units of the proton dipole form factor
as a function of Q2 for the γ˚N Ñ ∆ electromagnetic transition, from Ref. [6].

information for charged particles and forms part of the trigger in coincidence with the
tagged electron. Outside of the three regions of drift chambers, a gas Cerenkov counter
identifies electrons and helps to discriminate pions from electrons. The whole system
is surrounded by a layer of plastic scintillator bars to record the time-of-flight (TOF) of
particles from the target. At the outermost layer, shown by the triangular sections in Fig.
3, is the electromagnetic calorimeter, made from alternating layers of plastic scintillator
and thin lead sheets, used for detection of electrons, photons and (for some experiments)
neutrons.

For all data presented below, the target was a liquid hydrogen cell. A typical luminosity for
electron running was about 1034/cm2/s and for photon experiments, the rate on a typical
40 cm target was about 107 photons/sec, integrated from 10% to 95% of the electron beam
energy, in a classic bremsstrahlung distribution. Both beams and target can be polarized,
which provides additional information for partial wave analysis of scattering reactions.
Complete sets of polarization measurements are the next step in a series of results coming
from CLAS data, with the goal of isolating spin-dependent amplitudes in production of
baryon resonances.

Fig. 4 shows the electrocoupling of the P11p1440q resonance. Using a total of about 12000
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of CLAS detector, with one region cut away to show the
inner structure of detectors.

data points on differential cross sections, from experiments using both unpolarized beams
or longitudinal polarization of beam and/or target, CLAS has the most complete coverage
of the kinematics corresponding to the Roper resonance, centered at 1440 MeV with a width
of several hundred MeV. More information on the data set, including electrocouplings to
the S11p1535q resonance, can be found in Ref. [7]. The data shown in Fig. 4 are for the A1{2
amplitude, scaled up by a factor of 1000, where the open symbols for Q2 ą 0 are from
single pion electroproduction data (both π`n and π0 p) and the closed symbols [8] are from
two-pion electroproduction (π`π´p) data [9]. Points at Q2 “ 0 are from high-precision
single-pion photoproduction data [10].

Consistent results on electrocouplings of the P11p1440q and D13p1530q resonances obtained in
independent analyses of two major meson electroproduction channels (Nπ and Nππ) with
different non-resonant contributions clearly show the reliable extraction of these fundamen-
tal quantities. Furthermore, the reaction models [7] for extraction of N˚ electrocouplings
from independent analyses of Nπ and pπ`π´ channels allows a determination of electro-
couplings of all resonances that decay preferentially to these final state. Preliminary results
on electrocouplings of S31p1620q, S11p1650q, F15p1685q, D33p1700q and P13p1720q states were
obtained [7] from the CLAS data on pπ`π´ electroproduction data within the theoretical
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Figure 4: Left: Electrocoupling of the P11p1440q resonance; right: calculated magnitude of
the meson-baryon dressing amplitudes for the same resonance. See text for discussion of
symbols and curves.

framework discussed in Ref. [11].

The curves in the left panel of Fig. 4 are from light-front quark models [12, 13] (solid and
dashed) and from a diquark model [14] (dot-dashed). These curves all follow the general
trend of the data, but fail to predict the data at low Q2. One explanation may be that the
curves in the left panel do not include meson-baryon dressing, which is calculated within
the dynamical coupled-channels model [3], with its magnitude shown in the right panel of
Fig. 4. As shown in the previous figure, the meson-baryon dressing has a substantial effect
on theoretical calculations of ∆-resonance transition magnetic moments, and a similarly
large effect of the dressing is calculated for the Roper resonance shown in Fig. 4.

Further evidence for the importance of the meson-baryon cloud comes from electromagnetic
decay of excited strange baryons. Recent analysis of CLAS data for the reaction γp Ñ KΣ˚

provides high statistics for the Σ˚ resonance, a decuplet baryon with strangeness ´1. The
Σ˚ can decay via the strong force to Σπ0 or via electromagnetic (EM) decay to Σγ. The
latter is expected to have a branching ratio of about 1%, and hence is difficult to measure.
Just like the ∆ transition magnetic moment discussed above, the EM decay of the Σ˚ holds
information on the effect of the meson-baryon cloud. Previously reported CLAS data for
the EM decay Σ˚0 Ñ Λγ has already shown that this is an important effect [15].

The missing mass for γp Ñ K0Σ`X is shown [16] in Fig. 5 where the upper histogram is for
all data (after cuts to isolate the given final state) with a prominant peak at the mass of the π0
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Figure 5: Missing mass of the reaction γp Ñ K0Σ`X from CLAS data [16].

and a “shoulder" at zero mass corresponding to γ decay. By use of a sophisticated kinematic
fit, which can be shown to be robust in its ability to extract the ratio of EM to strong decay
of the Σ˚`, the lower histograms in Fig. 5 are the result, showing a clean separation of these
two decays. This is the world’s first extraction of the EM decay branching ratio for the Σ˚`,
which provides a test of the meson-baryon cloud for baryons with strangeness. The results
are shown in Table 1, where the experimentally extracted transition magnetic moments
(Q2 “ 0) are compared with the first-order 1{Nc expansion of Jenkins and Manohar [17]
and the naive quark model [18]. Both theoretical models substantially underpredict the
experimentally measured values, similar to the case of the ∆ transition magnetic moment [6].

While CLAS has provided world-class data, resulting in the world’s best extractions of
electrocouplings and transition magnetic moments, this detector will be dismantled in
2012 and replaced with a new detector, CLAS12, for operation with the energy upgrade of
CEBAF to 12 GeV. A computer drawing of the CLAS12 detector is shown in Fig. 6. The
main features of CLAS12 is its ability to take data at luminosities higher by an order of
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Transitions 1{Nc Model Quark Model Experiment
µΣΣ˚` 2.17˘0.30 2.33 3.22˘0.35
µΛΣ˚0 2.28˘0.32 2.28 2.75˘0.23

Table 1: Transition magnetic monemts of the Σp1385q from the 1{Nc and naive quark
model compared with the CLAS experimental results.

magnitude than the present CLAS detector. In addition, CLAS12 has improved particle
identification, along with tracking at angles as small as 5˝ in the laboratory frame.

There are two major parts to the CLAS12 detector: the Central Detector, which includes a
superconducting solenoid (shown in the left part of Fig. 6) and the Forward Detector, which
includes a six-sector toroidal magnetic field (shown in the middle of Fig. 6). Inside the
solenoid will be a silicon vertex tracker (SVT) and central time-of-flight detectors (CTOF).
At forward angles will be a high-threshold and a low-threshold Cerenkov detector (HTCC
and LTCC), 3 regions of drift chambers (DC), forward time-of-flight scintillators (FTOF), a
pre-shower calorimeter (PCAL) and an electromagnetic calorimeter (EC). Not visible is a
low-angle inner calorimeter (IC) for detection of high-energy photons.

The primary physics goals of CLAS12 is to measure: Generalized Parton Distributions
(GPDs), Transverse Momentum Distributions (TMDs), hadronization in Deep Inelastic
Scattering (DIS), meson spectroscopy and studies of N˚ structure at photon virtualities of
Q2 ą 5.0 GeV2. Each of these topic will be discussed briefly below.

GPDs were introduced about a decade ago, using a theoretical approximation valid for hard-
quark scattering that has proven to be extremely efficient at describing experimental data.
Leading order Feynmann diagrams for GPDs (also called “handbag" diagrams) describe
the correlations between the helicity, longitudinal momentum and transverse position of
quarks in the nucleon. Two spin-independent GPDs (H and E) and two spin-dependent
GPDs (H̃ and Ẽ) are accessible through exclusive hard reactions such as Deeply Virtual
Compton Scattering (DVCS) measurements using the CLAS12 detector.

TMDs can be accessed via semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS) where a meson
is detected along with a scattered electron. Using polarized beams and polarized targets,
TMDs such as the Sivers and Boer-Mulders functions provide information about the mo-
mentum distribution of the quarks transverse to the beam direction. Non-zero values for
these functions are related to the orbital angular momentum of the quarks, which contribute
to the overall nucleon spin. The future CLAS12 data will provide unprecidented precision
of the TMDs, resulting in better knowledge of the quark momentum distributions in the
nucleon.

Studies of nucleon resonances at the largest photon virtualities ever achieved, from Q2 of
5 to 12 GeV2, will allow us for the first time to access almost directly the quark degrees
of freedom in N˚ structure. It will also allow us to explore the origin of the dynamical
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Figure 6: Schematic drawing of the CLAS12 detector, which will soon be installed in Hall
B, replacing the CLAS detector.

mass and structure of dressed quarks, along with the non-perturbative strong interactions
coming from QCD that are responsible for nucleon structure [19].

3 Summary

Effects of the meson-baryon clould are now evident from the analysis of high-precision
data from CLAS. Such effects are expected theoretically from calculations using the Dyson-
Schwinger equation, where the effective quark mass changes with Q2. Experimentally,
data from electroproduction of nucleon resonances, such as the ∆ and Roper resonances,
show clear deviations from calculations with no meson-baryon cloud. For the ∆, agreement
is again achieved for dynamical calculations that include the meson-baryon cloud. For
the P11p1440q, the magnitude of the meson-baryon cloud effects are consistent with the
difference between measured electrocouplings and light-front quark models. Decuplet-
octet transition magnetic moments of the strange baryons also disagree with quark model
calculations, pointint to the need for dynamical coupled-channels calculations that include
the meson-baryon cloud.
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Future measurements with the CLAS12 detector, which will replace the CLAS detector for
the planned 12 GeV energy upgrade at Jefferson Lab, open new possibilities to measure
GPDs and TMDs using polarized beams and polarized targets. These data will provide new
information on, amoung other things, the orbital angular momentum of quarks inside the
nucleon and correlations between momentum and position of these quarks. A rich physics
program awaits the measurements that will be done with CLAS12.
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The Tevatron experiments CDF and D0 have filled many empty spots in the spectrum of heavy

baryons over the last few years. The most recent results are described in this article: The first

direct observation of the Ξ0
b , improved measurements of Σb properties, a new measurement of

the Λb Ñ J{ψΛ branching ratio, and a high-statistics study of charm baryons.

1 Introduction

The Λb baryon, with quark content |udb〉, is known since about 20 years. But only recently
considerable progress could be made on the other components of the b-baryon family by
the Tevatron experiments CDF and D0. The charged Σb baryons (|uub〉 and |ddb〉) were
observed in the decay to Λbπ˘ by CDF in 2007 [1]. In the same year the charged Ξb state
(|dsb〉) was directly observed by D0 [2] and CDF [3] in the decay to J{ψΞ´. Until then
only indirect observations of the Ξb via an excess in Ξ´`´ events were reported by the
ALEPH [4] and DELPHI [5] experiments. In 2008 the Ω´

b (|ssb〉) was discovered by D0 in
the decay to J{ψΩ´ [6]. CDF observed the Ω´

b briefly afterwards [7], but measured a mass
that is incompatible with the value quoted by D0. In the last year the Tevatron experiments
continued to improve the knowledge about heavy baryons by further measurements, which
are presented in this article.

The progress on the field of heavy baryons has been possible because of the large dataset
delivered by the Tevatron pp collider running at a center of mass energy of

?
s “ 1.96 TeV.

During the Run II period, both experiments, CDF and D0, collected about 10 fb´1 of data.
The Tevatron is well suited for heavy baryon studies, e.g. compared to B factories, because
all kinds of heavy hadrons are produced with significant cross section. On the other hand
the high combinatorial background and the huge inelastic cross section are a challenge. To
be able to record the interesting events with heavy flavor hadrons, highly selective and

1Thomas.Kuhr@kit.edu
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efficient triggers are essential [8]. Both experiments can trigger on dimuon pairs so that
heavy baryon decays to J{ψ mesons can be studied. While D0 has an efficient single muon
trigger, CDF is able to trigger on hadronic decays of heavy hadrons identified by tracks
displaced from the primary vertex.

2 Ξ0
b Observation

The Ξ´b was directly observed by D0 and CDF in the decay to J{ψΞ´. The events were
triggered by the dimuon decay of the J{ψ and the Ξ´ was reconstructed via Ξ´ Ñ Λπ´.
Since the corresponding decay of the neutral isospin partner, Ξ0

b (|usb〉) Ñ J{ψΞ0 with
Ξ0 Ñ Λπ0, involves a neutral pion which cannot be detected efficiently, a search for the Ξ0

b
requires a trigger on a hadronic decay. CDF reported the first observation of the Ξ0

b [9] in
the decay chain Ξ0

b Ñ Ξ`c π´, Ξ`c Ñ Ξ´π`π`, and Ξ´ Ñ Λπ´ briefly after the Hadron2011
conference and therefore this result is included in this article although it was not shown at
the conference. In the same analysis of 4.2 fb´1 of data, CDF also confirms the observation
of the Ξ´b baryon, reconstructed for the first time in its hadronic final state Ξ0

c π´ with
Ξ0

c Ñ Ξ´π`.

Figure 1: Illustration of the Ξ0
b (left) and Ξ´b (right) decay topology.
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The reconstruction starts with the selection of Λ candidates from pπ´ pairs. Ξ´ candidates
are constructed from Λπ´ pairs which are then combined with one or two π` tracks to
form Ξ0

c or Ξ`c candidates, respectively. The addition of a further π´ track to the Ξc baryons
yields the Ξb candidates. A schematic illustration of the reconstructed decay chain is shown
in Fig. 1.

The long lifetime of hyperons and charm baryons is exploited by requirements on the
reconstructed flight lengths, decay times, or impact parameters. The Ξ´ candidate is
required to be identified by hits in the silicon vertex detector (SVX) which significantly
reduces background as illustrated in Fig. 2. A simultaneous vertex fit of all tracks with mass
constraints for the Λ, Ξ´, and Ξc is performed to improve the momentum resolution of the
Ξb. The reconstructed invariant mass spectra of Ξb candidates are shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 2: The invariant mass distributions of Ξ´ candidates without (left) and with (right)
the requirement of SVX hits.

A clear signal is evident for the Ξ´b and Ξ0
b. To determine the significance and to measure

the mass of the states, an unbinned likelihood fit is performed. The signal is described
by a Gaussian and the background by a linear function. The width of the Gaussian is
given by the reconstructed mass resolution of each candidate multiplied with a common
scale factor which is fitted to a value consistent with 1. The significance is determined
from a likelihood ratio to be at least 6.8σ. The yields are 25.8`5.5

´5.2 Ξ´b and 25.3`5.6
´5.4 Ξ0

b
baryons. Their masses are measured to be mpΞ´b q “ p5796.7 ˘ 5.1 ˘ 1.4q GeV{c2 and
mpΞ0

bq “ p5787.8˘ 5.0˘ 1.3q GeV{c2. The systematic uncertainties are given by the absolute
mass scale, the mass resolution scale, and the world average Ξc masses. The Ξ´b mass is
well consistent with the one measured in the J{ψΞ´ decay channel [3].
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Figure 3: The Ξ0
c π´ (a) and Ξ`c π´ (b) mass distributions with fit projection as dashed

line.

3 Σ
p˚q

b Masses and Widths

Σp˚qb baryons form an isospin triplet and have a flavor symmetric light di-quark with spin 1.
This couples with the heavy quark spin to two possible spin states, JP “ 1

2
`

and JP “ 3
2
`,

referred to as Σb and Σ˚b , respectively. The Σp˚qb baryons decay strongly to the Λb ground
state via the emission of a pion. Figure 4 illustrates the spectrum of baryons consisting of u,
d, and one b quark.

The decays of the charged Σp˚qb states were first observed by CDF in 2007 [1]. In a data sample
of 1.1 fb´1, the significance of each of the four states was about 3σ. Assuming the same
hyperfine splitting between Σ˚b and Σb for both charged states, the masses were measured.
Now CDF presented an updated analysis of 6 fb´1 of data with improved significances,
unconstrained mass measurements, and first measurements of the Σp˚qb natural widths [10].

The Λb baryons from the Σp˚qb Ñ Λbπ˘ decay are reconstructed in the decay to Λ`c π´

with Λ`c Ñ pK´π`. The tracks of the final state particles from the Λ`c and Λb decay are
usually displaced from the primary vertex so that these decays are selected by the hadronic
trigger. The selection requirements on lifetime and kinematic variables are optimized on
the significance of the Λb signal. The reconstructed Λb invariant mass distribution is shown
in Fig. 5. The selected sample contains 16 000 Λb baryons with a signal to background ratio
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Figure 4: Spectrum and decays of b baryons with no strangeness.

of about 1.8. Thus the main background to the Σp˚qb signals in Λbπ˘ combinations are real
Λb with a random pion.

To measure masses and width, the Q value distribution is fitted, where Q is the difference
between the reconstructed Λbπ˘ mass and the sum of Λb and pion masses. The background
is described by an empirical function consisting of a second order polynomial times a square
root function to describe the threshold behavior. Compared to the previous analysis, the
background description does not rely on simulation any more. Each of the four signal
peaks is parametrized by a non-relativistic Breit-Wigner. To account for the p wave decay, a
variable width is used which scales with p3

π where pπ is the pion momentum in the Σp˚qb
rest frame. The natural line shape is convolved with a double Gaussian resolution function
whose parameters are determined from simulation. Projections of the fit are shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 5: Invariant mass distribution of Λb candidates.

The hypotheses of having two, one, or no signal peaks are compared using a likelihood
ratio. For both isospin states the hypothesis of two peaks is favored by more than 7σ over
any of the other hypotheses, meaning that each peak has a significance above 7σ.

The measured masses and width are quoted in Tab. 1. The dominant systematic uncertainty
for the Q values is the uncertainty on the momentum scale which is estimated from the
comparison of reconstructed Σ``c , Σ0

c , Λ˚`c , and D˚` masses with world average values.
The systematic uncertainty of the widths is dominated by the uncertainty on the resolution
model estimated from D˚` Ñ D0π` decays. Further considered sources of systematic
uncertainties are the background model and a fit bias. When absolute masses are calculated
from the Q values the systematic uncertainty is limited by the knowledge of the Λb mass.

Compared with the previous analysis, the mass measurements are improved in precision
by at least a factor two. The isospin splittings and the natural widths are measured for the
first time.

4 Λb Ñ J{ψΛ Branching Ratio

The quark level transition b Ñ s is a flavor changing neutral current process and thus
forbidden at tree level in the standard model and therefore considered a sensitive probe
for new physics. While such processes are well studied for B mesons, little is known about
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Figure 6: Q value distribution of Σp˚q`b (left) and Σp˚q´b (right) candidates.

b Ñ s transitions in baryons. The decay Λb Ñ J{ψΛ is kinematically very similar to the
flavor changing neutral current decay Λb Ñ µ`µ´Λ and was first observed by CDF in Run
I [11]. However, the measured value of the Λb production fraction times branching ratio,
f pb Ñ ΛbqBpΛb Ñ J{ψΛq “ p4.7˘ 2.3 (stat.)˘ 0.2 (syst.)q ˆ 10´5 has large uncertainties.

The D0 experiment presented a new measurement of this quantity using a data sample of
6.1 fb´1 selected by a dimuon trigger [12]. The Λ and Λb daughter particles are fitted to a
vertex, respectively, and requirements on momenta, impact parameters and decay times are
imposed that are optimized on the signal significance as estimated from simulation and
data sidebands. Cascade decays like Σ Ñ Λγ or Ξ0 Ñ Λπ0 are suppressed by requiring
that the direction from the primary to the Λ decay vertex coincides with the Λ momentum
direction.

Kinematically very similar B0 Ñ J{ψK0
S decays with K0

S Ñ π`π´ are used as normalization
channel. Figure 7 shows the invariant mass distributions of Λb and B0 candidates with a fit
of a double Gaussian for signal and a second order polynomial for background.

Taking the relative efficiency from simulation, the following relative cross section is mea-
sured:

σrel “
f pb Ñ ΛbqBpΛb Ñ J{ψΛq
f pb Ñ B0qBpB0 Ñ J{ψK0

Sq
“ 0.345˘ 0.034 (stat.)˘ 0.033 (syst.)˘ 0.003 (PDG).

The dominant systematic uncertainty comes from the unknown Λb polarization, followed
by the uncertainty due to the fit model. The uncertainties on the relative efficiency and the
cross-feed fractions have no significant influence. Several cross checks were performed to
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State Q value [MeV{c2] Mass [MeV{c2] Width [MeV{c2] Yield
Σ`b 52.0`0.9

´0.8
`0.09
´0.4 5811.2`0.9

´0.8 ˘ 1.7 9.2`3.8
´2.9

`1.0
´1.1 468`110

´95
`18
´15

Σ´b 56.2`0.6
´0.5

`0.07
´0.4 5815.5`0.6

´0.5 ˘ 1.7 4.3`3.1
´2.1

`1.0
´1.1 333`93

´73 ˘ 35

Σ˚`b 72.7˘ 0.7`0.12
´0.6 5832.0˘ 0.7˘ 1.8 10.4`2.7

´2.2
`0.8
´1.2 782`114

´103
`25
´27

Σ˚´b 75.7˘ 0.6`0.08
´0.6 5835.0˘ 0.6˘ 1.8 6.4`2.2

´1.8
`0.7
´1.1 522`85

´76 ˘ 29

Isospin splitting [MeV{c2]
mpΣ`b q ´mpΣ´b q ´4.2`1.1

´0.9
`0.07
´0.09

mpΣ˚`b q ´mpΣ˚´b q ´3.0˘ 0.9`0.12
´0.13

Table 1: Measurements of Σp˚qb properties. The first uncertainties are statistical, the second
uncertainties systematic.
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Figure 7: Invariant mass distributions of Λb (left) and B0 (right) candidates.

verify the stability of the result. Using the world average values for the B0 production and
decay fractions, a result of f pb Ñ ΛbqBpΛb Ñ J{ψΛq “ p6.01˘ 0.60 (stat.)˘ 0.58 (syst.)˘
0.28 (PDG)q ˆ 10´5 “ p6.01˘ 0.88q ˆ 10´5 is obtained which is about three times more
precise than the CDF Run I measurement.

5 Charm Baryons

The Tevatron experiments have not only provided significant contributions on the b baryon
sector, but have also collected large samples of charm baryon decays which allow studies
at unprecedented precision. The spectrum and decay modes of the Σp˚qc and Λ˚`c states
studied by CDF [13] are the same as the ones shown in Fig. 4, but for the charm instead of
the b baryon sector.

In a data sample of 5.2 fb´1, Λ`c Ñ pK´π` decays are selected by a trigger on displaced
tracks. Since charm hadrons have a shorter lifetime than b hadrons, about half of the
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triggered Λ`c particles come from b baryon decays. Λ`c candidates are combined with one
or two pion tracks to form Σp˚qc or Λ˚`c candidates, respectively. Neural networks are used
for the selection of Λ`c , Σp˚qc , and Λ˚`c candidates. The networks are trained with data only
using the sPlot technique.
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Figure 8: Mass difference distributions of Σp˚q0c (left) and Σp˚q``c (right) candidates.

Distributions of mass differences relative to the reconstructed Λ`c mass are fitted to measure
mean masses and widths. The distributions for the Σp˚qc states are shown in Fig. 8. The
signals are described by a nonrelativistic Breit-Wigner convolved with a triple Gaussian
resolution function. The combinatorial background (green dash-dot-dotted line) is described
by a second order polynomial with parameters determined from Λ`c sidebands. In the case
of the neutral Σc states an additional component from D˚ reflections has to be taken into
account which is parametrized by a Gaussian. Real Λ`c with a random pion (blue dashed
line) are parametrized by a third order polynomial with all parameters free in the fit. The
third background component comes from Λ`c p2625q Ñ Λ`c π`π´ decays (red dash-dotted
line). It is determined using the Λ`c p2625q yield measured in data. Λ`c p2595q particles decay
mainly resonantly and thus contribute to the signal.

The fit to the mass difference distribution of Λ˚`c candidates is shown in Fig. 9 (right).
Signals and backgrounds are treated in the same way as in the fits to the Σp˚qc distributions,
except that the cross-feed background now comes from Σp˚qc decays and the threshold effect
of Λ˚`c p2595q Ñ Σcπ has to be taken into account. This is done by using a mass dependent
width as illustrated in Fig. 9 (left). The parameter determining the width of the lineshape is
the pion coupling constant h2. CDF has shown that a mass independent width, as used in
previous analyses, does not describe the data. Because of the low signal yield in previous
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Figure 9: Mass dependent Λ˚`c p2595q partial decay widths (left) and mass difference
distribution of Λ˚`c candidates (right).

experiments of up to 112˘ 17 events [14], the threshold effect was not observable so far.
As a consequence of the threshold effect, the mean Λ˚`c p2595qmass is significantly shifted
towards lower values.

Numerical results of the measured masses and widths are given in Tab. 2. The Σp˚qc results
agree well with the world average values and are of comparable precision. A significant
improvement in precision of the Λ˚`c propertied and observation of the threshold effect in
the Λ˚`c p2595q line shape as predicted in Ref. [15] are achieved as illustrated in Fig. 10.

State ∆m [MeV{c2] Γ [MeV{c2]
Σcp2455q`` 167.44˘ 0.04˘ 0.12 2.34˘ 0.13˘ 0.45
Σcp2455q0 167.28˘ 0.03˘ 0.12 1.65˘ 0.11˘ 0.49

Σcp2520q`` 230.73˘ 0.56˘ 0.16 15.03˘ 2.12˘ 1.36
Σcp2520q0 232.88˘ 0.43˘ 0.16 12.51˘ 1.82˘ 1.37
Λcp2595q` 305.79˘ 0.14˘ 0.20 h2

2 “ 0.36˘ 0.04˘ 0.07
Λcp2625q` 341.65˘ 0.04˘ 0.12 ă 0.97 at 90% CL

Table 2: Charm baryon properties. The first uncertainties are statistical and the second
systematic.
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Figure 10: Comparison of Λ˚`c mass difference measurements by CLEO [14], Fermilab
E687 [16, 17], ARGUS [18], CDF and the world average without the CDF result (yellow
band).

6 Conclusions

So far our knowledge about baryons containing a b quark fits on one page in the PDG
particle list table [19]. Thus the observation of new states and improved or even first mea-
surements of heavy baryon properties are very welcome to improve the phenomenological
models of strongly bound states and to advance on the way to a deeper understanding of
low energy QCD. The Tevatron experiments CDF and D0 have been very active in the last
few years and contributed significantly to our knowledge of heavy baryons. With the good
performance of the Tevatron both experiments could continue to present new and updated
results on this sector as shown in this article.
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Baryon Spectroscopy and Resonances
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Newport News, Virginia 23606, USA

A short review of current efforts to determine the highly excited state spectrum of QCD, and

in particular baryons, using lattice QCD techniques is presented.

The determination of the highly excited spectrum of QCD is a major theoretical and ex-
perimental challenge. The experimental investigation of the excited baryon spectrum has
been a long-standing element of the hadronic-physics program, an important component
of which is the search for so-called “missing resonances”, baryonic states predicted by the
quark model based on three constituent quarks but which have not yet been observed
experimentally. Should such states not be found, it may indicate that the baryon spectrum
can be modeled with fewer effective degrees of freedom, such as in quark-diquark models.
In the past decade, there has been an extensive program to collect data on electromagnetic
production of one and two mesons at Jefferson Lab, MIT-Bates, LEGS, MAMI, ELSA, and
GRAAL. To analyze these data, and thereby refine our knowledge of the baryon spectrum,
a variety of physics analysis models have been developed at Bonn, George Washington
University, Jefferson Laboratory and Mainz.

To provide a theoretical determination and interpretation of the spectrum, ab initio compu-
tations within lattice QCD have been used. Historically, the calculation of the masses of
the lowest-lying states, for both baryons and mesons, has been a benchmark calculation of
this discretized, finite-volume computational approach, where the aim is well-understood
control over the various systematic errors that enter into a calculation; for a recent review,
see [1]. However, there is now increasing effort aimed at calculating the excited states of
the theory, with several groups presenting investigations of the low-lying excited baryon
spectrum, using a variety of discretizations, numbers of quark flavors, interpolating oper-
ators, and fitting methodologies (Refs. [2–5]). Some aspects of these calculations remain
unresolved and are the subject of intense effort, notably the ordering of the Roper resonance
in the low-lying Nucleon spectrum.

Considerable progress towards the computation of the highly excited spectrum of QCD has
been made within recent years through the development and employment of new (and old)
theoretical techniques. The energies of excited states are determined from the exponential
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fall-off of two-point (Euclidean) correlation functions. The variational method (Refs. [6–8]),
familiar as the Rayleigh-Ritz method in quantum mechanics, uses the time dependence of
the eigenvalues of a matrix of such correlation functions to project optimally onto the excited
levels. For the success of such a technique, a basis of interpolating operators is required
that sufficiently spans the space. This basis of operators must respect the symmetries of
the restricted cubic box used in lattice calculations. Here is where some knowledge of the
underlying physics is valuable. Namely, QCD appears to prefer excited states with the
quarks distributed non-locally within space. This in turn suggests an operator construction
where the interpolating fields are also non-local in space and transform according to
continuum symmetries like total angular momentum, parity, etc. These operators are then
projected into forms that transform suitably on the cubic lattice.

The program outlined above has been underway for a few years now utilizing “anisotropic”
lattices, with a finer temporal than spatial resolution, enabling the hadron correlation
functions to be observed at short temporal distances and hence many energy levels to
be extracted [9, 10]. Calculations have been carried out in quenched [11–13], with two
dynamical quark flavors [14], and now two light and one dynamical strange quark fla-
vors [15] where a recent calculation showed a glimpse of the excited Nucleon, ∆ and Ω
excited-state spectrum. Crucial to the success of this program has been the development of
the “distillation” method which enables the efficient computation of correlators involving
the non-local operators [16].

The development of new operator constructions that follow from continuum symmetry
constructions has allowed, for the first time, the reliable identification of the spin and
masses of the single particle spectrum at a statistical precision at or below about 1%. In
particular, the excited spectrum of isovector as well as isoscalar mesons (Refs. [17–19])
shows a pattern of states, some of which are very familiar from the qq constituent quark
model, with up to total spin J “ 4 and arranged into corresponding multiplets. In addition,
there are indications of a rich spectrum of exotic JPC states, as well as a pattern of states
interpretable as non-exotic hybrids [20]. The pattern of these multiplets of states, as well
as their relative separation in energy, suggest a phenomenology of constituent quarks
coupled with effective gluonic degrees of freedom. In particular, the pattern of these exotic
and non-exotic hybrid states appears to be consistent with a bag-model description and
inconsistent with a flux-tube model [20].

Recently, this lattice program has been extended into the baryon spectrum, revealing for
the first time, the excited-state single-particle spectrum of Nucleons and Deltas along with
their total spin up to J “ 7

2 in both positive and negative parity [21]. There was found
a high multiplicity of levels spanning across JP which is consistent with SUp6q bOp3q
multiplet counting, and hence with that of the non-relativistic qqq constituent quark model.
In particular, the counting of levels in the low lying negative parity sectors are consistent
with the non-relativistic quark model and with the observed experimental states [22]. The
spectrum observed in the first excited positive parity sector is also consistent in counting
with the quark model, but the comparison with experiment is less clear with the quark
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model predicting more states than are observed experimentally, spurring phenomenological
investigations to explain the discrepancies (e.g., see Refs. [22–28]).

In addition, it was found that each of the operators in the basis features prominently in
some energy level, and there is significant mixing among each of the allowed multiplets,
including the 20-plet that is present in the non-relativistic qqq quark model, but does not
appear in quark-diquark models [25], and in particular Ref. [29]. These results lend credence
to the assertion that there is no “freezing” of degrees of freedom with respect to those of the
non-relativistic quark model. These qualitative features of the calculated spectrum extend
across all three of the quark-mass ensembles studied. Furthermore, no evidence was found
for the emergence of parity-doubling in the spectrum [30].

It was argued that the extracted N and ∆ spectrum can be interpreted in terms of single-
hadron states, and based on investigations in the meson sector [18] and initial investigations
of the baryon sector at a larger volume [21], little evidence was found for multi-hadron states.
To study multi-particle states, and hence the resonant nature of excited states, operator
constructions with a larger number of fermion fields are needed. Such constructions are in
progress, and it is believed that the addition of these operators will lead to a denser spectrum
of states. With suitable understanding of the discrete energy spectrum of the system, the
Lüscher formalism [31] and its inelastic extensions [32] can be used to extract the energy
dependent phase shift for a resonant system, such as has been performed for the I “ 1 ρ

system [33]. The energy of the resonant state is determined from the energy dependence of
the phase shift. It is this resonant energy that is suitable for chiral extrapolations.

The extraction and identification of a highly excited, spin identified single-hadron spectrum,
represents an important step towards a determination of the excited baryon spectrum. The
calculation of the single-baryon spectrum including strange quarks is ongoing. Combining
the methods developed paper with finite volume techniques for the extraction of phase
shifts, future work will focus on the determination of hadronic resonances within QCD.
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Hadron modifications in nuclear matter are discussed in connection to chiral symmetry restora-
tion and/or hadronic many body effects. Experiments with photon, proton and heavy ion
beams are used to probe properties of hadrons embedded in nuclear matter at different tem-
peratures and densities. Most of the information has been gathered for the light vector mesons
ρ, ω and φ which, due to their short life time, decay to large extent inside the medium. Decay
channels involving dileptons, photons and hadrons have been selected to measure meson
line shape and/or nuclear transparency in cold nuclear matter. Measurements of dileptons
from heavy ion collisions allow to separate contribution from dense phase and to characterize
its properties. A review of recent experimental results, focused on low energy domain, is
presented.

1 Introduction

Sizable mass modifications have been predicted by various theoretical models for hadrons
embedded into cold or hot and dense nuclear matter. In this respect, most attention has
been focused on the light vector mesons ρ, ω, and φ) (for review see [1] and contribution
of B.Kämpfer to this conference). Early work based on QCD sum rules suggested a direct
link between changes of the meson masses and QCD vacuum properties, characterized by a
reduction of the expectation value of the two-quark condensate [2, 4]. More recent work
shows however that, while such a link indeed should exist, it is much more complicated
and offers rather limited predictive power [1]. On the experimental side, a lot of activities
have been carried out over the last years. The E325 experiment at KEK reported [3] a mass
drop of the ρ meson in nucleus according to the Brown-Rho scaling [4]. This observation
triggered further experimental investigations conducted at JLAB, ELSA, and MAMI using
photon beams, as well as at COSY and GSI using proton beams. In heavy-ion collisions a
search for vector meson mass modifications via dilepton spectroscopy was pioneered by
the CERES [5] and HELIOS [6] collaborations at the CERN SPS and the DLS experiment [7]
at Bevalac. A low-mass pair excess, below the ρ{ω pole, was reported and was widely
discussed in many theoretical papers. However, the limited statistics of these experiments
did not allow to derive firm conclusions. The breakthrough in this field was achieved with
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the high-statistics NA60 data set, which allowed, for the first time, to extract a spectral
function of the ρ meson in hot and dense nuclear matter at SPS energies [8]. Likewise, the
HADES experiment at GSI has recently provided high precision data in the low energy
regime [9].

p (γ) + A

e+ρ/ω

e

ρ/ω

TFe- F

ee
mesoneeeeN

Γ
Γ

=Γ∝ −+
−+−+ τ fireballeeeeN τ−+−+ Γ∝

M
Mass

[MeV/c2]
Γ
[M V/ 2]

cτ
[f / ] 

BR(V→e+e-) BR in hadrons

totΓ fireballeeee ++

Meson [MeV/c2] [MeV/c2] [fm/c] 
ρ0 770 150 1.3 4.4x10-5 π+ π- (~100%)
ω 782 8.4 23.4 7.1x10-5 π0 γ (8%)
φ 1020 4.4 44.4 3.1x10-5 K+K- (50%)

NO FSI ! FSI !

Figure 1: Schematic view of ρ{ω meson decays in p` A and HI collisions. The e`e´ yield
in p` A is proportional to the inverse in-medium meson width whereas in HI collisions is
proportional to the life time of the fireball. The table below summarizes the vector meson
properties

There are two experimental approaches to measure in-medium mass modifications of the
vector mesons: (i) via the reconstruction of their invariant mass from the detected decay
products and (ii) by quantifying the meson absorption from the production yields. The best
suited final state are dileptons (or possibly photons), void of strong final-state interactions
(FSI) with the nuclear matter but one has to cope with the small branching ratios. (see
Fig.1). Notice also that there is a clear difference between experiments investigating the
meson production off the nucleus and those using HI collisions. Whereas in the first
case the measured yield is directly proportional to the "in-medium" branching ratio, in
the second case, because mesons can be regenerated in the rather long-lived fireball of
rapidly changing density and temperature, connecting yields and medium effects is more
complicated. Figure 1 illustrates both situations schematically. On the other hand, the
density and temperature reached in HI collisions is of course higher and larger effects can
be expected. Finally, in order to access the true in-medium radiation one has to subtract
the contributions of meson decaying in the late state of the HI collision, that is after the so
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called "freeze-out" where all interactions between the produced particles have ceased.

2 Cold nuclear matter

The standard experimental technique to measure a width of meson embedded in cold
nuclear matter is based on the so-called transparency ratio (TA), defined as the ratio of the
meson production cross section in a given photon (or proton) -nucleus reaction to the cross
section for this reaction on the nucleon scaled with the nuclear mass A. More insight into the
transparency ratio can be obtained with a Glauber model [10, 11] which relates the nuclear
cross section σγA to the elementary cross section σγN and the meson absorption, expressed
in terms of the imaginary part of the meson self-energy Πpq, ρprqq, itself directly related
to the meson in-medium width in the nucleus rest frame Γcollpq, ρprqq. Both quantities,
Πpq, ρprqq and Γcollpq, ρprqq, depend on the meson momentum q and the local density ρprq.
The in-medium increase of width (Γcoll ą Γvac) is commonly called collision broadening.

σγA “

ż

dΩ
ż

d3rρpÝÑr q
dσγN

dΩ
expp

1
q

ż δ
ÝÑ
r1

0
dlImΠpq, ρp

ÝÑ
r1 qqqPpÝÑr ` δ

ÝÑ
r1 q

where

Γcollpqq “ ´
ImΠpqq

ω , (ω is energy)

and
ÝÑ
r1 “ ÝÑr ` l

ÝÑr
r with δ

ÝÑ
r1 “ vγ

Γvac

ÝÑq
q

One should keep in mind the importance of nuclear effects which have to be considered
in a calculation of the meson production off the nucleus. The latter is indeed affected
by initial-state interactions (not for photons) of the beam particle, shadowing and Pauli
blocking. A further complication arises from two-step meson production processes, that are
those who involve intermediate hadrons produced in first-chance collisions (for example
pions) and are obviously not present in reactions on the nucleon. In order to reduce these
effects, the transparency ratio is therefore usually defined w.r.t. a reference measurement on
the carbon nucleus. But even this, as it it will be shown later, does not completely guarantee
full elimination of the effects related to two-step production. On the other hand, for a
non-leptonic exit channel, FSI of the decay products with the medium must be taken into
account by means of an absorption factor Pprq.

Figure 2 shows two examples of signal extraction for the ω meson from photo-production
using e`e´ (CLAS at JLab) [12], and π0γ (CBELSA/TAPS) [13] final states and photon
beams in a similar energy range (1.1´ 3.8 GeV for CLAS, 1.1´ 2.2 GeV for CBELSA/TAPS).
In the latter case, the ρ meson contribution is not present and the π0 FSI is reduced by means
of a cut on the reconstructed pion kinetic energy EK ą 150 MeV. A further advantage of the
dielectron measurement is its well controlled combinatorial background subtraction based
on like sign-pairs measured in the same run, but a clear limitation is its lower statistics.
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Figure 2: Left: invariant e`e´ mass distributions from γ ` A reactions obtained by
CLAS [12]. Upper part: total and combinatorial background and lower part: signal
distribution compared to a fit composed of main dielectron sources. Right: invariant mass
distribution of π0γ measured by CBELSA/TAPS [13] together with background fits.

The TA obtained for the ω meson by CBELSA/TAPS and CLAS are presented in Fig. 3
(left) together with the model calculations done by the Giessen [14] and Valencia [15]
theory groups. The extracted in-medium ω width Γω

P´medium » 210 MeV (in the ω rest
frame) is significantly larger as compared to the vacuum value given in Fig. 1. The e`e´

measurement [16] seems to show even slightly larger suppression, but the large error bars do
not allow to derive final conclusions. In fact, the experimental point obtained on lead is an
upper limit since no statistical significant ω signal could be observed there. One should also
mention that both experiments measured ω decays at slightly different average momenta
(pCLAS

ω » 1800, pCBELSA{TAPS
ω » 1000 MeV/c). Hence a more differential inspection of TA as

a function of the momentum is necessary. The respective momentum dependency of TA is
shown in the right panel of Fig. 3 for the CBELSA/TAPS data; it exhibits no strong effect.
Assuming a low density approximation, also an in-medium ω´ N cross section σ˚VN could
be estimated from the relation Γin´medium » vρσ˚VN . It has been found to be a factor 3´ 4
larger than the typical "free" ω´ N cross sections [13]. This may indicate the important role
of many-particle interactions and questions the applicability of the approximation.

The impact of two-step processes on the TA of ω, η and η1 mesons has been investigated
by CBELSA/TAPS by applying a condition on the kinetic energy of the outgoing meson:
EK ą 1{2pEγ ´mMq. This is discussed in more detail in the contribution of M. Nanova. The
main conclusions are as follows: The measured TA for the ω and η1 exhibit no dependence
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Figure 3: Left: Transparency ratios TA measured for the ω meson by CBELSA/TAPS (blue
points) and CLAS (red) as a function of mass number A [16]. Solid lines shows model
predictions for the various in-medium meson widths from Valencia and Giessen groups.
Right: Transparency ratio as a function of the ω momentum measured by CBELSA/TAPS
for various nuclei [13]. Blue points are averaged values.

on the kinetic energy of the outgoing meson. In contrast, for the lighter η meson there is a
clear reduction of TA for the fast mesons. This can be explained by a strong reduction of
two-step processes and the dominant role of the direct γ´ N reaction in the production of
fast η mesons. On the other hand, the production of slow η is affected by the secondary
π´ N reactions. The absence of such an effect in case of the ω and η1 can be explained by
the meson mass differences and hence different production threshold for the secondary
productions. This conclusion is corroborated by the observed nuclear cross section scaling
σγA „ Aα with α » 2{3 for the ω, and fast η mesons. Indeed, such a scaling is expected for
surface production.

φ meson absorption in nuclear matter was measured in photon (CLAS [16], Spring8 [17])
and proton (ANKE [18]) induced reactions for an average meson momentum ă pφ ą» 1.7
and 1.1 GeV/c, respectively. The measured TA are, within error bars, consistent with each
other, but the errors of the photo-production experiment are large. A recent high-statistics
measurements from ANKE is presented in the contribution by A. Polyanskiy. The com-
parison with the model calculations of the Valencia, Moscow and Dresden groups indicate
a φ-meson in-medium width of Γφ

in´medium » 30´ 50 MeV/c. However, the momentum
distribution of the produced φ mesons off the nucleus indicates an enhancement over the
model predictions at low momenta and calls for further investigations.
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A new analysis of the ω line shape has been presented at this conference by A2 collaboration
by M.Thiel. No statistically significant difference with respect to the ω vacuum spectral
function is observed. Also, transport calculations done with GiBUU incorporating colli-
sional broadening are consistent with the measured TA (shown in Fig. 3) and demonstrate
that there is almost no sensitivity of the meson line shape to in-medium ω modifications.
This is due to the fact that the observed significant increase of the in-medium ω width leads
to a strong suppression of the in-medium decays, as 1{ρ2, and hamper its observation via a
line shape analysis with the presently available statistics. A similar conclusions holds also
for the other long-lived mesons (η, η1, and φ), but not for the short lived ρ meson, for which
in-medium modifications should be directly visible in invariant e`e´ mass measurements.
Unfortunately, the situation concerning in-medium modifications of the ρ meson in cold
nuclear matter is controversial. As it was already mentioned, the E325 experiment at KEK
claims the observation of a ρ meson mass drop. On the other hand, the detailed analysis
of the ρ meson invariant-mass distribution measured by CLAS [12] (see Fig. 2, lower left)
reveals no mass shift, but only a slight broadening (Γρ

in´medium » 217 GeV). These contra-
dicting statements might be explained by the background subtraction procedure applied to
the KEK data which did not use like-sign pair background for the normalization, but a fit
procedure. As discussed in [1], this could lead to an overestimation of the background in
the mass region above the ρ peak, resulting in an apparent downward shift of the meson
mass distribution.

New results from proton-induced reactions at a beam energy of 3.5 GeV have recently
been obtained by the HADES collaboration. The large acceptance of the detector and
the low beam energy allow for detection of e`e´ pairs from π0, η (via Dalitz decays)
and the ρ, ω down to low momenta (pe`e´ ă 1.0 GeV/c) and low invariant masses not
covered by the CLAS and E325 experiments. Differential e`e´ production cross sections
as function of the e`e´ invariant mass, momentum and rapidity have been measured
for the p ` p and p ` Nb reactions and are discussed in contribution of M Weber. The
direct comparison of both distributions to the yields expected from the known hadronic
sources (from a Pythia calculation) reveals important unexplained strength below the
vector meson pole which becomes even more pronounced in proton-nucleus collisions
and low momentum dielectrons. Such increase at low pe`e´ in p` A reactions might be
interpreted as a fingerprint of the contribution of two-step processes to meson production.
It is well known that ρ couple strongly to low-lying nucleon resonances, as for example
N ˚ p1520q, ∆p1720q, .., which can be excited by secondary pions. On the other hand, it has
also been suggested that such couplings strongly modify the in-medium ρ meson spectral
function. Therefore, a more detailed comparison to model calculations for both p` A and
γ` A reactions incorporating both processes are needed to derive final conclusions.
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3 Heavy Ion reactions

Before we discuss new results on dilepton production in low-energy HI reactions we shall
first recall results from the SPS at

?
s “ 17.3 GeV. The CERES and NA60 experiments

measured a significant low-mass (below the ρ{ω pole) pair excess above the contribution
expected from the freeze-out decays. A full characterization of this excess as a function
of the pair invariant mass, transverse momentum and virtual photon polarization has
been established thanks to the high-quality dimuon data from NA60 [8, 19]. The excess
represents radiation from the hot and dense phase of the collision and has been extracted
by a model-independent subtraction of the freeze-out contribution (the so-called "hadronic
cocktail") from the total measured dimuon signal.

direct ρ ‐ N* /Δpion loop

Figure 4: Left: Acceptance-corrected µ` ` µ´ excess as a function of the invariant mass
for In ` In at 158 AGeV extracted by NA60 [19] compared to the model predictions
of [20]. Right: schematic diagram of main contributions to the ρ meson spectral function
responsible for the in-medium meson modifications. Effect of the second diagram related
to baryons is visualized comparison of two lines: red (no baryons) and violet (full model).

Figure 4 shows the acceptance-corrected dimuon invariant-mass distribution of the excess
obtained by the NA60 collaboration [19]. From comparisons to many model calculations
one concludes that the excess is related to pions annihilating into the ρ meson and is very
sensitive to the ρ in-medium spectral function. The solid lines in Fig. 4 show results from
the model calculations of Rapp and Hees [20]. The spectral function of the ρ appears to be
strongly affected by two main in-medium effects, schematically depicted in the right side of
Fig. 4: (i) modification of the pion loop in the ρ meson selfenergy and (ii) direct rho-meson
couplings to the resonance-hole excitations. It appears that the second mechanism plays
the bigger role in the melting of the ρ meson visible in Fig. 4 (compare red and violet lines).
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The right diagram is also directly related to an elementary process of the baryon resonance
(N*, Delta) Dalitz decay into the nucleon and a virtual photon. A strong coupling to the
intermediate vector meson, as also predicted by Vector Meson Dominance (VMD), should
be reflected in the respective transition form-factor. Indeed, such a coupling is known for
the meson Dalitz decays and is well described by VMD in case of π0 and η, but fails for
the ω Dalitz decays. On the baryon Dalitz decays there are no data yet. Hence, it is very
interesting to investigate such decays at lower energy, where baryons, as we will see below,
are also relevant sources for pair production.

(N‐N)‐ η reference”(N‐N)‐ η „reference

Figure 5: e`e´ invariant mass distributions from Ar ` KCl collisions at 1.756 AGeV
measured by HADES [9]. Left: Comparison to the expected mesonic e`e´ sources after
freeze-out. Both distributions are normalized to the π0 yield as measured in HADES
via charged pions (solid line). Right: e`e´ invariant mass distributions from Ar` KCl
collisions with the subtracted η meson contribution compared to the distributions extracted
from N ` N collisions

Indeed, in the 1´ 2 AGeV energy range, particle production in heavy-ion collisions is
dominated by pion production which originates mainly from the ∆p1232q resonance. Mul-
tiplicities of heavier mesons, like the η (related to the N˚p1535q), are already very low
(of order 1´ 2%). Production multiplicities for both mesons are known from their decay
into real photons from former TAPS measurements [21]. The dielectron invariant-mass
distribution measured with HADES in the medium-heavy system Ar` KCl at 1.756 AGeV
is shown in Fig. 5, left [9]. It is compared to the expected mesonic e`e´ sources from the
π0, η Dalitz decays, according to the measured multiplicities, and from the ω extrapolated
from mT scaling. One should note, that the ω signal is seen for the first time at such a low
energy in HI collisions (below its free N ´ N threshold). As one can see, these mesonic con-
tributions do not explain the measured yield and leave room (yellow band) for the expected
baryonic sources: resonance (here mainly ∆p1232q) Dalitz decays and nucleon-nucleon
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bremsstrahlung, which also plays a role at these low energies.

Since the relevant baryonic contributions are not experimentally known and various model
calculations differ in predictions, the cross sections for pair production have been measured
in separate p` p and n` p runs below the η production threshold (at 1.25 GeV) with the
HADES detector [22]. The averaged pair multiplicities (1{2pMe`e´

pp `Mee
pnq) are displayed as

a function of the invariant e`e´ mass on the right-hand side of Fig. 5 (blue points) together
with the corresponding distribution from the Ar` KCl system, all with their respective η

Dalitz contribution subtracted. The normalization was done to the mean of the charged
pion (π`, π´) multiplicity, measured independently by HADES, which at this energy is
a good measure of neutral pion multiplicity. The normalization to the pion yield takes
care about dependency of particle production on system-size via scaling with an average
number of participants Apart [22]. As one can see, a significant excess with respect to the
N ´ N reference is visible above the π0 mass, signaling an additional contribution from the
dense phase of the HI collision. On the other hand, it has been shown that the comparison
of this N ´ N reference with the e`e´ spectrum measured in the smaller C` C system at 1
and 2 AGeV shows no such overshoot [9]. This means that going to the larger Ar` KCl
collision system, with Apart » 40, a stronger than linear scaling of the pair production with
Apart is observed.

A 15 41 78 130 177Apart :15  41      78             130             177   

Figure 6: Left: Ratio of e`e´ yields measured in Ar ` KCl and C ` C collisions at 1´
2 AGeV to the one measured in N ´ N reactions as a function of the invariant mass,
normalized to the respective π0 yields [9]. Right: Ratios of the dimuon excess measured in
In` In collisions at 158 AGeV to the ρ meson yield from the freeze-out [19] as a function
of centrality. The excess (shown in the insert) has been decomposed into 3 parts: total (red
points), continuum (blue), peak(black).
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This scaling indicates the important role of the regeneration process inside the hot and
dense nuclear matter which can be observed via dilepton spectroscopy due to their unique,
highly penetrating nature. A very nice example of such a behavior is the observation
made by NA60 for the ρ meson, described as a "rho clock" [19]. This effect is shown on
the right-hand side of Fig. 6, which presents ratios of the total excess, ρ "peak" and the
"continuum" part of the excess w.r.t. the "cocktail rho" (ρ from the freeze-out defined as
the ρ with the vacuum spectral function and intensity bound to the measured ω peak) as a
function of centrality. From the extracted excess evolution NA60 concluded that up to 6
ρ generations are created inside the fireball in In´ In collisions. Following this idea, the
HADES excess, shown on the left side of Fig. 6 as a function of the e`e´ invariant mass, can
be quantified to be around 3 w.r.t. the N ´ N reference and interpreted in a way that on
average 3 ∆ generations are created in Ar` KCl during the fireball life time. Thus an even
larger increase can be expected for heavier system that will be investigated in forthcoming
experiments with the Au` Au collision system.

Figure 7: Left: φ to ω production ratio in A` A [9] and π` N, N ` N as a function of the
excess energy above the production threshold for φ in elementary reactions [9]. Right: ω
multiplicity per participant for various centralities as a function of transverse momentum
measured in In` In at 158 AGeV [19]

Interesting new results on φ and ω production in HI collisions at energies below the nucleon-
nucleon production threshold have been obtained by HADES as well. Figure 7 shows the
ratio of the φ to ω multiplicities, Rφ{ω, measured in Ar ` KCl collisions at 1.756 AGeV,
together with predictions of the statistical model THERMUS (blue circle) and results from
elementary p` p and π` N reactions [9]. The data points are all plotted as a function of
the excess energy for the exclusive φ production in p` p and π` N reactions, respectively.
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One can see from this comparison that in the heavy-ion reaction Rφ{ω is more than one
order of magnitude larger than in N ` N collisions and also at least a factor 3´ 5 larger
than in pion-induced processes. On the other hand, the ratio is consistent with the thermal
model assuming full thermalization and no OZI suppression. This can indicate that the φ

meson is produced in multi-step, processes involving short-lived resonances. It could of
course also be influenced by different absorption of both mesons in nuclear matter. Indeed,
the results from cold matter experiments, discussed in section 2, indicate larger absorption
of the ω meson as compared to the φ that can enhance the in-medium Rφ{ω.

The effect of ω absorption and the absence of such effect on the φ have been observed by
NA60 in In` In collisions at 158 AGeV [19,23]. In search for possible medium effects, NA60
studied the yield in the ω and φ peaks as a function of the transverse momentum of these
mesons. Figure 7 displays the ω multiplicity per participant as a function of the transverse
momentum for various centrality conditions. In the most central collisions one can observed
a clear drop of the multiplicity at low transverse momenta. This can be explained by ω

absorption, since due to the short life time of the fireball at this beam energy in-medium
effects can only be expected for low-momentum mesons. A similar analysis performed for
the φ meson does not show any such effect. Furthermore, a direct analysis of the φ meson
line shape does not reveal any changes with respect to its vacuum shape.

4 Conclusions

Significant increase of the ω, φ meson widths in cold nuclear matter have been concluded
from the transparency ratios measured in photon and proton induced reactions. In-medium
inelastic meson-nucleon cross sections derived by means of low density approximation
provide much larger values as compared to the one known from elementary reactions
and can indicate important role of many-body interactions. Observed dependence of the
transparency ratio on the meson momentum appears to be important observable to quantify
role of secondary processes in the meson production.

Dilepton production in heavy reactions allows for the extraction of the radiation from the
hot and dense phase of the collision. At SPS energies it is connected to pion annihilation
and allows for the measurement of the in-medium ρ meson spectral functions. It appears
to be strongly modified (broadenning) by many-body interactions with the surrounding
hadron gas with dominant role of baryons. From the yield analysis of the radiation one
can conclude that the mesons are regenerated inside hot and dense nuclear matter. A
similar excess has also been observed at lower energies (1-2 AGeV) and can be connected
to radiation from baryonic (mainly ∆p1232q) resonances. It has been argued that both
processes can be linked together by underlying elementary process of the Dalitz decay of
baryonic resonances. In contrast to the ρ meson no changes in the ω or φ meson line shapes
have been observed in HI collisions. However, analysis of the meson production yields
as a function of the centrality and the meson transverse momentum indicate significant
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absorption of the ω meson, in agreement with cold matter experiments.
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Lavrentiev av., 11, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

This talk describes the SuperKEKB/Belle II project with a brief survey of other flavor factories

projects.

1 Introduction

In the last ten years a lot of physics results came from two B-factories – KEKB [1] and
PEP-II [2]. Experiments had been conducted at these B-factories with the Belle [3] (KEKB)
and BaBar [4] (PEP-II) detectors in the energy range of the Υ meson family. Both detectors
are forward/backward asymmetric detectors with high vertex resolution, magnetic spec-
trometry, excellent calorimetry and sophisticated particle identification ability. Integrated
luminosity collected by both detectors exceeded 1500 fb´1. Now both B-factories completed
operation. At present one new super B-factory is under construction, another one is at the
beginning stage and the Super-C-tau project is at the R&D stage in Novosibirsk. This report
concentrates on the SuperKEKB/Belle II project with a brief survey of other projects.

At the end of June 2010, the Belle detector completed its operation after 10 years of
experiments and collection of more than 1000 fb´1 of integrated luminosity at the
KEKB asymmetric-energy e`e´ collider. The world highest luminosity of the collider,
2.1ˆ 1034cm´2s´1, as well as high quality and performance of the Belle detector provided a
basis to obtain numerous results in several fields of particle physics. Although the most
known Belle achievements concern the CP symmetry violation in the quark sector, very
important results were also obtained in the heavy quarkonium spectroscopy, tau lepton
decays and two-photon physics.

Motivated by the success of the KEKB/Belle experiment, the new advanced project,
KEKB II/Belle II, was accepted. The KEKB II luminosity will exceed the previous one
by about 40 times. In many aspects, Belle II will have considerably better performance than
Belle. This upgrade will open exciting possibilities in a search and study of new physics
phenomena in the heavy quarkonia, lepton flavour violation in tau decays as well as in
other particle physics fields.

1shwartz@inp.nsk.su
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2 Main results from previous B-factories and physics at 50 ab´1

The main goal of the previous generation of B-factories was a study of the CP symmetry
violation in B meson decays. This goal was achieved successfully. In 2001, the presence of
CP violation in the B meson system was established by the Belle and BaBar collaborations [5]
which observed time-dependent asymmetry in the decay process B0 Ñ J{ΨK0

S. Later the CP
violation including direct CP violation was observed in many other decay modes. In general,
in these experiments Standard Model (SM) was confirmed with the Kobayashi-Maskawa
mechanism of CP violation.

In case of CP asymmetry the time dependence of the decay probability is expressed as:

(1) pp∆tq “
e|∆t|{τB0

4τB0

t1˘ rS fCP sinp∆md∆tq ` A fCP cosp∆md∆tqsu,

where S fCP “ ´ξ fCP sinp2φ1q – corresponds to indirect CP violation; A fCP – direct CP viola-
tion; ξ fCP is CP eigenvalue of the state. The preliminary result of Belle on the CP asymmetry
based on the 711 fb´1 sample (772M BB pairs) is [6]: S “ 0.668˘ 0.023˘ 0.013 (syst.),
A “ 0.007˘ 0.016˘ 0.013 (syst.). The measured asymmetry in B0 Ñ J{ΨK0

S decays is shown
in Fig. 1. In experiments at the super B-factories the accuracy of sinp2ϕ1q will be improved
by more than twice.

Direct CP violation was also observed at B-factories in B0 Ñ π`π´ and B0 Ñ K`π´

decays. The angle φ2 has been measured with B0 Ñ ππ, ρπ and ρρ systems using isospin
symmetries. The angle φ3 has also been measured through the processes B Ñ Dp˚qKp˚q
and the evidence of direct CP violation in B Ñ DK decays was obtained.

Magnitudes of the CKM matrix elements have been measured by the Belle and BaBar much
more precisely than before. At 50 ab´1, which should be reached with new generation of
B-factories, uncertainties in the φ2 and φ3 angles will be improved to about 1.5˝. The ρ and
η parameters of the unitarity triangle will be determined with 6-8 times better accuracy
than now.

Another very important goal of the experiments at B factories is a search for the New
Physics, i.e. phenomena which are not described by the SM.

The value of time-dependent CP violation (TDCPV) measured in the decay B0 Ñ φKS
determines sin 2φ1. Now the difference of this value measured in the B0 Ñ φKS and in the

B Ñ J{ψKS modes is ∆S ” sin 2φ
φKS
1 ´ sin 2φ

J{ψK0

1 “ 0.22˘ 0.17, while the SM prediction
is about 0.03. A confirmation of this difference would be a serious indication of a New
Physics. With the Belle II detector the accuracy of this quantity can be better than the SM
theoretical prediction.

In the SM the CP violation in the b quark radiative decays is suppressed. For example the
decay time-dependent CP asymmetry in the B0 Ñ KSπ0γ decay is estimated to be S «
´2pms{mbq sin 2φ1 « ´0.04. On the other hand, in L-R symmetric models, the asymmetry
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Figure 1: The measured asymmetry in B0 Ñ J{ΨK0
S decays.
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can be as large as S « 0.67 cos 2φ1 « 0.5. The expected accuracy of SpKSπ0γqwith 50 ab´1

will reach the SM value and thus cover the whole range of NP predictions.

The process sensitive to the new physics with charged Higgs boson is a decay B` Ñ τ`ντ.
The branching ratio of this decay was measured by Belle with 657¨106 BB events is [8]:

BpB` Ñ τ`νq “ p1.54`0.38
´0.37pstat.q`0.29

´0.31psyst.qq ˆ 10´4.

BaBar result on this value based on 468¨106 BB events [9] is:

BpB` Ñ τ`νq “ p1.7˘ 0.8pstat.q ˘ 0.2psyst.qq ˆ 10´4.

The averaging performed by HFAG results in the value p1.64˘ 0.39q ˆ 10´4 which is higher
than the SM prediction based on the CKM fit p0.763`0.114

´0.061q ˆ 10´4.

Excellent performance of the electromagnetic calorimeter is crucial for the this measurement.
The Belle II calorimeter maintains this performance even with more severe backgrounds
expected at SuperKEKB. With much higher statistics this will provide an improvement of
the accuracy of the ratio Γ{ΓSM to about 0.08 including uncertainties from theory (on Vub
and fB), while a purely experimental uncertainty will reach 0.04.

Charged lepton flavour violation (LFV) would be a very clear manifestation of the new
physics since in the Standard Model the lepton flavour violation decays are extremely rare.
For example, Brpτ Ñ lγq „ 10´54 and Brpτ Ñ 3leptonsq „ 10´14. At Belle and BaBar 44
different LFV modes were searched for. The most stringent limit is Bpτ Ñ µ`e´e´q ă
1.5ˆ 10´8 [7]. The sensitivity for different modes is limited by background suppression
or statistics. In general, the improvement in upper limits on the LFV decays achieved by
studies at the B-factories is „ 100 compared to CLEO.

With 50 ab´1 of integrated luminosity the sensitivity to the considered processes will be:
for τ Ñ lγ – Br „ Op10´8´9q; for τ Ñ lll, l `meson – Br „ Op10´9´10q, which reaches the
range of predictions in some NP models.

A lot of results were obtained by Belle and BaBar on the hadron spectroscopy. The latest
example from the bottomonium family is the observation of the hb mesons as well as the new
unexpected Zb states. Details can be found in the report of A.Kuzmin at this conference [10].

Earlier, several new states (XYZ states) were found in the charm sector. The detailed report
about these results was presented at this conference by S.Eidelman [11].

In the last years a lot of new data on the spectroscopy of light hadrons were obtained at the
B- and φ-factories, at the BaBar, Belle and KLOE detectors, using initial state radiation (ISR)
processes [13]. The status report of this research is given by E.Solodov at this conference [12].
With 50 times high statistics expected at superB-factories the amount and accuracy of
physics results provided by this approach will be drastically widen. These results will be
competitive and complementary to the data from conventional low energy e`e´ colliders.
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3 SuperKEKB and Belle II

The SuperKEKB collider will be the upgraded KEKB using the same tunnel and some
elements of the previous B-factory. The new project is based on the so called ”Nano-Beam”
scheme, first proposed in [14]. The main features of this project are the following:

‚ reuse of the KEKB components as much as possible;

‚ to keep the present cells in HER.

‚ replacement of the dipole magnets in LER, reusing other main magnets in the LER
arcs.

‚ no option for polarization is considered at present.

The fundamental parameters of the new collider are listed in Table 1

KEKB (achieved) SuperKEKB
Energy, GeV (e`/e´) 3.5/8.0 4.0/7.0
Beam current, A 1.64/1.19 3.6/2.6
Vertical β function at IP, mm 5.9/5.9 0.27/0.30
Beam-beam parameter, ξy 0.129/0.090 0.09/0.081
Luminosity, 1034cm´2s´1 2.11 80

Table 1: Comparison of the main parameters of SuperKEKB and previous KEKB colliders

SuperKEKB/Belle II project is approved and the commissioning of the collider is planned
to the second half of 2014 FY. The goal is to collect the integrated luminosity of 50 ab´1 by
the end of 2021.

The Belle II detector project is described in the Technical Design Report [15]. Demands
on the detector are defined first of all by the rates from various physics processes at the
luminosity of 8ˆ 1034cm´2s´1 as listed in Table 2.

The schematic view of the Belle II detector (top half) in comparison to the previous Belle
detector (bottom half) is presented in Fig. 2.

Vertex detection at the Belle II detector will be implemented via the Pixel Detector (PXD)
and Silicon Vertex Detector (SVD). The PXD is based on DEPFET technology which allows
to produce very thin (down to 50 µm) sensors. Two layers of PXD with the pixel size of
50ˆ75 µm will be arranged around the interaction region.

The SVD consists of four layers of double-sided silicon strip detectors (DSSD). To increase
radial coverage the slanted sensors are used in the forward region. The rectangular and
wedge shape DSSDs with the strip pitch from 160/50 µm to 240/75 µm are used in SVD.
The configuration of PXD and SVD in comparison with the Belle detector is presented in
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Physics process Cross section, nb Rate, Hz
Υp4Sq Ñ BB 1.2 960
Continuum e`e´ Ñhadrons 2.8 2200
e`e´ Ñ µ`µ´ 0.8 640
e`e´ Ñ τ`τ´ 0.8 640
Bhabha (θlab ą 17˝) 44 350˚

e`e´ Ñ γγ pθlab ą 17˝q 2.4 19˚

2γ-processes, (θlab ą 17˝, pt ą 0.1GeV{c ) 80 15000
Total 130 20000

Table 2: Total cross section and trigger rates with L “ 8ˆ 1034cm´2s´1 from various
physics processes at Υp4Sq.
(˚) - rate is prescaled by a factor of 1/100.

Figure 2: Schematic view of the Belle II detector (top half) in comparison to the previous
Belle detector (bottom half).
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Belle II Belle
Beam Pipe r, mm 10 15
DEPFET
Layer 1 r, mm 14
Layer 2 r, mm 22
DSSD
Layer 3 r, mm 38 20
Layer 4 r, mm 80 43.5
Layer 5 r, mm 115 70
Layer 6 r, mm 140 88

Table 3: SVD configuration.

Table 3. The PXD and SVD together should provide impact parameter resolution of about
20 µm.

The central drift chamber (CDC) of the Belle II detector is intended for three basic func-
tions: track reconstruction and its precise momentum measurement; a measurement of
the ionization losses of the charged particles for the identification purposes; a generation
of the signals for the trigger system. The Belle II CDC follows the global structure of its
predecessor in the Belle detector, for the material of the major parts, the superlayer wire
configuration, the cell structure, the wire material and the gas mixture.

The radii of inner and outer cylinders changed from 77 to 160 mm and from 880 to 1130 mm,
respectively. The number of layers increases slightly, from 50 to 56 while the number of the
sense wires changed from 8400 to 14336. The momentum resolution of Belle II with CDC
and SVD is:

σpt{pt “ 0.1% ¨ ptrGeV{cs ‘ 0.3%{β.

The expected dE{dx resolution is about 5%.

The particle identification system in the barrel part of the Belle II detector is based on the
time-of-propagation (TOP) counters [16]. The basic idea is to detect simultaneously the
direction and arrival time of the Cherenkov photons propagating in the quartz radiator.
Photons are detected by the Hamamatsu 16 channel MCP-PMTs which have excellent
timing and gain performance. This system will provide a good pion-kaon separation in the
momentum range up to 3.5 GeV/c.

Identification of charged particles in the forward endcap region will be performed by the
proximity-focusing aerogel ring-imaging Cherenkov detector (ARICH). Cherenkov photons
emitted in the 2 cm thick aerogel radiator with the refraction index n « 1.05 pass 20 cm
expansion gap and are detected by the array of position sensitive hybrid avalanche photo-
detectors (HAPD). This system allows to obtain 99% of kaon identification efficiency at 1%
of pion misidentification for particles with 4 GeV/c momentum.
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The first priority of the electromagnetic crystal calorimeter (ECL) upgrade is the calorimeter
electronics modification following the general strategy of the Belle upgrade. The main idea
is to shorten the shaping time and to use a pipe-line readout with waveform analysis. A
radical way to improve the characteristics of ECL is a replacement of the slow CsI(Tl) in the
endcap part where the background rate is extremely high. The baseline for such an option
is to use pure CsI crystals instead crystals doped by Tl. The light readout is made with
vacuum photopenthodes. The existing mechanical structure is kept. This option has been
developing for the last five years and is now well prepared for construction.

A superconducting solenoid providing a magnetic field of 1.5 T as well as an iron yoke will
be reused from the Belle detector.

At Belle the KL&Muon detector consisted of the glass-electrode resistive plate chambers
(RPC). The upgrade plan implies keeping the RPC system in the barrel part of the Belle II
and replacement of the endcap parts to the system based on the plastic scintillators. The
endcap KL&Muon detectors consist of the polisterene scintillator bars with implemented
WLS fibers for light collection. To detect the reemitted light delivered by fibers, MPPCs of
1.3ˆ1.3 mm area will be used.

The trigger system of the Belle II detector should satisfy the following requirements:

‚ high efficiency for hadronic events;

‚ maximum average trigger rate of 30 kHz;

‚ fixed latency of about 5 µs;

‚ timing precision of less than 10 ns;

‚ minimum two-event separation of 200 ns;

‚ trigger configuration that is flexible and robust.

To meet these requirements, the Belle triggering scheme with new technologies was adopted.

The data acquisition (DAQ) system of the Belle II detector has to cope with a high data flow
which will reach 600 MB/sec at full luminosity. The system transfers the data from the front-
end electronics through several steps of data processing, and finally to the storage system.
The main components of the data flow are the unified data link called the Belle2Link, the
common readout platform called COPPER, the event builder system, and the high level
trigger (HLT) system.

The detector front-end boards with digitizers are placed near or inside the detector structure
and the digitized signals are transferred into COPPER systems through long optical fibers
using the Belle2Link. A simple data reduction is performed on each front-end electronics
board or on the receiver module of COPPER, while the data formatting and module-level
event building is done on COPPER using the on-board CPU. The further event building
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and reduction are done on the readout PCs and the event builder, and finally processed by
the HLT farms for the software event selection.

4 SuperB in Italy

Another project of the SuperB-factory, SuperB, was developed to be constructed in Italy [17].

SuperB is a two-ring, asymmetric-energy (E´ “ 4.18 GeV, E` “ 6.7 GeV) collider with:

‚ large Piwinski angle and ”crab waist” (LPA & CW) collision scheme;

‚ ultralow emittance lattices;

‚ an option of the longitudinally polarized electron beam is possible;

‚ target luminosity of 1036cm´2s´1 at the Υp4Sq;

‚ possibility to run at τ/charm threshold with L “ 1035cm´2s´1.

The circumference of the rings is 1258 m, the number of bunches will be from 978 to 1956
for different modes providing the electron (positron) current from 1.9(1.5) to 4.0(3.1) A.

This collider was designed taking into account the following criteria:

‚ minimizing building costs;

‚ minimizing running costs;

‚ reuse of some PEP-II B-Factory hardware (magnets, RF).

The SuperB detector is based on the BaBar detector experience and some elements [18].
The detector contains the silicon vertex tracker based on the silicon pixel and silicon strip
detectors, drift chamber, modified DIRK system for particle identification. The barrel
calorimeter and superconducting solenoid of the BaBar detector will be used in the new
project. Forward and backward regions are still under discussions and study. Two crystal
options are studied for forward endcap calorimeter: LYSO or pure CsI crystals.

5 BINP Super-Tau-charm factory project

A Super c ´ τ-factory (CTF) is a symmetric electron-positron collider operating in the
range of center-of-mass (c.m.) energies from 2 to 5 GeV with a high luminosity of about
1035cm´2s´1 [19]. The main goal of experiments at CTF is a study of the processes with c
quarks and τ leptons in the final state using data samples that are 3-4 orders of magnitude
higher than available today.

The following most important tasks should be listed:
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Figure 3: Schematic view of the SuperB detector.

‚ Precise charm physics:

– Precise measurement of the charm hadron parameters which are crucial for the
high-precision CKM matrix (strong phases, fD, fDs , form factors).

– Study of D0 mixing, search for CPV in mixing, strong phases for φ3 measurements
at SuperB and LHC using C-tau-factory as a unique source of coherent D0/D0

states.

‚ High-precision τ-lepton physics with polarized beams:

– Tests of the charged lepton universality, study of the Lorentz structure of τ-
decays.

– Search for CP and T violation in τ-decays.

– Search for LFV decays (τ Ñ µγ).

– Search for second class currents (using kinematical constraints at threshold).

‚ High-statistics hadron spectroscopy and search for exotics:

– Precise charmonium spectroscopy.

– Spectroscopy of the highly excited charmonium states (complementary to Bot-
tomonium).
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– Light hadron spectroscopy in charmonium decays.

The collider of this project implies two rings with a Crab Waist collision scheme and
single interaction point with sub-millimeter βy at IP. The beam energy of each ring is from
1.0 to 2.5 GeV. To keep damping parameters in the whole energy range to optimize the
luminosity, four superconducting wigglers are included. A possibility of experiments with
the longitudinally polarized electrons in the whole energy range is provided by a special
source of polarized electrons and five siberian snakes in the ring. The collider will be
equipped by an on-line energy monitoring system based on back Compton scattering of the
laser photons which provides an accuracy of 5˜ 10 ¨ 10´5.

The detector for the BINP C-tau-factory should have ultimate hermeticity; ability of
e/µ/π/K separation up to 2 GeV/c; good momentum resolution for charged particles;
high efficiency to low pT tracks, excellent energy resolution of electromagnetic calorimeter
including high efficiency to low energy („20 MeV) photons. The detector design is now
under development.

6 Conclusion

The last decade demonstrated the fruitfulness and efficiency of the flavor ”factories” in
particle physics. The huge amount of results was obtained at the B-factories, but many
new questions arose and the broad field of research will be opened by the superB-factories.
It is clear that the superB-factories will produce the information complementary to the
LHC. At present, the superKEKB/Belle II project is under construction and other B- and
c-tau-factories projects are at a design stage. We can hope for new exciting results in the
next decade.
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I offer brief observations on matters discussed at the XIV International Conference on Hadron

Spectroscopy and explore prospects for hadron physics.

1 Impressions and Musings

The organizers of Hadron 2011 have asked me to offer some perspectives on the state and
prospects of hadron physics, stimulated by the presentations at this meeting and by some
themes in the recent literature. I must begin by noting the enormous diversity and reach of
experimental programs reported here in Munich, along with quite remarkable progress in
theory, including the emergence of lattice QCD as a versatile and reliable tool. The coherence
provided by quantum chromodynamics means that insights may arise from unexpected
quarters [1]. It is more than ever advisable to take a broad view that integrates across
hadronic physics and to connect with the rest of subatomic physics. Connections work
both ways: You may answer questions that seem far afield! It also seems important to look
beyond nuclear and particle physics for insights into scattering and bound-state problems,
to seek new ways to address hadronic questions, and to ask, “How are we prisoners of
conventional thinking?” Part of the pleasant challenge of the moment is that recent advances
leave us with many puzzles and opportunities, including “simple” questions that we cannot
yet answer.

In contrast to biological evolution, lines in theoretical physics that do not win are not
extinguished, never to rise again. We are free to borrow potent ideas from the past and to
apply them in new settings, to powerful effect. A recent example is the application of S-
matrix style unitarity to the evaluation of multiparton amplitudes [2]. Tools that organized
the exploratory particle-production data in the 1970s, such as triple-Regge analysis [3],
may offer ways to understand the far more comprehensive measurements now becoming
available. If the old ways do not explain every feature of the new data, they should at least
show us which results are surprising, and which should be expected.

1quigg@fnal.gov
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Figure 1: Measurements of the strong coupling 1{αspQq as a function of the energy scale
ln Q. The curve shows the QCD prediction at four loops, using 3-loop threshold matching
at the heavy-quark pole masses mc “ 1.5 GeV, mb “ 4.7 GeV. From Ref. [4].

2 QCD: the basis of hadronic physics

Our picture of matter is built on a set of pointlike (r À 1018 m) constituents: the quark
and lepton families. The fundamental fermions interact through forces derived from
SUp3qcbSUp2qLbUp1qY gauge symmetries. Quarks are influenced by the strong interaction,
and so carry color, the strong-interaction charge, whereas leptons do not feel the strong
interaction, and are colorless.

We have accumulated persuasive evidence—both theoretical and experiments—that quan-
tum chromodynamics underlies all strong-interaction phenomena [4]. The defining attribute
of QCD is that it is an asymptotically free theory, by which we understand that the coupling
strength, or effective charge, diminishes at short distances or high momentum transfers.
Determinations of αs in a variety of experimental settings confirm the evolution predicted
by QCD: the compilation in Figure 1 shows that, to excellent approximation, αspQq varies
linearly with ln Q, as expected at leading order in perturbation theory.

Over a few decades in the scale Q, αs decreases from a value at which perturbation theory is
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a questionable tool to values for which perturbative calculations appear eminently plausible.
At still lower scales than those depicted in Figure 1, nonperturbative analysis is required.
At high scales and small values of αs, quarks and gluons, the fundamental fields of QCD,
are manifest, as we see in high-resolution, hard-scattering studies of proton structure, in
phenomena involving matter at high density, and in the formulation of lattice calculations.
At lower scales, it is more efficient to deal with effective degrees of freedom such as con-
stituent quarks and Goldstone bosons, to formulate effective field theories, and to construct
informed approximations such as isobar (resonance) models and semiphenomenological
descriptions of nuclei and nuclear structure.

From the variation of αspQq, we see how a theory based on an interaction Lagrangian that
contains no dimensionful parameters can be characterized by a scale Λ, with dimensions of
energy, by means of dimensional transmutation. The identification

(1) 1{αsp2mcq ”
27
6π

ln
ˆ

2mc

Λ

˙

sets the value of Λ appropriate for three active quark flavors. The coefficient of ln Q in the
evolution of 1{αs decreases by 2{6π at each successive quark threshold.

Lattice QCD including dynamical quarks allows us to evaluate the proton mass according to
Einstein’s first formulation of his famous equation, which identifies mass with rest energy:
Mp “ E0{c2. To excellent approximation, the proton mass is given by a calculable constant
times Λ, plus small corrections [5]. Indeed, the quark masses contribute but a few percent
of the proton mass: 3pmu `mdq{2 « 10˘ 2 MeV [6]. Hadrons are a thus new kind of matter,
whose masses are not given by the sum of the masses of the parts. Instead, the rest energy
of a hadron is determined mainly by confinement energy stored up in the gluon field or the
kinetic energy of the quarks [7].

Since the slope of 1{αspQq changes when new colored objects come into play, we should be
alert for slope changes more pronounced than those implied by a new flavor of color-triplet
quark. A provocative possibility arises in a simplified view of a supersymmetric world
in which an entire family of superpartners becomes active at 1 TeV. The resulting slope
change is dramatic: from 7{2π below the SUSY threshold to 3{2π above. It is important to
contemplate how the LHC experiments might extend αs determinations to much higher
scales (perhaps by measuring W ` jets ?) and what calculational advances will be needed
to enable precise determinations.

3 Connections and Controlled Approximations

The essence of doing science consists in making connections that lead us beyond independent
explanations for distinct phenoma toward a coherent understanding of many phenomena.
A network of understanding helps us see how different observations fit together and—very
important—helps us to recognize when something doesn’t fit.
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Connections among experiments or observations are not the only important ones. Whenever
possible, we need to make connections between our models and the QCD Lagrangian—
either directly, or through effective field theories, lattice field theory, or a controlled approx-
imation to full QCD. I would also stress the potential value of reaching toward connections
with our knowledge of nuclear forces, with the behavior of nuclear matter under unusual
conditions, and with phenomena such as Feshbach resonances [8] encountered in the study
of many-body systems [9].

Under different circumstances, various approximations to QCD emerge as controlled ex-
pansions in small parameters. Nonrelativistic QCD applies to heavy-heavy (Q1Q2) mesons,
for which the quark masses greatly exceed the QCD scale parameter, mQi " ΛQCD [10].
NRQCD takes as its expansion parameter the heavy-quark velocity divided by the speed of
light. Heavy-quark effective theory (HQET) applies usefully to heavy-light (Qq) systems,
for which mQ " ΛQCD [11]. In first approximation, the spin of the heavy quark is static, so
the “light-quark spin”~q “~L`~sq is a good quantum number and the relevant expansion
parameter is ΛQCD{mQ. Chiral symmetry is a valuable starting point for light quark systems
(q1q2) [12]. In this case, the expansion parameter compares the current-quark mass to the
scale of chiral-symmetry breaking, and is generally taken as mq{4π fπ, where fπ is the pion
decay constant.

4 What Is a Proton?

4.1 Beyond the parton-model idealization

For hard-scattering phenomena, we have learned to regard the proton as a broadband,
unseparated beam of quarks, antiquarks, gluons, and perhaps other constituents, charac-
terized by parton densities f paqi pxa, Q2q, the number density of species i with momentum
fraction xa seen by a probe with resolving power Q2. The Q2-evolution of the parton densi-
ties is given by QCD perturbation theory, but the low-scale distributions f paqi pxa, Q2

0q have
a nonperturbative origin. Historically, the parton distributions were idealized as free of
correlations, and depending only on longitudinal degrees of freedom. Remarkably, this
truncated version of reality has served us extraordinarily well for more that forty years.

Intense experimental and theoretical activity on generalized parton distributions [13], trans-
verse momentum distributions [14], and the three-dimensional structure of the proton [15]
represents an important step beyond the traditional idealization. Bjorken [16] has suggested
that by studying event structure in high-energy collisions we might be able to see signs
of correlations among the partons, perhaps by observing diquark–diquark collisions. I
would like to underline the importance of looking at both events and distributions for
lightly triggered events. At lower energies, the bulk of particle production came from
soft collisions—diffraction plus short-range order—as we learned from systematic studies
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inspired by Ken Wilson [17]. I think it is highly likely that novel structures, and perhaps
new classes of processes, will reveal themselves in lightly triggered events at the LHC [18].

4.2 Seeking the relevant degrees of freedom: diquarks?

Much of our insight into how hadrons behave follows from the idealization that mesons
are quark–antiquark states, baryons are three-quark states, and that the quarks have only
essential correlations. In the case of baryons, this reasoning leads us to the plausible starting
point of SU(6) (flavor-spin) wave functions, which indeed offer a useful framework for
discussing magnetic moments and other static properties. Some long-standing observations,
however, show us the limitations of the zeroth-order guess. If we examine deeply inelastic
scattering in the limit as x Ñ 1, spin asymmetries indicate that the SU(6) wave functions
are inadequate [19], and the ratio Fn

2 {F
p
2 is far from the uncorrelated expectation of 2

3 [20].

When we try to account for correlations, it may be fruitful to consider diquarks as physical
objects. Color algebra tells us that the 3b 3 quark–quark combination is attractive in the 3˚

representation that corresponds to an antisymmetric diquark structure. A simple analysis
suggests that the attraction of rqqs3˚ is half as strong as that of the rqqs1 (3 b 3˚ Ñ 1)
channel. The suggestion [21] to regard members of the scalar nonet as qqqq states organized
as rrqqs3˚rqqs3s1 is well known. A few years ago, Selem and Wilczek revisited the Chew–
Frautschi systematics of N and ∆ resonances [22], and found it plausible to view even
low-spin, light baryons as qrqqs3˚ configurations. But now Edwards, et al. [23], using lattice
techniques with dynamical fermions to investigate excited-state baryon spectroscopy, find
N˚ and ∆ level structures that do not support a dominant quark–diquark configuration. It
is interesting to inquire how the quark–diquark picture might square with intuition from
the 1{Nc expansion [24].

It is worth examining the qrqqs3˚ proposal by considering its implications for doubly heavy
(QQq) baryons. The comparison with heavy-light (Qq) mesons offers a chance to calibrate
the attractive forces in the 3˚ and color-singlet channels. Similarly, extending studies of
the systematics of qq ¨ qq states to Qq ¨Qq states could develop and challenge the way we
think about diquarks and test color-spin symmetry as an organizing principle. Finally, in
heavy-ion collisions, we should be alert for tests of the utility of diquarks in color–flavor
locking, color superconductivity, and other novel phenomena.

4.3 What are the appropriate degrees of freedom at long distances?

As its momentum decreases, the current quark of perturbative QCD evolves into a con-
stituent quark, as illustrated in Figure 2 [25]. The constituent-quark mass arises from
the cloud of low-momentum gluons winking in and out of existence through quantum
fluctuations around the current quark. Dynamical chiral symmetry breaking is an inher-
ently nonperturbative effect that spontaneously generates a quark mass, even in the chiral
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Figure 2: The dressed-quark mass function Mppq, computed by Dyson–Schwinger tech-
niques, compared with numerical simulations of lattice-QCD for several values of the
current-quark mass m (adapted from [25]).

limit m Ñ 0. This evidence gives a quantitative basis for the highly useful chiral-quark
model [26], in which constituent quarks and Goldstone bosons are taken as the apt degrees
of freedom at low scales.

The chiral quark model presents an intuitive picture of how quasistatic properties of the
nucleon might arise. Perturbative evolution of the parton distributions treats symmetrically
quarks and antiquarks, and up and down flavors. Any differences between quark and
antiquark distributions, or the distributions of up and down quarks, must therefore be set
at low scales. An interesting challenge is presented by the Gottfried sum rule,

IGpQ2q ”

ż 1

0
dx

Fp
2 px, Q2q ´ Fn

2 px, Q2q

x

“

ż 1

0
dx

ÿ

i

e2
i

”

qppqi px, Q2q ` qppqi px, Q2qqpnqi px, Q2q ` qpnqi px, Q2q

ı

,(2)

for which the New Muon Collaboration long ago found [27] the value 0.240˘ 0.016, below
the expectation of 1

3 in the quark-parton model with a flavor-symmetric light-quark sea. To
see how an asymmetry could come about, imagine that a constituent quark fluctuates into a
current quark plus a Nambu–Goldstone boson, as illustrated in Figure 3 [28]. The resulting
pion cloud changes the parton distributions for protons and neutrons, but doesn’t enter
the difference Fp

2 ´ Fn
2 because Fπ`

2 “ Fπ´

2 . The Gottfried sum rule defect arises from the
asymmetry of the left-behind quarks, which arises from the puudq vs. puddq composition of
valence quarks in the proton and neutron. The pion cloud also doesn’t affect the spin budget
of the nucleon, because the pion is spinless. However, the γ5 coupling flips the helicity
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Figure 3: Example fluctuations of a valence up-quark in the chiral quark model.

of the left-behind quark. Consequently, we should expect spin contributions ∆d, ∆s ă 0,
∆d, ∆s “ 0, which set interesting targets for experiment.

Even at low scales, where the strong interactions are a priori strong, we know cases in
which partonic arguments yield results in agreement with experimental observations. One
example is the surprising success of the simple picture of hadron masses put forward by
De Rujula, Georgi, and Glashow [29]. An analytic hadronization model for event shapes
by Dokshitzer, Marchesini and Webber derives the structure of power corrections from
perturbative QCD [30]. The model assumes that the strong coupling remains finite at low
energy scales where simple perturbative calculations break down. A mean value at low
scales,

(3) α0pµIq ” p1{µIq

ż µI

0
dQ αspQq, µI “ 2 GeV

has been extracted from several observables [31]. These are consistent with the idea that the
effective coupling freezes at low scales, with α0p2 GeVq « 0.5. If that is indeed the case, it is
plausible to consider quarks and gluons as apt long-distance degrees of freedom. It may
also clarify such noteworthy simplicities as the unimportance of nonvalence components
for hadron properties, Bloom–Gilman duality, precocious scaling, and the perturbative
approach to bound states [32].

4.4 Could chiral symmetry and confinement coexist?

Confinement and the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry for light quarks go hand in
hand [33]. In the case of heavy–light pQqqmesons and doubly heavy pQQqq baryons, it is
interesting to inquire whether a vestige of the chiral symmetry of the tethered light quark
might be revealed in parity-doubled bound states transforming as linear representations
of the light-quark chiral symmetry [34]. For the heavy–light mesons D, Ds, B, Bs, we
should then expect chiral supermultiplets linking states with adjacent values of the orbital
angular momentum, pL, L` 1q, but with the same value of the light-quark spin, jq, that we
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encountered in §3. In particular, the chiral symmetry should link the levels

jq “ 1
2 : 1Sp0´, 1´q and 1Pp0`, 1`q

jq “ 3
2 : 1Pp1`, 2`q and 1Dp1´, 2´q

. . .

This association of parity doublets implies that the hyperfine splitting should be the same
for partner levels: M1` ´ M0` “ M1´ ´ M0´ , etc. It will be very interesting to extend
observations to the doubly heavy baryons and to establish for a range hadrons with tethered
light quarks how far QCD is from the conjecture described here.

4.5 Proton structure and dark matter searches

The search for cold dark matter as weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) is ad-
vancing on many fronts [35]. Passive experiments that seek direct detection by registering
collisions of passing WIMPs with the detector material provide limits or signals expressed
in terms of the WIMP mass and the cross section for spin-dependent or spin-independent
scattering. There is high interest in confronting observations with the expectations of hy-
potheses about the nature of the dark-matter particles [36]. That is where hadronic physics
enters. For popular forms of neutralino dark matter, the dominant contribution to the
spin-independent cross section plausibly arises from Higgs-boson exchange between the
WIMP and the target nucleon. How does the Higgs boson interact with the nucleon? Surely
not by coupling to the nucleon mass, because QCD has taught us that the nucleon mass
is generated to very high approximation by the strong interactions. Higgs couplings to
the up and down quarks are small, in proportion to their tiny current-quark masses, so it
is likely that the major contribution arises from Higgs couplings to the minority “hidden”
constituents of the nucleon, strange quarks and beyond. The role of pssq [37] and heavier
condensates and details of the gluon condensate are incompletely understood, and this
gives rise to an uncertainty in the spin-independent cross section of up to an order of
magnitude [38]. We can certainly hope to address the narrow question of heavy-flavor
presence in the nucleon both experimentally and theoretically. Perhaps now is the time to
ask whether a theoretical reconception is called for.

4.6 Nucleon structure at a neutrino factory?

If a millimole of muons produced in hadron reactions can be captured, cooled, and acceler-
ated to some tens of GeV, it may be possible to construct a neutrino factory, for which the
instability of the stored muons is a virtue [39]. The intense neutrino beams would be ideal
for the study of neutrino oscillations over long baselines, but the possibilities of close-in
experimentation are also quite remarkable. With a flux of 1020 neutrinos per year, we could
contemplate ν scattering on thin targets, e.g., hydrogen or deuterium, ν scattering on active
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semiconductor targets to study heavy-flavor production, and even ν scattering on polarized
targets. Preliminary studies indicate that it would be possible to determine flavor by flavor
the valence and sea-quark distribution functions with very small statistical errors [40] and
to extract detailed information on polarized structure functions [41]. A modern critical
evaluation of these conclusions would be very enlightening.

5 Spectroscopy of states containing heavy quarks

We have extensive knowledge of baryons containing a single c or b quark, but no established
observations of doubly heavy baryons. Searching for QQq states is an important goal for
the LHC experiments. Let us review the essential expectations. In the heavy-quark limit,
there are parallels between rQQp1qs3˚q baryons and Qq mesons as heavy–light systems. At
the level of one-gluon-exchange,

(4) VrQQp1qs3˚
prq “ 1

2 VpQqq1prq.

How faithfully does this simple estimate reflect reality? In addition to the meson-like
excitations of the tethered light quark, the doubly heavy baryons should exhibit excitations
of the core, from which we may learn about rQQp1qs3˚ dynamics. If we are able to explore bcq
baryons, the unequal masses of the heavy quarks might give us a window on shortcomings
of intuition drawn from nonrelativistic potential models, just as we hope for the Bc mesons.

Weak decays of doubly heavy baryons entail a rich set of heavy-heavy and heavy-light
transitions that isolate different pieces of the effective Hamiltonian for charged-current
interactions. Strong and electromagnetic cascades from excited states will involve two
length scales, rH “ xr2

pQQp1qqy
1
2 and r` “ xr2

pQQp1qqqy
1
2 . The core excitations in particular should

reveal some extremely narrow states. Studies of production dynamics should also stretch
our understanding, both by extending fragmentation models to new regimes and through
the comparison with quarkonium production dynamics.

For the Bc meson family, I will be very brief. We need to elaborate the experimental
systematics of decays, including the τντ annihilation channel, b decays, and c decays. It
would also be highly informative to reconstruct part of the excitation spectrum in π`π´ or
γ cascades.

Finally, a few words on the ordinary quarkonium states of the ψ and Υ families and the new
states associated with quarkonium. For the ordinary states, we should aim for a compre-
hensive understanding of the decays to π`π´pQQq. There are enough inconsistencies and
puzzling effects that it is time to rethink our reliance on the color multipole expansion. This
has implications for some of the extraordinary states as well—those that have mysteriously
large branching fractions to π`π´pQQq.

The many new states associated with charmonium raise many new questions and oppor-
tunities. A few [χc2p2Pqp3927q, for example] look like simple cc levels. Most new states
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are not simple quarkonium, and indeed we should expect most states above the flavor
threshold to have multiple personalities. Not all the expected charmonium levels have yet
been observed. In addition to the ηc2p11D2q and ψ2p13D2q, the narrow states 13D3, 23P2, and
13F4 remain at large. The rich harvest of states, including candidate charged states that do
not fit the standard QQ body plan, shows the virtue of making all possible few-particle
combinations.

On the theory side, we need to better understand the role of thresholds in shaping the states
associated with quarkonium on their own, near would-be quarkonium levels, and in the
company of attractive s-wave amplitudes. Close scrutiny of the similarities and differences
of the new states associated with pccq and pbbq should be very informative.

6 A New Era of Heavy-Ion Physics

The 2010 heavy-ion run of the LHC, devoted to Pb-Pb collisions at
?

sNN “ 2.76 TeV,
has begun to realize the great potential of experimentation in the new energy regime to
illuminate a broad array of topics in hadronic physics. Effects long sought, or teased out of
the data with great difficulty at lower energies, show themselves readily at the LHC. The
new challenge is to develop the new observations into robust and quantitative tools. I give
two illustrations.

If a hard-scattering event occurs within a quark-gluon plasma, the outgoing partons will
lose energy through collisions with the hot stuff of their environment [42]. Should one of
the partons traverse a longer path in the hot matter, it would suffer a greater energy loss
than its partner; the ensuing jet of hadrons would be degraded, or even extinguished. Both
ATLAS [43] and CMS [44] have observed, and begun to characterize, just such an effect.

A quark-gluon plasma is expected to screen the potential that binds heavy quark-antiquark
pairs and so to melt quarkonium states—the lightly bound excited states first [45]. The CMS
Collaboration reports the double ratio [46]

(5)
Υp2S` 3Sq{Υp1Sq|rPb Pbs

Υp2S` 3Sq{Υp1Sq|rpps
“ 0.31`0.19

´0.15 (stat.)˘ 0.03 (syst.).

Analysis of the sequential-melting scenario is complicated by the fact that a significant
fraction of the observed yield of the deeply bound J{ψp1Sq and Υp1Sq states is due to decays
of excited states. It would therefore be of great interest to investigate directly the melting of
χ states, and to compare the behavior of the J{ψ and Υ families. The energy dependence
of the phenomenon should provide insight into the nature of the hot medium. Studies of
quarkonium melting in the Bc system should also be enlightening, once excited states have
been observed.

We can expect much more from ALICE, ATLAS, and CMS in the next heavy-ion run.
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7 Concluding Remarks

QCD has been validated as a new law of nature. It is internally consistent up to very high
energies, and so could be a complete theory of the strong interactions. Whether QCD is
the final answer for the strong interactions is a subject for continuing experimental tests,
which are being extended in experimentation at the Large Hadron Collider. Beyond the
comparison of perturbative calculations with experiment, it remains critically important to
test the confinement hypothesis by searching for free quarks, or for signatures of unconfined
color. Sensitive negative searches for quarks continue to be interesting, and the definitive
observation of free quarks would be revolutionary. Breakdowns of factorization would
compromise the utility of perturbative QCD. Other discoveries that would require small
or large revisions to QCD include the observation of new kinds of colored matter beyond
quarks and gluons, the discovery that quarks are composite, or evidence that SUp3qc gauge
symmetry is the vestige of a larger, spontaneously broken, color symmetry.

While probing our underlying theory for weakness or new openings, we have plenty to
do to apply QCD to myriad experimental settings, to learn its implications for matter
under unusual conditions, and to become more adept at calculating its consequences. New
experimental tools provide the means for progress on a very broad front.
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One-loop unitarized Chiral Perturbation Theory (UChPT) calculations, suggest a different Nc
behaviour for the σ or f0(600) and ρ(770) mesons: while the ρ meson becomes narrower with
Nc, as expected for a qq meson, the f0(600) contribution to the total cross section below 1 GeV
becomes less and less important. Here we review our recent work [1] where we have shown,
by means of finite energy sum rules, that a different Nc behaviour for these resonances may
lead to a conflict with semi-local duality for large Nc, since local duality requires a cancellation
between the f0(600) and ρ(770) amplitudes. However, UChPT calculations also suggest a
subdominant qq component for the f0(600) with a mass above 1 GeV and this can restore
semi-local duality, as we show.

1 Introduction

QCD perturbative calculations are not applicable to the longstanding [2] controversy on
the non-qq nature of light scalar mesons. However, the QCD 1/Nc expansion [3] allows
for a clear identification of a qq resonance, since it becomes a bound state, whose width
behaves O(1/Nc), and its mass as O(1). In addition, in this low energy region one can use
Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT) [4, 5] to obtain a model independent description of the
dynamics of pions, kaons and etas, which are the pseudo-Goldstone Bosons of the QCD
spontaneous breaking of Chiral Symmetry. Lately, by combining the 1{Nc expansion of
ChPT with dispersion theory, it has been possible to study the nature of light resonances
thus generated in meson-meson scattering [7, 8].

Let us recall that the ChPT Lagrangian is built as a low energy expansion respecting all QCD
symmetries, and using only pseudo-Goldstone boson fields. The small masses of the three
lightest quarks can be treated perturbatively and thus ChPT becomes a series in momenta
and meson masses, generically Opp2{Λ2q. Apart from these masses and fπ —the pion decay
constant, which sets the scale Λ ” 4π fπ —there are no free parameters at leading order.
The chiral expansion is renormalized order by order by absorbing loop divergences in the
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coefficients of higher order counterterms, called low energy constants (LECs), whose values
depend on the underlying QCD dynamics, and have to be determined from experiment.
However, the leading 1{Nc dependence of the LECs is known and model independent [5],
thus allowing us to study the Nc dependence of low energy hadronic observables.

1.1 Unitarization and dispersion theory

Unitarity implies that, for physical values of s, partial waves tI J of definite isospin I and
angular momenta J for elastic meson-meson scattering satisfy:

(1) Im tI J “ σ|tI J|2 ñ Im
1

tI J “ ´σ

where σ “ 2p{
?

s, and p is the CM momentum. Note that unitarity implies that |tI J| ď 1{σ,
and typically elastic resonances are characterized by the saturation of this bound. However,
ChPT partial waves are a low energy expansion t » t2 ` t4 ` t6 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ , (we will drop the I J
indices for simplicity.) where t2k ” Opp{p4π fπqq

2k, and thus they cannot satisfy unitarity
exactly, but just perturbatively, i.e: Im t2 “ 0, Im t4 “ σt2

2, etc ...

The elastic Inverse Amplitude Method (IAM) [9, 10] uses ChPT to evaluate the subtraction
constants and the left cut of a dispersion relation for the inverse of the partial wave. The
elastic right cut is calculated exactly with Eq.(1)—thus ensuring elastic unitarity. Note that
the IAM is derived only from elastic unitarity, analyticity in the form of a dispersion relation,
and ChPT, which is only used at low energies. Remarkably, the IAM can be rewritten as a
simple algebraic formula in terms of ChPT amplitudes, but it satisfies exact elastic unitarity,
at low energies recovers the chiral expansion up to the initially given order, and reproduces
meson-meson scattering data up to energies „ 1 GeV. This is done with values of the LECs
which are fairly compatible with the values obtained within standard ChPT. Since it is
derived from a dispersion relation, it can be analytically continued into the second Riemann
sheet where, within the SU(2) ChPT formalism that we use here, we find the poles associated
to the ρp770q and f0p600q resonances. Hence, we can study, without any a priori assumption,
the nature of the ρp770q and f0p600q from first principles and QCD.

1.2 The 1/Nc expansion

For our purposes [1], the relevant observation is that the leading 1/Nc behaviour of the
ChPT LECs is known. Thus, in order to obtain the leading Nc behaviour of the resonances
generated with the IAM, we just have to rescale fπ Ñ fπ

a

Nc{3, the one-loop LECs as
lr
i Ñ lr

i Nc{3 and the two loop ones as ri Ñ ripNc{3q2.

This procedure [7] was first applied to the one-loop SU(3) ChPT amplitudes, and the result
was that the light vector resonances, as for example the ρ(770), followed the expected
behaviour of qq states remarkably well, as we show in the left panel of Fig.1. In contrast,
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Figure 1: Left, the ρ meson behaves as a qq state. Center: At O(p4) the σ does not. Right:
At O(p6) emerges a subleading qq component at 1.2 GeV

as seen on the right panel of Fig.1 the f0(600) behavior is at odds with that of qq states. It
follows that the dominant component of the f0(600) ( and the other members of the lightest
scalar nonet) does not have a qq nature.

Of course, these results have some uncertainty, particularly on the renormalization scale
where the Nc scale is to be applied, which was studied also in [7]. However, the general
conclusions are rather robust: whereas vector mesons behave predominantly as a qq, the
scalar ones do not, at least for Nc not far from 3, which is where the IAM can be applied
(not at Nc Ñ8, see [11])

The two-loop SU(2) ChPT amplitude analysis [8] showed that when the ρ(770) is to follow
its expected qq behaviour, the f0(600) still did not follow a qq behavior at first, and its pole
moved away from the 400-600 MeV region of the real axis. However, for Nc „ 8, the f0(600)
started behaving as a qq, see Fig. 1 (Right). In conclusion, the two-loop IAM confirms
once again that the f0(600) does not behave predominantly as a qq state, but suggests the
existence of a subdominant qq component that originates at a mass of » 1.2 GeV, which is
approximately twice that of the physical σ at Nc “ 3. This seems to support models like [12]
that have indeed suggested a non-qq nonet below 1 GeV and an additional qq one above.

2 Semi-local duality

A well known feature of the real world (Nc = 3) is that of “local duality”. At low energies the
scattering amplitude is well represented by a sum of resonances (with a background), but as
the energy increases the resonances (having more phase space for decay) become wider and
increasingly overlap. This overlap generates a smooth Regge behaviour described by a small
number of crossed channel Regge exchanges. Indeed, detailed studies of meson-baryon
scattering show that the sum of resonance contributions at all energies “averages” the
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higher energy Regge behaviour. Thus, s-channel resonances are related to Regge exchanges
in the t-channel and are “dual” to each other: one uses one or the other.

Regge exchanges are also built from qq and multi-quark contributions. However, in the
isospin 2 ππ scattering channel there are no qq resonances, and so the Regge exchanges
with these quantum number must involve multi-quark components. Data teach us that
even at Nc = 3 these components are suppressed compared to the dominant qq exchanges.
hence, semi-local duality means that in π`π´ Ñ π´π`, which is an isospin 2 process, the
low energy resonances must have contributions to the cross-section that “on the average”
cancel. In particular, using the crossing relations the I=2 t-channel amplitude can be recast
as a function of s-channel amplitudes:

(2) Im At2ps, tq “
1
3

Im As0ps, tq ´
1
2

Im As1ps, tq `
1
6

Im As2ps, tq,

but since As2 is repulsive and small, the strong cancellation occurs between As0 and As1.
However, these channels are saturated at low energies by the f0(600) and ρ(770) resonances,
respectively. Hence, semi-local duality requires the contribution of these two resonances to
cancel “on average” in keeping with I = 2 exchange in the t-channel. This “on the average
cancellation” is properly defined via Finite Energy Sum Rules:

(3) Fptq21
n “

şνmax
νth

dν Im At2ps, tq{νn

şνmax
νth

dν Im At1ps, tq{νn
, ν “ ps´ uq{2.

Semi-local duality between Regge and resonance contributions teaches us that on the
“average” and at least over one resonance tower, we have:

(4)
ż νmax

νth

dν ν´nIm At2ps, tqData „

ż νmax

νth

dν ν´nIm At2ps, tqRegge

where Regge amplitudes are given as usual for α1ν " 1 by

(5) ImAtIpν, tq »
ÿ

R

βRptq rα1 νsαRptq

(see [1] for its low energy extrapolation), and where αRptq denote the Regge trajectories
with the appropriate t-channel quantum numbers, βRptq their Regge couplings and α1 is
the universal slope of the qq meson trajectories („ 0.9 GeV´2). For the I “ 0 exchange
the dominant trajectories are the Pomeron and the f2 with intercepts close to 1 and 0.5
respectively, while the I “ 1 ρ exchange is degenerate with the f2. For the exotic I “ 2
channel with its leading Regge exchange being a ρ´ ρ cut, we expect its intercept to be
much smaller than that of the ρ, and its couplings to be correspondingly smaller. Therefore
using Eqs.(4) and (5), local duality implies that |Fptq21

n | ! 1.

We can now use the IAM to check the Nc dependence of ππ scattering amplitudes. In
particular the I=2 s-channel amplitude remains repulsive with Nc, and still there is no
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νmax 400 GeV2 2.5 GeV2 2 GeV2 1 GeV2

F21
1 0.021 ˘ 0.016 0.180 ˘ 0.066 0.199 ˘ 0.089 -0.320 ˘ 0.007

F21
2 0.057 ˘ 0.024 0.068 ˘ 0.024 0.063 ˘ 0.025 -0.115 ˘ 0.013

F21
3 0.249 ˘ 0.021 0.257 ˘ 0.022 0.259 ˘ 0.022 0.221 ˘ 0.021

Table 1: Values of the ratio F21
n using the KPY parametrization and different cutoffs. All

F21
n ratios for a 20 GeV cutoff turn out very small, of the order 1:50 or 1:15 . However, we

see that they are only 1:4 or 1:5 when smax is still „2 GeV2

νmax=1 GeV2

KPY08 1 loop UChPT 2 loop UChPT

F21
1 -0.350 ˘ 0.083 -0.355 ˘ 0.061 -0.351

F21
2 -0.131 ˘ 0.042 -0.157 ˘ 0.097 -0.172

F21
3 0.215 ˘ 0.027 0.175 ˘ 0.138 0.145

Table 2: Comparison between the F21
n at t “ 4M2

π , using only S and P waves with a cutoff
of 1 GeV2, calculated with data parametrizations or our IAM amplitudes.

resonance exchange. Therefore semi-local duality implies that the t-channel I “ 2 Regge
exchange should continue to be suppressed as Nc increases. Since the Regge trajectories do
not depend on Nc, still |Fptq21

n | ! 1 when increasing Nc due to a strong cancellation between
the ρ(770) and the f0(600) which would not occur if the f0(600) disappeared completely
from the spectrum.

3 Results

Using the IAM we can study the behaviour of Eq. (3) with Nc [1], and then check if
|Fptq21

n | ! 1 when increasing the number of colors. However, the IAM is only valid in the
low energy region, and we have to check the influence of the high energy part on this
cancellation. For this reason, in Table 1 we first calculate the value of the FESR for different
cutoffs using the ππ KPY [15] data parametrization as input. We thus check that local duality
is satisfied for Nc=3 since |Fptq21

n | ! 1, and at least for n=2,3, the main contribution to the
FESR suppression occurs below 1 GeV, where we can apply the IAM. Therefore, we can use
the IAM to study local duality, and check the FESR suppression with Nc. In evaluating the
amplitudes ImAsI , we represent these by a sum of s-channel partial waves, so that:

(6) Im AsIps, tq “
ÿ

J

p2J ` 1qIm tI JpsqPJpcospθsqq.

However, using the IAM only S0, P and S2 waves can be described. It it is necessary to
check the effect of those waves in Eq. (3). In Table 2 we show how the influence of higher
waves is around 10%, and that the IAM predicts correctly the FESR suppression.
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Let us now increase Nc: if the ρ(770) mass remains constant and its width becomes narrower,
but the f0(600) contribution to the total cross section below 1 GeV becomes less and less
important, then the ratios |Fptq21

n | grow and there is a conflict with semi-local duality. This is
shown in the thin lines of Figure 2 (Note the gray area above Nc “ 30, where we consider the
IAM merely qualitative). Note however, that this is a generic problem for any model where
the f0(600) contribution vanishes, not just the IAM. However if there is a subdominant qq
component for the f0(600) with a mass somewhat above 1 GeV, as occurs naturally within
the two-loop IAM—but also in a part of the one-loop parameter space—this is enough to
ensure the cancellation with the ρ(770) contribution. The effect is shown by the thick lines
of Figure 2.
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Figure 2: At O(p4), solid line, there is no FESR suppression and local duality fails as Nc
grows. However, at O(p6), dashed line, the σ subleading qq component ensures local
duality even when increasing Nc

4 Conclusions

The 1/Nc expansion of ChPT unitarized using the IAM shows that the f0(600) meson is
not predominantly a qq state, since the σ amplitude becomes smaller and smaller below 1
GeV as Nc increases. This different behavior from that of a qq state as the ρ(770), leads to
a potential conflict with semi-local duality. However, unitarized ChPT calculations also
suggest a subdominant qq state that emerges somewhat above 1 GeV. This subdominant
component ensures that semi-local duality is still satisfied as Nc increases.
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The ALICE experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN consists of a central
barrel, a muon spectrometer and of additional detectors for trigger and event classification
purposes. The low transverse momentum threshold of the central barrel gives ALICE a unique
opportunity to study the low mass sector of central production at the LHC. I will report on
first analysis results of meson production in double gap events in proton-proton collisions at
?

s = 7 TeV and in PbPb collisions at
?

sNN = 2.76 TeV.

1 Introduction

The ALICE experiment consists of a central barrel and of a forward muon spectrometer [1].
Additional detectors for trigger purposes and for event classification exist outside of the
central barrel. Such a geometry allows the investigation of many topics of diffractive
reactions at hadron colliders, for example the measurement of single and double diffractive
dissociation cross sections and the study of central diffraction. The ALICE physics program
foresees data taking in pp and PbPb collisions at nominal luminosities L = 5ˆ 1030cm´2s´1

and L = 1027cm´2s´1, respectively. An asymmetric system pPb will be measured soon with
a first test expected this year.

2 The ALICE Experiment

In the ALICE central barrel, momentum reconstruction and particle identification are
achieved in the pseudorapidity range ´1.4 ă η ă 1.4 combining the information from the
Inner Tracking System (ITS) and the Time Projection Chamber (TPC). In the pseudorapidity
range ´0.9 ă η ă 0.9, the information from the Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) and
the Time of Flight (TOF) system is in addition available. A muon spectrometer covers the
range ´4.0 ă η ă ´2.5. At very forward angles, the energy flow is measured by Zero
Degree Calorimeters (ZDC) [2]. Detectors for event classification and trigger purposes are
located on both sides of the ALICE central barrel. First, the scintillator arrays V0A and
V0C cover the pseudorapidity range 2.8 ă η ă 5.1 and ´3.7 ă η ă ´1.7, respectively. The
four- and eightfold segmentation in pseudorapidity and azimuth result in 32 individual
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counters in each array. Second, a Forward Multiplicity Detector (FMD) based on silicon
strip technology covers the pseudorapidity range 1.7 ă η ă 5.1 and ´3.4 ă η ă ´1.7,
respectively. Third, two arrays of Cherenkov radiators T0A and T0C deliver accurate timing
for measuring the time of collisions. Figure 1 shows the pseudorapidity coverage of these
detector systems.

Figure 1: Pseudorapidity coverage of the ALICE detectors.

3 Central diffraction in ALICE

Central diffractive events are experimentally defined by activity in the central barrel and
by no activity outside the central barrel. This condition can be implemented in the trigger
at level zero (L0) by defining barrel activity as hits in the ITS pixel detector, or the TOF
system. The gap condition is realized by the absence of V0 signals, hence a gap of two units
on either barrel side can be defined at L0. In the offline analysis, the information from the
V0, T0, FMD, SPD and TPC detectors define the gaps spanning the range 0.9 ă η ă 5.1 and
´3.7 ă η ă ´0.9. Events with and without detector signals in these two ranges are defined
to be no-gap and double gap events, respectively.

A rapidity gap can be due either to Pomeron, Reggeon or photon exchange. A double gap
signature can therefore be induced by a combination of these exchanges. Pomeron-Pomeron
events result in centrally produced states with quantum numbers C = +1 (C = C-parity)
and I = 0 (I = isospin). The corresponding quantum numbers in photon-Pomeron induced
events are C = -1 and I = 0 or I = 1 [3].
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4 Central meson production in pp-collisions

In the years 2010-2011, ALICE recorded zero bias and mimimum bias data in pp-collisions
at a center-of-mass energy of

?
s = 7 TeV. The zero bias trigger was defined by beam bunches

crossing at the ALICE interaction point, while the minimum bias trigger was derived by
minimum activity in either the ITS pixel or the V0 detector. Events with double gap topology
as described above are contained in this minimum bias trigger, hence central diffractive
events were analyzed from the minimum bias data sample.

For the results presented below, a sample of 3.5ˆ 108 minimum bias events was analyzed.
First, the fraction of events satisfying the gap condition described above was calculated.
This fraction was found to be about 2ˆ 10´4. Only runs where this fraction was calculated to
be within 3 σ of the average value of the corresponding distribution were further analyzed.
This procedure resulted in about 7 ˆ 104 double gap events. As a next step, the track
multiplicity in the pseudorapidity range ´0.9 ă η ă 0.9 was evaluated .
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Figure 2: Track multiplicity within pseudorapidity range -0.9 < η < 0.9 for no-gap and
double gap events.

Figure 2 shows the track multiplicity in the pseudorapidity range´0.9 ă η ă 0.9 for double
and no-gap events. Very low transverse momentum tracks never reach the TPC which
results in events with track multiplicity zero. The multiplicity distributions of the double
and no-gap events clearly show different behaviors as demonstrated in Figure 2.

The specific energy loss dE/dx as measured by the TPC in combination with the TOF
detector information identifies pions with transverse momenta pT ě 300 MeV/c. The
events with exactly two pions are selected, and the invariant mass of the pion pairs is
shown in Figure 3. These pion pairs can be of like or unlike sign charge. Like sign pion
pairs can arise from two pion pair production with loss of one pion of same charge in each
pair, either due to the low pT cutoff described above, or due to the finite pseudorapidity
coverage of the detectors used for defining the rapidity gap. For charge symmetric detector
acceptances, the unlike sign pairs contain the signal plus background, whereas the like
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Figure 3: Invariant mass distribution of like and unlike sign pion pairs.

sign pairs represent the background. From the two distributions shown in Figure 3, the
background is estimated to be less than 5%.
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Figure 4: Pion pair invariant mass distribution for double and for no-gap events.

Figure 4 displays the normalized background corrected pion pair mass for double and
no-gap events. The particle identification by the TOF detector requires the single track
transverse momentum pT to be larger than about 300 MeV/c. This single track pT cut
introduces a significant acceptance reduction for pair masses Mpππq ď 0.8 GeV{c2 at low
pair pT. The distributions shown are not acceptance corrected. In the no-gap events,
structures are seen from K0

s and ρ0-decays. Two additional structures are associated with
f0(980) and f2(1270) decays. In the double gap distribution, the K0

s and ρ0 are highly
suppressed while the f0(980) and f2(1270) with quantum numbers JPC = (0, 2)`` are much
enhanced. This enhancement of JPC = J`` states is evidence that the double gap condition
used for analysing the minimum bias data sample selects events dominated by double
Pomeron exchange.
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5 Central meson production in PbPb-collisions

Diffractive and electromagnetic processes in PbPb-collisions show a variety of intriguing
features [4, 5]. First, photoabsorption can lead to giant dipole resonance excitation with
subsequent neutron decay. In such decays, the charge to mass ratio is modified. In addition,
bound-free pair production also leads to a modified charge to mass ratio of one or both of
the nuclei involved. Both processes contribute to the beam life time. Second, photon-photon
processes result in electromagnetic production of pseudoscalars π0, η, η

1

and of pairs of
bosons π`π´, K`K´ and fermions e`e´, µ`µ´, τ`τ´. Third, photon-Pomeron processes
can, for example, result in diffractive photoproduction of vector mesons ρ0, φ, J{Ψ, Υ.

The first heavy ion run at the LHC took place in Nov-Dec 2010. In this period, about 12ˆ 106

minimum bias PbPb-collisions were recorded with the ALICE detectors. In addition to
the minimum bias trigger, data were taken with two dedicated triggers for investigating
meson production in the ALICE central barrel. First, a trigger OM2 based on number of
TOF hits ě 2 was running. Second, a trigger CCUP2 defined by the logic combination: (TOF
hits ě 2) AND (ITS pixel) AND (double gap condition) was defined.
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Figure 5: Transverse momentum of unlike and like sign CCUP2 triggered pairs in PbPb-
collisions at

?
sNN = 2.76 TeV.

The OM2 and CCUP2 triggered events with exactly two tracks in the central barrel were
selected, and the pair transverse momentum was calculated. Both of these triggers result in
similar pair pT distributions. The pair pT of CCUP2 triggered events is shown in Figure 5
for like and unlike sign pairs. The unlike sign distribution clearly shows a strong peak at
pT ď 100 MeV/c consistent with coherent production off a Pb nucleus.

Figure 6 shows the invariant mass for the unlike sign CCUP2 triggered pairs with pair
pT ď 150 MeV/c. This distribution is not corrected for finite detector acceptance and for
detector resolution. The shape of the distribution shown in Figure 6 is consistent with
production of the ρ0-meson with JPC = 1´´. As for the pT-distribution, the OM2 and CCUP2
triggers result in similar pair invariant mass distributions. Hence these results indicate that
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Figure 6: Invariant mass of unlike sign pairs with pT ď 150 MeV/c for CCUP2 triggered
pairs in PbPb collisions at

?
sNN = 2.76 TeV.

double gap events in PbPb collisions are not dominated by Pomeron-Pomeron events as is
the case in proton-proton collisions.

6 Conclusions and Outlook

First analysis results show that central meson production in double gap events at LHC
energies is consistent with the hypothesis of Pomeron-Pomeron and photon-Pomeron
exchange in pp and PbPb-collisions, respectively. The next step in the study of these events
will be a quantitative analysis of the results.
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The existence of glueballs within QCD is uncontroversial but their experimental verification is

still in doubt. We discuss the new possibilities for a search of glueballs as the leading object

in gluon jets at the LHC. We summarize previous results from LEP which demonstrate a

significant excess rate of electrically neutral leading clusters in comparison with MC models.

1 QCD expectations and search for glueballs

According to an early prediction of QCD the self-interacting gluons are able to bind them-
selves and to give rise to a new spectroscopy of gluonic matter or glueballs; specific scenarios
for glueball phenomenology go back to 1975 [1], for recent reviews, see [2]. Today, quan-
titative predictions are derived from lattice QCD and from QCD sum rules. The lightest
glueball is found to be a scalar with JPC “ 0`` and a mass of 1.0-1.7 GeV.

There have been considerable efforts to identify glueballs experimentally. The aim is at first
to establish the lightest qq nonets in the spectrum; then, the appearence of extra states could
hint towards a glueball. More directly, one looks for an enhanced production of a glueball
candidate in "gluon rich" processes but a suppression in γγ reactions [2].

Studies of production and decay of resonances along these lines have led to various scenarios
for classification of the lightest scalar states

f0p600q, f0p980q, f0p1370q, f0p1500q, f0p1710q.

According to one approach (e.g. [3]), the glueball could be mixed into the three states above
1 GeV together with two members of the qq nonet. Alternatively, the glueball could be
related to the broad f0p600q (e.g. [4, 5]). A problem in constructing multiplets is the status of
f0p1370qwhich is not seen in phase shift analyses of π`π´ Ñ π`π´, π0π0 [6].

The production of resonances has been studied in a number of gluon-rich processes: "central
production" pp Ñ p gb p by double Pomeron exchange, J{ψ Ñ γ gb, pp Ñ π gb, B Ñ K gb
(through b Ñ sg) and, finally, forward fragmentation of a gluon into glueballs.

Only in the last reaction involving a high energy gluon jet the gluon can be identified as a
source, in the other processes the overall energy is low of Ø (few GeV) and the role of gluons
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is not obvious anymore. An interesting result on central production has been presented at
this conference by ALICE at LHC [7]: in the double gap events the isoscalar states f0p980q
and f2p1270q are enhanced in comparison to no-gap events. The enhanced production
of the well known qq state f2p1270q demonstrates that the double Pomeron mechanism
does not enhance exclusively glueballs. We also note that the Pomeron structure has been
investigated at HERA [8]. Present results suggest a dominant fracton („ 70%) of momentum
to be carried by gluons, but the ratio Gpxq{Spxq of gluon over singlet quark densities at
large momentum fractions x „ 1 varies between G{S „ 0 for ZEUS data according to [9]
and G{S „ 1´ 2 for H1. Then, the production of qq states in double Pomeron scattering
could be a reflection of the sizable quark valence component of the Pomeron.

2 Leading particle systems in gluon jets

According to the well known concept of quark fragmentation the leading particles at large
Feynman x are those which carry the initial quark of the jet as a valence quark

q Ñ Meson pqq1q ` X,

for example, leading particles in a u-quark jet are a π`pudq or a π0ptuu` ddu{
?

2q with
half strength, whereas π´pduq is suppressed at large x. In analogy, one can consider the
fragmentation of a gluon and suppose that the leading particle in the jet is the one with a
gluonic valence component

g Ñ Meson pggq ` X.

Models of this kind with leading glueballs, but also with leading isoscalars like η, η1, ω at
large x have been suggested already long ago [10], for x-distributions, see also [11].

Studies of gluon jets at LEP did not establish a clear support of the model for isoscalar qq
mesons [12]. While the L3 collaboration found for the jet of lowest momentum in e`e´ Ñ 3
jets a considerable enhancement of η production by factor 2-3 beyond MC calculations for
xp ą 0.06, where xp “ p{pbeam, ALEPH later reported agreement between data and revised
MC versions (similarly also for η1, but with low statistics). OPAL found an excess η rate
over MC’s at the higher momenta but did not separate quark and gluon jets in this range.
No other isoscalar particles have been studied separately for quark and gluon jets.

The distributions of charge and mass of the leading cluster Qlead and Mlead in gluon jets
beyond a rapidity gap reflect the colour neutralisation mechanism [13]. In particular, the
“color octet neutralisation” is a precondition for glueball production. In that case, two
gluons, if separated beyond the confinement radius Rc, will create two other gluons to
form colour neutral sub-systems. Alternatively, colour triplet neutralisation is possible
with creation of two qq pairs, or both mechanisms with probablilities P8 and P3. For large
rapidity gaps one expects the charge distribution to approach a limiting behaviour with
charge Qlead “ 0 with P8 and charges Qlead “ 0,˘1 with P3,
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pT xT g in di-jet q in γ` jet
TEVATRON 1.8 TeV 50 0.056 60% 75 %
LHC 7 TeV 200 0.057 60% 80 %

50 0.014 75% 90 %
800 0.229 25% 75%

Table 1: Rates for gluon and quark jets at TEVATRON [15] and LHC [16].

Results from LEP on leading clusters have been obtained from OPAL, DELPHI and ALEPH
[14]. All experiments agree upon a significantly enhanced rate for neutral clusters (Qlead “ 0)
beyond a rapidity gap in gluon jets by 10-40% as compared to the JETSET MC, depending
on the selection and purity of the jets. On the other hand, the corresponding distributions
for quark jets or for gluon jets without gap agree well with MC’s. In addition, DELPHI and
OPAL find the excess of gluon jets with Qlead “ 0 with typically lower masses Mlead À 2.5
GeV. A natural explanation would be a leading gluonic system or glueball.

3 Proposal for LHC studies of gluonic systems

Studies of leading particle systems can be performed at the LHC with some advantages.
Most importantly, gluon jets can be selected with higher energies in comparison to LEP and
they are more copiously produced with good statistics. It is possible to compare quark and
gluon jets with similar energies from different processes.
1. leading order processes to be calculated from pd f 1s and parton-parton cross sections:

Quark jets can be obtained from final states pp Ñ γ` jet` X with subprocess qg Ñ γq
dominating at the lower pT. Gluon jets are found among di-jet events, also at low pT.
Examples are presented in Tab. 1.
A good purity of quark jets can be obtained in this way, but gluon jets with their steeper
fragmentation need higher purity to reduce background.
2. gluon bremsstrahlung:
Using a trigger on total transverse energy one selects 3-jet events. Similar to the case at
e`e´ Ñ 3 jets the lowest momentum jet is most likely a gluon jet from QCD bremsstrahlung
(qqg, qgg or ggg). The fraction of gluon jets can be derived within the DGLAP approximation
for low kT. For example, at small xg one finds, given the ratio of gluon to quark production
rate Rg “ σg{σq the fraction Fgpxgq “

1
1`4xg{p8`18Rgq

which yields for Rg “ 1, as example,

Fg « 95% at xg “ 0.2, Fg « 85% at xg “ 0.5.

Studies at LHC could be useful in two directions:
1. Leading clusters with larger rapidity gaps.
The new possibilities at LHC follow from the gluon jet energies larger by an order of
magnitude as compareed to LEP (typically ă 25 GeV). This allows for a better separation
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of the leading cluster. The rapidity gaps could extend up to ∆y „ 4 (add ln 10 « 2.3 to
∆y « 1.7). With increasing rapidity gaps the leading charges should be closer to their
asymptotic distribution with values Q “ 0,˘1 allowing for a better estimate of probabilities
P3 and P8.
2. Direct study of resonances in mass distributions.
The spectra of the invariant mass of leading particles beyond the gap are generally found
quite smooth. There is some evidence in gluon jets for f0p980q in the ππ (DELPHI [14]) and
for f0p1500q in the 4π spectrum (OPAL [14]). The rapidity gap cuts affect the angular decay
distribution of the cluster and could reduce the resonance signal. This is avoided if the
mass spectra are constructed first and then their x distribution is studied. Such resonance x
spectra have not yet been determined for quark and gluon jets separately.

The distinguishing feature for identifying a glueball is its x distribution in comparison with
the reference spectrum of a well defined qq resonance (examples ρ, f2p1270q, φp1020q) of
comparable mass in the quark and gluon jet resp. The glueball should be "suppressed"
in a quark jet and should be "leading" in a gluon jet, i.e. above a qq reference resonance,
according to the following scheme (for scalar f0’s):

meson quark jet gluon jet
triplet neutr. octet neutr.

qq : f0 rre f : ρ, f2, φ . . .s leading suppressed suppressed
gb : f0 rre f : ρ, f2 . . .s suppressed suppressed leading
qq : f0, strongly mixed leading suppressed leading (?)

4q : f0p600q{σ, f0p980q (?) suppressed suppressed suppressed

Table 2: Identifying glueballs through reference spectra in quark and gluon jets.

The last line in the table relies on the validity of particular models, here we refer to the quark
counting approach [17]. To the extent, that the x-distribution of f0p980q almost coincides
with the one of f2p1270q [18], there is no evidence for structure beyond qq of f0p980q.

In principle, also mixed gb´ qq states could be recognized by comparing with the appro-
priate superposition of two reference distributions. Gluonic components could appear in
the spectra of pππq0 ( f0p600q{”σ”, f0p980q, f0p1500q), of p4πq0 (p f0p1370qp?q, f0p1500q) and
pKKq0, ( f0p980q, f0p1500q, f0p1710q).

4 Summary

1. The existence of glueballs is predicted since long, the clear evidence is still missing.

2. Lesson from LEP: evidence for a new fragmentation component:
excess of neutral clusters by up to 40% beyond expectation from MC’s.
Gluon jets may not be built up from quark strings only.
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3. There is a new chance of finding glueballs in gluon jets at LHC:
excess of neutral leading clusters with increasing gap size;
resonance x-spectra in quark and gluon jets in comparison with reference spectra.
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The σ meson may be considered as the Higgs boson of strong interaction. While the observation

of the electroweak Higgs boson is the primary goal in ongoing experiments at the LHC, the σ

meson is by now well studied both as an on-shell particle and as a virtual particle while being

part of the constituent quark. This makes it timely to give an overview of the present status of

the Higgs sector of strong interaction which includes the scalar mesons σp600q, κp800q, f0p980q

and a0p980q together with the pseudo Goldstone bosons π, K and η.

1 Introduction

Scalar mesons below 1 GeV together with the pseudo Goldstone bosons π, K and η may
be considered as the Higgs sector of strong interaction. While the EW Higgs boson up
to now appears to escape experimental observation in the ongoing LHC experiments [1]
the strong counterpart, the σ meson is by now well studied both as on-shell particle and
as a virtual particle while being part of the constituent quark. The latter observation has
been facilitated through Compton scattering by the proton in an experiment carried out
at MAMI (Mainz) published in 2001 [2, 3]. In this experiment it has been shown that the
scalar t-channel makes a strong contribution to the Compton scattering amplitude, being
successfully represented in terms of a t-channel pole located at m2

σ where mσ is the bare
mass of the σ meson, determined in this experiment to be „ 600 MeV. Inspite of this
great success the physical interpretation of the experiment remained uncertain because an
explicit σ meson is a strongly unwanted particle in chiral perturbation theory. This led to an
unnecessary delay, because a detailed theoretical investigation was required extending until
2010, when it was shown that the t-channel pole at m2

σ is a well founded concept and that
the related t-channel amplitude may be understood as being due to Compton scattering by
the σ meson while being part of the constituent quark [4]. The findings in [4] were extended
to include the whole scalar nonet below 1 GeV in [5]. The present work is in part based on
this latter publication where more details may be found.
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2 The doorway model and the structure of scalar mesons

The scalar nonet below 1 GeV cannot be understood in terms of flavor structures as provided
by SUp3q f [6] because of the ordering of the meson masses. This problem was solved
by introducing tetraquarks pqqq2 [6]. The tetraquark model implies the possibility of a
dissociation of the kind pqqq2 Õ pqq` qqq, leading to qq as a small structure component.
In [5] this small qq structure component was interpreted in terms of a doorway state which
serves as the entrance channel in a two-photon fusion reaction and is in agreement with the
experimental two-photon widths of the mesons:

σp600q : γγ Ñ
uu` dd
?

2
Ñ uudd Ñ ππ,(1)

f0p980q : γγ Ñ
1
?

2

˜

uu` dd
?

2
´ ss

¸

Ñ
sspuu` ddq

?
2

Ñ ππ, KK,(2)

a0p980q : γγ Ñ
1
?

2

˜

´uu` dd
?

2
` ss

¸

Ñ
sspuu´ ddq

?
2

Ñ ηπ, KK.(3)

The qq configuration of the a0p980q meson violates isospin conservation. This is of no
problem because we consider the qq configuration only as a small structure component.

In t-channel nucleon Compton scattering the reaction chain

(4) γγ Ñ tσp600q, f0p980q, a0p980qu Ñ NN

is considered where the excitation of the NN pair is virtual. This leads to the consequence
that the masses of the scalar mesons entering into (4) are the bare masses, i.e. the masses
for the case of zero particle decay width. The validity of this concept has been shown
in [7] where quantitative predictions of electromagnetic polarizabilities of the nucleon led
to excellent agreement with experimental data.

3 Mass prediction for scalar mesons in terms of spontaneous, dy-
namical and explicit symmetry breaking

In case of pseudoscalar and scalar mesons the following phenomena contribute to the
generation of the masses of the mesons:
(i) The Up1qA anomaly,
(ii) spontaneous or dynamical symmetry breaking,
(iii) explicit symmetry breaking leading to non-zero current-quark masses.
The Up1qA anomaly is a gluonic (instanton [8]) effect which works on SUp3q f flavor states
which are completely symmetric in the chiral limit. For pseudoscalar and scalar mesons
this is only the case for the η0 flavor state and has the consequence that η0 has a mass
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in the chiral limit whereas all the other pseudoscalar mesons are massless. These latter
pseudoscalar mesons form the octet of Goldstone bosons as depicted in the left panels of
Figures 1 and 2. The left panel of Figure 1 shows the mexican-hat potential where the

U(M,φ)

Μ/gσ
π K η

a) b)

G g

Figure 1: Left panel: Spontaneous symmetry breaking in the chiral limit (cl) illustrated
by the LσM: In the SUp2q sector there is one “strong Higgs boson”, the σ meson having
a mass of mcl

σ “ 652 MeV taking part in spontaneous symmetry breaking, accompanied
by an isotriplet of massless π mesons serving as Goldstone bosons. In the SUp3q sector
there are 8 massless Goldstone bosons π, K, η, and nine scalar mesons σ, κ, f0 and a0, all
of them having the same mass as the σ meson in the chiral limit. The mass degeneracy
is removed by explicit symmetry breaking. Right panel: Tadpole graphs of dynamical
symmetry breaking. a) Four fermion version of the Nambu-Jona–Lasinio (NJL) model, b)
bosonized NJL model.

Goldstone bosons correspond to the minimum of the potential. The mexican-hat potential
describes spontaneous symmetry breaking in terms of a mass parameter µ and a self-
coupling parameter λ. Since these parameters are unknown no quantitative prediction of
the masses of the constituent quark and of the scalar mesons is possible. This is different in
the quark-level linear σ model (QLLσM) where the graphs shown in Figure 1 a) and b) are
taken into account. In this way the Delbourgo-Scadron relation [9]

(5) M “ g f0

is obtained with g “ 2π{
?

3 being the σ-quark coupling constant and f0 “ 89.8 MeV the
pion decay constant in the chiral limit. Eq. (5) leads to mcl “ 2M “ 652 MeV as given in
the caption of Figure 2. Explicit symmetry breaking is described by generalizing the mass
formula valid for the σ meson

(6) m2
σ “

16π2

3
f 2
π `m2

π

by taking into account the larger fraction of strange quarks in the κp800q and the p f0p980q, a0p980qq
mesons in their tetraquark structures. This leads to

m2
κ “

16π2

3
1
2
p f 2

π ` f 2
Kq `

1
2
pm2

π `m2
Kq(7)

m2
a0, f0

“
16π2

3
f 2
K `m2

η(8)
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ππππ,,,,    K,ηηηη
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f =0 f =1/4 f =1/2
ss s

Figure 2: Left panel: Pseudoscalar mesons after U(1)A symmetry breaking (left column)
and after additional explicit symmetry breaking (right column). Right panel: Masses of
the members of the scalar nonet. In the chiral limit all the scalar mesons have the same
mass amounting to 2M “ mcl

σ “ 652 MeV, where M is the mass of the constituent quark in
the chiral limit and mcl

σ the mass of the σ mesons in the chiral limit (cl). Explicit symmetry
breaking shifts the masses upward with the fraction fs of strange quarks in the tetraquark
structure being the parameter determining the size of the shift.

where fπ “ 92.42˘ 0.26 MeV and fK “ 113.0˘ 1.0 MeV. The masses predicted in this way
are mσ “ 685 MeV, mκ “ 834 MeV and ma0, f0 “ 986 MeV in close agreement with the
experimental data.
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We develop a scheme for the extraction of the properties of the scalar mesons f0p600q, f0p980q,

and a0p980q from lattice QCD data. This scheme is based on a two-channel chiral unitary

approach with fully relativistic propagators in a finite volume. In order to discuss the feasibility

of finding the mass and width of the scalar resonances, we analyze synthetic lattice data with

a fixed error assigned, and show that the framework can be indeed used for an accurate

determination of resonance pole positions in the multi-channel scattering.

1 Introduction

We present a method to calculate energy levels for ππ and KK in a finite volume using for
this purpose the chiral unitary approach that produces the f0p600q, f0p980q, and a0p980q
resonances as dynamically generated in the continuum. After this we face the inverse
problem: assuming that the levels obtained in the finite box are lattice data we determine
the phase shifts in the continuum and extract the resonance properties [1].

2 The formalism

In the chiral unitary approach we obtain the T-matrix for the ππ and KK coupled channels
by means of the Bethe Salpeter equation

(1) T “ r1´VGs´1V
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where V is the 2x2 matrix of the transition potential and G, a diagonal matrix is the loop
function of the two meson propagators

Gj “

|~q|ăqmax
ż

d3~q
p2πq3

1
2ω1p~qqω2p~qq

ω1p~qq `ω2p~qq
E2 ´ pω1p~qq `ω2p~qqq2 ` iε

,

ω1,2p~qq “

b

m2
1,2 `~q2 .(2)

In a box of length L the energy levels are given by the poles of the T matrix of eq. (1)
substituting G by G̃ given by

G̃j “
1
L3

|~q|ăqmax
ÿ

~q

1
2ω1p~qqω2p~qq

ω1p~qq `ω2p~qq
E2 ´ pω1p~qq `ω2p~qqq2

,

~q “
2π

L
~n, ~n P Z3 .(3)

As we can see, all we have done is to replace the integral by a discrete sum over the free
eigenvalues of the box given by the periodic boundary conditions.

In one channel, the poles of T in the box are obtained when

(4) V´1pEq ´ G̃pEq “ 0 .

Then the T matrix in the continuum for the energies eigenvalues of the box can be obtained
by means of

(5) TpEq “
´

V´1pEq ´ GpEq
¯´1

“
`

G̃pEq ´ GpEq
˘´1 .

By changing the value of L one can achieve that different energies appear as eigenvalues
of the box and then obtain the T matrix in the continuum for any desired energy, via eq.
(5). As shown in [1] this equation is nothing else than Lüscher’s formula [2]. However,
for smaller values of L, differences emerge which are due to the presence of the relativistic
propagators in the loops (see Ref. [1] for a detailed discussion on this issue).

The main purpose of [1] was to extend the idea of Lüscher to two channels, following the
lines of [3]. For this purpose we propose several methods in [1], but we will outline only
one here, which is practical and at reach by present lattice calculations.

Let us assume that we have the lattice data of fig. 1, which have been obtained from the
chiral unitary approach in the finite box, and we want to obtain the ππ and KK phase shifts
in the continuum from these data. For this purpose we take the levels 2 and 3 of Fig. 1
and a few energies from them, associating an error of 10 MeV to these energies. Then we
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Figure 1: Energy levels as functions of the cubic box size L, derived from the chiral unitary
approach of Ref. [4] and using G̃ from Eq. (3).

make a fit to these data assuming that we have a potential, suggested by the chiral unitary
approach, of the type

(6) Vij “ aij ` bijps´ 4M2
Kq .

The levels in the box with two channels are obtained from the poles of the T matrix which
come from the condition that the determinant of (1´VG) is zero,

(7) detp1´VG̃q “ 1´V11G̃1 ´V22G̃2 ` pV11V22 ´V2
12qG̃1G̃2 “ 0 .

As one can see in fig. 2, the method shows that one can reconstruct the phase shifts in the
continuum with an acceptable accuracy and from there the f0p980q resonance. The same
can be done for the a0p980q and the f0p600q. As lessons that one draws from the work we
can say that the two channel method is necessary for the description of the f0p980q and
a0p980q resonances, the analysis with only the ππ channel leading to inaccurate results and
incorrect conclusions. Another lesson learned is that the flattening of a level in the box as a
funtion of L is not a guarantee that this energy corresponds to a resonance. The flattening
can occur around the threshold of a new channel without it corresponding to a resonance
in the continuum. The method developed in [1] should be very helpful in the analysis of
future lattice data for groups looking for hadron spectra from lattice QCD [5].
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Figure 2: Left: Generated data points (10 MeV error, 13 points) with periodic b.c.; Fits
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Revisiting the relevance of local duality for the pion elastic form factor gives rise to optimism.

Recently, several analyses of the pion form factor FπpQ2q at momentum transfer Q2 around
Q2 « 4´ 50 GeV2 have appeared [1] which claim that FπpQ2q remains much larger than the
pQCD result even at Q2 « 50 GeV2 (see Fig. 1a). These studies obtain a much larger FπpQ2q

than our result from the local-duality sum rule [2]. They imply that the LD limit is strongly
violated even at rather large Q2. QCD sum rules utilizing nonlocal condensates [3] arrive at
more moderate claims but also observe a large local-duality violation at Q2 “ 10´ 20 GeV2.
A careful inspection reveals that all these analyses involve explicit or implicit assumptions.
Consequently, in a recent study [4] we scrutinized the LD model and its accuracy, by taking
advantage of the case of quantum mechanics: there hadronic features, such as form factors,
may be found independently of the sum-rule method by solving the Schrödinger equation.

1 Local-Duality Sum Rules

Local-duality (LD) sum rules [6] are nothing but dispersive N-point sum rules in the limit of
infinitely large Borel-mass parameter ĂM, that is, for τ ” 1{ĂM2 Ñ 0. In this limit, all power
corrections vanish. The assumption of quark–hadron duality claims that, above some effective
continuum threshold seff, the contributions of excited and continuum states at hadron level
are dual to the high-energy region of the perturbative diagrams arising from QCD. Under
this assumption, in the chiral limit the LD sum rules of interest for the present analysis read

(1) f 2
π “

seff
ż

0

ds ρpertpsq , FπpQ2q f 2
π “

seffpQq
ż

0

seffpQq
ż

0

ds1 ds2 ∆pertps1, s2, Qq .

The spectral densities ρpertpsq and ∆pertps1, s2, Qq are given by QCD perturbation theory [7].
All details of nonperturbative dynamics are encoded in the effective continuum thresholds
seff and seffpQq. Fixing these, pion decay constant fπ and form factor FπpQ2q can be derived.
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Figure 1: Dependence of both pion elastic form factor FπpQ2q (a) and effective continuum
threshold seffpQq (b) on the momentum transfer Q. In (b) the red line is the exact threshold
seffpQq as reconstructed from experimental FπpQ2 ď 2.5 GeV2q data [5], the blue refers to
a sum-rule study using nonlocal condensates [3], the black is our LD model (2) for seffpQq.

One should be aware that any effective continuum threshold is different from the physical
continuum threshold: the latter is a constant determined by the masses of the lowest-lying
hadronic excitations whereas the effective continuum threshold is just an ingredient of the
sum-rule method related to a specific implementation of quark–hadron duality. Therefore,
effective thresholds are not constant but depend on the external kinematic variables [8, 9].

Taking into account the properties of the perturbative 2- and 3-point spectral functions, one
may formulate an approximate LD model for the effective threshold seffpQq: our model is based
on some smooth interpolation between the behaviour of seffpQq for Q Ñ 0, determined by
a Ward identity, and for Q Ñ8, determined by factorization properties of ∆pertps1, s2, Qq.
Remembering the well-measured pion elastic form factor in the region near Q2 « 2.5 GeV2,
we propose [4], in terms of the strong coupling constant αspQ2q, the simple parametrization

(2) seffpQq “
4π2 f 2

π

1` αsp0q{π

„

1` tanh
ˆ

Q2

Q2
0

˙

αsp0q
π



, Q2
0 “ 2.02 GeV2 .

For small Q2, following [2] we assume a freezing of αspQ2q. Note that seffpQq approaches its
LD limit, viz., seff “ 4π2 f 2

π, already in the region Q2 ą 4´ 5 GeV2 (Fig. 1b). Accordingly,
the only essential nonperturbative input for the LD model (2) is the pion decay constant fπ.

Figure 1a depicts the corresponding prediction for the pion elastic form factor FπpQ2q. Our
LD model provides a perfect description of all the available experimental data in the region
Q2 “ 1´ 2.5 GeV2. For Q2 ě 3´ 4 GeV2, the LD model reproduces well all the data except
for the single point Q2 “ 10 GeV2; there our prediction is off the actual experimental value
(which, in any case, is affected by a rather large error) by roughly two standard deviations.
Interestingly enough, in the range Q2 ě 3´ 4 GeV2 the LD model yields significantly lower
predictions than the findings of the different theoretical approaches presented in Refs. [1, 3].
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A closer inspection of Fig. 1 easily reveals that it is virtually impossible to construct models
compatible with all experimental findings in Q2 “ 2.5´ 10 GeV2: those approaches that hit
the data at Q2 “ 10 GeV2 overestimate the data points of better quality at Q2 « 2´ 4 GeV2.

By construction, the LD model (2) is but an approximate model which involves too few free
parameters to be able to take into account some subtle details of the confinement dynamics.
Nevertheless, we would like to estimate the uncertainties of hadron-parameter predictions
we might expect for the momentum-transfer range Q2 ě 3´ 4 GeV2. The obvious place to
study this and to get an idea of the order of magnitude of the errors is quantum mechanics:
there solving Schrödinger’s equation numerically [10] gives the exact bound-state features.

2 Local-Duality Effective-Threshold Model in Quantum Mechanics

The main ingredient that constrains the formulation of our LD model (2) is the factorization
of hard form factors. Consequently, this model may be tested in quantum mechanics (QM)
for potentials containing both Coulomb and confining interactions. For definiteness, we [4]
consider a set of power-law confining potentials: Vconfprq9rn, n “ 2, 1, 1

2 . We adopt model
parameters suitable for hadron physics and fix the strengths of all our Vconfprq such that for
each of them the Schrödinger equation yields the same value ψp0q of the configuration-space
bound-state wave function ψprq at the origin and hence the same QM LD threshold model.

We identified an important universal behaviour, which does not depend on the details of the
confining interaction: the accuracy of the LD model for both effective continuum threshold
and elastic form factor increases with Q in the range Q ě 2 GeV. Accordingly, we may infer
that, if in the region Q2 « 4´ 8 GeV2 the LD setup provides a satisfactory description of the
experimental data, the accuracy of our predictions will not be worse for larger values of Q2.

3 Summary, Conclusions, and Outlook

We investigated the pion elastic form factor FπpQ2q by means of an LD model, which can be
formulated in any theory where hard exclusive amplitudes satisfy a factorization theorem
(in essence, any theory where the interactions behave Coulomb-like at small distances and
confining at large distances). Figure 1 and our QM studies lead us to our main conclusions:

1. For Q2 ď 4 GeV2, our exact effective threshold seffpQq exhibits a rapid variation with Q.
This observation implies that the accuracy of the LD model for these momentum transfers
depends on subtle details of the confining interactions and cannot be predicted in advance.

2. For Q2 ě 4 GeV2, irrespective of any details of the underlying confining interactions, the
maximum deviations of the LD-model predictions from the exact elastic form factor occur in
the range Q2 « 4´ 8 GeV2. For Q2 beyond this interval, our LD model’s accuracy increases
very fast. Our QM toy model with power-law potentials shows that, for arbitrary confining
interactions, our LD model entails rather accurate numerical results for Q2 ě 20´ 30 GeV2.
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3. Very precise data [5] on FπpQ2q indicate that the LD limit seffp8q “ 4π2 f 2
π of the effective

threshold is reached already at comparatively low values Q2 “ 5´ 6 GeV2; therefore, large
deviations from the LD limit at Q2 “ 20´ 50 GeV2, as obtained in [1], appear to us unlikely.
Moreover, we expect the pion form factor at Q2 “ 10´ 20 GeV2 to be considerably lower
than the prediction of an approach based on a sum rule involving nonlocal condensates [3].

Our analysis is not meant to constitute a proof of but rather to provide an argument for the
accuracy of the LD model in QCD and the expected behaviour of the pion elastic form factor
at large Q2. Thus, the accurate measurement of Fπ in the region Q2 “ 4´ 10 GeV2 will have
important implications for the behaviour of Fπ at larger Q2, up to asymptotically large Q2.
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Calculation of the pion electromagnetic form factor
from lattice QCD
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We present a lattice calculation of the vector form factor of the pion for two flavours of non-

perturbatively Opaq improved Wilson fermions. For the measurements we utilise the CLS

ensembles which include various lattice spacings and pion masses down to about 250 MeV.

To obtain a fine momentum resolution near zero momentum transfer (q2) partially twisted

boundary conditions are employed using several twist angles. Due to the fine resolution

around q2 “ 0 we are able to determine the slope of the form factor and, in turn, extract the

charge radius of the pion without any model dependence. The results for the form factor

and the charge radius are then compared to chiral perturbation theory and phenomenological

models which are used to extrapolate the results to the physical point.

Over the last years Monte-Carlo simulations of lattice QCD started to produce accurate and
reliable results for a number of quantities of phenomenological interest, such as e.g. the
spectrum of the low lying hadrons and light quark masses (see e.g. [1] and [2]). Despite
good agreement between theory and experiment for these quantities there are others where
lattice QCD does not coincide with experiment. The origin of these discrepancies is not
clear since a number of systematic effects have to be controlled both in experiment and
simulations. A particular example where experiment and theory are not in satisfactory
agreement are observables connected with structural properties of the nucleon, such as
electric and magnetic form factors as well as the nucleon axial charge (see e.g. [3–6]).
Another technically simpler observable where similar systematic effects enter is the pion
electromagnetic form factor fππpq2q, where q is the momentum transfer. The fact that fππ

receives no contribution from quark-disconnected diagrams for two degenerate flavours
makes it the ideal observable to perform a precision calculation in lattice QCD. Nevertheless,
in the region of small momentum transfers the extraction of fππpq2q usually suffers from an
intrinsic model dependence, since a direct calculation in that region has not been possible
so far for both experiment and theory. Related to the pion form factor in that kinematical
regime is the pion charge radius

@

r2
π

D

defined by the linear behavior of fππpq2q at q2 “ 0,

(1) fππpq2q “ 1`

@

r2
π

D

6
q2 ` . . . ñ

@

r2
π

D

“ 6
d fπpq2q

dq2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

q2“0
.
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β a[fm] lattice # masses mπ L Labels Statistic
5.20 0.08 64ˆ 323 3 6.0 – 4.0 A3 – A5 Op100q
5.30 0.07 64ˆ 323 2 6.2, 4.7 E4, E5 Op100q
5.30 0.07 96ˆ 483 1 5.0 F6 233
5.50 0.05 96ˆ 483 3 7.7 – 5.3 N3 – N5 Op100q

Table 1: Compilation of simulation parameters.

The extraction of
@

r2
π

D

is thus mostly governed by the modeling of the q2-dependence of
fππ unless results are available around q2 « 0. In lattice QCD the accessible momenta are
usually obtained by Fourier transformation and thus constrained by finite lattice volume.
This has changed recently by the introduction of partially twisted boundary conditions [8,9]
that in principle allow arbitrary small momentum transfers in lattice simulations [10].

Our calculation of fππ employs ensembles generated in the context of the CLS project2

and include three different lattice spacings with three different pion masses each. The
main parameters of the ensembles used in the analysis are shown in table 1. To reduce the
statistical noise we use stochastic Zp2q ˆ Zp2qwall sources for the computation of the quark
propagators, see e.g. [7]. The momenta are generated by five twist angles tuned so as to
obtain as many as 30 values of q2 below the lowest accessible q2 from Fourier-momentum.
We express our result in units of the Sommer scale r0 [11] in the chiral limit, which has been
measured for these ensembles in [12]. To compare our data to experimental results and
results from other collaborations we use r0 “ 0.471 fm as obtained in [13]. To make optimal
use of the generated data we extract fππ using a combination of the three different ratios
of two- and three-point functions defined in [10]. The error bars are estimated with the
bootstrap method using 1000 samples. For more details of the simulations see [14] and [6]
as well as our upcoming publication.

The results for the pion form factor on our lightest ensemble for each lattice spacing are
shown in figure 1, together with the results from [15–17] and the experimental results
from [18]. Our points reach down to pr0 qq2 À ´10´4 with small statistical uncertainties.
This enables us to use a linear fit to fππpq2q in the region pr0 qq2 ď ´0.15 to extract

@

r2
π

D

without any model dependence. The results from the linear fit are shown in figure 2 (left)
for all ensembles, together with the other results quoted above. We see consistency with the
results from other collaborations. Note that our results might show some residual cut-off
dependence, investigated in our forthcoming publication.

Since our quark masses are bigger than the physical ones, we have to perform a chiral
extrapolation to the physical point, guided by chiral perturbation theory (χPT). The χPT
expressions for fππ, and thus also for

@

r2
π

D

, have been worked out to next-to-next-to leading
order (NNLO) in [19]. As an intermediate step to compare to the NNLO formulae we start
with the comparison to NLO, which was derived in [20]. In figure 2 (right) we show the
results for the only free parameter `6 from the fit with pr0 qq2 ď ´0.15 against pmπ r0q

2.

2https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CLS/WebHome
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Figure 1: Results for the pion form factor for the lightest quark mass for each lattice
spacing compared with the results from PACS-CS [15], ETMC [16] and UKQCD [17], as
well as the experimental results from [18]. The right figure is the inset in the top left-hand
corner.
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Figure 2: Left: Results for the pion charge radius extracted from linear fits to fππpq2q in
the region pr0 qq2 ď ´0.15 against pmπ r0q

2 together with results from other collaborations.
Right: Results for `6 against pmπ r0q

2.

If χPT to NLO were a good description for the mass range of our simulations we would
expect `6 to be constant, which is apparently not the case. This observation is consistent
with the findings of earlier studies as e.g. in [15, 16]. To make a statement on

@

r2
π

D

at the
physical point we thus envisage to use χPT to NNLO. In addition, finite volume effects
as well as lattice artefacts, which might still be present in our analysis, are not taken into
account so far. The discussion of the corresponding analysis of both, χPT to NNLO and
finite volume effects and lattice artefacts, is postponed to a later publication.

Conclusions: In this proceedings article we have given an overview on our ongoing
determination of the electromagnetic form factor of the pion in lattice QCD. We use twisted
boundary conditions to attain a high density of measurements around q2 “ 0 which allows
us to extract the charge radius without residual model dependence. We have compared
our measurements to χPT at NLO and conclude that NLO is insufficient to describe the
data in this mass range consistently. In the final analysis we are going to compare our
measurements to χPT at NNLO and perform detailed studies on cut-off effects, finite
volume effects and contributions to the form factor from excited states.
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Hadron Physics at KLOE and KLOE-2

Camilla Di Donato1 on behalf of KLOE and KLOE-2 Collaborations
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The KLOE Collaboration completed the full data taking on March 2006, acquiring 2.5 f b´1

at the peak of the φ and other 240 pb´1 off-peak. A new Collaboration is working on a new

project, called KLOE-2, to refine and extend the KLOE physics program.

We present here some preliminary and published results from the KLOE Collaboration on the

pseudoscalar η meson and the study of γγ processes, that are among the main points of the

KLOE-2 physics program.

1 Introduction

The KLOE experiment has collected 2.5 f b´1 at the peak of the φ resonance at the e`e´

collider DAΦNE in Frascati. KLOE has performed several precision measurements, here we
present the preliminary analysis of the η Ñ π`π´γ decay channel to study box anomaly
and the recently published branching ratio measurement of η Ñ e`e´e`e´ decay channel,
never observed before. Pseudoscalar production at the φ-factory associated to internal
conversion of the photon into a lepton pair allows the measurement of the form factor
Fpq2

1 “ Mpφq2, q2
2 ą 0q of pseudoscalar mesons in the kinematical region of interest for

the VMD model: a preliminary study of φ Ñ ηe`e´ is based on 739 pb´1, using the
η Ñ π`π´π0 final state.
From a sample of 240 pb´1 taken off the φ resonance, a preliminary analysis of the e`e´ Ñ
e`e´η process, without e˘ tagging in the final state has been performed. The same data
set has been used to search for the f0p600q produced in γγ interactions via the reaction
e`e´ Ñ e`e´π0π0.
The KLOE detector is being upgraded with small angle tagging devices, to detect both
high and low energy e˘ in e`e´ Ñ e`e´X events. The inner tracker and small angle
calorimeters are scheduled to be installed in a subsequent step, providing wider acceptance
for both charged particles and photons. This is the new KLOE-2 project [1]: the detector is
successfully rolled in the new DAΦNE interaction region, with a new beam crossing scheme
allowing for a reduced beam size and increased luminosity. The main goal of KLOE-2 is to
collect an integrated luminosity of about 20 f b´1 in 2-3 years in order to refine and extend
the KLOE physics programme.

1didonato@na.infn.it
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2 The Pseudoscalar η meson

The decays η, η1 Ñ π`π´γ are supposed to get contribution from the anomaly accounted
by the Wess Zumino Witten term into the Chiral Perturbation Theory Lagrangian [2].
Those anomalous processes, known as box anomalies, proceed via a vector meson resonant
contribution (VDM) and maybe via a direct term. The presence of this direct term affects
the partial width value in the case of the η Ñ π`π´γ and the dipion invariant mass
distribution, in the case of η1 Ñ π`π´γ.
A comparison of the experimental Mπ`π´ spectra and partial width for η, η1 meson with
theoretical predictions is mandatory to clarify the role of non-resonant contribution to the
processes. The η Ñ π`π´γ decay has been measured in 1970 by Gormley et al. (7250
events) [3] and in the 1973 by Layter et al. (18150 events) [4]. Theoretical papers trying
to combine the two measurements found discrepancies in data treatment and problems
in obtaining consistent results [2]. In 2007 CLEO Coll. has published the measurement
ΓηÑπ`π´γ{ΓηÑπ`π´π0 “ 0.175˘ 0.007˘ 0.006, based on 859 η Ñ π`π´γ events [5], which
is more then 3σ below the old measurements. KLOE result [6], obtained using 558 pb´1,
gives ΓηÑπ`π´γ{ΓηÑπ`π´π0 “ 0.1838˘ 0.0005stat ˘ 0.0030syst, in agreement with the latest
CLEO evaluation, providing strong evidence in favour of the box anomaly/direct term.

The knowledge of the η meson coupling to virtual photons is important for calculation
of anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, because the pseudoscalar exchange is the
major contribution to the hadron light-by-light scattering [1]. In the η Ñ e`e´e`e´ process
we have conversion decays, which offer the possibility to precisely measure the virtual
photon 4-momentum, via the e` and e´ 4-momenta and we are directly sensitive to the
η meson transition form factor because there are no hadrons among the decay products.
The first theoretical evaluation dates from 1967 [7] and predicts a branching ratio BRpη Ñ
e`e´e`e´q “ 2.59 ˆ 10´5. Double lepton-antilepton η decays have been searched by
CMD-2 and WASA, obtaining upper limits at level of the theoretical expectation. KLOE has
published the first observation of the η Ñ e`e´e`e´ decay, analysing 1.7 f b´1 and identifing
362˘ 29 events which results in a branching ratio of p2.4˘ 0.2stat`bkg ˘ 0.1systq ˆ 10´5, in
agreement with theoretical predictions [8].
Vector-meson-dominance assumption provides good description of photon coupling to
hadrons, and, implementing systematic corrections to standard VMD, it correctly describes
the ω Ñ π0µ`µ´ experimental results too. In this framework deviation from standard
VMD for the φ Ñ ηe`e´ decay spectrum is predicted. The only existing data available
come from SND experiment, which has measured the Mee invariant mass distribution with
213 events [9]. KLOE has selected 7000 φ Ñ ηe`e´ with η Ñ π`π´π0 using a sample of
739 pb´1. Preliminary fit to the Mee using decay parametrization from [10] and Fpq2q as
from [11], indicates the possibility to reach a 5% error on form factor slope.
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2.1 Gamma-gamma Physics

The coupling of photons to scalar and pseudoscalar mesons brings information on me-
son’s quark structure and can be measured directly in e`e´ colliders via the reaction
e`e´ Ñ e`e´γ˚γ˚ Ñ e`e´X. Using the Weizs:acker-Williams approximation [12] to under-
stand main qualitative features of the process, when no cuts are applied to the final state
leptons, it is possible to evaluate the event yields: NeeX “ Lee

ş dF
dWγγ

σγγÑXpWγγqdWγγ the
Lee is the integrated luminosity, Wγγ is the mass of the γ˚γ˚ and dF{dWγγ the two photons
flux function, defined as follows: dF

dWγγ
“ 1

Wγγ
p 2α

π q
2pln Eb

me
q2 f pzq with Eb beam energy and

f pzq is a function of z “ Wγγ

2Eb
.

Single π0 or η production is accessible and this allows to improve determination of two
photon decay width of these meson. In particular KLOE is looking for e`e´ Ñ e`e´η with
η Ñ π`π´π0 final state: in a preliminary analysis of 240 pb´1 off-peak data about 600
events from η meson, produced in γγ interactions have been disentangled, versus other
processes, with a statistical accuracy on Γγγ comparable with existing measurements. The
same off-peak data have been analysed to search for e`e´ Ñ e`e´η with η Ñ π0π0π0 final
state.
The question concerning σ{ f0p600q meson has been debated for a long time. An indirect
evidence comes from φ Ñ π0π0γ KLOE analysis [13]. The e`e´ Ñ e`e´π0π0 process is a
clean electromagnetic probe to investigate the question, because it is expected to be plainly
affected by σ contribution. Our preliminary analysis on the off-peak data, shows a clear
enhancement over estimated backgrounds at low M4γ; see Fig.1. Background subtraction
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Figure 1: Preliminary spectrum of 4-photons invariant mass with KLOE: dots are data,
black line is total MC background, lightblue is KS KL decays, blue is e`e´ Ñ ωπ0 and
magenta is φ Ñ f0γ ; a clear evidence of e`e´ Ñ e`e´π0π0 is given by the excess events
at low M4γ invariant mass is visible

and study of differential cross section together with the understanding of the σ Ñ ππ

contribution are in progress.
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Due to large background from e`e´ Ñ γγpγq, information from e˘ taggers already installed
at KLOE-2, will be crucial in the analysis of new data to look for the production of σ.

The KLOE experiment with 2.5 f b´1 integrated luminosity at the peak of the φ resonance at
the e`e´ collider DAΦNE, has published several interesting results. In the next future a
new data-taking campaign will be realized by KLOE-2 at the upgraded DAΦNE, with the
aim to collect about 20 f b´1 in order to refine and extend the KLOE physics program.
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In order to study the light-meson spectrum the COMPASS experiment at CERN was taking

data with a 190 GeV/c hadron beam hitting a liquid hydrogen target in the years 2008 and

2009. The negative hadron beam contained mainly pions and a small fraction of about 2.5% of

kaons. Kaons were identified using CEDAR PID detectors in the beamline. One of the channels

of interest are diffractively produced resonances decaying into the K´ π` π´ final state. The

presented data selection resulted in 270 000 events from 2008 hadron-beam data. The invariant

mass spectra show already the well known resonances like the K1p1270q, K1p1400q and the

K2p1770q. To disentangle all contributing resonances techniques of mass independent partial

wave analysis were applied. A short review on the ongoing studies is presented. Supported by

BMBF under the contract 06MZ224.

1 Introduction

A bound qq state in a potential with additional orbital angular momentum between the
quarks has several eigenstates whose energy corresponds to the mass of the meson. A
coupling of an s or s quark with lighter quarks creates isospin I3 “ 1{2 states. Those are
classified by their total spin-parity JP. No further eigenvalues like CpGq-parity are available
as symmetry is broken due to the heavier strange quark.

Resonances decaying into K¯π˘π¯ final states were measured at several experiments [1–3]
in the past. Most of them in the late 70s, like WA03 [4] at CERN, often quoted to be the "best"
measurement so far in this channel. After 30 years still many unconfirmed resonances [5]
as well as open questions about their interpretation exist, giving us the motivation to
remeasure those states with the COMPASS high-precision spectrometer.
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2 Measurement

Figure 1: Illustration of the two-stage COMPASS Spectrometer (top/side view). For
details see the text.

The production mechanism of choice was single-diffractive dissociation of a projectile on
a proton target (see figure 2 left). A beam particle was excited via reggeon (pomeron)
exchange to a higher state preserving charge, flavour, energy and G-parity. The target
proton stayed intact, only four-momentum was transferred to the proton.

The COMPASS hadron runs in the years 2008 and 2009 were mainly dedicated to the study
of meson or baryon excitations. The 60 m long two-stage spectrometer is sketched in figure 1.
The negative hadron beam was consisting mainly of pions with a small kaon admixture
of about 2.5%. These were tagged by CEDAR detectors 30 m upstream of the target [6]. In
single-diffractive processes the target proton scatters elastically. A Recoil Proton Detector
(RPD) measured the time of flight of the protons that were kicked out of the 40 cm long
liquid hydrogen target using two barrels of scintillator slabs.

Momenta of charged final states were determined by two spectrometer stages, each initial-
ized by a spectrometer magnet (SM), and more then 200 planes of tracking devices along
the spectrometer. In addition the first stage featured a ring imaging Cherenkov detector
(RICH) for final-state particle identification (PID). Kaons could be separated from pions
with momenta up to 50 GeV/c. Neutral particles were identified by their energy deposit
in electromagnetic calorimeters (ECAL) in both stages. A more detailed description of the
spectrometer is found in [7].

The application of cuts as track multiplicity, charge conservation, planarity of the beam
particle, recoil proton and resonance as well as the application of the RICH PID to the nega-
tively charged tracks yielded in about 270 000 final-state events forming the invariant mass
distribution in figure 2 (right). As RICH momentum acceptance effects played a bigger role
in the smaller phase space of low invariant masses the mass distribution shows an enlarged
contribution of higher masses in the K2 region as compared to previous measurements [4].
The corresponding sub-mass spectra in figure 3 for K´π` and π´π` track combinations
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Figure 2: Left: Single diffractive excitation of kaons into K´π`π´ final states via reggeon
(pomeron) exchange with a target proton. The dissociation of the intermediate state X is
described by a chain of successive two-body decays. Right: The invariant K´π`π´ mass
distribution for the 2008 COMPASS data after all cuts.

support the assumption of a decay chain with intermediate isobar states as K˚p892q or
ρp770q.
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Figure 3: The invariant K´π` (left) and π`π´ (right) mass distributions as contained in
the K´π`π´ final state.

3 Partial-wave analysis

The combination of known resonances in the isobar invariant mass spectra in figure 3
and the bachelor particle allows to compose a spin-parity basis for the observed angular
distributions. The data sample was divided in invariant K´π`π´ mass bins of 20 MeV/c2
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width. An acceptance-corrected maximum likelihood fit using a spin-density matrix of rank
two was performed in each bin. In total 19 partial waves plus a flat wave were found to
describe the data set the best. Results were at large parts in good agreement with previous
measurements by WA03 [4], but also differences were observed.
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Figure 4: Intensity distributions of the four main partial waves from a mass-independent
fit to the COMPASS data. The low-mass region is dominated by JP “ 1` states coupling to
ρK´ and K˚π´ channels. The high mass region consists of JP “ 2´ states coupling mainly
to K˚2 π´ and f2K´ channels. Both states are believed to be a mixture of spin-singlet and
spin-triplet states.

Exemplary four intensities are shown in figure 4. The largest intensities were found in the
JP “ 1` waves coupling mostly to the K˚π´ and ρK´ channels. Two peaks were observed
particularly in the K˚π´ branch. Those are known to be the K1p1270q and the K1p1400q, the
spin singlet and triplet state in the constituent quark model. In contrast to results by WA03
the coupling of the K1p1400q to the K˚π´ states seems to be resulting in a JP “ 1` spin total
with nearly equal intensities for both resonances.

A similar mixing of two spin states is also expected in the JP “ 2´ waves. Indeed broad
resonant structures are present in the high-mass region coupling mainly to K˚2 π´ and
f2K´ waves. A further decomposition needs a mass-dependent fit as those resonances are
strongly overlapping. The mass dependent fit algorithm is work in progress.

Peaks in the JP “ 2` waves confirm once again the existence of the well known K˚2 p1430q
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and strong intensities were observed in the low-mass region for JP “ 0´ waves. For a
clean identification of a possibly existing Kp1460q also here a mass-dependent fit must
be applied. These waves are sensitive to Deck-like effects that cannot be separated by a
mass-independent fit alone.

4 Conclusion and Outlook

COMPASS data of 2008 contain a clean sample of kaonic resonances decaying into K´π`π´

final states. About 270 000 events were subjected to mass-independent partial-wave analysis
showing a composition of JP “ 0´, 1`, 2`, 2´ states that needs further investigation as many
resonances in the high-mass region are strongly overlapping. Well-known resonances were
observed and the existence of at least one resonance in the JP “ 0´ waves is likely. With
the analysis of 2009 data we will probably double the number of events and a prospective
mass-dependent partial-wave analysis will give us information about masses and widths of
the contained resonances.
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Recent studies of light vector meson production in heavy nuclear targets has generated interest

in ρ-ω interference in the leptonic e`e´ decay channel. An experimental study of the elemen-

tary process provides valuable input for theoretical models and calculations. In experiment

E04-005 (g12), high statistics photoproduction data has been taken in Jefferson Lab’s Hall B

with the Cebaf Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS). The invariant mass spectrum is fitted

with two interfering relativistic Breit-Wigner functions to determine the interference phase.

Preliminary analysis indicate a measurable ρ-ω interference.

1 Introduction

Partial restoration of chiral symmetry in ordinary nuclear matter suggests the modification
of properties of vector mesons, such as a shift in mass and/or a change of width. Recently,
several experiments have studied the properties of the ρ, ω and φ mesons in the medium
via their rare leptonic decay to e`e´ pairs. The ρ meson has a very short lifetime leading to
the largest probability of decaying in the medium, while the ω and φ mesons (with their
longer lifetimes) will mostly decay outside the medium in which they are produced. In most
experiments,the majority of the ω and φ mesons decay outside of the medium and therefore
their mass spectra are consistent with their free-space properties. However the information
on the in-medium widths of these mesons can be extracted from their interactions with
the nucleons as the mesons escape the nucleus using transparency ratios. Reference [1]
discusses and compares these studies. The JLab transparency ratios drop faster that the
CBELSA-TAPS ratios indicating an even larger in-medium width (Γω ě 200 MeV). The
very large ω-meson absorption observed in the e`e´ channel cannot be explained with the
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current theoretical calculations. One explanation could be a destructive ρ-ω interference
in nuclei. Interference due to ρ-ω mixing was first suggested by Glashow [2] in 1961. In
the seventies, several experiments on C and Be targets and strong ρ-ω interference were
observed in γAÑ e`e´(X) reactions. [3–6]. Further motivation for the current study was
based on calculations by Lutz and Soyeur [7] that predict relatively large ρ-ω interference
in the γNÑ e`e´N reaction (constructive interference on p, destructive interference on n).

2 The g12 experiment at JLab

The JLab E04-005 experiment (a.k.a. CLAS experiment g12) main purpose was to study
exotic meson production and excited cascade states through photoproduction. The study of
the vector mesons and their decays in e`e´ was conducted in parallel. A tagged photon
beam of energies up to 5.5 GeV was used on a liquid hydrogen target cell 40 cm in length
and 4 cm in diameter. The target cell was placed 90 cm upstream from the CLAS center to
increase coverage of very forward angle particles. The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EC)
and the Cherenkov Counter (CC) are the critical component of CLAS which lead to an
e/π rejection factor better than 10´6 for di-lepton pairs. The experimental procedure is
described in detail in Ref. [9].

In addition to the channels of interest (ρ, ω, φ Ñ e`e´), two other physical channels (treated
as "background" in this study) are the Dalitz decays of mesons and the Bethe-Heitler pair
production. For either of these channels, a simple cut on the opening angle of the e`e´

pair significantly reduces their contributions. It almost eliminates all Dalitz decay events
and substantially reduces the Bethe-Heitler "background". The remaining Bethe-Heitler
contribution can be easily estimated and subtracted. If one looks at the inclusive reaction
γp Ñ e`e´X, one has to take into account the combinatorial e`e´ background which arises
from leptons from uncorrelated events. The magnitude and shape of this background can
be determined from the data by measuring the amount of like charge lepton pairs (e`e`

and e´e´). This procedure is described in Ref. [9].

Additionally, a cut is made on the missing mass squared off of the dilepton pair, pγ `
ptarg ´ e` ´ e´q2 around the mass of the proton squared. This cut eliminates higher mass
baryon states in the final state and puts restrictions on the production mechanism (varying
t-channel ρ-ω production processes). An additional benefit of this cut is the complete
elimination of the combinatorial background.

3 ρ-ω interference

To describe the photoproduction of the vector mesons on the proton, the total amplitude F
can be written as a combination of the ρ and ω meson amplitudes with a complex phase
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term: F “ fρ ` ieiφρ fω. fρ and fω are relativistic Breit-Wigner functions and φρ is the
interference phase. The cross section is obtained by squaring this amplitude.

Figure 1: Predicted ρ-ω interference shape as a function of the phase φρ

Figure 2: (a) Calculated Bethe-Heitler contribution (blue) compared to data (black);
(b) Bethe-Heitler subtracted e`e´ invariant mass spectrum fit showing the ρ, ω and
interference term contributions

The ρ-ω interference as a function of the interference phase φ is shown in Figure 1. The
Bethe-Heitler contribution is calculated and matches very well with the data (see Figure 2-
(a)). Once the Bethe-Heitler contribution is subtracted, the e`e´ invariant mass spectrum
is fitted with two interfering relativistic Breit-Wigner functions. The ρ width in the Breit-
Wigner function is set to be mass dependent [8]. Figure 2-(b) shows a typical fit with
contributions from the ρ and ω mesons as well as the interference term. Different fits have
been carried out with and without the interference. The interference term is required to
substantially improve the chi-squared of the fit.
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4 Summary and Conclusion

The g12 experiment at JLab has generated large statistics data in the e`e´ decay channel.
The ρ, ω and φ mesons are clearly observed. Selecting the γ N Ñ e`e´ (p) channel,
the combinatorial background is suppressed. The Bethe-Heitler contribution has been
calculated and subtracted from the e`e´ invariant mass spectrum. Preliminary analysis
show a ρ-ω interference. Further analysis is underway to estimate the uncertainties before
extracting the final ρ-ω interference phase. The measured cross sections will be compared
to Lutz and Soyeur predictions [7]. These studies will be extended to nuclei.
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We study the resonance properties within chiral perturbation theory by explicitly taking into

account the UAp1q anomaly effect. This assures we have the appropriate degrees of freedom of

low energy QCD in the large NC limit. We calculate the various resonance properties, such as

mass, width and residues, for the physical case, i.e. NC “ 3. Then we extrapolate the values of

NC to study the trajectories of resonance poles.

1 Introduction

The combination of chiral perturbation theory (χPT) and non-perturbative methods inspired
from S- matrix theory, play an important role in the study of resonances nowadays [1]. A
straightforward application of this approach is to determine the properties of the resonance,
such as the mass and the width. A deeper understanding of the resonance structure can be
obtained by combining the 1{NC expansion of QCD in χPT [2]. A novel ingredient in our
current study is the singlet η1, which is massive even in the chiral limit due to the UAp1q
anomaly effect. This ingredient has been commonly ignored in the previous works on the
study of NC trajectories of resonance poles [2]. Since it turns out to be the ninth pseudo
Goldstone in the chiral and large NC limit and becomes a relevant degree of freedom in
the low energy QCD for large NC, it is necessary to take this effect into account to study
resonance properties at large NC. In our study, this gap is filled by using the Up3q χPT,
which incorporates the massive singlet η1 as its explicit degree of freedom.

2 Theoretical setup

The current study of resonance properties is based on the complete one-loop calculation of
meson-meson scattering within Up3q χPT by explicitly including the tree level exchanges of
scalar and vector resonances. The perturbative calculation incorporates not only the genuine
meson-meson scattering diagrams, including the loops and the resonance exchanges, but
also the contributions from the wave function renormalizations, mass renormalizations,
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pseudo-Goldstone weak decay constants and η´ η1 mixing. The master formula to unitarize
the perturbative Up3q χPT results is from a simplified version of N/D method derived in [3]

T I
J psq

´1 “ N I
J psq

´1 ` gpsq ,(1)

where T I
J psq denotes the unitarized partial wave amplitudes with well defined isospin I

and angular momentum J. N I
J psq collects the crossed channel cuts and can be constructed

from the perturbative results

N I
J psq “ T I

J psq
p2q`Res`Loop ` T I

J psq
p2q gpsq T I

J psq
p2q ,(2)

where T I
J psq

p2q`Res`Loop stands for the partial wave amplitude from the perturbative cal-
culation, with the superscripts p2q, Res and Loop denoting the leading order amplitudes,
resonance exchanges and loop contributions, respectively. The explicit expressions from the
perturbative calculation can be found in Ref. [4]. gpsq contains the right hand cuts and its
explicit expression can be also found in [4] and references therein.

3 Results and Discussions

From the unitarized meson-meson scattering amplitudes, one can construct the phase
shift, modulus of the S-matrix and invariant mass distribution [4]. Then we fit the various
quantities to the experimental data to get the unknown parameters in our model. The
resonance poles are found on the unphysical Riemann sheets, which can be obtained from
the extrapolation of T-matrix on the physical sheet (the first sheet) to the unphyscial ones.
In our study, the pole positions of three kinds of vector resonances are obtained: ρp770q
with I J “ 1 1, K˚p892q with I J “ 1

2 1 and φp1020q with I J “ 0 1. For the scalar resonances,
we find σ, f0p980q and f0p1370q for the I J “ 0 0 case, a0p980q and a0p1450q for I J “ 1 0 case,
κ and K˚p1430q for I J “ 1

2 0. The masses and widths of the above mentioned resonances
are consistent with the PDG values [5]. We have also calculated the couplings between the
resonances and the pseudo-scalar mesons. For the detailed result, see Ref. [4].

Then we extrapolate the values of NC from 3 to larger numbers to study the corresponding
behaviors of resonance poles. In this way, one can learn whether the resonance is a standard
qq resonance by plotting the NC trajectories of its pole positions. The basic criteria is that in
the framework of large NC QCD the mass of a standard qq resonance is a constant, while
its decay width decreases as 1{NC when NC approaches to infinity. For ρp770q, K˚p892q,
f0p980q, f0p1370q, a0p1450q and K˚p1430q, we plot the quantities of Γ ˚ NC (Γ denotes the
width) and mass of the resonances as functions of NC in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively. It is clear
that the resonances appearing in those two figures all behave as the standard qq resonances,
since their masses are more or less stable when varying NC and their decay widths decrease
as 1{NC for large values of NC. However for the very broad resonances σ and κ, we find
their pole positions in the complex s plane approach to the real and negative axis when
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Figure 1: Decay widths of resonances as functions of NC. For a0p1450q, we plot the
quantity of Γ ˚ NC{2. For the others, we plot the quantity of Γ ˚ NC as functions of NC.

increasing the values of NC. In this case, it is not appropriate to interpret the imaginary
part of

?
s as the decay width. In Fig. 3, we plot the real and imaginary parts of sσ and sκ

as functions of NC, from where one can conclude that σ and κ resonances in our study do
not correspond to the standard qq resonances for large NC. For a0p980q, both its width and
mass increase when increasing NC, indicating it does not seem to correspond to a standard
qq resonance in our current study.
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We report on our recent results in the study of the chiral extrapolation of the phase-shifts in

elastic pion-pion scattering, using both standard and unitarized ChPT to one and two loops.

In the standard ChPT approach, limited to low momenta, we study the S, P and D waves.

Unitarization extends the analysis to energies of around 1 GeV, being compatible with standard

ChPT at low energies for the S and P waves. We then compare with lattice results and find

a good agreement of standard ChPT below 200 MeV for the I=2, J=0 and I=1, J=1 channels

and up to 500 MeV for the I=2, J=2 channel. Unitarized ChPT improves the agreement in the

scalar and vector channels at higher energies. We have also performed a Montecarlo analysis

to provide an estimation of the uncertainties.

1 Introduction

Since the low-energy regime is beyond the reach of perturbative QCD, one may rely on
lattice techniques in order to describe the hadronic processes in terms of quarks and glu-
ons. However, Lattice QCD presents complications such as the implementation of chiral
symmetry, the small physical values of the light quarks and the existence of quarkline
disconnected diagrams. Thus, few lattice results on phase shifts are available, and those
existing correspond to large pion masses. Fortunately, we can make use of Chiral Pertur-
bation Theory (ChPT), which provides the quark mass dependence of the meson-meson
scattering amplitudes in the low energy region, to compare its results to those of lattice
studies by increasing the mass of the quarks up to the applicability limits of the theory.

Although in the conference we also commented on the resonance pole dependence on
quark masses, here we only refer to the original reference [1] for such matters and prefer to
concentrate on our recent study [2] of the phase shift dependence on the averaged u and
d quark mass, m̂, or, equivalently, on the pion mass, Mπ. In particular, we include here
novel calculations at Mπ “ 266 MeV in order to compare with very recent lattice results [3]
on the I=1, J=1 phase shift, since this issue triggered some interesting discussions at this
conference.

First, we will describe the standard one and two-loop SU(2) ChPT [4]. This approach has the
advantage of being completely model independent but it is limited to the low energy region.
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Figure 1: ππ phase shifts from standard ChPT up to one loop (first row) and to two
loops (second row). Different lines stand for different pion masses: continuous, long
dashed, short dashed and dotted for Mπ “ 139.57, 230, 300 and 350 MeV respectively. We
only show error bands for the lightest and heaviest masses. Experimental data (circles)
come from [7] (black circles) and the precise model independent dispersive data analysis
from [8] (white circles).

This is the reason why we next extend our study to unitarized ChPT, using the well-known
one-loop elastic Inverse Amplitude Method (IAM), which allows us to calculate the phase
shift quark mass dependence up to higher values of Mπ.

2 Quark mass dependence of ππ phase shifts

Standard ChPT We study the dependence of the ππ phase shifts on the pion mass Mπ

using the SU(2) scattering amplitudes in [4] and the LECs in [5], except for lr
3 that is taken

from [6]. In Fig. 1 we show phases on different channels for different pion masses, to one
and two loops (first and second row respectively). They are plotted as a function of the
center of mass momentum -and not of the energy- in order to subtract the trivial effect of
the threshold. A Montecarlo gaussian sampling based on the errors of the LECs has been
used to calculate the error bands. We find that the dependence of the phase shifts on Mπ is
very soft at one loop and somehow stronger at two loops, specially for the I=2, J=2 channel.
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Figure 2: ππ phase shifts from unitarized ChPT up to one loop (upper row) and to
two loops (lower row). Different lines stand for different pion masses: continuous, long
dashed, short dashed and dotted for Mπ “ 139.57, 230, 300 and 350 MeV respectively. At
one loop we show error bands only for the lightest and heaviest masses. At two loops
no error analysis of the LECs has been carried out yet, thus we show results for the set
of LECs called A in [9] and we add the results obtained with set D for the lightest and
heaviest masses in light gray in order to give an idea of the size of the errors. Experimental
data (rounded points) come from [7] (black circles) and the precise model independent
dispersive data analysis from [8] (white circles).

Unitarized ChPT We use now the elastic IAM to unitarize our amplitudes, so that the
applicability limit is extended to the elastic resonance region. In Fig. 2 we show ππ phase
shifts (note that the one and two-loop IAM cannot be used for the D-waves) for different
pion masses. For the one loop analysis (upper row) we used the LECs in [10] and for the
two-loop analysis (lower row) we used the two sets A and D in [9]. We found that the
dependence on the pion mass is again quite soft, specially for the I=2, J=0 channel and
somewhat stronger at two loops than at one loop.

Comparison to lattice results In order to compare with lattice results [3, 11, 12], we show
in Fig. 3 the ππ phase shifts in channels (I,J) = (2,0), (2,2) and (1,1) for higher pion masses,
up to 444 MeV. Let us remark that this energy region is somewhat above the applicability
limits of our method, which may provide precise results up to pion masses of, at most,
300-350 MeV. Therefore, our results at higher masses should be considered just qualitatively
and, in fact, above Mπ “ 450 MeV we do not even show them here (see [2]). For these
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Figure 3: Left column: One and two-loop phase shifts from plain and unitarized ChPT
for the I=2, J=0 channel compared to lattice results coming from [12] (circles) and [11]
(triangles). Right column, two upper panels: One and two-loop phase shifts from plain
ChPT for the I=2, J=2 channel compared to lattice results coming from [12] (circles). Right
column, lower panel: One and two-loop phase shifts from plain and unitarized ChPT for
the I=1, J=1 channel compared to lattice results coming from [3] (circles).
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proceedings we have added a new calculation of the I=1, J=1 phase shift at Mπ “ 266 MeV
in order to compare with the recent lattice results in [3] also presented at this conference.
Standard ChPT shows a good agreement with lattice results below p » 200 MeV up to pion
masses of 400-450 MeV, while a nice improvement above 200 MeV is found when using
unitarized ChPT for the scalar and vector channels.
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The Search for Exotic Mesons in γp Ñ π`π`π´n with
CLAS at Jefferson Lab
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The π1p1600q, a JPC “ 1´` exotic meson has been observed by experiments using pion beams.

Theorists predict that photon beams could produce gluonic hybrid mesons, of which the

π1p1600q is a candidate, at enhanced levels relative to pion beams. The g12 rungroup at

Jefferson Lab’s CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) has recently acquired a large

photoproduction dataset, using a liquid hydrogen target and tagged photons from a 5.71 GeV

electron beam. A partial-wave analysis of 502K γp Ñ π`π`π´n events selected from the g12

dataset has been performed, and preliminary fit results show strong evidence for well-known

states such as the a1p1260q, a2p1320q, and π2p1670q. However, we observe no evidence for the

production of the π1p1600q in either the partial-wave intensities or the relative complex phase

between the 1´` and the 2´` (corresponding to the π2) partial waves.

1 Introduction

Theoretical work indicates that photon beams may be able to abundantly produce gluonic
hybrid mesons. The flux-tube model of Isgur and Paton [1] has been central in the theoretical
study of gluonic hybrids, and the vector nature of the photon is optimal for promoting the
flux-tube to an excited state, possibly producing hybrids in proportions equal to that of
the a2p1320q [2]. Additionally, calculations on the lattice in the charmonium regime show a
strong photocoupling for cc hybrids [3], which could bode well for the photoproduction of
light exotics. Some of these states carry spin J, parity P, and C-parity that are inaccessible
to ordinary qq matter. These exotic JPC states are readily identified in experiment by means
of partial-wave analysis. Light exotics have been searched for in pion production but
photoproduction has remained largely unexplored until recently.

Members of the CLAS collaboration in Hall B at Jefferson Lab have completed two pho-
toproduction experiments to look for light exotics. The first, completed in 2001 as part of
the CLAS g6c rungroup, acquired 250K γp Ñ π`π`π´n events in search of the π1p1600q

1craigb@jlab.org
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exotic, sighted first in pion production experiments [4], [5]. CLAS acceptance is optimized
for baryon spectroscopy, so the partial-wave analysis was performed on a smaller set of
83K events where background from ∆ and N˚ decays had been removed by kinematic cuts.
No evidence for a 1´` exotic signal was found [6], a direct challenge to claims that gluonic
hybrids could be produced on an equal footing with the a2p1320q. However, statistics were
insufficient to rule out a π1p1600q produced at the same level as it was observed in pion
production, at a few percent of the a2.

In order to look for π1p1600q photoproduction at lower levels, the HyCLAS experiment was
proposed in 2004, with data taken in 2008 as a member of the CLAS g12 rungroup.

2 Features of the CLAS g12 Dataset

The g12 run of CLAS was completed in June of 2008, acquiring 26 billion events of various
topologies. From these 26B triggers we have isolated 6 million exclusive γp Ñ π`π`π´n
events by vertex and timing cuts, with the neutron selected via missing mass. These events
have either a mesonic topology, where γ p Ñ Xn Ñ π`π`π´n, or a baryonic topology,
where γ p Ñ N˚ρ Ñ π`π`π´n, as can be seen by the light-shaded distributions in Figure
1. Our analysis depends on having a pure sample of mesonic events, so we selected events
with the following criteria:

|t3π ´ tmin| “ |t1| ă 0.105 GeV2{c4; θlabpπ
`q ă 25˝ (both π`)

An example of the post-cut nπ mass distributions, as well as the resulting 3π mass distribu-
tion can also be found in Figure 1.

3 Partial-Wave Analysis of γ p Ñ π`π`π´n in CLAS g12 Data

We then subjected the final sample of 502K events to a partial-wave analysis based on
the helicity formalism. Decay amplitudes are calculated in the reflectivity basis to ensure
parity conservation, and then each is paired with a complex production amplitude. Those
production amplitudes were then varied in a likelihood fit to find the most probable mixture
of states given the set of input events. We then examine the norm of each production
amplitude to look for peaks, as well as examining the phase difference between pairs of
production amplitudes to look for movement corresponding to the interference of two
Breit-Wigner distributions.

In particular, the fit presented contains 19 waves spread among four JPC: 1``, 2``, 1´`,
and 2´`. Since the helicity of the photon is constrained to be ˘1 and π exchange is the
dominant production mechanism, we should not observe any spin-0 states, one of the most
complicated features of pion-production analyses. Thus, most of the intensity is allocated
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Figure 1: Left, the invariant mass of the neutron-π` system for the slow π`, where
the lighter pre-cut region shows N˚ peaks and the darker region is what remains after
kinematic cuts. Right, the 3π invariant mass distribution after the kinematic selections are
applied. The prominent peak is in the region where one would expect an a2p1320q, while a
shoulder exists in the π2p1670q region.

to the M=1 waves. However, in the 1`` waves, shown in the first row of Figure 2, the M=0
makes a significant contribution. It is possible that these events are due to a ρπ system
produced in the S-wave via a Deck process. The M=1 waves of the 1`` show evidence for
the a1p1260q in the S-wave ρπ decay; interpretation of the 1``D M=1 waves is not as clear
presently.

The 2`` waves, illustrated in the middle row of Figure 2, show strong evidence for the
presence of the a2p1320q in this data sample. The 2``D M=0 wave was omitted because
when included, it has zero intensity, as one would expect for an a2p1320q produced via pion
exchange from a photon beam. We can test our resonant interpretation of the 1``S and
2``D intensities by examining their phase difference. The results, illustrated in the middle
right plot of Figure 2, seem to indicate the presence of the a1p1260q and a2p1320q in our
sample.

The 2´` waves, illustrated in the bottom row of Figure 2, show strong evidence for the
presence of the π2p1670q in our sample as well. Both the 2´` p f2p1270qπqS and 2´` pρπqP
show broad enhancements reminscent of Breit-Wigner shapes, with the f2π decay the
dominant mode, as one would expect from branching ratios reported by the PDG. Also if
the Deck effect is present in this channel, we should also observe it in the 2´` M=0 waves.
Only the p f2πqS M=0 wave is included in this fit, but one can indeed see a small peak in its
intensity.

Finally, the exotic 1´` waves, as illustrated in Figure 3, do not show resonant structure
in their intensities. Furthermore, examining the phase difference relative to the 2´` M=1
p f2πqS waves, one finds no motion indicative of a resonance. In fact, as also illustrated in
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Figure 2: Top row: accepted yields for 1`` waves. The yields for the M=0 waves on the
left are a possible signature for the Deck effect in photoproduction, as a photon beam
exchanging a π forbids any states from being produced with M=0. On the right, the pρπqS
decay of the 1`` shows strong evidence for the a1p1260q. Middle row: on the left, the
accepted yields of the 2``, showing strong evidence for the presence of the a2p1320q. The
two reflectivities are populated equally because of the circular polarization of the photon
beam used in the experiment. On the right, the phase difference between the 1``1`S and
2``1`D waves. Overlaid is the phase difference between two Breit-Wigner amplitudes
constructed with the mass and width reported by the Particle Data Group. Bottom row:
accepted yields for the largest 2´` contributors. The intensity for the p f2πqS decay on the
left, along with the pρπqP decay on the right, shows good evidence for the presence of the
π2p1670q.
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Figure 3: On the left, the intensities of the 1´` M=1 waves are plotted, showing no clear
evidence for resonant structure, as is true for the 1´` M=0 wave (not shown). On the
right is an overlay of the 1´` - 2´` phase motion for both the presented CLAS result
and the results reported by E852 in [4]. One can see a clear turning-over of the E852
phase, indicative of interference between two Breit-Wigner forms. The CLAS phase has a
steady decrease, indicative of a resonating π2 being subtracted from a nonresonant 1´`,
as shown by the curve.

Figure 3, one can compare directly between the phase observed in [4] and the phase we
observe, and where there is a clear turning-over in the E852 data, our data shows a clear
downward trend, indicative of a resonant 2´` subtracted from a nonresonant background.

Thus our preliminary conclusion is that there is no evidence for the presence of a 1´`

resonance in our data sample. These results are not necessarily in conflict with past pion-
production results; the analyses in [4] and [5] examine diffractive processes while this
analysis proceeds via charge exchange. Thus we can explain the discrepancy if we posit
that the π1p1600q is produced via Pomeron exchange.
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A sample of 35 000 events of the type π´p Ñ η1π´pslow (η1 Ñ ηπ´π`, η Ñ γγ) with

´t ą 0.1 GeV2{c2 was selected from COMPASS 2008 data for a partial-wave analysis. We study

the broad P` structure known from previous experiments at lower energies, in particular its

phase motion relative to the D`-wave near the a2p1320qmass and relative to a broad D`-wave

structure at higher mass. We also find the a4p2040q. We compare kinematic plots for the η1π´

and ηπ´ final states.

1 Introduction

The existence of strongly-bound, resonant states with quantum numbers not allowed for
a fermion-antifermion system has long been expected. In the light-quark sector isospin
symmetry also disallows such a state for charged ud, du mesons. On the other hand,
a system decaying into the two pseudo-scalar mesons π, η (π, η1) with orbital angular
momentum L “ 1 has quantum numbers JPG “ 1´`, and thus any resonant contribution to
such a system would have to be identified with a non-qq resonance.

Indeed, several collaborations claimed the observation of such a resonance in the ηπ system
at mpηπq « 1.4 GeV{c2 [1–3]. Likewise a very strong P-wave contribution was observed in
the η1π´ system [1, 4] at mpη1πq « 1.6 GeV{c2, but the resonant character of the structure
observed in both systems has been questioned [5].

We report on the current status of the analysis of the η1π´ and ηπ´ final states as observed
in the data from the 2008 run of the COMPASS experiment at CERN and compare our
results to the above-quoted publications. The COMPASS experimental setup [6, 7] is a
two-stage magnetic spectrometer attached to the SPS accelerator facility at CERN. During
the bulk of the 2008/09 campaigns the experiment’s goal was the study of the light meson
spectrum. A 190 GeV{c secondary pion beam impinged on a liquid hydrogen target. The
main trigger components were a beam definition trigger together with a recoil proton detec-
tor (RPD). The RPD ensured an unscathed proton emitted at large angles with momentum
corresponding to momentum transfer ´t Á 0.1 GeV2. A veto counter near the spectrometer

1tobias.schlueter@cern.ch
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entry further suppressed events with particles emitted at large angles, especially from target
fragmentation [8, 9]. An additional veto suppressed events where the beam particle passed
through the target undeflected. Both stages of the spectrometer are equipped with tracking
detectors and particle identification and neutral detection by means of electromagnetic
and hadronic calorimetry. In addition, the first spectrometer stage is equipped with a
Ring-Imaging Cherenkov detector, allowing for particle identifcation.

2 Data Selection

Besides trigger requirements, the events considered were selected by the following topolog-
ical criteria: a well-defined primary interaction vertex inside the target with three outgoing
tracks (assumed to be pions) attached and two clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeters.
In order to select the intended π´η1 and π´η final states, the invariant mass obtained by
attaching the pair of calorimeter clusters to the primary vertex was required to fall into
the range of the η or π0 mass, respectively. The so-identified neutral particle was then —
after a 1C kinematic fit — combined with both possible π´π` pairs. If the invariant mass
of either combination was found to match the η1 Ñ π´π`η or, respectively, η Ñ π´π`π0

hypothesis, the event was accepted after additional cuts on the total momentum. The
procedure yielded 35 000 events for the π´η1 final state and 110 000 events for the π´η final
state. The intermediate steps are illustrated in Fig. 1 for the selection of the η1π´ final state.
The ηπ´ selection is similar.
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Figure 1: Data selection. Left: γγ mass spectrum for events with three charged tracks.
The π0p135q and ηp548q peaks are clearly visible. Center: π´π`η mass spectrum for
kinematically complete events. Two peaks corresponding to η1p958q and f1p1285q stand
out. Right: Final π´η1 mass spectrum. The peak of the a2p1320q is visible near threshold.

3 Final-State Kinematics

The data are expected to be dominated by natural parity exchange waves with M “ 1,
both from the favored pomeron exchange and from the results of previous analyses. This
is easily verified by plotting the angle φ between decay and production plane in the
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mass bin [GeV{c2] fit with A expp´B|t|q fit with A|t| expp´B|t|q
m ă 1.5 5.5 8.2

1.5 ă m ă 1.9 5.1 7.5
1.9 ă m ă 2.2 4.8 7.1
2.2 ă m ă 3 4.6 6.9

Table 1: Fit to the slope parameter B in units of GeV´2 for momentum transfer as function
of mass. E852 found the much broader B “ 2.93 GeV´2 when fitting with a single
exponential.

Gottfried-Jackson frame [10] where the sin2 φ contribution dominates (not shown). The
remainder of the kinematical information is contained in the momentum transfer t, the
polar angle of the η or η1 meson in the GJ frame cos θGJ, and the invariant mass m of the
two-body system under consideration. In Fig. 2 the distribution of cos θGJ as function of
m is shown for both the ηπ´ and η1π´ systems. Outstanding features are the occurence
of the a2p1320q meson, a structure near 2 GeV{c2 corresponding to the a4p2040q meson,
whose intereference with a spin-2 background can be made out in the ηπ´ data, and
a strong forward-backward peaking for masses above 2 GeV{c2, pointing towards non-
resonant contributions. Especially in the η1π´ data a strong forward backward asymmetry
is observed in the data, with a fast turnover around the a2p1320qmass range, corresponding
to relative phase motion of the odd (P`) and even (D`) contributions.
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Figure 2: Kinematics. The distribution in cos θGJ as function of invariant mass m (not
acceptance corrected). Left for the ηπ´ system, right for the η1π´ system.

The E852 experiment claimed an unusual momentum transfer distribution in the production
of the η1π´ system [4]. We cannot confirm this observation, see Tab. 1.
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4 Partial-Wave Analysis of the η1π´ System

In this section we present the results of a partial-wave analysis in mass bins of the η1π´

data. The analysis follows the lines of the previous analyses, allowing S, P, and D waves
with M ď 1 in both natural and unnatural exchange. Additionally, the spin-4, M “ 1
G`-wave was allowed. The η1 was separated from the π´π`η background by introducing
its experimental shape as a pseudo-isobar and fitting in the complete 4-body phase-space
where besides the π´η1 waves an additional incoherent flat, phase-space-like contribution
was allowed. From these ingredients an extended log-likelihood function is constructed
and maximized, taking into account the detector acceptance via normalization integrals
calculated from Monte-Carlo data. The results for the intensities of the positive-reflectivity
wave are shown in Fig. 3. The relative phases are shown in Fig. 4.

We confirm the presence of a broad structure in the P`-wave of the η1π´. A fit to the
intensity of this structure by a single-channel relativistic Breit-Wigner shape underestimates
the high-mass side of the distribution. We confirm the presence of the a4p2040q resonance in
this channel previously seen by E852 [4]. This resonance is also visible in the 3π data [11]. A
resonant interpretation of the P`-wave would have to be reconciled with the relative phase-
motions compared to the other waves, and the apparent onset of double-Regge production
or similar processes above « 2 GeV whose low-mass impact is not yet understood.
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Figure 3: Intensities of the positive-reflectivity waves. From left to right: P`, D`, G`.
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Properties of light scalar mesons in the complex plane

Bachir Moussallam
Groupe de physique théorique, IPN, Université Paris-sud 11, 91406 Orsay, France

The flavour and glue structure of the light scalar mesons in QCD are probed by studying the

couplings of the σp600q and f0p980q to the operators qq, θ
µ
µ and to two photons.

1 Introduction

A precise identification of the exotic contents of the light scalar mesons is an old challenge
for hadron physics. The idea of using the Roy dispersive representations in the complex
plane [1] decisively clarified the status of the broad σ resonance and led to an accurate
determination of its mass and width. The I “ 0 scalars have the same quantum numbers
as the expected lightest glueball. If all quark masses were heavy in QCD (mq ą„ 1GeV)
the glueball would be an extremely narrow meson (decaying only to two photons) with
a mass slightly below two GeV [2]. Properties of the glueball in physical QCD, i.e. with
three light quarks, are not yet computable in lattice simulations. A scenario suggested in [3]
is that there could be two glueballs below 2 GeV, the lightest one could be the σ. Another
question concerns the identification of a flavour multiplet: do the σ, κ, a0p980q, f0p980q
mesons belong to a nonet? This is far from obvious, e.g. several properties of the a0p980q,
f0p980q seem well explained by a KK molecule model [4]. I discuss below the evaluation of
couplings of the σ and f0p980q to operators jS using complex plane methods, which should
provide quantitative inputs for answering some of these questions on the light scalars.
Taking jS “ θ

µ
µ probes the gluon content, while jS “ uu` dd, ss probes the quark-antiquark

content. The couplings to two photons will also be updated.

2 Poles and residues from an extended S-wave Roy solution:

Pion-pion partial-wave amplitudes obey a set of coupled integral representations as a
consequence of analyticity and crossing symmetry [5]. On the real axis, at low energy,
they combine with the unitarity relation into a set of non-linear equations which strongly
constrain the S and the P-wave amplitudes. These equations were reconsidered recently in
great detail [6]. Solutions were generated for given scattering lengths a0

0, a2
0 with a matching

point
?

sA “ 0.8 GeV (i.e. using experimental inputs for s ą sA). The new experimental
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results on Kl4 decays, analyzed with these solutions lead to very precise determinations of
the scattering lengths [7]

a0
0 “ 0.2196˘ 0.0028stat ˘ 0.0020sys,(1)

a2
0 “ ´0.0444˘ 0.0007stat ˘ 0.0005sys ˘ 0.0008ChPT

In order to improve the
η0

0 δA δK χ̂2
Hyams χ̂2

Kaminski
shallow p80.9˘ 1.4q˝

`

190`5
´10

˘˝
2.7 1.9

deep p82.9˘ 1.7q˝
`

200`5
´10

˘˝
2.2 1.3

Table 1: Fitted values of δA and δK corresponding to two different
central values (shallow-dip, deep-dip) for η0

0 .

constraints on the f0p980q
resonance, we begin by
constructing a solution for
the I “ 0 S-wave over
an extended region with
a matching point sK “ 4m2

K.
Increasing the matching
point from sA to sK leads to two differences: a) the matching point coincides with a two-
particle threshold, the phase-shift has a cusp and one cannot use the continuity of the
derivative argument to eliminate unphysical solutions, b) the multiplicity of the solutions
(which depends on the phase-shift at the matching point [8]) increases by one unit. It turns
out that unphysical solutions can still be identified provided the phase-shift is not too large
(δK “ δ0

0psKq ă„ 225˝). The solutions then depend on one arbitrary parameter which can be
taken as the value of the phase at one energy, e.g. δA “ δ0

0psAq. It is then determined by
fitting the experimental phase-shifts in the range rsA, sKs with the Roy solutions. One, in
fact, can fit not only δA but also δK which is not very accurately determined from the data
above sK.

The shape of the inelas-
?

zS (MeV) 9S0
0pzSq (GeV´2)

σp600q
`

442`5
´8

˘

´ i
`

274`6
´5

˘

´

´

0.75`0.10
´0.15

¯

´ i
´

2.20`0.14
´0.10

¯

f0p980q
´

996`4
´14

¯

´ i
´

24`11
´3

¯

´
`

1.1`3.0
´0.4

˘

´ i
`

6.6`0.8
´1.0

˘

Table 2: Poles and S-matrix derivatives from the extended Roy solution.

ticity, which sets in ef-
fectively at s ě sK af-
fects the phase-shift be-
low sK via the Roy equa-
tion. The central value
of η0

0 fitted to the deter-
mination from ππ pro-
duction experiments displays a deep dip structure [9]. The one based on the inelastic
channels displays a shallower dip (while compatible within the errors). The recent analysis
of ref. [11], using constraints from a variant of the Roy equations in the region

?
s ď 1.1

GeV, favours a deep dip structure. Our fit leads to the same conclusion, see table 1.

Next, one can compute the amplitude for complex energies. The position of the poles on
the second Riemann sheet correspond to the zeros of the S-matrix S0

0pzq “ 1´ 2σπpzqt0
0pzq

(see e.g. [1]) with σπpzq “
a

4m2
π{z´ 1. The results for the zeros and for the corresponding

derivatives of S0
0 (needed for the determination of the residues) are shown in table 2.
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3 Couplings to two photons

Couplings of the light scalars to two photons can be determined from the amplitudes γγ Ñ

π0π0, π`π´. As a consequence of analyticity and unitarity, the partial-wave amplitudes
hI

J,λλ1psq satisfy Omnès-type dispersive representations. A two-channel representation for
h0

0,``psq was reconsidered recently [12]. It should be valid in a range
?

s ă„ 1.1´ 1.2 GeV
where it is a good approximation to retain just two channels (ππ, KK) in the unitarity
relation and has the form

˜

h0
0,``psq

k0
0,``psq

¸

“

˜

h
0,Born
0,`` psq

k
0,Born
0,`` psq

¸

`Ωpsq ˆ

«˜

bp0qs` b
1p0qs2

bp0qK s` b
1p0q
K s2

¸

`
s3

π

ż ´s0

´8

ds1

ps1q3ps1 ´ sq
ˆ(2)

Ω
´1
ps1qIm

˜

h
0,Res
0,``ps1q

k
0,Res
0,``ps1q

¸

´
s3

π

ż 8

4m2
π

ds1

ps1q3ps1 ´ sq
Im Ω

´1
ps1q

˜

h
0,Born
0,`` ps1q

k
0,Born
0,`` ps1q

¸ff

.

The key ingredient in this equation is the Omnès matrix Ω which must be computed numer-
ically from the T-matrix. Eq. (2) involves integrals over the left-hand cut of the amplitude
which is generated by cross-channel singularities: the pion pole (h

I,Born
0,`` ) and multi-pion

cuts which are approximated by resonance poles. It also involves four polynomial param-
eters which appear upon writing over-subtracted dispersion relations such as to cutoff
contributions from higher energy regions. They were determined in ref. [12] from a chirally
constrained fit of the Belle data [13]. The representation (2) then allows one to compute
the amplitude h0

0,``psq for complex values of s. Extension to the second Riemann sheet is
performed from standard formulas [14] involving S0

0psq. The couplings gSππ and gSγγ are
identified from the residues and one then defines the 2γ decay width [14] in terms of |gSγγ|.
We find the following results for the σ and f0p980q (in KeV)

(3) Γσp600qÑ2γ “
`

2.08˘ 0.20`0.07
´0.04

˘

, Γ f0p980qÑ2γ “
`

0.29˘ 0.21`0.02
´0.07

˘

.

The result for the σ agrees with that presented by Hoferichter at this conference and is
somewhat smaller than the one in ref. [14].

4 Couplings to gluonic and quark-antiquark operators

Let us introduce, formally at first, couplings of the scalar mesons to qq operators and to the
trace of the energy-momentum tensor θ

µ
µ ,

(4) x0|uu` dd|Sy “
?

2B0 Cuu
S , x0|ss|Sy “ B0 Css

S , x0|θµ
µ |Sy “ m2

S Cθ
S .

In order to give precise meaning to these one considers the correlators

(5) Πjjpp2q “ i
ż

d4x eipxx0|TjSpxqjSp0q|0y
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where jSpxq is one of the scalar operators considered above. The discontinuity along the cut
in the elastic region 4m2

π ď s ď 16m2
π follows from the Källen-Lehmann representation and

allows one to deduce the expression for the second sheet extension of the correlator,

(6) ΠI I
jj pzq “ Πjjpzq `

3
16π

σπpzq
`

Fjpzq
˘2

1´ 2σπpzqt0
0pzq

.

Fjpsq is the pion form factor associated with jS. ΠI I
jj pzq exhibits poles at z “ zS corresponding

to the scalar mesons. The coupling constants (4) are naturally identified from the residues
and are thus determined in the terms of the value of the form-factor FjpzSq.

Analyticity properties of the form-factors allows them
σp600q f0p980q

|Cuu
S | 206˘ 4`4

´6 82˘ 31`12
´7

|Css
S | 17˘ 5`1

´7 146˘ 44`14
´7

|Cθ
S| 197˘ 15`21

´6 114˘ 44`22
´7

Table 3: Absolute values (in MeV) of
the couplings of the σ and f0p980q to
operators.

to be expressed in terms of the Omnès matrix. For
this purpose, one considers the two component vec-
tor Fpsq such that F1psq “ Fπ

j psq, F2psq “ 2{
?

3FK
j psq.

Multiplying Fpsq by the inverse of the Omnès matrix
removes the right-hand cut up to a point s2 where
two-channel unitarity is no longer a good approxi-
mation. One then deduces that in the region |s| ă„ s2

the form-factors obey the following representation,

(7)

˜

Fπ
j psq

2?
3

FK
j psq

¸

“

˜

Ω11psq Ω12psq

Ω21psq Ω22psq

¸

ˆ

α` α1s
β` β1s

˙

.

The polynomial parameters in eq. (7) can be estimated from the chiral expansion at leading
order [15]. The magnitudes of the resulting couplings are shown in table 3: the first and
second error in the entries reflect the uncertainties in the polynomial parameters and in the
Omnès matrix respectively .

In summary, one finds that both the σ and the f0p980q couple significantly to θ
µ
µ . The

sum of the couplings is in qualitative agreement with the result of ref. [3]. The coupling
of the σ to the uu ` dd operator can be compared to the coupling of the a0p980q to ud.
Converting the finite-energy sum rule result of Maltman [16] to the present normalisation
gives |Cud

a0p980q| “ 197˘ 37 MeV. Thus, the σ and a0 couplings are nearly equal, which is
compatible with an assignment of both mesons into the same multiplet. We have also
estimated the κ meson coupling |Cus

κp800q| » 156 MeV. The couplings of the light scalars σ, κ,
a0p980q, f0p980q to qq operators are therefore not unusually small, as one could expect in a
naive tetraquark model, and their values are compatible with a nonet assignment.
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The spectroscopy of conventional mesons as well as the glueball ground state are investigated

within a relativistic quantum-field model based on analytical confinement. Ladder Bethe-

Salpeter-type equations are derived to define the spectra of quark-antiquark and two-gluon

bound states. We provide a new analytic estimate of the lowest-state glueball mass and

calculate the spectrum of light, intermediate and heavy mesons in a wide range of energy

scale „ 0.1´ 10 GeV. The QCD effective coupling αs is studied by exploiting the conventional

meson spectrum. A new, independent and specific infrared-finite behavior of QCD running

coupling is found below „ 1 GeV. By introducing only a minimal set of model parameters, we

obtain results in reasonable agreement with recent experimental data.

1 Introduction

Understanding of a number of phenomena such as quark confinement, hadronization and
nonvanishing vacuum expectation values, etc. requires a correct description of hadron
dynamics in the infrared (IR) region at low energies below 1 GeV. Particularly, many quan-
tities in hadron physics are affected by the IR behavior of the the QCD effective coupling
αs in different amounts. QCD predicts the functional form of the energy dependence of αs

on energy scale Q, but its actual values are determined only at relatively high energies [1].
The long-distance behavior of αs is not well defined, it needs to be more specified [2, 3] and
remains one of the actual problems in particle physics. On the other hand, the calculations of
hadron mass characteristics on the level of experimental data precision still remain among
the unsolved problems in QCD.

It represents a certain interest to investigate some low-energy physics problems, such as
hadronisation, glueball states, QCD effective (running) charge within a simple relativistic

1ganbold@theor.jinr.ru
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model based on physically transparent hypotheses, which can be treated by simple analytic
methods.

Below, we take into account the dependence of αs on mass scale M and determine the QCD
effective charge in the low-energy region by exploiting the hadron spectrum [4]. For the
spectra of two-quark bound states we develop a relativistic quantum-field model based on
analytic (or, IR) confinement and consider Lagrangian [5]:

(1) L “ ´1
4

´

BµAA
ν ´ B

νAA
µ ´ g f ABCAB

µAC
ν

¯2
`
ÿ

f

ˆ

qa
f

”

γαB
α ´m f ` gΓα

CAC
α

ıab
qb

f

˙

,

where AC
α is gluon adjoint representation, qa

f - quark field and Γα
C“ iγαtC. The model param-

eters are the confinement scale Λ and the constituent quark masses m f“tmud, ms, mc, mbu.

Within the model the quark and gluon propagators S̃pp̂q and D̃ppq are entire analytic
functions in the Euclidean space. The quark propagator reads:

S̃ab
m pp̂q “ δab i p̂`m f r1˘ γ5 p1` pm f {Λq2{4q´1s

Λm f
exp

#

´
p2 `m2

f

2Λ2

+

.(2)

Recent theoretical results predict an IR behavior of the gluon propagator [6, 7]. We consider
a gluon propagator exhibiting an IR-finite behavior in Feynman gauge as follows:

D̃AB
µν ppq “ δABδµν

1´ exp
`

´p2{Λ2
˘

p2 “ δABδµν

1{Λ2
ż

0

ds e´sp2
.(3)

The leading-order contributions to the (qq) and two-gluon bound states read:

Zqq “

żż

DqDq exp
"

´pqS´1qq `
g2

2
@

pqΓAqq2
D

D

*

,

ZAA “
A

exp
!

´
g
2
p fAAFq

)E

D
, xp‚qyD

.
“

ż

DA e´
1
2 pAD´1Aqp‚q .

First, we allocate the one-gluon exchange between colored biquark currents and isolate the
color-singlet combinations. Then, perform a Fierz transformation and introduce a system
of orthonormalized functions tUQpxqu, where Q “ tnr, l, µu are quantum numbers. By
involving a Gaussian path-integral representation defined on auxiliary fields BN for the
exponential in Zqq we take explicit path integration over quark variables. Let us introduce a
Hadronization Ansatz and identify BN pxqwith meson fields carrying quantum numbers
N “ tQ, J, f1, f2u. We isolate all quadratic field configurations („ B2

N q in the ’kinetic’ term
and rewrite the partition function for mesons [4]:

Zqq Ñ Z “
ż

ź

N
DBN exp

#

´
1
2

ÿ

NN 1

pBN rδNN 1

` αsλNN 1s BN 1q ´WresrBN s

+

,(4)
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JPC “ 0´` MP JPC “ 0´` MP JPC “ 1´´ MV JPC “ 1´´ MV

πp138q 138 ηcp2980q 3039 ρp770q 770 D˚s p2112q 2112
Kp495q 495 Bp5279q 5339 ωp782q 785 J{ψp3097q 3097
ηp547q 547 Bsp5370q 5439 K˚p892q 892 B˚p5325q 5357

Dp1870q 1941 Bcp6286q 6489 Φp1019q 1022 Υp9460q 9460
Dsp1970q 2039 ηbp9389q 9442 D˚p2010q 2010

Table 1: Estimated masses M of conventional mesons (in MeV) at Λ “ 345 MeV [4].

where the residual part WresrBN s „ 0pB3
N q describes interaction between mesons.

The Fourier transform of the leading-order term of the polarization operator reads

λJ J1pp, x, yq “
16π

9

b

CJ CJ1DpxqDpyq
ż

d4k
p2πq4

e´ikpx´yqTr
”

OJ S̃m1

´

k̂` ξ1 p̂
¯

OJ1 S̃m2

´

k̂´ ξ2 p̂
¯ı

.

We diagonalize the polarization kernel on the orthonormal basis tUN u:
żż

dxdy UN pxqλJ J1pp, x, yqUN 1pyq “ δNN 1

λN p´p2q

that is equivalent to the solution of the corresponding ladder Bethe-Salpeter equation.

In relativistic quantum-field theory a stable bound state of n massive particles shows up as
a pole in the S matrix with a center of mass energy. Accordingly, the meson masses may be
derived from the equation [4]:

1` α̂s ¨ λN pM2
N q “ 0 , ´p2 “ M2

N .(5)

2 Meson Spectrum and QCD Effective Coupling

Further we exploit Eq. (5) in different ways, by solving either for α̂s at given masses, or for
MJ at known values of α̂s.

1) First, we adjust the model parameters by fitting heavy meson masses (M ě 2 GeV) and
newest data for αs. Then, we fix model parameters as follows (in units of MeV) [4]:

Λ “ 345 , mud “ 192.56 , ms “ 293.45 , mc “ 1447.59 , mb “ 4692.51 .

2) Having adjusted model parameters, we estimate α̂spMq in the low-energy domain corre-
sponding to light meson masses below „ 1 GeV.

3) We calculate some meson masses in a wide range of energy 1 ă M ă 9.5 GeV with
relative error less than 3.5 percent (shown in Table 1). The estimated meson masses do not
change considerably (less than 0.5 percent) under changes of 330 ă Λ ă 360 MeV.

4) We perform global evaluation of α̂spMq at the mass scale of conventional mesons by
using formula α̂spMJq “ ´1{λJpMJ , Λ, m1, m2q and plot the resulting curves at different Λ
in Figure 1 in comparison with recent low- and high-energy data of αspQq [8].
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Figure 1: Our estimates of α̂spMq in interval from 0 to 10 GeV at different values of
confinement scale: Λ “ 330 MeV (dots), Λ “ 345 MeV (rhombs) and Λ “ 360 MeV
(squares) compared with αspQq defined in low- (diamonds) and high-energy (circles)
experiments. Also shown are the three-loop analytic coupling (solid curve), its perturbative
counterpart (dot-dashed) and the massive one-loop analytic coupling (dashed) (see [8]).

3 IR-finite Behaviour of the QCD Running Coupling

The possibility that the QCD coupling features an IR-finite behavior has been extensively
studied (e.g., [9]). By deriving the coupling at origin α̂0

s
.
“ α̂sp0q for zero meson mass M “ 0

and at particular values m “ mud “ 192.56 MeV and Λ “ 345 MeV we estimate it

α̂0
s “ 0.757 , or α̂0

s{π “ 0.241 .(6)

Note, QCD running coupling behaves different in Euclidean and Minkowskian domains,
but at origin they coincide αsp0q “ α̂sp0q [4]. We may conclude that our result (6) is in a
reasonable agreement with often quoted estimates

(7)
"

α0
s{π » 0.19´ 0.25 [10] , α0

s{π » 0.265 [11] ,
α0

s{π » 0.26 [12] ,
@

α0
s{π

D

1 GeV » 0.2 [13] .

4 Glueball Lowest State

Because of the confinement, gluons are not observed, they may only come in bound states
called glueballs. Glueballs are the most unusual particles predicted by the QCD but not
found experimentally yet [14]. There are predictions expecting non-qq scalar objects, like
glueballs and multiquark states in the mass range „ 1500˜ 1800 MeV [15–17].

The glueball spectrum has been studied by using effective approaches like the QCD sum
rules [18], Coulomb gauge QCD [19], various potential [20] and string models [21] as well
as lattice QCD simulations [22, 23].
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Below we consider a two-gluon scalar bound state. First, we isolate the color-singlet term
in the bi-gluon current in ZAA. The second-order matrix element contains color-singlet
two-gluon current and consists of spin-zero (scalar) and spin-two (tensor) components. We
consider the scalar component. By omitting details of intermediate calculations (similar to
those represented in the previous section) we define the Bethe-Salpeter kernel:

Πpzq .
“

żż

dtds Unptq
a

Wptq D
ˆ

t` s
2
` z

˙

¨D
ˆ

t` s
2
´ z

˙

a

Wpsq Unpsq .

Here we consider the gluon propagator (in Feynman gauge):

D̃AB
µν ppq “ δAB δµν

p2 exp
`

´p2{4Λ2˘ .

The glueball mass MG is defined from equation:

1´
8 g2

3

ż

dz eizp Πpzq “ 0 , p2 “ ´M2
G .(8)

The final analytic result for the lowest-state glueball mass reads

MG “ 2Λ
„

ln
ˆ

αcrit

αs

˙1{2

, αcrit
.
“

3πp3` 2
?

2q2

4
.(9)

Particularly, for ΛQCD « 360 MeV and αspMτq “ 0.343 we estimate MG « 1710 MeV.

Else, with values αs “ 1.5023 and Λ “ 416.4 MeV obtained by fitting the meson masses and
weak decay constants we calculate the scalar glueball mass as follows [5]

MG “ 1661 MeV .(10)

Our estimate is in reasonable agreement with other predictions [15, 18, 22, 23]. The recent
quenched lattice estimate favors a scalar glueball mass MG “ 1710˘ 50˘ 58 MeV [24].

To conclude, we demonstrated that global properties of some low-energy phenomena may
be explained reasonably in the framework of a simple relativistic quantum-field model if
one guesses correct symmetry structure of the quark-gluon interaction in the confinement
region and uses simple forms of propagators in the hadronization regime. We do not aim
to obtain the behavior of the coupling constant at all scales. At moderate M2 “ ´p2 we
obtain αs in coincidence with the QCD predictions. However, at large mass scale (above 10
GeV) α̂s decreases much faster than expected by QCD prediction. The reason is the use of
confined propagators in the form of entire (exponential) functions. As an application, we
performed estimates on conventional meson spectrum and the lowest glueball mass and,
the result was in reasonable agreement with experimental data.
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First results from the CMD3 Detector
at the VEPP2000 Collider

Evgeny P. Solodov1 on behalf of the CMD3 Collaboration
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics

Novosibirsk, Russia

Regular data taking started at the VEPP2000 e`e´ Collider with CMD3 and SND detectors.

Energy scan for center-of-mass energy from 1 GeV to 2 GeV has been performed with about 20

pb´1 per detector. We present first preliminary results from the CMD3 detector.

1 Introduction

Production of low energy hadrons in e`e´ collisions remains an interesting experimental
area due to its important contribution to the Standard Model (SM) calculations of the muon
anomalious magnetic moment and αpsq.

An e`e´ collider of the next generation, VEPP2000 [1], has been constructed and started
regular data taking in BudkerINP, Novosibirsk, Russia. It is designed to cover a center-of-
mass (Ec.m.) energy from hadron production threshold up to 2 GeV.

Two detectors [2], SND and CMD3, have been prepared for the rich physics program at the
VEPP2000 collider. During next few years we plan to scan the available energy range to
measure the hadron production cross sections with a percent or better accuracy level, as
well as a study production dynamics for the multi-hadron channels.

In this paper we present preliminary results from the first energy scan of the 1-2 GeV
center-of-mass energy region obtained with the CMD3 detector.

2 The VEPP2000 Collider

The VEPP2000 collider is described elsewere [1] and the layout is shown in Fig. 1. A special
feature of the machine is the using of the solenoidal focusing for the interaction regions.
This new approach allows to suppress beam-beam effects and store larger currents. During
the energy scan, reported here, a luminosity up to 2¨1031 cm´2sec´1 has been demonstrated,
limited by the positron current. With a new positron source, currently under construction,
the designed luminosity is 1032 cm´2sec´1.

1solodov@inp.nsk.su
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Figure 1: The layout of the VEPP2000 complex. The locations of the CMD3 and SND
detectors are shown.

Figure 2: The CMD3 detector: 1-Interaction region; 2-Drift chamber; 3-BGO end cap
calorimeter; 4-Z-proportional chamber; 5-SC magnet ; 6-LXe calorimeter; 7-CsI calorimeter;
8-Yoke; 9-Focusing solenoids.

3 The CMD3 Detector

The CMD3 detector is described elsewere [2] and detector elements are shown in Fig. 2. It is
a general purpose magnetic detector, providing good spatial and momentum resolutions for
the charged particles [3], and very good (about 1-2 mm) spatial resolution for photons in the
LXe calorimeter [4], as well as good photon energy measurement. The detector performance
is demonstrated in Fig. 3, where DC and calorimeter responses are shown for collinear
events at Ec.m.=1.975 GeV. A relatively clean selection of the processes e`e´ Ñ e`e´, PP,
K`K´, π`π´ can be performed using detector subsystems.
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Figure 3: The CMD3 detector performance at Ec.m=1.975 GeV for collinear events: (top
left) the average momentum ; (bottom left) the dedx DC measurement versus average
momentum; (top right) the total energy deposition in the calorimeter versus average
momentum; (bottom right) the e`e´ Ñ PP signal from dedxą3000 selection and e`e´ Ñ
K`K´ and e`e´ Ñ π`π´ signals from calorimeter energy deposition selection.

4 First Physics results

We perform the energy scan in the 1-2 GeV center-of-mass energy, collecting data at 40
energy points with about 0.5 pb´1 integrated luminosity. This luminosity corresponds to
200000 to 50000 events of Bhabha events (per point) used for the luminosity measurements
and from a few hundred to a few thousand of multihadrons events like π`π´π0, 2pπ`π´q,
2pπ`π´qπ0, K`K´π`π´, 6π etc.

As shown in Fig. 3(bottom), a simple requirement of dEdXą3000 gives a very clean signal
of the e`e´ Ñ PP process with about 200 events per energy point. We estimate the cross
section for four energy points above the threshold and show in Fig. 4 a comparison of our
preliminary results with other measurements.

In this paper we also show our preliminary measurement of the e`e´ Ñ 3pπ`π´q cross
section. We detect five and six charged tracks and using the total energy for six tracks
and missing mass for five tracks select candidates for the e`e´ Ñ 3pπ`π´q reaction with
almost no background, as shown in Fig. 5(left). Our cross section measurement is shown in
Fig. 5(right) in comparison with recent BaBar data.
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Figure 5: The CMD3 study of the e`e´ Ñ 3pπ`π´q process: (left) the difference of the
6 pions total energy and Ec.m. (top) and missing mass for 5 tracks (bottom); (right) the
e`e´ Ñ 3pπ`π´q cross section measured by CMD3 detector (dots) in comparison with
the BaBar data (open circles). Line shows the PP threshold.
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Diffractive Dissociation into π´π´π` Final State
at COMPASS

Florian Haas1 on behalf of the COMPASS Collaboration
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Diffractive dissociation reactions studied at the COMPASS experiment at CERN provide access

to the light-meson spectrum. During a pilot run in 2004, using a negative pion beam and a Pb

target, 420k π´π´π` final-state events with masses below 2.5 GeV/c2 were recorded, yielding

a significant spin-exotic signal for the controversial π1(1600) resonance. After a major upgrade

of the spectrometer in 2007, the following two years were dedicated to hadron spectroscopy.

Using again a pion beam, but now with a liquid hydrogen target, a unique statistics of „60M

events of the 3π final state was gathered in 2008. During a short campaign in 2009, the H2

target was replaced by several solid state targets in order to study the effect of the target

material on the production. A partial-wave analysis (PWA) was performed on all these data

sets and results are presented.

1 Introduction

In the quark model mesons are described as bound states of quarks and anti-quarks. They
are characterized by a set of quantum numbers, which are isospin I, G-parity (for light
unflavoured mesons), the total spin J, parity P and, for neutral mesons, charge conjugation
parity C. Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD) predicts the existence of states beyond the
quark model, like hybrids, i.e. systems consisting of a color octet qq pair neutralized in color
by gluonic excitation, or glue balls, consisting only of glue. The experimental identification
of such states, however, is difficult due to mixing with qq configurations with the same
quantum numbers. The observation of meson states whose quantum numbers can not be
explained within the quark model, e.g. JPC “ 0´´, 0`´, 1´`, . . . , would be an evidence for
quark-gluon configurations beyond the quark model.

The lightest hybrid, predicted in a mass region of 1.3 – 2.2 GeV/c2, is expected to have
exotic quantum numbers JPC “ 1´` [1], and therefore does not mix with pure qq states.
There are three experimental candidates for a light 1´` hybrid. The π1p1400q was observed

1florian.haas@tum.de
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by E852 [2], VES [3], and Crystal Barrel [4]. Another 1´` state, the π1p1600q, decaying
into ρπ [5–7], η1π [8, 9], f1p1285qπ [10, 11] and b1p1235qπ [11] was observed in peripheral
π´p interactions in E852 and VES. The resonant nature of both states, however, is still
heavily disputed in the community [3,11,12]. A third exotic state, π1p2000q, decaying to f1π

and b1π was seen in only one experiment [10]. The COMPASS experiment will contribute
significantly to the search for exotic mesons and glue balls in the light-meson sector.

COMPASS, the COmmon Muon and Proton Apparatus for Structure and Spectroscopy [13]
is located at the CERN SPS accelerator. It is a two-stage magnetic spectrometer which pro-
vides a large angular acceptance over a wide momentum range. In addition to calorimetry
and particle identification, COMPASS is equipped with a very precise charged particle track-
ing system. For the beam tracking, Silicon detectors around the target, Scintillating Fibers
and PixelGEMs are used. Close to the beam large-size GEM detectors and Micromegas
are the backbone of the tracking system. The periphery is covered by Drift Chambers and
MWPCs.

2 The π´π´π` Final State

Diffractive dissociation is a process where an incoming beam particle impinges on a target
and is excited to an intermediate state X which finally decays into an n-body final state.
Here we focus on the diffraction of a 190 GeV/c π´ beam into the π´π´π` final state. The
target particle stays intact, taking away the recoil momentum. In Fig. 1a the distribution
of the kinematic variable t1 is shown, which is given by |t| ´ |t|min where t is the squared
four-momentum transfer to the target nucleus and |t|min the minimum value of |t| allowed
by kinematics for a given mass mX. This analysis focuses on events in the “high-t1” region
between 0.1 and 1.0 GeV2/c2 (see Fig. 1a) where E852 [6] observed the production of the
exotic π1(1600) with JPC “ 1´`.

Figure 1b shows the invariant mass spectrum of „ 4.2 ¨ 105 events of the 3π final state
on a Pb target. In addition, the intensity of the isotropic background wave (triangles) is
shown, as obtained from a partial-wave analysis, which will be described in the next section.
Figure 1c shows the invariant mass distribution for „ 60 ¨ 106 events taken with a liquid
hydrogen target. Due to an upgrade of the spectrometer it is sensitive to higher masses
than during 2004 data taking.

2.1 Partial-Wave Technique and Isobar Model

The present analysis is based on the isobar model, assuming that the intermediate state X
decays first into an isobar and a bachelor pion, with relative orbital angular momentum L
between the two. The isobar subsequently decays into a π´π` pair. A partial-wave analysis
(PWA), performed in two steps, was applied to the data. The first step is a fit in bins of the
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(a) Squared four-momentum
transfer t1, logarithmic scale.
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Figure 1: Kinematic Distributions.

3π invariant mass mX using the cross section parametrisation:

(1) σpτ, mX, t1q “
ÿ

ε“˘1

Nr
ÿ

r“1

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

i

Tε
irpmXq f ε

i pt
1qψε

i pτ, mq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

The transition amplitudes Tε
ir are the fitting parameters. They are obtained by an extended

maximum likelihood fit. The real functions f ε
i pt

1q describe the t1 dependence of the cross-
section. The decay amplitudes ψε

i pτ, mq are described by Zemach tensors or D functions.
τ represents the five phase-space variables of the three-body decay. The indices i and ε

denote different partial waves, defined by a set of quantum numbers JPC Mεrisobar πsL.

M is the absolute value of the spin projection onto the beam direction; ε is the reflectivity
[15], which describes the symmetry under reflections through the production plane and
corresponds to the naturality of the exchanged particle in the reaction. By incoherent
summation over r different spin states of the target are taken into account.

In a second step the mX dependence of the spin-density matrix, as obtained from the first
step, is fit using a χ2 minimization method and a model based on Breit-Wigner functions
for the resonant parts plus coherent background terms (mass-dependent fit).

2.2 Fit Results

For a data sample obtained with a Pb target during the 2004 campaign, the model, on
which the corresponding fit in 40 MeV mass bins is based on, consists of 42 partial waves:
34 waves with natural parity exchange (ε “ 1) and 7 waves corresponding to unnatural
parity exchange. An additional background wave is added incoherently to the cross-section.
Except the latter, the waves are constructed with quantum numbers ranging from total spin
J “ 0 to J “ 4, spin projection M “ 0 and M “ 1 and orbital angular momentum L “ S to
L “ G. Five isobars were used, four (ρp770q, f0p980q, f2p1270q and ρ3p1690q) described by
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Breit-Wigner functions and in addition a ππS-wave parametrized with the "K1"-solution [16]
from which the complex amplitude of the f0p980qwas subtracted. Exponential functions
specify the t1 dependence. Thresholds on the 3π mass were applied to most of the waves, in
order to stabilize the fit. To the six most prominent waves a mass-dependent fit was applied.
Breit-Wigner functions and a coherent background, where necessary, are characterizing the
waves.

Figures 2a-c show the intensity of the three most prominent waves, 1``0`ρπS, 2``1`ρπD,
and 2´`0` f2πS. Of peculiar interest are the fit results for the spin-exotic wave. The
1´`1`ρπP intensity (Fig. 2d) features a broad bump, centered at 1.7 GeV/c2, with a visible
low-mass shoulder. A constant-width Breit-Wigner function (blue curve) and a non-resonant
background (purple curve), possibly caused by Deck-like effects, describe the data well. To
clarify the resonant nature of this exotic amplitude, its interferences with well established
states have been studied. Figure 2e shows the phase difference to the 1``0`ρπS wave
(Fig. 2b), which clearly rises between 1.5 and 1.9 GeV/c2. Figure 2f shows that the exotic
wave is phase locked with the π2p1670q resonance in the 2´`0` f2πS wave, which can
be explained by the presence of a π1p1600q with mass and width similar to the π2p1670q.
Further details of this analysis can be found in [14].

A similar analysis was applied to the large data set with the liquid hydrogen target. The
waveset, used for the 2004 analysis, was extended due to 150 times larger statistics. Addi-
tional waves, with J “ 5 and J “ 6, M “ 2 and waves described by a sixth isobar ( f0p1500)
were implemented. No t1 dependence was introduced. A mass-dependent fit was not
performed yet. The result of a fit in 20 MeV mass bins can be seen in Fig. 3.

Again the intensity of the three major waves is plotted (Fig. 3a-c), while Fig. 3d shows the
exotic wave, where in contrast to the previous results the signal-to-background ratio is
much smaller. This effect can be observed in several M “ 1 waves, which is discussed in
more detail in Sec. 2.3. But nevertheless a peak centered at 1.65 GeV/c2 and a respective
phase motion (Fig. 3e) with respect to the 1``0`ρπS wave (Fig. 3b) can be seen in the same
mass region as in the 2004 analysis. Also the flat phase difference (Fig. 3f) between the
spin-exotic and the 2´`0` f2πS wave (Fig. 3c) is in good agreement with the fit results on
a Pb target. The peak-like structure at 1.1 GeV/c2 is not yet completely understood. The
fact that no change of the phase difference can be seen in the corresponding mass region in
Fig. 3e, suggests a non-resonant mechanism. Further studies are underway.

2.3 Dependence of π´π´π` Production on the Target Material

A striking finding is the target material dependence of the population of the M sub-states of
the produced waves which becomes evident from the analysis of data taken with a Pb target
(2004, 2009) and with the lH target (2008), and which is shown here for the 2008/2009 data
sets. Due to different amounts of statistics both data samples are normalized to the integral
of the narrow 2``1`ρπD wave in the region between 1.1 and 1.6 GeV/c2. A clear difference
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Figure 2: Intensities of major waves: (a) 2``1`ρπD, (b) 1``0`ρπS and (c) 2´`0` f2πS,
the red curve represents the mass-dependent fit of the a2p1320q, the a1p1260q and the
π2p1670q respectively. (d) Intensity of the spin-exotic wave 1´`1`ρπP, and phase differ-
ences of this wave with respect to the (e) 1``0`ρπS, and the (f) 2´`0` f2πS waves (Pb
target). All plots from (from [14])

in population of M sub-states can be seen in comparison of the two data samples. As an
example the total intensities of JPC “ 1``waves with different M projections are shown in
Fig. 4. The population of M “ 1 waves is significantly higher for the heavy nuclear target
(Fig. 4e) than for hydrogen (Fig. 4b). At the same time, the population of M “ 0 waves is
reduced for Pb (Fig. 4d) as compared to hydrogen (Fig. 4a). With the applied normalization
the total intensity for both projections, however, is rather similar (Fig. 4c and Fig. 4f). The
origin of this dependence is yet unexplained.

3 Conclusions

The COMPASS spectrometer is a powerful tool to investigate the light meson spectrum. The
2004 pilot run data on a Pb target show a strong signal of the spin-exotic π1p1600q, observed
in the 1´`1`ρπP wave.
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Figure 3: Intensities of major waves: (a) 2``1`ρπD, (b) 1``0`ρπS and (c) 2´`0` f2πS,
no mass-dependent fit applied yet. (d) Intensity of the spin-exotic wave 1´`1`ρπP, and
phase differences of this wave with respect to the (e) 1``0`ρπS, and the (f) 2´`0` f2πS
waves, no mass-dependent fit applied yet (H2 target).

During the hadron spectroscopy data taking campaign in 2008 COMPASS recorded a large
diffractive data sample on a proton target which in the π´π´π` final state exceeds the
available world statistics by a factor of 10. Preliminary fit results confirm the presence of
the π1p1600q in good agreement with the 2004 analysis, also on the lH target. A striking
difference, however, is the dependence of the production strength for different M sub-states
of waves on the target material which indicates a suppression of M “ 1 states for light
targets. Fits in mass and t1 bins are underway as well as leakage studies. Also Deck-like
effects will be studied, in order to get a deeper insight into non-resonant contributions. This
knowledge will lead to an improved mass-dependent fit to clarify the resonance nature of
structures seen in the data, especially in the spin-exotic JPC “ 1´` wave.
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Figure 4: Intensity sum of JPC “ 1`` waves with M “ 0: (a) H2, (d) Pb, M “ 1: (b) H2, (e)
Pb, and for both M projections: (c) H2, (f) Pb, same scaling, Pb data normalized to H2 data.
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Spin-exotic search in the ρπ decay channel: New results
on π´π0π0 in comparison to π´π`π´ final states

(diffractively produced on proton)
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Physikalisches Institut, Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg

79104 Freiburg, GERMANY

The COMPASS experiment at CERN SPS features charged particle tracking as well as good

coverage by electromagnetic calorimetry, and our data provide an excellent opportunity for

simultaneous observation of new states in different decay modes by the same experiment.

The existence of the spin-exotic π1p1600q resonance in the ρπ decay channel is studied for

the first time at COMPASS in both decay modes of the diffractively produced p3πq´ system:

π´p Ñ π´π`π´p and π´ p Ñ π´π0π0 p. A preliminary partial-wave analysis performed

on the 2008 proton target data allows for a first conclusive comparison of both p3πq´ decay

modes not only for main waves but also for small ones. We find the neutral versus charged

mode results in excellent agreement with expectations from isospin symmetry. Both, the

intensities and the relative phases to well-known resonances, are consistent for the neutral and

the charged decay modes of the p3πq´ system. The status on the search for the spin-exotic

π1p1600q resonance produced on a proton target is discussed.

1 Introduction

The existence of exotic states beyond the simple Constituent Quark Model (CQM) has been
speculated about almost since the introduction of colour [1, 2]. So-called hybrid mesons (qq
states with excited gluonic degree of freedom) and glueballs (purely gluonic states without
valence quarks) are allowed within Quantum Chromodynamics due to the self-coupling
of gluons via the colour-charge, while they are forbidden within the CQM. Even though
glueball candidates have been reported by the Crystal Barrel and the WA102 experiments,
the mixing with ordinary isoscalar mesons makes the interpretation difficult. Several light
hybrids on the other hand are predicted to have exotic JPC quantum numbers and are thus
promising candidates in the search for resonances beyond the CQM. The hybrid candidate
lowest in mass is predicted [3] to have a mass between 1.3 and 2.2 GeV/c2 and exotic
quantum numbers JPC “ 1´`, not attainable by ordinary qq states. Several experimentally

1nerling@cern.ch
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Mass of outgoing 3π system – charged
mode: π− p −−> π−π+π− p 

Mass of outgoing 3π system – neutral 
mode: π− p −−> π−π0π0 p 

DiffractiveDiffractive dissociationdissociation intointo 33π π final final statesstates
(2008 (2008 datadata, LH, LH22 targettarget))

38% of 2008 data

PWA: ~ 1M events PWA: ~ 24M  events (acceptance corr.)

Figure 1: Total mass spectrum of the p3πq´ systems – neutral (left) versus charged decay
mode (right). The spectra look similar as expected, showing both the most prominent,
well-known resonances a1p1260q, a2p1320q and π2p1670q.

observed 1´` hybrid candidates in the light-quark sector have been reported in different
decay channels in the past, however, they are all still controversially discussed in the
community, see e.g. [4]. In particular, the resonant nature of the π1p1600q observed by
both E852 and VES in the ρπ decay channel [5, 6] in 3π final states is questioned. In later
publications, certain conclusions were withdrawn [7] and re-analyses of the p3πq´ system
in two different final states within the same collaboration lead to opposite conclusions [8],
respectively. One may get a hint at this controversy looking at [9].

After a short pilot run in 2004 (190 GeV/c π´ beam, Pb target), we recorded high statistics
using a 190 GeV/c negative pion beam scattered off a liquid hydrogen (proton) target. A
similar amount of data with 190 GeV/c positive hadron beams has been taken in 2009,
as well as some data (negative beam) with nuclear targets. As a first input to the puzzle,
COMPASS observed a significant JPC spin-exotic signal in the 2004 data (in three charged
pion final states) consistent with the disputed π1p1600q that was accepted for publication
last year [10]. The proton and nuclear target data taken in 2008/09 will enable COMPASS
to further clarify the situation.

2 New results of π´π0π0 in comparison to π´π`π´ final states

The invariant mass of the p3 πq´ system is shown for the neutral and the charged ρπ decay
modes in Fig. 1. About half of the 2008 data with negative pion beam of 190 GeV/c have been
analysed so far in the high momentum transfer t1 region of 0.1 GeV2

{c2 ă t1 ă 1.0 GeV2
{c2.

Due to the different detection efficiencies obtained for neutral and charged particles, this
translates to „1 M events (neutral mode) and „24 M event (charged mode), respectively,
being roughly in the range as expected in general.

The new mass-independent PWA results for neutral and charged mode data presented in
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Figure 2: Comparison of PWA mass-independent fit result for neutral versus charged
mode – exemplary main and small waves: (Top, left) a2p1320q used for normalisation,
(top & bottom, centre) π2p1670q, (top & bottom, right) a4p2040q, and (bottom, left) a1p1260q,
respectively (red = neutral, blue = charged). For discussion see text.

this paper, are normalised using the a2p1320q as a standard candle as shown in Fig. 2 (top,
left) in order to compensate for the different detection efficiencies. This makes the fitted
intensities for individual partial waves comparable between neutral and charged modes.
With respect to [11], the wave-set has been extended from 42 to 53 waves, cf. also [12]
giving further details on the analysis of the π´π`π´ final states likewise, and the data
analysed for the neutral mode has been increased by about a factor of five, allowing for
a first conclusive comparison also for small waves. A detailed description of the applied
PWA method can be found in [11, 12] and references therein.

Even though the neutral mode data have not yet been corrected for acceptance (which
is rather flat for the charged mode), our data is in good agreement with expectations
from isospin coupling considerations. If an isospin 1 resonance decays into ρπ, similar
intensities are expected for neutral and charged mode, whereas decays into f2π should
show a suppression factor of two for the neutral w.r.t. to the charged mode data, simply
due to the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients determining the different isospin coupling for the
different underlying isobar structure, i.e. decays into an isovector versus an isoscalar. This
is shown for some exemplary main and small waves in Fig. 2. The a1p1260q decaying into
ρπ is observed with same width and intensity for both modes, similarly for the π1p1670q
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Figure 3: Intensity sums of all partial waves decaying into ρπ (left) and f2π (right) inter-
mediate states included in the fit are in good agreement with expectations from isospin
symmetry. For discussion see text.

and a4p2040q decays into ρπ, whereas a suppression factor of about two is observed for the
neutral mode intensities as compared to the charged mode data for the resonances decaying
into f2π — as expected. That our data follows the expectation from isospin symmetry to a
large extent throughout the whole wave-set is shown by Fig. 3, depicting the intensity sums
of all ρπ and f2π partial waves, respectively.

This simple isospin-symmetry holds only presumed the branchings are entirely determined
by the isospin Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, which is not true in general for f0,2π decays, as
Bose-Symmetrisation with the other π´ and π0, respectively, is required and might change
the observed ratio of intensities due to interference effects. There is no such effect, however,
for ρπ decays since whatever the effect might be, it is the same for both decay modes, and
therefore cancels out. We checked by calculation using the wave function, that there is
no such effect for π2p1670q decaying into f2π, for which the pure suppression factor of
two is indeed expected, as given in Table 1. Depending on the overlap of the isobars on
the Dalitz plot, interference effects might change the factor of two, as for example in case
of the πp1800q decay into f0p980qπ, for which we expect to find an enlarged suppression
factor (Tab. 1) in good agreement with our data, see Fig. 4 (top, centre). Apart of the fitted

BR = N(π´π0π0 )/N(π´π´π` ) – calculated from isobar model amplitudes
BR( 0´` f0p980qπ S) = 0.44 (at 1.8 GeV)
BR( 1``pππqsπ P) = 0.80 (at 1.3 GeV)
BR( 2´` f2p1270qπ S) = 0.50 (at 1.67 GeV)

Table 1: Isospin symmetry and final state Bose-Symmetrisation: Calculation of the relative
branching ratios (BR) of neutral to charged mode for decays via different isobars. The
isospin Clebsch-Gordan coefficients have been applied inside the PWA normalisation
integral calculator to calculate the BR for the different partial waves.
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Figure 4: Relative phase difference Φ for main and small waves with respect to the
prominent a1p1260q (see Fig.2, left, bottom): (Left) a2p1320q Ñ ρπ, (centre) πp1800q Ñ
f0p980qπ, and (right) a4p2040q Ñ ρπ, respectively (red = neutral, blue = charged). The well-
known a2p1320q resonance as well as the smaller, less prominent ones show a clean, rapid
phase motion relatively to the a1p1260q. Not only the intensities but also the phases are
consistent for both, neutral and charged mode, for discussion see text.

intensities it is conclusive to look at the phase difference of a possible resonance with respect
to a well-know one. If the candidate is indeed a resonance, connected with the reference one
(but not phase-locked), it should manifest in a clean phase motion between them, as it is
shown for main and small waves in Fig. 4, using the prominent a1p1260q as reference. For the
a2p1320q, we find a rapid phase motion just in the range between the maxima of both objects,
consistently coinciding for the neutral and the charged mode data. For the π2p1670q and
the a4p2040q, we observe a clean, rapid phase motion as well, again consistently coinciding
for both modes. As they are more separated in mass from the reference, they are resonating
against the tail of the a1p1260q resulting in observed phase motions limited to the mass
range (about 1.7-1.9 and 1.7-2.0 GeV/c2, respectively) of the given resonance under study.
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3 Conclusions & summary

The hadron data taken in 2008/09 will allow COMPASS to contribute solving the puzzle
of light spin-exotic mesons. The high statistics and the possibility of detecting final states
involving neutral particles allows for simultaneous observation and confirmation of new
states in different final states by the same experiment. The new results presented on the
ρπ decay channel in both, neutral and charged decay modes of the p3πq´ system, appear
very consistent and solid not only for main but also for small waves. There is presently no
contradiction between both analysis results. In particular the coinciding relative phases of
various resonances confirm already now the excellent potential to conclude on the existence
of the spin-exotic π1p1600q resonance in the ρπ decay channel, simultaneously observed in
two different final states with the same experiment.
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In previous works regarding the interaction of two vector mesons using the techniques of the

chiral unitary approach, it was shown that the vector-vector interaction in s-wave with spins

aligned is very strong both for ρ´ ρ and K˚ ´ ρ to the point to get dynamically the f2p1270q

and K˚2 p1430q resonances. In the work presented in this talk we use the rho-rho and ρ´ K˚

interaction in spin 2 and isospin 0 channel to show that the resonances ρ3p1690q, f4p2050q,

ρ5p2350q and f6p2510q and the strange K˚2 p1430q, K˚3 p1780q, K˚4 p2045q, K˚5 p2380q and a not yet

discovered K˚6 are basically molecules of increasing number of ρp770q mesons (with also a

K˚p892q in the case of the strange states). We use the fixed center approximation of the Faddeev

equations to write the multi-body interaction in terms of the two-body scattering amplitudes.

We find the masses of the states very close to the experimental values.

The chiral unitary approach has unraveled the molecular nature of many hadronic res-
onances [1–7]. As far as the interaction of vector mesons is concerned the f2p1270q and
K˚2 p1430q can be generated from the ρρ and K˚ρ unitarized interactions respectively in
spin S=2, isospin I=0, with a very strong binding energy [8, 9]. In view of this strong ρρ

interaction, it is natural to ask whether is it possible to obtain bound systems with increasing
number of ρ mesons as building blocks. Regarding this question, it is worth noting that
in the PDG [10] there are intriguing mesons with large spin, of the ρ and f0 type, whose
quantum numbers match systems made with 3, 4, 5 and 6 ρ mesons with their spins aligned.
These are the ρ3p1690q (3´´), f4p2050q (4``), ρ5p2350q (5´´) and f6p2510q (6``) resonances.
Whether these systems with spin J “ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 can be interpreted as few body systems
made of an increasing numbers of ρp770qmesons is the main aim of the present work.

The basic ingredient for the calculation of the multi-ρ scattering is the two-ρ interaction [8].
From the hidden gauge symmetry Lagrangian [11–14] for vector mesons, the ρρ potential
can be obtained. The term of interest for the present work to which these Lagrangians
lead are a four vector meson contact term and a four vector meson interaction through the
exchange of an intermediate vector meson in the t and u channels. From these Lagrangians
the potential V can be obtained, to which the contact and ρ-exchange terms contribute. For
the present work only the spin S “ 2 and isospin I “ 0, I “ 2, are necessary. Actually, the
ρρ S “ 2, I “ 0 is strongly attractive. This is the most important reason to obtain a bound
ρρ state with these quantum numbers as we explain below.
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With this potential the total ρρ scattering amplitude can be obtained. In order to extend
the range of applicability of the interaction to the resonance region, the implementation of
exact unitarity is mandatory. In this case, we use the Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation where
the kernel is the potential V described above, T “ V

1´VG , for each spin-isospin channel.
In the BS equation, G is the ρρ loop function [2, 3], which can be regularized by means
of dimensional regularization or using a three-momentum cutoff, which is the only free
parameter in the whole model and is chosen such as to produce the peak of |T|2 at the
experimental mass of the f2p1270q.

For the multi-ρ systems we evaluate the scattering amplitudes for the interactions of two
clusters made up of ρ-mesons. For the interaction of three ρ mesons we consider the
interaction of one of the ρ mesons with the other two clustered in and f2p1270q. To this
purpose we use the fixed center approximation to the Faddeev equations (FCA), which
are written in terms of two partition functions T1, T2, which sum up to the total scattering
matrix, T, and read

(1) T1 “ t1 ` t1G0T2 , T2 “ t2 ` t2G0T1 , T “ T1 ` T2

where T is the total scattering amplitude we are looking for, Ti accounts for all the diagrams
starting with the interaction of the external particle with particle i of the compound system
and ti represent the ρρ unitarized scattering amplitude of a ρ` with any of the other ρ in
the I “ 0 ρρ system.

In fig. 1 we show the modulus squared of the amplitudes for different number of ρ mesons
considering only the single scattering mechanisms (dotted line) and the full model (solid
and dashed lines). The difference between the solid and dashed lines is the value of a cutoff
present in the form factor [15] needed in the evaluation of the 5ρ and 6ρ meson systems.
The position of the maximum in the modulus squared of the amplitudes can be associated
with the masses of the corresponding resonances. It is worth noting that the model has no
free parameters once a cutoff is chosen in ref. [8] to obtain the experimental mass of the
f2p1270q resonance.

The values of the masses that we obtain are in very good agreement with the experimental
values of the masses of the resonances considered in the present work, the ρ3p1690q, f4p2050q,
ρ5p2350q and f6p2510q. This is a remarkable fact given the simplicity of the underlying idea.

An extension of the model to the strange sector including K˚ vector mesons has been also
done in ref. [16].

In Fig. 2 we show the modulus squared of the different multy-body scattering amplitudes
with strangeness. The resonant structure of the amplitudes is clearly evident in the plot,
which can be associated to the resonances labeled in the figures with masses given by the
position of the maxima.
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Figure 1: Modulus squared of the unitarized multi-ρ amplitudes. Solid line: full model
with cutoff form factor “ 1500 MeV; dashed line: full model with cutoff form factor “ 875
MeV; dotted line: only single-scattering contribution.
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Figure 2: Modulus squared of the unitarized K˚–multi-ρ amplitudes.
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The claims made here that the already observed states up to J “ 6 correspond to multi ρ

and/or K˚ states is a novel idea worth consideration. New studies with different formalisms
and different points of view would be most welcome, as well as possible experimental tests
which could help unveil the real nature of these states.
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A practical method to analyze the mixing structure of hadrons consisting of two components

of quark and hadronic composite is discussed. As an example we investigate the properties of

the axial vector meson a1p1260q and discuss its mixing properties quantitatively.

One of recent interests in the hadron structure is whether hadrons are made up of quarks
described in the conventional quark model, or rather develop subcomponents of quark-
clusters inside hadrons. In fact, hadronic resonant states physically observed should be
mixture of more than one component like hadronic and quark-composites, an important
issue is to clarify how these components are mixed in a hadron. In this work, we focus on
hadron structure having two components of quark and hadronic composite. We propose
a method to disentangle their mixture, by taking the a1p1260qmeson as an example. The
a1 is a candidate of the chiral partner of ρ described as a qq in many models, while, in
coupled-channel approaches based on the chiral effective theory, the a1 meson has been
described as a dynamically generated resonance in the πρ scattering [1–3]. We first solve
the πρ scattering amplitude to find the poles corresponding to the physical a1, and then
develop a method to clarify its mixing nature. The detailed discussions are given in Ref. [4].

By solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation, we can obtain the πρ scattering amplitude as

(1) t “
v

1´ vG
,

where v is the four-point Weinberg-Tomozawa interaction and G πρ two-body propagator.
If the potential v is sufficiently attractive, the amplitude develops a pole corresponding to
the πρ-composite a1 meson [1] without qq quark-core [5, 6].

The elementary a1 meson also contributes to the πρ scattering amplitude in the form of an
effective πρ interaction: va1 “ gps´m2

a1
` iεq´1g, where g is the coupling to πρ and ma1

1nagahiro@cc.nara-wu.ac.jp
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the bare mass of the elementary a1 meson. The full scattering amplitude T having both
interactions v and va1 is then written by,

(2) T “
v` va1

1´ pv` va1qG
.

This amplitude generates poles corresponding to physical resonant states of the problem.
To study the mixing nature, we express equivalently the amplitude t in Eq. (1) as,

(3) t ” gRpsq
1

s´ sp
gRpsq,

where sp is the pole position of the amplitude t in Eq. (1). In this form, we can interpret
ps´ spq

´1 as the one-particle propagator of the composite a1 meson by taking an analogy
with the conventional discussion of bound state problem [5]. Having the form of Eq. (3), we
now rewrite the scattering amplitude T in Eq. (2) as,

(4) T “ pgR, gq
1

D̂´1
0 ´ Σ̂

ˆ

gR

g

˙

,

where

(5) D̂´1
0 “

ˆ

s´ sp

s´m2
a1

˙

, Σ̂ “
ˆ

gRGg
gGgR gGg

˙

.

The diagonal elements of the matrix D̂0 are the free propagators of the two a1’s, one for the
composite and the other for the elementary ones having the proper normalization, and the
matrix Σ̂ expresses the self-energy and interactions for these modes.

The expression of Eq. (4) makes it possible to analyze the mixing nature of the physical
a1 in terms of the original two bases. Having the amplitude in this form, D̂”pD̂´1

0 ´ Σ̂q´1

is identified with the propagators of the physical states represented by the bases of the
elementary and composite a1’s. The residues of the diagonal elements Dii defined by,

(6) Dii “
zii

a
s´M2

a
`

zii
b

s´M2
b
` pregular termq pi “ 1, 2q ,

have the meaning of the wave function renormalization and then carry the information on
the mixing rate of the physical resonant states. The concrete forms of the potentials used in
Eq. (2) are given in Ref. [4].

We find two poles at (a)
?

s “ 1033´ 107i MeV and at (b) 1728´ 313i MeV, corresponding
to the physical states in the present model. These pole positions are significantly different
from those of the two basis states, ?sp “ 1012´ 221i MeV and ma1 “ 1189 MeV, because
of the mixing effect. In Fig. 1(a), we show the resulting pole-flow in the complex-energy
plane by changing the mixing parameter x introduced by ga1πρ Ñ xga1πρ. When the mixing
is turned on, the pole starting from the composite a1 (we refer to it as “pole-a”) approaches
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Figure 1: (a) Trajectories of the poles in the full scattering amplitude in Eq. (2) by changing
the mixing parameter x (thick lines). The open square indicates the pole position of the
composite a1 and open circle indicates the elementary a1 pole px “ 0q. The other end
points of solid circle and square correspond to the physical points px “ 1q. Thin lines
represent the pole-flows as Nc is increased from Nc “ 3 for fixed x. (b) Squared amplitude
|T|2 of πρ Ñ πρ process on the real energy axis for the mixing parameter x “ 1.

the real axis, ending at 1033´ 107i MeV when x “ 1 (solid square), while that from the
elementary a1 pole (“pole-b”) goes far from the real axis and reaches 1728´ 313i MeV when
x “ 1 (solid circle). In Fig. 1(b), we show the squared amplitude |T|2 in Eq. (2) (or (4))
at x “ 1, and find that a peak structure is dominated by the pole-a. Therefore, the pole
expected to be observed in experiments is the pole-a located at lower energy position that
comes from the composite a1 pole.

Figure 2: Absolute value of the residues defined in Eq. (6). The left panel shows the
mixing parameter x dependence at Nc “ 3 while the right panel is the Nc dependence at
x “ 0.8. The meaning of each line is indicated in the figure.

In Fig. 2(left panel) we show the absolute values of the residues as functions of the mixing
parameter x. One of the most important messages can be read from the magnitude of z11

a
and z22

a at x “ 1, which are the residues of the possibly observed a1 state. We can see that
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the pole-a at x “ 1, although its location is close to the composite a1 pole, has a component
of the elementary a1 meson comparable to that of the composite a1. The detailed discussions
are given in Ref. [4].

Next, we test the large Nc dependence of the pole positions according to the scaling law of
the pion decay constant fπ as fπ Ñ fπ

a

Nc{3. In Fig. 1, we also show the trajectories of the
pole positions by changing the Nc value for fixed mixing strength. The fate of the large Nc

depends strongly on the mixing parameter x, although the component of the composite a1

is always larger than that of elementary (z11
a ą z22

a ) at Nc “ 3 as shown in Fig. 2 (left panel).
In Fig. 2 (right panel), we show the Nc dependence of the residues of pole-a at x “ 0.8.
There we find that the magnitudes of the residues of the pole-a, z11

a and z22
a , interchange at

Nc „ 3.5. This indicates that the nature of the resonance changes as Nc is varied. Thus, for the
mixed system of elementary and composite components, the large Nc limit does not always
reflect the world at Nc “ 3.

We have developed a general method to analyze the mixing structure of hadrons consisting
of two components of quark and hadronic composites by taking the a1p1260q axial-vector
meson as an example. The present analysis points out theoretically that the a1 meson has
comparable amount of the elementary a1 component to the πρ composite a1. We also have
shown explicitly that the mixing nature of hadrons in the large Nc limit could differ from
that at finite Nc “ 3. Quest for evidences of the mixing nature in physical observables is an
interesting future work.
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New observations on light hadron spectroscopy
at BESIII

Hongwei Liu1 on behalf of the BESIII Collaboration
Institute of High Energy Physics

100049 Beijing, P. R. China

With samples of 225 million J{ψ events and 106 million ψ1 events collected in the BESIII detector,

pp mass threshold enhancement is evident in J{ψ radiative decays, which is consistent with

BESII result. No significant narrow enhancement is observed in ψ1 radiative decays. For

J{ψ Ñ γπ`π´η1 decay, the Xp1835q, which was previously observed by BESII, is confirmed

with a statistical significance that is larger than 20σ and the angular distribution of the radiative

photon is consistent with expectations for a pseudoscalar. In addition, in the π`π´η1 invariant

mass spectrum, the Xp2120q and the Xp2370q, are observed with statistical significance larger

than 7.2σ and 6.4σ , respectively. A new process J{ψ Ñ ωXp1870q Ñ ωa0π is also observed in

J{ψ Ñ ωπ`π´η decay.

1 Introduction

The Beijing Electron Positron Collider II (BEPCII) is a double ring collider, focusing on the
τ-charm energy region, of which the designed luminosity is 1ˆ 1033cm´2s´1 at the center
of mass energy of 3770 MeV. The Beijing Spectrometer III (BESIII) is a general-purpose
detector, which is the only experiment at BEPCII, and consists of four subdetectors: a main
drift chamber, a time of flight system, a CsI(Tl) electromagnetic calorimeter, and a muon
chamber. A superconducting solenoidal magnet locates between the calorimeter and the
muon chamber and provides 1.0 T magnetic field. Up to now, BESIII has accumulated the
word largest sample for J{ψp 225ˆ 106q, ψ

1

p 106ˆ 106q, ψ(3770) ( 2.9 f b´1).

Multi-quark states, glueballs and hybrids have been searched for experimentally for a
very long time, but none have been established. However, during the past three years, a
lot of unexpected experimental evidence for hadrons cannot (easily) be explained by the
conventional quark model. For example, at BESII:pp threshold enhancement was observed
in J{ψ Ñ γpp ,and X(1835) was observed in J{ψ Ñ γπ`π´η1. Taking advantage of the high
luminosity provided by the BEPCII collider, BESIII collaboration has reported several new
observations and many high precision measurements on light hadron spectroscopy such as
the X(1835) resonance, pp mass threshold enhancement. In this talk, we will present the
relative results of these new observations and measurements.

1liuhw@ihep.ac.cn
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2 Observations

2.1 pp mass threshold study in J{ψ and ψ
1

radiative decays

A strong pp mass threshold enhancement was firstly observed by BESII experiment in the
J{ψ Ñ γpp [1]decay. One interesting feature of this enhancement is that no corresponding
structure is reported in the relative channels, including B-meson decays [2], radiative decays
of ψ1 [3] and Υ [4], or the decay of J{ψ Ñ ωpp [5].
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Figure 1: pp invariant mass distribution of :(a) ψ1 Ñ π`π´ J{ψpγppq;(b) J{ψ Ñ γpp;(c)
ψ1 Ñ γpp. The dashed curve shows the fitted background polynomial. The dash-dotted
curve in (a) represents how the acceptance varies with Mpp.

FIG. 1 (a) and (b) show the pp invariant mass distribution of ψ1 Ñ π`π´ J{ψpγppq and
direct J{ψ Ñ γpp. The strong threshold enhancement structure can be observed. The fitted
resonance parameters are M “ 1861`6

´13(stat.)`7
´26(syst.) MeV{c2 and Γ ă 38 MeV{c2 at the

90% C.L. for ψ1 Ñ π`π´ J{ψpγppq. However, no significant threshold enhancement struc-
ture is found in ψ1 Ñ γpp decays, shown in FIG. 1 (c). The negative observations implies
that the pure FSI effect alone cannot totally account for the strong threshold enhancement
observed in the radiative decay of J{ψ.

2.2 Confirmation of X(1835) and observation of two new structures in J{ψ Ñ

γπ`π´η1

The Xp1835q was firstly observed at BESII with a statistical significance of 7.7σ. Theoretical
interpretations have been raised to settle the nature of this resonance, including the pp
bound state [6], a glueball [7], a radial excitation of the η1 meson [8], etc.

FIG. 2 Shown are the η1π`π´ invariant mass spectrum in J{ψ Ñ γη1π`π´, where the η is
detected in its (a) η1 Ñ γρ and (b)η1 Ñ π`π´π0 decay modes. The X(1835) resonance is
clearly seen. Additional peaks are evident around 2.1 and 2.3 GeV{c2, denoted as Xp2120q
and Xp2370q, as well as the f1p1510q and the distinct ηc. The fitting result of the combined
mass spectrum is shown in FIG. 2 (c). The mass and width of Xp1835q are measured to be
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Figure 2: The invariant mass spectrum of η1π`π´ with (a) η1 Ñ γρ, (b) η1 Ñ ηπ`π´.
(c) The fitting results of η1π`π´; (d) The cos2 θγ distribution, where θγ is the polar angle
of the photon in the J{ψ center of mass system. The solid circles are from data. The
histograms are from J{ψ Ñ γη1π`π´ phase space MC events.

M “ 1836.5˘ 3.0pstat.q`5.6
´2.1psyst.q MeV{c2 and Γ “ 190˘ 9pstat.q`38

´36psyst.q MeV{c2 with a
significance of larger than 20σ. The statistical significance of the Xp2120q and Xp2370q are
determined to be 7.2σ and 6.4σ respectively. For X(1835), the cos2 θγ distribution is shown
in FIG. 2 (d), where θγ is the polar angle of the photon in the J{ψ center of mass system. It
agrees with 1` cos2 θγ, which is expected for a pseudoscalar.

2.3 Observation of J{ψ Ñ ωXp1870q Ñ ωa0p980qπ in J{ψ Ñ ωηπ`π´

The Xp1860q in J{ψ Ñ γpp and the X(1835) in J{ψ Ñ γη1π`π´ stimulated the study of the
decay patterns of these resonances. BESIII has finished the analysis of J{ψ Ñ ωηπ`π´

with J{ψ events.
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Figure 3: (a) The mass spectrum of ηπ˘; (b) The mass spectrum of ηπ`π´ in a˘0 p980q
mass window; (c) The ηπ`π´ mass spectrum fitting with a˘0 p980q. The dots are data. In
(b), the histogram is from J{ψ Ñ ωηπ`π´ phase space MC events.

In the mass spectrum of ηπ˘, shown in FIG. 3 (a), the a˘0 p980q peak is clearly seen. The
mass spectrum of ηπ`π´ with a˘0 p980q is shown in FIG. 3 (b). The f1p1285q, ηp1405q and a
clear peak around 1.8 GeV{c2, denoted as Xp1870q, can be seen. A fit with three resonances
yields M “ 1877.3˘ 6.3(stat.)`6.3

´7.4(syst.) MeV{c2 and Γ “ 57˘ 12(stat.)`19
´4 (syst.) MeV{c2

for Xp1870qwith a statistical significance of 7.2σ. Additionally, the branching ratio of the
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ηp1405q hadronic decay is measured to be smaller than the production in the radiative
decays of J{ψ [9], which indicates ηp1405qmay couple strongly to gluons.

3 Summary

In this talk, studies of Xp1860q in J{ψ Ñ γpp, Xp1835q and two new resonances in J{ψ Ñ
γη1π`π´, and Xp1870q in J{ψ Ñ ωηπ`π´ are reported. Whether these three peaks are
from the same source still needs further experimental and theoretical studies. At BESIII,
many precision measurements with high discovery potential have been possible and more
physics results are expected.
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Measuring the phase between strong and EM J{ψ decay
amplitudes

Marco Maggiora1 on behalf of the BESIII Collaboration
Department of Physics - University of Turin and INFN - Turin

Via Pietro Giuria 1 I-109125 Torino, ITALY

A c.m. energy scan below the J{ψ peak foreseen in the next future at BESIII can probe the

existence in all the exclusive possible final states of an interference pattern between the resonant

e`e´ Ñ J{ψ Ñ hadrons and non-resonant e`e´ Ñ hadrons amplitudes. The relative phase of

the strong J{ψ decay amplitude with respect to the electromagnetic one can hence be accessed

for the first time in a model independent way.

1 Introduction

An interference pattern between the J{ψ decay and the non-resonant amplitudes has been
observed in e`e´ Ñ µ`µ´, the corresponding relative phase being in good agreement
with what expected [1]. The 93 keV J{ψ decay width is often interpreted as a proof of a
perturbative regime; in such a framework the J{ψ resonant strong A3g and electromagnetic
Aγ amplitudes (Fig. 1.a and 1.b) are predicted to be almost real [2–4], as expected for the
non-resonant electromagnetic amplitude Aem (the non-resonant counterpart of Aγ shown in
Fig. 1.c). On the contrary a wide experimental evidence (J{ψ Ñ NN, VP, PP, VV [5], where
N, V and P stand respectively for nucleon, vector and pseudo-scalar meson) points toward
an unexpected „ 90˝ phase difference, consistent with no interference pattern in the case of
hadronic amplitudes. These imaginary amplitudes have mostly been obtained comparing
decay processes, belonging to the same category, modelling the amplitudes by means of
SU3 and SU3 breaking; such additional theoretical hypotheses are questionable [6].

Asymptotically pQCD is supposed to hold, and the amplitudes relative to e`e´ annihilations
into hadrons at very high c.m. energies are expected to be real [3, 4]. It is possible that
asymptotics is not yet fully reached at „ 3 GeV for some channel, but anyhow presently
QCD does not provide any explanation for so large imaginary amplitudes, i.e. such a huge
phase difference „ 90o, although sub-dominant imaginary contributions are expected as a
consequence of the time-like complex structure of αQCD [4].

1marco.maggiora@to.infn.it
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Diagrams for the process e`e´Ñ hadrons: strong A3g (a) and electromagnetic
Aγ (b) contribution at ψ resonances; non-resonant electromagnetic Aem (c) contribution.

The interference term should vanish [7] once inclusively summing up on all the decay
channels, as it is observed experimentally. This overall cancellation could be achieved
because of real amplitudes with opposite sign, as expected for instance in the case of pp
and nn. BESIII Collaboration will soon probe the existence of a possible interference pattern
between the amplitudes of Fig. 1 in all the possible exclusive channels by mean of a c.m.
energy scan below the J{ψ peak (possibly in the future below the ψ1 peak as well), giving
access, in a model independent way, to their relative phases. A previous J{ψ scan by BESII

shew no evidence for an interference pattern in the exclusive ρπ channel [8]; exploiting the
exceptional performances of BEPCII and BESIII, a final answer could be quickly achieved.

2 Measuring the phase between A3g and Aγ

The BESIII Collaboration will search for an interference pattern in all the possible final states
between the resonant and the non resonant amplitudes:

(1) AR “ α

ˆ

x
1` x2 ` i

1
1` x2

˙

, x “
MJ{ψ ´

?
s

ΓTOT{2
; ANR “ ´βeiΦp

The resonant AR amplitude for the process e`e´ Ñ J{ψ Ñ pp can be factorised in a Breit-
Wigner amplitude centred around the mass of the J{ψ, and a complex number α accounting
for the two exclusive amplitudes A3g and Aγ of Fig. 1.a and Fig. 1.b [5]. The non-resonant
amplitude ANR accounts for the diagram in Fig. 1.c, with β2 “ σ pe`e´ ô ppq.

Let us consider as a reference the phase ΦA3g “ 0. The phase ΦAγ
is expected to be equal to

the phase Φp “ ΦGM
p

of the proton time-like form factor at q2 „ M2
J{ψ, i.e. due to analyticity

almost equal to that of the space-like form factor, and hence real. The same applies to
ΦANR „ Φp at

?
s „ MJ{ψ. The α phase is not trivial:

(2) Φα “ arctan
|Aγ| sin Φp

|A3g| ` |Aγ| cos Φp

and depends on both the strong and e.m. resonant amplitudes moduli and on the phase Φp

of Aγ. The overall phase of AR is hence the sum of Φα and of the usual Breit-Wigner phase
(“ 90˝ at resonance). The interference term

(3) Ipxq “ ´
2βα

1` x2 px cos ∆Φ` sin ∆Φq
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 2: Left: expected interference patterns around the J{ψ peak; middle: number of
events at the deep of the interference pattern; right: expected sensitivities w.r.t. the no
interference scenario; for the pp and nn final states.

depends on the phase difference ∆Φ “ Φp ´Φα, the physical quantity that can be directly
determined through a resonance scan below the J{ψ peak. Such a scan allows to disentangle
the different ∆Φ values and to obtain through Eq. 2 the value of Φp with an accuracy
depending on the number and on the statistics of the experimental points in the scan.

The left frames in Figures 2 and 3 show the expected interference patterns around the
J{ψ peak for the pp, nn and ρπ final states in case of minimum and maximum interference.
The radiative corrections and the beam energy spread proper of the BESIII scenario have
been accounted for. The cross sections for a

?
s roughly 100 MeV lower that MJ{ψ are

taken on as continuum references: σ pe`e´ Ñ ppq „ 11 pb, σ pe`e´ Ñ nnq „ 5 pb and
σ pe`e´ Ñ ρπq „ 20 pb [9, 10]. The pp and nn final states show opposite behaviours as
expected due to the opposite signs of their magnetic moments. The central frames of Fig. 2
and 3 show, for the considered final states and under the assumption of an integrated
luminosity Lint “ 20 pb´1, the expected dependencies on the phase Φp of the number of
events at the deep of the interference pattern (different for each final state), while the right
frames show with which sensitivity the interference patterns can be resolved from the
ΦP “ 90˝ scenarios.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Left: expected interference patterns around the J{ψ peak; middle: number of
events at the deep of the interference pattern; right: expected sensitivity w.r.t. the no
interference scenario; for the ρπ final state.

3 Conclusions

A c.m. energy scan below the J{ψ resonance will allow to probe at BESIII the existence of
an interference pattern at the same time in all the possible exclusive final states, and to
measure for the first time in a model independent way the relative phase of the strong and
e.m. resonant amplitudes in the processes e`e´ Ñ J{ψ Ñ hadrons.
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Study of charmonium spectroscopy at BESIII

Liangliang Wang1 on behalf of the BESIII Collaboration
Institute of High Energy Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences

Beijing, CHINA

In this talk, we will present the results on the charmonium spin singlet states below the open

charm threshold, including hc, ηc, and ηcp2Sq. The masses, widthes, and production rates of

these states will be reported. The results are based on a data sample of 106 million ψ1 events

collected with the BESIII experiments at the BEPCII collider.

1 Introduction

In 2009, p106˘ 4q ˆ 106 ψ1 events were collected with BESIII detector at the upgraded BEPC
(BEPCII) [1]. All the resent results on charmonium spectroscopy reported in this proceeding
are based on this set of data.

2 Observation of hc

In 2010, the results on the production and decay of the hc at the ψ1 resonance was reported
by BESIII [2], where the distributions of mass recoiling against a detected π0 were studied
to measure ψ1 Ñ π0hc both inclusively (E1-untagged) and in events tagged as hc Ñ γηc

(E1-tagged) by detection of the E1 transition photon. In 2011, 16 specific decay processes of
ηc in the decay mode of hc Ñ γηc are studied to do the measurements of the hc properties
in addition. The simultaneous fit of the 16 π0 recoil-mass spectra (Figure 1) yields Mphcq “

3525.31˘ 0.11˘ 0.15MeV{c2 and Γphcq “ 0.70˘ 0.28˘ 0.25MeV{c2, where the first errors
are statistical and the second systematic. These preliminary results are consistent with the
previous BESIII inclusive results and CLEOc exclusive results (Mphcq “ 3525.21˘ 0.27˘
0.14MeV{c2) [3].
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Figure 1: The summed π0 recoil-mass spectrum of 16 specific decay processes of ηc in the
decay mode of hc Ñ γηc, where the line is the fit result.

3 Precision measurement of the ηc properties

With the largest ψ1 sample collected by BESIII, the ηc mass and width are measured in the
radiative transition ψ1 Ñ γηc, where six decay modes of ηc are involved: K0

SKπ, K`K´π0,
π`π´η, K0

SK3π, K`K´π`π´π0 and 3pπ`π´q. A simultaneous fit with the unique ηc

mass and width is performed on the ηc mass spectra, where the interference between
ηc and non-ηc decays is considered and the quantum number of the non-ηc components
are assumed to be 0´`. The corresponding interference phase angles in different decay
modes are found to be quite consistent and then set to the same one in final fit. The mass
spectra and the simultaneous fit for different decay modes are shown in Figure 2. The
obtained results are Mpηcq “ 2984.2˘ 0.6˘ 0.5MeV/c2, Γpηcq “ 31.4˘ 1.2˘ 0.6MeV, and
φ “ 2.41˘ 0.06˘ 0.04rad, where the first errors are statistical and the second systematic.
The BESIII preliminary results are consistent with those from two-photon production [4–6],
as well as J{ψ Ñ γηc by CLEOc [7]. And the precision of the measured mass and width are
improved.

4 The first observation of the M1 transition ψ1 Ñ γηcp2Sq

BESIII observed this M1 transition ψ1 Ñ γηcp2Sqwith the decay mode ηcp2Sq Ñ KSKπ for
the first time. Figure 3 shows the preliminary result for the invariant mass distribution of
K0

SKπ that the three-constraints kinematic fit has been applied (where the energy of the
photon is allowed to be floating). The pure statistical significance is more than 6σ. The
yielded events number is 50.6˘ 9.7 and Mpηcp2Sqq “ 3638.5˘ 2.3˘ 1.0MeV{c2. With the
detection efficiency from MC simulation, Bpψ1 Ñ γηcp2Sq Ñ γK0

SKπq “ p2.98˘ 0.57˘
0.48q ˆ 10´6 is obtained. Combining the result Bpηcp2Sq Ñ KKπq “ p1.9˘ 0.4˘ 1.1q%
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Figure 2: The mass spectra for different decay modes, where the line is the result of the
simultaneous fit.

from Babar, it is first calculated that Bpψ1 Ñ γηcp2Sqq “ p4.7˘ 0.9˘ 3.0q ˆ 10´4 which is
consistent with the CLEOc’s upper limit [8] and prediction of potential model [9], where
the first errors are statistical and the second systematic.
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Figure 3: The invariant mass of K0
SKπ from ψ1 Ñ γK0

SKπ.

5 Summary

With the largest ψ1 data collected by BESIII, the following results on Charmonium spec-
troscopy are obtained: the properties of hc are measured with inclusive and exclusive
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methods respectively; the properties of ηc are precisely measured using the radiative decays
of ψ1, where the interference between ηc decays and non-ηc decays is taken into account;
the M1 transition ψ1 Ñ γηcp2Sq is observed for the first time.
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Microscopic Model of Charmonium Strong Decays

Jorge Segovia1 , D.R. Entem, and F. Fernández
Departamento de Física Fundamental and IUFFyM

Universidad de Salamanca, E-37008 Salamanca, Spain

Although the spectra of heavy quarkonium systems has been successfully explained by certain

QCD motivated potential models, their strong decays are difficult to deal with. We perform a

microscopic calculation of charmonium strong decays using the same constituent quark model

which successfully describes the cc meson spectrum. We compare the numerical results with

the 3P0 and the experimental data. Comparison with other predictions from similar models

are included.

1 Introduction

Meson strong decay is a complex non-perturbative process that has not yet been described
from QCD first principles. Instead, several phenomenological models have been developed
to deal with this topic, like the 3P0 model [1], the flux-tube model [2], or microscopic models
(see Refs. [3–5]). The difference between the two approaches lies on the description of the qq
creation vertex. While the 3P0 model assumes that the qq pair is created from the vacuum,
in the microscopic models the qq pair is created from the interquark interactions acting in
the model.

The main ingredients in both calculations are the one-gluon exchange and the linear con-
finement. The differences lie in the Lorentz structure of the confinement being vector for
Ref. [3, 4] and scalar for Ref. [5]. Phenomenology suggests that confinement has to be
dominantly scalar in order to reproduce the hyperfine splitting observed in the charmo-
nium sector. Strong decays may provide a new physics of information about the Lorentz
structure.

In the present work, we generalize the schematic microscopic models of Refs. [3–5] using a
more realistic constituent quark model which includes a linear screened confinement and
studying the possible influence of the mixture of scalar and vector Lorentz structures.

1segonza@usal.es
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2 Constituent quark model

Constituent quark masses, coming from the spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking of
the QCD Lagrangian, together with the perturbative one-gluon exchange (OGE) and the
non-perturbative confining interaction are the main pieces of potential models. In a pure
gluon gauge theory the potential energy of the qq pair grows linearly with the interquark
distance. However, the presence of sea quarks may soften the linear potential. Using this
idea, Vijande et al. [6] developed a model which is able to describe meson phenomenology
from the light to the heavy quark sector. This model incorporates a confinement potential
Vscalar

CON p~rijq “ Vvector
CON p~rijq “

“

´acp1´ e´µcrijq ` ∆
‰

p~λc
i ¨
~λc

j q, with a mixture of a scalar and
vector Lorentz structures VCONp~rijq “ asVscalar

CON p~rijq ` p1´ asqVvector
CON p~rijq.

To evaluate the strong decay amplitudes, we solve the Schrödinger equation using the
Gaussian Expansion Method [7]. The model parameters can be found in Ref. [8].

3 A microscopic decay model

In the microscopic decay models the interaction Hamiltonian can be written as [5]

(1) HI “
1
2

ż

d3xd3y Jap~xqKp|~x´~y|qJap~yq.

The current Ja in Eq. (1) is assumed to be a color octet. The currents J (with the color depen-
dence λa{2 factored out) are Jp~xq “ ψp~xqΓψp~xqwhere Γ “ I , γ0, ~γ. The kernels associated
with the currents described before are Kprq “ ´4as r´acp1´ e´µcrq ` ∆s , ` αs

r and ´
αs
r .

For the vector Lorentz structure of the confinement we use as a kernel Kprq “ ˘p1 ´
asq4 r´acp1´ e´µcrq ` ∆s, where ˘ refers to static and transverse vector terms, respectively.

4 Results and conclusions

The predictions for the total decay rates using the 3P0 and the microscopic model are shown
in Table 1. In general the total widths are lower in the microscopic model without improving
the agreement with the experimental data.

It is difficult to compare our results with former calculations because either they are not
fitted to the heavy quark sector [5] or does not include the same pieces of the current [3, 4].
For the sake of the comparison we show in Table 2 the results of Ref. [4] together with our
model prediction including only the static vector contribution and the full decay model.
The basic difference between the two calculations is that in Ref. [4] the coupling with the
meson-meson channels is treated nonperturbatively and this enhances the results when the
threshold is close to the state. The predictions of the full decay model are clearly below the
experimental data.
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State 3P0 Mic. Ref. [9] Ref. [10]
ψp3770q 26.4 19.0 27.6˘ 1.0
ψp4040q 111.0 39.1 80˘ 10
ψp4160q 115.7 32.7 103˘ 8
Xp4360q 113.7 102.2 74˘ 15˘ 10
ψp4415q 115.7 42.7 62˘ 20 119˘ 16
Xp4630q 206.0 188.2 92`40`10

´24´21
Xp4660q 134.8 142.2 48˘ 15˘ 3

Table 1: Total decay rates, in MeV, predicted by the 3P0 and the microscopic models.

Decay Ref. [4] j0Kj0 Mic. Exp. [9]
ψp3770q Ñ DD 20.1 29.8 19.0 27.6˘ 1
ψp4040q Ñ DD 0.1 1.4 10.2
ψp4040q Ñ DD˚ 33.0 25.2 18.7
ψp4040q Ñ D˚D˚ 33.0 35.0 9.1
ψp4040q Ñ DsDs 8.0 0.3 1.1
total 74.0 61.9 39.1 80˘ 10
ψp4160q Ñ DD 3.2 25.0 17.0
ψp4160q Ñ DD˚ 6.9 0.5 7.4
ψp4160q Ñ D˚D˚ 41.9 21.3 5.3
ψp4160q Ñ DsDs 5.6 0.03 2.6
ψp4160q Ñ DsD˚s 11.0 0.6 0.4
total 69.2 47.4 32.7 103˘ 8

Table 2: Decay rates, in MeV, reported in Ref. [4] and our decay rates taking into account
only the static vector contribution and the full model.

Finally, in Table 3 we compare the experimental ratios of some charmonium decays with
the prediction of the different models. None of them can explain the experimental data.

Therefore the full model has not solved the disagreement of the theoretical calculation with
the data and more theoretical and experimental work is needed to solve the problem of the
charmonium strong decay widths.
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State Ratio Cornell j0Kj0 Mic. 3P0 Measured [9]

ψp4040q DD{DD˚ 0.003 0.06 0.54 0.21 0.24˘ 0.05˘ 0.12
D˚D˚{DD˚ 1.00 1.39 0.48 3.70 0.18˘ 0.14˘ 0.03

ψp4160q DD{D˚D˚ 0.08 1.17 3.23 0.27 0.02˘ 0.03˘ 0.02
DD˚{D˚D˚ 0.16 0.02 1.40 0.03 0.34˘ 0.14˘ 0.05

Xp4360q DD{D˚D˚ - 0.40 0.12 0.90 0.14˘ 0.12˘ 0.03
DD˚{D˚D˚ - 0.08 0.64 0.92 0.17˘ 0.25˘ 0.03

ψp4415q DD{D˚D˚ - 1.54 1.10 0.46 0.14˘ 0.12˘ 0.03
DD˚{D˚D˚ - 0.28 0.92 0.18 0.17˘ 0.25˘ 0.03

Table 3: Some ratios predicted theoretically by the 3P0 and the microscopic models. The
comparison with the experimental data is included.
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Does I “ 1 Isospin State Exist in cc Meson?
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We analyze for X series cc mesons with the Diquark Cluster Model except for X(3872) meson.
The mass formula for the qkqh system, which consistens of u,d,s and c quark, is given by

M = mq nT + M(1p1{2) n(1p1{2) + M(1p3{2) n(1p3{2) + M(1d3{2) n(1d3{2)
+ M(1d5{2) n(1d5{2) + M(2s1{2) n(2s1{2)

+ ∆0 (nφ0 + nφ0
q + ∆1 (nφ1 + nφ1

q + Σ∆TS.

The M is the meson mass and mq is the quark mass and the total quark number nT = k +
h where k is a number of quark and h is a number of antiquark. The M(nlj) is the single
excitation energy from the 1s1{2 shell with the principal quantum number n and orbital and
total angular momentum l and j.
The n(nlj) is the total number of excited quarks and antiquarks in the shell. The u or d quark
quark-quark interaction in the s state diquark cluster is the following.
The interaction energy of the diquark cluster in the s state are

∆0= a – 3/4b for the spin 0, ∆1= a + 1/4b for the spin 1,
a = 187 MeV, b = 195 MeV.

When one s quark includes for the s state insted of u or d quark, the interaction parameter
a is the same but bs = (m/ms)b where m is the u or d quark mass and ms is the mass of s
quark. Relating to the u,d and s quark parameters were already published [1]. The charm
quark mass mc = 1646 MeV and the interacion parameter ac = 38.4 MeV are oblained using
the mass of Λc and X(3845) meson. The n-c quark interaction, b is bc = (m/mc) b. The s-c
quark intraction case, acs = - 34.7MeV is obtained by the X(4140) meson mass.

1hiroshinoya@yahoo.com
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The interaction energy of the diquark cluster in the p state are

∆00 “ ∆11 “ ∆01 = 0, ∆10 = – 60 MeV.

for u or d quark.
And ∆s

60 = - 19 MeV, ∆s
3˚0 = 0 in the p state if s quark includes one. ∆c

60 = - 5.5 MeV, ∆c
3˚0 = 0

in the p state if c quark includes one. One of the c or s quark in the p shell and the other
one is in the s shell, ∆cs

60 = - 3.4 MeV, ∆c
3˚0 = 0. The first suffix of ∆ts presents an isospin or

flavour and second one is a spin,respectivly.

There are no any free parameter remains in our calculations. We will discusses the calcu-
lated results in three part. The first part is an ordinary cn cn quark system except X(3872).

In our calculation, X(3945) is the ground state of cn cn system.
We fixed the interaction parameter ac by this meson. The mass, isospin, and spin for X(3940),
X(4160), X(4260), X(4360) and X(4660) mesons are calculated and results are shown in
Table 1.

Meson Exp. Configuration/[TS][TS] : Ig(Jpc) Cal.

X(3945) 3916 [(1s1{2)c(1s1{2qs
2 Input

0`(??`) [1/2 0][1/2 0] : 0`(0``)
X(3940) 3942 [(1s1{2qc(1s1{2qs

2 3951
??(???) [1/2 0][1/2 1] : 0`(0``),0´(1`´)

X(4050)˘ 4051 [(1p1{2)c(1s1{2qs[(1s1{2qc(1s1{2)] 4056
??(??) [1/2 0][1/2 1] : 1´(1´)

X(4160) 4156 [(1p1{2)c(1s1{2)][(1s1{2)c(1p1{2)] 4161
??(???) [1/2 0][1/2 1] : 0`(1``)

X(4250)˘ 4248 [(1s1{2)c(1p1{2)][(2s1{2qc(1s1{2)] 4279
??(??) [1/2 0][1/2 1] : 1´(1´)

X(4260) 4263 [(2s1{2)c(1s1{2)][(1s1{2)c(1p1{2)] 4264
??(1´´) [1/2 1][1/2 0] : 0´(1´´)

X(4360) 4361 [(1p1{2)c(1s1{2)][(1s1{2)c(1d3{2)] 4383
??(1´´) [1/2 1][1/2 1] : 0´(1´´)

X(4430)˘ 4443 [(1p1{2)c(1s1{2)][(1s1{2qc(1p3{2)] 4413
??(??) [1/2 1][1/2 1] : 1`(1`)

X(4660) 4664 [(1p1{2)c(1s1{2)][(1s1{2)c(2s1{2)] 4637
??(1´´) [1/2 0][1/2 1] : 0´(1´´)

Table 1 : cn cn meson (unit MeV)
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The mass, spin and parity of X(3940), X(4160), X(4260) are very good reproduced the ex-
perimental results. According to the Belle experiment [2], X(4050)˘, X(4250)˘ are decaying
to π`χc1p1pq and the BaBar and the Belle [3] experiment shown X(4430)˘ goes to π`ψp2sq
decay instated of two π mesons decay for these mesons.

In the strong decay the isospin is conserved. These three X mesons must have the isospin 1
because their decay products. This is the strong evidence that these mesons are consisting
of the four quark meson. Our calculated results are naturally explaining for this situation.
X(4050)˘, X(4250)˘ mass are reproduced quite well. All chaged three mesons are also in
Table 1.

X(4260) is very interesting meson. If cn cn configuratin is used, we obtained very good
agreement with the experimental mass. But using the Maiani et al configuration [4], the
result is the same as Maiani’s even it is completely different calculation method but it is
poor agreement with the experimental mass.

X(4140) and X(4350) mesons are the four quark charmed strange meson because of the
decay mode. X(4140) is the ground state of cs cs system. We use this meson to determine the
parameter acs . We calculate the mass, isospin and spin with no free parameters remaining.
The result is shown in Table 2. The mass of X(4350) is excellent reproduced and also it is
suggest that this is the exotic meson JPC = 1´`.

Meson Exp. Configuration/[TS][TS] : Ig(Jpc) Cal.

X(4140) 4143 [(1s1{2)c(1s1{2)s]2 Input
0`(??`) [0 0][0 0] : 0`(0``)

X(4260) 4263 [(1p1{2)c(1s1{2)s][(1s1{2)c(1p1{2)s] 4336
??(1´´) [0 1][1 0] : 0´(1´´)

X(4350) 4351 [(1p3{2)c(1s1{2)s][(1s1{2)c(1s1{2)s] 4347
0?(??`) [0 0][0 1] : 0`(1´`)

? ? [(1d3{2)c(1s1{2)s][(1s1{2)c(1s1{2)s] 4443
? [0 1][0 0] : 0`(1``)

Table 2 : cs cs meson (unit MeV)

Concluding remarks:

The interesting results are I = 1 state exists for cc meson. These states cannot be explained
by the simple cc meson. This is the strong evidence of the existence of the four quark state.
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X(4140) and X(4350) are cs cs the charmed strange four quark meson. Especially X(4350) is
possible as the exotic meson JPC = 1´` from our calculation.
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1 Introduction

Before it stopped data taking in 2008, CLEO had accumulated a large amount of e`e´

data in the bottomonium and charmonium regions, as shown in Table 1. These data have
led to valuable contributions in the spectroscopy of both |ccy and |bby quarkonia, and
their continuing analysis is leading to new physics results. In this presentation I want
to describe some of the results obtained since HADRON 2009 [1]. More than a dozen
papers on spectroscopy have been published since then, and my choice for this time-limited
presentation is necessarily a subjective one.

Charmonium region Bottomonium region

ψp2S, 3686q : 54 pb´1,„ 27 million ψp2Sq Υp1Sq : 1056 pb´1, 20.8 million Υp1Sq
ψp3770q : 818 pb´1,„ 5 million ψp3770q Υp2Sq : 1305 pb´1, 9.3 million Υp2Sq
ψp4170q : 586 pb´1,„ 5 million ψp4170q Υp3Sq : 1378 pb´1, 5.9 million Υp3Sq
?

s “ 3670 MeV : 21 pb´1 Υp4Sq : 9400 pb´1, 15.4 million BB
?

s “ 4040 MeV : 20.7 pb´1 ?
s “ 10, 520 MeV : 4500 pb´1

?
s “ 4260 MeV : 13.2 pb´1 Off ΥpnSq : 800 pb´1

Table 1: CLEO data in the charmonium and bottomonium regions

2 Hyperfine Interaction in Quarkonia

One of our major interests at CLEO during the last five years has been in the study of the
hyperfine interaction in quarkonia, and our investigations into it have continued to yield
new insights into the subject.

1kseth@northwestern.edu
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The hyperfine or spin-spin interaction in |ccy and |bby quarkonia leads to the hyperfine
splitting between spin-triplet and spin-singlet states, which is defined as

∆Mh f pnLq “ Mpn3Lq ´Mpn1Lq

where n and L are the principal and angular momentum quantum numbers.

For a purely Coulombic central potential, as for |e`e´y positronium, for |qqy quarkonium
the hyperfine interaction is a contact interaction, and leads to the predictions —

∆Mh f pnSq “ Mpn3S1q ´Mpn1S0q “
32παspmqq

9
pψp0q{mqq

2, L “ 0

∆Mh f pnLq “ Mpn3Lq ´Mpn1Lq “ 0, L ‰ 0

where αspmqq is the strong coupling constant for quark mass mq, and ψp0q is the wave
function at the origin.

The interest for quarkonia is in determining the extent to which these predictions are valid,
because for quarkonia the central potential has the confinement part in addition to the
Coulombic part, and the charm and beauty quarks, which have different masses, bring in
different relativistic and higher order effects.

As is well known, in e`e´ annihilation the spin-triplet-S wave states, called ψc and Υb,
3S1pJPC “ 1´´q are directly produced, and the spin-triplet P-wave states, 3PJpJPC “

0``, 1``, 2``q, called χcJ ,χbJ , are strongly excited by E1 radiative transitions from the triplet
S states. In contrast, the M1 radiative transitions to the spin-singlet states, 1S0pJPC “ 0´`q,
called ηc and ηb, and 1P1pJPC “ 1`´q, called hc and hb, are much weaker and much more
difficult to identify because of their close proximity to the triplet states. As a result, for more
than two decades after the discovery of J{ψp13S1qcc, ψp23S1qcc, and Υpn3S1qbbpn “ 1, 2, 3, 4q,
the only singlet state which was successfully identified was ηcp11S0q, and the only hyperfine
splitting which was known was ∆Mh f p1Sqcc “ 116.6˘ 1.2 MeV [2]. As a result, it was not
known how the hyperfine interaction between quarks changes with greater exposure to
the confinement potential with increasing redius (1S versus 2S), with increasing angular
momentum (S-wave versus P-wave), and increasing quark mass (c-quarks versus b-quarks).
Great progress in answering these questions has been recently made by B-factories and
CLEO in challenging new measurements. Belle identified η1cp21S0q in B-decays [3], and it
was confirmed by CLEO [4] and BaBar [5] in two photon formation. CLEO [6] identified
hcp11P1q in ψp2Sq decay. BaBar [7] identified ηbp11S0q in Υp3Sq decays, and it was confirmed
by CLEO [8]. Identification of ηcp31S0q and hcp21P1q, which lie above the DD break-up
threshold, and ηbp2, 31S0q and hbp1, 21P1q remained as challenges2.

2For the breaking news on the discovery of hbp1, 21P1q see Ref [14].
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3 New Results for P-wave Singlet State hcp11P1q

CLEO reported the discovery of hc in 2005 [6], and the precision measurement of its mass in
2008 [9],

CLEO r2008s : Mphc, 11P1q “ 3525.28˘ 0.19pstatq ˘ 0.12psystqMeV.

It is extremely gratifying that BES III [10] has now confirmed this, with the result:

BES III r2010s : Mphc, 11P1q “ 3525.40˘ 0.13pstatq ˘ 0.18psystqMeV.

The centroid of the 3PJ states pχ0,1,2q is known to be [2]

xMp3PJqy “ r5Mp3P2q ` 3Mp3P1q `Mp3P0qs “ 3525.30˘ 0.04 MeV.

If the 3PJ states centroid mass xMp3PJqy above is identified as the mass Mp3Pq, then the
hyperfine splittings are

CLEO: ∆Mh f p1Pqcc “ `0.02˘ 0.23 MeV, and

BES III: ∆Mh f p1Pqcc “ ´0.10˘ 0.22 MeV.

However, it must be pointed out that the identification of the centroid is only valid if the spin-
orbit splitting between the 3PJ states in perturbatively small. This is hardly the case here with
Mp3P2q ´Mp3P0q “ 141.45˘ 0.32 MeV, and the perturbative prediction Mp3P1q ´Mp3P0q “

p5{2q ˆ rMp3P2q ´Mp3P1qs “ 114 MeV is 20% larger than the experimental result = 96 MeV.
Why then is ∆Mh f p1Pq so very close to zero? It is a mystery.

3.1 Beyond the discovery of hc [11]

In our hc discovery and mass papers in the decay

ψp2Sq Ñ π0hc, hc Ñ γηc

we made inclusive analyses of the π0 recoil spectrum by either constraining the γ en-
ergy or ηc mass. As a result we could only determine the product branching fraction
Bpψp2Sq Ñ π0hcq ˆ Bphc Ñ γηcq.

BES III data for 100 million ψp2Sq allowed them to observe hc directly in the π0 recoil
spectrum. It occured to us at CLEO recently to also attempt to also identify hc directly in the
π0 recoil spectrum despite our factor four smaller 25.9 million ψp2Sq sample. By rejecting
very asymmetric π0 Ñ 2γ decays, as shown in Fig. 1, we were successful in identifying hc.
Our result is in excellent agreement with the BES III result [10]
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CLEO

CLEO

Figure 1: New CLEO result for the inclusive analysis of ψp2Sq Ñ π0hc

CLEO: Brψp2Sq Ñ π0hcs “ p9.0˘ 1.5˘ 1.2q ˆ 10´4 [11]

BES III: Brψp2Sq Ñ π0hcs “ p8.4˘ 1.3˘ 1.0q ˆ 10´4 [10]

Average: Brψp2Sq Ñ π0hcs “ p8.7˘ 1.2q ˆ 10´4

3.2 Hadronic decays of hc [12]

The CLEO result [9] B1pψp2Sq Ñ π0hcq ˆB2phc Ñ γηcq “ p4.19˘ 0.55q ˆ 10´4 has also been
confirmed by BES III [10] with B1pψp2Sq Ñ π0hcq ˆ B2phc Ñ γηcq “ p4.58˘ 0.64q ˆ 10´4,
and the average is B1pψp2Sq Ñ π0hcq ˆ B2phc Ñ γηcq “ p4.39˘ 0.42q ˆ 10´4. Combined
with B1pψp2Sq Ñ π0hcq “ p8.7˘ 1.2q ˆ 10´4, we obtain B2phc Ñ γηcq “ p50.5˘ 8.5q%.
Therefore, we expect that the remaining 50% decays of hc must be to hadrons. This suggests
that decays to odd number of pions may be an important component of the hadronic decays.
We have therefore measured [12]

ψp2Sq Ñ π0hc, hc Ñ pπ`π´qπ0, n “ 1, 2, 3

Unfortunately, no significant yield was found for 3 or 7 pion final states. Only a small 5
pion transition was observed with

Bphc Ñ 2pπ`π´qπ0q “ p1.9`0.7
´0.5q ˆ 10´5

This leaves us with the interesting question of what are the „ 50% unobserved hadronic
decays of hc.
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Figure 2: Illustrating the identification of hc in e`e´p4170q Ñ π`π´hc. Left: two di-
mensional plot showing hc enhancement at the intersection of Mpηcq « 2.98 GeV and
Mphcq « 3.52 GeV. Right: distribution of events in the box marked in the two dimensional
plot as function of π`π´ recoil mass.

3.3 Discovery of a new mode of hc production [13]

CLEO has made an important discovery in identifying hc formation in the π`π´ decay
of ψp4170q above the DD threshold [13]. Using 586 pb´1 of e`e´ annihilation data at
?

s “ 4170 MeV we observe a 10σ signal for hc in the decay

e`e´p4170q Ñ π`π´hcp1Pq,

with hc Ñ γηc, ηc Ñ 12 decay modes3.

In the two dimensional plot shown in Fig. 2 the hc signal is clearly seen in π`π´ recoil
mass at the intersection of its radiative decay to ηc at 2.98 GeV. (The enhancement at 3.1
GeV is due to J{ψ.) In the projection hc is seen as a strong enhancement over a featureless
background. The production cross section is a very healthy 15.6˘ 4.2 pb. The paper has
been accepted for publication in the PRL.

Our discovery of the population of hcp1Pq in e`e´ annihilations above the DD threshold of
charmonium has led the Belle collaboration to search for hbp1P, 2Pq in e`e´ annihilations at
?

s “ 10.685 GeV using the same technique of recoil against π`π´. They have achieved
dramatic success, as you have already heard in their plenary presentation [14].

3ηc Ñ 2pπ`π´q, 2pπ`π´q2π0, 3pπ`π´q, K˘K0
Sπ¯, K˘K0

Sπ¯π`π´, K`K´π0, K`K´π`π´, K`K´π`π´π0,
K`K´2pπ`π´q, 2pK`K´q, ηπ`π´, and η2pπ`π´q.
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Figure 3: Dalitz plots for the three decays, ψp2Sq Ñ π0 pp, γpp, and ηpp.

4 Hadronic Decays of P-wave States of Bottomonium [16]

Compared to charmonium very few decays of bottomonium states have ever been measured.
Earlier we reported on the first measurements of χbJp1P, 2Pq, J “ 0, 1, 2, decays to fourteen
exlusive hadronic final states [15].

Υp2S, 3Sq Ñ γχbJp1P, 2Pq, χbJp1P, 2Pq Ñ hadrons

We have now made the first measurements of

Υp2S, 3Sq Ñ γχbJp1Pq Ñ γγΥp1Sq r16s

The results from Υp2Sq Ñ γχbJp1Pq are

BrχbJp1Pq Ñ γΥp1Sqs in % “ 1.73˘ 0.35pχ0q, 33.0˘ 2.6pχ1q, 18.5˘ 1.4pχ2q

These measurements lead to much improved determinations of

BrΥp3Sq Ñ γχb1p1Pqs “ p1.63˘ 0.46q ˆ 10´3 (CLEO), ă 1.9ˆ 10´3 [2,PDG]

BrΥp3Sq Ñ γχb2p1Pqs “ p7.7˘ 1.3q ˆ 10´3 (CLEO), ă 20.3ˆ 10´3 [2,PDG]

5 Decays of ψp2Sq to pp` γ, π0 and η, and search for baryonium
in ψp2Sq and J{ψ decays [17]

This CLEO investigation [17] was motivated by the longstanding claim by BES for the
interpretation of an observed near-threshold enhancement in the decay, J{ψ Ñ γpppq as ev-
idence for a weakly bound proton-antiproton resonance, Rthr, with Mpppq “ 1859`6

´27 MeV,
Γ ă 30 MeV, and

BpJ{ψ Ñ γRthrq ˆ BpRthr Ñ ppq “ p7.0`1.9
´0.9q ˆ 10´5.
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Figure 4: Event projections as function of Mpppq in the decays ψp2Sq Ñ π0 pp, γpp, and
ηpp. The curves show contributions of different intermediate resonances and their total.

Quantity CLEO p10´5q PDG10 p10´5q

Bpψp2Sq Ñ γppq 4.18˘ 0.3 2.9˘ 0.6
Bpψp2Sq Ñ π0 ppq 15.4˘ 0.9 13.3˘ 1.7
Bpψp2Sq Ñ ηppq 5.6˘ 0.7 6.0˘ 1.2
Bpψp2Sq Ñ γ f2p1950qq ˆ Bp f2p1950q Ñ ppq 1.2˘ 0.2
Bpψp2Sq Ñ γ f2p2150qq ˆ Bp f2p2150q Ñ ppq 0.72˘ 0.18
Bpψp2Sq Ñ π0R1p2100qq ˆ BpR1p2100q Ñ ppq 1.1˘ 0.4
Bpψp2Sq Ñ π0R2p2900qq ˆ BpR2p2900q Ñ ppq 2.3˘ 0.7
Bpψp2Sq Ñ ηR1p2100qq ˆ BpR1p2100q Ñ ppq 1.2˘ 0.4
Bpψp2Sq Ñ pN˚

1 p1440qq ˆ BpN˚
1 p1440q Ñ pπ0q 8.1˘ 0.8

Bpψp2Sq Ñ pN˚
2 p2300qq ˆ BpN˚

2 p2300q Ñ pπ0q 4.0˘ 0.6
Bpψp2Sq Ñ pN˚p1535qq ˆ BpN˚p1535q Ñ pηq 4.4˘ 0.7

Table 2: Branching fractions determined for ψp2Sq decays into various intermediate N˚

and meson states Rn which decay to pp.

We argued that if the baryonium resonance was real, it should also be seen in ψp2Sq Ñ γpppq,
and perhaps also in π0pppq and ηpppq. Accordingly, we made a detailed analysis of our
data set of 24.5 million ψp2Sq. The Dalitz plots in Fig. 3 show that a number of light quark
resonances are excited in all three decays.

The structures observed in the Dalitz plots were analyzed via their projections as shown in
Fig. 4. As listed in Table 2, branching fractions were determined for a number of baryon
(N˚), and meson resonances (R) which decay into pp. Most of these represent first such
measurements. We note that among the intermediate states identified are f2p2150q and
N˚p2300qwhich have since been also observed by BES III [Hai-Bo Li at this conference].

We now turn to our results for the search for pp threshold enhancements. These are illus-
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Figure 5: Event distributions as function of ∆M “ Mpppq´ 2Mp. left: ψp2Sq Ñ γpp; right:
J{ψ Ñ γpp.

trated in Fig. 5 in terms of ∆M “ Mpppq ´ 2mp.

ψp2Sq Ñ γpp: As shown in Fig. 5, we find no evidence for a threshold enhancement in
Mpppq, and establish the upper limit for a resonance with BES parameters for Rthr

Bpψp2Sq Ñ γRthrq ˆ BpRthr Ñ ppq ă 1.6ˆ 10´6.

J{ψ Ñ γpp: Using the data for 8.7 million J{ψ produced via ψp2Sq Ñ π`π´ J{ψ, Rthr was
also searched for in J{ψ Ñ γpppq.

As shown in Fig. 5, the observed threshold enhancement fitted in the region, ∆M “

0´ 900 MeV leads to

MpRthrq “ 1837˘ 14 MeV, ΓpRthrq “ 0`44
´0 MeV, and

BpJ{ψ Ñ γRthrq ˆ BpRthr Ñ ppq “ p11.4`6.0
´4.0q ˆ 10´5.

BES III has recently confirmed [18] the existence of a resonance decaying into π`π´η1 with
M “ 1836.5`6.4

´3.7 MeV and Γ “ 190˘ 39 MeV. Such a wide resonance could very well decay
into pp above threshold, and account for the observed threshold enhancement. BES II and
we had earlier proposed this possibility, but BES III makes no comment about it in their
latest paper [18].

6 Decays of χcJ to pp`π0, η and ω [19]

The χcJ states are strongly populated by E1 radiative decays from ψp2Sq. CLEO has re-
cently made measurements of χcJ decays to pp` π0, η, ω [19]. The results are presented in
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Bχ ˆ 104 χ0 χ1 χ2

CLEO PDG [2] CLEO PDG [2] CLEO PDG [2]
BpχJ Ñ ppπ0q 7.8˘ 0.7 5.7˘ 1.2 1.8˘ 0.2 1.2˘ 0.5 4.8˘ 0.5 4.7˘ 1.0
BpχJ Ñ ppηq 3.7˘ 0.5 3.7˘ 1.1 1.6˘ 0.3 ă 1.6 1.8˘ 0.3 2.0˘ 0.8
BpχJ Ñ ppωq 5.6˘ 0.7 2.3˘ 0.4 3.7˘ 0.5

Table 3: Branching fractions determined for χJ decays to ppπ0, ppη, and ppω.

Table 3. The errors in these results are factorą 2 smaller than in the previous measurements.

Both sets of measurements, ψp2Sq Ñ pp`γ, π0, η in Sec. 5 and χcJ Ñ pp`π0, η, ω in Sec. 6,
are potentially of great value to the future pp experimentation at PANDA(GSI).

7 Multipole Admixtures in Dipole Transitions [20]

If the radiative transitions χc1, χc2 Ñ γJ{ψ are attributed to a single quark, the E1 transi-

tions can have small M2 components, with a2 “ M2{
b

E2
1 `M2

2. Simple predictions are

that a2pχ1q “ ´pEγ{4mcqp1` κcq, and a2pχ2q “ p´3{
?

5qpEγ{4mcqp1` κcq, where κc is the
anomalous magnetic moment of the charm quark.

Previous attempts at SLAC and Fermilab E760/E835 to measure a2pχ1, χ2q were limited
mainly by statistics, and had large errors.

CLEO has recently made a high statistics measurement [20], with the results

a2pχc1q “ p´6.26˘ 0.67q ˆ 10´2, and a2pχc2q “ p´9.3˘ 1.6q ˆ 10´2.

The ratio, a2pχc2q{a2pχc1q “ 1.49˘ 0.30 is consistent with 3{
?

5 “ 1.34, justifying the hy-
pothesis of a single quark transition.

For assumed mc “ 1.5 GeV, we get

χc1 : p1` κcq “ 0.88˘ 0.20, χc2 : p1` κcq “ 1.10˘ 0.19.

Both are consistent with the anomalous magnetic moment of the charm quark, κc “ 0.

In a quenched lattice calculation the Jlab group predicts a2pχc1q “ p´20 ˘ 6q ˆ 10´2,
a2pχc2q “ p´39˘ 7q ˆ 10´2, factors 3 to 4 larger than our measured values [21].
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8 Interference in Strong and Electromagnetic Decays of ψp2Sq to
Pseudoscalar Pairs, PP “ π`π´, K`K´ and KSKL [25]

Interest in final state interaction (FSI) phases originally arose from CP violation in K decays
and B decays. However, it was discovered that large FSI phases are perhaps a general
feature. Suzuki [22] and Rosner [23] have analyzed J{ψ decays into pseudoscalar-vector
(PV) pairs, and pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar (PP) pairs, and find that the phase differences
between strong and EM decay amplitudes in both PV and PP decays of J{ψ, measured as
the interior angle δ of the triangle representing the amplitudes, is large

δpJ{ψ, ψp2SqqPP “ cos´1p
BpK`K´q´BpKSKLq´ρBpπ`π´q

2
?

BpKSKLqˆρˆBpπ`π´q
q,

where ρ “ phase space factor

δpJ{ψqPP “ 89.6˝ ˘ 9.9˝pSuzukiq, 89˝ ˘ 10˝pRosnerq, 82˝ ˘ 9˝pPDG2010q

Suzuki [24] raised the natural question if the „ π{2 phase difference would also be found
in the PP decays of ψp2Sq. If not, he wondered if it could perhaps explain the so called ρπ

(PV) problem: Bpψp2Sq Ñ ρ0π0q{BpJ{ψ Ñ ρ0π0q « 0.6%, instead of the pQCD expected
value of „ 13%.

Previous measurements with small statistics ψp2Sq data indicated large phase difference,
δpψp2SqqPP, but with large errors, mainly due to the very small Bpψp2Sq Ñ π`π´q, whose
strong decay is forbidden by isospin conservation.

CLEO has now made a new measurement with 24.5 million ψp2Sq, and I present the pre-
liminary results here [25]. The event distributions obtained for the three decays ψp2Sq Ñ
π`π´, K`K´ and KSKL are shown in Fig. 6. The preliminary results for the measured
branching fractions for the decays are listed in Table 4. These lead to a more precise result,
δpψp2SqqPP “ 114˝ ˘ 11˝.

In summary, both J{ψ and ψp2Sq decays to pseudoscalar pairs give large phase differ-
ence between strong and EM amplitudes. The difference between δpJ{ψq “ 82˝ ˘ 9˝ and
δpψp2Sqq “ 114˝ ˘ 11˝ is 2.3σ. Question: Is this significant?
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Figure 6: Event distributions as functions of Xphq ” Ephq{Epbeamq for h “ π˘, K˘, and
Ks.

DASP BES CLEO This
1979 2004 2005 analysis

Bpπ`π´q ˆ 105 8˘ 5 0.84˘ 0.65 0.8˘ 0.8 0.72˘ 0.24
BpK`K´q ˆ 105 10˘ 7 6.1˘ 2.1 6.3˘ 0.7 7.49˘ 0.43
BpKSKLq ˆ 105 – 5.24˘ 0.67 5.8˘ 0.9 5.31˘ 0.43

δpψp2SqqPP – p91˘ 35q˝˚ p87˘ 20q˝˚ p114˘ 11q˝

˚ Recalculated

Table 4: Branching fractions determined for ψp2Sq decays into pseudoscalar pairs,
π`π´, K`K´ and KSKL, and the resulting interference angle δpψp2Sqqpp.

9 Summary

We have reported new results from the analysis of CLEO data for ψp2Sq, ψp4170q, Υp2Sq,
and Υp3Sq. These include:

1. Branching fractions for ψp2Sq Ñ π0hcp
1P1q.

2. Production of hcp
1P1q in e`e´p4170q Ñ π`π´hcp

1P1q.

3. Branching fractions for Υp3Sq Ñ γχb1.b2p1Pq.

4. Decays of ψp2Sq and J{ψ Ñ pp` γ, π0, and η, and search for pp threshold enhance-
ments.

5. Multipole admixtures in ψp2Sq Ñ γχJ , χJ Ñ γJ{ψ dipole transitions.
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6. Interference between strong and electromagnetic amplitudes in ψp2Sq decays to pseu-
doscalar pairs, π`π´, K`K´ and KSKL.

These results pose several interesting physics questions. Among these are:

‚ Why ∆Mhfp1Pq ” xMp3PJqy ´Mp1P1q “ 0, if xMp3PJqy ‰ Mp3Pq?

‚ What hadronic decays account for Bphc Ñ hadronsq « 50% ?

‚ Why is the pp threshold enhancement seen in J{ψ decay not seen in ψp2Sq decay?

‚ What is the significance of the 2.3σ difference seen in the interference angle between
strong and electromagnetic PP decays of J{ψ and ψp2Sq.
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We propose a systematic, model-independent treatment of electric dipole transitions of heavy

quarkonium. Within an effective field theory, concretely potential non-relativistic QCD, the

relativistic corrections of relative order v2 to the decay rate are derived. An existing formalism

developed for M1 decays will be extended for our purpose. We scrutinize and complement

former results from potential model calculations.

1 Introduction

Radiative transitions play an important role for our understanding of QCD, in particular
of heavy quarkonium. They provide information about the wave functions describing the
physical system and probe both the perturbative and non-perturbative regime. Especially
E1 transitions give significant contributions to the total decay rate and are observed in the
experimental facilities. Recently, decays of charmonium were measured at BES and CLEO,
including the observation of the process hc Ñ ηc γ in 2010 [1]. Concerning bottomonium,
CLEO, BaBar and Belle produced many data, e.g. for the determination of the branching
fractions χb states [2, 3]. A review about recent developments can be found in [4].

On the theory side, electric dipole transitions were treated in several potential models, a
summary can be found in [5]. We will refer to [6] for comparison with the general results
for χ-decays. A model-independent treatment to check and improve the calculations has
been missing so far. However, in the last decade there has been significant progress using
effective field theories (EFTs) to describe heavy quarkonium (see [7] and references therein).
Since heavy quarkonium is assumed to be a non-relativistic system we may take advantage
of the hierarchy of scales m " mv " mv2, where v ! 1 is the heavy quark velocity, m is the
heavy quark mass ("hard scale"), p „ mv is the relative momentum of the bound state ("soft
scale") E „ mv2 is the binding energy E „ mv2 ("ultrasoft scale"). The ultimate EFT living at
the ultrasoft scale is potential non-relativistic QCD (pNRQCD). In 2005, for the first time
radiative decays, concretely M1 transitions, were calculated in this theory [8]. Using the
framework of that paper as a guideline we close the gap and compute the decay rates of the
E1 processes n3PJ Ñ n13S1 γ and n1P1 Ñ n11S0 γ. The following is based on [9].
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2 The Lagrangians in NRQCD and pNRQCD

By integrating out the hard scale m " ΛQCD from the fundamental theory, QCD, in per-
turbation theory (αspmq ! 1) one obtains non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) [10, 11]. For the
calculation of E1 transitions at NLO only the two-fermion Lagrangian L2´ f matters and the
relevant part reads

(1) L2´ f “ ψ:
ˆ

iD0 `
D2

2m
`

D4

8m3

˙

ψ` eeQψ:
ˆ

cem
F

2m
σ ¨ Bem ` i

cem
s

8m2 σ¨rDˆ, Eems

˙

ψ` c.c. .

with iD0 “ iB0´ gTa Aa
0´ eeQ Aem

0 , iD “ i∇` gTaAa` eeQAem and ψ denoting a Pauli spinor
for the heavy quark. The matching coefficients are found to be cem

F “ 1` CF
αs
2π `Opα2

s q,
cem

s “ 2cem
F ´ 1.

For processes at the ultrasoft scale, NRQCD is not yet the appropriate theory, since there
are still several scales entangled (p, E, ΛQCD) and thus no homogeneous power counting
can be established. Integrating out the soft scale mv we obtain a theory for ultrasoft modes,
i.e. pNRQCD [12, 13]. The crucial step to disentangle the energy and momentum scale
is the multipole expansion in the relative distance r. To be definite we will work in the
weak-coupling regime, where p " E Á ΛQCD. The power counting reads

(2) r „ 1{mv, ∇r ” B{Br „ mv, ∇ ” B{BR „ mv2 , E, B „ pmv2q2, Eem, Bem „ k2
γ .

kγ is the energy of the emitted photon, which scales like kγ „ mv2 for transitions between
states with different principal quantum numbers.

The pNRQCD-Lagrangian contributing at NLO in the decay rate, i.e. at order k3
γv0{m2,

reads

LpNRQCD “

ż

d3rTr

#

S:
˜

iB0 `
∇2

4m
`

∇2
r

m
`

∇4
r

4m2 ´VS

¸

S`O:
˜

iD0 `
D2

4m
`

∇2
r

m
´VO

¸

O

` gVApO:r ¨ ES` S:r ¨ EOq
)

`LγpNRQCD `Llight ,(3)

where the covariant derivatives are given by iD0O “ iB0O´ grTa Aa
0, Os and iDO “ i∇O`

grTaAa, Os and the trace goes over the color and spin indices. The singlet potential VS
has been calculated perturbatively and non-perturbatively to order 1{m2 ( [14–16], for
more original references see [7]), we display the structure of the relevant potentials for
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−→
pNRQCD

VS VS
+

Figure 1: Example for a reducible diagram, if the electromagnetic operator commutes with
the gluonic ones. It does not contribute to the matching coefficient of a single operator.

computations at NLO in the decay rate,

VSprq “Vp0qprq `
Vp1qr prq

m
`

Vp2qSI prq
m2 `

Vp2qSD prq
m2 ,(4)

Vp2qSI prq “Vp2qr prq `
1
2
tVp2qp2 prq, p2u `

Vp2qL2 prq
r2 L2 ,(5)

Vp2qSD prq “Vp2qLS prqL ¨ S`Vp2qS2 prqS2 `Vp2qS12
prq r3pr̂ ¨ σ1qpr̂ ¨ σ2q ´ σ1 ¨ σ2s .(6)

The relevant part of LγpNRQCD for E1 transitions is

LE1
γpNRQCD “ eeQ

ż

d3r Tr
"

Vr¨ES:r ¨ EemS`Vr¨E
O O:r ¨ EemO`

1
24

Vpr∇q
2r¨ES:r ¨ rpr∇q2EemsS

` i
1

4m
V∇¨prˆBqS:t∇¨, rˆ BemuS

` i
1

12m
V∇r¨prˆpr∇qBqS:t∇r¨, rˆ rpr∇qBemsuS

`
1

4m
Vpr∇qσ¨BrS:, σs ¨ rpr∇qBemsS

´i
1

4m2 Vσ¨pEˆ∇rqrS:, σs ¨ pEem ˆ∇rqS
*

.(7)

In fact more terms are allowed according to the symmetries of pNRQCD. However, we can
show that their matching coefficients vanish. The matching is done by equating Green’s
functions in NRQCD and pNRQCD at the energy scale mv order by order in the inverse
mass and r. The crucial argument for several operators is that diagrams in NRQCD which
can be cast into a reducible structure also give reducible diagrams in pNRQCD. Therefore
they have to be subtracted to obtain irreducible operators in pNRQCD and do not play a
role in the matching procedure. An example is the diagram in Fig. 1, where the gluonic
contribution can be factorized out yielding just a potential. Using this argument we can fix
all of the Wilson coefficients in (7), so that the exact QCD results reproduce the ones from
tree level calculations, namely
(8)

Vr¨E “ Vr¨E
O “ Vpr∇q

2r¨E “ V∇¨prˆBq “ Vpr∇q∇r¨prˆBq “ 1, Vpr∇qσ¨B “ cem
F , Vσ¨pEˆ∇rq “ cem

s .
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n3PJ n′3S1

δZn3PJ

2 n3PJ n′3S1

δZn′3S1
2

eeQr · Eem eeQr · Eem

gr · E gr · E
n3PJ n′3S1

eeQr · Eem

n′′3PJ n3PJ
gr · E gr · E

eeQr · Eem

n′3S1n′′3S1

gr · E gr · E
n3PJ n′3S1

eeQr · Eem

Figure 2: Color octet contributions to E1 transitions, the double line represents the inter-
mediate octet state.

3 Results

With the help of the formalism developed in [8] we can describe the states in a quantum me-
chanical way using wave functions and compute the decay rate at NLO from the Lagrangian
(7). We obtain
(9)

Γn3PJÑn13S1γ “
4
9

αeme2
Qk3

γ I2
3pn1 Ñ n10q

˜

1` R´
k2

γ

60
I5

I3
´

kγ

6m
`

kγpcem
F ´ 1q
2m

„

JpJ ` 1q
2

´ 2


¸

,

where

(10) IN ”

ż 8

0
dr rN Rn10prqRn1prq .

R contains all of the wave-function corrections due to the higher-order potentials mentioned
in (4)-(6), the relativistic correction of the kinetic energy, ´p4{4m3, and higher-order Fock
state contributions which are given by the diagrams in Fig. 2. In contrast to M1 transitions
the latter ones do not vanish for E1 decays.

Compared to the results with the potential model calculation in [6] we find an equivalence
between (9) and the corresponding formula there at the given order. However, we could give
a range of validity, namely p " ΛQCD, and include all relativistic corrections systematically,
in particular the color-octet contributions in the weak-coupling regime and the one coming
from Vp1qr [9]. Both were missing in former approaches. For p „ ΛQCD new terms would
enter yielding an extended expression.
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Using these results as a basis one can extend the discussion to other processes like n1P1 Ñ

n11S0γ and n3S1 Ñ n13PJγ. Finally, also a phenomenological analysis is currently under
way, which applies the theoretical results to charmonium and bottomonium decays.
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Joint Institute for Nuclear Research,

Veksler and Baldin Laboratory of High Energy Physics
141980 Dubna, RUSSIA

The elaborate analysis of spectrum of charmonium states and charmed hybrids in the mass

region over DD-threshold is given. The combined approach based on the potential model

and relativistic spherical symmetric top model for decay products has been proposed. The

experimental data from different collaborations were analyzed. Especial attention was given

to the new states with the hidden charm discovered recently. Eight of these states may be

interpreted as higher laying radial excited charmonium states. But much more data on different

decay modes are needed for deeper analysis. These data can be derived directly from the

experiments using high quality antiproton beam with the momentum ranging from 1 GeV/c

to 15 GeV/c (PANDA experiment at FAIR).

1 Introduction

The study of charmonium and charmed hybrids spectroscopy is one of the main domains
of elementary particle physics. It seems to be a challenge nowadays. The research of
charmonium (the system consisting of charmed quark-antiquark pair cc) and charmed
hybrids (the system consisting of charmed quark-antiquark pair strongly interacting with
gluonic component ccg) using the antiproton beam with momentum ranging from 1 GeV/c
to 15 GeV/c in PANDA experiment at FAIR is perspective and interesting from the scientific
point of view. Charmonium and charmed hybrids with different quantum numbers are
copiously produced in antiproton-proton annihilation process. The accuracy of mass and
width measurements depends only on the quality of antiproton beam (high luminosity,
minimal beam momentum spread, small lateral beam dimension). It becomes possible to
extract the information about excited states of charmonium which can be extremely useful
for understanding the nature of strong interactions. The performed analysis of charmonium
is promising to understand the dynamics of quark interactions at small distances [1].

1barabanov@sunhe.jinr.ru
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2 Results of calculations

The charmonium system has been investigated in detail, first, in e`e´-reactions, and after-
wards — on a restricted scale but with high precision — in pp-annihilations (the experiments
R704 at CERN and E760/E835 at Fermilab). Nowadays the scalar 1D2 and vector 3DJ char-
monium states are not established. The higher laying scalar 1S0, 1P1 and vector 3S1, 3PJ char-
monium states are badly investigated [2]. The domain over DD-threshold of 3.73 GeV/c2 is
poorly studied. According to the contemporary quark models (LQCD, flux tube model),
namely in this domain, the existence of charmed hybrids with exotic (JPC “ 0`´, 1´`, 2`´)
as with non-exotic (JPC “ 0´`, 1`´, 2´`, 1``, 1´´) quantum numbers is expected [1, 2].

The elaborated analysis of spectrum of the scalar (1S0,1 P1,1 D2), vector (3S1,3 PJ ,3 DJ) char-
monium states and charmed hybrids with exotic and non-exotic quantum numbers in the
mass region mainly over DD-threshold, has been fulfilled [3, 4]. Different decay modes of
charmonium such as decays into particle-antiparticle or DD-pair, decays into light hadrons
and decays with J{ψ in the final state were investigated. Concerning the charmed hybrids,
the decays into charmonium and light mesons in the final state and decays into DD˚-pair,
were, in particular, analyzed. These modes possess small widths and significant branching
ratios. This fact facilitates their experimental detection.

Using the combined approach based on the quarkonium potential model and relativistic
top model for decay products, ten new radial excited states of charmonium were predicted
in the mass region over DD-threshold equal to 3.73 GeV/c2. Sixteen charmed hybrids
(lowest-laying hybrids and their radial excited states) are expected to exist in the discussed
mass region. A special attention is given to the new states with the hidden charm discovered
recently (XYZ-particles) [5, 6]. The experimental data from different collaborations (Belle,
BaBar, CLEO, CDF) were carefully analyzed. It has been found that eight of new recently
discovered states may be interpreted as charmonium states (two scalar 1S0, three vector 3S1

and tree vector 3PJ). But much more data on different decay channels (modes) are needed
for deeper analysis. These data can be derived directly from PANDA experiment with
its high quality antiproton beam. Hence, there is a possibility of measuring the masses,
widths and branching ratios of different charmonium and charmed hybrid states with high
accuracy.

Figure 1 illustrates the spectrum of scalar 1S0 and vector 3S1, 3PJ states of charmonium.
Black boxes correspond to the established charmonium states, black-white boxes — re-
cently experimentally revealed states with the hidden charm (XYZ-particles) that may be
interpreted as higher laying charmonium states. Possible existence of charmonium states
marked by black-white boxes was predicted in our recent calculations. One can find that
Xp3940q and Xp4160q can be interpreted as radial excited scalar 1S0 states of charmonium;
Yp4260q, Yp4360q and Yp4660q — as radial excited vector 3S1 states of charmonium and
Xp3915q, Yp3940q, Zp3930q — as radial excited vector 3PJ states of charmonium. Finally,
white boxes correspond to the states which are not found yet. But a possibility of existence
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of these states is predicted in the framework of the combined approach. They may also be
interpreted as higher laying radial excited states of charmonium.
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Figure 1: The spectrum of scalar 1S0 and vector 3S1 and 3PJ states of charmonium.
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Figure 2: The spectrum of charmed hybrids with quantum numbers JPC “

2´`, 1´`, 1´´, 0´` and 2`´, 1`´, 1``, 0`´.

Figure 2 illustrates the spectrum of the lowest-laying charmonium hybrids and their radial
excited states. Charmed hybrids with exotic quantum numbers are marked with dark
colour and charmed hybrids with nonexotic quantum numbers — with light colour. One
can find that the state with exotic quantum numbers JPC “ 1´` has the lowest mass equals
to 4320 MeV/c2. The results of calculations are in good agreement with the well accepted
picture that the quartet 1´´, p0, 1, 2q´` is lower in mass than 1``, p0, 1, 2q`´. The expected
splitting is about 150 – 250 MeV/c2.

To be sure that the predicted charmonium and charmed hybrid states can really exist and
can be found experimentally, their widths have been calculated [3, 4]. The values of widths
are of an order of several tens of MeV. This fact facilitates their experimental search.
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3 Conclusions

Finally the progress of the future charmonium and charmed hybrids researches at FAIR is
related to the results obtained below:

‚ A combined approach has been proposed to study charmonium and charmed hybrids on
the basis of quarkonium potential model and relativistic top model for decay products.

‚ Several promising decay channels of charmonium like decays into light hadrons pp Ñ
cc Ñ ρπ, decays into particle-antiparticle pp Ñ cc Ñ Σ0Σ0, decays into DD-pair and
decays with J{ψ in the final state pp Ñ cc Ñ J{Ψ` X, were, in particular, analyzed.

‚ Ten radial excited states of charmonium (two scalar 1S0, three vector 3S1 and tree vector
3PJ) above DD-threshold have been predicted in the framework of the combined approach.

‚ Several promising decay channels of the charmed hybrids like decays into charmo-
nium and light mesons in the final state pp Ñ ccg Ñ χc0,1,2pη, ππ; ...q, pp Ñ ccg Ñ

J{Ψpη, ω, ππ; ...q and decays into DD˚-pair pp Ñ ccg Ñ DD˚η were considered.

‚ Sixteen charmed hybrids with exotic and nonexotic quantum numbers are expected to
exist in the framework of the combined approach.

‚ The recently discovered XYZ-particles have been analyzed. Some of these states can be
interpreted as higher laying radial excited states of charmonium. The necessity of further
studying the XYZ-particles and their main characteristics in PANDA experiment at FAIR
has been demonstrated.

This work was supported by the FAIR- Russia Research Center (FRRC).
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Originally designed for CP violation studies in the B meson system, the B-Factories recently

showed an exciting capability for improving our experimental knowledge in the field of hadron

spectroscopy. We review results on bottomonium spectroscopy from the Belle experiment at

the KEK-B e+e- collider and present exciting new results from the unique large data set taken

at the Y(5S) resonance.

1 Introduction

The Belle Collaboration has collected a large sample of e`e´ collisions at the energy of the
Υp5Sq resonance, which lies above the threshold for production of Bs meson pairs, primarily
for the purpose of studying decays of Bs. There have been a number of unexpected results
on the non-BsBs decays of the Υp5Sq. In particular, anomalously large rates for dipion
transitions to lower bottomonium states Υp5Sq Ñ pΥp1Sq, Υp2Sq, Υp3Sqqπ`π´ have been
observed [1]. If these signals are attributed entirely to the Υp5Sq decays, the measured partial
decay widths ΓrΥp5Sq Ñ ΥpnSqπ`π´s „ 0.5 MeV are about two orders of magnitude larger
than typical widths for dipion transitions among ΥpnSq states with n ď 4.
Recently the CLEO-c Collaboration observed the process e`e´ Ñ hcp1Pqπ`π´ at a rate
comparable to the process e`e´ Ñ J{ψπ`π´ at

?
s “ 4170 MeV and found an indication

of an even higher transition rate at the Yp4260q energy [2]. This implies that the hbpmPq
production might be enhanced in the region of the Yb and motivates a search for the hbpmPq
in the Υp5Sq data.
We use the full Υp5Sq data sample with the integrated luminosity of 121.4 fb´1 collected near
the peak of the Υp5Sq resonance with the Belle detector [4] at the KEKB asymmetric-energy
e`e´ collider [3].

2 Υp5Sq Ñ hbpmPqπ`π´ and ΥpnSqπ`π´ data analysis

We observe the hbp1Pq and hbp2Pq in the missing mass spectrum of π`π´ pairs. The π`π´

missing mass is defined as MMpπ`π´q ”
b

pEc.m. ´ E˚
π`π´

q2 ´ p˚2
π`π´

, where Ec.m. is the

1a.s.kuzmin@inp.nsk.su
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center-of-mass (c.m.) energy, E˚π`π´ and p˚π`π´ are the π`π´ energy and momentum mea-
sured in the c.m. frame. The details of the analysis can be founnd in [5]. The MMpπ`π´q

distribution for the selected π`π´ pairs is shown in Fig. 1(a). In this figure only the
Υp5Sq Ñ Υp1Sqπ`π´ and Υp5Sq Ñ Υp2Sqπ`π´ transitions are discernible.
To fit the MMpπ`π´q spectrum we separate it into three adjacent regions with boundaries
at MMpπ`π´q “ 9.3 GeV{c2, 9.8 GeV{c2, 10.1 GeV{c2 and 10.45 GeV{c2. We fit every region
separately to better control the complicated shape of the combinatorial background, which
is described by a Chebyshev polynomial of 6-7th order. In region 3 we subtract the K0

S
contribution bin-by-bin, while in other regions its shape is smooth and is absorbed into
combinatorial background. The signal peaks are described by Gaussians with paramenters
obtained from exclusive decays of the ΥpnSq to µ`µ´. The MMpπ`π´q spectrum with
the combinatorial background and K0

S contributions subtracted, and the signal function
resulting from the fit overlaid, is shown in Fig. 1(b). The significance of the hbp1Pq and
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Figure 1: (a)The MMpπ`π´q distribution for the selected π`π´ pairs. Vertical lines
indicate the locations of the Υp1Sq, hbp1Pq, Υp2Sq, hbp2Pq and Υp3Sq signals. (b) The
MMpπ`π´q spectrum with the combinatorial background contributions subtracted (dots
with error bars) and signal component of the fit function (solid histogram).

hbp2Pq signals which includes the systematic uncertainty is 5.5σ and 11.2σ, respectively.
This is the first observation of the hbp1Pq and hbp2Pq spin-singlet bottomonium states in the
reaction e`e´ Ñ hbpmPqπ`π´ at the Υp5Sq energy. We measure the masses and the cross sec-
tions relative to the e`e´ Ñ Υp2Sqπ`π´ cross-section: M “ 9898.25˘1.06`1.03

´1.07 MeV{c2, R “
0.407˘ 0.079`0.043

´0.076 for the hbp1Pq and M “ 10259.76˘ 0.64`1.43
´1.03 MeV{c2, R “ 0.78˘ 0.09`0.22

´0.10
for the hbp2Pq. The masses do not differ significantly from the center-of-gravity of the
corresponding χbJ states. For the hyperfine splitting we find ∆MHF “ 1.62˘ 1.52 MeV{c2

for the hbp1Pq and 0.48`1.57
´1.22 MeV{c2 for the hbp2Pq. The values of R are comparable with

unity indicate that the hbp1Pq and hbp2Pq are produced via an exotic process that violates
the suppression of heavy quark spin-flip.
For further study we investigate resonant structure of these decays [7]. Because of high
background Dalitz plot analysis is impossible with current statistics, therefore we study the
one-dimensional distributions in MphbpmPqπq. We define the MphbpmPqπ`q as a missing
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Figure 2: The yield of the hbp1Pq (a) and hbp2Pq (b) as a function of MMpπq (points with
error bars) and results of the fit (histogram).

mass of the opposite sign pion, MMpπ´q. We measure the yield of signal decays as a
function of the MMpπ˘q by fitting the MMpπ`π´q spectra in the bins of MMpπ˘q. We
combine the MMpπ`π´q spectra for the corresponding MMpπ`q and MMpπ´q bins and
we use half of the phase-space to avoid double counting. Results of fits for the hbp1Pq yield
as a function of MMpπq are shown in Fig. 2. The hbp1Pq yield exhibits a clear two-peak
structure without any significant non-resonant contribution.

We perform a χ2 fit to the MMpπq distributions. We assume that spin-parity for both
Zbp10610q and Zbp10650q is JP “ 1`, therefore in the fit function we use a coherent sum of
two P-wave Breit-Wigner amplitudes and a non-resonant contribution: f “ A |BWps, M1, Γ1q`

aeiφBWps, M2, Γ2q ` beiψ|2
qp
?

s , where
?

s ” MMpπq; the variables A, Mk, Γk (k “ 1, 2), a, φ,
b and ψ are floating in the fit. The non-resonant amplitude is found to be consistent with
zero. The results of the fit are shown in Fig. 2 and are summarized in Table 2. We find
that the hypothesis of two resonances is favored over the hypothesis of a single resonance
(no resonances) at the 7.4 σ (17.9 σ) level. The parameters of the Zbp10610q and Zbp10650q
obtained in the fit of hbp1Pq and hbp2Pq are consistent with each other.

To select Υp5Sq Ñ ΥpnSqπ`π´ candidate events, we require the presence of a pair of muon
candidates with an invariant mass in the range of 8.0 GeV{c2 ă Mpµ`µ´q ă 11.0 GeV{c2

and two pion candidates of opposite charge. Candidate Υp5Sq Ñ ΥpnSqπ`π´ events are
identified by the invariant mass of the µ`µ´ combination and the missing mass associated

with the π`π´ system calculated as MMpπ`π´q “
b

pEc.m. ´ E˚
π`π´

q2 ´ p˚2
π`π´

, where
Ec.m. is the c.m. energy and E˚π`π´ and p˚π`π´ are the energy and momentum of the π`π´

system measured in the c.m. frame.
The amplitude analyses of the three-body Υp5Sq Ñ ΥpnSqπ`π´ decays that are reported
here are performed by means of unbinned maximum likelihood fits to two-dimensional
Dalitz distributions. The logarithmic likelihood function L is then constructed as

(1) L “ ´2
ÿ

logp fsigSps1, s2q ` p1´ fsigqBps1, s2qq,

where Sps1, s2q “ |Mps1, s2q|
2 folded with the detector resolution function, Bps1, s2q “ 1 and

fsig is a fraction of signal events in the data sample. Both Sps1, s2q and Bps1, s2q are corrected
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Figure 3: Dalitz plots for ΥpnSqπ`π´ events in the (a) Υp1Sq; (b) Υp2Sq; (c) Υp3Sq signal
regions. The regions to the right of the vertical lines are included in the fit procedure.

for the reconstruction efficiency.
The background distribution functions were obtained from the ΥpnSq mass sidebands.
There is a strong concentration of background events in the very low π`π´ invariant mass
region; these are due to photon conversion on the innermost parts of the Belle detector.
We exclude this region by applying the requirements on the π`π´ invariant mass. The
background distribution for the remaining region is consistent with the uniform one.
The variation of reconstruction efficiency across the Dalitz plot is determined from MC sim-
ulation. The fraction of signal events in the signal region for each of the three ΥpnSqπ`π´

final states is determined from a fit to the corresponding MMpπ`π´q spectrum using a
Crystal Ball function [6] for the Υ signal and a linear function for the combinatorial back-
ground component.
Figure 3 shows Dalitz plots of the events in the signal regions for the three decay channels
under study. In all cases, two horizontal bands are evident in the ΥpnSqπ system near
10.61 GeV{c2 („ 112.6 GeV2{c4) and 10.65 GeV{c2 („ 113.3 GeV2{c4). In the following we
refer to these structures as Zbp10610q and Zbp10650q, respectively.
We use the following parameterization for the Υp5Sq Ñ ΥpnSqπ`π´ three-body decay

amplitude: Mps1, s2q “

BWps1, M2, Γ2q`BWps2, M2, Γ2q` aeiδpBWps1, M2, Γ2q`BWps2, M2, Γ2qq`A f0 `A f2 `ANR,
where s1 2 “ M2pΥpnSqπ˘q. Here we assume that the dominant contributions come from
the amplitudes that conserve the orientation of the spin of the heavy quarkonium state
and, thus, both pions in the cascade decay Υp5Sq Ñ Zbπ Ñ ΥpnSqπ`π´ are emitted in an
S-wave with respect to the heavy quarkonium system. Consequently, we parameterize the
observed Zbp10610q and Zbp10650q peaks with an S-wave Breit-Wigner function without
s´dependence of the resonance width Γ. We also include amplitudes A f0 and A f2 to account
for possible contributions in the π`π´ channel from f0p980q scalar and f2p1270q tensor
states, respectively and non-resonant amplitude [8] ANR “ anr

1 ¨ e
iδnr

1 ` anr
2 ¨ e

iδnr
2 ¨ s3, where

s3 “ M2pπ`π´q and anr
1 , anr

2 , δnr
1 and δnr

2 are free parameters of the fit.
Results of the fits are summarized in Table 2. The combined statistical significance of the
two peaks exceeds 10 sigma for all tested models and for all ΥpnSqπ`π´ channels.
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Table 1: The probabilities at which different JP hypotheses are disfavored compared to
the 1` hypothesis.

JP Zbp10610q Zbp10650q
Υp2Sqπ`π´ Υp3Sqπ`π´ hbp1Pqπ`π´ Υp2Sqπ`π´ Υp3Sqπ`π´ hbp1Pqπ`π´

1´ 3.6 σ 0.3 σ 0.3 σ 3.7 σ 2.6 σ 2.7 σ

2` 4.3 σ 3.5 σ
4.3 σ

4.4 σ 2.7 σ
2.1 σ

2´ 2.7 σ 2.8 σ 2.9 σ 2.6 σ

We perform angular analyses to check consistency of the JP “ 1` assignment for the
Zbp10610q and Zbp10650q states and to attempt to discriminate against other JP hypotheses;
we consider JP “ 1´, 2` and 2´. The 0` (0´) assignment is forbidden by parity conservation
in Zb Ñ ΥpnSqπ (Zb Ñ hbpmPqπ) decays. We use the polar angles of the pions (denoted as
θ1 for a pion from the Yp5Sq decay and θ2 for a pion from the Zb decay), the spatial angle,
θππ, between the two pions and the angle, φp, between the plane defined by the pion from
Yp5Sq decay and the beam direction and the plane defined by the two pions. Since the Zb
velocity is very small, β ă 0.02, we neglect its recoil motion and measure all pion momenta
in the c.m. frame. We assume that only the lowest wave contributes to the decay in the
cases where more than one wave is possible.
We perform a binned maximum likelihood fit to these distributions. The fit function is a
sum of the Zb signal, non-resonant component and combinatorial background described by
a properly normalized MMpπ`π´q sidebands. The non-resonant contribution varies with
the cos θππ, therefore this variable is not used. The fit function is corrected for efficiency.
The only floating parameter in the fit is the normalization of the Zb signal component.The
probabilities at which the 1´, 2` and 2´ hypotheses are disfavored compared to the 1` hy-
pothesis are calculated as

a

∆2 log L and given in Table 1. The presented numbers indicate
that the 1` hypothesis for both Zbp10610q and Zbp10650q provides the best description of
angular distributions among all other hypotheses with J ď 2.

Table 2: Zb and Z1b parameters obtained from Υp5Sq Ñ ΥpnSqπ`π´ and Υp5Sq Ñ
hbpmPqπ`π´ analyses. Quoted values are in MeV/c2 for masses, in MeV for widths
and in degrees for the relative phase. Relative amplitude is defined as aZb{aZ1b

.

Final state Υp1Sqπ`π´ Υp2Sqπ`π´ Υp3Sqπ`π´ hbp1Pqπ`π´ hbp2Pqπ`π´

MpZbp10610qq 10609˘ 3˘ 2 10616˘ 2`3
´4 10608˘ 2`5

´2 10605.1˘ 2.2`3.0
´1.0 10596˘ 7`5

´2
ΓpZbp10610qq 22.9˘ 7.3˘ 2 21.1˘ 4`2

´3 12.2˘ 1.7˘ 4 11.4`4.5
´3.9

`2.1
´1.2 16`16

´10
`13
´4

MpZbp10650qq 10660˘ 6˘ 2 10653˘ 2˘ 2 10652˘ 2˘ 2 10654.5˘ 2.5`1.0
´1.9 10651˘ 4˘ 2

ΓpZbp10650qq 12˘ 10˘ 3 16.4˘ 3.6`4
´6 10.9˘ 2.6`4

´2 20.9`5.4
´4.7

`2.1
´5.7 12`11

´9
`8
´2

Rel. amplitude 0.59˘ 0.19`0.09
´0.03 0.91˘ 0.11`0.04

´0.03 0.73˘ 0.10`0.15
´0.05 1.8`1.0

´0.7
`0.1
´0.5 1.3`3.1

´1.1
`0.4
´0.7

Rel. phase, 53˘ 61`5
´50 ´20˘ 18`14

´9 6˘ 24`23
´59 188`44

´58
`4
´9 255`56

´72
`12
´183
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3 Discussion and Conclusions

In conclusion, we have observed two charged bottomonium-like resonances, the Zbp10610q
and Zbp10650q, with signals in five different decay channels, ΥpnSqπ˘ (n “ 1, 2, 3) and
hbpmPqπ˘ (m “ 1, 2). Parameters of the resonances as measured in different channels
are summarized in Table 2. All channels yield consistent results. A simple weighted av-
erages over all five channels give MrZbp10610qs “ 10608.4˘ 2.0 MeV{c2, ΓrZbp10610qs “
15.6˘ 2.5 MeV and MrZbp10650qs “ 10653.2˘ 1.5 MeV{c2, ΓrZbp10650qs “ 14.4˘ 3.2 MeV,
where statistical and systematic errors are added in quadrature.
The measured masses of these states exceed by only a few MeV/c2 the thresholds for the
open beauty channels B˚B (10604.6 MeV) and B˚B˚ (10650.2 MeV). This “coincidence” can
be explained by a molecular-like type of new states, i.e., their structure is determined by the
strong interaction dynamics of the B˚B and B˚B˚ meson pairs.
The widths of both states are similar and are of the order of 15 MeV{c2. The Zbp10610q
production rate is similar to the Zbp10650q production rate for every decay channel. Their
relative phase is consistent with zero for the final states with the ΥpnSq and consistent with
180 degree for the final states with the hbpmPq.
The Υp5Sq Ñ hbpmPqπ`π´ decays seem to be saturated by the Zbp10610q and Zbp10650q
intermediate states; this decay mechanism is responsible for the high rate of the Υp5Sq Ñ
hbpmPqπ`π´ process measured recently by the Belle Collaboration.
Analysis of angular distributions for charged pions favors the JP “ 1` spin-parity assign-
ment for both Zbp10610q and Zbp10650q. Since the Υp5Sq has negative G-parity, Zb states
will have opposite G-parity due to emission of the pion.
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The heavy quark-antiquark potential is accessible in perturbative QCD and in lattice simu-

lations. The perturbative short-distance part of the potential is contructed via a restricted

Fourier transform, covering the momentum region where perturbative QCD is applicable. We

show that for the leading order static term as well as for the mass dependent corrections, the

perturbative part can be matched at intermediate distances with results from lattice QCD. From

these matched potentials, quarkonium spectra with a single free parameter (the heavy quark

mass) are derived and compared with empirical spectra. Furthermore, charm and bottom

quark masses are deduced.

1 The static potential

The potential between two heavy quarks is a prime subject of interest since the early days
of QCD. Nowadays it is defined in a non-relativistic effective theory framework. While the
long distance part can be studied in lattice QCD simulations, perturbation theory should be
expected to work at short distances. The potential can be organized in a power series of the
inverse quark mass m:

(1) V “ Vp0q `
Vp1q

m{2
`

Vp2q

pm{2q2
` . . . .

The leading term Vp0q represents the static potential. It has the following form at two-loop
order in momentum space:

(2) Ṽp0qp|~q |q “ ´
16παsp|~q |q

3~q 2

"

1`
αsp|~q |q

4π
a1 `

ˆ

αsp|~q |q
4π

˙2

a2 ` . . .
*

,

where~q is the three-momentum transfer. The constants a1 and a2 are [1–3]:

a1 “ 31{3´ 10{9 n f ,(3)

a2 “ 456.749´ 66.3542 n f ` 1.23457 n2
f ,(4)
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Figure 1: Static QCD potential (with n f “ 3) from the restricted numerical Fourier
transform (6). Left: coordinate space potential at two-loop order for different values of µ f .
The curves have been shifted by a constant to match at small r values. Right: potential
matched at r “ 0.14 fm to a potential from lattice QCD [7]. Taken from Ref. [8].

where n f is the number of light-quark flavors. Higher order terms have infrared contribu-
tions and are not considered at this level. Expressing αsp|~q |q in a power series expansion
about αs at a fixed scale µ leads to the standard definition of the r-space static potential,

(5) Vp0qprq “ ´
4
3

αspµq

r

"

1`
αspµq

4π

”

a1 ` 2β0 gµprq
ı

`

ˆ

αspµq

4π

˙2
”

a2 ` β2
0

´

4g2
µprq`π2{3

¯

` 2gµprqp2a1β0`β1q

ı

`Opα3
s q

*

,

with gµprq “ lnpµrq`γE . It is well known that this potential suffers from renormalon
ambiguities [4, 5] and shows a badly convergent behavior [6].

We work in the following in the potential subtracted (PS) scheme proposed by Beneke [4]
and define the static r-space potential,

(6) Vp0qpr, µ f q “

ż

|~q |ąµ f

d3q
p2πq3

ei~q ~̈r Ṽp0qp|~q |q ,

where Ṽp0qp|~q |q is given in Eq. (2), but αsp|~q |q is understood without resorting to a power
series expansion. The momentum space cutoff µ f is introduced in order to exclude the
uncontrolled low momentum region. The potential Vp0qpr, µ f q is evaluated numerically
using four-loop RGE running for the strong coupling αs. For distances r À 0.2 fm, this
potential depends only marginally on µ f as shown in the left plot of Fig. 1. The perturbative
potential, valid at small distances, can be matched at intermediate distances to results from
lattice QCD (see the rightmost plot in Fig. 1). For the matching point (dashed line) we
choose r “ 0.14 fm where both the perturbative and lattice potential are expected to be
reliable.
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Figure 2: The order 1{m potential with n f “ 3, from the restricted Fourier transform. Left:
perturbative potential for different cutoffs µ1f . Right: perturbative potential matched at
intermediate distances to a potential from lattice QCD. Taken from Ref. [8].

2 The order 1{m potential and quarkonium spectroscopy

Vp1q in Eq. (1) is the first mass dependent correction to the static potential. It is spin
independent and the leading term reads in momentum space [9]:

(7) Ṽp1qp|~q |q “ ´
2π2α2

s p|~q |q
|~q |

 

1`Opαsq
(

.

It can be transformed analogously as in Eq. (6) to r-space with a low momentum cutoff µ1f .

The dependence of Vp1q on the cutoff scale is again very weak for distances r À 0.2 fm. At
long distances Vp1qprq is known from lattice QCD [10, 11]. To fit the lattice data we use the
form

(8) Vp1qfit prq “ ´
c1

r2 ` d1 ln
´ r

r0

¯

` const,

motivated in [12]. As shown in Fig. 2 matching with the perturbative potential at intermedi-
ate distances is also possible at order 1{m.

Using Vp0q and Vp1q as input in the Schrödinger equation, we can examine bottomonium
and charmonium spectra. The overall constant of the potential is the only free parameter.
This single parameter is related to the heavy quark mass in the PS scheme and can be
translated in a second step to the bottom and charm quark masses in the MS scheme (see [8]
for details). Our findings for the masses are summarized in Table 1 and compared to the
values listed by the Particle Data Group (PDG) [13]. Results for the bottomonium and
charmonium spectra are shown in Fig. 3. In both cases we find that the 1S states are the
most strongly affected by 1{m-effects. An additional effective one-gluon exchange spin
dependent term with αeff

s “ 0.3 (+h.f. in Fig. 3) would improve our predictions. Of course,
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MS masses [GeV]
Static Static + Op1{mq PDG 2010

Bottom quark 4.20˘ 0.04 4.18`0.05
´0.04 4.19`0.18

´0.06

Charm quark 1.23˘ 0.04 1.28`0.07
´0.06 1.27`0.07

´0.09

Table 1: Comparison of quark masses obtained in our approach (leading order plus
order 1{m corrections) with the values listed by the Particle Data Group (PDG) [13].

this step is purely ad hoc and needs to be substituted by the full potential of order 1{m2, to
be investigated in forthcoming work.
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phenomenologically. Taken from Ref. [8].
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Quarkonia cross-sections in hadron collisions are fundamental observables for understanding

the production mechanisms. Exploiting the dimuon decay mode, the cross-sections for J{ψ,

double J{ψ, ψp2Sq and Υp1Sq production have been measured at LHCb [1] with pp collisions

at
?

s “ 7 TeV. Moreover exclusive dimuon production, both resonant and non-resonant, has

been studied and the cross-sections have been measured.

1 Introduction

Quarkonium production mechanisms in hadronic collisions are still subject of large interest
and debate. It is well known that the Leading Order Color Singlet Model (CSM), leads
to predictions of the cross-sections which are in disagreement with measurements [2], [3].
In recent years other models have been introduced like, for example, the Color Octet
Model (COM), which in the framework of Non-Relativistic QCD (NRQCD) allows a better
description of the observed cross-sections. The measurement of J{ψ, ψp2Sq and Y production
cross-sections at LHC energies is crucial for the understanding of the relative contributions
of CSM and COM. Further hints can be given from double J{ψ production cross-section
where higher order corrections are suppressed. Moreover measurements of exclusive
dimuon events allow the behaviour of other states predicted by QCD, such as the pomeron
and (so far unobserved) odderon, to be studied in a clean environment.

2 J{ψ cross-section

The J{ψ production cross-section has been measured at LHCb [4] with an integrated lu-
minosity of 5.2 pb´1 in the fiducial region 2 ă y ă 4.5 and 0 ă pT ă 14 GeV/c. The

1giovanni.sabatino@roma2.infn.it
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Figure 1: Double differential cross-section in bins of pT and y for promptly produced J{ψ
(a) and for J{ψ from b-hadrons (b). Prompt J{ψ are assumed to be unpolarized.

J{ψ candidates have been reconstructed in the dimuon decay mode by fitting two tracks,
identified as muons, to a common vertex. Prompt J{ψ, produced either directly in pp
collisions or via feed-down from higher charmonium states, are separated from those
produced in the decays of b-hadrons using the pseudo-propertime variable defined as
tz “ pzJ{ψ ´ zPVqMJ{ψ{pz, where the subscript PV stands for Primary Vertex, z is the coor-
dinate along the beam axis and pz is the component of the J{ψ momentum along the z
direction. The cross-section has been measured in 14 bins of pT and 5 bins of y. In each bin
a simultaneous fit to the dimuon invariant mass and pseudo-propertime distributions has
been performed in order to determine the number of prompt and non-prompt signal events.
The number of events has then been corrected by the efficiency factors calculated from
LHCb Monte Carlo simulation. The results are quoted in three different polarization scenar-
ios: longitudinally polarized J{ψ, transversally polarized J{ψ and unpolarized J{ψ. Figure 1
shows the cross-section measured as a function of transverse momentum and rapidity. The
cross-section integrated over the fiducial region is σ “ 10.52˘ 0.04pstatq˘ 1.40psystq`1.64

´2.20 µb
for prompt J{ψ and σ “ 1.14 ˘ 0.01pstatq ˘ 0.16psystq µb for J{ψ from b-hadrons. The
asymmetric error on the prompt cross-section is due to the unknown polarization. Good
agreement is found between data and theory predictions in particular with NLO NRQCD
for prompt J{ψ and with FONLL model for J{ψ from b-hadrons.

3 Double J{ψ cross-section

Studies of double J{ψ production also allow the production mechanisms to be probed.
Such production can be affected by the existence of charm tetra-quark states. At LHCb the
double J{ψ production cross-section has been measured in the fiducial region 2 ă y ă 4.5
and 0 ă pT ă 10 GeV/c exploiting the dimuon decay mode [5]. The data sample used
to perform the measurement corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 35.2 pb´1. The
strategy consists in reconstructing two muon pairs (µ`,µ´)1 and (µ`,µ´)2 in the same event.
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In selecting candidates, particular care has been used to minimize the effect of duplicate
tracks created by the reconstruction, while the pile-up effect (two J{ψ from consecutive
collisions wrongly assigned to the same collision) has been demonstrated to be negligible.
The distribution of (µ`,µ´)1 invariant mass is fitted in bins of (µ`,µ´)2 invariant mass in
order to extract the total number of double J{ψ. The number of signal events is corrected by
the efficiency factor to take into account the detector and selection effect. The cross-section
measured is σJ{ψJ{ψ “ 5.6˘ 1.1˘ 1.2 nb where the first uncertainty is statistical and the
second is systematic. The result can be compared with a LO QCD calculation [6] which
predicts a value of 4.34 nb (4.15 nb) with (without) initial state gluon radiations.

4 ψp2Sq cross-section

The ψp2Sq meson, unlike J{ψ, has not appreciable feed-down from higher mass charmo-
nium states, therefore the prompt cross-section is easier to interpret and it can be directly
compared with the theory predictions. The inclusive ψp2Sq cross-section has been mea-
sured at LHCb [7] with an integrated luminosity of 33.8 pb´1 exploiting the dimuon decay
mode. The measurement has been performed in bins of pT and y, in the fiducial region
0 ă pT ă 12 GeV/c and 2 ă y ă 4.5. The selection is similar to the J{ψ Ñ µ`µ´ one but
with a harder cut on the muon pT: pT ą 1.2 GeV/c instead of pT ą 0.7 GeV/c. No division
into prompt and non-prompt components has yet been performed: the fraction of ψp2Sq
from b is expected to be of the order of 10% at low pT and 40% at large pT. Figure 2 (a) shows
a comparison between the inclusive cross-section measured at LHCb and the predictions
for prompt cross-section by different theoretical models [8]. The cross-section measured,
integrated over the fiducial region, is σ “ 1.88˘ 0.02pstatq ˘ 0.31psystq`0.25

´0.48 µb, where the
last asymmetric error is due to the unknown polarization.

5 Υp1Sq cross-section

At LHCb, the Υp1Sq production cross-section has been measured [9] with a data sample of
32.4 pb´1. The measurement has been performed in bins of pT and y, in the fiducial region
0 ă pT ă 15 GeV/c and 2 ă y ă 4.5. Thanks to the experimental resolution of about 50
MeV/c2 it has been possible to separate fully the Υp1Sq, Υp2Sq and Υp3Sq invariant mass
peaks. The strategy for the cross-section measurement is the same already discussed above.
The cross-section integrated over the fiducial region, assuming unpolarized Υp1Sq, results
to be σ “ 108.3˘ 0.7`30.9

´25.8 nb, where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is
systematic. Figure 2 (b) shows a comparison between the cross-section measured and a
theoretical prediction from NLO NRQCD.
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Figure 2: (a) Differential cross-section in bins of pT in the range 2.5 ă y ă 3 for inclusive
ψp2Sq production. The predictions from theoretical models are made for prompt ψp2Sq
production. (b) Comparison between Υp1Sq cross-section measured at LHCb and NLO
NRQCD predictions.

6 Exclusive dimuon production

Exclusive dimuon events, pp Ñ pµ`µ´p, are collisions in which an elastic interaction
occurs between the two protons: they proceed undetected in the beam pipe and the event
is characterized exclusively by only two muons. The two muons can be non-resonant, or
resonant through intermediate production of a J{ψ, ψp2Sq or χc state. Exclusive dimuon
events allow to understand QCD in a clean environment, as they are unambiguous evidence
for pomeron existence and allow to search for the odderon.

The selection requires no backward tracks (the Vertex Locator of LHCb allows some cov-
erage for negative pseudorapidity: ´4 ă η ă ´1.5) and only two forward muons with
pTpµµq ă 900 MeV/c to reduce the contamination from inelastic production. Moreover for
χc, precisely one photon is required in addition. The measurement has been performed at
LHCb with 36 pb´1 [10]. Table 1 reports the cross-sections measured for different dimuon
productions. Theory predictions in this sector are rather uncertain and vary significantly.
For example for exclusive J{ψ production there are predictions from 292 pb (Starlight), 330
pb (SuperChic) up to 710 pb [11].

7 Conclusions

Quarkonia production cross-section measurements, exploiting the dimuon decay mode,
have been presented. The cross-sections are generally in good agreement with theory.
Moreover a detailed study of the exclusive dimuon events has allowed the measurement of
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Dimuon process cross-section (pb)
J{ψ Ñ µ`µ´ σ “ 474˘ 12˘ 51˘ 92

ψp2Sq Ñ µ`µ´ σ “ 12.2˘ 1.8˘ 1.3˘ 2.4
χc0 Ñ J{ψpµ`µ´qγ σ “ 9.3˘ 2.2˘ 3.5˘ 1.8
χc1 Ñ J{ψpµ`µ´qγ σ “ 16.4˘ 5.3˘ 5.8˘ 3.2
χc2 Ñ J{ψpµ`µ´qγ σ “ 28.0˘ 5.4˘ 9.7˘ 5.4
non-resonant µ`µ´ σ “ 67˘ 10˘ 7˘ 15

Table 1: Cross-sections measured at LHCb for exclusive dimuon production. The pseudo-
rapidity ηµ, ηγ P r2, 4.5s and mµ`µ´ ą 2.5 GeV/c2 for the non-resonant cross-section.

the cross-sections for resonant and non-resonant production, providing important input for
comparisons with theory.
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The production of J{ψ and Υ mesons is studied in pp collisions at
?

s “ 7 TeV with the CMS

experiment at the LHC. The J{ψ measurement is based on a dimuon sample corresponding

to an integrated luminosity of 314 nb´1. The J{ψ differential cross section is determined,

as a function of the J{ψ transverse momentum, in three rapidity ranges. A fit to the decay

length distribution is used to separate the prompt from the non-prompt (b hadron to J{ψ)

component. Integrated over the J{ψ transverse momentum from 6.5 to 30 GeV/c and over

rapidity in the range |y| ă 2.4, the measured cross sections, times the dimuon decay branching

fraction, are 70.9˘ 2.1pstat.q ˘ 3.0psyst.q ˘ 7.8plumi.q nb for prompt J{ψ mesons, assuming

unpolarized production, and 26.0˘ 1.4pstat.q ˘ 1.6psyst.q ˘ 2.9plumi.q nb for J{ψ mesons from

b-hadron decays. The Υ measurement is based on a dimuon sample corresponding to an

integrated luminosity 3.1˘ 0.3 pb´1. Integrated over the rapidity range |y| ă 2, we find

the product of the Υp1Sq production cross section and branching fraction to dimuons to

be 7.37 ˘ 0.13pstat.q`0.61
´0.42psyst.q ˘ 0.81plumi.q nb. This cross section is obtained assuming

unpolarized Υp1Sq production. If the Υp1Sq production polarization is fully transverse or fully

longitudinal, the cross section changes by about 20 %.

The hadroproduction of quarkonia is not understood since none of the existing theories
successfully reproduces both the differential cross section and the polarization measure-
ments of the J{ψ or Υ states [1]. It is expected that studying quarkonium hadroproduction
at higher center-of-mass energies and over a wide rapidity range will facilitate significant
improvements in our understanding. Measurements of quarkonium hadroproduction cross
sections and production polarizations made at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will allow
important tests of several alternative theoretical approaches, including non-relativistic QCD
(NRQCD) factorization [2].

The data samples used in these analyses were recorded by the CMS detector [3] in pp
collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. Many more details in these analyses are
available in Refs. [4, 5]. The trigger requires the detection of two muons at the hardware
level, without any further selection at the high-level trigger (HLT). The coincidence of two
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muon signals without an explicit pT requirement is sufficient to maintain the dimuon trigger
without prescaling. All three detectors in the muon systems, drift tubes, cathode-strip and
resistive-plate chambers, take part in the trigger decision.

Each muon is required to satisfy:

pµ
T ą 3.5 GeV/c if |ηµ| ă 1.6;(1)

pµ
T ą 2.5 GeV/c if 1.6 ă |ηµ| ă 2.4 (for Υ selection).

pµ
T ą 3.3 GeV/c if |ηµ| ă 1.3; pµ ą 2.9 GeV/c if 1.3 ă |ηµ| ă 2.2;(2)

pµ
T ą 2.4 GeV/c if 2.2 ă |ηµ| ă 2.4 (for J{ψ selection).

The dimuon invariant-mass spectra in the J/ψ and ΥpnSq regions are shown in Fig. 1. The
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Figure 1: The dimuon invariant-mass distribution in the vicinity of the J/ψ resonance for
|yJ{ψ| ă1.2 (left) and ΥpnSq resonances for |ηµ| ă2.4 (right) .

acceptance A is defined as the fraction of detectable J{ψ Ñ µ`µ´ or Υ Ñ µ`µ´ decays, as
a function of the dimuon transverse momentum pT and rapidity y,

(3) AppT, y; λθq “
NdetppT, y; λθq

NgenppT, y; λθq
,

where Ndet is the number of detectable J/ψ or Υ events in a given (pT, y) bin, expressed
in terms of the dimuon variables after detector smearing, and Ngen is the corresponding
total number of generated J/ψ or Υ events in the Monte Carlo simulation. The parameter
λθ reflects the fact that the acceptance is computed for various polarization scenarios.

The total muon efficiency can be factorized into three conditional terms,

(4) εptotalq “ εptrig|idq ¨ εpid|trackq ¨ εptrack|acceptedq ” εtrig ¨ εid ¨ εtrack .

The tracking efficiency, εtrack, is the efficiency for a muon track from the quarkonium decay
to be reconstructed in the presence of other activity in the silicon tracker, as determined with
a track-embedding technique [6]. The muon identification efficiency, εid, is the probability
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that the track in the silicon tracker is identified as a muon and is based on the tag-and-
probe [7] method. The efficiency that an identified muon satisfies the trigger, εtrig, is again
measured with the same technique.

The differential cross section is determined from the signal yield, Nfit, obtained directly from
a weighted fit to the dimuon invariant-mass spectrum, after correcting for the acceptance
(A) and the total efficiency (ε), through the equation:

(5)
d2σ

dpT dy
¨ B

`

X Ñ µ`µ´
˘

“
Nfitx

1
A,εy

L ¨ ∆pT ¨ ∆y
,

upon normalization by the integrated luminosity of the dataset, L, and by the bin widths,
∆pT and ∆y, of the dimuon transverse momentum and rapidity.

The yields are extracted via an unbinned maximum likelihood fit. The measured mass-
lineshape of the J/ψ and each of the three Υ states is parameterized by a “Crystal Ball” (CB)
function. A second-degree polynomial is chosen to describe the background for the ΥpnSq
states and an exponential function for the J/ψ background.

The ΥpnSq integrated production cross sections times branching fractions for the range
|y| ă 2 are measured to be:

σppp Ñ Υp1SqXq ¨ BpΥp1Sq Ñ µ`µ´q “ 7.37˘ 0.13pstat.q`0.61
´0.42psyst.q ˘ 0.81plumi.qnb ,(6)

σppp Ñ Υp2SqXq ¨ BpΥp2Sq Ñ µ`µ´q “ 1.90˘ 0.09pstat.q`0.20
´0.14psyst.q ˘ 0.24plumi.qnb ,

σppp Ñ Υp3SqXq ¨ BpΥp3Sq Ñ µ`µ´q “ 1.02˘ 0.07pstat.q`0.11
´0.08psyst.q ˘ 0.11plumi.qnb .

The Υp1Sq and Υp2Sqmeasurements include feed-down from higher-mass states, such as
the χb family and the Υp3Sq. These measurements assume unpolarized ΥpnSq production.
Assumptions of fully-transverse or fully-longitudinal polarizations change the cross sections
by about 20%. The ΥpnSq differential pT cross sections are shown in Fig. 2 (left).

The total cross section times branching fraction for inclusive J/ψ production, obtained by
integrating over pT between 6.5 and 30 GeV/c and over rapidity |y| ă 2.4 in the unpolarized-
production hypothesis, is:

(7) σppp Ñ J{ψ` Xq ¨ BRpJ{ψ Ñ µ`µ´q “ 97.5˘ 1.5(stat.)˘ 3.4(syst.)˘ 10.7(lumi.) nb.

Fig. 2 (middle) shows the inclusive differential cross section in the three rapidity ranges,
and Fig. 2 (right) shows the measured fraction of J/ψ from b-hadron decays (non-prompt)
as a function of J/ψ pT. It increases strongly with pT. At low pT, essentially all J/ψ mesons
are promptly produced, whereas at pT „ 12 GeV/c around one third come from beauty
decays. This pattern does not show a significant change with rapidity (within the current
uncertainties) over the range covered by the CMS detector. In Fig. 2 (right), the CMS results
are compared to the measurements of CDF [8], obtained in pp collisions at

?
s “ 1.96 TeV. It

is interesting to note that the increase of the b fraction with pT is very similar between the
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Figure 2: (left) ΥpnSq differential cross sections in the rapidity interval |y| ă 2, (middle)
fraction of the J/ψ production cross section originating from b-hadron decays, as a function
of the J/ψ pT , as measured by CMS in three rapidity bins and by CDF, at a lower collision
energy, (right) differential inclusive J{ψ cross section as a function of pT for the three
different rapidity intervals and in the unpolarized-production scenario.

two experiments, the CMS points being only slightly higher, despite the different collision
energies.

The J/ψ differential prompt and non-prompt measurements have been compared with
theoretical calculations. A reasonable agreement is found between data and theory for the
non-prompt case while the measured prompt J/ψ cross section exceeds the expectations at
forward rapidity and low pT.

Under the assumption that the cross section is uniform in rapidity for the measurement
range of each experiment, the ΥpnSq cross sections measured at

?
s =7 TeV are about three

times larger than the cross sections measured at the Tevatron. This work provides new
experimental results which will serve as input to ongoing theoretical investigations of the
correct description of bottomonium production.
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Results on Charmonium and Charmonium-like States
at the Belle Experiment

Jens Sören Lange1 on behalf of the Belle Collaboration
Justus-Liebig-Universität Giessen, II. Physikalisches Institut,

D-35392 Giessen, GERMANY

New results of the Belle experiment at the KEKB asymmetric e`e´ collider are presented, in

particular (a) measurement of the mass and width of the ηc and η1c in B meson decays, (b)

measurement of the mass, width and quantum numbers of the X(3872) and (c) observation of

the χc2 in B meson decays.

1 ηc and η1c in B meson decays

The ηc is the 11S0 ground state of charmonium with quantum numbers JPC=0´`. The η1c
represents the first radial excitation 21S0. As a long-standing puzzle the width of the ηc has
been determined with large discrepancies between experiments with different production
mechanisms: in J/ψ and ψ1 radiative decays Γηc»15 MeV, in B meson decays or γγÑηc

Γηc»30 MeV [1]. One possible reason is the fact that in radiative decays the cross section
is varying with the photon energy according to Ea

γ with an exponent 3ďaď7, and thus
leading to a distorted line shape of the observed ηc signal. However, in the case of the latter
production mechanisms a Breit-Wigner lineshape is considered a valid parametrisation.

In a new analysis of B`ÑK`ηc(ÑKSK˘π¯) [2], the mass and the width of the ηc were
determined by a 2-dimensional fit of the invariant mass m(KSKπ) vs. the angle =(KSK).
As the ηc is a pseudoscalar meson, the angular distribution should be flat. However,
P-wave and D-wave components by non-resonant charmless B decays turned out to be
non-negligible. By adding the angle into the fit, interference with the background is taken
into account. The mass was determined as m=2985.4˘1.5`0.2

´2.0 MeV. The measured width in
listed in Tab. 1, in comparison with other recent measurements.

The analysis was repeated for the η1c. The measurement of the width of the η1c is of high
importance, as due to the vicinity to the D0D0 threshold, potential model predictions are
not reliable. In case of the η1c the interference with the non-resonant background turned out
to even have a higher impact for the fit and thus the determination of the width. The result
is Γ=6.6`8.4

´5.1
`2.6
´0.9 MeV for the fit with interference and Γ=41.1˘12.0`6.4

´10.9 MeV for a fit without

1soeren.lange@exp2.physik.uni-giessen.de
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Γηc Production Mechanism Reference

35.1˘3.1`1.0
´1.6 MeV B decays [2] and this paper

30.5˘1.0˘0.9 MeV ψ1Ñγηc [3]
28.1˘3.2˘2.2 MeV γγÑηc [4]
31.7˘1.2˘0.8 MeV γγÑηc [5]
36.3`3.7

´3.6˘4.4 MeV B decays [6]

Table 1: Width measurements of the ηc.

interference (i.e. fit of only the invariant mass). The factor »5 narrower width of the η1c
compared to the ηc can be explained by the wavefunctions of the states. The hadronic decay
of both states proceeds by two gluons; three gluons are forbidden by parity. As the width
scales with the wavefunction at the origin, i.e. Γ(1S0Ñgg)“(32πα2

S/m2
c )|ψ(r=0)|2, and the

wavefunction for the η1c has one node (as it is n=1 radial excitation), the width at the origin
must be narrower. With the new measurement, the error on the previous world average of
the width of the η1c was improved by factor »2. For additional details of the analysis see [2].

2 Mass and Width of X(3872)

New results for the charmonium-like state X(3872) in the decays B`ÑK`X(3872) and
B0ÑK0(Ñπ`π´)X(3872) are based upon the complete Belle data set of 711 fb´1 collected at
the Υ(4S) resonance [7]. For the determination of the mass and the width of the X(3872) in
the decay X(3872)ÑJ/ψπ`π´, a 3-dimensional fit was performed using the three variables

beam constraint mass Mbc=
b

pEcms
beamq

2 ´ ppcms
B q2 (with the energy in the center-of-mass

system Ecms
beam and the momentum of the B meson in the center-of-mass system pcms

B ), the
invariant mass m(J/ψπ`π´) and the energy difference ∆E=Ecms

B ´Ecms
beam (with the energy of

the B meson in the center-of-mass system Ecms
B ). In a first step, the fit was performed for

the reference channel ψ1ÑJ/ψπ`π´, and the resolution parameters (i.e. the widths of a
core Gaussian and a tail Gaussian) were then fixed for the fit of the X(3872). Fig. 1 shows
the data and the fits for the X(3872) (blue line: signal, dashed green line: background) in
the projections of the three variables as defined above. The yield is 151˘15 events for B`

decays and 21.0˘5.7 events for B0 decays.

Mass of the X(3872). The mass, as determined by the fit, is listed in Tab. 2 in comparison to
other precise measurements. As the X(3872) does not fit into any potential model prediction,
it was discussed as a possible S-wave D˚0D0 molecular state. In this case, the binding
energy Eb would be given by the mass difference m(X)´m(D˚0)´m(D0). Including the
new Belle result, the new world average mass of the X(3872) is m=3871.67˘0.17 MeV.
Using the current sum of the masses m(D0)+m(D˚0)=3871.79˘0.30 MeV [1], a binding
energy of Eb=´0.12˘0.35 MeV can be calculated, which is surprisingly small. As Eb is
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inverse proportional to the squared scattering length a, and the radius can in first order be
approximated by ărą=a/2 [12], this would indicate a very large radius of the molecular
state.

Figure 1: Beam constraint mass Mbc (left), invariant mass m(J/ψπ`π´) (center) and ∆E
(right) for B`ÑK`X(3872)(ÑJ/ψπ`π´).

Figure 2: Distribution of |cos(θX)| for B`ÑK`X(3872)(ÑJ/ψπ`π´). The blue line shows
the fit for JPC=1`` (left) and JPC=2´` (bottom). For details see text.

Width of the X(3872). With the 3-dimensional fit, also a new measurement of the width
of the X(3872) was performed. Previously the best upper limit was ΓX3872ă2.3 MeV (90%
C.L) [14]. The 3-dimensional fits are more sensitive to the natural width than the resolution
provided by the detector ăσą»4 MeV because of the constraints which enter by Mbc and
∆E. As in case of the mass measurement above, the method of determining the width
was validated using the ψ1 as reference, providing a result of Γmeasured

ψ1 =0.52˘0.11 MeV. As
the world average is ΓPDG

ψ1 =0.304˘0.009 MeV, this indicates a bias in our measurement
of ∆Γ=`0.23˘0.11 MeV. The procedure for the determination of the upper limit is as
follows: for a given fixed width Γ the number of signal events and the number of peaking
background events is kept floating in the 3-dim fit, and the likelihood is calculated. Then
the 90% likelihood interval is determined by finding w90% for an integral

şw90%
0 ΓdΓ=0.9. This

procedure gives w90%=0.95 MeV, for which the bias has to be added, so that ΓXp3872qă1.2 MeV
at 90% C.L. is the final result. This upper limit is a factor of »2 narrower than the previous
upper limit.
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Experiment Mass of X(3872)

CDF2 3871.61˘0.16˘0.19 MeV [8]
BaBar (B`) 3871.4˘0.6˘0.1 MeV [9]
BaBar (B0) 3868.7˘1.5˘0.4 MeV [9]
D0 3871.8˘3.1˘3.0 MeV [10]
Belle 3871.84˘0.27˘0.19 MeV [7] and this paper
LHCb 3871.96˘0.46˘0.10 MeV [11]

New World Average 3871.67˘0.17 MeV

Table 2: Mass measurements of the X(3872).

Quantum numbers of the X(3872). If the X(3872) is a conventional charmonium state, there
are two likely assignments. On the one hand there is the χ1c1, a 3P1 state with JPC=1``.
The predicted mass by potential models is m=3953 MeV, thus »70 MeV higher than the
observed X(3872) mass. This would be a n=2 radial excitation, and the quantum numbers
are favoured by angular analyses [15] [16]. On the other hand there is the ηc2, a 1D2 state
with JPC=2´`. The predicted mass by potential models is m=3837 MeV, thus»35 MeV lower
than the observed X(3872) mass. This would be a n=1 state, and the quantum numbers
are favoured by the 3π mass distribution in the decay X(3872)ÑJ/ψω [17]. A new angular
analysis was carried out with the new Belle data. For this purpose, it was assumed that
the decay X(3872)ÑJ/ψπ`π´ proceeds via X(3872)ÑJ/ψρ(Ñπ`π´) in the kinematic limit,
i.e. both particles are at rest in the X(3872) rest frame. Due to mXp3872q»mρ+mJ{ψ this is a
valid assumption and it also implies that any higher partial waves can be neglected. For
JPC=1``, there is only one amplitude with L=0 and S=1, where L and S are the total orbital
angular momentum between and the total spin constructed from the ρ and the J/ψ. For
JPC=2´`, there are two amplitudes with L=1 and S=1 or S=2. These two amplitudes can be
mixed with a mixing parameter α, which is a complex number. The angular reference frame
follows the definition of Rosner [18]. The angle θX is chosen as the angle between the J/ψ

and the kaon direction in the X(3872) rest frame. The angular distributions for θX for the
different quantum numbers is given by:

JPC “ 1``,
dΓ

dcosθX
9const.(1)

JPC “ 2´`, α “ 0,
dΓ

dcosθX
9 sin2 θX

JPC “ 2´`, α “ 1,
dΓ

dcosθX
91` 3 cos2 θX

Two additional angles are defined as follows: the xy-plane is spanned by the kaon direction
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Angle χ2/n.d.f. C.L. χ2/n.d.f. C.L.

JPC=1`` JPC=2´`

χ 1.76/4 0.78 4.60/4 0.33
θlepton 0.56/4 0.97 5.24/4 0.26
θX 3.82/4 0.51 4.72/4 0.32

Table 3: χ2 values for the fit of the angular distributions. See text for the definitions of the
angles.

and the π` and π´ (back-to-back) directions in the X(3872) rest frame. The x-axis is chosen
to be along the kaon direction. The z-axis is constructed perpendicular to the xy-plane. The
angle χ is chosen between the x-axis and the π` direction. The angle θµ is chosen between
the µ` direction and the z-axis. A simultaneous fit for all three angles was performed, and
the distributions and the fit results for θX are shown in Fig. 2. The χ2 values are listed in
Tab. 3. For the case of JPC=2´`, the values in Tab. 3 are given for α=0.69¨exp(i23o), which
was found in a grid search and which is the only value which gives a confidence level ą0.1
for all three angles. Although at the current level of statistical significance, it cannot be
distinguished definitely between the two quantum numbers, however JPC=1`` seems to
be slightly preferable in this analysis. For additional details see [7].

3 χc2 in B Meson decays

In the decay B`ÑK`χc1,2(ÑJ/ψγ) for the first time a χc2 signal could be observed with a
statistical significance of 3.6σ (Fig. 3). This is the observation of a J=2 charmonium state
with positive parity in B meson decays and thus very interesting for two reasons: on the
one hand, due to the jq=1/2 of the two charm quarks forming the charmonium state, and
the J=0 in the initial state (i.e. JP=0´ for the B meson), J=0 and J=1 are preferred, and J=2
is difficult to be generated. One the other hand, this decay 0´Ñ0´2` is, because of the
positive parity of the charmonium state, forbidden in naïve factorization [19]. This implies
that at least one additional gluon is required to connect the charmonium and the K` sides.
For additional details of the analysis see [20].

4 Summary

This paper covered three different topics. At first, the width of the η1c was determined with
a factor »2 smaller error compared to the previous world average. Interference with non-
resonant background turned out to be important and were taken into account. At second,
new results on the X(3872) employed multi-dimensional fits, increasing by constraints the
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Figure 3: Invariant mass m(J/ψγ) for the decay B`ÑK`χc1,2(ÑJ/ψγ). The zoomed
region shows the χc2 signal. See text for details.

resolution to beyond the detector resolution. The new world average mass of the X(3872)
is only 120˘350 keV below the D˚0D0 threshold. At third, the production of a JP=2`

charmonium state was observed in B meson decays.
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Charmonium and Charmonium-like States with BABAR
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We review recent charmonium and charmonium-like state from the BABAR B-factory. A particu-

lar focus is given to the observation of the decay Xp3872q Ñ J{ψ ω and to recent ηcp1Sq and

ηcp2Sq results. The Observation of the χc2p2Pq state will be also discussed.

1 Introduction

The charmonium spectrum consists of eight narrow states below the open charm threshold
(3.73 GeV) and several tens of states above that. Below the threshold almost all states are
well established. On the other hand, very little is known at higher energy. Only one state
has been positively identified as a charmonium D state, the ψp3770q, in addition there
are several new “Charmonium-like” states that are very difficult to accommodate in the
conventional charmonium spectrum.

2 Evidence for the decay Xp3872q Ñ J{ψ ω

The X(3872) it has been observed by several experiments in different decay modes and two
production channels. Soon after its discovery [1] a great deal of effort has been expanded to
understand the nature of the X(3872), especially its spin-parity assignment; so far, only JPC “

1`` or 2´` can be assigned to the X(3872). In a previous BABAR analysis [2] of the decay
B Ñ J{ψωK there was clear signal for the Y(3940) as reported by Belle [3] but there was no
evidence for the X(3872). In this analysis were required for the ω candidates 0.765 GeV{c2 ď

m3π ď 0.7965 GeV{c2. In a more recent BABAR analysis [4] the same decay mode has been
studied using a slightly larger dataset and a lower ω mass limit: 0.74 GeV{c2 ď m3π ď 0.7965
GeV{c2. All other selection criteria are the same as in the previous analysis. The J{ψ ω mass
distribution after background subtraction is shown in Fig. 1. There is clear signal for the
Yp3940q, and evidence for the Xp3872q. These signals are present in both B` and B0 samples.
The mJ{ψω distributions are fitted simultaneously with a function with three components: a
Gaussian function for the X(3872), a relativistic S-wave Breit-Wigner for the Y(3940) and a
broad Gaussian function multiplied by mJ{ψω for the nonresonant contribution. From the

1santoro@fe.infn.it
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fit the following parameters are obtained: mXp3872q “ 3873.0`1.8
´1.6pstatq ˘ 1.3psystq MeV{c2,

mYp3940q “ 3919.1`3.8
´3.4pstatq ˘ 2.0psystq MeV{c2 and ΓYp3940q “ 31`10

´8 ˘ 5 MeV. To investigate
the parity of the X(3872) events with 3.8625 GeV{c2 ď mJ{ψω ď 3.8825 GeV{c2 are selected.
For these events the m3π is shown on Fig. 2 and is compared with the Monte Carlo simulation
for different spin assignment. The P-wave assignment is favored (χ2 “ 3.53{5) over the
S-wave (χ2 “ 1017{5) hence JP “ 2´ is favored over JP “ 1`.

Figure 1: The J{ψω mass distribution for (a) B` Ñ J{ψωK` and (b) B0 Ñ J{ψωK0
s decays;

(c) shows the region mJ{ψω ă 3.95 GeV{c2 of (a). The curves show the fit results and the
individual fit contributions.

3 Observation of the χc2p2Pq meson in the reaction γγ Ñ DD

In 2006 the Belle collaboration observed the Z(3930) [5] in γγ production of the DD system
and this is considered a strong candidate for the χc2p2Pq state [5]. A recent BABAR analysis [6]
confirmed this state, in the same production mechanism using a data sample of 384 f b´1.
After all the selection criteria applied the efficiency corrected DD mass distribution is
shown in Fig. 3. There is clear signal for the Z(3930) with a significance of 5.8 σ. An
unbinned maximimum likelihood fit is performed to obtain the following parameters:
mZp3930q “ 3926.7˘ 2.7˘ 1.1 MeV{c2 and ΓZp3930q “ 21.3˘ 6.8˘ 3.6 MeV.
A decay angular analysis provides evidence that the Z(3930) is a tensor state with positive
spin parity and C-parity pJPC “ 2``q in agreement with the χc2p2Pq interpretation. The
value of the partial width Γγγ ˆ BFpZp3930q Ñ DDq is found to be p0.241˘ 0.054˘ 0.043q
keV. All these measurements are in good agreement with the previous Belle measurements .
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Figure 2: The m3π distribution for events 3.8625 GeV{c2 ď mJ{ψω ď 3.8825 GeV{c2 for (a)
B`, (b) B0, and (c) combined. The vertical line shows the ω nominal mass. In (c), the solid
(dashed) histogram shows the P-wave (S-wave) Monte Carlo events normalized to the
number of data events.

4 Observation of the ηcp1Sq and ηcp2Sq decays to K`K´π`π´π0

BABAR studied using 519.2 f b´1 collected at the Υp4Sq, Υp3Sq and Υp2Sq the processes
e`e´ Ñ e`e´γγ Ñ e`e´ f where f denotes K`K´π`π´π0 or K0

SK˘π¯ final states [7]. The
allowed JPC values of the initial state are 0˘`, 2˘`, 4˘`, ...; 3``, 5``. Angular momentum,
parity conservation, and charge conjugation invariance, then imply that these quantum
numbers apply to the final states f also, except that the K0

SK˘π¯ state cannot have JP “ 0`.
The K0

SK˘π¯ and K`K´π`π´π0 mass spectra are shown on Fig. 4. There are signals at
the position of the ηcp1Sq, J{ψ, χc0p1Pq, χc2p1Pq and ηcp2Sq states. The mass and the width
of the ηcp1Sq and ηcp2Sq, extracted using a binned extended maximum likelihood fit, are
respectively mηcp1Sq “ 2982.5˘ 0.4˘ 1.4 MeV{c2, mηcp2Sq “ 3638.5˘ 1.5˘ 0.8 MeV{c2 and
Γηcp1Sq “ 32.1˘ 1.1˘ 1.3 MeV, Γηcp2Sq “ 13.4˘ 4.6˘ 3.2 MeV.
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Figure 3: Efficiency corrected DD mass distribution with standard fit. The dotted line
shows the background lineshape.

Figure 4: Fit to the K0
SK˘π¯ (a) and K`K´π`π´π0 (c) mass spectra. The solid curves

represent the total fit functions and the dashed curves show the combinatorial background
contributions. The background-subtracted distributions are shown in (b) and (d).
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We study the influence of possible molecular structures in the charmonium spectrum. We focus

on the 0`` and 1´´ sectors. In the first one we coupled the 23P0 qq pair with DD, J{ψω, DsDs

and J{ψφ channels and we obtain two states compatibles with the Xp3945q and the Yp3940q. In

the second one we include the 33S1 and 23D1 charmonium states coupled to DD, DD˚, D˚D˚,

DsDs, DsD˚s and D˚s D˚s . In this calculation we obtain a new molecular state that could be the

Gp3900q or the controversial Yp4008q and two cc states dressed by the molecular components

assigned to the ψp4040q and the ψp4160q. The two cc states show interesting properties and

in particular they solve the strong disagreement of the decay branching ratios measured by

BABAR.

1 Introduction

The discovery of the J{ψ meson in 1974 was the experimental confirmation of the existence
of the charm quark introduced theoretically in 1970 by Glashow, Iliopoulus and Maiani
to explain the cancellation of loop diagrams in K0 weak decays. Consisting of a charm c
quark and a c antiquark, the J{ψ particle became the starting point of a whole family of
bound states called charmonium. A further milestone in the knowledge of the charmonium
structure began in 2002 with the new data coming from high luminosity experiments at
B factories. Since then, many new states have been observed. A summary of these states
can be found in Ref. [1]. Most of them are difficult to understand in a quark-antiquark
framework and meson-antimeson molecular states may represent an alternative explanation
to these states.

Probably the most popular of these new states is the Xp3872qwhich lies very close to the
DD˚ threshold and is the most accepted candidate to be a meson-antimeson bound state.
In Ref. [2] we have performed a calculation of the Xp3872q state as a DD˚ molecule in the
framework of a constituent quark model [3]. There also the coupling to qq states is included
and only when we mix the DD˚ channel and the χc1p2Pq state the Xp3872q appears as a
bound state. The original χc1p2Pq qq state acquires a significant DD˚ component and can
be identified with the Xp3940q.
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Following these ideas we have started a program to study the influence of possible molecular
structures in the charmonium spectrum. We have generalized our formalism to study
resonance above thresholds. In this contribution we focus on the results found in the 0``

and 1´´ sectors.

2 Theoretical framework

We work in the framework of a coupled channel calculation following Ref. [4] generalized
to include several meson-antimeson channels and several qq states. The T-matrix is decom-
posed in a non-resonant and a resonant contribution. We look for poles of the T-matrix in
the second Riemann sheet looking for zeros of the dressed propagator. Then we solve an
eigenvalue problem to obtained the cc amplitudes and with them and the dressed vertex
we obtained the meson-antimeson wave functions. Finally we define the partial widths
evaluating the residues of the pole.

The qq states are found solving the Schrödinger equation with the qq interaction of Ref. [3].
The meson-antimeson interaction is consistently obtained using the Resonating Group
Method with these wave functions and interaction. Finally we couple the qq states with the
qqqq states using the microscopic 3P0 model.

3 The 0`` sector

We study the 3900 MeV energy region and we include in the calculation the χc0p2Pq cc
state and the DD, J{ψω, DsDs and J{ψφ meson-antimeson states. We found two states
corresponding to the first two lines in Table 1. For comparison we show the result of the
updated Cornell model (C3) of Ref. [5]. Our second state corresponds to the χc0p2Pq dressed
by the meson-antimeson states and is similar to the one found in the C3 model. In addition
our framework also allows to study resonances due to the binding of meson-antimeson
channels and we found and additional state.

The experimental situation is not clear. Two states were found in these energy region, namely
the Xp3945q [6] and the Yp3940q [7] and they could be the two states we find, although
recently these two states have been summarize in one, the Xp3915q, due to compatible
properties.

4 The 1´´ sector

We study the 4100 MeV energy region and we include the 33S1 and 23D1 cc states and
the DD, DD˚, D˚D˚, DsDs, DsD˚s and D˚s D˚s meson-antimeson channels. Our results
are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. We find two states corresponding to the dressing of
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Mass(MeV) 23P0 DD J{ψω DsDs J{ψφ ΓDD ΓJ{ψω ΓDsDs

3896.05´ i2.10 34.22 46.67 9.41 9.67 0.03 3.37 0.83 ´

3970.07´ i94.67 57.27 35.32 0.15 5.72 1.54 38.69 2.89 147.76
3881.4´ i 30.75 49 34.22 ´ 4.41 ´

Table 1: Pole position, probabilities and partial widths for the two states (in the first two
lines) obtained in the 0`` sector. For comparison we show in the last line the result of the
updated Cornell model (C3) of Ref. [5] for the only state found in the 3900 MeV energy
region.

M pMeVq 33S1 23D1 DD DD˚ D˚D˚ DsDs DsD˚s D˚s D˚s
3994.6´ i 11.60 31.56 3.00 2.49 36.44 17.75 7.53 0.52 0.71
4048.4´ i 7.54 0.92 36.15 2.99 23.49 25.81 8.86 0.92 0.85
4123.9´ i 71.11 59.01 0.98 2.13 6.84 19.19 0.75 3.37 7.73

4038´ i 37 44.89 0.16 2.87 20.36 23.10 0.98 1.58 1.08
p4160q ´ i 24.6 0.09 47.61 8.37 4.24 8.87 0.55 0.96 1.31

Table 2: Pole position and probabilities for the three states (in the first three lines) obtained
in the 1´´ sector. For comparison we show in the last line the result of the updated Cornell
model (C3) of Ref. [5] for the two states found in the 4100 MeV energy region.

the original cc states corresponding to the well established ψp4040q and ψp4160q and one
additional state that could be the Gp3900q or the controversial Yp4008q.

The dressed states shows a peculiar feature. Although originally the 33S1 state is below the
23D1, when coupled to the meson-antimeson channels, the lowest state is predominantly
23D1 and the highest 33S1. This is due to the additional state which has a stronger coupling
with the 33S1 and push the dress state to higher energies. In order to test this new assignment
we have calculated the branching ratios measured by BABAR [8]. We show the results for
the original bare qq states and the states obtained in the coupled channel calculation in
Table 4. There is a strong disagreement with the experimental data for the bare states, while
the results for the coupled channel calculation are within three standard deviations.

M Γ ΓpDDq ΓpDD˚q ΓpD˚D˚q ΓpDsDsq ΓpDsD˚s q
3994.6 23.37 0.12 19.09 ´ 4.16 ´

4048.4 15.09 0.51 7.24 4.42 2.92 ´

4123.9 142.23 4.73 7.51 100.03 3.82 26.15

Table 3: Partial widths for the three states obtained in the 1´´ sector.
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Ratio Experimental value qq with 3P0 Coupled channel
Bpψp4040qÑDDq
Bpψp4040qÑDD˚q

0.24˘ 0.05˘ 0.12 0.21 0.07
Bpψp4040qÑD˚D˚q
Bpψp4040qÑDD˚q

0.18˘ 0.14˘ 0.03 3.7 0.61
Bpψp4160qÑDDq

Bpψp4160qÑD˚D˚q
0.02˘ 0.03˘ 0.02 0.27 0.05

Bpψp4160qÑDD˚q
Bpψp4160qÑD˚D˚q

0.34˘ 0.14˘ 0.05 0.027 0.08

Table 4: Branching ratios measured by BABAR [8] for the ψp4040q and the ψp4160q (second
column). The third column shows the result for the bare cc states and the fourth the results
of the states of Table 2.
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Exotic spectroscopy and quarkonia at LHCb
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Measurements of the X(3872) mass, ψp2Sq production cross-section and χc2{χc1 production
ratio using around 35pb´1 of pp collision data at

?
s = 7 TeV during the 2010 LHC running

period with the LHCb detector are presented.

1 Introduction

The LHCb detector is a single-arm forward spectrometer designed to make precision
measurements of CP violation and rare decays in the heavy flavour at the LHC [1]. It
has a unique geometrical acceptance covering the pseudo-rapidity 1.9-4.9. This combined
with excellent trigger, tracking and particle identification capabilities also makes it an ideal
detector to study quarkonia.
This paper presents the measurements of the X(3872) mass, ψp2Sq production cross-section
and χc production ratio in pp collisions at

?
s = 7 TeV with the data taken by the LHCb

detector in 2010.

2 Measurement of X(3872) mass

The X(3872) meson is an exotic meson discovered in 2003 by the Belle collaboration [2].
Several properties of the X(3872) have been measured, but its nature is still uncertain
and several models have been proposed. First, it is not excluded that the X(3872) is a
conventional charmonium state with one candidate being the ηc2p1Dqmeson [3]. However,
the predicted mass of this state is far below the observed X(3872) mass. Given the proximity
of the X(3872) mass to the D˚0D0 threshold, one possibility is that the X(3872) is a loosely
bound deuteron-like D˚0D0 molecule, i.e. a ppucq ´ pcuqq system [3]. Another more exotic
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possibility is that the X(3872) is a tetraquark state [4]. A precise measurement of the mass is
an important ingredient towards elucidating the nature of this state.

For accurate measurement of particle mass systematic uncertainties due to the momentum
scale must be under control. The momentum scale [5] [6] is calibrated using a large sample
of J{ψ Ñ µ`µ´ decays. This calibration accounts for a mixture of effects related to imperfect
knowledge of the magnetic field map and of the alignment of the tracking system. The
calibration is cross-checked using two-body decay of the Υp1Sq, K0

S and D0. Based on
comparisions of the values obtained for these masses and those quoted by the PDG [7] a
systematic uncertainty of 0.1 per mille is assigned.

The X(3872) mass measurement is affected by the systematic uncertainties from the mass
fitting (signal model (0.02 MeV{c2), background model (0.02 MeV{c2)), average momentum
scale (0.05 MeV{c2) , pseudo-rapidity dependence of momentum scale (0.03 MeV{c2), energy
loss correction of the detector description (0.05 MeV{c2), alignment of tracking stations (0.05
MeV{c2) and alignment of vertex detector (0.01 MeV{c2). The total systematic uncertainty
is 0.10 MeV{c2.

Fig. 1 shows the the invariant J{ψπ`π´ mass distributions for opposite-sign (black points)
and same-sign (blue filled histogram) candidates. Clear signals for both the ψp2Sq and
the X(3872) can be seen. The preliminary result is MXp3872q “ 3871.96 ˘ 0.46pstatq ˘
0.10psystqMeV{c2.

Figure 1: Invariant mass distribution of J{ψπ`π´ (black points with statistical error bars)
and same-sign J{ψπ˘π˘ (blue filled histogram) candidates. The red curve is the result of
the fit to the mass distribution. The insert shows a zoom of the region around the X(3872)
mass.
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3 Measurement of ψp2Sq cross-section

Prompt heavy quarkonium production in hadron collisions is a subject of large interest [8].
In order to ensure an unambiguous comparison with theory, promptly produced quarkonia
should be separated from those coming from b-hadron decays and from those cascading
from higher mass states (feed-down): the ψp2Sq meson has no appreciable feed-down
from higher mass states and therefore the results can be directly compared with the theory,
making it an ideal laboratory for QCD studies.

The differential cross-section [9] for the inclusive ψp2Sq production is computed as

d2σ

dpT
ppTq “

Nψp2SqppTq

LintεppTqBpψp2Sq Ñ e`e´q∆pT

where Nψp2SqppTq is the number of observed ψp2Sq Ñ J{ψπ`π´ decays, Lint is the integrated
luminosity, εppTq is the total detection efficiency, Bpψp2Sq Ñ J{ψπ`π´q is the ψp2Sq Ñ
J{ψπ`π´ branching ratio [7] and ∆pT is the bin size. In order to estimate the number of
ψp2Sq signal events, a fit to the ψp2Sqmass distribution is performed independently in each
pT bin.

The total efficiency ε is the product of the geometric acceptance (A), the reconstruction
efficiency (εrec) and the trigger efficiency (εtri). The factor εrec includes the detection, recon-
struction and selection efficiency. Monte Carlo simulations are used to estimate A, εrec and
εtri for each bin.

The dominant systematic uncertainties are from the luminosity measurement 10%, the
unknown polarization (bin-dependent), the trigger efficiency (bin-dependent) and the
tracking efficiency (4% per track).

The integrated cross-section in the full range of pT and rapidity (y) is found to be

σp3 ă pT ď 16GeV{c, 2 ă y ď 4.5q “ 0.62˘ 0.04˘ 0.12`0.07
´0.14¯b

where the first error is statistical, the second error is systematic and the third asymmetric
error is related to the unknown polarization.

The double differential cross-sections for the ψp2Sq Ñ J{ψπ`π´ mode, another measure-
ment of ψp2Sq Ñ µ`µ´ mode [9] and comparison with the prediction of prompt production
by a NLO NRQCD model [10] are shown in Fig. 2. The results for the two decay modes and
the theory are in good agreement.

4 Measurement of χc cross-section ratio

The study of P-wave charmonia χc(J=0,1,2) production is important for two reasons. First,
the measurement of the production rates of χc2 and χc1 is sensitive to the Color-Singlet and
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Figure 2: Comparison of the LHCb results for the differential production cross-section of
ψp2Sqwith the predictions for prompt production by a NLO NRQCD model [14]. LHCb
data include also ψp2Sq from b: the fraction of ψp2Sq from b is expected to be of the order
of 10% at low pT and to increase as function of pT to about 40% [11].

Color-Octet production mechanisms. In addition, the feeddown contribution to prompt J{ψ
production through radiative decays has important consequences for the J{ψ polarization
measurement [12].

The production cross-section ratio of the χc2 and χc1 states is measured using

σpχc2q

σpχc1q
“

Nχc2

Nχc1

ˆ
ε

χc1
J{ψε

χc1
γ ε

χc1
sel

ε
χc2
J{ψε

χc2
γ ε

χc2
sel
ˆ

Bpχc1 Ñ J{ψγq

Bpχc2 Ñ J{ψγq

where Bpχc1 Ñ J{ψγq(Bpχc2 Ñ J{ψγq) are the χc1(χc2) branching ratios to the final state
J{ψγ. The event yield Nχc is from an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the mass distri-
bution. The efficiencies ε are extracted from the Monte Carlo simulation.

The main systematic uncertainties are from the fit (the fit model, fit range and fit method),
the MC statistics, the unknown polarization and the χc Ñ J{ψγ branching ratios.

The preliminary result for the ratio of the prompt χc2 to χc1 production cross-sections, σχc2
σχc1

, as

a function of pJ{ψ
T is shown in Figure 3. The preliminary result is broadly in agreement with

the theorectical predictions at high pJ{ψ
T . At low pJ{ψ

T there are indications of a discrepancy.

5 Summary

First results from studies of X(3872), χc and ψp2Sq mesons using data collected by the
LHCb detector have been presented. The results for the cross-sections are in reasonable
agreement with theory. The larger data-set collected during the 2011 running period will
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Figure 3: The ratio σχc2
σχc1

in bins of pJ{ψ
T P [3; 15]GeV/c. The internal error bars correspond to

the statistical error on the χc1 and χc2 yields; the external error bars include the contribution
from all the systematic uncertainties. The shaded area around the data points (black)
shows the maximum effect of the unknown χc polarizations on the result. The upper limit
corresponds to the spin state (χc1: mJ = 1; χc2: mJ = 2) and the lower limit corresponds to
the spin state (χc1: mJ = 0; χc2: mJ = 0). The two other bands correspond to the ChiGen
MC generator theoretical prediction [13](in blue) and NLO NRQCD (in red) [14].

allow the statistical uncertainties to be reduced and further studies (for example of the
ψp2Sq polarization) will be performed.
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Quarkonia Measurements with ALICE at the LHC
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ALICE is the dedicated heavy-ion experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It is

designed to provide excellent capabilities to study the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) in the

highest energy density regime opened up by the LHC. Quarkonia are crucial probes of the

QGP. High-precision data from pp collisions are an essential baseline, and serve as a crucial

test for competing models of quarkonium hadroproduction. ALICE measures quarkonia down

to pt “ 0 via their decay channels into e`e´ at central (|y| ă 0.9) and into µ`µ´ at forward

rapidity (´4.0 ă y ă ´2.5). We present first results on the transverse momentum and rapidity

distributions of the inclusive J{ψ production cross section in
?

s “ 7 and 2.76 TeV pp collisions.

The dependence of the J{ψ yield on the charged particle multiplicity in
?

s “ 7 TeV pp

collisions is discussed. Finally, results on the inclusive J{ψ production in
?

sNN “ 2.76 TeV Pb–

Pb collisions, the nuclear modification factor RAA and the central-to-peripheral modification

factor RCP are shown.

Various models are describing the production of quarkonia in hadronic reactions such as
proton-proton collisions. Three of the most popular ones are the Color Singlet Model, the
nonrelativistic QCD approach (NRQCD) and the Color Evaporation Model [1–3]. So far
their predictions do not fully reproduce the experimental observations such as differential
cross sections or polarization, or many free parameters limit their predictive power. Precise
measurements at a new energy regime will give new constraints to theory. Quarkonia, such
as the J{ψ serve as a crucial probe to study the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) in heavy-ion
collisions. The original prediction was a strong suppression of quarkonia yields [4] by
color-screening of the QQ pairs in the colored medium. This effect might depend on the
binding radius of the different states and on the temperature of the fireball [5]; thus, a
stronger suppression of higher excited states could even reflect the temperature of the
medium. In central heavy-ion collisions at LHC energies J{ψ yields could also be affected
in another way: charm quark pairs are abundant enough so that a statistical or kinetic J{ψ
formation out of uncorrelated cc pairs might become dominant [6, 7]. Furthermore, initial
state effects such as shadowing – the modification of the parton distribution function of a
nucleon inside a nucleus [3] – have to be taken into account. Final state effects like nuclear
absorption are expected to be negligible at LHC energies. A measurement of such effects in
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Figure 1: Differential J{ψ cross sections versus rapidity in 7 TeV pp collisions (left) and
transverse momentum in 7 and 2.76 TeV pp collisions (right) [9, 11–13]

p–A collisions will be crucial for drawing final conclusions; any modification of the yields
stronger than expected will provide insights into the created medium.

The ALICE [8] setup can be divided into two parts: the central rapidity detectors (|η| ă 0.9)
and the forward muon spectrometer (´4.0 ă η ă ´2.5). For this analysis, in the central
barrel, mainly two detectors are used: the Inner Tracking System (ITS) and the Time
Projection Chamber (TPC). The large-volume TPC serves as the main tracking device.
Furthermore it provides particle identification via the specific energy loss dE{dx in the
detector gas. Consisting of two layers each of silicon pixel, silicon strip and silicon drift
detectors, the ITS provides high precision vertex reconstruction and tracking, improving the
momentum resolution. The muon spectrometer consists of a 10 plane cathode pad chamber
tracking system behind a frontal absorber and a 4 plane resistive plate chamber trigger
system further downstream behind an iron filter wall. Muons with a momentum above
4 GeV/c are filtered and detected. In both channels, quarkonia are measured over a broad
range of transverse momenta down to pt “ 0. Finally, the VZERO detector, made of two
scintillator arrays covering the pseudo rapidity ranges ´3.7 ă η ă ´1.7 and 2.8 ă η ă 5.1,
is used for triggering purposes and collision centrality determination.

Energy System Year L(J{ψ Ñ e`e´) L(J{ψ Ñ µ`µ´)
7 TeV pp 2010 3.9 nb´1 15.6 nb´1

2.76 TeV pp 2011 1.1 nb´1 20.2 nb´1

2.76 TeV Pb–Pb 2010 2.7 µb´1 2.7 µb´1

Table 1: Integrated luminosities of the analyzed data samples
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The J{ψ production was measured in
?

s “ 7 and 2.76 TeV proton-proton collisions [9, 10].
Table 1 shows the integrated luminosities of the two samples, both for the data recorded
in the central barrel and the muon spectrometer. For the central barrel analysis, these
are corresponding to the minimum bias trigger, defined as the logical OR between the
requirement of at least one hit in the two ITS pixel layers, and a signal in one of the two
VZERO detectors. For the muon analysis, also a coincidence with a track reconstructed
by the muon trigger electronics is required. Differential cross sections have been obtained
by the analysis of invariant mass spectra in different pt and y bins [9]. Presented are
inclusive results, containing contributions from direct J{ψ production and feed-down from
higher mass quarkonia and B hadron decays. The left panel of Fig. 1 shows the obtained
rapidity dependence of the J{ψ production at

?
s “ 7 TeV. Red circles correspond to the

measurement in the e`e´ (|y| ă 0.9), blue triangles to the result in the µ`µ´ (´4.0 ă
y ă ´2.5) decay channels. While at forward rapidity results of other experiments (green:
LHCb [11], magenta: CMS [12]) are in good agreement, ALICE is the only experiment at
the LHC which is able to measure J{ψ down to pt “ 0 and thus directly measure the pt

integrated cross section at midrapidity. The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the measured pt

spectra in the di-muon decay channel for the two different available beam energies. A Next
to Leading Order (NLO) NRQCD prediction [13] is in good agreement with the data. For
the first time, the dependence of the J{ψ production on the charged particle multiplicity has
been measured in pp collisions. Figure 2 shows the results of the analyses in the e`e´ (red
circles) and the µ`µ´ (blue triangles) decay channels. The multiplicity is normalized by
the mean charged particle multiplicity [14] and has been determined in a pseudorapidity
range of |η| ă 1.0 by counting the number of tracklets found in the ITS pixel detector.
The J{ψ yield per event in a given multiplicity bin is normalized to the inclusive yield per
inelastic pp collision. An approximately linear increase with multiplicity is observed in both
rapidity ranges. In the highest multiplicity bin, corresponding to approximately 5 times the
minimum bias multiplicity, a J{ψ yield of around 6 times the minimum bias yield is found.
The strong dependence of the J{ψ production on the event multiplicity is an intriguing
result that needs a theoretical interpretation.

In fall 2010 the LHC collided Pb beams for the first time. Table 1 summarizes the integrated
luminosity used for the analysis. The collision energy of

?
sNN “ 2.76 TeV is almost 14

times higher than the energies reached at RHIC before. Having pp data recorded at the
same energy allows to calculate the nuclear modification factor RAA “ YPb´Pb{ 〈Ncoll〉Ypp

for different Pb–Pb collision centralities. 〈Ncoll〉 corresponds to the average number of
binary nucleon-nucleon collisions in a given centrality class. A RAA equal to unity indicates
no modification in heavy-ion collisions with respect to pp collisions. The left panel of
Fig. 3 shows as red squares the result of this measurement as a function of

〈
Npart

〉
, the

number of nucleons participating in the collision. To account for the bias due to the large
centrality bins,

〈
Npart

〉
has been weighted by Ncoll [15]. Already for peripheral collisions

(
〈

Npart
〉
» 70), a suppression of the J{ψ yield is observed and RAA is about 0.6. For

more central collisions, the RAA exhibits only a weak change. The data are compared
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sNN “ 2.76 TeV compared to PHENIX results [16] at
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sNN “

0.2 TeV, right: RCP at
?

sNN “ 2.76 TeV compared to the ATLAS result [17]

to results from the PHENIX experiment at RHIC [16] in green diamonds at central and
in blue circles at forward rapidity. For central collisions the observed suppression is
smaller than at RHIC, yet it has to be taken into account that shadowing and nuclear-
absorption cross sections are expected to be different at the two energies. Also, the energy
density at a given Npart presumably differs. A closer look into the difference of central and
peripheral collisions can be obtained by calculating the central-to-peripheral modification
factor RCP “

〈
Nper.

coll

〉
Ycent.

Pb´Pb{
〈

Ncent.
coll

〉
Yper.

Pb´Pb. There, the yields in the different centrality
classes are divided by the corresponding average number of binary collisions. As reference,
the most peripheral bin is used. Due to limitations in statistics it is currently set to a rather
broad range of 40–80 %. An advantage of this variable is that many systematic uncertainties
cancel out in the ratio. The right panel of Fig. 3 shows the measured RCP as a function
of the centrality. Red squares correspond to the ALICE result at forward rapidity. The
challenging measurement in the di-electron channel at midrapidity (blue circles) agrees
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within its errors; its precision will be improved in the next LHC Pb–Pb run. A similar
conclusion can be drawn as from the RAA result: compared to the most peripheral bin,
a weak centrality dependence is observed. On the other hand, high pt J{ψ, measured by
ATLAS above 6.5 GeV/c, show a stronger suppression in central (0–10 %) events [17].

In summary, the inclusive J{ψ production has been measured both in pp and in Pb–Pb
collisions. In pp, differential cross sections have been obtained for two different beam
energies and rapidity ranges. An approximately linear increase of the J{ψ production with
the charged particle multiplicity is observed both at central and forward rapidity, which
calls for theoretical interpretation. In Pb–Pb, both nuclear modification factors RAA and
RCP have been measured. A significant suppression of the J{ψ yield is observed, with a
weak dependence on centrality. At central events, a smaller suppression has been found
compared to PHENIX results at much lower collision energies.
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We report a recent calculation of the heavy quarkonium energy levels and decay widths in a

quark- gluon plasma whose temperature is much smaller than the inverse radius of the bound

state, based on a Non-Relativistic Effective Field theory framework for heavy quarkonium at

finite temperature. Relevance for the phenomenology of the Υp1Sq in heavy ion collisions is

also discussed.

1 Introduction

The suppression of quarkonium has been hypothesized 25 years ago [1] to represent a
signature of the formation of a deconfined medium and has been ever since intensely
investigated, both theoretically and experimentally. Here we address the problem, central
to these studies, of the behaviour of a quarkonium bound state in a deconfined thermal
medium. To this end we shall illustrate the Effective Field Theory (EFT) framework that
has been recently constructed in [2–4] (see also [5–7] for an analogous EFT of QED) by
generalizing the successful zero-temperature framework of Non-Relativistic (NR) EFTs for
heavy quarkonia to finite temperatures. These NR EFTs exploit the hierarchy m " mv " mv2

that characterizes any NR binary bound state, m being in this case the heavy quark mass
and v the relative velocity. mv is then the typical momentum transfer or inverse radius and
mv2 „ E the binding energy. The low-lying quarkonium states, especially the bottomonium
ground states Υp1Sq and ηb, are believed to be approximately Coulombic. That corresponds
to having mv „ mαs " ΛQCD and mv2 „ mα2

s ą„ ΛQCD.
In a weakly-coupled plasma, which we consider in our study, the temperature T and the
chromoelectric screening mass mD are larger than ΛQCD and, since m2

D „ g2T2, T " mD.
Under these conditions one can then calculate observables relevant for the phenomenology
of low-lying states to a large extent analytically in perturbation theory, which makes them
extremely interesting, also in the light of the recent CMS measurements of the suppression
of the Υ family [8].
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In [9] the perturbative QQ static potential was computed in QCD for distances r such that
T " 1{r ą

„
mD. The resulting potential surprisingly shows an imaginary part which is larger

than the screened real part for 1{r „ mD. This imaginary part can be traced back to the
imaginary part of the gluon self-energy and is due to the Landau-damping phenomenon;
it eventually leads to a thermal width for the bound state, which is in turn responsible
for its dissociation, representing a change from the previous colour-screening paradigm.
This change was further reinforced by the introduction of a dissociation temperature in [5, 10],
defined as the temperature for which the imaginary part of the potentials becomes of
the same size of its real part; parametrically it is of order mα

2{3
s and hence smaller than

the temperature at which screening sets in. A quantitative calculation of the dissociation
temperature for the Υp1Sq can be found in [6] and a phenomenological analysis, based on
these imaginary parts, of bb bound states at LHC energies can be found in [11].
In [2] the static QQ was first studied in an EFT framework, systematically exploring the
hierarchy of different energy scales in the problem. Many possibilities were considered, from
temperature smaller than E to temperatures much larger than 1{r, where the results of [9]
were recovered in a rigorous EFT derivation. Furthermore a new dissociation mechanism,
the colour-singlet to octet decay, was identified; it is the leading one when E " mD. In [12]
the relation between the proper real-time quarkonium potential and the correlator of two
Polyakov loops, a quantity often measured on the lattice and used as input for potential
models, was investigated. The breaking of Lorentz invariance induced by the preferred
reference frame introduced by the medium was instead analyzed in [4] in the spin-orbit
sector of the EFT. In the following we will report about the findings of [3], where in a specific
range of temperatures the spectrum and width of quarkonia have been computed up to
order mα5

s . To this end, the specific global hierarchy that the NR and thermodynamical
scales fulfill in the assumed range of parameters has been exploited by constructing a
corresponding tower of EFTs.

2 Energy scales, the EFT formalism and the results

The aforementioned global hierarchy we assume is m " mαs " πT " mα2
s " mD, which

implies a temperature below the dissociation temperature. We also remark that for the
Υp1Sq at the LHC it may hold that mb « 5 GeV ą mbαs « 1.5 GeV ą πT « 1 GeV ą mα2

s «

0.5 GeV ą
„

mD.
Given this hierarchy, we now proceed to integrate out each scale in sequence. The integra-
tion of the mass scale m yields non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) [13] and the further integra-
tion of the scale mαs from NRQCD gives potential non-relativistic QCD (pNRQCD) [14].
Since the temperature is much smaller than these two scales, it may be set to zero in the
matching and the Lagrangians of NRQCD and pNRQCD are the same as at zero tempera-
ture.
Integrating out T from pNRQCD modifies it into its Hard Thermal Loop (HTL) version,
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pNRQCDHTL [2, 15], where the light degrees of freedom are described by the HTL effective
Lagrangian [16] and the pNRQCD potentials receive a thermal part. Finally, within this
EFT we can compute contribution to the spectrum and width from the scales E and mD.
Diagrams contributing to the calculation are shown in Fig. 1.

�����
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�����
�����
�����
�����

�����
�����
�����
�����
�����
�����

Figure 1: The diagrams contributing to our calculation. Single lines are colour-singlet QQ
states, double lines are colour octets, curly lines are gluons, vertices are chromoelectric
dipoles and the blob is the gluon self-energy. The imaginary part of the first diagram
yields the singlet-to-octet decay mechanism, whereas the second one gives the Landau
damping contribution to the width.

Let us now show the final results for the thermal contribution to the spectrum and to the
width up to order mα5

s . We recall that for a Coulombic bound state the spectrum is at LO
given by the Bohr levels En “ ´mC2

Fα2
s{p4n2q and the Bohr radius is a0 “ 2{pmCFαsq. The

vacuum contribution to the spectrum up to order mα5
s can be read from [17].

The thermal contribution to the spectrum then reads

δEpthermalq
n,l “

π

9
NcCF α2

s T2 a0

2
“

3n2 ´ lpl ` 1q
‰

`
π

3
C2

F α2
s T2 a0

`
Enα3

s
3π

«

log
ˆ

2πT
E1

˙2

´ 2γE

ff

"

4C3
Fδl0

n
`

2N2
c CF

np2l ` 1q
`

N3
c

4

`NcC2
F

„

8
np2l ` 1q

´
1
n2 ´

2δl0

n

*

`
2EnC3

Fα3
s

3π
Ln,l

`
a2

0n2

2
“

5n2 ` 1´ 3lpl ` 1q
‰

"

´

„

3
2π

ζp3q `
π

3



CF αs T m2
D

`
2
3

ζp3qNcCF α2
s T3

*

,(1)

where Ln,l is the QCD Bethe log [17]. The terms on the first line are the leading ones the
power counting of the EFT and, being positive, lead to an increase in the mass of the bound
state quadratic with the temperature.
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For what concerns the thermal width, we have

Γpthermalq
n,l “

1
3

N2
c CFα3

s T`
4
3

C2
Fα3

s T
n2 pCF ` Ncq

`
2Enα3

s
3

"

4C3
Fδl0

n
` NcC2

F

„

8
np2l ` 1q

´
1
n2 ´

2δl0

n



`
2N2

c CF

np2l ` 1q
`

N3
c

4

*

´a2
0n2 “5n2 ` 1´ 3lpl ` 1q

‰

„ˆ

ln
E2

1
T2 ` 2γE ´ 3´ log 4´ 2

ζ1p2q
ζp2q

˙

ˆ
CF

6
αsTm2

D `
4π

9
ln 2 NcCF α2

s T3


`
8
3

CFαs Tm2
D a2

0n4 In,l ,(2)

where In,l is a new Bethe logarithm [3]. The terms in the first two lines are the leading ones
and are caused by singlet-to-octet decay, whereas those on the last two lines are due to
Landau damping. The width is at leading order linear in the temperature and much smaller
than the binding energy. This small width is certainly not in contradiction with the recent
CMS results [8] that point to a substantial survival of the Υp1Sq at the LHC.
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Light Baryon Spectroscopy using the CLAS
Spectrometer at Jefferson Laboratory

Volker Crede1 on behalf of the CLAS Collaboration
Department of Physics
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Tallahassee, FL 32306, USA

Baryons are complex systems of confined quarks and gluons and exhibit the characteristic

spectra of excited states. The systematics of the baryon excitation spectrum is important to our

understanding of the effective degrees of freedom underlying nucleon matter. High-energy

electrons and photons are a remarkably clean probe of hadronic matter, providing a microscope

for examining the nucleon and the strong nuclear force. Current experimental efforts with

the CLAS spectrometer at Jefferson Laboratory utilize highly-polarized frozen-spin targets

in combination with polarized photon beams. The status of the recent double-polarization

experiments and some preliminary results are discussed in this contribution.

1 Introduction

It is widely accepted that models based on three constituent-quark degrees of freedom still
provide the most comprehensive predictions of the nucleon excitation spectrum. While
many predicted properties of the lower-mass (excited) states (< 1.8 GeV/c2) agree fairly well
with experimental findings, discrepancies concerning the number and ordering of states
emerge above this threshold, mostly due to missing experimental information. In recent
years, lattice-QCD has made significant progress toward understanding the spectra of
baryons, despite the (still) large pion masses of about 420 MeV/c2 used in these calculations.
Since baryon resonances are broad and overlapping, individual excited states usually cannot
be observed directly. To extract resonance parameters, the observed angular distributions
need to be decomposed into partial waves in a partial wave analysis (PWA). Examples of
PWA formalisms are described in [1,2]. Moreover, dynamical coupled channel models have
been developed successfully in recent years from a more theoretical side. The EBAC group
at Jefferson Laboratory (JLab) has demonstrated that the low physical mass of the Roper
resonance can be explained by such coupled channel effects [3].
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The Search for new Excited Baryons

Differential cross sections alone result in ambiguous sets of resonances contributing to a
particular photoproduction channel since almost all information on interference effects is
lost. For this reason, the FROST experiment at JLab aims at performing so-called complete
or nearly-complete experiments for reactions like γp Ñ Nπ, pη, pω, K`Y, and pπ`π´,
which will significantly reduce and eventually eliminate the ambiguities in the extraction
of the scattering amplitude. The photoproduction of a single pseudoscalar meson off the
nucleon is fully described by four complex parity-conserving amplitudes, which may be
determined from eight well-chosen combinations of the unpolarized cross section, three
single-spin, and four double-spin observables [4].

In the hyperon channels, precise cross section and polarization data have been measured
in recent years, e.g. [5–8]. The weak decay of the hyperon provides additional access to
the polarization of the recoiling hyperon rendering a complete experiment feasible. If all
combinations of beam, target, and recoil polarization are measured, 16 observables can
be extracted providing highly redundant information on the production amplitude. In
reactions involving non-strange mesons (without measuring the recoil polarization), seven
independent observables can be directly determined. The recoil polarization can then
be inferred from beam-target double-polarization measurements. In recent years, very
precise differential cross section data were obtained for single pπ0, nπ`, pη, pη 1, and
pω production, e.g. [1,2,9]. Analyses on beam asymmetries for these reactions are currently
being finalized. In γp Ñ pω, the ω decay to π`π´π0 provides additional polarization
information, which further constrains the partial wave analysis for this reaction [2]. The
high-spin resonance, Np2190qG17, decaying to pω could be identified and confirmed in
photoproduction as well as the weakly established nucleon state, Np1950qF15.

2 Experimental Setup

The results from the JLab double-polarization (FROST) measurements discussed at this
conference were obtained with the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) [10]
at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility. Longitudinally polarized electrons
with energies of 1.65 and 2.48 GeV were incident on the thin radiator of the Hall B Photon
Tagger [11] and produced circularly-polarized tagged photons in the energy range between
0.35 and 2.35 GeV with a polarization value of « 85 % for the initial electron. The photon
helicity was flipped at a rate of 30 Hz. The frozen-spin butanol target had an average proton
spin state polarization of « 82 % parallel to the beam axis and « 85 % anti-parallel to the
beam axis. The average target temperature was 30 mK with beam on target. Degradation
of target polarization occurred at rates of « 0.9 % (parallel) and « 1.5 % (anti-parallel) per
day. The target was typically repolarized once a week, usually with flips of the polarization
direction. Data were collected simultaneously for the butanol target at the center of the
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Figure 1: Preliminary results for E in ~γ~p Ñ pη for energies W “ 1.525´ 1.925 GeV [12].
Curves: η-MAID (dotted line), Bonn-Gatchina PWA (dashed line), and SAID (solid line).

CLAS detector, and, slightly downstream for separate carbon and a polyethylene targets (to
provide information on bound nucleon backgrounds in the butanol target).

3 The Helicity Asymmetry E for η Photoproduction on the Proton

Of particular importance are well-chosen decay channels that can help isolate contributions
from individual excited states and clarify their importance. Photoproduction of η mesons
offers the distinct advantage of serving as an isospin filter for the spectrum of nucleon
resonances and, thus, simplifies data interpretations and theoretical efforts to predict the
excited states contributing to these reactions. Since the η mesons have isospin I “ 0, the Nη

final states can only originate (in one-step processes) from intermediate I “ 1{2 nucleon
resonances.

The polarized cross section for the reaction ~γ~p Ñ pη of circularly-polarized photons on
longitudinally-polarized protons is given by:

dσ

dΩ
“

dσ

dΩ 0
p1´Λz δd Eq ,(1)

where dσ{dΩ 0 is the unpolarized cross section. Λz and δd are the degrees of target and
beam polarization, respectively. E denotes the helicity difference.
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Figure 2: Preliminary results of the double-pololarization observable E (helicity difference)
for ~γ~p Ñ nπ` [12]. The inner error bars indicate stat. uncertainties; the outer error bars
include a 10 % sys. uncertainty, which is expected to be reduced in the final analysis. The
curves show solutions of the SAID SP09 [1], MAID [13] and SAID SM95 PWA.

Preliminary results of the helicity difference E for ~γ~p Ñ pη are shown in Fig. 1. Since the
η-threshold is dominated by the Np1535qS11 resonance, the observable exhibits values close
to unity for W ă 1.6 GeV/c2. The preliminary results indicate that the observable remains
positive below about W “ 2 GeV, shedding further light on contributing resonances.

4 The Helicity Asymmetry E for the Reaction ~γ~p Ñ nπ`

Although many of the unobserved baryon resonances may have small couplings to πN, it
is still important to study pion photoproduction. Polarization observables will help sift
the several competing descriptions of the spectrum by more conclusively indicating which
resonances are involved in elastic pion-nucleon scattering, as well as providing evidence for
previously unidentified resonances. New resonances found in reactions like γN Ñ πN are
expected to have masses larger than about 1.8 GeV/c2, although the higher-mass resonance
contributions are expected to be more important in double-meson photoproduction.

The current database for pion photoproduction is mainly populated by unpolarized cross
section data and single-spin observables. Fig. 2 shows preliminary results of the double-
polarization E for ~γ~p Ñ nπ` (Eqn. 1). While the predictions shown in the figure agree nicely
with the new data at low energies (left side), discrepancies emerge at higher energies (right
side) for W ě 1.7 GeV/c2. Single-pion photoproduction appears less well understood than
previously expected. For this reason, the present data will greatly reduce model-dependent
uncertainties.
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Figure 3: Preliminary target asymmetry, Pz, from FROST for the reaction γ~p Ñ pπ`π´

for Eγ P r0.7, 0.8s GeV [12]. Error bars are statistical only.

5 Polarization Observables for π`π´ Production on the Proton

One of the key experiments in the search for yet unobserved states is the investigation
of double-pion photoproduction. Quark models predict large couplings of those states
to ∆π, for instance. The five-dimensional cross section for the photoproduction of two
pseudoscalar mesons using longitudinal target polarization and circularly-polarized (or
unpolarized) beam can be written in the form [14]:

I “ I 0 t p 1 ` Λz ¨ Pz q ` δd pId ` Λz ¨ Pdz q u ,

where I 0 denotes the unpolarized cross section and δd and Λz denote the degree of beam
and target polarization, respectively. The additional polarization observables, Pz and Id,
for the two-meson final state arise since the reaction is no longer restricted to a single plane.
Fig. 3 shows an example for the observable Pz in γ~p Ñ pπ`π´ [12]. The variables φ and θ

denote the azimuthal and polar angle of the π` in the rest frame of the two mesons. The
observable acquires surprisingly large values for cos θπ` ą 0 with the statistical errors in
some cases smaller than the symbol size. The expected odd behavior of the distribution is
clearly visible.
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6 Summary and Conclusion

The goal of measuring a sufficient number of polarization observables to unambiguously
construct the scattering amplitude for a given channel is within reach. New resonance
candidates have been proposed on the basis of recent high-quality photoproduction data,
though a clear pattern of new states has not yet emerged. These efforts will soon shed
light on the open questions concerning the spectrum of baryon resonances. A better
understanding of QCD and the phenomenon of confinement appears on the horizon.
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Measurement of the double polarisation observable G
in the reactions ~γ~p Ñ pπ0 and ~γ~p Ñ pη

Marcus Grüner1 for the CBELSA/TAPS collaboration
Helmholtz-Institut für Strahlen- und Kernphysik, University of Bonn, Germany

The excitation spectrum of the nucleon consists of several overlapping resonances. To identify

these resonances and their contributions to the measured cross sections, a partial wave analysis

is used. A set of at least eight, well chosen, single and double polarisation observables is

needed to derive an unambiguous solution. With the Crystal Barrel/TAPS setup at ELSA,

single and double polarisation observables can be measured in different reaction channels, by

using the combination of a linearly or circularly polarised photon beam and a longitudinally

or transversely polarised butanol frozen spin target.

Results of the G asymmetry measurement, using linearly polarised photons and longitudinally

polarised protons, in the reactions ÝÑγÝÑp Ñ pπ0 and ÝÑγÝÑp Ñ pη are presented.

This project is supported by the DFG (SFB/TR16).

1 Introduction

Photoproduction experiments can provide important contributions to the understanding
of the excitation spectrum of the baryon. By using electromagnetic probes, the coupling
of baryon resonances to different final states is accessable. As the total cross section is
a quadratic sum of the contributing partial waves, small resonance structures are domi-
nated by others and thus cannot be studied in the total cross section measurement. It is
necessary to measure differential distributions of polarisation observables to resolve these
weak resonance contributions. The single polarisation observable Σ can be accessed by
scattering a linearly polarised photon beam on an unpolarised target. Its sensitivity to
interferences of partial waves provides additional informations on small resonant struc-
tures, but does not lead to an unambiguous identification of all contributing partial waves.
These ambiguouities can only be disentangled by double polarisation experiments, using a
polarised photon beam on a polarised target. In the case of single scalar meson production,
the experiment is complete if three single and four properly chosen double polarisation
observables are measured in addition to the differential cross section [1]. In this case all
amplitudes can be determined model-independently without descrete ambiguouities.
To access the double polarisation observable G, a linearly polarised photon beam was
scattered on a longitudinally polarised target.

1gruener@hiskp.uni-bonn.de
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2 Experimental Setup

The CBELSA/TAPS experiment is located at the ELSA accelerator facility in Bonn. The
electron beam of up to 3.5 GeV can be used to produce linearly polarised photons via
coherent bremsstrahlung on a diamond crystal. The energy of the beam photons is measured
by a tagging spectrometer, which covers an energy range of 18% to 85% of the incident
electron beam energy, with 96 plastic counters. A scintillating fibre hodoscope, consisting
of 480 fibres, increases the energy resolution in the low energy regime to 0.2% - 2.2%.
In the centre of the Crystal Barrel setup the frozen spin butanol target system provides
longitudinally polarised protons with polarisation degrees of up to 80%. 1230 CsI(Tl)
Crystals form the main calorimeter barrel and cover a polar angle range of 30˝ to 156˝ and
2π azimuthal angle. The main detector is equipped with a cylindrical scintillating fibre
inner detector to allow charge identification. A forward detector covers the angular range
down to 12˝. It is composed of 90 CsI(Tl) crystals in combination with 180 plastic scintillator
tiles for charge identification. The MiniTAPS calorimeter closes the detector front part down
to 1˝. Made up of 216 BaF2 Crystals, and equipped with plastic scintillators, it provides a
high granularity to account for the high count rates in the forward region.

3 Data Analysis

The datasets presented, were measured in 2008 and 2009, using coherent peak settings of
840 MeV, 1032 MeV, and 1250 MeV to produce maximal degrees of photon polarisation of
61%, 58%, and 55% respectively. An energy range of 580 MeV to 1380 MeV was divided
into energybins of 33 MeV width in the π0 photoproduction and 100 MeV width in the
η photoproduction case. Events with one charged and two neutral particles in the final
state were selected and cuts on the coplanarity, the collinearity, the missing mass of the
proton, and a time cut were applied. The target material used in the polarised target system
is butanol. Besides the reactions on free protons, mesons produced off protons bound in
carbon contribute to the measured count rate, which therefore has to be written as:

(1) Npθ, φq “ pNC ` NHq

„

1´
pNCΣC ` NHΣHq

pNC ` NHq
plin

γ cosp2φq `
NH

pNC ` NHq
pz plin

γ Gsinp2φq



whereas NCpNHq is the pure count rate due to carbon(hydrogen), and Npθ, φq is the mea-
sured overall count rate. The differential count rate spectra were segmented into 12 θ bins
and fitted by the following fit function:

(2) Npθ, φq “ A r1´ B cosp2φq ` C sinp2φqs

Due to the carbon fraction in the target, it is not possible to determine ΣH, the free proton
beam asymmetry, in particular. The fitparameter B depends on a compound of the beam
asymmetries of bound and free protons: B “

pNCΣC ` NHΣHq

pNC ` NHq
plin

γ . Assuming ΣC « ΣH, this
simplifies to B « ΣH plin

γ , so that the results can be compared to previous measurements.
The double polarisation observable G can be determined by analysing the fitparameter
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C “
NH

pNC ` NHq
pz plin

γ G. G is not affected by the carbon fraction in the target explicitly, because
the protons bound in carbon are not polarised. For an absolute determination of the
observable, the dilution factor D “

NH

pNC ` NHq
is necessary. It was determined by measuring

with a hydrogen and a carbon target separately, and scaling these datasets to match the
data obtained with butanol [2]. In combination with the degrees of polarisation of the beam
and the target this information was used to correct the fit results.

4 Preliminary Results

The measured beam asymmetry Σ for the reaction channels ÝÑγÝÑp Ñ pπ0 and ÝÑγÝÑp Ñ

pη is shown in figure 1. The results are in good agreement to data from the previous
measurements of Graal [8] and D. Elsner [7]. The data sets are compared to different PWA
solutions, BnGa [3], MAID [4] [5], and SAID [6].

  

E = 1050 MeVE = 1050 MeVE = 1050 MeVE = 1050 MeVE = 1050 MeVE = 1050 MeVE = 1050 MeVE = 1050 MeV

E = 1050 MeV

E

=76°

E

E = 1066 MeV

=76°

Figure 1: The single polarisation observable Σ. Top: γp Ñ pπ0 The preliminary results (filled circles)
are compared to results of the Graal collaboration [8] (triangles). Bottom: Preliminary results for the reaction
γp Ñ pη (filled circles) in comparison to data measured by D.Elsner [7](open circles). The lines show different
PWA solutions, BnGa (solid line), SAID (dashed line), MAID (dotted line).
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Figure 2 shows the results of the G asymmetry measurement for the reactions ÝÑγÝÑp Ñ pπ0

and ÝÑγÝÑp Ñ pη. The PWA solutions roughly reflect the measured data, but differences
are visible. Especially in the η photoproduction, the data cannot be discribed. These
informations will provide new constraints for the prospective partial wave analysis.

  

E = 1050 MeVE = 1050 MeVE = 1050 MeVE = 1050 MeVE = 1050 MeVE = 1050 MeVE = 1050 MeVE = 1050 MeVE = 1000 MeV

E = 1050 MeV

E

=115°

=76°

E

Figure 2: The double polarisation observable G. Top: γp Ñ pπ0 bottom: γp Ñ pη. The preliminary results
(filled circles) are compared to PWA solutions, BnGa (solid line), SAID (dashed line), MAID (dotted line).

5 Summary

With the CBELSA/TAPS experiment single and double polarisation observables can be measured.
The presented beam asymmetry Σ is in good agreement with the previous measurements. The
obtained results of the double polarisation observable G show discrepancies to the current PWA
predictions, which will have an impact to the prospective partial wave analysis.
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Measurement of the double polarisation observable E
in the reactions ~γ~p Ñ pη and ~γ~p Ñ pπ0

Jonas Müller1 and Manuela Gottschall for the CBELSA/TAPS Collaboration
Helmholtz-Institut für Strahlen- und Kernphysik, Nussallee 14-16, D-53115 Bonn, Germany

Polarisation observables are measured with the Crystal Barrel/TAPS experiment at ELSA for

photoproduction reactions with various final states, using a circularly or linearly polarised

photon beam and a longitudinally or transversely polarised frozen spin butanol target. The

Crystal Barrel/TAPS setup provides a nearly 4π angular coverage, a good energy resolution

and a high detection efficiency for photons, and is therefore ideally suited to study final states

comprising neutral mesons. Results for the measurement of the double polarisation observable

E for the reactions ÝÑγÝÑp Ñ pπ0 and ÝÑγÝÑp Ñ pη are presented.

1 Introduction

One of the open challenges in subnuclear physics is to understand the non-perturbative
regime of QCD, including the world of the nucleon and its excitations. In order to extract
baryon resonances in photoproduction experiments, partial wave analyses need to be per-
formed. A complete experiment is required to unambiguously determine the contributing
amplitudes. This involves the measurement of carefully chosen single and double polarisa-
tion observables. Considering circular beam and longitudinal target polarisation, the cross
section for the photoproduction of single pseudoscalar mesons can be written as

(1)
dσ

dΩ
“

ˆ

dσ

dΩ

˙

0

`

1´ pz p˝γE
˘

.

where
´

dσ
dΩ

¯

0
is the unpolarised cross section, p˝γ the beam and pz the target polarisation [1].

2 Experimental setup

The data presented has been taken with the Crystal Barrel/TAPS experiment at ELSA [2].
The setup consists of two electromagnetic calorimeters, the Crystal Barrel [3] and the

1jonas.mueller@hiskp.uni-bonn.de
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MiniTAPS [4] detector, covering the polar angle from 1˝ to 156˝ and the full azimuthal angle.
Plastic scintillator detectors and a three-layer plastic fibre detector [5] are used to obtain
charge information. A tagged photon beam is produced from the electron beam impinging a
radiator target. The Bonn Frozen Spin Target [6] uses butanol to provide polarised nucleons.

In order to extract the double polarisation observable E, data has been taken with a longitudi-
nally polarised target and a circularly polarised photon beam produced via helicity transfer
from a longitudinally polarised electron beam at an electron beam energy of 2.35 GeV. Mean
polarisation values of pe´ « 64% and pz « 73% for beam and target were reached in the
according beamtimes.

3 Data selection and preliminary results

The data sample was selected by choosing events with either three distinct hits in the
calorimeters, two uncharged and one charged, or two uncharged hits in the calorimeters
with an additional hit in a charge identification detector. The events were further selected
by applying kinematic cuts on energy and momentum conservation and by cuts on the
γγ invariant mass to separate the reactions ~γ~p Ñ pπ0 and ~γ~p Ñ pη.
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310×

N1{2´ N3{2
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γ
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Maid

Said
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BnGaCur

b]µ[
3/2

σ- 
1/2

σ

N1{2´ N3{2

Figure 1: Polarisation weighted and acceptance corrected count rate difference for the
reactions ~γ~p Ñ pπ0 (left) and ~γ~p Ñ pη (right). The inlays show the predictions of the
MAID [7], SAID [8], and BnGa [9] [10] analyses.

As not all protons in the butanol are polarised, two additional measurements on a carbon
and a liquid hydrogen target were performed in order to determine an effective dilution
factor fdil which gives the ratio of polarisable protons to the total amount of nucleons in
our data sample. The double polarisation observable E can then be extracted as

(2) E “
σ1{2 ´ σ3{2

σ1{2 ` σ3{2
“

1
p˝γ ¨ pz

¨
1

fdil
¨

N1{2 ´ N3{2

N1{2 ` N3{2
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with σ1{2 and σ3{2 being the cross sections and N1{2 and N3{2 the number of events with
antiparallel and parallel spins of beam and target.

Fig. 1 shows the energy dependent count rate differences with antiparallel and parallel spin
settings of target and beam in the reactions ~γ~p Ñ pπ0 and ~γ~p Ñ pη. One can clearly see the
strong resonance peak due to the S11p1535q resonance in the pη channel at photon energies
below 1000 MeV and further to larger energies the highly debated region with possible
contributions from a P11p1710q or a P13p1720q. While the P11p1710q was not needed in the
PWA solution named BnGa it contributes to BnGaCur, where also a reduced contribution of
the P13p1720q was found compared to the earlier BnGa solution. The two different solutions
lead to a significantly different prediction of σ1{2 ´ σ3{2, BnGaCur showing a distribution
with a higher similarity to the measured N1{2 ´ N3{2 distribution. In the pπ0 channel,
prominent structures over the whole energy range are visible, starting with an excess of
N3{2 events due to the P33p1232q.
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Figure 2: Observable E for the reaction ~γ~p Ñ pπ0 as a function of cospθCMS
π0 q compared to

the predictions of the MAID (black), SAID (blue), and BnGa (red) analyses.

Preliminary results for the double polarisation observable E in the reaction ~γ~p Ñ pπ0 are
shown in Fig. 2 as a function of cospθCMS

π0 q. The shown error bars so far only include statisti-
cal uncertainties. Angular dependent structures appear up to the highest measured energies.
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While data and predictions agree still well at lower energies, the analyses contradict each
other for example between the second and third resonance region (Eγ “ 850´ 950 MeV).
In the third resonance region (Eγ “ 950´ 1050 MeV), none of the predictions is able to
describe the data and strong deviations appear at higher energies where also the predictions
show significant differences.

4 Summary

The preliminary results for the measurement of the double polarisation observable E in
the reactions ~γ~p Ñ pπ0 and ~γ~p Ñ pη with the Crystal Barrel/TAPS experiment look very
promising. Combined with the data obtained with a linearly polarised photon beam [11]
and the transversely polarised target [12] this measurement is an important step towards a
complete experiment and will provide further constraints for the PWA.
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Baryon Spectroscopy at COMPASS

Alex Austregesilo1 on behalf of the COMPASS Collaboration
Technische Universität München, Physik Department E18, D-85748 Garching

At the COMPASS experiment, diffractive dissociation of the beam proton is one of the dominant
processes for the 190 GeV{c positive hadron beam impinging on a liquid hydrogen target. The
status of the analysis of the reactions p p Ñ p f π`π´ ps and p p Ñ p f K`K´ ps is presented,
where dominant features of the light-baryon spectrum become clearly visible. Furthermore,
partial-wave analysis techniques to disentangle these spectra are discussed.

1 Introduction

COMPASS [1] is a fixed-target experiment at the CERN SPS for the investigation of structure
and spectroscopy of hadrons. The experimental setup features a large-acceptance and high-
resolution spectrometer including particle identification and calorimetry and is therefore
ideal to address a broad range of different final states. The 190 GeV{c positive hadron
beam impinging on a liquid hydrogen target gives the unique possibility to study proton
diffractive dissociation. This peripheral scattering process is characterised by its four-
momentum transfer distribution, the slope of which approximately reflects the size of the
target particles. The prerequisite of coherent production translates into an upper limit for
the mass of diffractively produced resonances of a few GeV{c2 [2]. Exclusive events with
three charged particles in the final state have been selected, this data set is the starting point
for a dedicated partial-wave analysis.

2 Event Selection

The presented data correspond to 30% of the recorded proton-beam data set. The events
were triggered by a coincidence between the incoming beam and the recoiling proton psplowq
from the reaction. The dedicated recoil-proton detector (RPD) around the target measured a
pure proton signal. It can therefore be safely assumed that the target protons remain intact.
On the other hand, the interaction is required to have a squared four-momentum transfer
t1 to the recoil proton larger than 0.07 GeV2

{c2 in order to fall within the acceptance of the
RPD trigger.

1aaust@tum.de
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As the positive secondary hadron beam at 190 GeV{c consists of a mixture of 75% protons,
24% pions, and less than 1% kaons, the incoming beam particles were identified by two
CEDAR detectors (ChErenkov Differential counter with Achromatic Ring focus) which
achieved a nearly complete separation. In addition, particle identification was applied to
distinguish between the fast proton p f and the positive meson in the final state. As the
COMPASS RICH (Ring Imaging CHerenkov) detector does not allow proton identification
directly in a large part of the kinematic range, π` and K` signals were used, respectivly.

Only exclusive events were selected, where all particles in the reaction were detected and
their energy as well as charge sum match the incident beam. In addition, the recoil proton
and the forward going three-body system (p f π`π´ or p f K`K´) had to be back-to-back in
the plane transverse to the beam. The resulting data sample includes merely a negligible
contribution of non-exclusive background.

3 Diffractive dissociation of protons into p f π`π´ final states

In Fig. 1 the invariant mass distribution of the p f π`π´ system is shown. This excited
proton spectrum is foreseen to be studied in detail by the means of partial-wave analysis.
Few distinct structures can be observed at positions where there are several known N˚ and
∆ resonances with Nππ decay modes. Due to many ambiguities, it is not possible to assign
resonances to these structures without a full partial-wave analysis of the data. For higher
masses, the multitude of excited baryons creates a smooth curve which has a shoulder
around 2.2 GeV{c2.

Essential for the partial-wave analysis are resonances in the pπ˘ and π`π´ subsystems
which appear as intermediate states, the so-called isobars. The π`π´ invariant mass
distribution in Fig. 2 shows clear signatures of ρ0(770), f0(980) and f2(1270). A similar set of
resonances was observed in the diffractive dissociation of pions into π´π`π´ [3].

The invariant mass spectrum of the p f π´ subsystem, depicted in Fig. 3, exhibits a distinct
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excited baryon spectrum, featuring a prominent ∆0(1232)P33 together with additional struc-
tures that are probably related to the N(1440)P11, N(1650)S11 and ∆(1700)D33. However, also
here assignments based on the mass alone are ambiguous. Naturally, the doubly charged
p f π` combination is less populated. In addition to the outstanding ∆``(1232)P33, there
seem to be higher excitations around 1.9 GeV{c2.

In Fig. 5, 6 and 7, the three-body invariant mass is presented versus the invariant masses
of the three possible sub-systems in order to illustrate the quality of the data sample. The
above described isobars appear clearly as vertical bands in this manner.
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4 Diffractive dissociation of protons into p f K`K´ final states

A different aspect of the baryon spectrum becomes accessible when the pions are replaced by
kaons in the event selection described above. However, the number of events is considerably
lower and therefore the unambiguous identification of resonances is more difficult.
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While no special features can be seen in the three-particle invariant mass spectrum, the
subsystems do show interesting structures. Most prominent is the very narrow φ(1020)
peak that appears as expected in the K`K´ invariant mass as shown in Fig. 8. In addition
the invariant mass distribution exhibits structures at masses of known resonances like the
a2(1320) and the f0(1500).

A sharp baryon resonance, the Λ(1520)D03, can be found in the invariant mass spectrum of
the p K´ combination (cf. Fig. 9). Higher baryon excitations with strangeness are visible for
example around 1.7 and 1.8 GeV{c, although less pronounced.

5 Partial-Wave Analysis

The selected data set is the starting point for a dedicated partial-wave analysis. The
incoming beam proton scattering off the target is excited into an intermediate state X, with
quantum numbers which can differ from those of the initial state. This reaction can be
assumed to proceed via t-channel Reggeon exchange, thus justifying the factorisation of
the total cross section into a resonance and a recoil vertex without final state interaction.
Considering only subsequent two-body decays of X (i.e. applying the isobar model) [3],
three different decay topologies into the same final state p f π`π´ are possible which are
shown in Fig. 10.
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Figure 10: Possible Decays of Resonance X
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Taking the observed invariant mass spectra into account (cf. Section 3), the isobar candidates
can be either mesonic (e.g. pππqS, ρ0p770q, f2p1270q, . . . ) or baryonic (e.g. ∆p1232qP33,
Np1440qP11, Np1650qS11, ∆p1700qD33, . . . ). The partial-wave analysis is carried out by a
program developed at Brookhaven [4] and adapted for COMPASS [5]. D-functions and the
canonical basis are used to evaluate the decay amplitudes.

6 Conclusions

In the years 2008 and 2009, the COMPASS experiment collected a unique data set with a
proton beam impinging on a liquid hydrogen target. As the diffractive dissociation of the
beam proton plays a dominant role, the high resolution spectrometer combined with the
clean trigger makes COMPASS an ideal tool to explore the baryon spectrum.

Thorough event selection studies led to a clean exclusive data sample, where structures
at positions of known resonances become already apparent in the invariant mass distribu-
tions. Profiting from partial-wave analysis techniques developed for the search of exotic
mesons [3], COMPASS has great potential to contribute to the field of light-quark baryon
spectroscopy.
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Photoproduction of η-Mesons off 3He

Lilian Witthauer1 for the A2 Collaboration
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Photoproduction of η-mesons off 3He has been studied at the MAMI accelerator using the

Crystal Ball/TAPS detector setup. The total cross section for the coherent η-photoproduction

was measured with improved statistical quality. Both, the total and differential cross sections

show evidence for dominant final state interaction. Additionally, the photoproduction of

η-mesons off quasi-free protons and neutrons was studied. The preliminary cross section on

the neutron confirms the narrow bump-like structure at W » 1.7 GeV, which was already seen

in different experiments on the deuterium target [1–3, 10, 11].

1 Introduction

Photoproduction of mesons is an ideal tool to investigate the meson-nucleon (-nucleus)
interactions. An important question is whether the properties of the strong interaction allow
the formation of meson-nucleus bound states. The best candidate for such a bound state is
the η-meson. Already in the 1980s Bhalerao, Liu and Haider [4, 5] found that an attractive
ηN s-wave interaction might lead to the formation of quasi-bound η-nucleus states, the
so-called η-mesic nuclei. Such quasi-bound states should give rise to an enhancement at
the threshold of the cross section relative to the expectation for phase space behavior. Such
threshold behaviours have been previously studied in hadron and photon induced reactions
for η-3He [6,7] and η-4He [8,9] systems. With the 4π-detector in Mainz, this experiment was
able to improve the statistical quality of the coherent η-photoproduction off 3He drastically.
The results will be discussed below.
Besides the investigation of η-mesic nuclei, this experiment was used to study the excitation
spectrum of the nucleon. In particular, total cross sections of η-photoproduction off quasi-
free protons and neutrons have been measured. Previous experiments [1–3, 10, 11] have
reported a narrow structure at W » 1.7 GeV with a width of „ 25 MeV in the cross section
on the neutron which is not visible for the proton.
The experiment was carried out at the MAMI acceleration facility in Mainz. A circularly
polarised tagged photon beam with energies up to 1.4 GeV and a typical energy resolution
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of 4 MeV was used. For a geometrical acceptance close to 4π steradian several detectors
are needed. The Crystal Ball detector (CB) surrounds the target and is made of 720 NaI
crystals. Inside the CB the Particle Identification Detector (PID) is placed. The PID is made
of 24 plastic scintillators and is used to identify charged particles. The opening angle to
the forward direction of the CB is covered using the photon spectrometer TAPS. The TAPS
detector is made of BaF2 and PbWO4 crystals and is placed 1.475 m in front of the target. A
plastic veto is mounted in front of every BaF2 crystal. The cryogenic 3He target is centered
in CB and has a length of 5.3 cm and a density of 0.069 g{cm3.

2 Results

To investigate the formation of a η-nucleus bound states, the cross section of the coherent
η-photoproduction was measured. An invariant mass analysis for each energy and meson
center-of-mass polar angle has been performed to identify the η Ñ 2γ and η Ñ 6γ decay.
Due to the overdetermined kinematics the missing energy was used to separate the coherent
from breakup reactions. The total cross section of the two decay channels are shown in Fig.1
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Figure 1: Left: Coherent η cross section for η Ñ 2γ (red) and η Ñ 6γ (blue). Several
models are indicated. Right: The average of η Ñ 2γ and η Ñ 6γ is compared to a previous
measurement by M. Pfeiffer et al. [6].

(left). Both results are in good agreement and show a steep increase between the coherent
and the breakup threshold. All indicated models do not reproduce the data. On the right
side the average of the two cross sections is compared to an earlier experiment [6]. The two
measurements are in agreement if one takes into account the lower statistical quality of the
older results.
The η-photoproduction off quasi-free protons and neutrons has been identified with an in-
variant mass analysis. The competing background, which mainly comes from ηπ0 reactions,
was eliminated by cutting on the missing mass and on the coplanarity of the η-nucleon pair.
Additionally, the background was reduced by coincidence cuts and a random background
subtraction. Monte-Carlo simulations with Geant4 were used for the angle and energy
dependent detection efficiency correction. On the one hand the cross section was calculated
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Figure 2: Total cross sections of quasi-free η-photoproduction on the proton (blue) and on
the neutron (red). The proton cross section is scaled to the neutron. The cross section on
the right-hand side is fitted with two Breit-Wigner functions and a background polynomial.
The fit yields a width of 45 MeV for the structure, which is comparable to the experimental
resolution.

as a function of the center of mass energy with the initial state particles:

W2
B “ pPγ ` PN,iq

2 “ 2EγmN `m2
N

Since the momentum of the initial state nucleon is not exactly known, the structures are
smeared out due to the Fermi motion. On the other hand the center-of-mass energy has
been calculated with the final state particles:

W2
R “ pPη ` PN, f q

2

In this case no effects of Fermi motion are visible but the experimental resultion of the
recoil nucleon is the limiting factor. The resulting cross sections as a function of WB (left)
and WR (middle) are visible in Fig.2. In the central picture the structure around W » 1675
MeV is quite narrow, whereas the structure on the left side is broadened by Fermi motion.
The position of this structure is consistent with the deuterium data by I. Jaeglé et al. [1, 2]
but is somewhat broader. This is caused by the fact that the kinematical reconstruction of
the recoil nucleon momentum is more approximate in 3He than in deuterium. Since one
has a three-body final state instead of a two-body final state one has to assume that the
two spectator nucleons have no relative momentum. To overcome this problem the recoil
nucleon momentum has been calculated for nucleons detected in TAPS using time-of-flight
instead of kinematics, which results in the cross sections in Fig.2 (right). In this case the
structure has a width of 45 MeV which is comparable to the experimental resolution.
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3 Conclusions

The coherent η-photoproduction off 3He was measured with improved statistical quality.
The resulting total cross section rises extremely between the coherent and breakup threshold.
The angular distributions at threshold (not shown) are almost isotropic or have even an
angular dependence opposite to the expectation from the form factor behavior. All these
effects are strong evidence for dominant final state interaction, which could be related to a
resonant state at η-photoproduction threshold.
The cross section of quasi-free η-photoproduction on the neutron shows a bump-like
structure. The position and width of this structure is consistent with the deuteron data.
The existence of this structure in the cross section on 3He, which has a different neutron-to-
proton ratio and a bigger Fermi motion than deuterium, makes it very unlikely that this
structure is caused by rescattering of mesons or final state interaction. Currently further
experiments are running at MAMI in Mainz and ELSA in Bonn to measure single and
double polarisation observables which then can be used to identify the responsible partial
waves.
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We briefly discuss the most recent evidences for narrow nucleon excitation (N˚) with mass

around 1680 MeV. The data show that the N˚ should have much stronger photocoupling to

the neutron than to the proton. That makes it a good candidate for the anti-decuplet member.

Theoretical predictions for anti-decuplet N˚

In this short contribution we discuss fresh evidences for the nucleon from the anti-decuplet
[1]. A detailed account for predictions and evidences for new narrow nucleon can be found
in Ref. [2]. Main properties of N˚ from the anti-deculpet which were predicted theoretically
in years 1997-2004 are the following:

‚ Quantum numbers are P11 (JP “ 1
2
`

, isospin= 1
2 ) [1].

‚ Narrow width of Γ ď 40 MeV [1, 3, 5].
‚ Mass of M „ 1650´ 1720 MeV [4, 5].
‚ Strong suppression of the proton photocopling relative to the neutron one [6]. This

prediction was based on SU(3) flavour symmetry only. Therefore it can be used as a
clear benchmark for a nucleon member of the anti-decuplet.

‚ The πN coupling is suppressed, N˚ prefers to decay into ηN, KΛ and π∆ [1, 3, 5].

N˚ in γn collisions
In the γn collisions (with non-suppressed exit channels such as ηn, γn, KSΛ, etc.) the
signal of the anti-decuplet nucleon should be seen as a prominent narrow peak in the
cross section [6]. However, the neutron is bound in a nucleus, hence the narrow resonance
signal is hidden by nuclear effects (by the Fermi motion at the first place1). Four groups -
GRAAL [9, 10], CBELSA/TAPS [11], LNS [12], and Crystal Ball/TAPS [13] - managed to
overcome this difficulty and reported evidence for a narrow structure at W „ 1680 MeV in
the η photoproduction on the neutron (neutron anomaly2).

In year 2011 more results on the neutron anomaly were obtained. In Ref. [14] the neutron
anomaly was also observed in the Compton scattering – the study of quasi-free Compton
scattering on the neutron revealed a narrow (Γ “ 28˘ 12 MeV) peak at „ 1685 MeV with
significance of „ 4.6σ. Such peak is absent in the proton Compton scattering.

1Observation of the neutron anomaly in the η photoproduction off 3He [7] excludes other nuclear effects.
2The name “neutron anomaly” was introduced in Ref. [8] to denote the bump in the quasi-free γn Ñ ηn

cross section around W „ 1680 MeV and its apparent absence in the quasi-free γp Ñ ηp cross section.
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Figure 1: Figure from Ref. [15]. Total cross sections as function of final state invariant
mass W with cut on spectator momentum ps ď 100 MeV. (Red) dots: quasi-free neutron,
(blue) squares: quasi-free proton, (green) stars: free proton data. Insert: ratio of quasi-free
neutron - proton data.

In Ref. [15] the de-folding of the Fermi motion in quasi-free η photoproduction off neutron
has been performed. As a result the data exhibit pronounced narrow (Γ “ 25˘ 12 MeV)
peak at W „ 1670 MeV in the total cross section of γn Ñ ηn shown in Fig. 1.

Looking at this figure, the first natural hypothesis is that the peak is due to contribution of
a narrow nucleon resonance. However, due to the very negative attitude of the community
to narrow pentaquarks (see e.g. [16]) one tries to find another explanation for the neutron
anomaly first. Detailed discussion of the “conventional explanations” can be found in
Ref. [2]. Some of them are refuted already by recent experimental data of Refs. [14,15]. Here
we touch presently popular results of Ref. [17] only. Ref. [17] attributes the peak in the
neutron channel (see e.g. Fig. 1) to the KY threshold cusp effects.

A dedicated experimental search of the KY threshold cusp effects was performed in Ref. [18].
A very small effect was found. Our studies (in preparation) showed that if the peak in Fig. 1
is due to the cusp effects it would imply that S11p1650q resonance must have extraordinarily
large coupling to KY channels, in acute disagreement with flavour SU(3). Moreover several
questions to cusp effects of Ref. [17] remain unanswered: 1) Why the neutron anomaly is
absent in the pion photoproduction? 2) What is the physics reason for very fine cancelation
(fine tuning) of the KY threshold cusp effects in the proton channel?

N˚ in γp collisions

The first search of the putative anti-decuplet nucleon in γp Ñ ηp process was performed
in Refs. [2, 8]. It was found that the beam asymmetry Σ exhibits a sharp structure around
W „ 1685 MeV. That structure looks like a peak at forward angles which develops into an
oscillating structure at larger scattering angles. Such a behaviour may occur by interference
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observable extracted value refs. (neutron data) refs. (proton data)
mass (MeV) 1680˘ 15 [9–15] [3]‹q [2, 8, 20, 22] [3]‹q

Γtot (MeV) ď 40 [9–15] [3]‹q [2, 8, 20, 22] [3]‹q

ΓπN (MeV) ď 0.5 [3]‹q [3]‹q
a

BrηN An
1{2 p10´3 GeV´1{2

q 12-18 [15, 21]
a

BrηN Ap
1{2 p10´3 GeV´1{2

q 1-3 [2, 8, 20, 22]

Table 1: Our estimate of properties of the putative narrow N˚ extracted from the data.
‹qIn Ref. [3] the elastic πN scattering data were analyzed and the tolerance limits for N˚

parameters were obtained. The preferable quantum numbers in this analysis are P11.

of a narrow resonance with a smooth background. The observed structure was identified in
Refs. [2, 8] with the contribution of a resonance with mass M „ 1685 MeV, narrow width of
Γ ď 25 MeV, and small photo-coupling of

a

BrηN Ap
1{2 „ p1´ 2q ¨ 10´3 GeV´1{2.

About an year ago the Crystal Ball Collaboration at MAMI published high precision data
on η photoproduction on the free proton [19]. The cross section was measured in fine
steps in photon energy. The measured cross section exhibits an oscillating with energy
structure around 1690 MeV. The best fit to the data was achieved with a new version of SAID
(GE09) [19]. However, inspection of this fit reveals a systematic deviation of data from the
fit curves in the 1650´ 1730 MeV region. In [20] this deviation was interpreted as indication
for a nucleon resonance with mass of M „ 1685 MeV, a narrow width of Γ ď 50 MeV, and a
small resonance photo-coupling in the range of

a

BrηN Ap
1{2 „ p0.3´ 3q ¨ 10´3 GeV´1{2. In

this case no PWA of the data was performed as needed to decide whether or not a resonance
occurs in a certain partial wave.

Such PWA was performed in Ref. [22]. A fit using only known broad resonances and
standard background amplitudes can not describe the relatively narrow oscillating structure
in the cross section in the mass region of 1660-1750 MeV. An improved description of the
data can be reached by either assuming the existence of a narrow resonance at a mass of
about 1700 MeV with small photo-coupling or by a threshold effect. In the latter case the
observed structure is explained by a strong (resonant or non-resonant) γp Ñ ωp coupling
in the S11 partial wave. When the beam asymmetry data of Refs. [2,8] are included in the fit,
the solution with a narrow P11 state is preferred. In that fit, mass and width of the putative
resonance converge to M „1694 MeV and Γ „ 40 MeV, respectively, and the photo-coupling
to

a

BrηN Ap
1{2 „ 2.6 ¨ 10´3 GeV´1{2.

In Table 1 we summarize our estimates of the properties of the narrow N˚ which can be
extracted from the present data. The obtained values fit neatly to the predicted properties
of the anti-decuplet N˚. Future experiments, especially on double polarization neutron
observables, will show whether an analogous Table will appear in PDG.
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Single and Double Pion Photoproduction
off the Deuteron
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There is evidence that the photoproduction of single and double pions off bound nucleons

inside a nucleus are not only affected by Fermi motion but also by other nuclear effects, such

as final state interactions or meson rescattering. We will present preliminary results of a high

statistics measurement of single and double pion photoproduction of quasi-free protons and

neutrons off the deuteron carried out at the Mainzer Microtron.

1 Introduction

The following paragraphs present preliminary results about single and double π0 photo-
production off the deuteron that both originate from the same experiment accomplished in
December 2007 at the Mainzer Microtron (MAMI) in Mainz, Germany. The MAMI electron
beam facility produces a continuous photon beam with energies up to 1.5 GeV. The photon
beam was circularly polarized and the main detectors used in this experiments providing
nearly full angular coverage are the Crystal Ball calorimeter (CB) surrounding the target
and the TAPS-detector which is placed as a forward wall. The separation of neutral and
charged particles is done with plastic scintillators, either as bars arranged in a cylindrical
setup surrounding the target (CB) or as hexagonally shaped vetos (TAPS). Furthermore a
χ2-test is used to identify the photons stemming from the meson decay and to isolate the
recoil neutron.
The single and double π0 cross sections were measured throughout the second and third
resonance region in coincidence with recoil protons (quasi-free exclusive reaction on the
proton), in coincidence with recoil neutrons (quasi-free exclusive reaction on the neutron)
and without a condition for the detection of recoil nucleons (quasi-free inclusive reaction).
Both quasi-free exclusive reactions sum up to the quasi-free inclusive channel, since the
contribution of the coherent process is negligible in the energy region of interest.

1manuel.dieterle@unibas.ch
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2 Results

The left-hand side of figure 1 shows the preliminary single π0 total cross section of the
quasi-free exclusive reaction on the proton γ` d Ñ π0 ` ppnq (filled blue circles) together
with the quasi-free exclusive reaction on the neutron γ` d Ñ π0 ` nppq (filled red circles).
The right-hand side of figure 1 shows the preliminary single π0 total cross section of the
quasi-free inclusive reaction γ` d Ñ π0` pNq (filled black circles) together with the sum of
the two quasi-free exclusive reactions (open magenta circles). As well shown are previous
results [1] for the inclusive reaction (open green circles) and the predicted cross sections
from the theoretical models MAID [2] (dashed lines) and SAID [3] (full lines) folded with
Fermi motion.
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Figure 1: Preliminary single π0 total cross sections of the quasi-free exclusive (left-hand
side) and quasi-free inclusive (right-hand side) reaction. The labelling is explained in the
text.

It can be seen in figure 1 that the shapes of the measured cross sections (full red, blue and
black circles) are in nice agreement with the theoretical MAID [2] and SAID [3] models but
there is a disagreement in magnitude. Furthermore, the sum of the quasi-free exclusive
cross sections (open magenta circles) add up perfectly to the measured quasi-free inclusive
cross section (full black circles). This indicates a very clean identification of the reaction
channels. In addition, the measured quasi-free inclusive cross section (full black circles) is
in good agreement with earlier results from MAMI B [1].

The left-hand side of figure 2 shows preliminary results for the 2π0 total cross sections of the
quasi-free exclusive reaction on the proton γ` d Ñ π0π0 ` ppnq (filled blue triangles) to-
gether with the quasi-free exclusive reaction on the neutron γ` d Ñ π0π0` nppq (filled red
triangles) and the quasi-free inclusive reaction γ` d Ñ π0π0 ` pNq (filled black triangles).

The right-hand side of figure 2 illustrates the measured beam helicity asymmetries IdpΦq “
1{Pγpdσ`´ dσ´q{pdσ`` dσ´q “ 1{PγpN`´N´q{pN``N´q [4] of the quasi-free exclusive
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reaction on the proton (full blue triangles) and on the neutron (full red triangles) for different
regions of beam energy. The dashed lines correspond to a fit to the data.
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Figure 2: Very preliminary double π0 total cross sections (left-hand side) and beam helicity
asymmetries (right-hand side). The labelling is explained in the text.

3 Interpretation

The identical shape of the measured single π0 total cross sections and the theoretical
MAID [2] and SAID [3] models (see figure 1) demonstrates a correct understanding of
the resonance contributions to the different reactions, i.e. mainly D13p1520q, F15p1680q to
single π0 photoproduction on the proton and D13p1520q, D15p1675q on the neutron. The
discrepancy in absolute height between the measured single π0 total cross sections and the
theoretical models (see figure 1) can not be explained by nuclear Fermi motion. The fact that
folding the theoretical models with Fermi motion does not overcome this problem reveals
the importance of other nuclear effects, such as final state interactions, meson rescattering
or others. This discrepancy was already earlier observed by B. Krusche et al. [1] and H.
Shimizu [5]. H. Shimizu reported an overestimation of the data by models of „ 125%, as
shown at the left-hand side of figure 3. The same level of overestimation was observed in
this work, as depicted on the right-hand side in figure 3, where the models are scaled down
by a factor of 0.8.

Double π0 photoproduction is mainly used to study the properties of sequential decays
since this is the dominated decay mechanism. Even though the MAID model [2] predicts
a nearly identical total cross section for the production on the proton and on the neutron,
the resoncance contribution to the two reactions is rather different. For example, the
electromagnetic excitation of the F15p1680q pD15p1675qq is predicted to be much stronger on
the proton (neutron) than on the neutron (proton). For this reason one would suggest that
sensitive quantities such as the beam helicity asymmetry would depend on such a coupling
and hence will not be the same on the proton and on the neutron.
The measured 2π0 total cross sections on the proton and neutron (left-hand side of figure 2)
show no big difference and hence confirm the predictions. However, it is rather astonishing
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Figure 3: Quasi-free exclusive total cross sections compared to the MAID [2] and SAID [3]
models scaled down by a factor 0.8. Left-hand side: H. Shimizu [5], right-hand side: This
work. Note the reverted color coding on the left figure between red and blue.

that the measured beam helicity asymmetries for the proton and neutron are as well identical
within the error bars. Additionally, the results on the quasi-free proton were defolded from
Fermi motion and compared to published data on the free proton and are in good agreement
with each other (not shown here) which indicates a correct reconstruction of the reaction.
Yet, earlier works [4] also contradicted many model predictions concerning the asymmetries,
therefore further input is needed in order to understand this behavior.
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Excited Nucleons Study at BESIII

Xiaotao Liao1 on behalf of the BESIII Collaboration
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With the 106 million ψ1 events collected at BESIII in 2009, the decay of ψ1 Ñ ppη is studied.

Partial wave analysis shows that N(1535) contributes a lot in the mass spectrum of pη(pη).

The mass, width and spin-parity of N(1535) are determined to be 1.524`0.005`0.010
´0.005´0.005GeV{c2 ,

0.130`0.027`0.061
´0.027´0.014GeV{c2 and 1

2
´

. The decay of ψ1 Ñ ppπ0 is also studied.

1 Introduction

Although symmetric non-relativistic three-quark models of baryons are quite successful
in interpreting low-lying excited baryon resonances, they tend to predict far more excited
states than are found experimentally (missing resonance problem) [1, 2]. From the theo-
retical point of view, this could be due to a wrong choice of the degrees of freedom and
models considering di-quarks have been proposed [3]. Experimentally, the situation is very
complicated due to the large number of broad and overlapping states that are observed.
Moreover, in traditional studies using tagged photons or pion beams, both isospin 1/2 and
isospin 3/2 resonances are excited, further complicating the analysis.

An alternative method to investigate nucleon resonances is via decays of charmonium
states such as J{ψ and ψ1. By selecting specific decay channels, such as ψ1 Ñ ppπ0 , the
N* intermediate resonance coupling to pπ0 or pπ0 can be studied. Here, ∆ resonances are
excluded due to isospin conservation. As a consequence, the reduced number of states
greatly facilitates the analysis [4].

N* production in J{ψ Ñ ppη was studied using partial wave analysis at BESI [5], in which
two N* resonances were observed. In a recent analysis of J{ψ Ñ pnπ´ ` c.c. [6], a new
N* resonance around 2GeV{c2 named Nxp2065q was observed. This Nxp2065q was also
observed in the decay of J{ψ Ñ ppπ0 [7]. The production of N(2065) in J{ψ decay is close to
the edge of the phase space. Thus, a similar search for this resonance in the ψ1 decays might
be helpful. Here we report a study of N* resonances from ψ1 Ñ ppη and ψ1 Ñ ppπ0 based
on the 106M ψ1 sample collected by the upgraded Beijing Spectrometer (BESIII), located at
the Beijing Electron-Positron Collider(BEPCII) [8].

1liaoxt@ihep.ac.cn
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2 Partial wave analysis of ψ1 Ñ ppη

In this analysis, only η Ñ γγ is used, which is about 40% [9] of the total statistics. In
Figure 1, the left plot shows a clean η peak and the η mass cut(dashed line), and the right
plot shows the dalitz plot of M2

pη versus M2
pη . The presence of N* resonance in Mpη and

Mpη is obvious.

Figure 1: Mγγ(left) and the dalitz plot of M2
pη versus M2

pη(right). Dashed lines in the left
plot indicate the cut values used.

A partial wave analysis(PWA) has been done, in which the phase space decay, one 1´´

pp resonance, and nine N* intermediate resonances: N(1440), N(1520), N(1535), N(1650),
N(1700), N(1710), N(1720), N(1900), N(2080), are considered, and their mass, width, spin-
parity and other parameters are taken from PDG [9]. The significance level of each resonance
is studied and only N(1535) and the phase space decay are significant. Using N(1535) and
the phase space decay, the PWA result agrees with the data well (Figure 2).

Figure 2: The invariant mass of pη(left) and pp(right). The histogram is for PWA result,
the error bar corresponds data, and the shaded histogram means the background from η
sideband and the continuum data.

From the result of PWA, the mass and width of N(1535) are 1.524`0.005`0.010
´0.005´0.005GeV{c2 and

0.130`0.027`0.061
´0.027´0.014GeV{c2, where the first errors are statistical and the second are systematic.

And the spin-parity is determined to be 1
2
´

. These are consistent with the PDG values [9].
The branching ratio of ψ1 Ñ ppη is measured to be p6.6˘ 0.3˘ 0.6q ˆ 10´5. This measure-
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ment agrees with PDG value [9], but has a smaller error. The production branching ratio of
ψ1 to ppη via N(1535) is p5.5`0.3`7.4

´0.3´1.0q ˆ 10´5. This is the first measurement.

3 Study of ψ1 Ñ ppπ0

Figure 3: Mγγ(left) and the dalitz plot of M2
pπ0 versus M2

pπ0 (right). Dashed lines in the left
plot indicate the cut values used.The gap of the right plot is due to the cut of J{ψ decays.

This analysis has the same final states as the former decay. In Figure 3, the left plot shows
the clean π0 peak and the cut(dashed line) on its mass spectrum, and the right plot shows
the dalitz plot of M2

pπ0 versus M2
pπ0 which is obviously non-uniform. The mass spectra of

pπ0 and pp are shown in Figure 4. Several N* peak can be seen below 1.7GeV{c2 from the
pπ0 mass spectrum. In this analysis, pp production are excluded.

Figure 4: The invariant mass of pπ0(left) and pp(right). The gap of the right plot is due to
the cut of J{ψ decays.

In a recent analysis of the CLEO-c Collaboration [10], ψ1 Ñ ppπ0 are studied using 24.5ˆ 106

ψ1 events. Without taking account of any possible interferences between resonances, they
studied the contibution of two N* resonances N(1440) and N(2300) and two pp resonances
R1p2100q and R2p2900q respect to the structures in pπ0 and pp mass spectra. In our present
investigation, with almost four times of statistics than CLEO-c’s analysis and also taking ac-
count of the interferences, more detailed information about intermediate states are expected.
Now, the partial wave analysis of this work is ongoing.
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4 Summary

In this analysis, two ψ1 decay channels about excited nucleon states are reported. For these
channels via charmonium decay, the reduced number of intermediate resonances due to
the isospin conservation greatly facilitates the analysis. The purpose of this paper focuses
on showing the way of N* study via charmonium decay at BESIII. Using this method,
more analysis related to excited nucleon states could be performed with many other decay
channels, such as ψ1 Ñ NN by Nππ(or Nππ) coupling. Beside of excited baryon study,
this method could also be used to study excited hyperons, such as Λ˚, Σ˚, and Ξ˚ states.
With the accumulating of more charmonium data samples, BESIII will have a bright future
at the excited nucleon study.
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Certain single-spin asymmetries in semi-inclusive DIS (SIDIS) and the Drell-Yan process (DY)

can be explained by transverse momentum dependent parton distribution functions (TMDs)

that are predicted to differ in sign for SIDIS and DY. On the lattice, we can use non-local

operators with U-shaped Wilson lines to study these TMDs, in particular the Sivers- and the

Boer-Mulders function. We discuss the method, its limitations and preliminary results from an

exploratory calculation using lattices generated by the MILC and LHP collaborations.

1 Introduction

Transverse momentum dependent parton distribution functions (TMDs) provide three-
dimensional pictures of the momentum distribution of quarks inside a relativistic proton,
see, e.g., chapter 2 of Ref. [1] for a recent review. TMDs enter as non-perturbative ingredients
in the factorized cross section of processes like semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering
(SIDIS) or the Drell-Yan process (DY) at low transverse momentum. Due to initial state
interactions (in DY) or final state interactions (in SIDIS) [2] whose theoretical explanation is
deeply connected to the principle of gauge invariance, the operator definition of TMDs is to
a certain extent process-dependent. This leads to the prediction that so-called naively time-
reversal odd (T-odd) TMDs differ in sign for SIDIS and DY [3]. The T-odd distributions at
leading twist are thought to be responsible for large single-spin asymmetries observed in
experiment, see, e.g., [4]. Here we address them using lattice QCD.

In previous lattice studies of TMDs [5, 6], a simplified, “process-independent” operator
geometry was chosen that does not strictly correspond to the definition of TMDs appearing
in the description of SIDIS or DY, and that does not feature T-odd TMDs. Here we go beyond
this simplification and show preliminary results obtained with a “process-dependent”
operator geometry that may ultimately allow quantitative comparisons to experimental
SIDIS or DY results.

1bmusch@jlab.org
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b´v

Figure 1: Geometry of the staple shaped gauge link. On the lattice, we compute the
SIDIS/DY limits η Ñ ˘8 by increasing the extent of the staple step by step, as indicated
by the dashed lines and the arrow.

The correlator that defines TMDs for SIDIS and DY can be written in general as

(1) ΦrΓs ”
1
2

ż

d4b
p2πq4

eip¨b

” rΦrΓsunsubtr.pb, P, S, ηv, µq
hkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkj

xP, S| qp0q Γ U r0, ηv, ηv` b, bs qpbq |P, Sy
rSpb2, . . .q

where P and S are momentum and spin of the nucleon, p is the quark momentum, Γ is a
Dirac matrix and µ is a renormalization scale. Note that b corresponds to the variable l
in the notation of Refs. [5, 6]. The precise definition of the soft factor rS varies in different
theory frameworks, see, e.g., [7–9]. However, it cancels explicitly in the quantities for which
we show results.

We use light cone coordinates and consider a fast nucleon, PK “ 0, P` " M. Integrating
over the suppressed component p´ of the intrinsic quark momentum, the decomposition of
the correlator [10, 11] yields

(2)
ż

dp´ Φrγ
`s “ f1px, p2

T; ζ̂, η, . . .q ´
εij piSj

mN
fK1Tpx, p2

T; ζ̂, η, . . .q

for a projection Γ “ γ` on leading twist and for transverse nucleon polarization ST. Here
f1 and the Sivers function fK1T [13] are the two TMDs that describe the corresponding
distribution of quarks with respect to the longitudinal momentum fraction x ” p`{P` and
the transverse momentum pT of the quark. The Wilson line U in Eq. (1) ensures gauge
invariance and effectively represents gluon exchanges in initial or final state interactions.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, it is composed of two parallel straight sections along the direction
v « n̂´ and a gauge link bridging the (transverse) gap at the far ends. For SIDIS, the extent
η of the staple is`8, while for DY the staple extends in the opposite direction, η “ ´8. The
T-odd Sivers function fK1T differs for SIDIS and DY, fK1Tpη“`8q “ ´ fK1Tpη“´8q, while
f1pη“`8q “ f1pη“´8q exhibits T-even behavior. Another leading-twist T-odd TMD is
the Boer-Mulders function hK1 [14], which describes correlations in pˆ s of quarks polarized
transversely along sT in an unpolarized nucleon. Employing a direction v off the light
cone n̂´ direction is one way to regularize rapidity divergences in the correlator, see, e.g.,
Refs. [7, 15]. Taking v space-like [9, 16, 17] also opens up the possibility to perform lattice
calculations. The TMDs obtained in this framework depend on an additional parameter,
here introduced as a dimensionless quantity ζ̂ ” v¨P{

a

|v2|P2. At large enough values of ζ̂,
the ζ̂-dependence of TMDs can be obtained from evolution equations, see, e.g., Refs. [9, 18].
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Dependencies of the TMDs on further regularization or renormalization scales have been
indicated by the dots and cancel in the quantities we consider.

2 Lattice calculations

In previous lattice studies of TMDs [5, 6], a direct, straight gauge link U r0, bs was employed,
corresponding to η “ 0 in Eq. (1). We make use of the same lattice at mπ « 500 MeV [19]
and the same techniques as in these earlier works, except that we now implement the
staple-shaped operator geometry of Fig. 1. We also improve our statistics using the new
arrangement of nucleon sources and coherent sinks of Ref. [20]. In essence, we calculate
rΦrΓsunsubtr.pb, P, S, ηv, µq directly for a large selection of lattice vectors b, P and ηv. As before,
we restrict the operator to have no extent in Euclidean time direction. Consequently, b
and v can only have spatial components on the lattice. For a given lattice nucleon three-
momentum Plat, the regularization parameter ζ̂ is thus limited by ζ̂ ď |Plat|{M2. The
translation of the results obtained in the lattice frame to the TMD language is established
through a parametrization of rΦrΓsunsubtr. in terms of Lorentz-invariant amplitudes rAi and rBi,
analogously to Ref. [11] but in b-space. To be able to construct quantities where the soft
factor cancels, we work with TMDs in Fourier space and their b-derivatives, see Ref. [12]
for details. For a generic TMD f we define

f̃ px, b2
Tq ”

ż

d2 pT eibT ¨pT f px, p2
Tq, f̃ pnqpx, b2

Tq ” n!
ˆ

´
2

M2 Bb2
T

˙n

f̃ px, b2
Tq(3)

In the limit b2
T Ñ 0, the latter correspond to the usual pT-moments:

(4) f̃ pnqpx, 0q “
ż

d2 pT pp
2
T{2M2qn f px, p2

Tq ” f pnqpxq.

Consider the quantity xpyyTUpxq ” M fKp1q1T pxq{ f p0q1 pxq, which has an interpretation as the
average transverse momentum in transverse y-direction carried by the quarks inside a
nucleon polarized in transverse x-direction. We now show that similar quantities are
accessible on the lattice. Here we restrict ourselves to x-integrated TMDs f̃ r1spnqpb2

Tq ”
ş1
´1 dx f̃ r1spnqpx, b2

Tq, which can be obtained from the amplitudes at b¨P “ 0:

(5)
1
2
rΦrγ

`s

unsubtr.

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

b¨P“0

S“0

“ P`
´

rA2 ` Rpζ̂qrB1

¯

loooooooomoooooooon

rSpb2, . . .q f̃ r1sp0q1 pb2
Tq

´ iMP`εijbiSj

´

rA12 ´ Rpζ̂qrB8

¯

looooooooomooooooooon

rSpb2, . . .q f̃Kr1sp1q1T pb2
Tq

,

where Rpζ̂q ” 1 ´ p1 ` ζ̂´2q1{2. We thus can construct a ratio which looks similar to
the average momentum xpyyTUpxq, but is formed from x-integrated distributions and
generalized to non-zero bT, in the following called the (generalized) Sivers shift:

xpyyTUp|bT|q ” M
f̃Kr1sp1q1T pb2

Tq

f̃ r1sp0q1 pb2
Tq

“ ´M
rA12 ´ Rpζ̂qrB8

rA2 ` Rpζ̂qrB1

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

b¨P “ 0
.(6)
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Figure 2: Generalized Sivers shift of up´down quarks (isovector) on the 203 ˆ 64 lattice
at a pion mass mπ « 500 MeV and a lattice spacing of a « 0.12 fm. a) results as a function
of the staple extent η. A simple estimate of the SIDIS/DY values at η Ñ ˘8 is obtained
from a fit of an odd but otherwise constant function to the data at |ηv| ě 7a. Potentially
significant systematic uncertainties in this procedure have not been taken into account in
this preliminary analysis. b) Extracted SIDIS results for several values of ζ̂.

Analogously, the “Boer-Mulders shift” can be constructed using h̃Kr1sp1q1 instead of f̃Kr1sp1q1T .
The soft factor and multiplicative renormalization factors cancel in the above ratio. However,
the dependence on the rapidity cutoff parameter ζ̂ (not shown in the arguments) survives.
Figures 2 a) demonstrates how the SIDIS or DY Sivers shift can be read off from the plateau
reached at large positive or negative η, respectively. The extraction of these asymptotic
values is still preliminary and lacks an estimate of systematic errors. In Fig. 2 b), we plot the
extracted SIDIS results as a function of ζ̂ and find indications of a strong ζ̂-dependence at
the rather low values of ζ̂ presently accessible to us. A major future challenge is to generate
statistically well-determined results at higher values of ζ̂ and to make contact with the
ζ̂-evolution predicted by perturbative QCD.
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The investigation of the d, 3H and 3He spin structure has been performed at the RIKEN(Japan)

accelerator research facility and VBLHEP(JINR) using both polarized and unpolarized deuteron

beams. The experimental results on the analyzing powers studies in dp´ elastic scattering,

d(d,3H)p and d(d,3He)n reactions are presented. The vector and tensor analyzing powers

for dp´ elastic scattering at 880 and 2000 MeV are obtained at the Nuclotron(VBLHEP). The

result on the analyzing powers Ay, Ayy of the deuteron at 2000 MeV are compared with

relativistic multiple scattering model calculations. The data on the tensor analyzing powers

for the d(d,3H)p and d(d,3He)n reactions obtained at Ed “ 200 and 270 MeV demonstrate

the sensitivity to the 3H, 3He and deuteron spin structure. The essential disagreements

between the experimental results and the theoretical calculations within the one-nucleon

exchange model framework are observed. The wide experimental program on the study of the

polarization effects in dp´ elastic scattering, dp´nonmesonic breakup, d(d,3He)n, d(d,3H)p

and d(3He,4He)p reactions using internal and extracted beam at Nuclotron is discussed.

1pkurilkin@jinr.ru
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1 Introduction

The main goal of the investigation of the reaction induced by the polarized deuterons is to
establish the nature of 2N and 3N forces, the role of the relativistic effects and nonucleon
degrees of freedom. The last decades such investigation were performed at different
experiments all over the world at RIKEN, KVI, IUCF and RCNP. This activity was stimulated
by the discrepancy of 30% between the measured cross section for deuteron-proton(dp´)
elastic scattering at intermediate energies and the Faddeev calculations using modern
potentials of nucleon-nucleon interaction.

2 Experimental results

The research program on the light nuclei structure investigation at the Nuclotron includes
experiments using both internal and extracted polarized deuteron beams.
The study of the energy dependence of polarization observables for the dp´ elastic scatter-
ing and deuteron breakup reaction are conducted at internal target station(ITS) setup. A
detailed description of the experiment can be found in [1].
The deuteron analyzing powers measurements in dp- elastic scattering have been performed
at ITS using polarized beam from polarized ion source (PIS) POLARIS at the energies 880
and 2000 MeV. The beam polarization measurement has been performed at 270 MeV where
the precise data on the tensor and vector analyzing powers exist.
The results on the angular dependence of the vector Ay and tensor Ayy analyzing powers

in dp´ elastic scattering at 2000 MeV are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The data
obtained at Argonne National Laboratory(ANL) are presented by the solid symbols. Open
squares and circles are the data obtained at the ITS and at hydrogen bubble chamber at
JINR, respectively. The dashed and solid lines are the results of the relativistic multiple
scattering model calculations [2] with and without of the double scattering term. The full
calculations are in a reasonable agreement with the data.
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Figure 1: Vector Ay analyzing power
in dp-elastic scattering at 2000 MeV.
The symbols and curves are explained
in the text.
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Figure 2: Tensor Ayy analyzing power
in dp-elastic scattering at 2000 MeV.
The symbols and curves are the same
as in Figure 1.
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Figure 3: Tensor Ayy analyzing power
in dp-elastic scattering obtained at the
fixed angles of 60˝, 70˝, 80˝ and 90˝

in cms as a function of transverse
momentum pT . The symbols are ex-
plained in text.
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Figure 4: The analyzing powers data
in d(d,3He)n and d(d,3H)p at 200 and
270 MeV. The curves are the calcula-
tion within one-nucleon-exchange ap-
proximation.

The dependencies of the tensor Ayy analyzing power in dp´ elastic scattering obtained at
the fixed angles of 60˝, 70˝, 80˝ and 90˝ in the cms as a function of transverse momentum pT

are shown in Figure 3. The open and solid symbols represent the data obtained at RIKEN,
Saclay, ANL and at the Nuclotron, respectively. It would be interesting to extend the range
of the measurements to larger pT, where the manifestation of non-nucleonic degrees of
freedom is expected.
Figure 4 presents the analyzing powers results in the d(d,3H)p and d(d,3He)n reactions

obtained at RARF(RIKEN, Japan) at 200 and 270 MeV. The details of the experiment can be
found in [3]. The solid and long-dashed curves are the result of ONE calculations using
CD-Bonn and Paris deuteron and 3He wave function, respectively. One can see that ONE
calculations are in the qualitative agreement with the data on the T20. The analyzing powers
behaviors are not reproduced by ONE model. The reason of this discrepancy can be in
the inadequate description of the 3N-bound state spin structure and/or more complicated
reaction mechanism. The multiple scattering calculations are in progress now.

3 Future plans

Future plans of DSS (Deuteron spin structure) - collaborations in spin studies are related
with the construction of new polarized deuteron source. The energy scan of the dp´elastic
scattering observables and measurements of the analyzing powers in dp´ nonmesonic
breakup will be done using internal target and polarized deuteron beam from new PIS.
The dp´elastic scattering and dp´nonmesonic breakup cross section measurements can be
done with the current unpolarized ion source as the first step. The dp´nonmesonic breakup
reaction will be investigated at ITS at the Nuclotron using ∆E´ E techniques for the de-
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detectors in case the dp-breakup
reaction investigation at 500 MeV.
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cross section obtained at 880 MeV
at Nuclotron in March 2011. World
data at 850 MeV and 940 MeV are
marked by the open triangles and
circles, respectively.

tection of two final protons. Figure 5 presents the correlation of the ∆E´ E information
from 2 proton detectors. A kinematic relation are shown by the solid line. The preliminary
results on the angular dependence of the dp´elastic scattering cross section obtained at
880 MeV at the Nuclotron in March 2011 are presented in Figure 6 by the solid symbols.
They are compared with experimental data obtained at 850 MeV and 940 MeV given by the
open triangles and circles, respectively. Solid line are the result multiple scattering model
calculations [2].
The first line experiment with the extracted polarized deuteron beam for new PIS is the
spin observables study for the 3Hpd, pq4He reaction at the energies 1.0-1.75 GeV, where the
contribution from the deuteron D-state is expected to reach the maximum.
New experimental data will ensure the important information about the light nuclei spin
structure at short internucleonic distances, where the relativistic effects and 3N forces play
an important role.
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The field of Generalized Parton Distribution (GPD) benefited from a wealth of exclusive

reactions measurements since 2000. Extraction of GPDs from observables has begun with this

first generation of experiments. In the short and mid-term future the programs of COMPASS-II

and JLab at 12 GeV will enlarge the existing kinematic domain and open an era of high-

precision measurements. Tools for phenomenological analysis are being developed at the same

time and will be mature to handle these forthcoming measurements. In the long-term future

the EIC project will allow an ambitious spin program in the small to intermediate xB domain.

1 Introduction

The Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS) process was early recognized as the cleanest
way to access Generalised Parton Distributions (GPD) and has been so far a very active
field of research. However a flavour separation of GPDs will require Deeply Virtual Meson
Production (DVMP) measurements (see reviews [1–4] and references therein).

One of the goals of this program is imaging the nucleon in 3d. Present observables may
already be fit, giving indications on the actual sensitivity of observables to GPDs and hints
to elaborate robust extracting methods.

The first section is a brief reminder. The second part outlines some results of the extraction
of GPDs as of 2011. The last section mentions promising future prospects.

2 DVCS at leading twist and leading order

Four GPDs H, E, H̃ and Ẽ describe DVCS at leading twist and leading order, but the cross
section depend on the Compton Form Factors (CFF) H, E , H̃ and Ẽ (see ref. [5]). The GPDs
depend on the generalised Bjorken variable [5] ξ (or equivalently on the standard Bjorken
variable xB), the virtuality of the initial photon Q2 and the square momentum transfer
between initial and final protons t. The CFFs are convolutions along the variable x of GPDs

1herve.moutarde@cea.fr
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with known kernels. This integration kernel yields a real and an imaginary part to a CFF.
They are related by fixed-t dispersion relations [6,7] involving a subtraction constant related
to the D-term [8]. However the D-term is poorly known and most of DVCS measurements
were made in the region ξ ď 0.5. Using dispersion relations thus rely on models and may
introduce biases in the extraction of GPDs from DVCS data. For that reason the real and
imaginary parts of CFFs are taken as independent in some fitting procedures.

3 Status of GPD analysis

3.1 Counting degrees of freedom

The problem consists in extracting four functions H, E, H̃ and Ẽ of three variables2 x, ξ

and t for each quark flavour (u, d and s). The knowledge of these functions should provide
us Parton Distribution Functions (PDF) and Form Factors (FF). A naive counting quickly
shows that building a flexible yet robust GPD parametrization is very involved because
the number of free parameters has to remain low to keep the fit tractable and the numerics
under control.

3.2 Local fits

This approach is detailed in ref. [9] and assumes the independence of the real and imaginary
parts of CFFs. The mains assumptions are the validity of the twist-2 analysis of existing
DVCS measurements and a negligible contribution of Im Ẽ . Each kinematic bin pxB, t, Q2q

is taken independently of the others, and the seven values ReH, ImH, Re E , Im E , Re H̃,
Im H̃ and Re Ẽ are extracted simultaneously. Nothing prevents large fluctuations between
two neighbouring kinematic bins. In the following we will refer to these fits as local fits.

The model-dependence is almost as low as possible but the problem is often ill-posed
because the harmonic structure of a given observable (e.g. a BSA) at fixed kinematic usually
depends on less than 7 parameters. Thus it is mandatory to combine different observables
on the same kinematic bins (for example BSAs and Target Spin Asymmetries (TSA) or Beam
Charge asymmetries (BCA)) and to assume boundaries for the values the CFFs may take.

3.3 Global fits

In the spirit of the work done on PDFs and FFs, global fits require a physically motivated
parametrization of GPDs and deal with all observables on all kinematic bins at once.

The free coefficients entering the expressions for GPDs are determined either from PDFs
and FFs or from DVCS data. Two such studies have been reported so far for DVCS. In the

2We omit the Q2-dependence which is governed by the QCD evolution equations.
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first case [10] all DVCS measurements on an unpolarized target are included in the fit in a
(mostly) H-dominant framework. Fixed-t dispersion relations are used as a key ingredient.
In the second case [11] CLAS and HERMES measurements are used in the fit, and JLab Hall
A data are computed as a prediction of the fitting Ansatz ; all four GPDs H, E, H̃ and Ẽ are
described.

The extrapolation outside the physical region (for example the interesting limits t Ñ 0 or
ξ Ñ 0) is possible but an assessment of the parametrization uncertainties is a complex task
in itself.

3.4 Hydrid : Local / global fits

This hydrid fitting procedure [12] is a combination of the previous two methods and has
been applied with the main assumption of H-dominance and twist-2 accuracy. It involves
a parametrization with the minimal properties : smoothness, leading order Q2 evolution
and polynomial parametrization. Since the functional is otherwise arbitrary, it is a posteriori
validated by the quality of the fit.

The model dependence is tested by a systematic comparison to local fits and an estimate of
the systematic error induced by the H-dominance hypothesis. The good agreement of the
two methods (local fits vs global fits) is a necessary consistency check of this approach. The
treatment of systematic errors is however a weak point since there is no rigorous procedure
to evaluate them and only estimates are given using joint models and fits.

3.5 Neural networks

Neural network fits had been successfully performed for PDFs but their use for GPD extrac-
tion is quite recent. First results are described in [13] within the H-dominance assumption.
It is worth noting that it is a new development in the field of GPD extraction. It is hoped it
will allow better estimates of errors when extrapolating outside the fitting domain.

3.6 Key results

To our knowledge, the first extraction of a combination of GPDs was made in [14] and the
progress have been continuous so far. The different methods all agree on the following key
results :

‚ Dominance of twist 2 and validity of a GPD analysis of DVCS data. This is no trivial
result considering the low Q2 range accessible in Hermes and JLab kinematics.

‚ ImH is the best determined quantity with an overall fair agreement between all
estimates. However large uncertainties subsist on ReH.
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‚ There are already some indications about the invalidity of the H-dominance hypothe-
sis even with the experimental statistical accuracy achieved so far.

3.7 A trivial universality check

Since GPDs have been modelled or extracted from DVCS and DVMP measurements, it is
natural to check if these objects are identical. Although far from a satisfactory treatment
of the universality question, as a first step we can take GPDs obtained in DVMP studies,
predict DVCS observables and compare them to existing measurements. The predictions of
the Kroll - Goloskokov model (see [15] and references therein) are depicted in Fig. 1 (left). In
spite of the fair agreement between this model and the extracted values of H, the resulting
DVCS prediction tends to overshoot the data. This is reminiscent of the current version of
the VGG GPD model [1].
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Figure 1: Measured CLAS BSAs for ´0.4 ă t ă ´0.2 GeV2. The red lines correspond to
the prediction of the Kroll - Goloskokov GPD model (left). Projected CLAS12 BSAs for
´0.35 ă t ă ´0.25 GeV2. Statistical errors are smaller than data point bullets. The red
lines correspond to a fit of the data. (right)

4 Prospects

4.1 Facilities and projects

In 2012 COMPASS-II will start running its GPD program, giving access to several observ-
ables with beam spin and charge differences, in between the kinematic domain of collider
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and fixed-target experiments.

By 2015 JLab’s 12 GeV upgrade will reach a time of high-precision measurements with
an expected few percent accuracy. See Fig. 1 (right) for projected data and a tentative fit.
Despite an apparent agreement, the high accuracy of the data does not allow a fit assuming
H-dominance any more.

The science case for an electron-ion collider (EIC) has been developed since 2010 [16]. In the
2020 decade we expect to produce a wealth of GPD related spin observables (see projected
data in Fig. 2) with the aim of imaging the sea quark and gluon content of the nucleon.

Figure 2: Photon electroproduction beam spin asymmetries for the 20ˆ 250 EIC configu-
ration, in the typical kinematic bin: 1.58 ¨ 10´3 ă xB ă 2.51 ¨ 10´3, 3.16 ă Q2 ă 5.61 GeV2

for four different t-bins as shown on each plot. Up to about 3 months of beam time with
50% efficiency is necessary to achieve reasonable statistics in some of the bins.

4.2 Phenomenological tools for GPD analysis

A software platform is being developed to handle the phenomenological analysis of past and
forthcoming data. It contains a database of experimental results, a database of theoretical
predictions, a fitting engine and a visualizing software to compare measurements and
model expectations. Modularity is a key-issue of the design : the same libraries are used to
extract GPDs from measurements and to design new experiments connected to experimental
descriptions and event generators.

5 Conclusions

During the 2000s GPD studies have made tremendous progress, with important measure-
ments and encouraging first results on the extraction of GPDs. However a robust and
efficient fitting strategy for DVCS and DVMP is still needed.
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The 2010s will be very exciting times for GPDs : new facilities, high-precision measurements
and bigger kinematic domains will constrain the phenomenology of GPDs. To this end a
platform dedicated to global GPD analysis is currently under development.
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COMPASS — a facility to study QCD

Eva-Maria Kabuß1 on behalf of the COMPASS Collaboration
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An overview on the new COMPASS II experimental programme is presented. The main topics

include a study of Primakoff reactions, generalised parton distributions via deeply virtual

Compton scattering and transverse momentum dependent distributions in Drell-Yan processes

in the pion scattering off polarised protons. Moreover, the studies of semi-inclusive deep

inelastic scattering on unpolarised target will be continued.

1 Introduction

The COMPASS experiment [1] uses the unique CERN SPS M2 beamline that is able to deliver
high-energy hadron and polarised muon beams. The COMPASS apparatus [2] consists of
a high-resolution two stage forward spectrometer and a versatile target section allowing
to use polarised and unpolarised targets for the various physics programmes. Up to now
measurements were performed to study the longitudinal and transverse spin structure
of the nucleon in polarised muon-nucleon scattering as well as meson spectroscopy and
Primakoff reactions using negatively and positively charged hadron beams.

Recently, the COMPASS II proposal [3] was submitted to improve the knowledge of the
momentum structure of the nucleon towards a three dimensional picture. For this a
series of new measurements is planned. A study of generalised parton distributions
(GPD) will be done in exclusive reactions like deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS)
and deeply virtual meson production (DVMP) [4, 5]. In parallel the study of flavour
separation and hadron fragmentation in semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS) will
be continued. Drell-Yan processes will be used for a complementary study of transverse
momentum dependent distributions (TMD) using a transversely polarised target [6]. At
very low momentum transfers Primakoff reactions can be used to extract pion and kaon
polarisabilities. The COMPASS II proposal was approved on December 2010 for an initial
data taking of three years.

1emk@kph.uni-mainz.de
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2 Primakoff reactions

Chiral perturbation theory allows to predict the low energy behaviour of Compton scat-
tering off pions and kaons [7]. The deviation from the response of a pointlike particle is
parametrised in first order by the polarisabilities α and β in terms of α´ β and α` β. Al-
though a number of measurements, mainly for απ ´ βπ, were performed no firm conclusion
could be drawn on the comparison to the chiral prediction for απ´ βπ “ 5.70˘ 1.0 ¨ 10´4 fm3

[8],

One of the unique features at COMPASS is the availability of pion and muons beams,
where pointlike muons can be used for comparison and systematic studies. Switching
between muon and pion beams is possible within few hours. Exploratory measurements
were performed in 2004 and 2009 to establish the feasibility and to study the achievable
systematic uncertainties in such measurements. With a total measurement time of about
120 d (90 d for π and 30 d for µ, planned in 2012) a statistical precision of απ ´ βπ of
0.7 ¨ 10´4 fm3 is expected. In addition, απ ` βπ as well as higher order terms will be
accessible. The small kaon component in the negatively charged hadron beam will allow
a first measurement of the kaon polarisability. Reactions with one or two neutral pions
instead of a photon in the final state will allow to investigate the chiral anomaly and get
further insight into chiral dynamics. [8].

3 GPD measurements

Generalised parton distributions provide a unified description of form factors and parton
distributions and allow transverse imaging of the nucleon [9]. Two of them, GPD H and E,
can be studied in DVCS using unpolarised and transversely polarised targets while all four
GPDs, H, E, H̃ and Ẽ can be accessed in DVMP. GPD H and E allow also to study the total
angular momentum carried by quarks inside the nucleon [10].

The measurements will exploit the availability of 160 GeV µ˘ beams with opposite po-
larisation scattering off a liquid hydrogen target in the initial phase. For a later stage
also a transversely polarised NH3 target is under consideration. The experiment will
cover a unique kinematic range at intermediate values of the Bjorken scaling variable xBj

(0.01 ă xBj ă 0.1q, a region not yet covered by any other experiment. In this kinematic
range the Bethe-Heitler process is a competing process. Being well known it can serve
as a reference process. GPDs will be studied measuring the so called “beam charge and
spin” difference and sum which allow to extract the real and imaginary part of GPD H
from the obtained Compton amplitudes. The t dependence of the DVCS cross section can
be parametrised as dσ

dt „ expp´BpxBjq|t|q. Figure 1 (left) shows the projected statistical
accuracy using two years of data taking for a measurement of the xBj dependence of the
t slope parameter B of the DVCS cross section for two values of the slope parameter α1
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with BpxBjq “ B0` 2α1 logpx0{xBjq. At small xBj, B can be related to the transverse size of the
nucleon ă r2

KpxBjq ą« 2BpxBjq.
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Figure 1: Projections for the statistical accuracy of (left) the slope parameter BpxBjq of
the DVCS cross section for 1 ă Q2{pGeV{cq2 ă 8; also shown are published data with
a similar Q2, (right) the Sivers asymmetry for two years of data taking compared to the
prediction of [11] for the high mass region.

For these measurements the COMPASS spectrometer has to be upgraded with a 2.5 m
long liquid hydrogen target, a 4 m long recoil proton detector and hermetic coverage with
electromagnetic calorimetry. The feasibility of the measurement was studied in several test
measurements, the latest in 2009 which showed a clear DVCS signal at high xBj. A first data
taking with the full set-up is planned for the end of 2012.

In parallel to the DVCS and DVMP measurements the study of SIDIS will be continued. The
main aim is to improve the knowledge on fragmentation functions, especially for strange
quarks, and to constrain the strange quark distribution. Due to the large amount of data,
detailed studies of the dependence on several kinematic variables like xBj, z, Q2 and pT

for hadron multiplicities will be possible, which will also provide high precision inputs to
NLO pQCD analyses. Moreover, the study of TMDs in unpolarised SIDIS off protons will
complement the previous measurements with the COMPASS polarised 6LiD target.

4 Drell-Yan measurements

Complementary aspects of the nucleon can be studied with TMDs. They provide a dynamic
picture using the intrinsic transverse momentum of partons inside the nucleon. Previously
COMPASS had access to e.g. the Sivers TMD and the Boer-Mulders TMD in SIDIS off trans-
versely polarised targets. In these measurements TMDs are convoluted with fragmentation
functions. An alternative approach is offered by Drell-Yan processes. Here a convolution of
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two TMDs from the projectile and the target is studied. Such data will allow a test of the
factorisation ansatz: the sign of the Sivers and Boer-Mulders functions are expected to be
opposite in DY and SIDIS.

The measurements will be done using a 190 GeV pion beam impinging of the transversely
polarised COMPASS NH3 target. In the final state a pair of oppositely charged muons will
be selected using a new dimuon trigger system. To reduce the high hadron background
an absorber will be placed downstream of the target which also contains a tungsten plug
to absorb the non-interacting beam. The dominant process is the annihilation of a valence
anti-quark from the pion with an valence quark from the proton. The combinatorial
background can be estimated using like-sign muon pairs. Muon pairs in the mass range
of (4 ď Mµµ{pMeV{c2q ď 9) will be used to extract the signal as the estimated background
is very small in this region. In two years of data taking 230000 high mass DY events are
expected. In Fig. 1 (right) the achievable statistical accuracy for the Sivers asymmetry is
compared to a recent theoretical prediction [11].
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The K´ induced production of Λp1405q in the K´d Ñ πΣn reaction is investigated having in

mind the conditions of the DAFNE facility at Frascati. We find that the fastest kaons from the

decay of the φ at DAFNE are well suited to see this resonance if one selects forward going

neutrons in the center of mass, which reduce the contribution of single scattering and stress

the contribution of the double scattering where the signal of the resonance appears clearer. We

take advantage to report briefly on a recent work in which in addition to the KNN system with

total spin S=0, we find a less bound state (although with equally large width) with S=1, like in

the K´d reported in the first part.

1 Introduction

In a recent paper [1] we reported on the interest of the K´d Ñ πΣn reaction, which was
measured in [2]. The idea is that the K´ scatters with a neutron, loses energy and can
interact with the proton to produce the Λp1405q. In this way the production of the resonance
is induced by a K´ and this guarantees that the state excited if mostly the one appearing at
higher energy and narrow, out of the two Λp1405q states found in [3]. One of the conditions
for the success of the experiment was to use kaons in flight. The reason is that the process
that shows clearly the resonance peak is the double scattering. If the kaon is away from
threshold, the dominant one body scattering is far away of the resonance region and peaks
at higher energies. At lower energies of the kaon, the peak of the one body collision appears
close to threshold and blurs the signal of the Λp1405q coming from double scattering. The
DAFNE conditions, where the kaons come from the decay of the φ, produce low energy
kaons. Yet, we have found in [4] that, in spite of the low momenta of the kaons, one
can still see the good signal for the resonance, but on the condition that neutrons are
detected simultaneously in the forward direction in the CM, which drastically reduces the
background from single scattering. Since we are working with the K´d reaction, we also
report on recent results from [5], where in addition to the KNN system with total spin
S=0, reported in several theoretical works [6–8], we find a less bound state (although with
equally large width) with S=1.
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K− p n

π Σ n

T2
K−

p n K−

π Σ n

T2 T1
K̄0

n p K−

π Σ n

T2 T1

Dia. 1 Dia. 2 Dia. 3

Figure 1: Diagrams for the calculation of the K´d Ñ πΣn reaction. T1 and T2 denote the
scattering amplitudes for KN Ñ KN and KN Ñ πΣ, respectively.

2 The formalism

The T matrix for the K´d Ñ πΣn reaction is given by the sum of the contribution of the
three diagrams of fig. 1, T “ T1 ` T2 ` T3, where the different amplitudes are given by

(1) T1 “ TK´pÑπΣpMπΣq ϕp~pn ´
~pd

2
q.

T2 “ TK´pÑπΣpMπΣq

ż

d3q
p2πq3

ϕ̃p~q`~pn ´~k´
~pd
2 q

q2 ´m2
K ` iε

TK´nÑK´npW1q .(2)

T3 “ ´T
K0nÑπΣ

pMπΣq

ż

d3q
p2πq3

ϕ̃p~q`~pn ´~k´
~pd
2 q

q2 ´m2
K ` iε

T
K´pÑK0n

pW1q .(3)

with ϕp~pn ´
~pd
2 q the deuteron wave function in momentum space and

q0 “ MN ` k0 ´ p0
n ,(4)

W1 “

b

pq0 ` p0
nq

2 ´ p~q`~pnq2 .(5)

For q0 we have assumed that the deuteron at rest has energy 2MN ´ B, and we have taken
half of it for one nucleon, neglecting the small binding energy. The variable W1 depends,
however, on the running~q variable.

In fig. 2 we show the results for the cross sections for different intervals of neutron angle
with respect to the original K´ in the center of mass frame. We find that when the angles
are chosen small the signal of the resonance appears neatly, because the condition of the
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neutron detection in coincidence has drastically reduced the contribution form the single
collision. We have checked that even with the small signal that we find the cross sections
are sufficiently large to be measure at DAFNE, collecting data for a few months while other
experiments are running at the same time [9]

3 The KNN system in S=1

In several papers it has been reported that there is a bound state of KNN with S=0 [6–8].
They use different techniques to get the state, Faddeev equations in [6, 7] and a variational
calculation in [8]. In all cases they looked for the most bound state [8] or explicitly for the
S=0 state, for which one has reasons that it is the most bound state. The S=1 system was not
looked at. Ina recent paper [5], this system has been studied, together with the S=0 one, by
means of the Fixed Center Approximation to the Faddeev equations, and it has been found
that indeed, the S=0 state is the most bound. Upon changing the size of the NN system to
agree with the results of [8], we find that the results for the S=0 system are very similar to
those of [8], which uses the same input from the chiral Lagrangians, with a binding energy
around 40 MeV, and a width without consideration of K´ absorption of 50 MeV. However,
we also find a system bound with S=1, like one would have for K´d in s-wave, as we have
studied in the first part. However, this state is less bound than the one for S=0, only about
27 MeV and a similar width. Interesting as these results re, we should keep in mind that
the experimental finding of such states, is certainly difficult, since the width is larger than
the binding energy, Our finding now that there is a lower sate with a different spin, can
only complicate the experimental search further, c since in many possible experiments the
contribution from the two states would produce overlapping states with also a large width,
which could blur any signal of a possible bound state.
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Figure 2: πΣ invariant mass spectra of K´d Ñ π0Σ0n with 130 MeV/c of incident K´

momentum imposing angular cuts for the emitted neutron with respect to the incident K´

in the CM frame, 90˝ ă θn
c.m. ă 180˝ (up-left), 60˝ ă θn

c.m. ă 90˝ (up-right), 30˝ ă θn
c.m. ă

60˝ (down-left) and 0˝ ă θn
c.m. ă 30˝ (down-right). In each panel, the solid line denotes

the total contributions of the three diagrams, while the dotted and dash-dotted lines show
the calculations from the single and double scatterings, respectively.
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Mesons and baryons in the holographic soft-wall model
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Mesons and baryons are considered in soft-wall holographic approach based on the correspon-

dence of string theory in AdS space and conformal field theory in physical space-time. The

model generates Regge trajectories linear in n and JpLq for the hadronic mass spectrum. Results

obtained for heavy-light meson masses and decay constants are consistent with predictions

of HQET. In the baryon sector applications to the nucleon electromagnetic form factors and

generalized parton distributions are discussed.

Based on the gauge/gravity duality [1] a class of AdS/QCD approaches was recently
successfully developed for describing the phenomenology of hadronic properties. In order
to break conformal invariance and incorporate confinement in the infrared region two
alternative AdS/QCD backgrounds have been suggested in the literature: the “hard-wall”
approach [2], based on the introduction of an IR brane cutoff in the fifth dimension, and
the “soft-wall” approach [3–12], based on using a soft cutoff. In series of papers [9–12] we
developed the soft-wall approaches, which have been successfully applied for the study of
meson and baryon properties. Here we present a summary of recent results: meson mass
spectrum and decay constants of light and heavy mesons, nucleon electromagnetic form
factors and generalized parton distributions. Our starting point are the effective pd` 1q
dimensional actions formulated in AdS space in terms of boson or fermion bulk fields,
which serve as holographic images of mesons and baryons. For illustration we consider the
simplest actions — for scalar fields (J “ 0) [10]

S0 “
1
2

ż

ddxdz
?

ge´ϕpzq
„

gMNBMSpx, zqBNSpx, zq ´
´

µ2
S ` ∆V0pzq

¯

S2px, zq


.

and J “ 1{2 fermions [7, 11]:

S1{2 “

ż

ddxdz
?

g e´ϕpzq
„

i
2

Ψpx, zqεM
a ΓaDMΨpx, zq ´

i
2
pDMΨpx, zqq:Γ0εM

a ΓaΨpx, zq

´ Ψpx, zq
´

µΨ ` ϕpzq{Rq
¯

Ψpx, zq


,
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where S and Ψ are the scalar and fermion bulk fields, DM is the covariant derivative acting
on the fermion field, Γa “ pγµ,´iγ5q are the Dirac matrices, ϕpzq “ κ2z2 is the dilaton
field, R is the AdS radius, ∆V0pzq is the dilaton potential. µS and µΨ are the masses of
scalar and fermion bulk fields defined as µ2

SR2 “ ∆Mp∆M ´ dq and µΨR “ ∆B ´ d{2. Here
∆M “ τM “ 2` L and ∆B “ τB ` 1{2 “ 7{2` L are the dimensions of scalar and fermion
fields, which due to the QCD/gravity correspondence are related to the scaling dimensions
(twists τM, τB) of the corresponding interpolating operators, where L “ max |Lz| [4]. These
actions give information about the propagation of bulk fields inside AdS space (bulk-
to-bulk propagators), from inside to the boundary of the AdS space (bulk-to-boundary
propagators) and bound state solutions - profiles of the Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes in extra-
dimension, which correspond to the hadronic wave functions in impact space. We suppose
a free propagation of the bulk field along the d Poincaré coordinates with four-momentum
p, and a constrained propagation along the pd` 1q-th coordinate z (due to confinement
imposed by the dilaton field). In particular, it was shown [4] that the extra-dimensional
coordinate z corresponds to the light-front impact variable. It was also shown [8] that in
case of the scattering problem the sign of the dilaton profile is important to fulfill certain
model-independent constraints. But we recently showed [12], that in case of the bound state
problem the sign of the dilaton profile is irrelevant, if the action is properly set up. Moreover,
in solving the bound-state problem, it is more convenient to move the dilaton field from
the exponential prefactor to the effective potential [4, 12]. Then we use a KK expansion for
the bulk fields factorizing the dependence on d Poincaré coordinates x and the holographic
variable z. E.g. in case of scalar field it is given by Spx, zq “

ř

n Snpxq Φnpzq, where n is
the radial quantum number, Snpxq is the tower of the KK modes dual to scalar mesons and
Φn are their extra-dimensional profiles (wave-functions) satisfying the Schrödinger-type
equation with the potential depending on dilaton field. Then using the obtained wave
functions Φn we calculate matrix elements describing hadronic processes. Finally, we
present the results of our calculations for mesonic decay constants (Table 1) and spectrum
(Tables 2 and 3), nucleon helicity-independent generalized parton distributions (GPDs) in
Fig.1. Note, by construction we reproduce the power scaling of nucleon electromagnetic
(EM) form factors at large Q2 and our predictions for the EM radii are compare well with
data:

xr2
Ey

p “ 0.91 fm2
pourq , 0.77 fm2

pdataq ; xr2
Ey

n “ ´0.12 fm2
pourq , ´0.12 fm2

pdataq ,

xr2
My

p “ 0.85 fm2
pourq , 0.73 fm2

pdataq ; xr2
My

n “ 0.88 fm2
pourq , 0.76 fm2

pdataq .
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Meson Data Our
π´ 130.4˘ 0.03˘ 0.2 131
K´ 156.1˘ 0.2˘ 0.8 155
D` 206.7˘ 8.9 167
D`s 257.5˘ 6.1 170
B´ 193˘ 11 139
B0

s 253˘ 8˘ 7 144

Table 1: Decay constants fP (MeV) of pseudoscalar mesons.

Meson n L S Mass [MeV]
π 0 0,1,2,3 0 140 1355 1777 2099
π 0,1,2,3 0 0 140 1355 1777 2099
K 0 0,1,2,3 0 496 1505 1901 2207
f0rnns 0,1,2,3 1 1 1114 1600 1952 2244
f0rsss 0,1,2,3 1 1 1304 1762 2093 2372
a0p980q 0,1,2,3 1 1 1114 1600 1952 2372
ρp770q 0,1,2,3 0 1 804 1565 1942 2240
φp1020q 0,1,2,3 0 1 1019 1818 2170 2447
a1p1260q 0,1,2,3 1 1 1358 1779 2101 2375

Table 2: Masses of light mesons

Meson JP n L S Mass [MeV]
Dp1870q 0´ 0 0,1,2,3 0 1857 2435 2696 2905
D˚p2010q 1´ 0 0,1,2,3 1 2015 2547 2797 3000
Dsp1969q 0´ 0 0,1,2,3 0 1963 2621 2883 3085
D˚s p2107q 1´ 0 0,1,2,3 1 2113 2725 2977 3173
Bp5279q 0´ 0 0,1,2,3 0 5279 5791 5964 6089
B˚p5325q 1´ 0 0,1,2,3 1 5336 5843 6015 6139
Bsp5366q 0´ 0 0,1,2,3 0 5360 5941 6124 6250
B˚s p5413q 1´ 0 0,1,2,3 1 5416 5992 6173 6298

Table 3: Masses of heavy-light mesons
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Figure 1: Nucleon helicity-independent GPDs in momentum space
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We argue that ∆5{2`p2000qp˚˚q, cataloged as a resonance in the Particle Data Book Review

(PDG), should be interpreted instead as two distinctive resonances, ∆5{2`p„ 1740q and

∆5{2`p„ 2200q. Our argument is based on a solution of the π∆ρ problem in a Fixed Cen-

ter Approximation (FCA) to the Fadeev equations. ∆5{2`p„ 1740q can then be interpreted

as a π ´ p∆ρqNp1675q bound state. As a corollary ∆1{2`p1750qp˚q can be understood as a

πN1{2´p1650q bound state.

1 Introduction

In the PDG [1] there is only a well established ∆5{2` resonance, ∆p1905q F35 (˚ ˚ ˚˚q, and fair
evidence of the existence of another one, ∆p2000q F35 (˚˚q. However, a careful look at this last
resonance shows that its nominal mass is in fact estimated from ∆p1724˘ 61q, ∆p1752˘ 32q
and ∆p2200˘ 125q respectively extracted from three independent analyses [2–4]. Moreover
a recent new data analysis has reported a ∆5{2` with a pole position at 1738 MeV [5].

From a 3q description the ∆5{2`p1905q is naturally accommodated as the lowest ∆5{2` state
in the second energy band [6]. Similarly, the reported ∆5{2`p2200q with a more uncertain
mass (2200˘ 125 MeV) may be reasonably located in the fourth energy band. On the
contrary ∆5{2`p1740q can not be accommodated as a 3q state without seriously spoiling
the overall spectral description. The same kind of problem was tackled in [7] regarding
the description of ∆5{2´p1930q with a mass much lower than the corresponding to the
third energy band, the first available band for such a state. There the consideration of
the ρ∆ channel, whose threshold (2002 MeV) lies close above the experimental mass of
the resonance and far below the 3q mass („ 2150 MeV), allowed for an explanation of
∆5{2´p1930q and its partners, ∆3{2´p1940q and ∆1{2´p1900q, as ρ∆ bound states in the I “ 3{2
sector. In addition N1{2´p1650q, N3{2´p1700q and N5{2´p1675q were also well described as
ρ∆ bound states in the I “ 1{2 sector although with a bigger sensitivity in this case to the
cutoff (or subtraction constant) parameter employed in the chiral unitary approach.
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For ∆5{2`p1740q one can easily identify a meson-baryon threshold,
“

πN5{2´p1675q
‰

threshold “

1814 MeV, in between the 3q mass („ 1910 MeV) and data. Then one can wonder about the
possibility that the πN5{2´p1675q system may give rise to a bound state which could provide
theoretical support to the fair evidence of the existence of ∆5{2`p1740q. Actually this bound
state nature would provide an explanation to the extraction of this resonance in some data
analyses and not in others. It turns out that only analyses reproducing the ππN production
cross section data extract it. Let us note that this would be a necessary condition to extract
∆5{2`p1740q if corresponding to a πN5{2´p1675q state (let us recall that N5{2´p1675q decays
to πN and to ππN with branching fractions of 40% and 55% respectively). To examine this
possibility we have performed an analysis of the πN5{2´p1675q system by assuming that
N5{2´p1675q is a ρ∆ bound state (we have fixed the subtraction constant a∆ρ “ ´2.28 to get
precisely the mass of Np1675q) [8].

2 Formalism

The interaction of a particle with a bound state of a pair of particles at very low energies
or below threshold can be efficiently and accurately studied by means of the FCA to the
Faddeev equations for the three-particle system [9]. For the ∆-ρ-π system the π is assumed
to scatter one by one the fixed centers ρ and ∆. Then the total three-body scattering
amplitude T is given in terms of two partition functions T1 and T2 accounting for the
diagrams starting with the interaction of the π with particle i of the compound system:

T “ T1 ` T2,(1)

T1 “ t1 ` t1G0T2,(2)

T2 “ t2 ` t2G0T1(3)

where ti represent the ∆π and ρπ unitarized scattering amplitudes, see Refs. [10, 11] for de-
tails. G0 is the loop function for the π meson propagating inside the N5{2´p1675q resonance
(see Ref. [8] for details).

3 Results and discussion

The dynamic generation of resonances from our formalism depends on two subtraction
constants, a∆π and aρπ, respectively associated to the ∆-π and ρ-π unitarized s´wave
interactions entering in our calculation. We assume that they are effective parameters,
their values implicitly taking into account the effects of the 3q component of N5{2´p1675q.
Therefore they could differ significantly from the values used in Refs. [10, 11].

Examples of results giving rise to a π´Np1675q bound state are graphically shown in Fig. 1.
The three peaks in the figures may be unambiguously assigned to ∆5{2`p1740q, ∆5{2`p1905q
and ∆5{2`p2200q. Note that the location of the first peak varies from 1770 MeV to 1800 MeV,
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a little bit higher than the masses of the existing candidates in [1]. Indeed we could force
a∆π “ ´4.3 to get an average mass of 1740 MeV. Therefore these results should mainly be
interpreted as a fit to fix the parameters in our formalism. In order to gain confidence about
the possible existence of ∆5{2`p1740q it becomes essential that further predictions from our
formalism (with no free parameters) are successful in the interpretation of data. Let us
examine some of these predictions in the I “ 3{2 sector.

1700 1800 1900 2000 2100 2200 2300
0.000

0.001

0.002

0.003

0.004

0.005

 

 
|T

|2

S1/2(MeV)

Figure 1: Modulus squared of the three-body scattering amplitude for I “ 3{2. Results
obtained with aρπ “ ´2.0 and a∆π “ ´2.6 (solid line), ´3.0 (dash line), ´3.4 (dotted line).

∆ resonances generated from πN3{2´p1700q and πN1{2´p1650q are of particular interest
since N3{2´p1700q and N1{2´p1650q are dynamically generated from ∆ρ as degenerate states
to N5{2´p1675q. Hence we predict I “ 3{2, JP “ 1{2`, 3{2` states almost degenerate to
∆5{2`p1740q. For JP “ 1{2` the state may be assigned to ∆1{2`p1750qp˚q, a resonance that can
not be described by quark models [6]. It should be remarked that only analyses reproducing
the ππN production cross section data extract it as it was the case for ∆5{2`p1740q. Therefore
the mere existence of ∆1{2`p1750qp˚q could be considered within our calculation framework
as an argument in favor of the existence of ∆5{2`p1740q. In what respects to ∆3{2`p„ 1740q
it is assigned to ∆3{2`p1600q which is also overpredicted by 3q models as the first radial
excitation of the ∆p1232q. However, other channels as σ∆p1232q and πN3{2´p1520q could be
playing a more important role in the generation of this resonance [12].

Additional analyses have been done in the I “ 3{2, 1{2 sectors [8]. The consistency of the
whole scheme and the good agreement with data makes us confident that the approxima-
tions followed draw the essential dynamics. From our results we may conclude that there is
a sound theoretical basis to support the data analyses extracting two distinctive resonances,
∆5{2`p1740q and ∆5{2`p2200q, cataloged altogether as ∆5{2`p2000q in the PDG.
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Pion scattering and electro-production amplitudes have been computed in a coupled-channel

framework incorporating quasi-bound quark-model states, based on the Cloudy Bag model.

All relevant low-lying nucleon resonances in the P33, P11, and S11 partial waves have been

covered, including the ∆p1232q, the N˚p1440q, N˚p1535q, and N˚p1650q. Consistent results

have been obtained for elastic and inelastic scattering (two-pion, eta-N, and K-Lambda chan-

nels), as well as for electro-production. The meson cloud has been shown to play a major role,

in particular in electro-magnetic observables in the P33 and P11 channels.

The study of pion scattering and electro-production on nucleons in the region of low-lying
resonances helps us establish meaningful connections between the data and resonance
properties obtained in model calculations. One of the key aspects is the interplay of quark
and meson degrees of freedom. The conceptual foundations of our approach in chiral quark
models date back to the paper [1], in which we demonstrated the importance of the pion
cloud in the electro-production of pions in the region of the ∆p1232q. We found that the
pion cloud contributes „ 45 % to the magnetic dipole amplitude, and strongly dominates
the electric quadrupole amplitude, a result later confirmed by many related calculations.

In our previous work [2] we have shown that in models in which mesons couple linearly to
the quark core, the elements of the K matrix for meson-baryon scattering MB Ñ M1B1 in
the basis with good total angular momentum J, isospin T and parity take the form:

(1) K JT
M1B1 MB “ ´πNMBxΨMB

JT ||VM1pkq||ΨB1y , NMB “

d

ωMEB

kMW
.

Here |ΨMB
JT y is the principal value state:

|ΨMB
JT y “ NMB

#

ra:pkMq|ΨBys
JT `

ÿ

R
cMB
R |ΦRy `

ÿ

M1B1

ż

dk χM1B1 MBpkq
ωk ` EB1pkq ´W

ra:pkq|ΨB1ys
JT

+

,
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ΨB1 is the fully dressed outgoing baryon state, and VM1pkq is the quark-meson vertex
determined in the underlying quark model. The first term represents the free meson (π,
η, σ, ...) and the baryon (N, ∆, ...) and defines the channel, the next term is the sum over
bare tree-quark states ΦR involving different excitations of the quark core, the third term
introduces meson clouds around different isobars. In the case of two-pion decays, we
assume that they proceed either through an unstable meson (e.g. ρ-meson, σ-meson) or
through a baryon resonance (e.g. ∆p1232q, N˚p1440q). The meson amplitudes χM1B1 MBpkq
are proportional to the (half) off-shell K-matrix elements (1), and obey a coupled set of
equations of the Lippmann-Schwinger type. The resulting amplitudes take the form

χM1B1 MBpkq “ ´
ÿ

R
cMB
R VM1

B1Rpkq `DM1B1 MBpkq ,

where the first term represents the contribution of resonances, while DM1B1 MBpkq originates
in non-resonant background processes. Here cMB

R “ VM
BR{pZRpWqpW ´MRqq, VM

BR is the
dressed matrix element of the quark-meson interaction between the resonant state and the
baryon state in the channel MB, and ZR is the wave-function normalization. The resulting
physical resonant states R are superpositions of the bare 3-quark states ΦR1 . The T matrix
is obtained by solving the Heitler’s equation T “ K` iTK.

Figure 1: Real and imaginary parts of the magnetic electro-production multipole for the
proton target, isospin-1{2 channel, in the P11 partial wave (the Roper resonance).

More recently, we have extended the method outlined above to the calculation of meson
electro-production amplitudes by including the γN channel [3, 4]. The electro-production
amplitude in the vicinity of a chosen resonance R “ N˚ can be cast in the form

MγNMB “Mpresq
γNMB `Mpbgq

γNMB “

d

ωγEγ
N

ωMEB

1
πVBN˚

xΨpresq
N˚ pWq|Vγ|ΨNy TMBMB `Mpbgq

γNMB ,

where TMBMB is the meson-baryon scattering amplitude, and the electro-excitation of the
resonance is described by the helicity amplitude xΨpresq

N˚ pWq|Vγ|ΨNy “ AγNÑN˚ . Here
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Vγpµ,~kγq is the interaction of the photon with the electro-magnetic current, and contains
quark and pion contributions as specified by the underlying quark model.

Figure 2: Different contributions to the transverse and scalar helicity amplitudes for the
electro-excitation of the N‹p1440q (Roper) resonance in the P11 partial wave.

In the P11 case we have included the πN, π∆, πN˚p1440q and σN channels, while the
sum over R consists of the nucleon, N˚p1440q, and N˚p1710q resonance; in the S11 case
we have considered the πN, π∆, πN˚p1440q, ρN and KΛ channels, as well as N˚p1535q
and N˚p1650q resonances. We have used the quark-model wave-functions for the negative-
parity states in the form ΦR “ cRA |p1sq2p1p3{2q

1y ` cRP |p1sq2p1p1{2q
1y1 ` cRP1 |p1sq2p1p1{2q

1y2,
where the mixing coefficients of [5] have been adopted.

Figure 3: The real and imaginary part of the scattering T matrix for the S11 partial wave.
Shown are the elastic results as well as those for the πN Ñ ηN channel. The solid lines
were obtained by using the reduced value of the d-wave π∆ coupling while the dashed
lines correspond to the unmodified quark-model values for the baryon-meson couplings.
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The quark-meson vertices were computed in a SU(3)-extended Cloudy Bag Model with the
quark-meson Lagrangian LpqMq

CBM “ ´pi{2 fMq qγ5λaqφaδ
`

r´ Rbag
˘

, a “ 1, 2, . . . , 8. We used
Rbag “ 0.83 fm, the interaction parameter fπ “ 76 MeV which reproduces the experimental
gπNN coupling, fK “ 1.2 fπ, and either fη “ 1.2 fπ or fη “ fπ. The bare masses of ΦR were
adjusted to reproduce the positions of the resonances.

We have reproduced reasonably well the main features of the M1´ electro-production
amplitude from the threshold up to W „ 1700 MeV (Figs. 1 and 3), as well as the transverse
and scalar helicity amplitudes for Q2 up to „ 3 GeV2/c2. Our calculations indicate that the
pion cloud plays an important role, especially in the region of low Q2 (long-range effects). In
the case of the N˚p1440q resonance (Fig. 2), the quark contribution to Ap

1{2 is positive, while
the pion contribution and the vertex corrections due to meson loops are negative. These
two effects are responsible for the zero crossing of the amplitude. At higher Q2 (short-range
physics) the quark core takes over, rendering Ap

1{2 positive.

Figure 4: Left: the S11 contribution to the total cross-section for the π´ p Ñ η n reaction.
Right: total cross-section for the π´ p Ñ K0 Λ process. Our result: black solid and dashed
lines; other analyses are color-coded in the figure legend.

The results for pion-induced meson production amplitudes in the S11 partial wave are
shown in Fig. 3. Near the N˚p1535q resonance, just above the η threshold, the elastic and
inelastic amplitudes are strongly influenced by the s-wave ηN channel. Near the N˚p1650q
resonance, additional channels become more relevant, such as the π∆ with l “ 2, the KΛ
with l “ 0, two channels involving the ρ meson with l “ 0 (ρ1N) and l “ 2 (ρ3N), and
the πN˚p1440q channel with l “ 0. The S11 contributions to the total cross-section for the
π´ p Ñ η n and π´ p Ñ K0 Λ processes are shown in Fig. 4 (left and right, respectively).
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The results for η photoproduction are shown in Fig. 5 (left). The behavior is almost com-
pletely driven by the properties of the N˚p1535q resonance and the threshold behavior
of the ηN amplitude, but is almost insensitive to background processes. The good over-
all agreement with the data for η production strongly supports our conjecture about the
dominance of the genuine three-quark configuration in the N˚p1535q state. The absolute
value of the E0` amplitude in the KΛ channel is shown in Fig. 5 (right). While the cross-
section for pion-induced production of K` appears to be over-estimated in our model, the
photo-production amplitude is smaller than predicted by phenomenological analyses. This
discrepancy remains an open question and represents a challenge for further investigation.

Figure 5: Left: total cross-section for eta photoproduction on the proton. Right: the
absolute value of the transverse K` photo-production amplitude E0`. Our result: black
solid and dashed lines; other calculations are color-coded in the figure legend.
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Nucleon Resonance Electrocouplings from the CLAS
Data on Exclusive Meson Electroproduction off Protons

Victor I. Mokeev1,a ,b, Inna G. Aznauryanc, and Volker D. Burkerta
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cYerevan Physics Institute, Armenia

γv NN˚ transition helicity amplitudes (electrocouplings) of several prominent excited proton

states are determined for the first time in independent analyses of π`n, π0 p, and π`π´p elec-

troproduction off protons. Analysis of π`π´p electroproduction has extended considerably

information on electrocouplings of high lying N* states, which decay preferentially to the Nππ

final states.

1 Introduction

The studies of nucleon resonance structure from the data on different exclusive meson
electroproduction channels off nucleons represent an important direction in the N˚ program
with the CLAS detector with the primary objective of determining electrocouplings of all
prominent excited proton states in a wide area of photon virtualities Q2<5.0 GeV2 [1]. In
this paper we present the results on N˚ electrocouplings obtained in independent analysis
of π0 p, π`n, and π`π´p electroproduction off protons.

2 Evaluation of N˚ electrocouplings from exclusive meson elec-
troproduction data

The π`n, π0 p, and π`π´p exclusive channels are major contributors to meson electropro-
duction off protons in N˚ excitation region. They are sensitive to N˚ contributions and
account for « 90% of meson electroproduction cross section. Non-resonant contributions in
these channels are different, while N˚ electrocouplings remain the same, since resonance
electroproduction and hadronic decay amplitudes are independent. Therefore, consistent
values of N˚ electrocouplings determined from different major meson electroproduction
channels strongly support a reliable extraction of these fundamental quantities.
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Figure 1: Electrocouplings of the P11p1440q resonance determined in independent analyses
of the CLAS data on Nπ (circles) and π`π´p (triangles) electroproduction off protons.
Square and triangle at Q2=0 correspond to RPP [8] and the CLAS Nπ [9] photoproduction
results, respectively. The results of relativistic light-front quark models [10, 11] are shown
by solid and dashed lines, respectively. Results of the covariant valence quark-spectator
diquark model [12] are shown by the dashed dotted line.

The CLAS data considerably extended information on π`n, π0 p electroproduction off
protons. A total of nearly 120000 data points on unpolarized differential cross sections,
longitudinally polarized beam asymmetries, and longitudinal target and beam-target asym-
metries were obtained with almost complete coverage of the accessible phase space [2]. The
data were analyzed within the framework of two conceptually different approaches: a) the
unitary isobar model (UIM) and b) a model, employing dispersion relations [3, 4]. The two
approaches provide good description of the Nπ data in the entire range covered by the
CLAS measurements: W ă 1.7 GeV and Q2 ă 5.0 GeV2, resulting in χ2/d.p. ă 2.0.

Nine independent one-fold-differential and fully-integrated π`π´p electroproduction cross
sections of protons are determined from the CLAS measurements [5, 6] in 131 bins of W
and Q2 in a mass range W ă 2.0 GeV, and with photon virtualities of 0.25 ă Q2 ă 1.5 GeV2.
Analysis of these data within framework of the meson-baryon JM reaction model [7, 14]
allowed us to establish all essential contributing mechanisms from their manifestation in
the measured cross sections. Reasonable data description makes it possible to provide a
reliable separation between resonant and non-resonant contributions needed for extraction
of N˚ electrocouplings from π`π´p electroproduction data.

3 Results and discussion

Electrocouplings of the P11p1440q, D13p1520q states have become available from indepen-
dent analyses of the CLAS data on π`n, π0 p (Q2 ă 5.0 GeV2), and π`π´p (Q2 ă 1.5 GeV2)
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electroproduction channels [2, 14]. Their values obtained from these major meson electro-
production channels with different non-resonant mechanisms are in a good agreement. As
an example, electrocouplings of the P11p1440q state are shown in Fig. 1. Consistent results
on N˚ electrocouplings demonstrate that the reaction models [4, 7, 10] mentioned in the
Section 2 provide reliable evaluation of these fundamental quantities. It makes possible to
determine electrocouplings of all resonances that decay preferentially to the either Nπ or
Nππ final states analyzing independently the Nπ or π`π´p electroproduction channels.
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Figure 2: Electrocouplings of D33p1700q (left) and S31p1620q (middle and right) resonances
from analyses of the CLAS data on π`π´p [5, 6] and world data [15] on Nπ electropro-
duction off protons. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 1.

Preliminary results on electrocouplings of S31p1620q, S11p1650q, F15p1685q, D33p1700q and
P13p1720q states were obtained from the CLAS π`π´p electroproduction data [5]. The
CLAS results provide accurate data on the Q2-evolution of the transverse electrocouplings
and the first information on the longitudinal electrocouplings of all the above mentioned
excited proton states. Several examples are shown in Fig. 2. A dominance of longitudinal
S1{2 electrocoupling is observed in electroexcitation of S31p1620q state at Q2 ą 0.5 GeV2 (see
Fig. 2).

The CLAS results on electrocouplings of prominent resonances stimulated the development
of N˚ structure models [16, 17]. The analysis of resonance electrocouplings within the
framework of light front [10, 11] and quark-spectator diquark [12] models, complemented
by the coupled channel approach [13] demonstrate that the structure of N˚ states in a
mass range W ă 1.6 GeV is determined by a combined contribution of an internal core
of three dressed quarks and an external meson-baryon cloud. The recent studies in the
light-front quark model [18] revealed an important role of dynamical mass and structure of
dressed quarks in Q2-evolution of of N˚ electrocouplings. Furthermore, two conceptually
different approaches of QCD-Dyson-Schwinger equations [19, 20] and Lattice QCD [21–23]-
are making progress toward the description of N˚ electrocouplings from the first principles
of QCD.
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We have investigated the electromagnetic and axial form factors of all light and strange baryon

ground states within the relativistic constituent-quark model. The electromagnetic and axial

current operators have been constructed along the spectator model in point-form relativistic

dynamics. We have obtained covariant predictions for the electroweak form factors, for mo-

mentum transfers up to Q2 = 4 GeV2, as well as the electric radii, magnetic moments, and axial

charges. The theoretical results in general agree very well with the existing phenomenological

data. In cases, where no experimental information is yet available, the results are compatible

with data from lattice quantum chromodynamics. While our results for the nucleon have

already been published in the literature, we show here only the electromagnetic and axial

form factors of the ∆. Corresponding results for the strange baryons are due to be published

elsewhere.

1 Theory and Framework

Electromagnetic and weak form factors are decisive observables reflecting the finite exten-
sion of hadrons. There has been a long-lasting debate about which degrees of freedom
govern the structure of baryons at low and intermediate momentum transfers. With the
advent of new and more precise experimental data these questions might soon be set-
tled. In addition, lattice-QCD results have by now become more and more helpful for the
understanding of various model results.

We have carried out a full program of investigating the electroweak structures of baryons
in the framework of the relativistic constituent-quark model (RCQM). Starting out from a
relativistically invariant mass operator, yielding a correct description of baryon spectroscopy,
we have proceeded to calculate the electromagnetic and axial form factors of all baryon
ground states in the point-form approach. The latter has the big advantage of yielding
covariant predictions for the observables, i.e. the matrix elements of the current operators
sandwiched between the mass-operator eigenstates. In particular, the form factors cannot
only be made to fulfill all symmetries of the Poincaré group but also to observe time

1ki.choi@uni-graz.at
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reversal invariance and current conservation, even if a spectator-model construction is
employed [1, 2]; in these references, like in the ones given in the next paragraph, one
can also find a thorough description of our theoretical framework, while all details of the
calculations are contained in ref. [3].

Regarding the nucleon all the relativistic predictions specifically by the RCQM based
on Goldstone-boson exchange (GBE) [4, 5] have already been published in the literature.
Refs. [6–8] contain the electromagnetic form factors of both the proton and the neutron,
together with their electric radii and magnetic moments, as well as the nucleon axial form
factors and the nucleon axial charge. Electric radii and magnetic moments of all baryon
ground states are published in ref. [9], while in refs. [10, 11] the predictions of the axial
charges have been reported for all baryon ground states and also their excitations up to
a resonance energy of E „ 2 GeV. In some of these references as well as in refs. [2, 12]
comparisons to analogous predictions by the one-gluon-exchange (OGE) RCQM [13] have
also been given.

Due to space limitations in this contribution, we have chosen to exemplify our results by
considering only the ∆. The corresponding results for all the other strange baryon ground
states are in the course of being published in forthcoming papers.

2 Results

Fig. 1 contains the covariant predictions of the GBE [4] and OGE [13] RCQMs for the
electromagnetic form factors of the ∆’s. Except for the the magnetic moments of the ∆`

and ∆``, for which experimental data exist (shown in Fig. 1 by the solid triangle and solid
square, respectively), we can compare our results only to available lattice-QCD data [14].
From this, obviously, the RCQM predictions are found to be quite reasonable, where in
particular the experimentally measured magnetic moments are reproduced within their
uncertainties. Contrary to the case of the nucleon [2, 12], also no decisive differences are
seen between the GBE and OGE RCQM results for the ∆ electromagnetic form factors.

In Fig. 2 we show the covariant RCQM predictions for the ∆ axial form factor G∆
ApQ

2q. Our
definition of this observable is given in ref. [11], where also the values of the ∆ axial charges,
g∆

A=-4.47 and g∆
A=-4.30 for the GBE and OGE RCQMs, respectively, were published. All of

these results are again found in good agreement with most recent lattice-QCD results [17,18],
and in addition the values for the axial charges are nicely compatible with results from
chiral perturbation theory [19].

The overall behaviour of our RCQM results for all the other strange baryons turns out to
be very similar to what is shown here for the ∆’s and has been seen before for the nucleon.
Whenever experimental data exist (beyond the nucleon specifically for the electric radii
and magnetic moments) the theoretical predictions, especially of the GBE RCQM, are well
compatible with them. In other cases, when lattice-QCD results are available, we usually
find reasonable agreement too.
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Figure 1: Electric (left panel) and magnetic (right panel) form factors of the ∆’s as predicted
by the GBE (solid lines) and OGE (dashed lines) RCQMs in comparison to lattice-QCD
results for the ∆` from ref. [14] (open triangles and open squares) and experimental values
for magnetic moments of the ∆` (solid triangle) and ∆`` (solid square) from refs. [15]
and [16], respectively.

Figure 2: ∆ axial form factor G∆
A as predicted by the GBE (solid lines) and OGE (dashed

lines) RCQMs in comparison to lattice-QCD results from refs. [17, 18].
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We have calculated the strangeness contribution to the magnetic moments of the nucleon

and ∆ decuplet baryons in the chiral constituent quark model with configuration mixing

(χCQMconfig) which is known to provide a satisfactory explanation of the proton spin crisis

and related issues. Our results are consistent with the recent experimental observations.

1 Introduction

The recent measurements by several groups SAMPLE at MIT-Bates [1], G0 at JLab [2], A4
at MAMI [3] and by HAPPEX at JLab [4] regarding the contribution of strangeness to the
electromagnetic form factors of the nucleon have triggered a great deal of interest in finding
the strangeness magnetic moment of the proton (µppqs). The SAMPLE experiment has
observed µppqs to be 0.37˘ 0.26˘ 0.20 [1] whereas G0 [2], A4 [3] and HAPPEX [4] have
observed the combination of electric and magnetic form factors. It is widely recognized
that a knowledge about the strangeness content of the nucleon would undoubtedly provide
vital clues to the non-perturbative aspects of QCD.

Chiral constituent quark model (χCQM) [6] can yield an adequate description of the quark
sea generation through the chiral fluctuations and is also successful in giving a satisfactory
explanation of proton spin crisis [7]. Recently, it has been shown chiral constituent quark
model with configuration mixing (χCQMconfig) when coupled with the quark sea polariza-
tion and orbital angular momentum through the Cheng-Li mechansim [8] is able to give an
excellent fit [9] to the octet and decuplet magnetic moments. It, therefore, becomes desirable
to carry out the calculations of the strangeness contribution to the magnetic moments of
nucleon in the χCQMconfig in the light of some recent observations [1–5]. For the sake of
completeness, we would also like to calculate the strangeness contribution to the magnetic
moments of decuplet baryons µp∆``qs, µp∆`qs, µp∆oqs and µp∆´qs which have not been
observed experimentally.
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2 Chiral Constituent Quark Model

The basic process in the χCQM formalism is the emission of a Goldstone boson (GB)
by a constituent quark which further splits into a qq pair [8, 10, 11], for example, q˘ Ñ
GB0

` q
1

¯ Ñ pqq
1

q ` q
1

¯, where qq
1

` q
1

constitute the quark sea [8] and the ˘ signs refer to
the quark helicities. The effective Lagrangian describing interaction between quarks and a
nonet of GBs, consisting of octet and a singlet, can be expressed as L “ g8q

´

Φ` ζ
η1
?

3
I
¯

q “
g8q pΦ1qq, where ζ “ g1{g8, g1 and g8 are the coupling constants for the singlet and octet
GBs, respectively, I is the 3ˆ 3 identity matrix. The GB field which includes the octet and
the singlet GBs is written as

Φ1 “

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

π0
?

2
` β

η
?

6
` ζ

η
1

?
3

π` αK`

π´ ´ π0
?

2
` β

η
?

6
` ζ

η
1

?
3

αK0

αK´ αK0
´β

2η
?

6
` ζ

η
1

?
3

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

and q “

¨

˝

u
d
s

˛

‚ .(1)

SU(3) symmetry breaking is introduced by considering Ms ą Mu,d as well as by considering
the masses of GBs to be nondegenerate pMK,η ą Mπ and Mη

1 ą MK,ηq [8,10]. The parameter

ap“ |g8|
2) denotes the probability of chiral fluctuation updq Ñ dpuq`π`p´q, α2a, β2a and ζ2a

respectively denote the probabilities of fluctuations updq Ñ s` K´p0q, upd, sq Ñ upd, sq ` η

and upd, sq Ñ upd, sq ` η
1

.

3 Magnetic moment

The magnetic moment of a given baryon in the χCQM can be expressed as µpBqtotal “

µpBqval ` µpBqsea, where µpBqval represents the contribution of the valence quarks and
µpBqsea corresponding to the quark sea. Further, µpBqsea can be written as µpBqsea “

µpBqspin ` µpBqorbit, where the first term is the magnetic moment contribution of the q
1

coming from the spin polarization and the second term is due to the rotational motion of
the two bodies, q

1

and GB and referred to as the orbital angular momentum by Cheng and
Li [8].

The strangeness contribution to the magnetic moment of the proton µppqs receives con-
tributions only from the quark sea and is expressed as µppqs “ µppqsspin ` µppqsorbit where
µppqsspin “

ř

q“u,d,s ∆qppqsseaµq and µppqsorbit “
4
3 rµpu` Ñ s´qs ´ 1

3 rµpd` Ñ s´qs. Here,
µq “

eq
2Mq

(q “ u, d, s) is the quark magnetic moment, eq and Mq are the electric charge

and the mass respectively for the quark q and µpq` Ñ s´q “ es
2Mq
xlqy `

eq´es
2MGB

xlGBy. The
quantities plq, lGBq and pMq, MGBq are the orbital angular momenta and masses of quark
and GB, respectively. The strangeness contribution to the magnetic moments of the neutron
npdduq as well as the decuplet baryons ∆``puuuq, ∆`puudq, ∆opuddq and ∆´pdddq can be
calculated similarly.
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Baryon Data µpBqsspin µpBqsorbit µpBqs

p 0.37˘ 0.26˘ 0.20 [1] ´0.09 0.06 ´0.03
n ´ 0.06 ´0.09 ´0.03
∆`` ´ ´0.29 0.18 ´0.11
∆` ´ ´0.14 0.11 ´0.03
∆o ´ ´0.04 ´0.03 ´0.07
∆´ ´ ´0.09 0.15 0.06

Table 1: The calculated values of the strangeness contribution to the magnetic moment of
nucleon and ∆ decuplet baryons in the χCQMconfig.

4 Results and Discussion

In Table 1, we have presented the spin and orbital contributions pertaining to the strangeness
magnetic moment of the nucleon and ∆ baryons. From the Table one finds that the present
result for the strangeness contribution to the magnetic moment of proton looks to be in
agreement with the most recent results available for µppqs. On closer examination of the
results, several interesting points emerge. The strangeness contribution to the magnetic
moment is coming from spin and orbital angular momentum of the quark sea with opposite
signs. These contributions are fairly significant and they cancel in the right direction to give
the right magnitude to µppqs, For example, the spin contribution in this case is ´0.09µN and
the contribution coming from the orbital angular momentum is 0.05µN . These contributions
cancel to give a small value for µppqs ´0.03µN which is consistent with the other observed
results. Interestingly, in the case of µpnqs, the magnetic moment is dominated by the orbital
part as was observed in the case of the total magnetic moments [9] however, the total
strangeness magnetic moment is same as that of the proton. Therefore, an experimental
observation of this would not only justify the Cheng-Li mechanism [8] but would also
suggest that the chiral fluctuations is able to generate the appropriate amount of strangeness
in the nucleon. For the sake of completeness, we have also presented the results of µp∆``qs,
µp∆`qs, µp∆oqs, µp∆´qs and here also we find that there is a substantial contribution from
spin and orbital angular momentum. In general, one can find that whenever there is an
excess of d quarks the orbital part dominates, whereas when we have an excess of u quarks,
the spin polarization dominates.

In conclusion, χCQMconfig is able to provide a fairly good description of the strangeness
contribution to the magnetic moment µppqs and our result is consistent with the latest
experimental measurements as well as with the other calculations. The constituent quarks
and the weakly interacting Goldstone bosons constitute the appropriate degrees of freedom
in the nonperturbative regime of QCD and the quark sea generation through the chiral
fluctuation is the key in understanding the strangeness content of the nucleon.
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The role of final-state interactions in Dalitz plot studies

Bastian Kubis1

Helmholtz-Institut für Strahlen- und Kernphysik (Theorie) and
Bethe Center for Theoretical Physics, Universität Bonn, Germany

Dalitz plot studies for multi-hadron decays of heavy mesons are expected to become very

important tools for precision investigations of CP violation. A thorough understanding of

the hadronic final-state interactions is a prerequisite to achieve a highly sensitive, model-

independent study of CP-violating phases in such processes. We illustrate the theoretical

tools available, as well as still to be developed, from low-to-medium-energy hadron physics

for this purpose, and the goals of the informal Les Nabis network studying these and related

problems.

1 CP-violation in Dalitz plots

A precise study of final-state interactions is increasingly becoming of paramount importance
for our understanding of the most diverse aspects of particle decays involving hadrons.
Final-state interactions can be of significance for various reasons: if they are strong, they can
significantly enhance decay probabilities; they can significantly shape the decay probabilities,
most prominently through the occurrence of resonances; besides resonances, also new and
non-trivial analytic structures can occur, such as threshold or cusp effects (for the prominent
role cusp effects have played recently in studying pion–pion interactions, see Ref. [1] and
references therein); and finally, they introduce strong or hadronic phases or imaginary parts,
the existence of which is a prerequisite for the extraction of CP-violating phases in weak
decays (see e.g. Ref. [2]). Dalitz plot studies of weak three-body decays of mesons with
open heavy flavor (both D and B) are expected to acquire a key role in future precision
investigations of CP violation, due to their much richer kinematic freedom compared to the
(effective) two-body final states predominantly used to study CP violation at the B factories.
In many cases, the branching fractions are significantly larger; furthermore, the resonance-
rich environment of multi-meson final states may help to enlarge small CP phases in parts
of the Dalitz plot, and differential observables may allow to obtain information on the
operator structure that drives CP violation beyond the Standard Model, once it is observed.
Since the results from the B factories have shown that the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa
theory [3] represents at least the dominant source of CP violation, our long-term goal will

1kubis@hiskp.uni-bonn.de
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be to find other sources of CP violation that contribute additional, smaller effects. For this
purpose, clearly extremely accurate measurements and means of theoretical interpretation
are required. Strong evidence for CP violation in three-body final states has already been
reported for B˘ Ñ K˘π¯π˘ [4], e.g. with a 3.7σ signal in the effective Kρ channel, while
only negative results exist for D decays so far [5].

There are different possibilities how to analyze CP violation in Dalitz plots. One sugges-
tion is a strictly model-independent extraction from the data directly [6, 7], e.g. using the
significance [7] variable defined as

(1) DpSCPpiq
.
“

Npiq ´ Npiq
b

Npiq ` Npiq
,

where Npiq and Npiq denote the event numbers of CP-conjugate decay modes in a specific
Dalitz plot bin i. CP violation can then be identified in a deviation from a purely Gaus-
sian distribution in the significance plots. The significance method allows to study local
asymmetries and requires no theoretical input at all.

An alternative approach, in contrast, makes use of information on the strong amplitudes
as input. To see why this may be advantageous, we consider the following toy model:2

consider event number distributions given by a (Breit–Wigner) resonance signal (of mass
Mres and width Γres) on a certain background, with a CP-violating phase δCP, according to

(2) N, N “ α` β Re
! e˘iδCP

s´M2
res ` iMresΓres

)

ñ N ´ N “
sin δCP ˆ 2βMresΓres

ps´M2
resq

2 ` pMresΓresq2
.

Figure 1 shows the count-rate difference and the corresponding significance distributions
for two simulated cases of pseudo-data of different statistical weight: while in the high-
statistics case, there indeed seems to be a deviation from Gaussian distribution in the
significance, this is definitely lost in the case of less events. In contrast, fitting the data with
the functional form (2) still allows to extract δCP with some (limited) accuracy even in the
sparser sample. So while the theoretical assumptions and prejudices going into such an
analysis clearly have to be very carefully judged, their benefit in terms of vastly increased
sensitivity is also obvious.

In the following, we will therefore briefly sketch some of the tools available to analyze the
hadronic amplitudes of the (light) final-state particles (such as pions and kaons).

2 Pion–pion scattering: Roy equations

Analyticity, unitarity, and crossing symmetry provide a high degree of constraint for the
pion–pion scattering amplitude, which can be exploited using dispersion relations. Starting

2I am grateful to C. Hanhart for providing me with this example.
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Figure 1: Toy example for extraction of a CP-violating phase, for high- (left) and low-
(right) statistics samples, using the known Breit–Wigner shape (top) versus the significance
variable (bottom). Input parameters used are δCP “ 5˝, Mres “ 0.77 GeV, Γres “ 0.15 GeV.
Figure courtesy of C. Hanhart.

from a twice-subtracted dispersion relation at fixed Mandelstam variable t,

(3) Tps, tq “ cptq `
1
π

ż 8

4M2
π

ds1
! s2

s12ps1 ´ sq
`

u2

s12ps1 ´ uq

)

Im Tps1, tq ,

the subtraction function cptq can be determined from crossing symmetry. Projecting onto
partial waves tI

J of definite angular momentum J and isospin I, one obtains a coupled
system of partial-wave integral equations,

(4) tI
Jpsq “ kI

Jpsq `
2
ÿ

I1“0

8
ÿ

J1“0

ż 8

4M2
π

ds1K I I1
J J1ps, s1qIm tI1

J1ps
1q ,

where the kernels K I I1
J J1ps, s1q are kinematical functions known analytically. The subtraction

polynomial kI
Jpsq contains the ππ scattering lengths as the only free parameters; these may

in turn be further constrained by matching to chiral perturbation theory [8]. Equation (4)
can finally be turned into a coupled set of equations for the phase shifts, the Roy equations [9],
by assuming elastic unitarity in the form

(5) tI
Jpsq “

e2iδI
J psq ´ 1
2iσ

, Im tI
Jpsq “ σ|tI

Jpsq|
2 , σ “

c

1´
4M2

π

s
.
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=disc

Figure 2: Graphical representation of the consequence of analyticity and unitarity for
form factors.

Modern precision analyses of the Roy equations have been performed in Ref. [10], and
similarly for pion–kaon scattering [11]; compare also the discussion of γγ Ñ ππ at this
conference [12]. These provide us with high-precision parameterizations of the most
relevant scattering amplitudes for light mesons appearing in the final states of heavy-meson
decays.

3 Analyticity and unitarity for form factors

Final-state interactions between only two strongly interacting particles can be described in
terms of form factors, which in turn can be linked to the properties of scattering amplitudes
using analyticity and unitarity. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the unitarity relation for a form
factor FI

J psq (here: of the pion) reads

(6) Im FI
J psq “ FI

J psq ˆ θ
`

s´ 4M2
π

˘

ˆ sin δI
Jpsqe

´iδI
J psq ,

from which one immediately deduces Watson’s final-state theorem [13]: the form factor
shares the phase δI

Jpsq of the (elastic) scattering amplitude. The solution to Eq. (6) is obtained
in terms of the Omnès function [14],

(7) FI
J psq “ PI

J psqΩ
I
Jpsq , ΩI

Jpsq “ exp
"

s
π

8
ż

4M2
π

ds1
δI

Jps
1q

s1ps1 ´ sq

*

,

where PI
J psq is a polynomial. Note that the Omnès function is completely given in terms of

the phase shift. A classic application of such a form factor representation is the pion vector
form factor Fπ

V psq, which rather than by Eq. (7) is written in a more refined way as

(8) Fπ
V psq “ Ω1

1psqGωpsqΩinelpsq ,

where Gωpsq takes into account ρ ´ ω mixing, and Ωinelpsq parameterizes inelasticities,
effectively setting in above s Á pMπ ` Mωq

2, using conformal mapping techniques [15].
Such form factor representations can be used for analyses of the e`e´ Ñ π`π´ data to
reduce the error of the hadronic contribution to the muon g´ 2, or to check the compatibility
of the data with analyticity and unitarity [16]. Note that the effects of chiral dynamics
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Figure 3: Example for the complication of the analytic structure of 4-point functions
through crossed-channel effects, here for the decay of an η (double line) into three pions
(single lines).

are particularly important for scalar form factors, where a parameterization in terms of
Breit–Wigner resonances can lead to completely wrong phase motions (see e.g. Ref. [17] for
the context of B Ñ 3π decays).

4 Dispersion relations for three-body decays

The application of dispersion relations to three-body decays is more complicated than the
treatment of form factors due to the more involved analytic structure, and the possibility
of crossed-channel rescattering (compare also Ref. [18] reported at this conference); see
Fig. 3 for a depiction of the complication of the unitarity relation. We discuss here the
(low-energy) example of η Ñ 3π decays, which has received much renewed attention
recently [19, 20] due to its importance for the extraction of the light quark mass ratios. One
starts by decomposing the amplitude Mps, t, uq9Apη Ñ π`π´π0q into partial waves of
isospin I according to [21, 22]

(9) Mps, t, uq “M0psq ` ps´ tqM1puq ` ps´ uqM1ptq `M2ptq `M2puq ´
2
3
M2psq ,

where the MIpsq are functions of one variable only, with only a right-hand cut. Equation (9)
is exact as long as discontinuities of D- and higher partial waves are neglected. The unitarity
relation for the MIpsq,

(10) ImMIpsq “
 

MIpsq ` M̂Ipsq
(

ˆ θ
`

s´ 4M2
π

˘

ˆ sin δIpsqe´iδIpsq

(we now ignore the angular-momentum indices), is then complicated compared to Eq. (6)
by inhomogeneities M̂Ipsq, which are given by angular averages over the MI according to

M̂0psq “
2
3
xM0ypsq `

20
9
xM2ypsq ` 2ps´ s0qxM1ypsq `

2
3

κpsqxzM1ypsq ,

xzn f ypsq “
1
2

ż 1

´1
dz zn f

`1
2p3s0 ´ s` zκpsqq

˘

, s0 “
1
3
`

M2
η ` 3M2

π

˘

,

κpsq “
b

ps´ pMη `Mπq
2qps´ pMη ´Mπq

2q ˆ

c

1´
4 M2

π

s
,(11)
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Figure 4: Real and imaginary part of the η Ñ π`π´π0 amplitude Mps, t “ uq. Compare
also Ref. [19].

and similarly for the other M̂I . Note that the angular integration including the κpsq function
is non-trivial and generates a complex analytic structure, including three-particle cuts due
to the fact that the η is unstable and decays. The analog to the Omnès solution (7) are then
integral equations involving the inhomogeneities [22]

(12) M0psq “ Ω0psq
"

α0 ` β0 s` γ0 s2 `
s3

π

ż 8

4M2
π

ds1

s13
sin δ0ps1qM̂0ps1q
|Ω0ps1q|ps1 ´ s´ iεq

*

,

with subtraction constants α0, β0, γ0, and similar forms for the other partial waves. (See
Ref. [23] for earlier, related formulations.) Equations (11) and (12) can then be solved
iteratively, e.g. matching the subtraction constants to chiral perturbation theory, see Fig. 4.
The iteration converges fast, with the second iteration already very close to the final result.

The method sketched here is currently also applied to other light-meson decays such as
η1 Ñ ηππ or ω, φ Ñ 3π [24]. Challenges to be faced when extending this formalism to
heavy-meson decays include the necessity to treat systems of integral equations when
coupled channels within one partial wave cannot be ignored, or inelasticities are not
negligible. In particular when considering B-meson decays, elastic unitarity will surely not
be sufficient. It will have to be checked when a purely perturbative treatment of crossed-
channel effects is feasible (compare e.g. Ref. [25]), and when higher partial waves become
important. To investigate these and related questions is part of the program of the informal
Les Nabis network [26], which brings together physicists from theory and experiment in
heavy- and light-quark physics and aims at optimizing future Dalitz plot studies along the
lines sketched here—with the strong goal to better interpret the mechanism of CP violation
in nature, yet at the same time teaching us important lessons on nonperturbative strong
interactions.
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We stress the importance of three-body final state interactions in D` Ñ K´π`π`. The basic

building block is the Kπ amplitude with parameters determined by a fit to elastic LASS data.

Based on a vector weak vertex, we can describe the Kπ phase production experimental in the

elastic region.

1 Introduction

Decays of D mesons became an important source of information about light scalars mesons,
especially in the reactions D`ÑK´π`π`and D` Ñ π`π`π´. We calculate three-body
effects in the decay D`ÑK´π`π`and our main motivation is the discrepancy between
the projection of K´π` S-wave amplitudes from E791 [1] and FOCUS [2] experiments, and
the scattering K´π` S-wave from LASS [3]. To calculate the D`ÑK´π`π`decay, we need
to deal with two independent families of processes: the weak vertex, usually treated by
quark factorization techniques in the literature [4], and the strong final state interactions
(FSIs), which do take place after the weak decay. We concentrate on the three-body structure
of FSIs and aim at identifying leading effects. Technical details of our calculation can be
found in [5]. Among the simplifications made, we mention the absence in the Kπ amplitude
of both isospin 3{2 and P waves, as well as couplings to vector mesons and to inelastic
channels.

The Kπ amplitude is an essential ingredient in the three-body FSIs. We employ an elastic
amplitude inspired on chiral perturbation theory, eqs.(1, 2), supplemented by unitarization.
The tuning to elastic LASS data [3] defines the three free parameters in (1, 2). This amplitude
contains two poles, associated with the κ and the K˚0 p1430q.

T1{2 “
1
F2 rs` 3 t{4´ pM2

π `M2
Kqs ´

αpsq
s´m2

R
,(1)

α “
3

2F4 rcd s´ pcd ´ cmq pM2
π `M2

Kq s
2 .(2)

1patricia@if.usp.br
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In our exploratory work, we assume three simple topologies for the weak amplitude,
indicated schematically in fig. 1. The strengths of these vertices are respectively Wa, Wb and
Wc, taken as constants, and their strong evolution is studied independently.

(a) (b) (c)

+= +W + 1 3

Figure 1: Topologies for the weak vertex: the dotted line is a scalar resonance and the
wavy line is a W`, which is contractile to a point in the calculation; in diagram c, one of
the pions is neutral.

2 Three-body FSIs

Our treatment of FSIs departs from a Faddeev-like integral equation, represented in fig.2
top, which is subsequently expanded perturbatively, fig.2 bottom. Terms in the FSI series

A W= + +

W T T . . .+W T= +

Figure 2: D`ÑK´π`π`decay: (top) partonic amplitude (red) and hadronic multiple
scattering in the ladder approximation; (bottom) rescattering series implementing three-
body unitary.

contain a recursive component, the Kπ two-body amplitude. Each weak topology in fig.1
is coupled to this series, giving rise to the amplitudes Aa (fig. 3), Ab (fig. 4) and Ac (fig.
5). Processes arising from the weak vertex paq in fig.1 involves a tree term, whereas the
three-body rescattering series starting from the weak vertex b has to be treated properly
in order to avoid double counting. The bottom line in fig. 4 represents the construction of
resonance width. In the case of process associated with the weak vertex c in fig.5, the series
is simplified, since the π0 produced directly from the W` decay is not present in the final
state and the tree diagram does not play a role.

For simplicity, we show here contributions from FSI series up to a single rescattering. This
is a good approximation, since higher order terms tend to decrease. In the case of Aa,
the leading contributions are given in the first line in fig.3, which include both tree and
one loop diagrams. In Ab, only the first diagram in the upper line of fig. 4 is kept and,
in Ac, the leading term is just the one loop diagram in the middle of fig. 5. In graph 6,
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+ +T

+TT TT

T

Figure 3: Diagrams involving the weak vertex Wa; the wavy line is a W`, always plugged
to a π`; the π produced together with the K on the opposite side can be either positive or
neutral.

+

TR

R

T

= + TR

Figure 4: Diagrams involving the weak vertex Wb; the wavy line is a W`, always plugged
to a π` and the dotted line is a scalar resonance, which has a width given by the substruc-
ture R described at the bottom line.

we show these individual contributions for the phase, compared with the experimental
scattering (LASS) [3] and production (FOCUS) [2] data. As we can see, while contributions
from Aa and Ab fall exactly over the elastic Kπ phase, the amplitude Ac coincides with
FOCUS data [2] up to the region of the peak, when shifted by ´1630. The Ac topology is
the only involving only a proper three-body interactions whereas Aa and Ab include tree
contributions.

Thus, with a simple model of three-body final state interactions and a number of simplifying
assumption we can reconcile experimental data between two-body interactions and weak
decays, stressing the importance of proper three-body effects in the D`ÑK´π`π`decay

+ +T T T

Figure 5: Diagrams involving Wc; one of the pions in the weak vertex is neutral.
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Figure 6: Leading contributions of the amplitudes Aa (blue doted), Ab (orange dashed)
and Ac shifted by ´1630 (red long dashed), compared with FOCUS [2](triangle), E791
[1](circle), and elastic Kπ results from LASS [3](diamond).

amplitude. More calculation details can be found in reference [5].
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It has been realized for a long time that knowing the η and η1 wave functions in terms of quark

and gluon components probes our understanding of non-perturbative QCD dynamics. Great

effort has been given to this challenge – yet no clear picture has emerged even with the most

recent KLOE data. We point out which measurements would be most helpful in arriving at a

more definite conclusion. A better knowledge of these wave functions will significantly help

to disentangle the weight of different decay subprocesses in semi-leptonic decays of D`, D`s
and B` mesons. The resulting insights will be instrumental in treating even non-leptonic B

transitions involving η and η1 and their CP asymmetries; thus they can sharpen the case for or

against New Physics intervening there.

1 Introduction

The question of the η ´ η1 mixing go back to the beginning of the quark model era and
with the advent of QCD it became even more involved, since QCD brought with it more
dynamical degrees of freedom, the gluons, which can form a second class of SUp3q singlet.
Showing there is a pure gluonic component would establish for the first time that gluons
play an independent role also in hadronic spectroscopy; we know that the presence of
gluons as independent degree of freedom has been demonstrated as progenitors of jets
in hard collisions. Knowing η ´ η1 mixing is essential also to disentangle SM hadronic
uncertanties versus New Physics. Great effort has been given to this challenge, but yet not
clear picture has emerged2 [1].
In this paper we retrace the essential element to treat the η ´ η1 mixing, starting from the
electromagnetic processes up to weak decays of charm and beauty hadrons to search for a
thread for more definite conclusions.

1camilla.didonato@na.infn.it, giulia.ricciardi@na.infn.it, ibigi@nd.edu
2The complete bibliography can be found in reference [1]
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1.1 The Pseudoscalar Mixing Angle

The mixing of the η and η1 mesons can be described in two different bases: the SUp3q f l
singlet and octet components, |η0y and |η8y, respectively; the quark-flavor basis with |ηqy

and |ηsy:

ˆ

|ηy

|η1y

˙

“

ˆ

cos θP ´ sin θP

sin θP cos θP

˙ˆ

|η8y

|η0y

˙

Ñ

ˆ

cos φP ´ sin φP

sin φP cos φP

˙ˆ

s
|ηqy

|ηsy

˙

Just for orientation: the quadratic [linear] Gell-Mann Okubo (GMO) mass formula points to
θP » ´10˝, φP » 44.7˝ [θP » ´23˝, φP » 31.7˝].

In the nineties several papers [2] have been shown the mixing cannot be adequately de-
scribed by a single angle and, due to SUp3q f l breaking, the mixing of decay constants does
not necessarily follow the same pattern as state mixing. We have two mixing angle: θ8 and
θ0 in the SUp3q f l and φq and φs in the flavour basis. The estimated difference θ8 ´ θ0 can be
large as ´12˝{ ´ 19˝. The quark-flavour basis play a key rule, indeed the mixing is large,
order » 40˝, but the difference between the two mixing angles is determined by OZI-rule
violating contribution: the angles φq ´ φs nearly coincide.

In QCD we can have a SUp3q f l singlet from quark-antiquark combinations and also from
pure gluon configurations with the simplest one being a gluon-gluon (gg) combination.
We take into account the possibility that the η and η1 wave functions could contain such
configuration, gluonium. We will ignore mixing with heavier pseudoscalar mesons, because
the scale for gluonic excitations is presumably lower then the J{ψ mass. One would also
expect the heavier η1 to contain a higher dose of gluonic component then the η, which is
also mainly a SUp3q f l octet. Present evaluations come from phenomenological analyses.

2 Electromagnetic and Strong Transitions

Several electromagnetic and strong transitions can provide information on the mixing
angles and the gluonic content: radiative vector and pseudoscalar meson decays ψ1, ψ, φ Ñ

γη1 vs. γη ; ρ, ω Ñ γη and η1 Ñ γω, γρ; decays into two photons or production in γγ

collisions, η1 Ñ 2γ vs. η Ñ 2γ, γγ Ñ η vs. γγ Ñ η1; decays of ψ into PV final states
with the vector meson acting as a ‘flavour filter’, ψ Ñ ρ{ω{φ` η vs. η1. The modern
analyses [3–5] get consistent results, but their message, concerning the gluonium content of
η1, is ambivalent. The conclusion related to the discrepancy among those analyses is that the
η1 Ñ γγ seems to play a key role in the mixing parameters determination and the inverse
process, γγ Ñ η1, provides an important check of whether a resonance is a conventional qq.
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3 Weak Decays of Charm and Beauty Hadrons

Knowing reliably the η and η1 wave functions is an important input for our understanding of
several weak decays of beauty and charm hadrons. Most crucially we need it for predicting
of CP asymmetries involving η and η1 in the final states and to understand whether a
deviation from SM predictions can be seen as a signal of New Physics. The approach in
the analysis is the phenomenological one, but lattice QCD simulation have just entered
the adult period and first calculation gives φP order 40˝. Since one expects semi-leptonic
transitions to be driven by SM dynamics only, their detailed studies teach us lessons on
how non-perturbative hadronization transforms quark level transitions. The transitions
D`s Ñ ηp1ql`ν, D` Ñ ηp1ql`ν and B` Ñ ηp1ql`ν proceed on greatly different time scales,
since they are driven by weak interactions on the Cabibbo allowed, Cabibbo suppressed and
KM suppressed levels, respectively. Yet they can provide us with highly complementary
information in the sense that they produce the ηp1q via their ss, dd and uu components,
respectively. The analyses of those processes again indicate a mixing angle φP order 40˝.
Considering also the fact that ηp1q could be excited via a gg component the available data
indicate, with a φP “ 37.7˝, an η1 gluonium content at level of 12% [1]. The theoretical
situation is more complex while spectator diagrams generate leading contributions. The
so-called weak annihilation (WA) process contributes moderately to inclusive decay rates,
but it could affect exclusive channel considerably. The strength of the effect depends on
the size of the gluonic component in the η1 wave function and on how much gg radiation
one can expect in semileptonic D`s , D` and B` decays. Since the main effect might come
from the interference with the spectator amplitude, it can a priori enhance or reduce those
rates. Recent analyses [6], based on exclusive semileptonic D decays, which considers both
the widths and the lepton energy moments, shows no clear evidence of WA effects. In
B˘ semileptonic decays with η ´ η1 in the final states the situation is analogous to that
for the D˘, except that their rates are suppressed by |Vus{Vcb|

2 rather than |Vcd{Vcs|
2 and

that the range in q2 is much large. CLEO [7] gives first evidence of B` Ñ ηl`ν, and
later on also BaBar [8] has mesured the branching ratio, but the experimental situation
is not yet satisfying: anyway the ratio BpB` Ñ η1l`νq{BpB` Ñ ηl`νq “ 0.67˘ 0.24stat ˘

0.11syst [9] seems to allow a large gluonic singlet contribution to the η1 form factor. The
corresponding ratio involving the Bs mesons, BpBs Ñ η1l`l´q{BpBs Ñ ηl`l´q, is also
potentially informative on the ηp1q gluonic content, although experimentally much more
challenging; they are within the reach of facilities like the Super-Flavour factories.

4 CP Violation

Within the SM many charmless non-leptonic B decays receive significant or even leading
contributions from loop processes, which represent quantum corrections. Thus they provide
fertile hunting grounds for New Physics, in particular in their CP asymmetries. Modes
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like B Ñ ηp1qK and Bs Ñ ηp1qφ seem particularly well-suited in this respect. The B Ñ ηp1qK
decays may proceed through tree diagrams b Ñ uus, but such contributions are color and
CKM suppressed; then we have penguins b Ñ s. The same basic penguin mechanism is
expected to drive both B Ñ ηp1qK and B Ñ πK, but the rate of the former is measured to
be much larger. A possible distinctive contribution are flavour singlet amplitudes, that are
not allowed if the final state contains only flavour non singlet states such pions or kaons.
In flavour singlet penguins two gluons couple to the η1 violating the OZI rule and the
amplitude can get contributions from the pure gluonic component of the η1.

5 Conclusions

In conclusion, after many and hard efforts to understand the η ´ η1 wave functions it is still
intriguing to improve our understanding of the non perturbative effects in QCD, it will
help to identify new physics in CP asymmetries in B and D decays.
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We use QCD sum rules to investigate the nature of the meson Xp3872q, assumed to be a mixture

between charmonium and exotic molecular rcqsrqcs states with JPC “ 1``. We discuss the

mass of the state, decay widths of the channels J{ψ`pions and J{ψγ, and the branching ratio

for the production of the state in the decay B Ñ Xp3872qK.

The state Xp3872q has been first observed by the Belle collaboration in the decay B`Ñ
Xp3872qK` Ñ J{ψπ`π´K` [1], and was later confirmed by CDF, D0 and BaBar [2]. The
current world average mass is mX “ p3871.4˘ 0.6qMeV, and the total decay width is
Γ ă 2.3 MeV at 90% confidence level. Further studies from Belle, Babar and CDF strongly
favor the quantum numbers JPC “ 1`` or 2´` [3].

The Xp3872q was the first state of an increasing number of candidates for exotic hadrons
discovered recently. The mass of this state is smaller than the one predicted by the con-
stituent quark model predictions [7]. Moreover, the decay rates of processes Xp3872q Ñ
J{ψ π`π´π0 and Xp3872q Ñ J{ψπ`π´ are comparable [3]:

(1)
ΓpX Ñ J{ψ π`π´π0q

ΓpX Ñ J{ψπ`π´q
“ 1.0˘ 0.4˘ 0.3,

which may indicate a strong isospin and G parity violation, which is incompatible with a cc
structure for Xp3872q. These are strong evidences that the Xp3872q is not a conventional qq
state, and attempts to treat this state as a multiquark state are being pursued, e.g. molecules
or tetraquarks states. The QCD sum rules (QCDSR) technique is an important tool in the
study the structure of hadronic states. In Ref. [4] the QCDSR calculations were performed to
study the tetraquark structure rcqsrcqs, and the mass obtained was mX “ p3.92˘ 0.13q GeV.
With a current for the mesonic molecule of the type pD˚0D0

´D˚0D0q the QCDSR calculation
reported in [5] obtained the mass mX “ p3.87˘ 0.07q GeV in a better agreement with the
experimental mass. Although the QCDSR results for the mass of the Xp3872q are good, it is
not possible to describe the decays data with the same success [6].

There are also evidences that seem to indicate the existence of a cc component in the Xp3872q
structure, as discussed in Refs. [8, 9]. Also, the recent observation, reported by BaBar [10],

1carina@if.usp.br
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of the decay Xp3872q Ñ ψp2Sqγ at a rate: BpX Ñ ψp2Sqγq{BpX Ñ ψγq “ 3.4˘ 1.4, is much
bigger than the molecular prediction ΓpX Ñ ψp2Sqγq{ΓpX Ñ ψγq „ 4ˆ 10´3 [11].

In what follows we present some results of the QCD sum rules (QCDSR) calculations
on the Xp3872q, which we assume to be a mixed charmonium-molecular state. This is
implemented following the prescription suggested in [12] for the light sector. The mixing is
done at the level of the currents and is extended to the charm sector. In a different context
(not in QCDSR), a similar mixing was suggested already some time ago by Suzuki [9].
Physically, this corresponds to a fluctuation of the cc state where a gluon is emitted and
subsequently splits into a light quark-antiquark pair, which lives for some time and behaves
like a molecule-like state

The the mass of a hadronic state can be calculated in QCDSR [13] from the two-point
correlator using a current that creates the states with the quantum number of the hadron.
Considering the X(3872) as a JPC “ 1`` state we can construct a mixed charmonium-
molecule current, following [12]. The D0 D˚0 molecule is interpolated by (with q “ u):

Jp4qq
µ pxq “

1
?

2

„

`

qapxqγ5capxqcbpxqγµqbpxq
˘

´
`

qapxqγµcapxqcbpxqγ5qbpxq
˘



.(2)

As in ref. [12] we define the normalized two-quark current as

(3) Jp2qq
µ pxq “

1
6
?

2
xuuy capxqγµγ5capxq,

and from these two currents we build the following mixed charmonium-molecular current
for the Xp3872q:

(4) Jq
µpxq “ sinpθqJp4qq

µ pxq ` cospθqJp2qq
µ pxq ,

where θ is the mixing angle between the two-quarks and four-quarks states.

The mass of the Xp3872qwas obtained in Ref. [14], using the current (4). Taking into account
the variation of the mixing angle θ in the region 5˝ ď θ ď 13˝, the QCDSR calculation of the
mass gives:

(5) mX “ p3.77˘ 0.18q GeV ,

which is in a good agreement with the experimental value. The value obtained for the mass
grows with the value of the mixing angle θ, but for θ ě 30˝ it reaches a stable value being
completely determined by the molecular part of the current.

In order to study the decays of the Xp3872q it is necessary to calculate the three-point
function of the effective vertex for such decay. As a result of the calculation we can obtain
the coupling constant that can be used to compute partial widths.
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The width for the decay X Ñ J{ψV Ñ J{ψF where F “ π`π´pπ`π´π0q for V “ ρpωq is
calculated in [14], introducing a small admixture of D`D˚´ and D´D˚` components, then
the X current is written as:

(6) JX
µ pxq “ cos αJu

µpxq ` sin αJd
µpxq,

with Ju
µpxq and Jd

µpxq given by Eq.(4). The mixing angle between the different light flavors
are determined through the ratio (1) to be α » 20˝, which was obtained previously in [6, 15].

The QCDSR analysis of the three-point function of the vertex X´ J{ψ´V was performed
with the same range of the mixing angle 5˝ ď θ ď 13˝ used to determine the mass. The
partial width obtained was:

(7) Γ
`

X Ñ J{ψπ`π´π0˘ “ p9.3˘ 6.9q MeV.

in complete agreement with the experimental upper limit.

The work done in Ref. [14] showed the possibility of the description of the Xp3872q as a
mixed state in QCDSR, fixing the mixing angles to be 5˝ ď θ ď 13˝ and α „ 20˝. In Refs. [16]
and [17] it was investigated further consequences of this analysis, calculating the radiative
decay and the production in B decays, using the mixing angles determined in [14].

Belle Collaboration reported the radiative decay mode Xp3872q Ñ γJ{ψ [3] with the branch-
ing ratio: ΓpXÑ J{ψγq

ΓpXÑJ{ψ π`π´q
“ 0.14˘ 0.05. The QCDSR analysis in [16] gives the ratio

(8)
ΓpX Ñ J{ψ γq

ΓpX Ñ J{ψ π`π´q
“ 0.19˘ 0.13 ,

which is in complete agreement with the experimental result.

The channel of production of the X from B decays, B˘ Ñ Xp3872qK˘, is studied in Ref. [17].
This was done in the factorization approach, where the process can be viewed as two sub-
processes with two different couplings: the parameter λW in gives the coupling between
the weak current and the X state, and the form factors f˘pq2q describe the weak transition
B Ñ K. The branching ratio is therefore calculated was:

(9) BpB Ñ Xp3872qKq “ p1.00˘ 0.68q ˆ 10´5 ,

The result (9) is in agreement with the experimental upper limit BpB˘ Ñ K˘Xp3872qq ă
3.2ˆ 10´4 [18].

In summary, we present the QCDSR analysis of the Xp3872q state considering a mixed
charmonium-molecular current. The analysis for the state mass, decays into J{ψ`pions and
J{ψγ, and the production from B decays are consistent using the mixing angles in Eq. (6)
and (4) with the values α “ 20˝ and 5˝ ď θ ď 13˝. The result presented here shows that in
QCDSR is possible to explain the properties of the Xp3872q assuming that it is a mixture
between a cc state and D0D˚0, D0D˚0, D`D˚´ and D´D˚` molecular states.
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We propose that the DsJp2860q and DsJp3040q are D1p2420qK and D˚p2600qK bound states,

respectively. Together with the famous D˚s0p2317q and Ds1p2460q, they belong to a family of

kaonic bound states. With input only from the mass of the D˚s0p2317q, both the predicted

mass and decay pattern of the DsJp2860q agree remarkably well with the measurements. The

properties of the DsJp3040q agree with the data as well. More kaonic bound states are also

predicted awaiting experimental test. We suggest to search for a predicted D˚s2p2910qwith a

10 MeV width in the D˚K channel and the DsJp3040q in the Dsω channel.

The constituent quark model has achieved a great success in the hadron spectroscopy until
recent years when many new hadronic states were observed. The D˚s0p2317q and Ds1p2460q
are two outstanding examples. After their discovery, more charm-strange mesons were
found, including the D˚s1p2700q [1, 2], DsJp2860q [1] and DsJp3040q [3]. The mass, decay
patterns and angular distribution of the D˚s1p2700q were measured to be consistent with
the expectation of a 2S JP “ 1´ state. The information on the DsJp3040q is not enough for
identifying its nature. Among the three states, the DsJp2860q is the most puzzling one.

The ratio of the different decay modes of the DsJp2860qwas measured to be [4]

(1) RDsJp2860q “
ΓpDsJp2860q Ñ D˚Kq
ΓpDsJp2860q Ñ DKq

“ 1.10˘ 0.24.

Using heavy hadron chiral perturbation theory, one can calculate such a ratio without any
parameter at leading order because the D˚ and D are related to each other by heavy quark
spin symmetry. The ratio was calculated for various possible quantum number assignments
assuming a cs nature [5]. The result for p2S, 1´q is 1.23 and agrees with the data rather well.
The other possibility is p2P, 2`q, and the result 0.63 is not far from the data. However, the
p2S, 1´q cs meson has already been identified as the D˚s1p2700q, and the p2P, 2`q one would
have a mass as large as 3.1 GeV [6]. Hence it is a challenge to understand the properties of
the DsJp2860q theoretically although some models exist (for references, see [7]). As will be
shown in the following, both the mass and decay patterns can be nicely described were it a
D1p2420qK bound state (for more details, see [7]).
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D1p2420qK D2p2460qK Dp2550qK D˚p2600qK B1p5720qK B2p5747qK
JP 1´ 2´ 0` 1` 1´ 2´

Results 2870˘ 9 2910˘ 9 2984˘ 10 3052˘ 11 6151˘ 33 6169˘ 33
Data 2862˘ 2`5

´2 3044˘ 8`30
´5

Table 1: Predicted masses of heavy meson kaonic bound states. The experimental values
are listed in the fourth row for comparison. All masses are given in MeV.

Among the models for the positive-parity charm-strange mesons D˚s0p2317q and Ds1p2460q,
the hadronic molecular scenario (DK for D˚s0p2317q and D˚K for Ds1p2460q) [8–12] is very
interesting because the experimental fact MDs1p2460q ´MD˚s0p2317q » MD˚ ´MD emerges as
its natural consequence [13]. One may ask whether there are other kaonic bound states of
heavy mesons.

At low energies, the leading order interaction between the pseudo Goldstone bosons
(including pions, kaons and eta for the SU(3) case) and matter fields is governed by chiral
symmetry. Neglecting the Born term which is rather small, the scattering amplitude Vps, t, uq
is given by the so-called Weinberg-Tomozawa term. In order to obtain a bound state or a
resonance, one has to perform a resummation. This can be done by using [14]

(2) Tpsq “ Vpsqr1´ GpsqVpsqs´1,

where Vpsq is the S-wave projection of Vps, t, uq and Gpsq consists of loop functions. In
this way, the D˚s0p2317q and Ds1p2460q are generated as the DK and D˚K bound states,
respectively. By doing this, we have used the fact that the life time of the ground-state
D and D˚ is so long that their decays can be neglected in the calculations. But what is
the meaning of a long life time? It should be contrasted to the range of forces which may
be estimated as 1{mρ with mρ being the ρ-meson mass. Hence, it is natural to extend the
above considerations to other heavy mesons whose width is much smaller than mρ (or more
conservatively 2mπ). There is one parameter is Eq. (2), the so-called subtraction constant
apµqwith µ being the dimensional regularization scale, which is introduced to regularize
the divergent loop function. We fix the value of apµq to reproduce the mass of the D˚s0p2317q
for each choice of µ. The scale µ is allowed to vary between 1 GeV and the mass of the
scattered heavy meson, and in this way we estimate the uncertainties of the calculations. A
family of heavy-flavor kaonic bound states can be produced. The Dp˚qK and Bp˚qK bound
states have been studied in the literature. In Table 1, results for some other states are shown
in comparison with existent data. The agreement suggests that the DsJp2860q and DsJp3040q
may be interpreted as the D1p2420qK and D˚p2600qK bound states, respectively. Using
the heavy quark–diquark symmetry, further predict a bound state of the kaon and the
doubly-charmed baryon Ξccp3520qwith a mass of 3956˘ 20 MeV.

It is important for any identification of the nature of a hadron to reproduce not only its
mass, but also its decay patterns. And it is the latter that can be used to distinguish various
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models producing similar masses. The decays of DsJp2860q and DsJp3040q are dominated
by the two-body decays occurring through the rescattering processes D1p2420qK Ñ Dp˚qK
and D˚p2600qK Ñ D˚K, respectively. Utilizing heavy quark spin symmetry, we get a
parameter-free prediction for the ratio defined in Eq. (1),

(3) RDsJp2860q “ 2
MD˚

MD

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

~kD˚

~kD

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

3

“ 1.23.

The agreement with the measured value 1.10˘ 0.24 is remarkable. Furthermore, the helicity
angular distribution for the sequential process DsJp2860q Ñ D˚K Ñ DπK also agrees with
the observation [3].

Assuming the decay widths of these kaonic bound states are exhausted by two-body
decays, ratios of the total widths can be predicted based on spin symmetry. At leading
order, we obtain ΓD˚s2p2910q{ΓDsJp2860q » 0.2 and ΓD˚s0p2985q{ΓDsJp3040q ă 1. Thus we have
ΓD˚s2p2910q „ 10 MeV.

ç
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çç
ç
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Figure 1: Trajectory of the masses of the generated kaonic bound states obtained with
µ “ 1 GeV. The charmed, bottom mesons, and doubly charm baryon are labeled by circles,
diamonds, and square, respectively.

For a potential use in the future, it might be useful to give a general expression for the
masses of such kaonic bound states even approximately. For µ “ 1 GeV, a linear expression

(4) MBS “ 1.002M` 0.450 GeV,

where M is the mass of the scattered heavy meson or doubly-heavy baryon, covers a range
from the charmed mesons to the doubly bottom baryons, see Fig. 1 for the trajectory.

Given the small widths of the D1p2420q and D2p2460q, the predictions for the DsJp2860q
and D˚s2p2910q should be rather robust. For the DsJp2860q, we expect that an inclusion
of the inelastic channels Dp˚qK and Dp˚qs η would not change the results much, because
these channels are in a P-wave, and so is of higher order compared to the D1K and Ds1η.
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Similar discussion also applies for their bottom cousins. The results for the Dp2550qK and
D˚p2600qK are of more uncertainty because the Dp2550q and D˚p2600q are larger, and also
more inelastic channels can couple even in an S-wave. Nevertheless, the D˚p2600qK bound
state picture allows the decay of DsJp3040q into Dsω which is highly suppressed were it
a cs meson due to the OZI rule. We therefore urge the experimentalists to search for the
D˚s2p2910q in the D˚K channel and the DsJp3040q in the Dsω channel.
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We review the vector-vector interaction within the hidden gauge formalism in a coupled

channel unitary approach. The study of the vector-vector interaction is extended to include all

the sectors not studied before. This includes: C “ 0; S “ 1 (hidden-charm), C “ 1, S “ 1, and

the flavor exotic sectors C “ 1; S “ ´1, 2 and C “ 2; S “ 0, 1, 2. We find nine states. One of

them can be identified with the D˚s2p2573q and is interpreted as a D˚K˚ molecular state. The

other eight resonances can be observed in future experiments at PANDA/FAIR. Some of them

are found in the flavor exotic sectors, C “ 1; S “ ´1, C “ 2; S “ 0, 1, and can be considered as

D˚K˚, D˚D˚ and D˚s D˚ molecular states.

1 Introduction

The interaction of vector mesons with themselves is done using the lagrangians of the
hidden gauge formalism, which mix vector mesons with pseudoscalars and respect chiral
symmetry [1]. For example, in [2], the authors found two poles in the ρρ amplitude that
can be clearly identified with the f0p1375q and the f2p1270q as ρρ resonances states decaying
in 2π or 4π by means of a box diagram mechanism. This work has been extended to the
general case of two vectors of the 16-plet of SU(4) and many resonances have been obtained
as a bound system of two vectors, such is the case of the K˚2 p1430q, the D˚2 p2460q or the
Yp3940q (see [3–5] for more details).

In this talk we study all the sectors not studied before within the hidden gauge formalism,
the C “ 0; S “ 1 (hidden-charm) sector, C “ 1, S “ 1, and the flavor exotic sectors
C “ 1; S “ ´1, 2 and C “ 2; S “ 0, 1, 2. Unlike other predicted states in the coupled channel
unitary approach, these flavor exotic mesons cannot obviously be accomodated in the qq
spectrum. Looking for these states is a new challenge for the experimentalist.

1rmolina@ific.uv.es
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VV

V V

−→

a) b) c) d)

V V

V

+

Figure 1: Terms of the LI I I Lagrangian: a) four-vector contact term; b) three-vector
interaction; c) t and u channels from vector exchange; d) s channel for vector exchange.

2 Formalism

We refer to [6] for a detailled explanation. The hidden-gauge formalism is applied in order
to describe the interaction between vector mesons and vector mesons with pseudoscalars
and photons [1]. The hidden-gauge Lagrangian, which is consistent with chiral symmetry,
provides this former interaction from the term L “ ´1

4xVµνVµν
y, from where we can get the

four-vector and three-vector interaction depicted in Figs. 1 a) and b) respectively. The last
one leads to the diagrams of Figs. 1 c) and d), where a vector meson is exchanged. However
only the a) and c) diagrams are considered because those of Fig. 1 d) represent a minor
component of s-wave (or p-wave repulsive for equal masses) and can be neglected [3]. We
make the approximation of low momenta of the external vectors compared to the mass of
the vector mesons,~k{MV „ 0, and the polarization vectors of the external vector mesons
reduce to the spatial components.

The amplitudes of the diagrams in Fig. 1 a) and c) are projected in isospin, spin and s-wave,
then, they are inserted into the Bethe-Salpeter equation, T “ p1̂´VGq´1 V, as the kernel
V, being G a diagonal matrix where the matrix elements are the two meson loop functions
for each channel, which are evaluated by means of dimensional regularization. In the
complex plane of

?
s, bound states appear as poles over the real axis and below thresholds

on the first Riemann sheet. In contrast, resonances are identified by poles on the second
Riemann sheet above the thresholds of the channels which are open. The convolution of the
G two-meson function loop is included to take into account the width of ρ and K˚ mesons
decaying in 2π and πK respectively. The use of the convoluted loop function provides
larger widths of the states than without convolution, but the width obtained by means of
this mechanism is small. Another way to consider the decay of the vector mesons into pairs
of pseudoscalar is to include a box-type Feynman diagram where all the lines of the box
are pseudoscalar mesons. This diagram takes into account the decay of these VV states
into two pseudoscalars and has only JP “ 0`, 2` quantum numbers. Therefore, the states
with JP “ 1` are obtained in the model with a small width of a few KeV due to only the
convolution of the G loop function. For the evaluation of this box diagram, two form factors

are included in the PPV vertex, one is F1pq2q “
Λ2

b´m2
1

Λ2
b´pk

0
1´q0q2`|~q|2 (Model A), and the other one

is an exponential parametrization for an off-shell πpKq, Fpq2q “ eppq
0q2´|~q|2q{Λ2

, together with
this last form factor we use the experimental value of gD “ 8.95 (Model B).
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C, S IrJPs
?

s ΓApΛ “ 1400q ΓBpΛ “ 1000q State
?

sexp Γexp

1,´1 0r0`s 2848 23 25
0r1`s 2839 3 3
0r2`s 2733 11 22

1, 1 0r0`s 2683 20 44
0r1`s 2707 4ˆ 10´3 4ˆ 10´3

0r2`s 2572 7 18 Ds2p2573q 2572.6˘ 0.9 20˘ 5
1r2`s 2786 8 9

2, 0 0r1`s 3969 0 0
2, 1 1{2r1`s 4101 0 0

Table 1: Summary of the nine states obtained. The width is given for the model A, ΓA,
and B, ΓB. All the quantities here are in MeV.

3 Results

3.1 Resonances from the VV interaction

We evaluate the pole positions in the sectors where we find attractive interaction and
calculate the couplings to each channel from the residue of the amplitudes. In the sectors
C “ 1; S “ ´1; I “ 0, C “ 1; S “ 1; I “ 0, 1, C “ 2; S “ 0; I “ 0, C “ 2; S “ 1; I “ 1{2 the
interaction is atractive enough to get bound states or resonances whereas the attraction is
too small to bind the system or repulsive in the sectors C “ 0; S “ 1; I “ 1{2 (hidden charm),
C “ 1; S “ ´1; I “ 1, C “ 1; S “ 2; I “ 1{2, C “ 2; S “ 0; I “ 1 and C “ 2; S “ 2; I “ 0. In
Table 1 we give a summary of the states obtained for the models A and B with Λ “ 1400
and 1000 respectively, together with the only experimental counterpart observed so far. The
evaluation of the coupling constants show that the three states found in the C “ 1; S “
´1; I “ 0 sector couple strongly to D˚K˚ (the only possible channel in this sector). This
sector is flavor exotic and there is not any experimental counterpart observed yet. In the
C “ 1; S “ 1 sector, three states are found for I “ 0 coupling mostly to D˚K˚, being the
other two channels, D˚s ω and D˚s φ, less dominant. For I “ 1 one state is found that couples
to D˚K˚ and D˚s ρ, also in this case the D˚K˚ contribution is dominant. In this sector, the
state with I “ 0 and J “ 2 is assigned to the Ds2p2572q. In the sectors C “ 2; S “ 0 and
C “ 2; S “ 1 only one state for J “ 1 is found for each sector, coupling to D˚D˚ and D˚D˚s
respectively. These two sectors are also flavor exotic and there is not any observation of
such kind of states up to now.

4 Conclusions

We studied dynamically generated resonances from vector-vector interaction in the charm-
strange and hidden-charm sectors and extended for the first time the formalism to flavor
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exotic sectors. Our analysis of the T matrix resulted in nine bound states, with only one that
has an experimental counterpart, the D˚s2p2573q. We get new narrow structures with C “ 1,
S “ ´1 and C “ 2, S “ 0, 1 that cannot be accomodated in the qq spectrum. We encourage
to the experimentalist to look for these new flavor exotic states at the PANDA/FAIR facility.
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We present results for the low-lying spectrum of D and Ds mesons from a lattice QCD calcula-

tion on 2+1 flavor Clover-Wilson configurations generated by the PACS-CS collaboration. In

particular S- and P-wave states of charmed and charmed-strange mesons are explored for pion

masses down to 156MeV. For the heavy quark, the Fermilab method is employed. In addition

to ground states, some excited states are extracted using the variational method. To check our

setup, calculations of the charmonium spectrum are also carried out. For charmonium, the

low-lying spectrum agrees favorably with experiment. For heavy-strange and heavy-light

systems substantial differences in comparison to experiment values remain in channels with

nearby scattering states.

1 Introduction

The spectrum of charmed mesons contains states for which quark model expectations [1] did
not hold. In particular, the charmed-strange mesons D‹s0p2317q and Ds1p2460q, which in the
limit of an infinitely heavy quark form a pair of mass-degenerate states with jP “ 1

2 (where j
the total angular momentum of the light quark and P is parity) turn out to be narrow states
with masses below the DK and D‹K thresholds. Due to their unanticipated properties, it has
been conjectured that these states are not of a simple qq nature. Lattice QCD is ideally suited
to calculate the properties of hadrons from first principles. In recent years conceptional and
algorithmic improvements have enabled calculations with light dynamical quarks in boxes
of size «2.5fm and with fine lattice spacings. We present results from a recent calculation of
charmonium and charmed mesons using dynamical gauge configurations with light sea
quarks corresponding to pion masses as low as 156MeV, which is a significant improvement
over previous simulations which employed either the quenched approximation or very
heavy sea quarks. The following section summarizes the technical aspects of our simulation
and the last section presents selected results. For more details please refer to the full
published results [2].
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2 Technicalities

For this study 2+1 Clover-Wilson configurations generated by the PACS-CS collaboration [3]
have been used. While the mass of the strange quark is kept close to its physical mass, pions
made from light up and down quarks range from 702 MeV to 156 MeV. The number of
lattice points is 323 ˆ 64 and the lattice spacing has been determined [3] to be 0.907p13qfm.
Table 1 shows some of the run parameters and the number of configurations used.

Ensemble cphqsw κu{d κs #configs D{Ds

1 1.52617 0.13700 0.13640 200/200
2 1.52493 0.13727 0.13640 -/200
3 1.52381 0.13754 0.13640 200/200
4 1.52327 0.13754 0.13660 -/200
5 1.52326 0.13770 0.13640 200/348
6 1.52264 0.13781 0.13640 198/198

Table 1: Run parameters for the PACS-CS lattices [3]. All gauge configurations have been
generated with the inverse gauge coupling β “ 1.90 and the light quark clover coefficient
cplqsw “ 1.715. The quantity cphqsw denotes the heavy quark clover coefficient.

For the charm quarks we use the Fermilab method [4–6]. In this approach the spin-averaged
kinetic mass of the charmed-strange mesons is tuned to assume its physical value. Once the
tuning has been done, differences in the rest masses are to be compared to experiment. The
resulting charm quark hopping parameter κc is listed in Table 1.

The spectrum results are obtained using the variational method [7, 8]. For a given set of
quantum numbers a matrix Cptqij of interpolating fields is constructed

Cptqij “
ÿ

n
e´tEn 〈0|Oi|n〉

〈
n|O:j |0

〉
.(1)

On each time slice the generalized eigenvalue problem (GEVP) is solved

Cptq~ψpkq “ λpkqptqCpt0q~ψ
pkq,(2)

λpkqptq9e´tEk

´

1`O
´

e´t∆Ek

¯¯

.

Asymptotically only a single state contributes to each eigenvalue. For details of our quark
sources, which contain Jacobi-smeared [9, 10] and derivative sources [11, 12] please refer to
the published results [2].
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Figure 1: Left panel: Mass splittings in the charmonium spectrum compared to the spin-
averaged ground state mass pMηc ` 3MJΨq{4. Right panel: Same for charmed mesons.

3 Results

In this section we present a selection of results for charmed mesons and for charmonium.
The charmonium spectrum below the DD and D‹D thresholds is a good test case for our
setup2, as it contains only well established and uncontroversial states that are all believed
to be predominantly of a qq nature and as our tuning procedure uses no input from the
charmonium spectrum. The results we obtain for the lightest sea quarks are plotted in
the left panel of Figure 1. Some additional results are also shown in Table 2. In general
our charmonium results agree qualitatively with the experimental spectrum. The Spin-
dependent splittings displayed in Table 2 are expected to be sensitive to discretization
effects and we expect that these are the dominant reason for underestimating the splittings
compared to experiment.

Mass difference Our results [MeV] Experiment [MeV]

1S hyperfine 97.8˘ 0.5˘ 1.4 116.6˘ 1.2
1P spin-orbit 37.5˘ 2.4˘ 0.5 46.6˘ 0.1

1P tensor 10.44˘ 1.13˘ 0.15 16.25˘ 0.07
2S hyperfine 48˘ 18˘ 1 49˘ 4

Table 2: Spin dependent mass splitting in the Charmonium spectrum.

The right panel of Figure 1 shows the D and Ds spectrum as extracted from our simulation
on the ensemble with the lightest sea quark mass. We obtain reasonable values for the
hyperfine splittings and for the pairs of states corresponding to the multiplet with jP “ 3

2 in

2in particular with regard to the discretization of the heavy charm quark
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Figure 2: Measured energy levels for the D‹s0 (left panel) and Ds1 (right panel) ground
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plotted with respect to the spin-averaged Ds ground state. The plus signs denote the DK
and D‹K scattering levels on the lattice (black) and in nature (red). At our lowest pion
mass the artificially heavy scattering states are very close to the measured ground state
energy.

the heavy quark limit. While light sea quarks are important for several of the states, the
doublets corresponding to jP “ 1

2 in the heavy quark limit show a substantial difference
compared to experiment, which is hard to explain by discretization effects alone. For these
states the nearby DK and D‹K thresholds may play an important role. Figure 2 compares
the measured energy levels in the lattice simulation with the experimental resonance and the
relevant scattering threshold from experiment. It can be seen that the scattering threshold
in our simulation is slightly unphysical. While the state we observe seems to coincide
with the scattering threshold at the smallest pion mass, this is no longer the case for larger
pion masses and the overlaps of the state with our interpolator basis (as encoded in the
eigenvectors of the GEVP) suggests that we see the same state at all pion masses. In light of
this, further studies should include the relevant multi-meson states in the variational basis,
which is challenging from a computational point of view.
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The Physics Potential of SuperB
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SuperB is a major new European e`e´ collider facility to be built in Italy that will provide a

precise study of the structure of New Physics beyond the Standard Model at energy scales

above the LHC as well as a comprehensive program of Standard Model physics. In this article,

I review the physics opportunities, the status of the accelerator and detector studies, and the

future plans.

1 Introduction

The new SuperB facility will investigate the consequences for flavour physics of any discov-
eries at the LHC and search for New Physics (NP) signatures at energy scales that exceed the
direct search capabilities of the LHC. A super-flavour factory will also be able to improve
the precision and sensitivity of the previous generation of flavour factories by factors of
five to ten. The sides and angles of the Unitarity Triangle will be determined to an accuracy
of „ 1%. Limits on Lepton Flavour Violation (LFV) in τ decays will be improved by two
orders of magnitude. It will become feasible to search for CP violation (CPV) in charm
mixing. Extensive searches for new states in bottomium and charmonium spectroscopy will
be achieved. New precision measurements of electroweak properties, such as the running
of the weak mixing angle sin2 θW with energy, should become possible.

Flavour physics is an ideal tool for indirect searches for NP. Both mixing and CPV in B and
D mesons occur at the loop level in the Standard Model (SM) and therefore can be subject
to NP corrections. New virtual particles occurring in the loops or tree diagrams can also
change the predicted branching fractions or angular distributions of rare decays. Current
experimental limits indicate NP with trivial flavour couplings has a scale in the 10-100 TeV
range, which is much higher than the 1 TeV scale suggested by SM Higgs physics. This
means that either the NP scale can not be seen in direct searches at the LHC or the NP scale
is close to 1 TeV and therefore the flavour structure of the NP must be very complex. In
either case, indirect searches provide a way of understanding the new phenomena in great
detail.

SuperB is an asymmetric e`e´ collider with a 1.3 km circumference. The design calls
for 6.7 GeV positrons colliding with 4.18 GeV electrons at a centre of mass energy

?
s “
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10.58 GeV. The boost βγ “ 0.238 is approximately half the value used at BABAR [1]. The
electron beam can be 60%-80% polarized. The design luminosity is 1036 cm´2s´1 and data
taking is expected to start in the latter part of this decade with a delivered integrated
luminosity of 75 ab´1 over five years. It should be possible to exceed the baseline luminosity
specification, leading to the prospect of collecting 20-40 ab´1 per year in later years.

In the following sections, I discuss the physics potential of some of the key measurements to
be made at the SuperB factory with an integrated luminosity of 75 ab´1. In addition, there
is a comprehensive program for Bs at the Υp5Sq resonance, bottomium and charmonium
spectroscopy, ISR physics, g-2 hadronic contributions, and two-photon interactions, to name
just a few.

2 Physics Potential

Both BABAR and Belle [2] have successfully measured the CKM Unitarity Triangle angles α,
β and γ [3]. Although there are discrepancies in some measurements, overall everything is
consistent to a few sigma. Increasing the statistics will show if these tensions are real and
possible signs of NP. It will be possible to measure the angles α and γ to 1´ 2%, and β to
0.1%. |Vcb| and |Vub| can be measured to 1% and 2% accuracy, respectively, in both inclusive
and exclusive semileptonic decays. The production of copious amounts of charm decays
could lead to the measurement of the charm Unitarity Triangle parameters. Figure 1 shows
the ρ-η plane with current and predicted experimental measurements, assuming the current
measurements maintain their central values.

Figure 1: Regions corresponding to 95% probability for ρ and η with current measure-
ments (left) and with SuperB precision assuming the current central values (right).
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H` MFV non-MFV NP Right-hand LTH SUSY models
high tanβ Z-penguins currents AC RVV2 AKM δLL FBMSSM

Bpτ Ñ µγq L L M L L
Bpτ Ñ µµµq L
BpB Ñ τν, µνq L-CKM
BpB Ñ Kp˚qννq M L M M M M M
SK0

Sπ0γ L
Angle β (∆S) L-CKM L L M M L L
ACPpB Ñ Xsγq L M M M M L L
BpB Ñ Xsγq L M M
BpB Ñ Xsllq M M M
AFBpB Ñ Kp˚qllq M M M L L
Charm mixing L M M M M
CPV in Charm L L

Table 1: The golden matrix of observables versus a sample of NP scenarios. MFV is a
representative Minimal Flavour Violation model; LTH is a Littlest Higgs Model with T
Parity. A number of explicit SUSY models are included [6]. L denotes a large effect, M a
measurable effect and L-CKM indicates a measurement that requires precise measurement
of the CKM matrix. ∆S is the difference in the angle β between b Ñ s penguin-dominated
transitions and b Ñ ccs decays.

SuperB will make precision measurements of a series of “Golden Modes”. The SM predic-
tions for these modes are well calculated and they can be cleanly measured experimentally.
NP scenarios can be differentiated by comparing the measured values with NP predictions.
Table 1 shows just some of the key measurements and a sample of NP models.

In 2-Higgs-doublet (2HDM-II) and MSSM models, the decay B Ñ τν is sensitive to the
presence of a charged Higgs H´ replacing the SM W´. SuperB will be able to exclude
masses up to „ 2´ 3 TeV for values of tan β up to 80. The region of charged Higgs mass
versus tan β that can be excluded is shown in Figure 2 for both the 2HDM-II and MSSM
models. This includes the current 20% uncertainty from fb and Vub that can be expected to
be much reduced in the future.

SuperB can access the off-diagonal elements of generic squark mass matrices in the MSSM
model using the mass insertion approximation. These can not be seen by the LHC general
purpose detectors. As an example, SuperB is sensitive to non-zero values of the matrix
element pδd

23qLL,LR for gluino masses in the 1-10 TeV range through decays such as b Ñ sγ

and b Ñ sl`l´ (Figure 3).

An almost equal number of τ`τ´ pairs are produced as BB pairs at the Υp4Sq resonance.
Current experimental 90% confidence level upper limits on τ LFV are in the 10´8 ´ 10´7

range, depending on the decay. In the very clean environment of SuperB, upper limits on τ

LFV can be achieved down to a level of 2ˆ 10´10 for τ Ñ µµµ and SuperB can measure the
upper limits in „ 50 other τ decay modes. Background-free modes should scale with the
luminosity while other modes will scale with

?
L or better, thanks to re-optimized analysis

techniques. In τ Ñ µγ for example, LFV is predicted at the level 10´10 ´ 10´7 depending
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Figure 2: The mass of the charged Higgs versus tan β from B Ñ τν decays for a 2HDM-II
(left) and MSSM (right) model. The dark (red) region is excluded assuming the BABAR and
Belle datasets are combined and the light (green) region shows the exclusion potential of
SuperB.

Figure 3: Left: The shaded (red) region shows where a measurement can be made (defined
as a 3σ significance) of the matrix element pδd

23qLL,LR as a function of gluino mass in an
MSSM model from measurements involving a b Ñ s transition. Right: the expected
precision on charm mixing parameters from combining BES-III and SuperB ψp3770q and
Υp4Sq data.

on the NP model. SU(5) SUSY GUT models predict τ Ñ µγ branching fractions between
10´7 and 10´9 depending on the NP phase, so the majority of the parameter space is within
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the expected SuperB sensitivity of 2ˆ 10´9.

Figure 4: Left: Measurements of sin2 θw as a function of energy ( GeV). The size of the bar
at an energy „ 10.6 GeV representing the SuperB measurement is approximately the same
size as the error. Right: Measured masses of newly observed states positioned according
to their most likely quantum numbers.

CPV in charm decays is expected to be very low in the SM (ă 1%) so its detection would be
a clear indicator of NP. Current values for the mixing parameters x and y from HFAG [3]
fits give p0.63˘ 0.20q% and p0.75˘ 0.12q%, respectively, allowing for CPV [4]. At SuperB,
the errors should reduce to 0.07% and 0.02%, respectively. If the results are combined with
expected results from BES-III and a dedicated SuperB 500 fb´1 run („ 4 months running)
at the D D threshold, the BES-III/CLEO-c physics programme can be repeated leading to
a further reduction in these errors to 0.02% and 0.01%, respectively. This is shown in the
right-hand plot of Figure 3.

If a polarised electron beam is available, many of the upper limits on τ LFV modes can
be improved by an additional factor of two. The polarisation also allows for the search
for τ EDM at a level of 2 ˆ 10´19e cm and measurement of the τ anomalous magnetic
moment ∆ατ with an error of 10´6. The value of sin2 θw can be measured with an accuracy
˘1.8ˆ 10´4 at Q “ 10.58 GeV and so help understand the discrepancy in the measurements
from LEP, SLD and NuTev [5]. This is shown in the left-hand plot of Figure 4 where the size
of the bar at Q “ 10.58 GeV represents the expected error on the SuperB measurement. It
may even be possible to measure sin2 θw at the ψp3770qmass if polarisation can be achieved.

The B-Factories and the Tevatron have discovered heavy bound states that do not fit into the
conventional meson interpretation. However, apart from some exceptions like the Xp3872q,
they have only been observed in a single decay channel with a significance only just above
5σ. The right-hand plot of Figure 4 shows some of the newly discovered states. Possible
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explanations include hybrids, molecules, tetraquarks and threshold effects. SuperB’s ability
to run at the ΥpnSq resonances and charm threshold provides a unique opportunity for
testing low- and high-energy QCD predictions. Predicting the expected rates for poorly
measured resonances is of course hard and work is on-going to improve the extrapolations.
The B Ñ Xp3872qK decays should produce „ 2k´ 10k events in each of their main decay
channels. Yp4260q Ñ J{ψ π`π´ will have „ 45k events, while „ 4.5k events can be expected
for both Yp4350q and Yp4660q decaying to ψp2Sqπ`π´. It should be possible to confirm the
existence of the Z`1 p4050q, Z`p4430q and Z`2 p4430q as SuperB will collect between 150k´ 2M
events of the relevant fully reconstructed final states J{ψ π`K, ψp2Sqπ`K, and χcJπ

`K.

3 Status of the project

The physics potential [6], and the detector [7] and accelerator [8] plans have been extensively
documented. The accelerator parameters are close to final for operating in the ψp3770q to
Υp5Sq energy range and the accelerator will reuse large parts of the SLAC PEP-II hardware.
The campus of Tor Vergata University, Rome, was chosen as the site at the end of May 2011.
Data taking should begin five to six years after construction begins.
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Slight sophistications of the QCD sum-rule formalism may have great impact on the reliability

of predicted hadron observables, as exemplified for the case of heavy-meson decay constants.

Quark–Hadron Duality. The extraction of the decay constant fP of any ground-state heavy
pseudoscalar meson P from QCD sum rules [1–3] is a two-phase process: First, the operator
product expansion (OPE) for the Borel-transformed correlation function of the two relevant
pseudoscalar heavy-light currents has to be derived. Second, even if all parameters of this
OPE were known exactly, the knowledge of merely truncated OPEs for correlators allows to
extract bound-state features with only a limited accuracy, reflecting an intrinsic uncertainty
of the QCD sum-rule formalism. Controlling this uncertainty poses a delicate challenge [4].
We consider mesons P ” pQ qq of mass MP composed of heavy quarks Q and light quarks q.
The assumption of quark–hadron duality entails a relation between the hadronic ground-state
contribution and the QCD correlator truncated at a certain effective continuum threshold seff:

(1) f 2
P M4

P expp´M2
P τq “ Πdualpτ, seffq ”

ż seff

pmQ`mqq2
ds expp´s τq ρpertpsq `Πpowerpτq .

Obviously, in order to be able to extract fP one has to develop a procedure determining seff.
Borel transformations introduce a mass parameter ĂM, included here in the form τ ” 1{ĂM2.
A crucial, albeit rather trivial, observation is that seff must be a function of τ. Otherwise, the
two members of (1) exhibit different τ-behaviour. The exact effective continuum threshold,
which would reproduce the true values of hadron mass and decay constant on the left-hand
side of (1), is, clearly, not known. Therefore, our ideas of extracting hadron parameters from
sum rules consist in attempting to obtain a reliable approximation to the exact threshold seff
and to control the accuracy of this approximation. In a recent series of publications [5], we
have constructed all procedures, techniques, and algorithms required to achieve this goal:
With our concept of seffpτq, we define dual mass Mdual and dual decay constant fdual of P by

M2
dualpτq ” ´

d
dτ

log Πdualpτ, seffpτqq , f 2
dualpτq ” M´4

P exppM2
P τqΠdualpτ, seffpτqq .

1dmitri_melikhov@gmx.de
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If the ground-state mass’ actual value MP is known, the deviation of our dual ground-state
mass Mdual from this MP indicates the amount of excited-state contributions picked up by
our dual correlator Πdualpτ, seffpτqq. Assuming specific Ansätze for our function seffpτq and
requiring least deviation of our Mdual from the true MP in the range of admissible values of
the Borel parameter τ leads to a variational solution for the effective threshold. With seffpτq

at hand, we find the P-meson’s decay constant from the second of the above dual relations.
The traditional assumption for the effective threshold is that it is a (τ-independent) constant.
In addition to this very crude approximation, we consider for seffpτq also polynomials in τ.
It is easy to imagine that a τ-dependent threshold greatly facilitates reproducing the true
mass value MP. This implies that a dual correlator with τ-dependent threshold isolates the
ground state to much higher extent and is less plagued by excited-state contamination than
a dual correlator with the conventional, but naïve, τ-independent threshold. Consequently,
the accuracies of extracted hadron observables are drastically improved. Recent experience
from various quantum-mechanical test grounds reveals that the band of results computed
from linear, quadratic, and cubic Ansätze for seffpτq encompasses the exact fP value [5] and
that the extraction procedures in quantum mechanics and in QCD are (even quantitatively)
very similar [6]. For all the details of our improved sum-rule approach, consult Refs. [2–7].

OPE and Heavy-Quark Mass Scheme. A close inspection shows that for both heavy-light
correlators and resulting decay constants the choice of the precise mass scheme adopted for
defining the heavy-quark mass is crucial. The OPE for the correlator (1) to three-loop order
was derived in terms of the heavy-quark pole mass in [8]. An alternative is to reorganize the
perturbative expansions in terms of the heavy-quark running MS mass [9]. Figure 1 presents
the B-meson decay constant fB resulting from both choices. In each case, a constant effective
threshold [differing, of course, for pole (s0) and MS (s0) mass scheme] is fixed by requiring
maximum stability of the fB value obtained. From this exercise we gain important insights:

(a) In the pole-mass scheme, the perturbative series for the decay constant shows no sign of
convergence. The separate contributions of LO, NLO, and NNLO terms are of similar size.
Accordingly, the pole-mass-scheme result for fB significantly underestimates its true value.
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Figure 1: Dual decay constants fdual of the B meson extracted, for constant thresholds
(—)
s0 ,

from the correlator (1) expressed in terms of the b-quark’s pole (left) and MS (right) mass.
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(b) Reorganizing the perturbative series in terms of the heavy-quark MS mass generates an
impressively distinct hierarchy of the perturbative contributions. Our dual decay constant fdual
obtained using the MS scheme proves to be some 40% larger than in the pole-mass scheme.

(c) Interestingly, in both mass schemes the decay constant exhibits perfect stability in a wide
range of the Borel parameter τ. This clearly tells us that mere Borel stability is not sufficient
to ensure the reliability of a sum-rule extraction of bound-state features. Repeatedly [4], we
tried to draw the attention of sum-rule practitioners to this observation; nevertheless, some
authors seem to be content with Borel stability as a proof of the trustability of their findings.

In view of the above, we adopt the OPE expressed in terms of running MS quark masses [9].

Decay Constants of D and Ds [2,3]. Straightforward application of our sum-rule algorithm
yields, as our predictions for the decay constants of the charmed pseudoscalar mesons Dpsq,

fD “ p206.2˘ 7.3pOPEq ˘ 5.1psystqq MeV ,

fDs “ p245.3˘ 15.7pOPEq ˘ 4.5psystqq MeV .

Herein, the OPE-related errors are computed by bootstrap studies allowing the parameters
induced by QCD (i.e., quark masses, αs, and condensates) to vary in their respective ranges.
We observe perfect agreement of our results with the corresponding lattice QCD outcomes.
Let us emphasize that the τ-dependent effective threshold constitutes the crucial ingredient
for a successful prediction of decay constants of charmed heavy mesons by the sum rule (1).
Standard τ-independent approximations entail a much lower value for the D-meson decay
constant, fD, that resides rather far from both the experimental data and the lattice findings.

Decay Constants of B and Bs [2]. Our QCD sum-rule results for the decay constants fBpsq of
the pseudoscalar beauty mesons Bpsq turn out to be extremely sensitive to the input value of
the b-quark mass; for instance, the b-quark’s MS-mass range mbpmbq “ p4.163˘ 0.016q GeV
[10] gives results that are barely compatible with recent lattice computations of these decay
constants. However, inverting the logic by requiring our sum-rule result for fB to match the
average of these lattice calculations provides the very precise value of the b-quark MS mass

mbpmbq “ p4.245˘ 0.025q GeV .

The corresponding estimates for fB and fBs emerging within our sum-rule prescriptions are

fB “ p193.4˘ 12.3pOPEq ˘ 4.3psystqq MeV ,

fBs “ p232.5˘ 18.6pOPEq ˘ 2.4psystqq MeV .

Summary and Conclusions.

1. The τ-dependence of effective thresholds emerges naturally when one attempts to render
the duality relation exact. Let us emphasize two facts: (a) In principle, this τ-dependence is
not in conflict with the properties of quantum field theories. (b) Our analysis of Dpsq mesons
indicates that it will indeed raise the quality of the resulting sum-rule predictions decisively.
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2. Our study of charmed mesons clearly demonstrates that using Borel-parameter-dependent
thresholds leads to lots of essential improvements: (i) The accuracy of sum-rule predictions
for decay constants is significantly increased. (ii) It has become possible to extract a realistic
systematic error and to diminish it to the level of a few percent. (iii) Our prescription brings
the QCD sum-rule approach into perfect agreement with both lattice QCD and experiment.

3. The beauty-meson decay constants fBpsq are extremely sensitive to the choice of the b-quark
mass: Regarding this as a kind of serendipity and matching our QCD sum-rule outcome for
fB to the corresponding average of lattice evaluations enables us to arrive at a rather precise
estimate of mbpmbq in good agreement with several lattice results but which, unfortunately,
has no overlap with a recent, rather accurate determination [10]; for details, consult Ref. [2].
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First mass measurements at LHCb
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At LHCb the first preliminary mass measurements of fully reconstructed b-hadron states in

modes decaying to a J{ψ have been performed using „ 35 pb´1 of data collected during

2010. The systematics on the alignment of the tracking system and the momentum scale

calibration are addressed. In this note precise mass measurements for B0, B`, Bs, Bc and Λb

are presented.

1 Introduction

Hadrons are made of quarks and gluons bound together by the strong interaction described
by QCD. The hadron mass is a simple property that can be used to test QCD.

The LHCb experiment is dedicated to explore CP violation and rare decays of b- and c-
hadrons at the LHC [1]. The mass measurement relies both on the tracking system that
combined with the dipole magnet, gives a good momentum resolution, and on the capability
to identify muons of the muon detector.

2 Selection

Mass measurements have been performed using six exclusive decay modes (and charge-
conjugate) with a J{ψ in the final state: B` Ñ J{ψK`, B0 Ñ J{ψK˚0, B0 Ñ J{ψK0

s , B0
s Ñ J{ψφ

and Λb Ñ J{ψΛ, B`c Ñ J{ψπ` with J{ψ Ñ µ`µ´, φ Ñ K`K´, K˚0 Ñ K´π`, K0
s Ñ π`π´

and Λ Ñ pπ´. The selection [2, 3] is based on kinematic and topological variables such
as goodness of the vertex fit, transverse momentum, impact parameter, b-hadron lifetime
and Particle Identification (PID). A mass constrained vertex fit for J{ψ, K0

s and Λ has been
performed to improve the b-hadron mass resolution.

1roberta.cardinale@ge.infn.it
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3 Selected Events Mass Distributions

The mass distributions of the selected candidates for two of the different considered channels
are reported in Figure 1 together with the results of an unbinned maximum likelihood fit
(gaussian plus an exponential for the background).

Figure 1: Mass distribution of the selected events for B0 Ñ J{ψK˚0 and Λb Ñ J{ψΛ
channels.

4 Detector Alignment and Momentum Scale Calibration

A good alignment of the detector is essential to perform precise mass measurements. Both
J{ψ Ñ µ`µ´ decay high momentum tracks and D0 Ñ Kπ decays have been used. A shift
in the J{ψ mass across 2010 data taking period has been detected and has been correlated
to temperature variations of the Trigger Tracker during 2010 data taking period (Figure 2).
Since Trigger Tracker modules are mounted on aluminium cooling plate, the variation of
temperature gives a contraction of the modules of 400 µm that is not negligible compared
with the intrinsic resolution of the detector p50 µm). Therefore a run dependent alignment
has been performed.

Run
0 100 200 300 400 500

]2
) [

M
eV

/c
M

(J
/

3090
3092
3094
3096
3098
3100

 = 7 TeV DatasLHCb Preliminary 

Figure 2: J{ψ mass across 2010 data taking period: three shifts corresponding to the three
operating temperature changes are observed around run number 470, 510 and 530.
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Decay Measured mass [ MeV{c2] PDG average [ MeV{c2]

Υp1Sq Ñ µ`µ´ 9459.90˘ 0.54 9460.30˘ 0.26
J{ψ Ñ µ`µ´ 3096.97˘ 0.01 3096.916˘ 0.011
D0 Ñ K´π` 1864.75˘ 0.07 1864.83˘ 0.14
K0

S Ñ π`π´ 497.62˘ 0.01 497.61˘ 0.02
ψp2Sq Ñ J{ψπ`π´ 3686.12˘ 0.06 3686.09˘ 0.04

Table 1: Validation of the momentum scale using two body decays pΥ, D0, K0
s q and

ψp2Sq Ñ J{ψπ`π´.

Another important step for mass measurements is the calibration of the momentum scale
obtained using the J{ψ Ñ µ`µ´ decays. The momentum measurement has to be corrected
with a precision better than 10´3. After the run dependent alignment and the momentum
scale calibration the variation of the J{ψ mass over time is at the level of ∆m{m “ 10´5.The
momentum scale calibration procedure has been validated using other two body resonance
decay modes pΥ, D0, K0

s q and ψp2Sq Ñ J{ψπ`π´ decay. The agreement of the measured
masses with the PDG values [4] is good (Table 1). The momentum scale factor from those
decays has been evaluated to be known at the level of 10´4.

5 Results and Systematic Uncertainties

Several systematics have been evaluated. Signal and background have been modeled using
different functions. Systematic uncertainties are assigned associated with the precision of
the momentum scale knowledge, of the detector description (energy loss correction) and of
the detector alignment.

The measured mass at LHCb are reported below and compared with the other available
measurements in Figure 3. If mass differences are considered the systematic error related to

MpB` Ñ J{ψK`q = 5279.27˘ 0.11 pstatq ˘ 0.20 psystqMeV{c2

MpB0 Ñ J{ψK˚0q = 5279.54˘ 0.15 pstatq ˘ 0.16 psystqMeV{c2

MpB0 Ñ J{ψK0
s q = 5279.61˘ 0.29 pstatq ˘ 0.20 psystqMeV{c2

MpB0
s Ñ J{ψφq = 5366.60˘ 0.28pstatq ˘ 0.21psystqMeV{c2

MpΛb Ñ J{ψΛq = 5619.49˘ 0.70 pstatq ˘ 0.19 psystqMeV{c2

MpB`c Ñ J{ψπ`q = 6268.0˘ 4.0 pstatq ˘ 0.6 psystqMeV{c2

the determination of the average momentum scale largely cancels.
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MpB0 Ñ J{ψK˚q ´MpB` Ñ J{ψK`q = 0.27 ˘ 0.19 pstatq ˘ 0.12 psystq
MpB0 Ñ J{ψK0

Sq ´MpB` Ñ J{ψK`q = 0.34 ˘ 0.31 pstatq ˘ 0.10 psystq
MpB0

s Ñ J{ψφq ´MpB` Ñ J{ψK`q = 87.33 ˘ 0.30 pstatq ˘ 0.19 psystq
MpΛb Ñ J{ψΛq ´MpB` Ñ J{ψK`q = 340.22 ˘ 0.71 pstatq ˘ 0.08 psystq

MpB`c Ñ J{ψπ`q ´MpB` Ñ J{ψK`q = 988.7 ˘ 4.0 pstatq ˘ 0.5 psystq

]2 mass [MeV/c0
sB

5355 5360 5365 5370 5375 5380
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CDF

CDF

Delphi

OPAL

Aleph

 0.87±PDG average 5365.97 
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 0.37±New average 5366.47 

]2 mass [MeV/c0
sB

5355 5360 5365 5370 5375 5380
]2)  [MeV/c+) - M(B0M(B

-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2

BaBar

CDF

CLEO2

CLEO

ARGUS

CLEO

 0.06±PDG average 0.33 

)*KψLHCb Preliminary (J/

)sKψLHCb Preliminary (J/

 0.05±New average 0.33 

]2)  [MeV/c+) - M(B0M(B
-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2

Figure 3: LHCb measurements for B0
s and mass difference MpB0q ´ MpB`q compared

with current values from other experiments.

6 Conclusions

LHCb mass measurements of the b-hadrons B`, B0, B0
s , Λb and B`c agree with previous

values and significantly improve the world average precision on these quantities. In
particular, the measurements of the masses of B`, B0, B0

s and Λb are the most precise results
so far obtained. These measurements will be improved with more data, and measurements
will also be performed of other hadrons such as the Ωb and the excited B hadron states.
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P-wave spin-spin splitting and meson loops
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In quark potential models the hyperfine splitting of P-wave mesons is zero in the nonrelativistic

limit, a prediction strikingly confirmed by experiment in both charmonia and bottomonia. The

result, however, ignores the coupling of bare quarkonia to meson-meson pairs. This coupling

causes mass shifts among the states and so could potentially spoil the quark model prediction.

This turns out not to be the case: in a variety of models the hyperfine splitting remains small

despite large mass shifts. This is shown to be a generic feature of models in which the coupling

involves the creation of a light quark pair with spin-one and the quark spin wavefunctions are

conserved. This talk reports on the results of ref. [1].

In quark potential models the mass MSLJ of a meson of spin S, orbital angular momentum
L and total angular momentum J can be expressed in perturbation theory,

(1) MSLJ “ M` ∆sx
1
2

1
2yS ` ∆txTySLJ ` ∆oxL ¨ SySLJ ,

in terms of expectations values M, ∆s, ∆t and ∆o of the spin-independent, spin-spin, tensor
and spin-orbit terms. For P-wave mesons the hyperfine splitting ∆s, which can be expressed
in terms of the meson masses by taking the appropriate linear combination of the above,

(2)
1
9
`

M3P0
` 3M3P1

` 5M3P2

˘

´M1P1
“ ∆s,

is zero in the nonrelativistic limit. The experimental charmonia [2] and bottomonia [3, 4]
masses are in excellent agreement with this prediction :

Mχcp1Pq ´Mhcp1Pq “ `0.02˘ 0.19˘ 0.13 MeV(CLEO),

Mχbp1Pq ´Mhbp1Pq “ `2˘ 4˘ 1 MeV(BaBar),

Mχbp1Pq ´Mhbp1Pq “ `1.62˘ 1.52 MeV(Belle),

Mχbp2Pq ´Mhbp2Pq “ `0.48`1.57
´1.22 MeV(Belle).

The quark model result ignores the effect of the coupling of bare quarkonia to meson-meson
pairs. This “unquenching” causes mass shifts, and since the χ0, χ1, χ2 and h have different

1Timothy.Burns@roma1.infn.it
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Ref. ∆M3P0
∆M3P1

∆M3P2
∆M1P1

Ind.
[5] 1P, cc 459 496 521 504 ´1.8
[6] 1P, cc 198 215 228 219 ´1.3
[7] 1P, cc 35 38 63 52 ´2.9
[8] 1P, cc 131 152 175 162 ´0.4
[9] 1P, cc 173 180 185 182 0.0
[9] 1P, bb 43 44 45 44 ´0.4
[9] 2P, bb 55 56 58 57 0.0
[10] 1P, bb 80.777 84.823 87.388 85.785 ´0.013
[10] 2P, bb 73.578 77.608 80.146 78.522 ´0.048

Table 1: The magnitudes of the mass shifts computed in various models. The final column
“Ind.” shows the induced hyperfine splitting due to loop effects.

spin and total angular momenta, their couplings and therefore mass shifts differ. This leads
to deviations from the quenched mass formula (1), which one might expect could spoil the
quark model result.

Remarkably, this is not the case. Table 1 shows the mass shifts ∆MSLJ of P-wave cc and
bb due to coupling to pseudoscalar and vector mesons, computed in a variety of different
approaches 2. Although the mass shifts can be large, the relative shift between any two
states is much smaller, which to some extent explains the empirical success of quenched
quark models [5,9]. The relative shifts are, however, still large compared to the experimental
hyperfine splittings. It is therefore striking to note that their linear combination

(3) ´
1
9
`

∆M3P0
` 3∆M3P1

` 5∆M3P2

˘

` ∆M1P1
,

which is the correction to equation (2) due to unquenching, is much smaller still: these
induced hyperfine splittings are presented in the final column “Ind.” of the table. It thus
appears that there is some mechanism in place protecting the smallness of the hyperfine
splitting. This is particularly interesting given that the various models differ in several
respects.

A feature common to all of the models is that the coupling involves the creation of a light
quark pair in spin triplet. The quark spin and spatial degrees of freedom factorise so that
the amplitude for the coupling can be expressed as a linear combination of spatial matrix
elements weighted by angular momentum recoupling factors. For the coupling to a pair
of S-wave mesons there is a single spatial matrix element Al for each partial wave l [11].
The corresponding recoupling coefficients Cs1s2l

SLJ , for the coupling of a state with S, L and J
quantum numbers to a pair of S-wave mesons with spins s1, s2, can be deduced from the
general expression of ref. [12].

2The values quoted for ref. [10] correct a factor of 2 in the coupling of χb0 to bottom-strange meson pairs.
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For a channel described by binding energy εs1s2
SLJ and reduced mass µs1s2 , the (downward)

mass shift and meson-meson probability are, respectively,

(4) ∆Ms1s2l
SLJ “ Cs1s2l

SLJ

ż

dp
p2|Alppq|2

εs1s2
SLJ ` p2{2µs1s2

, Ps1s2l
SLJ “ Cs1s2l

SLJ

ż

dp
p2|Alppq|2

´

εs1s2
SLJ ` p2{2µs1s2

¯2 .

Introducing a quantity Xs1s2
SLJ , which parameterizes the reduced mass and binding energy

of a given channel in terms of the spin-averaged values µ and ε (those corresponding to
setting all spin splittings to zero),

(5) µs1s2 εs1s2
SLJ “ µεp1` Xs1s2

SLJ q,

the mass shift can be expressed in a power series expansion,

(6) ∆Ms1s2l
SLJ “ Cs1s2l

SLJ
µs1s2

µ

1
ε

8
ÿ

n“0

p´Xs1s2
SLJ q

n
ż

dp
p2|Alppq|2

p1` p2{2µεqn`1 .

The first two terms in the series involve the integrals in the two equations (4), but with µ

and ε in place of µs1s2 and εs1s2
SLJ . These terms can be thought of as the the spin-averaged mass

shift and meson-meson probability. Calling these ∆Ml and Pl , the approximate formula for
the mass shift due to a given channel is

(7) ∆Ms1s2l
SLJ « Cs1s2l

SLJ
µs1s2

µ

´

∆Ml ´ Xs1s2
SLJ εPl

¯

,

which turns out to be a reasonable approximation for cc and an excellent approximation
for bb. The total mass shift is the sum over those of the different channels, which is
straightforward using the properties of the coefficients Cs1s2l

SLJ . The correction (3) to the
hyperfine splitting due to channel coupling follows immediately; everything cancels except
a term proportional to ∆s,

(8) ´
1
9
`

∆M3P0
` 3∆M3P1

` 5∆M3P2

˘

` ∆M1P1
“ ´∆s

ÿ

l

Pl .

Thus to this order, in the nonrelativistic limit (∆s “ 0) the result of zero hyperfine splitting
survives corrections due to unquenching. The small hyperfine splittings in Table 1 are
indicative of the magnitude of quadratic corrections to the expansion (7), and the smallness
of Xs1s2

SLJ explains why the mechanism works even better for bb than cc.

The mechanism relies on the factorisation of quark spin and spatial degrees of freedom and
the assumption that the coupling involves the creation of a quark pair with spin one. The
observed small hyperfine splittings thus supports this picture, which is also consistent with
lattice QCD [13].

The same mechanism protects the hyperfine splitting of D-wave and higher L mesons; thus
one can predict the mass of the 1D2 bottomonium in terms of the 3D1,2,3, as in ref. [14].
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Notice in Table 1 that in each model the induced hyperfine splitting is less than (or equal to)
zero. If the physical hyperfine splitting is positive, as is favoured by the bulk of experimental
and lattice data, then in the absence of some other effect the bare potential model splitting
∆s must be positive. This may help to distinguish among different models, which disagree
on the sign of ∆s [15].

Another common feature is the hierarchy of mass splittings,

(9) ∆M3P2
ą ∆M1P1

ą ∆M3P1
ą ∆M3P0

,

which implies that unquenching brings meson masses closer together with respect to their
bare values. Comparison of quenched and unquenched lattice QCD calculations would be
an interesting test of this effect.
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We report recent results from the ALICE experiment the Large Hadron Collider on open

charmed hadron production in pp collisions at
?

s “ 2.76 and 7 TeV, and Pb–Pb collisions

at ?sNN “ 2.76 TeV. Open charmed hadrons are kinematically fully reconstructed in the

hadronic decay channels D0 Ñ K´π`, D` Ñ K´π`π`, and D˚`p2010q Ñ D0π`and iden-

tified through their invariant mass. Combinatorial background is minimized by selecting a

displaced vertex topology. Inclusive charm and beauty production is measured by detecting

electrons (muons) from semi-leptonic decays of open charmed and beauty hadrons in the

central (forward) region. Comparison to results from state-of-the-art QCD calculations is

given. First results on nuclear modifications factors in Pb–Pb collisions from hadronic and

semi-leptonic decays are presented.

1 Introduction

The ALICE experiment [1] was designed to study strongly interacting matter at the highest
temperatures and energy densities available in the laboratory, in high-energy nucleus-
nucleus collisions at the Large Hadron Collider. Heavy quarks (charm and bottom) are
unique probes for studies of bulk phenomena, due to their large mass relative to the
temperature of the medium, and are abundantly produced at LHC energies. Here, heavy-
quark production rates in pp collisions provide the essential baseline for such studies in
heavy ion collisions. In addition, quantitative understanding of heavy-quark production is
crucial in the search for new physics phenomena at the LHC, where heavy-quark production
often comprises an important and irreducible background [2].

For hard processes in nucleus-nucleus pAAq collisions, in the absence of any nuclear
medium effects their production rates are expected to scale with the number xNcolly of
binary nucleon-nucleon collisions when compared to pp rates. The nuclear modification
factor to quantify this relationship is defined as:

(1) RAAppTq “
1

xNcolly
¨

dNAA{dpT

dNpp{dpT
“

1
xTAAy

¨
dNAA{dpT

dσpp{dpT

1kschweda@cern.ch
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which equals unity in case of no nuclear effects. Here, xTAAy is the average nuclear overlap
function calculated in a Glauber model of the nucleus-nucleus collision geometry.

The heavy-quark detection performance of ALICE is described in detail in [3]. The main
components for these measurements in the central region of ALICE are the Inner Tracking
System (ITS) covering a radial distance of 3.9 cm to 43.0 cm from the collision vertex and
based on high-granularity silicon technology, surrounded by a Time Projection Chamber
(TPC) embedded in a magnetic field of 0.5 T. Both components provide high-precision track-
ing of charged particles in the pseudo-rapidity range |η| ă 0.9, with a relative momentum
resolution of better than 4% at pT ă 20 GeV/c and a pointing resolution to the collision
vertex of better than 75(20) µm at pT ą 1p20q GeV/c in the plane transverse to the beam
direction. Particle identification is provided by the specific energy deposit dE/dx in the TPC
gas, and time-of–flight. Electrons at transverse momenta below 6 GeV/c are identified by a
combination of dE/dx and time-of–flight, and above 2 GeV/c by the Transition Radiation
Detector and in the Electromagnetic Calorimeter. Muons are identified utilizing a frontal
absorber with a thickness of ten interaction lengths λI , and a muon filter of thickness 7λI

covering the pseudo-rapidity range ´4 ă η ă ´2.5. Data were recorded using a minimum
bias trigger selection which was defined by a signal present in either of two scintillator
hodoscopes positioned at forward and backward direction, or in the ITS of the central
barrel.

2 Calibrating the probe in pp collisions at
?

s = 7 TeV

Open charmed hadrons within |y| ă 0.5 are fully reconstructed in the channels D0 Ñ K´π`,
D` Ñ K´π`π`, and D˚`p2010q Ñ D0π` and their charge conjugates and identified through

Figure 1: Differential production cross section of prompt D0, D`, and D˚`mesons and
their charge conjugates within the rapidity interval |y| ă 0.5 in pp collisions at

?
s “ 7 TeV

and predictions from pQCD calculations [4, 5].

their invariant mass. Combinatorial background is minimized by selecting a displaced
vertex topology, i.e. the separation of tracks stemming from the secondary vertex of the
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weakly decaying D meson that is displaced from the primary collision vertex. Particle iden-
tification, especially of charged kaons, further reduces the background. The contribution of
secondary D mesons from the decay of B mesons is corrected for, and amounts to about 15%
estimated from production cross sections using FONLL [4] and applying reconstruction
efficiencies obtained from detailed detector simulations. The prompt D meson production
cross section is shown in Fig. 1.

The measured spectrum covers the transverse momentum range from 2 - 12 GeV/c with
an integrated luminosity of Lint “ 1.6 nb´1. With four times more statistics on tape from
the year 2010 data taking, we expect to extend the momentum range down to 1 GeV/c and
up to at least 20 GeV/c. Results from calculations based on perturbative QCD [4, 5] are in
agreement with measurement within uncertainties.

Figure 2: Open charm production cross section extrapolated to full phase space at various
center-of-mass energies [8–12].

The measured cross sections were extrapolated to full phase space by scaling the measured
cross section by the ratio of the total cross section over the cross section in the experimentally
covered phase space calculated with FONLL. Systematic uncertainties of the calculation
were estimated as follows: the renormalization and factorization scale variables µR and µF

were varied up and down by a factor of two with the additional constraint 0.5 ă µR{µF ă 2.0,
the charm quark mass was varied independently within 0.20 GeV/c2 around the central
value at mc “ 1.5 GeV/c2, uncertainties in the parton distribution functions were estimated
using the CTEQ6.6 PDF error eigenvectors. The total charm production cross section was
estimated for each species of D meson separately by dividing the total D meson production
cross section by the relative production yield for a charm quark hadronizing to a particular
species of D meson. The relative production yields have been measured at LEP at the
Z-resonance [6, 7] and have been applied to our results. We then calculated the weighted
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average of the total charm production cross section from the extrapolated values for D0, D`,
and D˚`. The dependence of the total charm production cross section [8–12] on the collision
energy is shown in Fig. 2. The error boxes around the ATLAS and ALICE points denote the
extrapolation uncertainties alone, whilst the error bars are the overall uncertainties. The
black curves show results from next-to-leading-order predictions from the MNR calculation
framework, together with its uncertainties. Note that all data points populate the upper
band of the theoretical prediction.

Electrons from semi-leptonic decays of heavy quarks were extracted from the inclusive
electron spectrum by subtracting a cocktail of background electrons with the dominant
contributions from π0 and η Dalitz decays and decays of the vector mesons ρ, ω, and φ

as well as photon conversions to electron-positron pairs in the detector material [13]. The
yields for neutral mesons were taken from the measured neutral pion cross section and
the assumption of mT scaling [14]. The inclusive raw electron spectrum has a residual
contamination from mis-identified charged pions of up to 15% at high pT, which has
been determined experimentally and then subtracted . Muons were measured at forward
rapidity in the muon spectrometer [13]. The inclusive muon spectrum contains three major
background contributions: muons from the decay in-flight of light hadrons, muons from
the decay of hadrons produced through interactions in the absorber, and hadrons punching
through the front absorber. The latter background is efficiently rejected by requiring
matching of tracks in the spectrometer with tracks in the trigger system. The other two
background sources are highly momentum dependent and were subtracted using results
from detailed simulations. Our muon measurement covers the transverse momentum range
from 2 - 10 GeV/c. Results from FONLL calculations are in good agreement with our data.

The collision energy for Pb–Pb was?sNN= 2.76 TeV. To obtain the p+p reference cross section
at this energy, the measured pp cross section was scaled by the momentum dependent ratio
of cross sections from FONLL calculations at

?
s = 2.76 over 7 TeV [15]. The resulting cross

section reference for D0 and D` was experimentally checked, though with limited precision,
during a brief data taking run with pp collisions at

?
s = 2.76 TeV and good agreement was

found.

3 Medium modifications in Pb–Pb collisions at
?sNN= 2.76 TeV

In the analysis of 17 million minimum bias triggered Pb–Pb collisions, we followed an identi-
cal analysis strategy as outlined above for pp collisions. The collision centrality was defined
by the sum of the signal amplitudes in the scintillator hodoscopes [16]. The contribution
of feed-down from B meson decays has been estimated from FONLL calculations to be
10%–15%, depending on pT, and was subtracted. The as-yet unknown nuclear modification
of B mesons has been accounted for by varying the B meson yield up and down by a factor
of 3, resulting in a variation of the D meson nuclear modification factor of less than 15%.
Systematic uncertainties due to tracking, particle identification and topological selection of
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D mesons amount to about 35%. The nuclear modification factor of D0 (filled triangles) and
D` (filled squares) mesons is shown on the left side of Fig. 3 for 0 - 20% most central Pb–Pb
collisions. We observe a strong suppression of a factor 4-5 for pT ą 5 GeV/c, comparable
with values for charged pions (filled circles). Electrons (filled circles) from semi-leptonic

Figure 3: Left: Nuclear modification factor for D0, D`, and π` in central Pb–Pb colli-
sions at ?sNN= 2.76 TeV. Statistical (bars), systematic (open boxes) normalization (filled
boxes) uncertainties are shown. Middle: Nuclear modification factor for electrons (filled
circles) from semi-leptonic decays of heavy quarks. Right: Nuclear modification factor for
inclusive muons (filled triangles).

decays of heavy quarks show a suppression of a factor 1.5 - 4 above a transverse momentum
of 4 GeV/c, as shown in the middle of Fig. 3. The systematic uncertainty is dominated by
the correction for the electron identification. Inclusive muons (filled triangles), integrated
over the transverse momentum range from pT ą 6 to 10 GeV/c, are shown on the right side
of Fig. 3 and exhibit a suppression of a factor of larger than two in most central collisions.
In this momentum range decays from B mesons should significantly contribute to the
spectrum. We estimate the contamination from light-quark decays in the inclusive muon
spectrum from detailed simulations to be less than 15%. The centrality dependence of the
nuclear modification factor for D mesons, electrons from semi-leptonic decays of heavy
quarks and inclusive muons shows a strong decrease towards more central collisions and is
compatible with unity for most peripheral collisions.

4 Conclusions

ALICE has measured D mesons, and electrons and muons from semi-leptonic decays of
heavy quarks in pp and Pb–Pb collisions at LHC. We observe a strong yield suppression
in Pb–Pb collisions of a factor 4-5 for D mesons when compared to scaled results from pp
collisions, comparable with the measured suppression for charged pions. Electrons from
semi-leptonic decays of heavy quarks and inclusive muons also show strong suppression of
a factor up to 3 at momenta pT ą 5 GeV/c where decays from B mesons are expected as
the dominant contribution. The upcoming high luminosity Pb–Pb run at the end of 2011
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and a possible p–Pb run the year after will enable ALICE to precisely measure heavy-quark
production, disentangle bottom from charm production and quantify initial-state nuclear
effects.
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Measurements performed by the CMS experiment of the cross section for inclusive b-quark

production in proton-proton collisions at
?

s “ 7 TeV are presented. The measurements

are based on different methods, such as inclusive jet measurements with secondary vertex

tagging or selecting a sample of events containing jets and at least one muon, where the

transverse momentum of the muon with respect to the closest jet axis discriminates b events

from the background. The results are compared with predictions based on perturbative QCD

calculations at leading and next-to-leading order.

1 Introduction

The study of heavy-quark production in high-energy hadronic interactions plays a key role
in testing next-to-leading order (NLO) Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) calculations.
In the past, discrepancies were observed between experimental data and theoretical pre-
dictions, e.g. at Tevatron [1–4] and HERA [5–8]. Substantial progress has been achieved
in the understanding of heavy-quark production at Tevatron energies [9], but large the-
oretical uncertainties still remain, mainly due to the dependence of the calculations on
the renormalization and factorization scales. The observed large scale dependence of the
NLO calculations is considered to be a symptom of large contributions from higher orders:
small-x effects [10, 11], where x „ mb{

?
s, are possibly relevant in the low transverse mo-

mentum (pT) domain, while multiple-gluon radiation leads to large logarithms of pT{mb
and may be important at high pT [12]. The resummed logarithms of pT{mb at next-to-
leading-logarithmic accuracy have been matched to the fixed-order NLO calculation for
massive quarks [13]. At the non-perturbative level, the b–hadron pT spectrum depends
strongly on the parametrization of the fragmentation function [14]. The b-quark production
cross section has also been studied in the general-mass variable-flavor-number scheme [15]
and the kT factorization QCD approach [16, 17].

Measurements of b–hadron production at higher energies than before, provided by the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), represent an important test of the new theoretical calculations
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just mentioned. Measurements of inclusive b–quark production cross section require
identification of inclusive events in which a b-quark has been produced in pp collisions.
In results reported here, the discrimination of the heavy quark events has been achieved
either exclusively, reconstructing the whole decay channel of a B meson, or inclusively,
considering hard jets. In this context, two different tagging techniques have been applied:
reconstruction of a displaced secondary vertex, and analysis of the transverse momentum
spectrum of an energetic muon with respect to the closest jet.

2 The CMS detector

A detailed description of the CMS detector can be found elsewhere [18]. Some of the most
relevant features for heavy flavor physics are summarized here.

The core CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid, of 6 m internal diameter, providing
a magnetic field of 3.8 T. Within the field volume there are the silicon pixel and strip tracker,
the crystal electromagnetic calorimeter and the brass/scintillator hadron calorimeter. Muons
are detected by three types of gas-ionization detectors embedded in the steel return yoke:
Drift Tubes (DT), Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC), and Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC). The
muon detectors cover a pseudorapidity window |η| ă 2.4, where η “ ´ lnrtanpθ{2qs, where
the polar angle θ is measured from the z-axis, which points along the counterclockwise
beam direction. The silicon tracker is composed of pixel detectors (three barrel layers and
two forward disks on each side of the detector, made of 66 million 100ˆ 150 µm2 pixels)
followed by microstrip detectors (ten barrel layers plus three inner disks and nine forward
disks on each side of the detector, with 10 million strips of pitch between 80 and 184 µm).
Thanks to the strong magnetic field and the high granularity of the silicon tracker, the
transverse momentum, pT, of the muons matched to reconstructed tracks is measured with
a resolution of about 1 % for the typical muons used in this analysis. The silicon tracker also
provides the primary vertex position, with „ 20 µm accuracy.

The first level (L1) of the CMS trigger system, composed of custom hardware processors,
uses information from the calorimeters and muon detectors to select the most interesting
events. The High Level Trigger (HLT) further decreases the rate before data storage.

3 Open beauty

b–jets play a key role in searches for new physics beyond the Standard Model. It took a
while to fully establish a consistency between the Tevatron data and pQCD predictions
for b–jet production cross section. Generally speaking, b–jets cross section measurements
are highly non-trivial, and sizable uncertainties affect both theory and experiment: on
one side, one has to deal with a typical multi–scale problem, in which the center–of–mass
collision energy, mass of the b–quark and the factorization and re–normalization scales
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are entangled in a subtle way; on the other hand, excellent performance of the tracking is
required, challenging the detector full potential.

The CMS Collaboration has published results, reviewed in the next sections, concerning two
complementary measurements of b–jet production cross section. These results have made
use of two different b–tagging techniques, were performed over 85 nb´1 and 60 nb´1 of
2010 data, respectively [19, 20], and were obtained using track or particle–flow jets. Typical
values achieved by the CMS detector of the jet resolution and the energy scale uncertainty,
at the time of these results were reported, were about 10´ 15%, and below 3%, respectively.

3.1 b–jets with muons

The measurement of the integrated and differential cross section of the reaction pp Ñ
b` X Ñ µ` X has been performed on jets coming from b–quarks. The production of a
b–quark decaying semi–leptonically is deduced by the identification of a rather energetic
muon inside a jet, where the transverse momentum relative to the jet axis is quite sizable.
For a muon from a b–decay, the transverse momentum relative to the jet axis is on average
larger than when the muon comes from light quarks; through this property it is hence
possible to discriminate events in which b–quarks were produced.

A binned log-likelihood fit is performed on the spectrum of such a quantity, called “prel
T ”,

using template distributions provided by the simulation for b and c quarks, and derived
from the data for gluons and lighter quarks. This latter distribution is dominated by
hadrons misidentified as muons (mainly decay-in-flight), so they are reweighted by the
misidentification rate measured in the data. Considering that the fit is not able to distinguish
between light quark, gluon and charm components, these are merged together. The b–jet tag
efficiency achieved with this technique is about 74% at pµ

T » 6 GeV, and close to 100% above
20 GeV, whereas the contamination is „ 7% in lowest pT bin, asymptotically decreasing
towards 2% at high pT.

The result of the inclusive production cross section for b quarks decaying into muons within
the kinematic range pµ

T ą 6 GeV and |ηµ| ă 2.1 is:

σ “ 1.32˘ 0.01pstatq ˘ 0.30psystq ˘ 0.15plumiq µb

where the first uncertainty is statistical, the second is systematic, and the third is associated
with the estimation of the integrated luminosity. Fig. 1 shows the measured value of the
cross section for the reaction pp Ñ b` X Ñ µ` X, as a function of the muon’s pT and y.
The result includes efficiency of trigger p88˘ 5q%, of muon reconstruction p94˘ 3q% and
muon-jet association p77˘ 8q%.

The fit stability was tested against variation of the binning, repeating the fits on many
simulated pseudo–experiments, cross–checking the results using jets from particle flow and
performing the fits on the impact parameter distribution.
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Figure 1: Differential cross section (left) dσ
dpµ

T
ppp Ñ b ` X Ñ µ ` X1, |ηµ| ă 2.1q, and

(right) dσ
dηµ ppp Ñ +

¯
X Ñ µ ` X1, pµ

T ą 6 GeV). The two possible muon charges are not

distinguished and the process pp Ñ b ` X Ñ µ ` X1 is included. The black points
are the CMS measurements. Vertical error bars showing the statistical error are smaller
than the point size in most bins, the horizontal bars indicate the bin width. The yellow
band shows the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties. The systematic
uncertainty (11%) of the luminosity measurement is not included. The solid blue line
shows the MC@NLO result and the dashed blue lines illustrate the theoretical uncertainty
as described in the text. The solid red line with dots shows the PYTHIA result.

Table 1 summarizes the systematic uncertainties entailed in this measurement. The uncer-
tainties dominating the measurement are those coming from the approximate knowledge
of the signal and the background prel

T shape.

Fig. 2 shows the ratio of the measured differential production cross sections in pT and η over
the predictions of the MC@NLO computation, as well as those provided by the Pythia [21],
CASCADE MC [22] and the FONLL [23] calculations.

3.2 b–tagging with secondary vertices

The identification of jets coming from the hadronization of b–quarks is possible also through
the reconstruction of secondary vertices (SV). Once a displaced SV is reconstructed, different
discriminators can be used to tag the jet as originating from a b–quark. In the analysis
presented here, the discriminator adopted is a monotonic function of the 3D decay length.
The decay length significance cut is chosen so that the corresponding tagging efficiency is
about 60% at pjet

T “ 100 GeV, with a contamination of „ 0.1%. The b–tagging efficiency and
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Table 1: Summary of systematic cross section uncertainties. The systematic uncertainty
can vary depending on the muon transverse momentum and pseudorapidity as indicated
by the range.

source cross section uncertainty (%)
Trigger efficiency 5
Muon reconstruction efficiency 3
Hadron tracking efficiency 2
b prel

T shape uncertainty ď 21
Background prel

T shape uncertainty 2–14
Background composition 3–6
Production mechanism 2–5
Fragmentation 1–4
Decay 3
Underlying event 10
Luminosity 11

the mistag rates from c or light jets are evaluated from simulated events and constrained by
a data/MC scale factor. The b–tagging efficiency with the selections used in this analysis
is between 6% and 60% at pTą 18 GeV and |y| ă 2.0. The efficiency rises at higher pT as
the b–hadron proper-time increases. In order to evaluate the purity of the selected sample,
a fit to the SV mass distribution is performed, taking the shapes from simulated events,
and letting free the relative normalizations for c and b jets, with the (small) contribution
from light quarks fixed to the Monte Carlo expectations (“template fit”). The efficiencies
estimated from MC, and the estimates of b-tagged sample purity resulting from fits to
secondary-vertex mass from data are shown in Fig. 3.

The data sample was collected using hadronic triggers with different thresholds of the jet pT.
To merge them, the individual pT spectra of jets have been normalized with the luminosity
of their data taking periods, and then combined into a single spectrum with the jet pT bins
corresponding to intervals where the triggers were fully efficient. The overall transverse
jet energy range goes from 18 to 300 GeV, and the measurements have been performed in
four η intervals. The jet energy corrections applied for rapidity dependence, and those for
absolute scale and pT dependence, come from real data and simulated events, respectively.

The leading systematic uncertainties affecting the measurements are:

‚ the jet energy scale of b–jets relatively to the inclusive ones (4´ 5%);

‚ data-driven constraints on b-tagging efficiency (20%);

‚ mistag rate for charm (3´ 4 %) and for light jets (1 – 10%).
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Figure 2: Differential cross section (left) dσ
dpµ

T
ppp Ñ b` X Ñ µ` X1, |ηµ| ă 2.1q, and (right)

dσ
dηµ ppp Ñ b` X Ñ µ` X1, pµ

T ą 6 GeV), divided by their MC@NLO predictions. The
two possible muon charges are not distinguished; the cross section includes the process
pp Ñ b` X Ñ µ` X. The black points are the CMS measurements. Vertical error bars
showing the statistical error are smaller than the point size in most bins, the horizontal
bars indicate the bin width. The yellow band shows the quadratic sum of statistical and
systematic uncertainties. The systematic uncertainty (11%) of the luminosity measurement
is not included. Superimposed are the FONLL result (black dotted line) with uncertainties
(hatched band), the CASCADE result (green, dashed line) and the pythia result (red line
with markers), divided by the MC@NLO cross section.

Fig. 4 shows the results for the production cross section measurements for b–jets as a func-
tion of the b–jet transverse momentum, compared with the MC@NLO predictions, and the
ratio with the inclusive jets cross-section. While the agreement with Pythia and MC@NLO
is reasonable, significant differences in shape are evident, the simulations predicting more
b–jets at high pT than what is observed.

4 Conclusions

Recent results published by the CMS Collaboration on open beauty production have been
summarized, all of them obtained analyzing the pp collision data at 7 TeV collected in the
year 2010. The studies made with two different techniques for b–tagging have been shown,
together with the comparisons of the production cross section measured in the data with
the predictions from the available theoretical models.
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Figure 3: b–tagging efficiency in different rapidity bins, as estimated on simulated events
(left). The b–tagged sample purity obtained using fits to secondary vertex mass (right)

Figure 4: Production cross section measurement for b–jet as a function of the b–jet trans-
verse momentum compared with the MC@NLO predictions (left) and the ratio of the b–jet
cross section over the inclusive jets (right).
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Measurement of BB Angular Correlations
at
?

s “ 7 TeV with the CMS Experiment
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CH-8093 Zurich, Switzerland

Measurements of the angular correlations between beauty and anti-beauty hadrons produced

in LHC pp collisions at
?

s “ 7 TeV are presented. These results probe for the first time

the small angular separation region and show sensitivity to collinear particle emission. The

results are compared with predictions based on perturbative QCD calculations at leading and

next-to-leading order.

1 Introduction

Studies of production properties of beauty quarks (b) at the CERN LHC collider are of
twofold interest. Firstly, the b production process provides an excellent opportunity to
study details of perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (pQCD). Over the years, the
various tensions between the predictions and the measurements, that existed in data at
lower energies such as the HERA or the Tevatron collider, have been reduced, however
not completely resolved. Studies at the LHC collider with higher centre-of-mass energies
complement the previous data, but also expand the reach and provide tests at precisions
below the present theoretical uncertainties.

Secondly, b quark production constitutes one of the major backgrounds in many of the
searches for new physics. Any production channel of exotic states, that produces top quarks
or W-bosons, will inherently have a large b production rate. It is of importance not only
to understand the absolute production rates, but also to be able to describe the details of
the b production dynamics. Thus, a solid understanding of the topology of the final states
will be crucial to constitute efficient criteria to distinguish possible signal signatures from
b-induced background configurations.

Within the leading-order (LO) QCD picture, the production of bb in pp collisions at LHC can
be attributed to three parton level production subprocesses, commonly denoted by flavour
creation (FCR), flavour excitation (FEX) and gluon splitting (GSP) (see Fig. 1). At higher
orders, the distinction becomes scale dependent, and is thus less well defined. Due to the
different dynamics of these components, the final state topologies differ substantially from
each other. FCR pertains to the 2 Ñ 2 processes gluon-fusion and qq annihilation, where the
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b
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b
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gg
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Figure 1: Examples of schematic Feynman diagrams for the three subprocesses:
flavour creation (FCR, top), flavour excitation (FCR, middle) and gluon splitting
(GSP, bottom).

b and b are emitted in a back-to-back configuration. FEX refers to the 2 Ñ 3 process, where
one b quark of a bb pair from the proton sea participates in the hard scattering, thereby
producing an asymmetry in the momentum and angular distribution of the final state. The
GSP contribution on the other hand describes gluons from either initial or final state, that
split into a bb pair, which in turn are emitted preferentially at small opening angles and
low pT. Furthermore, the relative production rates themselves vary also as a function of
the energy scale. It is expected, that at higher energies the gluon splitting contributions
dominate, ie. processes with a collinear branching of gluons into BB pairs will become the
major source of b quark production.

2 Measurements of BB Angular Correlations

CMS has performed the first measurement [1] of the angular correlations between beauty
and anti-beauty hadrons (BB) produced in pp collisions at

?
s “ 7 TeV, thereby probing for

the first time the region of small angular separation. The analysis is based on a data sample
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3.1 ˘ 0.3 pb´1. A detailed description of the
CMS detector can be found in Ref. [2].

The measurements are done differentially as a function of the opening angle for different
event scales, which are characterised by the leading jet transverse momentum in the event
(independently of b hadrons). The leading jet of the event is used to trigger. The trigger
thresholds are chosen such as to reach an efficiency over 99% for all three energy scale bins,
which correspond to a leading jet pT in excess of 56, 84 and 120 GeV, respectively, when
using corrected jet energies.

The cross sections are determined by applying efficiency corrections and normalising to
the total integrated luminosity. The angular correlations between the two B hadrons are
measured in terms of the difference in azimuthal angles (∆φ) in radians and the combined
separation variable ∆R “

a

p∆ηq2 ` p∆φq2, where ∆η is the pseudorapidity. The analysis
results are quoted for the visible kinematic range defined by the phase space at the B
hadron level by the requirements |ηpBq| ă 2.0 and pTpBq ą 15 GeV for both of the B
hadrons. The leading jet used to define the minimum energy scale is required to be within a
pseudorapidity of |ηpjetq| ă 3.0.
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Figure 2: Differential BB production cross sections as a function of ∆R (left) and ∆φ (rad)
(right) for the three leading jet pT regions. For clarity, the pT ą 56 and 84 GeV bins are
offset by a factor 4 and 2, respectively. The error bars of the data show the statistical (inner)
and the total (outer bars) uncertainties. A common uncertainty of 47% due to the absolute
normalisation on the data points is not included. The PYTHIA prediction is normalised to
the region ∆R ą 2.4 or ∆φ ą 2.4. The widths of the shaded bands indicate the statistical
uncertainties of the predictions.

In order to measure the angular correlations also in the collinear regime, the reconstruction
of the B hadrons is done independently of jet algorithms. The method uses the B hadron
decays and is based on an iterative inclusive secondary vertex finder that exploits the
excellent CMS tracking information [3]. This allowed to approximate the flight direction of
the original B hadron by the vector between the primary (PV) and the secondary vertices
(SV). A resolution of 0.02 rad in ∆R could be achieved that way. The average overall event
reconstruction efficiencies (for both B hadrons) are found to be of order 10% at an average
purity of 84%. Detailed studies were performed to ensure high accuracy in the B-hadron
kinematics description. In addition, the angular dependence of the efficiency description
was verified by a special event mixing technique, both in data and the simulation.

The measured cross sections are presented in Fig.2. Overlaid are the predictions by the
PYTHIA calculations, which are normalised to the ∆R ą 2.4 or ∆φ ą 2.4 (rad) regions, where
the calculations are expected to be more reliable. Note, that an overall common uncertainty
of 47% due to the absolute normalisation is not shown in the figures.

We find that the cross sections at small ∆R or ∆φ are substantial and even exceed the
values observed at large angular separation values. Hence, the configurations where the
two B hadrons are emitted in opposite directions are much less likely than the collinear
configuration.

The measurements are compared to various predictions, based on LO and next-to-leading
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Figure 3: Ratio of the differential BB production cross sections, as a function of ∆R (left)
and ∆φ (rad) (right), for data, MADGRAPH, MC@NLO and CASCADE, with respect to
the PYTHIA predictions, shown also for the three leading jet pT bins. The simulation is
normalised to the region ∆R ą 2.4 and ∆φ ą 2.4 (rad) (FCR region), as indicated by
the shaded normalisation region. The widths of the theory bands indicate the statistical
uncertainties of the simulation.

(NLO) pQCD calculations. Figure 3 illustrates the shape sensitivity by showing the ratio of
the different ∆R distributions to the PYTHIA Monte Carlo predictions. It is found, that the
overall tendency in shape is in general reasonably described by the predictions, however
the normalizations and the details in shape, in particular at small opening angles are not
described well by any of the calculations. Apart from MADGRAPH program, all predictions
underestimate the amount of gluon splitting contributions in the collinear region.

Perturbative QCD predicts a back-to-back configuration for the production of the BB pair
(i.e. large values of ∆R and/or ∆φ) for the LO processes. In contrast, the region of phase
space with small opening angles between the B and B hadrons provides strong sensitivity
to collinear emission processes, such as the ones present in higher-order processes. Gluon
radiation which splits into bb pairs is anticipated to have a smaller angular separation
between the b quarks.

The measurements show that the BB production cross section ratio ρ∆R “ σ∆Ră0.8 / σ∆Rą2.4

increases as a function of the leading jet pT in the event (see Fig. 4). Larger pT values lead to
more gluon radiation and, hence, are expected to produce more gluon splitting into BB pairs.
This general trend is described reasonably by the theoretical calculations.
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Figure 4: Left: ratio between the BB production cross sections in ∆R ă 0.8 and ∆R ą 2.4,
ρ∆R “ σ∆Ră0.8 / σ∆Rą2.4, as a function of the leading jet pT. Right: asymmetry between
the two regions, pσ∆Ră0.8 ´ σ∆Rą2.4q / pσ∆Ră0.8 ` σ∆Rą2.4q. The symbols denote the data
averaged over the bins and are plotted at the mean leading jet pT of the bins. For the
data points, the error bars show the statistical (inner bars) and the total (outer bars) errors.
Also shown are the predictions from the PYTHIA and MADGRAPH simulations, where
the widths of the bands indicate the uncertainties arising from the limited number of
simulated events.

3 Conclusions

The first measurements of inclusive beauty production have been performed at the LHC by
the CMS experiment over a large range from very low transverse momenta up to 300 GeV
in the central rapidity region. Comparisons with theoretical predictions, based on pQCD
calculations have confirmed the large production cross section. The calculations in general
describe the overall features of beauty production fairly well. However, the predictions
do not yet adequately describe the differential measurements, neither in the B transverse
momentum, nor the rapidity nor the BB opening angle distributions.
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Studies of open heavy flavour production at LHCb
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The data collected by LHCb in 2010 have been used to study the production of beauty hadrons

in pp collisions at
?

s “ 7 TeV. Differential cross-sections are measured and compared with

theoretical predictions. Results are also shown on relative fractions of Bs and Λb production.

1 Introduction

The LHCb is one of the four LHC experiments which started data-taking in 2010 at a centre-
of-mass energy of 7 TeV. The LHCb detector [1] is a forward spectrometer dedicated to
measure CP violating and rare decays of hadrons containing b and c quarks. Knowledge
of the b yield is critical in ascertaining the sensitivity of experiments that aim to measure
fundamental parameters of interest involving, for example, CP violation. It is useful for
normalising backgrounds for measurements of higher mass objects that decay into bb, such
as the Higgs boson. The first data taken with the LHCb detector allows for the measurements
of the production cross-section for the average of b- and b-flavoured hadrons in pp collisions
which also can be compared to QCD predictions. The LHCb detector explores a unique
kinematic region. It detects b hadrons produced in a cone centered around the beam axis
covering a region of pseudo-rapidity η, ranging approximately between 2 and 5, and with
transverse momenta ranging from 0 to about 15 GeV. The bb quark production cross-section
is related with the fragmentation fractions which are needed to determine any B0

s branching
ratio at the LHC. The fragmentation fractions fu, fd, fs and fΛ describe the probability that
a b quark will fragment into a Bq meson (where q “ u, d, s), or Λb baryon, respectively. The
measurement of branching ratio of the rare decay B0

s Ñ µ`µ´ is the prime example where
knowledge on ratio of fs{ fd is crucial to reach the highest sensitivity in the search for New
Physics [2].

2 The b-flavoured hadrons cross-section measurements

Two independent data samples are used to measure the cross-section for bb quark produc-
tion and the results are subsequently combined (Figure 1). The decay channel b Ñ D0µ´νX
is used, as it has a large branching fraction of (6.84˘ 0.35)%, and is advantageous from
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the point of view of signal to background. For the earliest period of data taking the num-
ber of colliding bunches was sufficiently low that the high-level trigger could process all
crossing and accept events when at least one track was reconstructed in either the VELO [1]
or the tracking stations. This data set, called as "microbias", has an integrated luminos-
ity L “ 2.9 nb´1. The second sample, referred to as "triggered", uses triggers designed
to select a single muon. Here L “ 12.2 nb´1. The cross-section to produce b-flavoured
hadrons is measured to be σpbbXq “ p75.3˘ 5.4˘ 13.0q µb in the pseudo-rapidity inter-
val 2 ă η ă 6 over the entire range of pT assuming the LEP fraction for fragmentation
into b-flavoured hadrons [3]. The measured cross-section is consistent with theoretical
predictions. For extrapolation to the full η region using PYTHIA 6.4 total bb cross-section
of σpbbXq “ p284˘ 20˘ 49q µb based on LEP fragmentation results; using the Tevatron
fragmentation fractions the result increases by 19 %.

Figure 1: The σppp Ñ bbXq as a function of η for the microbias (ˆ) and triggered (‚)
samples, shown displaced from the bin center and the average (`). The data are shown as
points with statistics error bars only, the MCFM [4] prediction as a dashed line, and the
FONLL [5] prediction as a thick solid line. The thin upper and lower lines indicate the
theoretical uncertainties on the FONLL prediction.

The cross-section to produce b-flavoured hadrons also was determined from the measure-
ments of double-differential cross-section for J{ψ from b in the various (y, pT) bins [6]
which are shown in Figure 2. The analysis is based on a data sample corresponding to the
L “ 5.2 pb´1. The measured cross-section for the production of J{ψ from b integrated over
the fiducial region pT P r0; 14sGeV and y P r2.0; 4.5s is σpJ{ψ f rom bq “ 1.14˘ 0.01˘ 0.16 µb,
where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic. Using this measurement
and the LHCb Monte Carlo simulation based on PYTHIA 6.4, the cross-section to produce
b-flavoured hadrons extrapolated to the full polar angle range is σpbbXq “ p288˘ 4˘ 48q µb.
This result is in excellent agreement with σpbbXq “ p284˘ 20˘ 49q µb obtained from b
decays into D0µ´νX.
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Figure 2: Left: Differential production cross-section as a function of y integrated over
pT , for unpolarised J{ψ from b. The errors are the quadratic sums of the statistical and
systematic uncertainties. Right: Comparison of the LHCb results for the differential J{ψ
from b production for unpolarised J{ψ (circles with error bars) with J{ψ from b production
as predicted by FONLL (hatched orange uncertainty band).

3 Fragmentation fraction measurements

Knowledge of the fragmentation fractions allows to relate theoretical predictions of the bb
quark production cross-section, derived from perturbative QCD, to the observed hadrons.
It suffices to measure the ratio of Bs production to either B´ or B0 production to perform
precise absolute Bs branching fraction measurements. The first data taken with the LHCb
detector allows for the measurements of two ratios of fragmentation fractions: strange B
meson to light B meson production [ fs{p fu` fdq] and Λb baryon to light B meson production
[ fΛb{p fu ` fdq], where fq ” Bpb Ñ Bqq and fΛb ” Bpb Ñ Λbq [7]. The results are shown in
Figure 3 as a function of the charmed hadron-muon system transverse momentum pT and of
the b-hadron pseudo-rapidity η. This analysis follows previous analysis of b Ñ D0µ´νX [3].
Charmed hadrons and muons are combined to form a partially reconstructed b-hadron
by requiring that they come from a common vertex. Details of the event selection are
described in [7]. Perturbative QCD calculations lead to expect the ratios [ fs{p fu ` fdq]
and [ fΛb{p fu ` fdq] to be fairly independent of the pseudo-rapidity η, while a possible
dependence upon the b-hadron transverse momentum pT is not ruled out, especially for the
ratios involving baryon species. The measured ratio [ fs{p fu ` fdq] is fairly constant over the
whole η ´ pT domain. By fitting all the data to a single constant, we obtain r fs{p fu ` fdqs “

0.134 ˘ 0.004`0.011
´0.010 in the interval η “ p2, 5q, where the first error is statistical and the

second is systematic. The corresponding ratio [ fΛb{p fu` fdq] is found to be dependent upon
the transverse momentum of the charm hadron-µ pair. Assuming the linear dependence,
we get r fΛb{p fu ` fdqs “ p0.404˘ 0.017˘ 0.027˘ 0.105q ˆ r1´ p0.031˘ 0.004˘ 0.003q ˆ
pTpGeVqs, where the errors on the absolute scale are statistical, systematic and absolute
scale uncertainty due to the error in BpΛc Ñ pKπq respectively. No η dependence is found.

The relative abundances of the three decay modes B0 Ñ D´pK`π´π´qπ`,
B0 Ñ D´pK`π´π´qK` and B0

s Ñ D´s pK`K´π´qπ` are used to determine the ratio of
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Figure 3: The ratio between B0
s and light B meson production fractions as a function of

the transverse momentum of the Dsµ pair (left) and fragmentation ratio [ fΛb{p fu ` fdq]
dependence upon pTpµΛcq (right) in two bins of η. The errors shown are statistical only [7].
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Figure 4: Results of the fits to B0 Ñ D´π`, B0 Ñ D´K` and B0
s Ñ D´s π` candidates

(left to right). The curves are as summarised in the legends and described in the text [8].

fragmentation fractions fs{ fd. Details of event selection are described in [8]. The B0 Ñ

D´π`, B0 Ñ D´K` and B0
s Ñ D´s π` event yields are 4109˘ 75, 253˘ 21 and 670˘ 34,

respectively, and the fit results are shown in Figure 4. This analysis is based on L “ 35 pb´1

of data collected using the LHCb detector during the 2010 LHC running. The theoretically
cleaner extraction fs{ fd is performed using the decays B0 Ñ D´K` and B0

s Ñ D´s π` as
fs{ fd “ 0.242˘ 0.024˘ 0.018˘ 0.016, where the first error is the statistical, the second
the systematic uncertainty, and the third the theoretical uncertainty dominated by the
uncertainty on the form factor ratio. The ratio fs{ fd extracted from the modes B0 Ñ D´π`

and B0
s Ñ D´s π` is found to be fs{ fd “ 0.249˘ 0.013˘ 0.020˘ 0.025, where the theoretical

uncertainty increases by an additional uncertainty from the W-exchange diagrams [9].
The two values for fs{ fd can be combined into a single value, by taking all correlated
uncertainties into account. The average values is fs{ fd “ 0.245˘ 0.017˘ 0.018˘ 0.018.
These values of fs{ fd are in good agreement with the values determined at LEP and at the
Tevatron.
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The BaBar Collaboration has recently reported branching fractions for semileptonic decays of

the B meson into final states with charged and neutral D1p2420q and D˚2 p2460q, two narrow

orbitally excited charmed mesons. We evaluate these branching fractions within the framework

of a constituent quark model in two steps, one which involves a semileptonic decay and the

other one mediated by a strong process. Our results are in agreement with the experimental

data.

1 Introduction

Different collaborations have recently reported semileptonic B decays into orbitally excited
charmed mesons providing detailed results of branching fractions [1, 2]. These data offer
new theoretical possibilities to test meson models as far as they include a weak decay
followed by a strong one.

All these magnitudes can be consistently calculated in the framework of constituent quark
models because they can simultaneously account for the hadronic part of the weak process
and the strong meson decays. In this context meson strong decay has been described
successfully in phenomenological models, like the 3P0 model [3] or in microscopic models
(see Refs. [4, 5]). The matrix element for the weak process factorizes into a leptonic and a
hadronic part. It is the hadronic part that contains the non-perturbative strong interaction
effects and we shall evaluate it within the constituent quark model (CQM) of Ref. [6] which
successfully describes hadron phenomenology and reactions. Details of the calculation can
be found in Ref. [7].

2 Theoretical framework

2.1 Constituent quark model

Spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking of the QCD Lagrangian together with the pertur-
bative one-gluon exchange (OGE) and the non-perturbative confining interaction are the

1segonza@usal.es
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main pieces of potential models. Using this idea, Vijande et al. [6] developed a model of the
quark-quark interaction which is able to describe meson phenomenology from the light to
the heavy quark sector. Further details can be found in Ref. [6].

In order to find the quark-antiquark bound states, we solve the Schrödinger equation
by Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle. We use the Gaussian Expansion Method [8] that
provides enough accuracy and makes the subsequent evaluation of the decay amplitude
matrix elements easier.

Model parameters are given in Ref [9].

2.2 Weak and strong decays

In the weak decay we have a b Ñ c transition at the quark level and we need to evaluate
the hadronic matrix elements of the weak current

(1) Jbc
µ p0q “ ψbp0qγµpI ´ γ5qψcp0q.

The hadronic matrix elements involved in these processes can be parametrized in terms of
form factors. The expression of the hadron tensor in the helicity formalism [10] has been
calculated following Ref. [11].

To describe the meson decay process A Ñ B` C, the 3P0 decay model assumes that a quark
and an antiquark are created with vacuum quantum numbers. The created qq pair together
with the qq pair from the initial meson regroups in the two outgoing mesons via a quark
rearrangement process. For the 3P0 decay model, the interaction Hamiltonian is given by

(2) HI “ g
ż

d3xψp~xqψp~xq

where g is related to the dimensionless constant giving the strength of the qq pair creation
from the vacuum as γ “

g
2mq

.

In the microscopic decay models, the strong decays are driven by the interquark Hamilto-
nian which determines the spectrum. In our case we have the one-gluon exchange and a
mixture of scalar and vector Lorentz confining interactions appearing as the kernels. These
interactions and their associated decay amplitudes are undoubtedly all present and should
be added coherently. The Hamiltonian of the interaction can be written as

(3) HI “
1
2

ż

d3xd3y Jap~xqKp|~x´~y|qJap~yq,

where current Jap~xq in Eq. (3) is assumed to be a color octet. Calculation details referred to
the microscopic model can be found in Ref. [12].
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Belle [1] BaBar [2] 3P0 Mic.
pˆ10´3q pˆ10´3q pˆ10´3q pˆ10´3q

D1p2420q
BpB` Ñ D0

1l`νlqBpD0
1 Ñ D˚´π`q 4.2˘ 0.7˘ 0.7 2.97˘ 0.17˘ 0.17 2.57 2.57

BpB0 Ñ D´1 l`νlqBpD´1 Ñ D˚0
π´q 5.4˘ 1.9˘ 0.9 2.78˘ 0.24˘ 0.25 2.39 2.39

D˚2 p2460q
BpB` Ñ D˚0

2 l`νlqBpD˚0
2 Ñ D´π`q 2.2˘ 0.3˘ 0.4 1.4˘ 0.2˘ 0.2p˚q 1.43 1.47

BpB` Ñ D˚0
2 l`νlqBpD˚0

2 Ñ D˚´π`q 1.8˘ 0.6˘ 0.3 0.9˘ 0.2˘ 0.2p˚q 0.79 0.75
BpB` Ñ D˚0

2 l`νlqBpD˚0
2 Ñ Dp˚q´π`q 4.0˘ 0.7˘ 0.5 2.3˘ 0.2˘ 0.2 2.22 2.22

BpB0 Ñ D˚´2 l`νlqBpD˚´2 Ñ D0
π´q 2.2˘ 0.4˘ 0.4 1.1˘ 0.2˘ 0.1p˚q 1.34 1.38

BpB0 Ñ D˚´2 l`νlqBpD˚´2 Ñ D˚0
π´q ă 3 0.7˘ 0.2˘ 0.1p˚q 0.74 0.70

BpB0 Ñ D˚´2 l`νlqBpD˚´2 Ñ Dp˚q0π´q ă 5.2 1.8˘ 0.3˘ 0.1 2.08 2.08
BD{Dp˚q 0.55˘ 0.03 0.62˘ 0.03˘ 0.02 0.65 0.66

Table 1: Most recent experimental measurements reported by Belle and BaBar Collabo-
rations and their comparison with our results. The symbol p˚q indicates the estimated
results from the original data using BD{Dp˚q .

3 Results

The final results and their comparison with the experimental data are given in Table 1.
Both 3P0 and microscopic models predict similar branching ratios. The predictions for the
B Ñ D1lνl and B Ñ D˚2 lνl are in good agreement with the latest experimental measurements
by the BaBar Collaboration. They are significantly smaller than the Belle data, though.

4 Conclusions

We have performed a calculation of the branching fractions for the semileptonic decays of B
meson into final states containing the narrow orbitally excited charmed mesons.

We worked in the framework of the constituent quark model of Ref. [6]. We have calculated
the semileptonic decay rates within the helicity formalism of Ref. [10] and following the
work in Ref. [11]. The strong decay widths have been calculated using two models, the 3P0

model and a microscopic model based on the quark-antiquark interactions present in the
CQM model of Ref. [6].

From the experimental point of view, Belle and BaBar Collaborations provide their most
recent measurements for the B meson in Refs. [1] and [2], respectively.
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Our results for B semileptonic decays into D1p2420q and D2p2460q are in good agreement
with the latest experimental measurements by the BaBar Collaboration.
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We discuss several highly accurate theoretical predictions for masses of baryons containing

the b quark which have been recently confirmed by experimental data. Several predictions

are given for additional properties of heavy baryons. We also discuss the two charged exotic

resonances Zb with quantum numbers of a pbbudq tetraquark, very recently reported by Belle

in the channel rΥpnSqπ`, n “ 1, 2, 3s. Among possible implications are deeply bound I“ 0

counterparts of the Zb-s and existence of a Σ`b Σ´b dibaryon, a beauteron.

1 Introduction

QCD describes hadrons as valence quarks in a sea of gluons and qq pairs. At distances
above „ 1 GeV´1 quarks acquire an effective constituent mass due to chiral symmetry
breaking. A hadron can then be thought of as a bound state of constituent quarks. In the
zeroth-order approximation the hadron mass M is then given by the sum of the masses of
its constituent quarks mi, M “

ř

i mi . The binding and kinetic energies are “swallowed"
by the constituent quarks masses. The first and most important correction comes from the
color hyper-fine (HF) chromo-magnetic interaction,

M “
ÿ

i

mi `
ÿ

iăj

VHFpQCDq
ij ; VHFpQCDq

ij “ v0 p~λi ¨~λjq
~σi ¨~σj

mimj
xψ|δpri ´ rjq|ψy(1)

where v0 gives the overall strength of the HF interaction,~λi,j are the SUp3q color matrices,
σi,j are the quark spin operators and |ψy is the hadron wave function. This is a contact
spin-spin interaction, analogous to the EM hyperfine interaction, which is a product of the
magnetic moments, VHFpQEDq

ij 9~µi ¨~µj “ e2~σi ¨~σj{pmimjq. In QCD, the SUp3qc generators
take place of the electric charge. From eq. (1) many very accurate results have been obtained
for the masses of the ground-state hadrons. Nevertheless, several caveats are in order.
First, this is a low-energy phenomenological model, still awaiting a rigorous derivation

1marek@proton.tau.ac.il
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from QCD. It is far from providing a complete description of the hadronic spectrum, but
it provides excellent predictions for mass splittings and magnetic moments. The crucial
assumptions of the model are: (a) HF interaction is considered as a perturbation which does
not change the wave function; (b) effective masses of quarks are the same inside mesons
and baryons; (c) there are no 3-body effects.

2 Effective masses of quarks

Constituent quark mass differences depend strongly on the flavor of the spectator or
“neighbor" quark [1]. For example, ms ´md « 180 MeV when the spectator is a light quark
but the same mass difference is only about 90 MeV when the spectator is a b quark. Since
these are effective masses, we should not be surprised that their difference is affected by the
environment, but the large size of the shift is quite surprising and its quantitative derivation
from QCD is an outstanding challenge for theory. We can extract the ratio of the constituent
quark masses from the ratio of the the hyperfine splittings in the corresponding mesons.
The hyperfine splitting between K˚ and K mesons is given by

(2) MpK˚q´MpKq“v0
~λu ¨~λs

mums
rp~σu ¨~σsqK˚ ´p~σu ¨~σsqKs xψ|δprq|ψy“4v0

~λu ¨~λs

mums
xψ|δprq|ψy,

and similarly for hyperfine splitting between D˚ and D with s Ñ c everywhere. From (2)
and its D analogue we then immediately obtain

MpK˚q ´MpKq
MpD˚q ´MpDq

«
mc

ms
(3)

2.1 Color hyperfine splitting in baryons

As an example of hyperfine splitting in baryons, let us now discuss the HF splitting in the
Σ pudsq baryons. Σ˚ has spin 3

2 , so the u and d quarks must be in a state of relative spin
1. The Σ has isospin 1, so the wave function of u and d is symmetric in flavor. It is also
symmetric in space, since in the ground state the quarks are in a relative S-wave. On the
other hand, the u-d wave function is antisymmetric in color, since the two quarks must
couple to a 3˚ of color to neutralize the color of the third quark. The u-d wave function
must be antisymmetric in flavorˆ spinˆ spaceˆ color, so it follows it must be symmetric
in spin, i.e. u and d are coupled to spin one. Since u and d are in spin 1 state in both Σ˚ and
Σ their HF interaction with each other cancels between the two and thus the u-d pair does
not contribute to the Σ˚ ´ Σ HF splitting,

(4) MpΣ˚q ´MpΣq “ 6v0
~λu ¨~λs

mums
xψ|δprrsq|ψy
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we can then use eqs. (2) and (4) to compare the quark mass ratio obtained from mesons and
baryons:

(5)
ˆ

mc

ms

˙

Bar
“

MΣ˚ ´MΣ

MΣ˚c ´MΣc

“ 2.84;
ˆ

mc

ms

˙

Mes
“

MK˚ ´MK

MD˚ ´MD
“ 2.81

(6)
ˆ

mc

mu

˙

Bar
“

M∆ ´Mp

MΣ˚c ´MΣc

“ 4.36;
ˆ

mc

mu

˙

Mes
“

Mρ ´Mπ

MD˚ ´MD
“ 4.46

We find the same value from mesons and baryons ˘2%.

The presence of a fourth flavor gives us the possibility of obtaining a new type of mass
relation between mesons and baryons. The Σ´Λ mass difference is believed to be due to
the difference between the u´ d and u´ s hyperfine interactions. Similarly, the Σc ´Λc

mass difference is believed to be due to the difference between the u´ d and u´ c hyperfine
interactions. We therefore obtain the relation

(7)

¨

˚

˚

˝

1
m2

u
´

1
mumc

1
m2

u
´

1
mums

˛

‹

‹

‚

Bar{Mes

“
MΣc ´MΛc

MΣ ´MΛ
“ 2.16 «

pMρ´Mπq´pMD˚´MDq

pMρ´Mπq´pMK˚´MKq
“2.10

The meson and baryon relations agree to ˘3%.We can write down an analogous relation for
hadrons containing the b quark instead of the s quark, obtaining the prediction for splitting
between Σb and Λb:

(8)
MΣb ´MΛb

MΣ ´MΛ
“
pMρ ´Mπq ´ pMB˚ ´MBq

pMρ ´Mπq ´ pMK˚ ´MKq
“ 2.51

yielding MpΣbq ´MpΛbq “ 194 MeV [1, 2]. This splitting was measured by CDF [3], with
isospin-averaged mass difference MpΣbq ´MpΛbq “ 192 MeV. There is also the prediction
for the spin splittings, good to 5%

(9) MpΣ˚b q ´MpΣbq “
MpB˚q ´MpBq
MpK˚q ´MpKq

¨ rMpΣ˚q ´MpΣqs “ 22 MeV

to be compared with 21 MeV from the isospin-average of CDF measurements [3]. The
challenge is to understand how and under what assumptions one can derive from QCD
the very simple model of hadronic structure at low energies which leads to such accurate
predictions.

3 Magnetic Moments of Heavy Quark Baryons

In Λ, Λc and Λb baryons the light quarks are coupled to spin zero. Therefore the magnetic
moments of these baryons are determined by the magnetic moments of the s, c and b quarks,
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respectively. The latter are proportional to the chromomagnetic moments which determine
the hyperfine splitting in baryon spectra. We can use this fact to predict the Λc and Λb
baryon magnetic moments by relating them to the hyperfine splittings in the same way as
given in the original prediction [5] of the Λ magnetic moment. We obtain

(10) µΛc “ ´2µΛ ¨
MΣ˚c ´MΣc

MΣ˚ ´MΣ
“ 0.43 n.m.; µΛb “ µΛ ¨

MΣ˚b
´MΣb

MΣ˚ ´MΣ
“ ´0.067 n.m.

We hope these observables can be measured in foreseeable future and view the predictions
(10) as a challenge for the experimental community.

4 Predicting the Masses of b-Baryons

On top of the already discussed Σb with quark content bqq, q “ u, d. there are two additional
ground-state b-baryons, Ξb and Ωb:

Ξb: the quark content is bsq. Ξb can be obtained from an “ordinary" Ξ (ssd or ssu) by
replacing one of the s quarks by a b, with one important difference. In the ordinary Ξ, Fermi
statistics dictates that two s quarks must couple to spin-1, while in the ground state of Ξb
the psqq diquarks have spin zero. Consequently, the Ξb mass is given by the expression:
Ξb “ mb `ms `mu ´ 3vxδprusqy{mums. The Ξb mass can thus be predicted using the known
Ξc baryon mass as a starting point and adding the corrections due to mass differences and
HF interactions:

(11) Ξb “ Ξc ` pmb ´mcq ´ 3v
`

xδprusqyΞb ´ xδprusqyΞc

˘

{pmumsq

Since the Ξb and Ξc baryons contain a strange quark, and the effective constituent quark
masses depend on the spectator quark, the optimal way to estimate the mass difference
pmb ´mcq is from mesons which contain both s and b or c quarks:

(12) mb ´mc “
1
4p3B˚s ` Bsq ´

1
4p3D˚s `Dsq “ 3324.6˘ 1.4 .

On this basis we predicted [7] MpΞbq “ 5795˘ 5 MeV. Our paper was submitted on June
14, 2007. The next day CDF announced the result [9], MpΞbq “ 5792.9˘ 2.5˘ 1.7 MeV,
following up on an earlier D0 measurement, MpΞbq “ 5774˘ 11˘ 15 MeV [8].

Ωb: for the spin-averaged Ωb mass we have
(13) 1

3p2MpΩ˚
b q `MpΩbqq “

1
3p2MpΩ˚

c q `MpΩcqq ` pmb ´mcqBs´Ds
“ 6068.9˘ 2.4 MeV

For the HF splitting we obtain

(14) MpΩ˚
b q ´MpΩbq “ pMpΩ˚

c q ´MpΩcqq
mc

mb

xδprbsqyΩb

xδprcsqyΩc

“ 30.7˘ 1.3 MeV

leading to the following predictions:
(15) MpΩbq “ 6052.1˘5.6 MeV; MpΩ˚

b q “ 6082.8˘5.6 MeV
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Figure 1: Masses of b-baryons – theoretical predictions [7, 10] vs. experiment.

About four months after our prediction (15) for Ωb mass [10], D0 collaboration published
the first measurement of Ωb mass [11]: MpΩbqD0 “ 6165˘ 10pstat.q ˘ 13psyst.qMeV . The
deviation from the central value of our prediction was huge, 113 MeV. Understandably, we
were very eager to see the CDF result. CDF published their result about nine months later, in
May 2009 [12]: MpΩbqCDF “ 6054˘ 6.8pstat.q ˘ 0.9psyst.qMeV . Fig. 1 shows a comparison
of our predictions for the masses of Σb, Ξb and Ωb baryons with the CDF experimental
data. We have made additional predictions [7, 10] for some excited states of b-baryons. Our
results are summarized in Table 10 of Ref. [10].

The sign in our prediction MpΣ˚b q ´MpΣbq ă MpΩ˚
b q ´MpΩbq, appears to be counterintu-

itive, since the color hyperfine interaction is inversely proportional to the quark mass. This
reversed inequality is not predicted by other recent approaches [13–15], but it is also seen
in the charm data, MpΣ˚c q ´MpΣcq “ 64.3˘ 0.5 MeV ă MpΩ˚

c q ´MpΩcq “ 70.8˘ 1.5 MeV.
This suggests that the sign of the SUp3q symmetry breaking gives information about the
form of the potential. It is of interest to follow this clue theoretically and experimentally.
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5 Heavy exotics

Ordinary hadrons contain either a qq pair or 3 quarks. The possible color representations of
quark combinations are then completely determined by confinement. In a meson the qq pair
must couple to a color singlet and in a baryon any two quarks must couple to an anti-triplet
of color, to neutralize the color charge of the third quark. The situation is very different in
exotic hadrons which contain both qq and qq pairs, eg. a tetraquark with two heavy quarks
Q and two light quarks q, QQqq. Such states have important color-space correlations that
are completely absent in ordinary mesons and baryons [16]. One also needs to keep in
mind that the q-q interaction is much stronger than q-q interaction. The result is emergence
of color structures that are totally different from those in normal hadrons. In turn, this
leads to some very unusual experimental properties of such states. Until May 2011 the
leading candidate has been the Xp3872q, which is most likely either a ccqq or a threshold
bound state of D and D˚. Given that Xp3872q exists, it is fascinating to explore possible
analogues containing b quarks. General considerations suggest that such states should be
more strongly bound, since the attraction due to color forces is the roughly same, but the
repulsion due to kinetic energy is smaller, as Ek „ p2{mQ. Using a simple model, we have
suggested that bbqq might be below the BB threshold and bcqq might be below the BD
threshold. A crucial difference vs. ordinary mesons is that pQqqpQqq can form a 66 color
configuration which has much stronger binding than 33. Some of these states have exotic
electric charge, e.g. bdcu Ñ J{ψπ´π´. Their decays have striking experimental signatures:
monoenergetic photons and/or pions, e.g. bqcq with I“0 above Bcπ threshold can decay
into Bcπ via isospin violation, or electromagnetically into Bcγ, both very narrow.

Hadrons containing two b quarks, such as double-bottom baryons bbq or bbqq and bbqq
tetraquarks have a unique and a spectacular decay mode with two J{ψ-s in the final state.
To see this, recall that a b quark can decay via the hadronic mode b Ñ ccs Ñ J{ψs.
If both b quarks in a double-bottom hadron decay this way, for a bb baryon we get
pbbqq Ñ J{ψ J{ψpssqq Ñ J{ψ J{ψ Ξ, and similarly for a tetraquark: pbbqqq Ñ J{ψ J{ψpssqqq Ñ
J{ψ J{ψ K K, etc., with all final state hadrons coming from the same vertex. This unique
signature is however hampered by a very low rate expected for such a process, especially if
one uses dimuons to identify the J{ψ-s. It is both challenge and a opportunity for LHCb [16].

Exotic double-bottom hadrons Zb: theoretical prediction and discovery by Belle

In 2008 Belle reported [17] anomalously large (by two orders of magnitude) branching ratios
for the decays Υp5Sq Ñ ΥpmSqπ`π´, m “ 1, 2. In [18] we suggested that the enhancement
is due to an intermediate state of a tetraquark Tbb “ pbbudq and a pion, mediating the
two-step process

Υp5Sq Ñ T˘
bb

π¯ Ñ ΥpmSqπ`π´
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We proposed looking for the pbbudq tetraquark in these decays as peaks in the invariant
mass of Υp1Sqπ` or Υp2Sqπ` systems.

Very recently Belle collaboration confirmed this prediction, announcing [19] the observa-
tion of two charged bottomonium-like resonances Zb as narrow structures in π˘ΥpnSq
pn “ 1, 2, 3q and π˘hbpmPq pm “ 1, 2qmass spectra that are produced in association with a
single charged pion in Υp5Sq decays.

The measured masses of the two structures averaged over the five final states are
M1 “ 10608.4˘ 2.0 MeV, M2 “ 10653.2˘ 1.5 MeV, both with a width of about 15 MeV.

Interestingly enough, the two masses M1 and M2 are about 3 MeV above the respective B˚B
and B˚B˚ thresholds. This strongly suggests a parallel with Xp3872q, whose mass is almost
exactly at the D˚D threshold. It also raises the possibility that such states might have a
complementary description as deuteron-like “molecule" of two heavy mesons quasi-bound
by pion exchange [20, 21].

The attraction due to π exchange is 3 times weaker in the I“1 channel than in the I“0
channel. This is because for I“1 only π0 contributes, whereas for I“0 both π0 and π˘

contribute. Consequently, in the charm system the I“1 state is far above the D˚D threshold
and only the I“0 Xp3872q is bound 2 MeV below the average of the isospin-related D`D˚´

and D0D0 thresholds. The situation is likely to be different in the bottom system. This
is because the attraction due to π exchange is essentially the same, but the B mesons
are much heavier than D mesons, so the kinetic energy is much smaller by a factor of
„mpBq{mpDq«2.8 . Therefore the net binding is much stronger than in the charm system.
This raises two very interesting possibilities:

(a) the Zb states are almost bound (or quasi bound) B˚B and B˚B˚ I“1 ,JP “ 1` states
near threshold; the neutral members of their isomultiplets have C“´1, G“`1 ;

(b) since the binding in the I“0 channel is much stronger than in the I“1 channel, if we
neglect effects other than π exchange we expect the corresponding IG“0` ,JPC “ 1`` states to
be up to 40-50 MeV below the thresholds [22]. The I“0 states would then be expected close in
mass to the Υp4Sq. Their expected decay modes are

ZbpI“0q Ñ ΥpmSqπ`π´ and ZbpI“0q Ñ ΥpmSqγ ,

as well as
ZbpI“0q Ñ BBγ via B˚ Ñ Bγ, Eγ “ 46 MeV;

which might well be within the reach of LHCb.

A pΣ`b Σ´b q beauteron dibaryon?
The discovery of the Zb states and their probable interpretation as B˚B and B˚B˚ bound by
pion exchange raises an interesting possibility that a strongly bound Σ`b Σ´b deuteron-like
state might exist, a beauteron. This is because Σb is about 500 MeV heavier than B˚ and
having I“1, it couples more strongly to pions than B and B˚ which have I “ 1

2 . The opposite
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electric charges of Σ`b and Σ´b provide an additional attraction. A possible decay mode of
the beauteron is

pΣ`b Σ´b q Ñ Λb Λb π`π´

which might be observable in LHCb. If the beauteron exists, it should also be seen in lattice
QCD.
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In this talk, we show our recent theoretical results for three-body systems in the charm sector

which are made of three hadrons and contain one nucleon, one D meson and in addition

another meson, D, K or K.

1 Introduction

While the three baryon system has been a subject of intense theoretical study, it has only
been recently that attention was brought to systems with two mesons and one baryon. The
low lying excited JP “ 1{2` Λ and Σ states were described in [1], and N˚ states in [2],
combining Faddeev equations and chiral dynamics. A N˚ state around 1920 MeV was
predicted in [3] as a molecule of NKK, corroborated in [4] and [5] by Faddeev equations.
For three mesons systems, the X(2175) (now φp2170q) was explained as a resonant KKφ

system in [6]. Similarly the Kp1460q is explained as a KKK state in [7].

In a recent work we study the three body systems in the charm sector, and use the Fixed
Center Approximation to the Faddeev equations (FCA), which has been proved to be
reliable in [8, 9] and has been applied to the study of the NKK system [10] and the results
compare favorably with those of the Faddeev approach in [4] and those of the variational
approach in [3]. There are some well known two body states in this sector, such as Λcp2595q
in DN with its coupled channels interaction [11, 12], D˚s0p2317q in KD interaction [13–15],
and the hypothetical Xp3700q generated in isospin I=0 DD interaction [13]. These states are
the clusters in the FCA in our study.

2 Formalism

Following [9, 10, 16], we will apply the FCA to study the charm sector. The FCA approxima-
tion to Faddeev equations is depicted in Figure 1.

1chuwen.xiao@ific.uv.es
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Figure 1: Diagrammatic representation of the FCA to Faddeev equations.

With this meaning of the FCA, the equations can be written by two partition functions T1,
T2 which sum all diagrams of the series of Fig. 1,

T1 “ t1 ` t1G0T2,(1)

T2 “ t2 ` t2G0T1,(2)

T “ T1 ` T2,(3)

where T is the total three-body scattering amplitude. The amplitudes t1 and t2 represent
the unitary scattering amplitudes respectively. And G0 is the propagator of particle 3.

3 Results

In this part we show the results of our investigation in that systems KDN, NDK and NDD.
In Figure 2 (left) we show the results of |T|2 for the KΛcp2595q scattering in the KDN system.
We find a peak around 3150 MeV, slightly above the threshold of the Λcp2595q ` K mass
(3088 MeV) and below the threshold of the KDN system (3298 MeV), of which the width is
about 50 MeV. For the system KDN, its quantum numbers are C “ `1, S “ ´1 and JP “ 1

2
`

since we only consider the interaction among the components in L “ 0.

In the NDK system, we obtain |T|2 for the ND˚s0p2317q scattering shown in Fig. 2 (right). We
found a peak around 3050 MeV which is about 200 MeV below the N`D˚s0p2317q threshold
and the width less than 10 MeV. We also do not find a counterpart in the PDG and the
quantum numbers, with positive strangeness, correspond to an exotic state.

Finally we obtain the T matrix, for the NDD interaction by means Eq. (3), and show the
results of |T|2 in Figure 3. From this figure we can see that there is a clear peak of |T|2

around 4400 MeV and the width is very small, less than 10 MeV. The peak appears below
the NDD and NXp3700q thresholds and corresponds to a bound state of NXp3700q. This
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Figure 2: Modulus squared of the scattering amplitude for KΛcp2595q (left) and
ND˚s0p2317q (right).

would be a hidden charm baryon state of JP “ 1
2
`

which appears in the same region of
energies as other hidden charm states of JP “ 1

2
´

obtained in [17, 18].
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Figure 3: Modulus squared of the the NXp3700q scattering amplitude.

4 Conclusion

In all cases we find bound or quasibound states, relatively narrow, with energies 3150
MeV, 3050 MeV and 4400 MeV, respectively. All these states have JP “ 1{2` and isospin
I “ 1{2 and differ by their charm or strangeness content, S “ ´1, C “ 1, S “ 1, C “ 1,
S “ 0, C “ 0, respectively. We hope that the work stimulates other theory calculations and
future experiments in Facilities of FAIR or BELLE upgrade to prove our findings.
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Heavy Hadron Production and Spectroscopy at ATLAS
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ATLAS has studied heavy flavor production and measured the production cross sections of

heavy quarkonium, open bottom and charm in
?

s“7 TeV proton-proton collisions at the

Large Hadron Collider. Differential cross sections as a function of transverse momentum and

pseudo-rapidity are hereby discussed. ATLAS capabilities to reconstruct heavy quarkonium

states, D-mesons and B-hadrons in exclusive decay modes are demonstrated.

1 Introduction

ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) is a general purpose experiment operating at the Large
Hadron Collider at CERN. Its research program is mainly focused on the investigation of
processes beyond the Standard Model, but includes also a wide set of flavor physics studies
with early data. Heavy flavor processes provide valuable samples to measure detector
performance, based on the reconstruction of known particles with c and b quark content.
Once this is established, measurements of production cross sections for open beauty and
charm and heavy quarkonium states allow to test QCD predictions for proton-proton
collisions at

?
s = 7 TeV.

After a brief description of the relevant ATLAS detector and reconstruction components,
results on inclusive J{ψ Ñ µ`µ´ production and on the study of exclusive B and D hadron
decays are reported.

2 ATLAS tracking and trigger systems

The main ingredients for flavor physics studies are the reconstruction of charged particles
and the identification of muons produced in the pp collisions. For this purpose, the ATLAS
detector [1] is equipped with two main tracking systems.
The Inner Detector (ID), placed in the immediate proximity of the beam line and surrounded
by a solenoidal magnet providing a 2 T field, measures charged particle tracks in a pseudo-
rapidity range of |η| ă 2.5. Adopting three different detector technologies (pixel sensors,
silicon strips and straw tubes) it reaches an overall design momentum precision of σpT{pT “

1Carlo.Schiavi@cern.ch
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3.4ˆ10´4 ¨ pT/GeV ‘ 0.015.
The Muon Spectrometer (MS), the outermost ATLAS detector, covers a range of |η| ă 2.7,
adopting four detector technologies suitable for both triggering and tracking purposes
(monitored drift tubes, cathode strip chambers, thin-gap chambers and resistive plate
chambers). Exploiting the field generated by an air-core toroidal magnet, it is designed to
measure transverse momenta with „3% precision over most of the pT range and below 10%
up to 1 TeV.
The muon reconstruction is performed matching tracks or track segments in the MS and ID,
combining them to form a full muon track and refitting its track parameters.
Another crucial ingredient for any physics study is the trigger system, selecting a few
relevant events out of a vast majority of uninteresting pp collisions. The ATLAS trigger
consists of a first hardware level, mainly based on MS and calorimeters, and two subsequent
software levels, accessing data from the entire detector to refine the first level selection.
The results presented in the following use two different trigger selections. Studies based on
the reconstruction of J{ψ Ñ µ`µ´ decays rely on single muon triggers, with different pT

thresholds for different luminosities. The D meson studies are instead performed on events
selected by minimum bias triggers, based on scintillators mounted at each end of the ID or
on the measurement of tracking activity in randomly triggered events.

3 Inclusive J{ψ cross section measurement

Charmonium states decaying into muon pairs have been studied both to evaluate the
ATLAS detector performance and to measure their production properties.
The analysis of J{ψ Ñ µ`µ´ decays [2], based on an integrated luminosity of 2.3 pb´1, mea-
sures the inclusive J{ψ production cross section and the fractions of prompt and non-prompt
components. Pairs of reconstructed muons passing standard quality and kinematical cuts
are used to identify J{ψ candidates with pT between 1 and 70 GeV. These are grouped in four
rapidity bins, covering |y| ă 2.4, and their number is extracted fitting the µ`µ´ invariant
mass spectrum. In order to estimate the true number of J{ψ decays in each bin, corrections
for detector and reconstruction efficiency, bin migration and acceptance are applied with the
corresponding uncertainties. For the kinematic acceptance, which strongly depends on the
J{ψ polarization, not yet measured at LHC, different spin alignment scenarios are studied.
Five extreme cases, including isotropic, fully longitudinal and transverse polarization, are
identified; acceptance factors are evaluated for each case and the envelope of the resulting
values is taken as an additional uncertainty. Figure 1 shows the resulting inclusive J{ψ
production cross section, as a function of J{ψ transverse momentum, in the four rapidity
bins analyzed. A comparison with CMS results [3] is performed for those rapidity bins
close enough to permit it, showing good agreement within experimental uncertainties.
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Figure 1: Inclusive J{ψ production cross section as a function of J{ψ transverse momentum
in the four rapidity bins studied. Overlaid are a band representing the variation of the
result under various spin-alignment scenarios and the equivalent results from CMS. The
luminosity uncertainty (3.4%) is not shown.

4 Exclusive B and D hadron reconstruction

The reconstruction and identification of open beauty is a necessary prerequisite for the
investigation of CP violation processes and rare decays. As a first step, the reconstruction of
various exclusive B hadron decay modes, in which a J{ψ is produced and decays to opposite
sign muons, is studied. Event selection and reconstruction proceed very similarly to what
described for the inclusive J{ψ case, with additional constraints specific to each exclusive
decay chain. In particular, the capability to identify B˘ Ñ J{ψ K˘, B0

d Ñ J{ψ K0 and
B0

s Ñ J{ψ φ decays [4] [5] is demonstrated. Figure 2 shows the invariant mass distributions
of B0

d and B0
s candidates reconstructed in an integrated luminosity of 40 pb´1.

In the open charm sector, several exclusive D meson decay modes are observed and the
corresponding production cross sections are measured [6], with an integrated luminosity
of 1.1 nb´1. The limitation on the data sample size comes from the use of minimum
bias triggers, which were active only in the earliest data-taking phase, due to their high
rate, incompatible with running at higher luminosities. The D meson candidates are
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Figure 2: Invariant mass distributions of reconstructed candidates of B0
d Ñ J{ψ K0 (left)

and B0
s Ñ J{ψ φ (right). The points with error bars are data. The solid line is the projection

of the result of the unbinned maximum likelihood fit. The dashed line is the projection for
the background component of the same fit.

identified starting from charged tracks reconstructed in the ID and applying different
tracking, vertexing, lifetime and invariant mass cuts, depending on the exclusive decay
chain under study. Similarly to what done for the J{ψ Ñ µ`µ´ case, the true number of D
mesons is estimated applying efficiency, bin migration and acceptance corrections. For D‹˘

studies, the decay chain D‹` Ñ D0π` with D0 Ñ K´π` is analyzed; the resulting D‹˘

production cross section, as a function of D‹˘ transverse momentum and absolute pseudo-
rapidity, are shown in Figure 3, where a comparison with different theoretical predictions is
overlaid, showing good agreement within experimental and theoretical uncertainties.

5 Conclusions

During its first year of data taking, the ATLAS experiment produced many heavy flavor
measurements at an unprecedented proton-proton collision energy. As part of the rich
ATLAS physics programme, the inclusive J{ψ and exclusive D meson production cross
sections were measured. In the open bottom sector, the capability of reconstructing and
identifying exclusive decay modes was demonstrated, paving the way for precise mea-
surements of B meson properties and searches for the new physics phenomena in rare
decays.
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We report results from a study of heavy-baryon spectroscopy within a relativistic constituent-

quark model, whose hyperfine interaction is based on Goldstone-boson-exchange dynamics.

While for light-flavor constituent quarks it is now commonly accepted that the effective

quark-quark interaction is (predominantly) furnished by Goldstone-boson exchange – due

to spontaneous chiral-symmetry breaking of quantum chromodynamics at low energies –

there is currently still much speculation about the light-heavy and heavy-heavy quark-quark

interactions. With the increasing amount of experimental data on heavy-baryon spectroscopy

these issues might soon be settled. Here, we show, how the relativistic constituent-quark model

with Goldstone-boson-exchange hyperfine interactions can be extended to charm and bottom

baryons. It is found that the same model that has previously been successful in reproducing

the light and strange baryon spectra is also in line with the existing phenomenological data

on heavy-baryon spectroscopy. An analogous model with one-gluon-exchange hyperfine

interactions for light-heavy flavors does not achieve a similarly good performance.

1 Framework

We view hadrons as relativistic bound states of constituent quarks Q. Baryons are are thus
considered as tQQQu systems. Even if heavy-flavor quarks are involved, it is mandatory to
work in a relativistic framework in order to prevent pathologies and/or severe shortcomings.
Our relativistic constituent-quark model (RCQM) is based on a relativistically invariant mass
operator M̂ “ M̂free ` M̂int that includes the Q-Q interaction according to the Bakamijian-
Thomas construction [1]. In the rest frame of the baryon, ~P “

ř3
i
~k2

i “ 0, the free and
interacting parts of the mass operator thus read

(1) M̂free “

3
ÿ

i“1

b

m̂2
i `

~̂k2
i , M̂int “

3
ÿ

iăj

V̂ij “

3
ÿ

iăj

pV̂conf
ij ` V̂hf

ij q ,

where the~ki correspond to the three-momenta of the individual quarks with rest masses mi
and the mutual Q-Q potentials V̂ij are composed of confinement and hyperfine interactions.
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By employing such a mass operator M̂2 “ P̂µP̂µ , with baryon four-momentum P̂µ “

pĤ, P̂1, P̂2, P̂3q, one satisfies the Poincaré algebra involving all ten generators tĤ, P̂i, Ĵi, K̂iu of
time and space translations, spatial rotations as well as Lorentz boosts, respectively:

rP̂i, P̂js “ 0 , r Ĵi , Ĥs “ 0 , rP̂i, Ĥs “ 0 ,
rK̂i, Ĥs “ iP̂i , r Ĵi, Ĵjs “ iεijk Ĵk , r Ĵi, K̂js “ iεijkK̂k ,
r Ĵi, P̂js “ iεijkP̂k , rK̂i, K̂js “ ´iεijk Ĵk , rK̂i, P̂js “ iδijĤ .

The solution of the eigenvalue equation of the mass operator M̂ yields the relativistically
invariant mass spectra as well as the baryon eigenstates (in the standard rest frame) [2].

2 Goldstone-Boson Exchange in the SUp3qF Sector

In order to incorporate the property of spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry of low-
energy QCD, the Graz group has proposed a RCQM with Goldstone-boson-exchange (GBE)
hyperfine interactions between constituent quarks [3]. In addition to a linearly rising
confinement potential, as following from lattice QCD, the model comes with a spin-spin
hyperfine interaction of the form

(2) Vhf
ij “

„

Vπ

3
ÿ

a“1

λa
i λa

j `VK

7
ÿ

a“4

λa
i λa

j `Vηλ8
i λ8

j `Vη1λ
0
i λ0

j



~σi ¨~σj ,

where the λa
i are the SUp3qF Gell-Mann matrices and~σi the SUp2qS Pauli matrices of quark i.

The GBE is cast into the exchange of pseudoscalar mesons π, K, and η, including the singlet
η1 due to the Up1qA anomaly. The corresponding meson-exchange potentials as a function
of the relative Q-Q distance~rij read

(3) Vγp~rijq “
g2

γ

2π

1
12mimj

„

µ2
γ

e´µγrij

rij
´Λ2

γ

e´Λγrij

rij



, γ “ π, K, η, η1 ,

where gγ is the meson-quark coupling constant, µγ the mass of the exchanged meson, and
Λγ an adjusted cut-off parameter. As immediately evident, the GBE RCQM produces a spin-
and flavor-dependent hyperfine interaction. It has hitherto been quite successful not only
in describing the spectroscopy of all baryons with flavors u, d, and s in a unified framework
but also in a number of baryon reactions [4].

3 Extension of the GBE RCQM to Heavy Baryons

We have investigated, if the same model can be extended to include also baryons with
flavors c and b in a consistent manner. Thus we have generalized the hyperfine interaction
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Figure 1: Comparison of SUp5qF (left/red levels) and SUp3qF (right/blue levels) hyperfine
interactions in the GBE RCQM for the examples of the Λ, Σ, and Ξ baryons with definite
spin and parity JP in each column. The green boxes represent the experimental data with
their uncertainties as given by the PDG [6].

of eq. (2) to SUp5qF in the following manner

Vhf
ij “

„

Vπ

3
ÿ

a“1

λa
i λa

j `VK

7
ÿ

a“4

λa
i λa

j `Vη8 λ8
i λ8

j `Vη0 λ0
i λ0

j(4)

`VD

12
ÿ

a“9

λa
i λa

j `VDs

14
ÿ

a“13

λa
i λa

j `Vη15 λ15
i λ15

j

`VB

19
ÿ

a“16

λa
i λa

j `VBs

21
ÿ

a“20

λa
i λa

j `VBc

23
ÿ

a“22

λa
i λa

j `Vη24 λ24
i λ24

j



~σi ¨~σj ,

where the various meson-exchange potentials are assumed in the same form as in eq. (3).
The complete parametrization of the SUp5qF GBE RCQM can be found in ref. [5].

Obviously, this new construction also influences the Q-Q interaction in the SUp3qF sec-
tor (specifically through the diagonal elements in the flavor matrices λ15 as well as λ24).
Therefore our first concern is to maintain the good performance regarding the baryon
spectroscopy with u, d, and s flavors. In Fig. 1 we give a selective comparison of the SUp3qF
and SUp5qF models vis-à-vis the experimental data.

It is found that the quality of light and strange baryon spectroscopy is comparable for both
the SUp3qF and SUp5qF models. In the latter, some of the levels, such as the JP “ 1

2
`

Λ
ground state, are even closer to experiment. A similar agreement occurs for the N, ∆, and Ω
states. In particular, due to its specific flavor dependence, also the SUp5qF model produces
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Figure 2: Heavy-baryon spectra as produced by the SUp5qF GBE RCQM (solid/red levels)
in comparison to experimental data with their uncertainties, as quoted by the PDG [6]
(dotted/green levels resp. boxes).

the correct orderings of positive- and negative-parity excitations simultaneously in the N
and Λ spectra.

In Fig. 2 we show the results of the extended SUp5qF GBE RCQM for some heavy-baryon
spectra. It appears that all levels can be reproduced satisfactorily. The same is true for the
other cases not shown here because of space limitations.

At this stage we have succeeded in constructing a universal RCQM based on GBE dynamics
that works in the whole baryon spectroscopy within SUp5qF. For heavy baryons, additional
experimental data are highly desirable in order to better determine the model parameters
and put the theory to more stringent tests. Similarly, applications to describing reactions
with heavy baryons (e.g., form factors and decays) will be most interesting to study.
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Using data from pp collisions at
?

s “ 1.96 TeV recorded by the CDF II and DØ detectors at

the Fermilab Tevatron, we present recent results on charm and bottom hadrons. We the most

recent CDF results on properties of the four bottom baryon resonant states Σ
p˚q´

b , Σ
p˚q`

b . New

results on exotic Yp4140q state observed by CDF are also reported. A precise measurement

of production rates of the lowest lying bottom baryon, Λ0
b, produced in the DØ detector is

presented.

1 Measurement of the Masses and Widths of the Bottom Baryons

Σ
p˚q´

b and Σ
p˚q`

b with the CDF II Detector

Baryons with a heavy quark Q as the “nucleus” and a light diquark q1q2 as the two orbiting
“electrons” are the helium atoms of QCD. The heavy quark in the baryon may be used as a
probe of confinement which allows the study of non-perturbative QCD in a different regime
from that of the light baryons.

A recent comprehensive review of the experimental and theoretical status of baryon spec-
troscopy with many useful references can be found in Ref. [1]. The resonant Σ

p˚q

b states have
been discovered by CDF [2], and this study follows that first observation.

The Σ
p˚q˘

b candidates are reconstructed in their exclusive decay modes to Λ0
bπ˘soft. The

base state Λ0
b is reconstructed in its weak decay Λ0

b Ñ Λ`c π´b with the Λ`c candidates
found in the Λ`c Ñ pK´π` decay by fitting three tracks to a common vertex. The Λ0

b
vertex is formed by a Λ`c candidate combined with a fourth pion track, the π´b , having a
transverse momentum above 1.5 GeV{c. Then the vertex is subjected to a three-dimensional
kinematic fit. The Λ0

b signal in the invariant mass distribution MpΛ`c π´b q amounts to
approximately 16 300 candidates at the expected Λ0

b mass, with a signal to background ratio

1gorelov@fnal.gov
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Figure 1: The Q-value spectra for Σ
p˚q´

b (left plot) and Σ
p˚q`

b (right plot) candidates, where
Q “ MpΛ0

bπ˘q ´MpΛ0
bq ´mπ˘ , are shown with the projection of the corresponding un-

binned ML fit superimposed on the binned distribution. The pull distributions of the fit
(bottom plots) are evenly distributed around zero with fluctuations of about a ˘2σ range.

around 1.8. To produce the spectra of Σ
p˚q˘

b Ñ Λ0
bπ˘soft candidates, each Λ`c π´b candidate

from the Λ0
b signal region of mpΛ0

bq P p5.561, 5.677qGeV{c2 is combined with one of the
tracks remaining in the event with transverse momentum above 200 MeV{c2 and with a
pion mass hypothesis assigned. The analysis of the Σ

p˚q˘

b signals is performed using the
mass difference distributions Q “ mpΛ0

bπ˘softq ´mpΛ0
bq ´mpπ˘q, where mpπ˘q is set to its

world-average value [3]. The mass resolution of the mpΛ0
b Ñ Λ`c π´b q signal and most of

the systematic uncertainties cancel in the mass difference spectrum, yielding fine detector
resolution in the Q-value scale. The experimental Σ

p˚q´

b and Σ
p˚q`

b Q-value distributions,
each fitted with an individual unbinned maximum likelihood (ML) functions, are shown in
Fig. 1. The projection of the corresponding unbinned ML fit is superimposed on each graph.
The shape of the signal is modeled with a non-relativistic Breit-Wigner function convoluted
with a Gaussian detector resolution. As the soft pion π˘soft is emitted in a P-wave, the

Breit-Wigner width parameter is modified by the P-wave factor [4] Γ “ Γ0 ¨

´

p˚πsoft
{p˚0

πsoft

¯3
.

The background is described by an ordinary second order polynomial modulated by a
kinematically motivated threshold factor, specifically

a

pQ`mπq
2 ´mT2 ¨P2pQ; C, b1, b2q.

The left and right plots in Fig. 1 show clear signals of Σ´b , Σ˚´b and Σ`b , Σ˚`b , respectively.
The significance of every peak is well above 6 ¨ σ. The analysis results are arranged in
Table 1.

In conclusion, the first observation [2] of the Σ
p˚q˘

b bottom baryons has been confirmed.
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State Q-value, MeV{c2 Absolute mass m, MeV{c2 Width Γ, MeV{c2

Σ´b 56.2`0.6`0.1
´0.5´0.4 5815.5`0.6

´0.5 ˘ 1.7 4.3`3.1`1.0
´2.1´1.1

Σ˚´b 75.7 ˘ 0.6`0.1
´0.6 5835.0 ˘ 0.6 ˘ 1.8 6.4`2.2`0.7

´1.8´1.1
Σ`b 52.0`0.9`0.1

´0.8´0.4 5811.2`0.9
´0.8 ˘ 1.7 9.2`3.8`1.0

´2.9´1.1
Σ˚`b 72.7 ˘ 0.7`0.1

´0.6 5832.0 ˘ 0.7 ˘ 1.8 10.4`2.7`0.8
´2.2´1.2

Isospin mass splitting, MeV{c2

mpΣ`b q ´mpΣ´b q ´4.2`1.1
´0.9 ˘ 0.1

mpΣ˚`b q ´mpΣ˚´b q ´3.0˘ 0.9˘ 0.1

Table 1: Summary of the final results. For all the entries, the first uncertainty is the
statistical one and the second is systematic. To extract the absolute masses, the best CDF
mass measurement for Λ0

b [5] has been used.

The direct mass difference measurements have statistical precision a factor of ą„ 2.3 better
than was previously reported [2] due to the larger dataset. The measurements are in good
agreement with the previous results. The isospin mass splittings within the I “ 1 triplets
of Σb and Σ˚b states have been extracted for the first time. The Σ

p˚q´

b states have higher
mass values than their Σ

p˚q`

b partners following a pattern [6] common to most of the known
isospin multiplets. These measurements favor the phenomenological explanation of this
ordering due to higher masses of d-quarks than u-quarks and a larger electromagnetic
contribution due to electrostatic Coulomb forces between quarks in Σ

p˚q´

b states than in the
Σ
p˚q`

b ones. The natural widths of the Σ˘b and Σ˚˘b states have been measured for the first
time. The measurements are in agreement with theoretical expectations [7], within their
experimental uncertainties. For further details on this analysis, please see [8].

2 Update on the Yp4140q Near-Threshold Structure in J{Ψφ Mass
Spectrum of the B` Ñ J{ΨφK` Decays

Recently, evidence has been reported by the CDF Collaboration for a narrow structure
near the J{ψ φ threshold in exclusive B` Ñ J{ψ φK` decays produced in pp collisions at
?

s “ 1.96 TeV [9]. A latest update [10] reports a preliminary confirmation of the signal
in MpJ{ψ φq spectrum. The analysis is based on a larger sample of data comprising an
integrated luminosity of „ 6 pb´1 accumulated by the CDF II detector. The specific data
sample is collected by a dedicated three-level dimuon trigger recording J{ψ Ñ µ`µ´ events.

The B` Ñ J{ψ φK` candidates are reconstructed from J{ψ Ñ µ`µ´ candidates taken within
˘50 MeV{c2 around the mass of the J{ψ and φ Ñ K´K` candidates within a ˘7 MeV{c2

window at the φ mass combined further with the K` positive track. All five tracks are
subjected to a 3D kinematic fit to a common vertex with MpJ{ψ q constrained to its PDG value.
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Figure 2: (a): The B` meson mass distribution MpJ{ψ φK`q is shown with a fit to the
data made with a Gaussian signal function and a linear background function. (b): The
mass difference spectrum ∆M “ Mpµ`µ´K´K`q ´Mpµ`µ´qwith the µ`µ´K´K` com-
binations contained within B` Ñ J{ψ φK` candidates at ˘3σ around nominal MpB`q [3];
the background is predicted by the sum of the pure three-body phase space background
contribution (dotted curve) and the B0

s meson contamination (fixed to 3.3, dash-dotted
curve); the solid red curve is the total unbinned ML fit where the signal PDF is an S-wave
Breit-Wigner convoluted with the resolution of σ “ 1.7 MeV{c2.

dE{dx and ToF measurements are used to identify three kaons contributing to the final state
to further suppress the combinatorial background. The total transverse momentum pT of
the final candidate is required to be above 4 GeV{c. The plot in Fig. 2a shows a prominent B`

meson signal of 115˘ 12 pstatq events in the invariant mass spectrum MpJ{ψ φK`q. Selecting
the B` candidates in˘3σ mass range around its nominal mass the mass difference spectrum
∆M “ Mpµ`µ´K´K`q ´Mpµ`µ´q within final states of those B` candidates is examined.
An enhancement near a threshold is seen at the Fig. 2b. The unbinned ML fit shown at
the plot returns the signal position, width and its yield arranged in a Table 2. The fitted
parameters are consistent with the previous results [9] on the Yp4140q state. The p-value
of the observed signal with respect to the background is determined using a statistical
trials generation. It has been found to be p « 2.3 ¨ 10´7 or « 5.0 ¨ σ in Gaussian terms. In
conclusion, the increased B` Ñ J{ψ φK` sample at CDF allows further investigation of the
Yp4140q structure and a preliminary observation of the signal is reported [10]. The mass
and width are found to be consistent with the previous report [9].

Other experimental groups [11] [12] [13] do not confirm the observation of the Yp4140q
structure. Further investigation is needed and work is ongoing at CDF Collaboration to
update the whole analysis on the full Run II data sample.
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State ∆M, MeV{c2 M, MeV{c2 Γ, MeV{c2 Ncands Nσ

Yp4140q 1046.7`2.9
´3.0 4143.4`2.9

´3.0 ˘ 0.6 15.3`10.4
´6.1 ˘ 2.5 19˘ 6 « 5.0 ¨ σ

BpB` Ñ Yp4140qK`q ¨ BpYp4140q Ñ J{ψ φq{BpB` Ñ J{ψ φK`q “ 0.149˘ 0.039˘ 0.024

Table 2: Summary of the results found for the Yp4140q. On all the entries, the first
uncertainty is the statistical one and the second is systematic. The absolute masses are
extracted from the fitted ∆M and the world average MpJ{ψ q [3]. The measured relative
branching ratio for Yp4140q is presented in row 2.

3 Measurement of the Λ0
b Production Fraction

fpb Ñ Λ0
bq ¨BpΛ0

b Ñ J{ΨΛ0q with the DØ Detector

For the Λ0
b, the lightest bottom baryon, only a few decay channels have been studied,

and the uncertainties on its branching fractions are large, „ p30 ´ 60q%. Increasingly
precise measurements of f pb Ñ Λ0

bq ¨ BpΛ0
b Ñ J{ψΛ0q (where f pb Ñ Λbq is the fraction

of b quarks which hadronize to Λ0
b baryons) will allow better tests of models including

PQCD and relativistic and nonrelativistic quark models which predict heavy baryon decays.
Moreover, these measurements could help in the study of b Ñ s transitions such as Λ0

b Ñ

µ`µ´Λ0 [14] [15], which are topologically similar to Λ0
b Ñ J{ψΛ0 where J{ψ Ñ µ`µ´.

DØ reports an improved measurement (relative to Ref. [16]) on the relative production
fraction, specifically

σrel “
f pb Ñ Λ0

bq ¨ BpΛ0
b Ñ J{ψΛ0q

f pb Ñ B0q ¨ BpB0 Ñ J{ψ K0
Sq
“

NpΛ0
bq

NpB0q
¨
BpΛ0

b Ñ J{ψΛ0q

BpB0 Ñ J{ψ K0
Sq
¨
BpK0

S Ñ π`π´q

BpΛ0 Ñ pπ´q
¨ ε ,

where ε “ 2.37˘ 0.05 (MC stat.) is the relative detection efficiency of the well-measured
B0 Ñ J{ψ K0

S reference signal in denominator with respect to the Λ0
b Ñ J{ψΛ0 in the nu-

merator. From this measurement one can extract f pb Ñ Λ0
bq ¨ BpΛ0

b Ñ J{ψΛ0q with a sig-
nificantly improved precision compared to the current world average [3]. The study is
based on

şL dt « 6.1 fb´1 of pp collisions collected with the DØ detector between 2002
and 2009. The invariant mass distributions of the Λ0

b and B0 candidates passing the ana-
lysis criteria are shown in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b correspondingly. To extract the yields of
the observed Λ0

b and B0 hadrons, an unbinned ML fit is applied to each mass distribu-
tion assuming a double Gaussian function for each signal and a second order polynomial
distribution for their backgrounds. The fits yield NpΛ0

b Ñ J{ψΛ0q “ 314˘ 29 events and
NpB0 Ñ J{ψ K0

Sq “ 2335˘ 73 events. In summary, the DØ Collaboration has obtained the
production fraction multiplied by the branching fraction for the decay Λ0

b Ñ J{ψΛ0 relative
to that for the decay B0 Ñ J{ψ K0

S to be

σrel “ 0.345˘ 0.034pstatq ˘ 0.033psystq ˘ 0.003 pPDGq .
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Figure 3: Invariant mass distribution in data for (a) Λ0
b Ñ J{ψΛ0 and (b) B0 Ñ J{ψ K0

S
decays. Fit results are superimposed.

The measurement is the most precise to date and exceeds the precision of the current value
reported as the world average, 0.27˘ 0.13 [3]. Using the PDG value [3],
f pb Ñ B0q ¨ BpB0 Ñ J{ψ K0

Sq “ p1.74˘ 0.08q ˆ 10´4, one extracts

f pb Ñ Λ0
bq ¨ BpΛ0

b Ñ J{ψΛ0q “ r6.01˘ 0.60pstatq˘0.58psystq˘0.28 pPDGqs ˆ 10´5

which can be compared directly to the world average value of p4.7˘ 2.3q ˆ 10´5 [3]. This
result represents a reduction by a factor of„ 3 of the uncertainty with respect to the previous
measurement [16]. For further details on this analysis, please see [17].
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Recent results on the weak decay of Λ hypernuclei

Stefania Bufalino1

Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare
Sezione di Torino, Via P. Giuria 1

I-10125 Torino, ITALY

The latest results from the FINUDA experiment on the Weak Decay of p-shell Λ-hypernuclei

are presented and discussed. π´ spectra from mesonic decay were measured with magnetic

analysis for the first time for 7
ΛLi, 9

ΛBe, 11
Λ B and 15

Λ N. Branching ratio Γπ´{Γtot were derived

from the measured spectra. In addition spectra of protons from NMWD were obtained for 5
Λ He,

7
ΛLi, 9

ΛBe, 11
Λ B, 12

Λ C, 13
Λ C, 15

Λ N and 16
Λ O. An estimation of the contributions of both Final State

Interactions (FSI) and two-nucleon induced (2N) decay processes was performed, following

a model independent approach. These results are confirmed by a new analysis of the triple

coincidence (π´, p, n) events.

1 Analysis method and results

The information coming from the study of the Λ-hypernuclei weak decay channels com-
pletes the knowledge on strange nuclear systems by spectroscopy, gained both by missing
mass analyses and γ-ray measurements. Λ-hypernuclei decay through both mesonic
(MWD) and non-mesonic weak decay (NMWD) processes. In MWD the Λ hyperon decays
to a nucleon and a pion in the nuclear medium, similarly to the weak decay mode in free
space:

Λ f ree Ñ p` π´ ` 37.8 MeV p64.2%q(1)

n` π0 ` 41.1 MeV p35.8%q(2)

in which the emitted nucleon (pion) carries a momentum q « 100 MeV/c. The theory of
hypernuclear MWD was initiated by Dalitz [1, 2], and motivated by the observation of
MWD reactions in the pioneering hypernuclear physics experiments with photographic
emulsions. Following the development of counter techniques for use in pK´, π´q and
pπ`, K`q reactions on nuclei in the 1970s and 1980s, a considerable body of experimental
data on Γπ´ and/or Γπ0 is now available on light Λ-hypernuclei up to 12

Λ C ( [3] and references
therein). As far as the NMWD is concerned, there are three decay channels:

1bufalino@to.infn.it
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A
ΛZ Ñ A´2pZ´ 1q ` p` n pΓpq(3)
A
ΛZ Ñ A´2Z` n` n pΓnq(4)
A
ΛZ Ñ A´3Z1 ` N ` N ` N pΓ2q(5)

The channel (5) is known as two-nucleon induced (2N) decay and is due to the interaction of
the Λ with a pair of strongly correlated nucleons; Z1 stands for Z, Z´ 1 or Z´ 2 depending
on the particular nucleons combination. The total NMWD rate of a Λ–hypernucleus is
given by their sum: ΓNMWD “ Γp ` Γn ` Γ2. Several important experimental progresses in
NMWD study have been made in the latest years but no experimental evidence has been
obtained so far for the 2N induced decay. In the present work I report on measurements by
the FINUDA experiment of MWD of hypernuclei in the p-shell comparing the measured
π´ spectra and decay rates with the calculations by [4]. Furthermore I will describe two
independent analyses of the NMWD of 7

ΛLi, 9
ΛBe, 11

Λ B, 12
Λ C, 13

Λ C, 15
Λ N and 16

Λ O hypernuclei
which provided values for the 2N decay. The complete analysis and discussion of the results
was already published in Ref. [5–7].

The results reported in the present paper have been obtained by analyzing the data collected
by the FINUDA experiment, from 2003 to 2007 and correspond to an integrated luminosity
of „ 1.2 fb´1. FINUDA is a fixed target experiment installed at one of the two interaction
points of the DAΦNE e`e´ φ–factory of Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati (INFN–Italy). Λ-
hypernuclei are produced by means of the pK´, π´q reaction with K´’s at rest by stopping
in very thin targets the low energy („ 16 MeV) K´’s coming from the Φ Ñ K´K` decay
channel. The analysis was performed on events collected out of 6Li, 7Li, 9Be, 12C, 13C and
(D2O) targets. The experimental method is briefly described here, while full details are
reported in [5–7]. To investigate the MWD process (1) all the events characterized by the
presence of two π´’s detected in coincidence were selected. One π´, with a momentum
as high as 260´ 290 MeV/c, gives the signature of the formation of the ground-state of
the hypernuclear system or of a low lying excited state decaying to it by electromagnetic
emission. The second π´, with a momentum lower than 115 MeV/c, gives the signature of
the decay. The lower threshold for the detection momentum of these π´’s is „ 80 MeV/c
and their momentum resolution is ∆p / p „ 6% FWHM at 110 MeV/c. The analysis of the
NMWD was performed by selecting all the events with two particles emitted in coincidence:
a π´ carrying the information of the hypernucleus formation and a proton coming from
the same K´ interaction vertex, which gives the signature of the NMWD. Protons were
identified with an efficiency of 90% and the proton energy resolution was ∆E/E„ 2%
FWHM at 80 MeV. A further requirement was made asking for the detection of a neutron.
The outer FINUDA detector, called TOFONE [7], a barrel of 72 scintillator slabs was used
for trigger and P.I.D. (by Time Of Flight) of the charged particles and to detect even neutral
ones with an efficiency of the order of 10% for neutrons in the range 15-150 MeV. The energy
resolution on the neutron is „13% at 10 MeV and „10% at 100 MeV.
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As far as the MWD is concerned, the π´ spectra allow to have a more careful confirmation of
the elementary mechanism that is supposed to underlie the decay process, as well as to have
information on the spin-parity of the initial hypernuclear ground state. In this respect the
study of pion spectra from MWD can be regarded as an indirect spectroscopic investigation
tool. Due to the π´ momentum detection threshold of the apparatus („ 80 MeV/c), only
MWD spectra of 7

ΛLi, 9
ΛBe, 11

Λ B (12C targets) and 15
Λ N (16O target) were investigated. Spectra

from 12
Λ C and 16

Λ O could not be observed. The decay π´ momentum spectra show interesting
structures whose meaning can be better understood by considering the corresponding
kinetic energy spectra that are directly related to the excitation function of the daugther
nucleus. Kinetic energy spectra, background subtracted and acceptance corrected, were
evaluated for MWD of 7

ΛLi, 9
ΛBe, 11

Λ B and 15
Λ N. Based on these measurements, the spin-parity

assignment 1{2` for 7
ΛLi and 5{2` for 11

Λ B ground-state were confirmed. The ground-state
spin of 15

Λ N has not been determined experimentally and the most recent theoretical study
of Λ-hypernuclear spin dependence predicts Jπp15

Λ Ng.s.q “ 3{2`. The shape of the measured
spectrum slightly favors Jπp15

Λ Ng.s.q “ 3{2` with respect of 1{2` and considering the total
MWD rate it was possible to determine for the first time the 15

Λ Ng.s. spin parity. For the full
discussion of the interpretation of the 15

Λ N spectrum see [5]. The values of the branching
ratios of the MWD reaction was also evaluated for the studied hypernuclei and they are
reported in Fig. 1. It is remarkable that a very good agreement holds among the present
results and previous measurements, when existing, and among the present results and
theoretical calculations. Very strong nuclear structure effects are also evident.

A

4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Λ
Γ

 /
 

 -
π

Γ

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Figure 1: Total π´ decay rate Γπ´ in units of ΓΛ as a function of the hypernuclear mass
number A. Open circles: 7

ΛLi, 9
ΛBe, 11

Λ B and 15
Λ N values measured by FINUDA [5]; 5

ΛHe
is also reported for sake of completeness. Full triangles: previous measurements; open
squares: theoretical calculations from [8]; full stars: theoretical calculation from [4].

With regard to the NMWD study, in Fig. 2 the kinetic energy spectra of protons coming
from the NMWD of 5

ΛHe, 7
ΛLi, 9

ΛBe, 11
Λ B, 12

Λ C, 13
Λ C, 15

Λ N and 16
Λ O are shown. All the spectra are

background subtracted and acceptance corrected; the errors in the spectra are statistical only
and include both the contributions from background subtraction and acceptance correction.
We estimated a systematic error of less than 5%. Even though affected by considerable
errors, in particular in the low energy region, the proton kinetic energy spectra show a clear
trend as a function of the hypernuclear mass number A (from 5 to 16): a peak around 80
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MeV (which corresponds to about half of the Q–value for the free Λp Ñ np reaction) is
broadened by the Fermi motion of nucleons and more and more blurred as A increases.
The peak is smeared, on its low energy side, by a rise that can be ascribed to FSI and
two–nucleon induced weak decays.
To estimate the contribution of this last channel each proton spectrum from 80 MeV onwards
was fitted by a Gaussian function. It was assumed that the proton spectrum beyond the
peak mean value is due to protons coming from the Λp Ñ np reaction and that the 2N
channel can be neglected in this region (Ahigh). On the contrary, the spectrum below the
peak mean value is fed by protons from both Λp Ñ np and 2N decays and is also affected
by FSI (Alow). The determination of the 2N decay was based on two assumptions: the first
one is that the two–nucleon induced NMWD is dominated by the Λnp Ñ nnp channel (
Γ2 “ ΓpΛnp Ñ nnpq ` ΓpΛpp Ñ nppq ` ΓpΛnn Ñ nnnq ” Γnp` Γpp` Γnn » Γnp) since the
recent microscopical calculation of Ref. [12] quote Γnp : Γpp : Γnn “ 0.83 : 0.12 : 0.04 and the
second one stands on a constant Γ2{Γp ratio for the considered hypernuclear mass range.
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Figure 2: Proton kinetic energy spectra from the NMWD of (from left to right): 5
Λ He, 7

ΛLi,
9
ΛBe, 11

Λ B, 12
Λ C, 13

Λ C, 15
Λ N and 16

Λ O. The blue filled area is the spectrum area in which the
two–nucleon induced NMWD is negligible.

Consider now the ratio:

(6) R ”
Alow

Alow ` Ahigh
“

0.5`
Γ2

Γp

1`
Γ2

Γp

` bA .

In Fig. 3 the experimental values of this ratio are plotted as a function of A.

Following a model independent analysis, fully described in [6] a value of Γ2{Γp “ 0.43˘ 0.25
was determined. As discussed in [6], to determine Γ2/ΓNMWD the Γn/Γp ratio needs to be
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Figure 3: The ratio Alow{pAlow ` Ahighq as a function of the hypernuclear mass number.

known. Using recent experimental results [9] for 5
ΛH and for 12

Λ C together with the above
determination of Γ2{Γp one obtains Γ2{ΓNMWD “ 0.24˘ 0.10.

In a following analysis of the events with a triple (π´, n, p) coincidences a neutron was
required in addition. We also fixed for each hypernucleus a proton energy threshold Ep=20
MeV below the Gaussian mean value µ found in [6]. We verified that this value was the
best compromise on the signal/background ratio and furthermore we chose a threshold for
the angular correlation between the neutron and the proton of cosθ(np)=-0.8.
We analized then the triple coincidence (π´, n, p) selecting alla the events with Ep lower
than the threshold and cosθ(np)ą-0.8. These events correspond mainly to the Λnp Ñ nnp
process with a small contribution of FSI. Fig. 4 shows the dependence on the mass number
A of the selected events divided by the number of protons with Epěµ; the above number
should be proportional to Γnp and Γp respectively.
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Figure 4: The ratio Nn{Np as a function of the hypernuclear mass number A.

Following the same assumpion of [6] we found Γnp{Γp “ 0.39 ˘ 0.16stat
`0.04sys
´0.03sys

. Using

the experimental value of Γn{Γp reported in [9] for 5
ΛHe and 12

ΛC and our determination
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of Γnp{Γp we obtain Γ2N{ΓNMWD “ 0.21˘ 0.07stat
`0.03sys
´0.02sys

. This value supports the latest
theoretical predictions [14] (Γ2{ΓNMWD=0.26), the recent experimental results of [11] (0.29˘
0.13) and the previous FINUDA result [6], but bears a smaller error. Calculating the mean
of the experimental determinations [7, 11] of Γ2N{ΓNMWD at our disposal one found that the
contribution of the two–nucleon induced decay is 0.25˘ 0.15.

2 Conclusions

The FINUDA experiment has performed a systematic study of MWD and NMWD charged
particles spectra of Λ–hypernuclei in the A “ 5˜ 16 mass range. From the study of the
kinetic energy spetra of π´ the spin-parity assignment Jπp15

Λ Ng.s.q “ 3{2` was made. The
proton spectra from the NMWD were also analyzed and an evaluation of the nucleon
FSI effects and of the 2N decay contribution to the NMWD process was performed: an
experimental value of Γ2{ΓNMWD “ 0.24˘ 0.10 was obtained. This result was confirmed in
the analysis of the triple (π´, n, p) coincidence, with a reduction of the error and leading to
an estimate of Γ2{ΓNMWD=0.21˘ 0.07stat

`0.03sys
´0.02sys
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The FINUDA experiment has observed for the first time the hyper superheavy hydrogen 6
ΛH by

means of the (K´stop, π`) reaction on 6Li targets. Preliminary results are presented concerning

the binding energy of this exotic nuclear system and its production rate.

1 Introduction

In 1995 Majling [1] pointed out the possible existence of bound light Λ-hypernuclei with
a large neutron excess: the so called "glue-like" rôle of the Λ hyperon could produce
neutron rich Λ-hypernuclei beyond the neutron stability drip line for ordinary nuclei. In
particular, for systems as light as 6

ΛH and 7
ΛH, binding energies similar to those of normal

1botta@to.infn.it
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Λ-hypernuclei in the same mass number range and production rates ď 10´5/K´stop were
predicted for the (K´stop, π`) reaction. Akaishi and collaborators [2] evaluated the binding
energy of the 6

ΛH system by introducing an additional binding contribution due to the three
body ΛNN force resulting from the coherent part of the ΛN-ΣN coupling.

From the experimental side, upper limits for the production of 9
ΛHe, 12

Λ Be and 16
Λ C have

been obtained [3] exploiting the (K´stop, π`) reaction, while the production of 10
Λ Li has been

reported [4] analysing the (π´, K`) reaction in flight. The most recent attempt to observe
neutron rich Λ-hypernuclei through the (K´stop, π`) reaction was performed by the FINUDA
experiment [5] on 6Li, 7Li and 12C targets; upper limits were assessed for the production
rates of 6

ΛH ((2.5˘ 0.4stat
`0.4
´0.1systq ¨ 10´5/K´stop), 7

ΛH and 12
Λ Be.

2 Experimental and analysis technique

FINUDA [6] was an experiment installed at one of the two interaction regions of the DAΦNE
e`e´ collider, the INFN-LNF Φ(1020)-factory; it was mainly dedicated to hypernuclear
physics. The structure of the apparatus allowed to study at the same time the formation
and the decay of Λ-hypernuclei by means of a high resolution magnetic spectroscopy
of the emitted charged particles. In particular, for reactions occurring in the apparatus
sector where 6Li targets were located, for π` with momentum „ 250 MeV/c the resolution
of the tracker is σp = (1.1˘0.1) MeV/c [7] and the precision on the absolute momentum
calibration is better than 0.12 MeV/c; for π´ with momentum „ 130 MeV/c the resolution
is σp “ p1.2˘ 0.1qMeV/c and the absolute calibration is 0.2 MeV/c.

Preliminary results of the analysis of 6
ΛH production from the complete FINUDA statistics

are presented here. To identify the neutron rich system production and to reduce the
background, the complete production and decay reaction chain was investigated:

K´ `6 Li Ñ 6
ΛH ` π` pppπ`q „ 252 MeV{cq(1)

ë 6He` π´ pppπ´q „ 136.5 MeV{cq.

For the two reactions, occurring at rest, we can write:

MpK´q ` 3Mppq ` 3Mpnq ´ Bp6Liq “ Mp6ΛHq ` Tp6ΛHq `Mpπ`q ` Tpπ`q,

Mp6ΛHq “ 2Mppq ` 4Mpnq ´ Bp6Heq ` Tp6Heq `Mpπ´q ` Tpπ´q,

where M are the masses, T the kinetic energies and B the binding energies. By eliminating
M(6

ΛH):

Tpπ`q ` Tpπ´q “ MpK´q `Mppq ´Mpnq ´ 2Mpπq(2)

´Bp6Liq ` Bp6Heq ´ Tp6Heq ´ Tp6ΛHq;

the right hand term is independent on the 6
ΛH binding energy, within the FINUDA energy

resolution, and Tpπ`q ` Tpπ´q = 203.0˘1.3 MeV. Events were selected in the distribution
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of the sum of the energy in the region (202˜204) MeV. The p(π`) and p(π´) momentum
distributions of the selected events show a smooth shape compatible with the background
due to, respectively, decay and formation of the Σ` hyperon in the interaction of the stopped
K´ with a proton of the target 6Li nucleus. These distributions fall to zero, respectively, at
p(π`)= 245 MeV/c and p(π´)=145 MeV/c. These limit values correspond to 6

ΛH masses
higher than the total mass of the (Λ` 3H` 2n) and (Λ` 5H) unbound systems. A further
cut on p(π`)=(249˜255) MeV/c and p(π´)=(130˜138) MeV/c was thus applied to select
bound 6

ΛH. Three events fulfilled such selections: they are candidate to be 6
ΛH.

3 Results and interpretation

For each of the three selected events the 6
ΛH mass and binding energy, BΛ, with respect

to both the (Λ` 3H` 2n) and the (Λ` 5H) systems, have been evaluated; the values are
reported in Table 1. The mean value of the 6

ΛH mass is M(6
ΛH)=5801.43˘0.74; the error is

statistical only.

Ttot p(π`) p(π´) M B5
Λ B3

Λ M B5
Λ B3

Λ
(MeV) (MeV/c) (MeV/c) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV)
202.5 251.3 135.1 5802.33 3.11 1.41 5801.41 4.03 2.33
202.7 250.0 136.9 5803.45 1.99 0.29 5802.73 2.71 1.01
202.1 253.8 131.2 5799.97 5.47 3.77 5798.66 6.78 5.08

Table 1: Kinematic features, 6
ΛH mass, M, and binding energy with respect to (Λ` 5H),

B5
Λ, and (Λ` 3H` 2n), B3

Λ, from production (col. 4, 5, 6) and decay (col. 7, 8, 9) reactions
of the three 6

ΛH candidate events. Ttot =T(π`)+T(π´). The errors are σ(Ttot)=1.3 MeV,
σ(pπ`)=1.1 MeV/c, σ(pπ´)=1.2 MeV/c, σ(M)=σ(BΛ)=0.96 MeV for production reaction,
=0.84 MeV for decay reaction.

Before discussing the physical interpretation of the above results, it is mandatory to ex-
amine carefully whether the above three events could be due to physical or instrumental
backgrounds that could affect the data.

The main source of instrumental background is the presence of fake tracks, misidentified
as true events by the track reconstruction algorithms. To evaluate this background events
relative to target nuclei other than 6Li (7Li, 9Be, 13C, 16O) were selected with the same
selection criteria applied for 6Li. The instrumental background (BGD1) contribution was
evaluated as 0.27˘0.27 fake events from 6Li targets.

Concerning the physical backgrounds, the reaction chains that could contribute to the (π`,
π´) coincidences with the same conditions applied to identify the production and mesonic
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decay of a bound 6
ΛH are:

K´ `6 Li Ñ Σ` `4 He` n` π´ pppπ´q ď 190 MeV{cq,(3)

ë n` π` pppπ`q ď 282 MeV{cq

K´ `6 Li Ñ 4
ΛH ` n` n` π` pppπ`q ď 252 MeV{cq,(4)

ë4 He` π´ pppπ´q „ 132.8 MeV{cq.

Both reaction chains have been studied with the FINUDA simulation program fully re-
producing the apparatus geometry, detection and trigger efficiency. For the chain (3) the
interaction of K´ with a proton of the target nucleus has been simulated in the quasi-free
approximation (K´ + pÑ Σ``π´); the chain (4) has been described through the four-body
phase space kinematics. The simulated events were then reconstructed and submitted to
the same quality cuts and same selections criteria applied in the data analysis.

Taking into account the branching fraction for the K´stop ` p Ñ Σ` ` π´ reaction on nuclei,
the Σ` ` p Ñ Λ` p conversion probability and the Σ` Ñ n` π` decay branching ratio,
a background of 0.12˘0.07 events on 6Li targets is obtained (BGD2) from chain (3). The
contribution of chain (4) was evaluated by taking into account the formation probability
of 4

ΛH stopping a K´ in a 6Li target [8], the probability of two charge-exchange reactions
in sequence, (π´, π0) and (π0, π`), on the two remaining protons of the 6Li nucleus and
the branching ratio for the 4

ΛHÑ4He+π´ [8] ; a background of 0.0008˘0.0004 events on the
6Li targets is obtained, fully negligible with respect to both the instrumental, BGD1, and
chain(3), BGD2, contributions.

The described method allows to determine the product R ¨ BRpπ´q, where R is the 6
ΛH

production rate per stopped K´ and BRpπ´q the branching ratio for the mesonic decay
6
ΛH Ñ 6He` π´:

(5) R ¨ BRpπ´q “
N ´ BGD1´ BGD2

εpπ`q εpπ´q K´stopp
6Liq

“ p1.3˘ 0.9q ¨ 10´6{K´stop.

where N indicates the three candidate events, εpπ`q and εpπ´q indicate the global efficiency
for the detection of π` and π´ evaluated by means of the full FINUDA simulation code,
K´stopp

6Liq is the number of K´ stopped in 6Li targets, K´stopp
6Liq „ 2.7 ¨ 107. The value

(5) has to be corrected for the purity of the bulk used to manufact the 6Li targets used,
90%, and for the statistical reduction due to the cut on T(π`)+T(π´), giving R ¨ BRpπ´q “
p2.6˘ 1.8q ¨ 10´6{K´stop. By assuming BRpπ´q=49%, considering the analogous decay 4

ΛH Ñ4

He` π´ [8], we find R “ p5.2˘ 3.6q ¨ 10´6{K´stop, fully consistent with the previous upper
limit obtained by FINUDA [5].
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4 Conclusions

The FINUDA experiment has observed for the first time the formation and decay of the
hyper superheavy hydrogen 6

ΛH through the (K´, π`) reaction on 6Li targets. The mass
of the system has been determined as M(6

ΛH)=5801.43˘0.74, while the production rate is
assessed as R “ p5.2˘ 3.6q ¨ 10´6{K´stop.
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The strong-interaction shift of kaonic 3He and 4He 2p states was measured using gaseous

targets for the first time in the SIDDHARTA experiment. The determined shift of kaonic 4He is

much smaller than the values obtained in the experiments performed in 70’s and 80’s. Thus,

the problems in kaonic helium (the “kaonic helium puzzle”) was definitely solved by our

measurements. The first observation of the kaonic 3He X-rays was also achieved. The shift

both of kaonic 3He and 4He was found to be as small as a few eV.

1 Introduction

There was a serious problem in the strong-interaction shift of the kaonic 4He 2p level. The
experimentally determined shift of the kaonic 4He 3d Ñ 2p X-ray transition gave a large
shift (about ´40 eV) [1], while a predicted value deduced from optical models using the
kaonic atom data of Z ě 3 was about 0 eV [2]. Recently this abnormal 2p level shift was
focused on theoretical studies related to kaonic nuclear states, where a shift as large as 10
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eV was estimated [3]. However, no theory could obtain such a large measured shift of -40
eV. Therefore, confirmation measurements were awaited for a long time.

The experiment by the KEK E570 collaboration determined the shift of`2˘ 2 (stat)˘ 2 (syst)
eV [4], which disagreed with the previously measured value of ´43˘ 8 eV.

Therefore, the SIDDHARTA experiment measured the kaonic 4He X-rays to confirm the
new result obtained by E570 [5]. In addition, the kaonic 3He X-rays were measured using
the same experimental apparatus, by replacing the target gas [6]. The latter was the world
first’s observation. This experiment provided new results on the kaon-helium interaction.

2 Experiment

The kaonic helium X-rays were measured in the SIDDHARTA experiment, which was
performed in the DAΦNE e`e´ collider at LNF (Italy). Charged kaon pairs produced by the
annihilation of e`e´ beams were detected by two scintillators installed in the interaction
point. X-rays were detected using large area silicon drift detectors (SDDs) with a total area
of 144 cm2 [7]. Background events associated with the accelerator were rejected using the
timing between the X-ray hits on the SDDs and the coincidence of K`K´ pairs. A gaseous
target was used in the measurement. The advantage was the negligible effect of Compton
scattering in helium, where the contribution of the Compton tail was one of the difficulties
in the analysis in the previous experiments [1, 4].
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Figure 1: X-ray energy spectra of the 3d Ñ 2p transition of kaonic 4He (left) and 3He
(right). The energy of these transitions were determined within an accuracy of a few eV.

The data of kaonic helium were taken during the beam time in 2009. The X-ray energy data
of each SDD were calibrated using the X-ray tube installed in the setup. The background
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events uncorrelated to the timing of production of kaonic atoms were rejected by the
analysis. A detailed description of the analysis can be found in [5–7].

Figure 1(left) shows the X-ray energy spectrum of kaonic 4He [5]. The position of the kaonic
helium X-rays are indicated in the figure. The Mn Kα and Kβ lines were originated from
an 55Fe source installed in the setup. These lines were used for calibration purpose and
stability check of the SDDs [7]. The right figure shows the X-ray energy spectrum of kaonic
3He. In addition to the kaonic 3He X-ray line, some kaonic atom X-ray lines were seen,
which were originated from the material (Kapton Polyimide) of the target cell window [6].

The strong interaction shift of the kaonic He 2p states was obtained from the fit of the kaonic
He X-ray peaks. The determined shifts are shown in Fig. 2.

3 Conclusions

The SIDDHARTA experiment measured the strong-interaction shift both of the kaonic 3He
and 4He 2p levels with an accuracy of several eV. They were measured using gaseous targets
for the first time, and the world first’s observation of kaonic 3He X-rays was achieved.

A large shift of the order of ´40 eV determined by the experiments performed in 70’s and
80’s was not obtained neither in kaonic 3He nor kaonic 4He. Both are consistent with 0
eV within the errors. The results agree with theoretical predictions determined from other
kaonic atoms with Z ě 3 using optical model approaches [2]. However, the SIDDHARTA
results may indicate a possible isotope shift between kaonic 3He and kaonic 4He. Also, the
theoretical prediction by [3] cannot be excluded within our accuracy.

More precise measurements are very important to understand the kaon-helium interaction.
Such precision measurements can be performed in the J-PARC E17 experiment [8].
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Figure 2: Comparison of experimental results. Open circle: K-4He 2p state, Closed circle:
K-3He 2p state. A negative (positive) value of the shift shows a repulsive (attractive) shift.
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Kaonic hydrogen atom provides a unique laboratory for studying the kaon-nucleon strong

interaction at the threshold energy. The SIDDHARTA collaboration has measured the K-

series x rays of kaonic hydrogen atoms at the DAΦNE electron-positron collider of Laboratori

Nazionali di Frascati, and has determined the strong-interaction shift and width of the 1s

atomic energy level with the best accuracy up to now. The measured shift and width result in

the most precise value of the KN scattering lengths which will provide vital constraints on the

theoretical description of the low-energy KN interaction.

1 Introduction

Kaonic hydrogen atom is a Coulomb bound system formed by a K´ and a proton, but is
affected by the strong interaction at short range. The influence appears as a shifting of the
1s atomic energy level from its pure electromagnetic (EM) value and a broadening due to
reducing the lifetime of the state by the absorption. The shift and width can be deduced
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by the spectroscopy of kaonic-hydrogen x-ray transitions feeding the 1s states, namely the
K-series x rays.

It is well known that the measured strong-interaction shift and width are directly related
to the real and imaginary parts of the complex K´p S-wave scattering length [1]. The
kaonic-hydrogen x-ray data are therefore crucial for theories of the KN system together
with the low-energy KN data.

The low-energy KN system has attracted attention as a testing ground for chiral SU(3)
dynamics in low-energy QCD and the role of explicit chiral symmetry-breaking due to the
relatively large strange quark mass. The data are also strongly related to recent hot topics
– the structure of the Λp1405q resonance and the deeply bound kaonic systems. Recent
progress of this field is summarized in [2].

In the current experiment, called SIDDHARTA, we have measured the K-series x rays of
kaonic hydrogen atoms and determined the most precise values of the strong-interaction
shift and width of the 1s energy level. Recently, the final result is submitted for publication
[3]. In this paper, we present an overview of the kaonic hydrogen measurement.

2 Experiment

The SIDDHARTA experiment was performed at the DAΦNE positron-electron collider.
The collider produces the φ-resonances of which 49 % decay into back-to-back K`K´ pairs.
Resulting monochromatic low-energy kaons were degraded and stopped in a cryogenic
hydrogen gaseous target. A coincidence of two plastic scintillation counters mounted above
and below the e`e´ interaction point was used as a kaon trigger. X rays emitted from the
kaonic atoms were detected by 144 silicon drift detectors (SDDs), each having an effective
area of 1 cm2, developed within a European research project devoted to this experiment.
The SDD has an excellent energy resolution of „ 180 eV (FWHM) at 6 keV and a good
timing resolution of „ 800 ns (FWHM). A detailed description of our experimental setup is
given in [3, 4].

3 Result

Figure 1 (a) shows a kaonic-hydrogen x-ray spectrum. We have also measured x-ray
spectrum with a deuterium target (for the first-ever exploratory measurement of kaonic-
deuterium x rays), as shown in Fig. 1 (b). The kaonic-hydrogen x-ray transitions were clearly
observed while those for kaonic deuterium were not visible. This appears to be consistent
with the theoretical expectation that kaonic deuterium x rays have one order lower yield
per stopped K´ and greater width than those of kaonic hydrogen x rays (e.g., [5]).

A dot-dashed line in Fig. 1 (a) indicates the EM value of the kaonic-hydrogen Kα. Compar-
ing the kaonic-hydrogen Kα peak and the EM value, there is no room for doubt about a
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Figure 1: The measured x-ray spectra taken (a) with hydrogen target and (b) with deu-
terium target. The dot-dashed vertical line indicates the EM value of the kaonic-hydrogen
Kα.

repulsive-type shift of the kaonic-hydrogen 1s-energy level, which is consistent with the
analysis of the low energy KN scattering data.

The continuous background is related to the following two type of particles: the charged
kaon secondaries (synchronous background) and lost beam particles (asynchronous back-
ground). In the most recent measurement of the kaonic hydrogen x-ray (DEAR) [6] per-
formed at DAΦNE as well, the kaonic-hydrogen spectrum suffered from the huge asyn-
chronous background due to lack of the timing capability of x-ray detectors (CCDs) used.
The event selection using time difference between kaon arrival (with kaon detectors) and
x-ray detection (with SDDs) significantly reduced the asynchronous background and im-
proved the signal-to-background ratio by more than a factor of 10 with respect to the
corresponding DEAR ratio of about 1/100.

Many other kaonic-atom x rays and characteristic x rays were detected in both spectra
as indicated with arrows in the figures. Those kaonic-atom lines are attributable to the
target-cell wall made of Kapton polyimide film (C22H10O5N2) and its support frames made
of aluminum. The characteristic x rays come from high-purity titanium and copper foils
installed for in-situ x-ray energy calibration.

There are three background x-ray lines overlapping with the kaonic-hydrogen signals :
kaonic oxygen 7-6 (6.0 keV), kaonic nitrogen 6-5 (7.6 keV) and fluorescence x ray of copper
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Kα (8.0 keV). In the fitting procedure of the kaonic-hydrogen spectrum, it turned out to
be essential to use the kaonic-deuterium spectrum to quantify the kaonic background
x-ray lines. We have therefore performed a global simultaneous fit of the hydrogen and
deuterium spectra, where the background intensities were determined using both spectra
and a normalization factor defined by the ratio of the high-statistics kaonic-carbon 5-4 peak
in both spectra.

As a result, we have determined the most precise values of the strong-interaction energy-
level shift and width of the kaonic-hydrogen atom 1s state [3]. Our determination of the
shift and width allows more precise evaluation of KN scattering lengths which will yield
vital constraints on the theoretical description of the low-energy KN interaction.
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The photoproduction of η
1

-mesons from different nuclei has been measured using the Crystal

Barrel(CB)/TAPS detector system at the ELSA accelerator facility in Bonn. Recent results on

the in-medium properties of the η
1

-meson, derived from the transparency ratio measurements,

are presented. The absorption of the η
1

-meson in nuclear matter is compared to the properties

of the other mesons (η and ω).

1 Introduction

As we know from hadron physics, the light pseudoscalar mesons (π, K, η) are the Nambu-
Goldstone bosons associated with the spontaneous breaking of the QCD chiral symmetry.
Introducing the current quark masses these mesons together with the heavier η

1

(958)
meson show a mass spectrum which is believed to be explained by the explicit flavor
SUp3q breaking and the axial UAp1q anomaly. Recently, there have been several important
developments in the study of the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry and its partial
restoration at finite density. Theoretical studies predict a possible mass shift of the η

1

-
meson at finite density and the formation of bound states [1]. Up to the last two years η

1

photoproduction was not much explored, but with new generation experiments results
on differential and total cross sections of η

1

photoproduction on the proton [2] and the
deuteron [3] have now become available.
The investigation of η1-meson production in photon induced reactions on solid target
provides information on in-medium properties of the meson. The in-medium width of
the η1-meson can be extracted from the attenuation of the meson flux deduced from a
transparency ratio measurement. However, η1-meson will decay outside of the nucleus
because of their long lifetime and thus their in-medium mass is not directly accessible
experimentally. Consequently, an experimental observation of a possible mass shift of
the η1-meson in-medium is extremly difficult. In the present work, we concentrate on the
transparency ratio measurement of the η1-meson and disccuss its absorption properties.
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Figure 1: (Color online) Left: Sketch of the CB/TAPS setup. The tagged photons impinge
on the nuclear target in the center of the Crystal Barrel detector. The TAPS detector at
a distance of 1.18 m from the target serves as a forward wall of the Crystal Barrel. The
combined detector system provides photon detection capability over almost the full solid
angle. Charged particles leaving the target are identified in the inner scintillating-fiber
detector and in the plastic scintillators in front of each BaF2 crystal in TAPS. Right: Detector
acceptance for the η

1
Ñ π0π0η decay as a function of the kinetic energy (T) and the polar

angle (θ) for an incident photon energy range of 1200 to 2200 MeV. The simulation is for a
carbon (C) target, taking the trigger conditions into account.

2 Data Analysis

The experiment has been performed at the ELSA facility in Bonn [4, 5] using the Crystal
Barrel(CB) [6] and TAPS [7] detector system (Fig. 1 left). The combined Crystal Barrel/TAPS
detector covered 99% of the full 4π solid angle. The high granularity of the system makes
it very well suited for the detection of multi-photon final states. Tagged photon beams of
energy up to 2.6 GeV were produced via bremsstrahlung and impinged on a solid target.
For the measurements targets of C, Ca, Nb and Pb were used. A more detailed description
of the detector setup and the running conditions have been given in [8, 9].

The detector acceptance was determined by Monte Carlo simulations using the GEANT3
package, including all features of the detector system, trigger conditions and all cuts for
particle indentification. To avoid further uncertainties due to reaction kinematics and
final state interactions, the η

1

-meson detection efficiency was simulated as a function of
the kinetic energy and the polar angle - εpTη1 , θη1q. Typical efficiencies are 7% and slighly
different for the different targets. The detection efficiency for η1 on the C target, taking the
trigger conditions into account, is shown in Fig. 1 (right). Experimental data are efficiency
corrected event-by-event with this acceptance as described in [3].

The η
1

-mesons were identified via the η
1

Ñ π0π0η Ñ 6γ decay channel, which has a
branching ratio of 8%. For the reconstruction of the η

1

-mesons only events with at least
6 or 7 neutral hits have been selected. The competing channel with the same final state,
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namely η Ñ π0π0π0 Ñ 6γ, has been reconstructed and the corresponding events have
been rejected from the further analysis. In addition only events were kept with at least
one combination of the 6 photons to two photon pairs with invariant masses between 110
and 160 MeV (π0) and one pair between 500 and 600 MeV (η). The π0π0η invariant mass
distributions for the different solid targets are shown in Fig. 2. The resulting cross sections
are used to calculate the transparency ratio of the η

1

-meson for a given nucleus A from the
formula (1), normalized to the carbon data:

(1) TA “
12 ¨ σγAÑη1A1

A ¨ σγCÑη1C
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Figure 2: Invariant mass spectrum of π0π0η for 12C, 40Ca, 93Nb and 208Pb targets in
incident photon energy range 1200 - 2200 MeV. The distributions have not been corrected
for the detector acceptance. The solid curve is a fit to the spectrum. See text for more
details.

TA describes the loss of flux of η1-mesons in nuclei via inelastic processes like: η1N Ñ π0N.
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To avoid systematic uncertainties due to unknown secondary production processes, the
transparency ratio has been normalized to a light target with equal numbers of protons and
neutrons (C) and not to the cross section on the nucleon.

3 Results and Discussion

The transparency ratio has been extracted as defined in Eq. 1 and is shown in Fig. 3 as full
(red) triangles. The data are compared to the transparency ratio of the ω-meson measured
by [10]. The solid lines are fits to the data points, yielding slope parameters of -0.14 and
-0.33 for η

1

and ω, respectively. As it can be seen from the figure, η
1

-mesons are only weakly
absorbed via inelastic channels like η

1

N Ñ πN as compared to the ω-meson. Information
on the in-medium width of the η

1

is still not available since theoretical calculations are
needed. It is important to study also the contribution of secondary production processes
like πN Ñ η

1

N, which could increase the number of observed η1-mesons and thus distort
the transparency ratio.

’
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Figure 3: Transparency ratio for the η1-meson (full red triangles) in the incident photon
energy range 1200 - 2200 MeV compared to the transparency ratio for the ω-meson (full
blue circles) [10] and for the η-meson without (full black sqares) and with (empty magenta
squares) a cut on the kinetic energy. The solid curve is a fit to the spectrum. See text for
more details.

At least for η photoproduction this effect has been studied and has been found to have
a significant contribution [11]. As it can be seen in Fig. 3, after applying the condition to
select η-mesons with higher kinetic energy as suggested in [11] the transparency ratio has
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changed dramatically and shows a slope of -0.33 which is quite different from the previous
one - the empty (magenta) squares in Fig. 3. For this reason a new analysis of the data
has been started with a condition to select only η

1

-mesons with a higher kinetic energy
to suppress the contribution from πN Ñ η

1

N channels. The results will be prepared for
publication very soon.
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We study the properties of K˚ mesons in nuclear matter. The K˚ self-energy is evaluated in

dense matter, which consists of two components: The interaction of K˚ mesons with nucleons,

and the renormalization of its decay channel, Kπ, in nuclear matter. For the first part of the

selfenergy, a unitary approach in coupled channels within the framework of the local hidden

gauge formalism is used. The in-medium K˚N interaction accounts for Pauli blocking effects

and the inclusion of the K˚ selfenergy in a self-consistent manner. In addition, the ratio of

the γA Ñ K`K˚´A1 reaction is calculated, which will be useful for future observations. The

results are rather spectacular since the K˚ develops an in-medium width of 260 MeV, five times

larger than in free space and much bigger than for the ρ meson.

1 Introduction

The investigation of the interaction of vector mesons with nuclear matter has been a matter
of debate for a long time. In contrast to the model derived by Hatsuda and Lee [1], which
predicts a 20% decrease in the ρ mass at ρ0, m “ m0p1´ 0.16 ρ

ρ0
q, the Nambu Jona Lasinio

model [2] tell us there is no shift of the vector masses. Moreover, detailed calculations
show a broadening of the ρ, ω and φ mesons in nuclear matter and small changes in the
masses [3–5]. However, no discussion has been made about the properties of strange vector
mesons (K˚) in the medium, which is the focus of attention of this work. The K˚ selfenergy
have two components, the in-medium K˚ interaction with nucleons that accounts for Pauli-
blocking and is incorporated in a selfconsistent way and the Kπ decay channel in matter. In
this paper we evaluate the K˚N spectral function and analyze the γA Ñ K`K˚´A1 ratio,
which can give us valuable information for future experiments involving K˚ in matter.

2 Formalism: The K˚
selfenergy

In this section we briefly summarize the procedure in order to evaluate the K˚ selfenergy. We
refer to [6] for a detailed explanation. The two sources of modification of the K˚ selfenergy
in nuclear matter are:

1rmolina@ific.uv.es
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K̄∗ K̄∗

π

K̄

=⇒
K̄∗ K̄∗

K̄

π

Figure 1: The K propagator renormalized to allow its decay into Kπ, in the free space
(left), and in the medium (right), including the self-energies of the K and π mesons.

a) The contribution of the decay mode Kπ in dense matter. In order to evaluate this
part, we need to include the selfenergies of the K and π in the loop, as shown in Fig.
1. In the free space, for the first diagram in Fig. 1, we have

(1) Π0
K˚
pq0,~q q “ 2g2~ε ¨~ε 1

ż

d4k
p2πq4

~k 2

k2 ´m2
π

1
pq´ kq2 ´m2

K
` iε

.

The imaginary part of the K˚ selfenergy at rest provides the theoretical value of the K˚

width, ΓK˚´ “ ´ImΠ0
K˚
{mK˚ “ 42 MeV, which is quite close to the experimental value

of Γexp
K˚´ “ 50.8˘ 0.9 MeV. In the medium, we have, on one hand, the contribution

of the K selfenergy that considers interactions of the type KN Ñ πΣ, πΛ, KN ..., in
s-wave and KN Ñ Λ, Σ or Σ˚ in p-wave. On the other hand, the pion selfenergy
(mostly p-wave) includes particle(p)-hole(h), ∆-h and 2p-2h excitation. This is done
through the Lehman representation of the propagators:

´ iΠρ,paq
K˚

pq0,~q q “ 2 g2~ε ¨~ε 1
ż

d4k
p2πq4

~k 2
ż 8

0

dω

π
p´2ωq

ImDπpω,~k q
pk0q2 ´ω2 ` iε

ˆ

ż 8

0

dω1

π
p´q

#

ImDKpω
1,~q´~k q

q0 ´ k0 ´ω1 ` iη
´

ImDKpω
1,~q´~k q

q0 ´ k0 `ω1 ´ iη

+

,(2)

where the real part of the free K˚ selfenergy has been subtracted since we use the
physical mass of the K˚. Moreover, one has to implement the vertex corrections
to guarantee the gauge invariance of the model, to which, one simply replaces the
p-wave pion selfenergy with:

Πppq
π ùñ

Πppq
π

~k 2

˜

~k 2 `
“

D0
πpkq

‰´1
`

3
4

“

D0
πpkq

‰´2

~k 2

¸

,(3)

with
“

D0
πpkq

‰´1
“ pk0q2 ´~k 2 ´m2

π.

b) K˚ self-energy from the s-wave K˚N interaction. This includes quasi-elastic process,
K˚N Ñ K˚N, and absorption channels, K˚N Ñ ρY, ωY, φY, . . . with Y “ Λ, Σ. We
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follow the work of [7] for the interaction of a K˚ with nucleons. In this framework the
antikaon interacts with a nucleon by means of the exchange of a vector meson. The
Lagrangian for the three-vector vertex is provided by the hidden gauge formalism
and the constructed VB Ñ VB transition potential is used as the kernel of the Bethe
Salpeter equation, T “ r1´V ˚ 40 ˚ Gs´1 V.

The medium modifications are incorporated in the loop function of the two vector
mesons, G. One of the sources of density dependence comes from the Pauli principle
acting on the nucleons and another source is the K˚ self-energy incorporated in the
K˚N intermediate states self-consistently. The in-medium K˚ self-energy is then
obtained by integrating Tρ

K˚N over the nucleon Fermi sea,

Πρ,pbq
K˚

pq0,~q q “

ż

d3 p
p2πq3

np~p q
”

TρpI“0q
K˚N

pP0, ~Pq ` 3TρpI“1q
K˚N

pP0, ~Pq
ı

.(4)

The self-energy Πρ,pbq
K˚

is determined self-consistently since the in-medium amplitude

Tρ

K˚N
depends also on Πρ,paq

K˚
and Πρ,pbq

K˚
.
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Figure 2: Left: real and imaginary parts of the K˚ self-energy as functions of the meson
energy q0 for zero momentum and normal density ρ0 showing the different contributions:
(i) self-consistent calculation of the K˚N interaction (dashed lines), (ii) self-energy coming
from K˚ Ñ Kπ decay (dot-dashed lines), and (iii) combined self-energy from both previous
sources (solid lines). Right: transparency ratio
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3 Results

We show in Fig. 2(left) the K˚ self-energy at ρ0 (solid line) due to the different processes,
K˚ Ñ Kπ in the medium (dot-dashed lines), and K˚N interaction (dashed line). For K˚

energies around 800-900 MeV we observe an enhancement of the width together with some
structures in the real part of the self-energy. This comes from the coupling of the K˚ to
the dynamically generated Λp1783qN´1 and Σp1830qN´1 excitations. At low energies, the
width of the K˚ is governed by the Kπ decay mechanism in dense matter. At the K˚ mass,
the K˚ feels a moderately attractive optical potential and acquires a width of 260 MeV,
which is about 5 times its width in vacuum.

In Fig. 2(right), the transparency ratio is plotted for two different energies. We observe
a very strong attenuation of the K˚ production process due to the decay or absorption
channels K˚ Ñ Kπ and K˚N Ñ VY with increasing nuclear-mass number A. This is due to
the larger path that the K˚ has to follow before it leaves the nucleus, having more chances to
decay or get absorbed. The analysis of the transparency ratio is a very efficient experimental
tool to study changes in the width of hadrons in dense matter.
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The production of φ mesons on C, Cu, Ag, and Au targets has been measured via the φ Ñ

K`K´ decay at an incident proton energy of 2.83 GeV with the ANKE spectrometer at COSY.

From an analysis of the target mass dependence of the production cross section the in-medium

φ width have been extracted in the momentum region of 0.6–1.6 GeV/c for normal nuclear

density and compared with results of other experiments.

1 Introduction

The study of the effective masses and widths of light vector mesons in nuclear medium,
through their production with hadron, heavy–ion and photon beams incident on nuclear
targets, has received considerable attention in recent years [1, 2]. The vacuum width of the
φp1020qmeson is narrow compared to other nearby resonances. It is therefore the best place
to test for medium modifications because small effects should be experimentally observable.
The main modification of the φ in nuclear matter is expected to be a broadening of its
spectral function, whereas its mass should be hardly changed.

Dileptons from φ Ñ e`e´{µ`µ´ decays experience no strong final-state interactions in a
nucleus. Broadening of the φ in the nucleus should be directly testable by examining ```´

mass spectra. However, such a measurement is difficult due to the low branching ratios.
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The KEK-PS-E325 collaboration measured e`e´ invariant mass distributions in the φ region
in proton-induced reactions on carbon and copper at 12 GeV and deduced a mass shift of
3.4% and a width increase by a factor of 3.6 at normal nuclear density ρ0 for φ momenta
around 1 GeV/c [3]. This corresponds to an in-medium φ width of about 11 MeV in the
nuclear rest frame for the average measured φ momentum.

An alternative way to determine the in-medium broadening of the φ meson has been
adopted in [4, 5]. The variation of the φ production cross section (or nuclear transparency
ratio) with atomic number A has been studied both experimentally and theoretically. This
A-variation depends on the attenuation of the φ flux in the nuclear target which, in turn, is
governed by the imaginary part of the in-medium φ self-energy or width. In the low-density
approximation, this width is related to an effective φN total cross section σφN [2].

A large in-medium φN total cross section of about 35 mb was inferred by the LEPS collab-
oration from measurements of K`K´ pairs photoproduced on Li, C, Al and Cu targets at
SPring-8 for average φ momenta « 1.8 GeV/c [4]. In the low-density approximation, this
implies an in-medium φ width of about 97 MeV/c2 in the nuclear rest frame at density ρ0.
The value of σφN is significantly larger than the cross section in free space, viz. « 10 mb.

The CLAS collaboration studied φ photoproduction on 2H, C, Ti, Fe, Pb targets by measuring
the e`e´ decay [5]. From an analysis of the transparency ratios normalised to carbon within
the Glauber model, values of σφN in the range of 16–70 mb were extracted for an average φ

momentum of « 2 GeV/c, which is not inconsistent with the LEPS result.

Both the LEPS and CLAS results are larger than that obtained at KEK. One possible reason
for the discrepancy could be the different φ momenta. A study of momentum dependence
of the in-medium width could therefore provide useful information about the properties of
the φ meson in a nucleus.

2 Experiment and Results

We have measured the production of φ mesons at small angles in the collisions of 2.83 GeV
protons with C, Cu, Ag, and Au targets via the φ Ñ K`K´ decay, using the ANKE-COSY
magnetic spectrometer. The 2.83 GeV proton beam energy corresponds to an excess energy
of about 76 MeV above the free NN threshold where few production channels are open.
Secondary φ production processes are also expected to be less important at small angles.

As a first step, we have studied the nuclear transparency ratio normalised to carbon, R “
p12{AqpσA{σCq, averaged over the φ momentum range 0.6–1.6 GeV/c [6, 7]. Here σA and
σC are inclusive cross sections for φ production in pA (A “ Cu, Ag, Au) and pC collisions
in the angular cone θφ ă 8˝. The comparison of the ratio with model calculations [8, 9]
yields an in-medium φ width of 33´ 50 MeV/c2 in the nuclear rest frame for an average φ

momentum of 1.1 GeV/c for normal nuclear density ρ0=0.16 fm´3.
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The large number of reconstructed φ mesons for each target (7000–10000) allows the data
to be put into six bins of approximately equal statistics in order to carry out more detailed
studies. In Fig. 1 the preliminary results on the momentum dependence of the measured
transparency ratios is shown for different nuclei. A decrease of the ratios with pφ could
be a signal of contributions of secondary φ production processes, especially for the lower
momentum.
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Figure 1: Left: Momentum dependence of the transparency ratios for the four nuclei
studied. Right: Momentum dependence of the φ in-medium width for normal nuclear
density exctracted using different models: Model 1 (blue squares), Model 2 (red circles)
and Model 3 (open triangles). Experimental results by KEK-PS-E325 [3], Spring-8 [4] and
JLab [5] are also plotted. The theoretical prediction of [10, 11] is shown by the solid line.

Any extraction of in-medium φ widths is model dependent; we consider three approaches.
Model 1: The eikonal approximation of the Valencia group [8] uses the predicted φ self-
energy in nuclear medium [10, 11] both for the one-step (pN Ñ pNφ) and for the two-step
φ production processes, with nucleon and ∆ intermediate states.
Model 2: Paryev [9] developed the spectral function approach for φ production in both the
primary proton-nucleon and secondary pion-nucleon channels.
Model 3: The Rossendorf BUU transport calculation [12] includes a variety of secondary φ

production processes. In contrast to Models 1 and 2, where φ absorption is governed by
its width, Γφ, Model 3 describes it in terms of an effective in-medium φN cross section σφN

that can be related to the φ width Γφ within the low-density approximation (LDA).

The in-medium φ width in the nuclear rest frame at normal nuclear density obtained in
these models is presented in Fig. 1. Similar behaviour is seen for all three approaches and
the differences come mainly from the divergent descriptions of the secondary production
processes. The φ width extracted is in agreement with the Spring-8 [4] and JLab [5] re-
sults that have been measured for slightly higher momentum and exceeds the Valencia
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prediction [10, 11].

In order to understand further the model calculations, the double differential cross sections
for φ production have been evaluated within the ANKE acceptance window for different
momentum bins. The major systematic uncertainty arises from the evaluation of the
integrated luminosity LA

int for target A. For this purpose the flux of π` mesons with
momentum « 500 MeV/c produced at small angles was measured. In order to estimate
the double differential cross section for forward π` production at 2.83 GeV, the available
experimental data [13, 14] have been combined (for details see Appendix A).
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Figure 2: Comparison of the measured double differential cross section for φ production
at small angles (full squares) for carbon (left) and gold (right) nuclei with the predictions
of Models 2 (open circles) and 3 (open triangles).

The double differential cross sections for φ production were estimated in the Paryev and
BUU calculations and in Fig. 2 the measured cross sections for carbon and gold nuclei are
compared with the predictions in these models. The extracted values of the in-medium φ

width or σφN cross section have been used to estimate the φ production cross section within
these models. The BUU calculation describes rather well the high momenta, where direct φ

production dominates. Both models strongly underestimate φ production at low momenta.
This suggests that some process, whose contribution to the φ production cross sections
increases for low φ momenta and with the size of the nucleus, is not included in the models.
Further theoretical studies of secondary production processes is therefore clearly needed to
extract the maximum information from these experiments.

The results presented here would not have been possible without the efforts of the COSY
machine crew and other members of the ANKE collaboration. The work was supported in
part by the BMBF, DFG, COSY-FFE, RFBR and VI-QCD.
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1 Cross section for π` production at small angles at 2.83 GeV

There are no experimental data for π` production in pA collisions at 2.83 GeV and so
estimates have been made on the basis of the available differential cross sections for forward
π` and π´ production measured under closely related kinematic conditions [13, 14].
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Figure 3: Left: Corrected double differential cross section for π´ production on carbon [14].
Right: Ratio of the double differential cross sections for π` and π´ production [14]. Errors
of the fits are shown by the shaded bands (cl “ 67%). For explanations, see the text.

In Ref [13] a total systematic uncertainty of 6% was quoted, though the maximal beam
energy used was only 1 GeV. Momentum spectra of π` and π´ at six higher energies were
measured in the range 1–4.2 GeV [14] with an overall systematic uncertainty of 20% and a
relative error between points of 10%.

A d2σA
π`{pdp dΩq

mb/(sr GeV/c)
C 59.8˘ 7.2
Cu 113˘ 15
Ag 138˘ 19
Au 174˘ 24

Table 1: Cross sections assumed for the forward production of 500 MeV/c π` in the
collision of 2.83 GeV protons with C, Cu, Ag, and Au targets. The errors include all
statistical and systematic effects, as explained in the text.

A weighted average of the cross sections for the production of 500 MeV/c π´ from carbon
at 1 GeV [13] and 1.05 GeV [14] was first determined and the π´ values obtained in [14]
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scaled to match this average at 1 GeV. The linear fit to the energy dependence of the scaled
cross sections shown in Fig. 3 allows us to estimate the cross section at 2.83 GeV.

The dependence with beam energy of the ratio r(C) of the cross sections for 500 MeV/c
π` and π´ production was then fitted by an exponential function to obtain a result at
2.83 GeV (Fig. 3). Finally, the differential cross section for forward π` production was
derived from the values of σCpπ´q and r(C). The cross sections for the other targets (Cu,
Ag and Au) were determined assuming a Aαπ` dependence with the exponent απ` “

0.38˘ 0.02 [6]. They are listed in Table 1.

To check this methodology, a similar procedure was carried out for the data from Cu and
Pb targets [13, 14]. The results obtained agree with the values for Cu and Au listed in
Table 1 within 2–3%. Since the statistical errors are small, the main contributions to the total
uncertainties of the π` production cross sections are systematic. The resulting uncertainty
for different nuclei is « 12–14%.
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With the PANDA detector at the HESR at FAIR it will be possible to study the production

and absorption of charmed hadrons in nuclear targets. Of special interest in this context is

the determination of the J{ψ-nucleon dissociation cross section. This can be determined with

measurements of the J{ψ yield in pA reactions using different target materials. The experiment

is described and numerical simulations are presented.

1 Introduction

The inelastic J{ψ-nucleon cross section σJ{ψN is important in understanding the role of the
formation of a Quark-Gluon-Plasma, QGP in the J{ψ suppression observed in high energy
nuclear collisions. For an interpretation of these data the quantitative understanding of
the nuclear effects - those which are not related to QGP formation - that also affect J{ψ
production in nucleus-nucleus reactions is crucial. The inelastic scattering of the J{ψ state
in cold nuclear matter is expected to be the dominant contribution of this kind. Its strength
is described by the J{ψ-nucleon inelastic cross section, σJ{ψN.

σJ{ψN can be determined with reactions, in which J{ψ are produced in nuclear medium. It is
from the comparison of the expected number of produced J{ψ and the actually measured
number of J{ψ escaping from the nuclear medium that the dissociation cross section is
derived.

Current experimental values of σJ{ψN have mainly been obtained from inclusive hadro- and
leptoproduction of J{ψ on nuclear targets [1]. In these experiments the determination of
σJ{ψN is hampered by co-acting effects (co-movers, feed down, ...) which affect the number
of escaping J{ψs. Thus the various contributions have to be disentangled to extract the
effect of the J{ψ-Nucleon dissociation on the observed suppression of the J{ψ yield.

In pA reactions the momentum of the incident p can be tuned such that J{ψs are produced
exclusively at a relatively well defined momentum. This will facilitate the analysis of the
data significantly.

1paul.buehler@oeaw.ac.at
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2 The experiment

The idea for this experiment for measuring σJ{ψN can be traced back to a paper by Brodsky
& Mueller [2]. The principle of the measurement is illustrated in figure 1a). J{ψs are formed
in pA reactions, when an incident p annihilates with a nucleon within a target nucleus. The
momentum of the incident antiproton is tuned such that the center-of-mass energy Ecm of
the antiproton-nucleon system is close to the resonance energy of the J{ψ of 3.097 GeV/c2

and J{ψ is formed exclusively. The formed J{ψ has an initial velocity and sets off to escape
from the nucleus. There are two possible fates for the J{ψ - either it will decay due to its
finite lifetime or it will be absorbed in an inelastic reaction with a nucleon.

The number of J{ψ formed in the nucleus Nform and the number of J{ψ escaping the Nucleus
Nesc are related through

(1) Nesc “ Nform

ˆ

1´ σJ{ψN

B
ż

ρ ¨ dl
F˙

@ş

ρ ¨ dl
D

is the average integrated nucleon density along the path of the J{ψ through the
nucleus, where the average is to be taken over all formations.

Equation (1) represents a recipe for the measurement of σJ{ψN. It contains a few quantities
which either need to be determined experimentally (Nesc) or by simulation/calculation
(Nform,

@ş

ρ ¨ dl
D

). The success of the measurement thus depends on the exact determination
of the absolute values of these quantities.

a)

p

J/Ψ

∫
ρdl

ρ(r), σJ/ΨN

Np Nform Nesc

Pp ≈ 4.1 GeV/c Ecm ≈ 3.097 GeV/c2 b)

Figure 1: a) Illustration of the pA reaction which is used to measure the J{ψ-Nucleon
dissociation cross section σJ{ψN. b) Luminosity of the HESR with a nuclear target as
function of the atomic number of the target material [3].
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3 Measurement with PANDA

J{ψs are experimentally best identified by their decay into lepton pairs e`e´/µ`µ´. The
corresponding branching ratio is 5.9 % for either of these two decay channels [4]. The simple
topology in this reaction allows to efficiently identify J{ψs decaying into lepton pairs with a
detector like PANDA and also can be exploited to reduce the background to an acceptable
level. The cross section for formation of J{ψ in pA is by a factor of a few times 109 smaller
than the total inelastic cross section of typically 1 b. Thus a background suppression of at
least 10´10 has to be and can be achieved with PANDA (see [3] for further details). The
reconstruction efficiency for the decay channel J{ψ Ñ e`e´ was estimated to be around
70% and somewhat less for J{ψ Ñ µ`µ´.

The number of formed J{ψ, Nform is given by

(2) Nform “

ż

L dt ¨ xσformy

ş

L dt is the luminosity integrated over the measurement time. xσformy is the average
formation cross section.

The measurement of the luminosity will have to be carried out instantaneously with a
dedicated luminosity monitor. The achievable luminosity at the High Energy Storage
Ring, HESR at the future FAIR with a nuclear target is shown in figure 1b) [3]. Due to
the enhanced absorption and scattering in heavier targets, the luminosity decreases with
increasing atomic number of the target material. At the J{ψ resonance momentum the

achievable luminosity will range from « 5 pb´1

d at Z ď 10 to « 10´2 pb´1

d at Z ě 40.

The formation probability in a single pp is well described by the Breit-Wigner formula
and is a function of the available center-of-mass energy Ecm (corrections for initial-state
radiation can be applied [5]). The formation cross section at resonance in a pp reaction
and final decay into a e`e´ pair is 275.7 nb (relevant parameters have been determined
by [6]). The effective formation cross section xσformy in pA reactions however is considerably
smaller than this peak value. Due to the Fermi motion of the nucleons in the nucleus, the
available Ecm is determined not only by the energy of the beam particle but also depends
on the Fermi momentum of the involved nucleon. Thus xσformy is the formation probability
averaged over all particular formations.

The value of xσformy was determined by Monte Carlo simulations using a Glauber type
model. The nucleus is described by a radial nucleon density profile ρprq which is taken
from [7, 8]. The distribution of the Fermi-motion is modeled using a local Thomas-Fermi
approximation in which the Fermi momentum PF depends on the local nucleon density ρprq
as PF “ h̄cp3π2ρprqq1/3. It is assumed, as has been pointed out by Farrar et al. [9] that the
formation time of J{ψ is short enough such that color transparency effects can be neglected.
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In this model the formation points are not homogeneously distributed in the nucleus. The
number of antiprotons decreases with increasing depth s due to the absorption in the
nuclear matter. With the total pp cross section of « 7 fm2 at 4 GeV/c [10] and a typical
nuclear density of 0.1 fm-3 the penetration depth is typically in the order of a few fm only.
For the Monte Carlo simulation thus first a location within the nucleus is selected according
to the survival probability of the antiprotons (9e´σtot

şs
´8

ρpx,bqdx). Then the momentum of
the nucleon is selected according to the local distribution of the Fermi-momentum. Together
with the momentum of the beam particle, which is distributed according to a Gaussian
function with a relative width of typically 10-4 (this corresponds to the High Intensity mode
of the HESR), and under consideration of the nuclear binding energy, the Ecm is computed.
This is finally inserted into the Breit-Wigner formula to compute the formation probability.
In order to compute the dissociation probability the nucleon density along the path of the
J{ψ is integrated up to the point where the J{ψ decays. Figure 2 shows results of these
simulations.
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Figure 2: a) xσformy and xσescy as function of the p momentum in a 40Ca target b) p1´
Nesc{Nformq (square symbols) and

@ş

ρ ¨ dl
D

as function of nuclear mass of the target
material.

In the left panel the expected cross section for formation xσformy and the cross section for
escaping and decaying into an electron-positron pair xσescy is plotted as function of the
beam momentum. The peak value of xσescy is in the order of 700 pb in this case. With a total
reconstruction efficiency of 50% and an average luminosity of 1031 cm-2s-1 the number of
J{ψ per day would be around 300.

According to equation (1) σJ{ψN is obtained by the quotient of p1´Nesc{Nformq and
@ş

ρ ¨ dl
D

.
For consistency checks, measurements of Nesc should be carried out for several beam
momenta which allow to reconstruct the broadened resonance and should also be repeated
with different target materials.

The square symbols plotted in the right panel of figure 2 represent the quantity p1 ´
Nesc{Nformq and the circular symbols show the quantity

@ş

ρ ¨ dl
D

for different target materi-
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als. The dotted line is the best linear fit to the
@ş

ρ ¨ dl
D

points, whereas the bold line is the
dotted line scaled to match the p1´Nesc{Nformq data points best. The scaling factor is the
measurement of σJ{ψN and in these simulations its value is found to be very close to the
value which was used as input.

4 Conclusions

Measurements of the J{ψ yield in pA reactions close to resonance in different target materials
allow to determine the J{ψ-nucleon dissociation cross section. The experiment depends
on an accurate measurement of the number of J{ψ escaping the nucleus and an accurate
prediction of the number of J{ψ formed in the nuclear medium. The presented simulations
suggest, that in light target materials with this reaction up to a few hundred J{ψ will be
formed and detected with the PANDA detector per day. Measurements on different target
materials will allow to check results for consistency.
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We performed a precision spectroscopy experiment of the pionic atom at the RIKEN RI beam

factory (RIBF) in October 2010. A new ion-optical setup was developed for both the beam

transfer (BT) line to the target and the spectrometer in order to accomplish the dispersion

matching which eliminates the effect of the momentum spread of the primary beam. We

measured the first data of the deeply bound states of the pionic 121Sn atom and observed the

angular dependence of the bound states.

1 Introduction

The order parameter of the chiral symmetry breaking, the quark condensate xqqy, is expected
to change in nuclear medium. At normal nuclear densities, the quark condensate is reduced
by 30% compared the vacuum value. The experimental determination of this in-medium
change is one of the important themes in contemporary hadron physics. However, the
quark condensate is not physically observable. Therefore, we combine two relations,
the in-medium Glashow-Weinberg relation [1] and the in-medium Tomozawa-Weinberg
relation [2], to formulate the in-medium change of the quark condensate in terms of the
physical observable b1, which is the isovector pion-nucleus scattering length.

A precise spectroscopic experiment at GSI for the pionic 115Sn, 119Sn and 123Sn atoms
yielded the first accurate measurement of the b1 enhancement at normal nuclear density

1itoh@nucl.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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with the result bfree
1 {b1 “ 0.78 [3], where the bfree

1 was very precisely determined by the
pionic hydrogen x-ray spectroscopy at PSI [4]. However, the values of b1 where not as
accurately determined as the bfree

1 parameter. Therefore, the objective of the present project
is to improve the in-medium b1 accuracy. This requires a better energy resolution.

We plan systematic measurements of the pionic atoms for several stable isotope and isotone
targets at RIBF [5]. Especially, we expect that the measurement for isotones will help reduce
the uncertainty due to the neutron distributions. We call this project the pionic Atom Factory
(piAF) project [6]. In October 2010, we performed a pilot experiment of the piAF project in
order to develop the method of precision spectroscopy at RIBF. We chose 122Sn as the first
target of the piAF project because 122Sn located at the intersection of two chains of isotopes
and isotones.

2 Experiment

We used the (d,3He) reaction to produce the pionic atom. The deuteron beam energy of
Td “ 500 MeV was chosen to satisfy the recoilless condition. We measured the momentum of
the helium using the BigRIPS spectrometer [7] to analyze the Q-value of the (d,3He) reaction.
At the dispersive focal plane F5, we installed two sets of multi-wire drift chambers and one
set of segmented scintillation counters. At the achromatic focal plane F7, we installed a
scintillation counter. The particle identification was performed by the measurement of the
energy loss in the scintillation counters and the time of flight between F5 and F7.

One advantage of using the RIKEN facility is the high beam intensity, which is higher by a
factor of ten compared to the beam that was used in the GSI experiment. Hence, we can use
thinner target allowing for better resolution. On the other hand, the momentum spread of
the primary beam of the RIKEN is larger by a factor of three compared to the momentum
spread at GSI. Therefore, we use the dispersion matching [8] which eliminates the effect of
the large momentum spread in order to achieve a resolution better by a factor of about two,
i.e. about 200 keV (FWHM).

The dispersion matching condition is described as

(1) b16s11 ` b26s12 ` Cs16 “ 0,

where bij and sij denote the R-matrix elements of the BT line and the BigRIPS spectrometer,
respectively, and C is the kinematic factor of the (d,3He) reaction at the target. The kinematic
factor is 1.3 for the pionic atom production. The elements sij were selected to achieve a
resolving power of 3500, such that s11 “ ´1.8, s12 “ 0.0 mm/mrad, and s16 “ 64 mm/%.
The elements bij were selected to satisfy the matching condition specified in equation (1),
namely b16 “ 46 mm/% and b26 “ 0.0 mrad/%. The momentum dispersion s16 and b16

were measured by scaling beam line magnets with the results 61.8 mm/% and 43.8 mm/%,
respectively. The measured values were in sufficient agreement with the design values.
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3 Results

The panel on the left side of Figure 1 shows measured counts as a function of the horizontal
position at the dispersive focal plane F5. The x-axis is proportional to the momentum
increases from left to right. The panel on the right side of Figure 1 shows the 2-dimentional
scatter plot of the vertical angle of F5 versus the horizontal position. This is the first data of
the deeply bound states of the pionic 121Sn atom and the first observation of the angular
dependence of the deeply bound states.

The panel on the left side of Figure 2 shows position spectrum at F5 with the condition
θ ă 15 mrad, where θ is the beam angle at the target. The right-side panel of Figure 2 shows
the calculated spectra for the formation of the pionic bound states [9]. In this calculation,
the experimental energy resolution is assumed to be 150 keV (FWHM).

Our result at forward angles is consistent with the theoretical calculation and we identify
the peak at the right as the 1s pionic state. A more detailed analysis to deduce the binding
energy and the width of each peak and to identify the configuration of each peak is ongoing.
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Figure 1: A position spectrum at the dispersive focal plane F5 (left) and a 2-dimentional
scatter plot of the vertical angle versus the horizontal position at F5 (right) are shown.
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We discuss partial restoration of chiral symmetry in nuclear medium, which is realized as an

effective reduction of the quark condensate in nuclear medium. We derive the in-medium

Weinberg-Tomozawa relation. We also give a brief calculation of the in-medium quark con-

densate based on chiral perturbation theory. We conclude that the density dependence of the

quark condensate beyond the linear density comes from the vertex correction of the chiral field

insertion and nucleon correlations.

1 Introduction

One of the goals of the contemporary nuclear physics is to figure out the QCD vacuum
structure at finite density and/or temperature. Especially, the fate of dynamical breaking
of chiral symmetry in finite baryonic density is phenomenologically interesting, because
we could obtain experimental evidence of partial restoration of chiral symmetry in the
nuclear medium by investigating in-medium properties of meson in nuclei. Recently, precise
measurements of the spectra of deeply bound pionic atoms were performed [1, 2], and with
these data the pion optical potential parameters were determination in detail. Especially,
the repulsive enhancement of the isovector π´-nucleus interaction was accurately extracted
as bfree

1 {b1 “ 0.78˘ 0.05 at around ρ „ 0.6ρ [2]. The b1 repulsive enhancement was also seen
in low-energy pion-nucleus scatterings [3]. With help of the theoretical discussion [4, 5],
the b1 parameter is converted to the in-medium pion decay constant Ft, and we concluded
that the experimental finding of the b1 enhancement is to be a signal of the reduction
of the pion decay constant in nuclear matter. Further, the exact relation between the in-
medium pion decay constant and quark condensate was also found at the linear density
approximation in Ref. [5]. Now we have arrived at the qualitative confirmation of the
partial restoration of chiral symmetry in nuclear medium and should go a step further to
make the argument more quantitative [7, 8]. In this paper we briefly discuss the sum rule
for the in-medium quark condensate and the in-medium Weinber-Tomozawa relation. We
also show a calculation of the in-medium quark condensate based on chiral perturbation
theory beyond the linear density.
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2 Sum rule for the in-medium quark condensate

To connect the phenomenological consequences extracted from experimental observation
to the quark condensate, we need theoretical consideration which makes bridge between
hadronic description and quark language. In Ref. [5], an exact sum rule for a symmetric
nuclear matter was derived in the chiral limit:

(1)
ÿ

α

Re
”

Ft,αG˚1{2
α

ı

“ ´xqqy˚

where the summation is taken over all of pionic zero modes in nuclear matter which have
the same quantum number with the pion in nuclear matter and whose energy is zero
measured from the nuclear matter ground state, and the matrix elements of Ft,α and G1{2

α

are given in the nuclear matter rest frame by

xΩ|Aa
0|Ω

b
αpkqy “ iδabωαFt,α(2)

xΩb
α|φ

a
5|Ωy “ δabG˚1{2

α(3)

with the axial current Aa
µ, the pseudoscalar density φa

5, the ground state of the symmetric
nuclear matter |Ωy and the pionic zero mode state |Ωαy.

One of the most important consequence of this sum rule is that to obtain the in-medium
chiral condensate one has to sum up all of the pionic zero modes. This means that one
should not have to separate out the in-medium pion properties from complicated dynamics
of pion and nuclear matter. This sum rule is valid for all densities and derived by current
algebra as a low energy theorem. Instead, we need description of dynamics of in-medium
pion and nuclear matter for actual calculation of matrix elements. This sum rule is also
available for experimental confirmation of partial restoration of chiral symmetry, once the
matrix elements are extracted from experimental observation.

In the linear density approximation, the sum rule can be simplified to FtG
˚1{2
π “ ´xqqy˚. By

taking its ratio to the in-vacuum Glashow-Weinberg relation FπG1{2
π “ ´xqqy [9], we obtain

the scaling law

(4)
Ft

Fπ
Z1{2

π “
xqqy˚

xqqy
.

where Z1{2
π is the in-medium wavefunction renormalization, which can be extracted at the

linear density from the πN scattering data. The in-medium reduction of the pion decay
constant was obtained in the pionic atom.

3 In-medium Weinberg-Tomozawa relation

As discussed in Ref. [5], the in-medium Weinberg-Tomozawa relation can be derived by
considering the chiral-limit correlation function of the axial current Aa

µ in the asymmetric
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nuclear matter: Πab
ν pqq “

ş

d4xeiq¨xBµxΩ1|TrAa
µpxqAb

νp0qs|Ω1y, where |Ω1y is the ground state
of the asymmetric nuclear matter normalized as xΩ1|Ω1y “ 1 and specified by the isoscalar
density ρ “ ρp ` ρn and the isovector density δρ “ ρp ´ ρn. In the soft limit, using the axial
current conservation B ¨ A “ 0, we obtain

(5) Πab
ν“0p0q “

ż

d3xrAa
0pxq, Ab

0p0qs “ iεab3xΩ1|V3
0 |Ω

1y,

where we have used the commutation relation rQa
5, Ab

νs “ iεabcVc
ν . The matrix element in

the right hand side of Eq. (5) implies a spacial average of the isospin density in the nuclear
matter and counts the z component of the isospin of the nuclear matter state. For the ground
state of nuclear matter, at the linear δρ, the matrix element is written as

(6) Πab
0 p0q » iεab3 1

2
δρ.

On the other hand, inserting the hadronic complete set into the correlation function, we
obtain the hadronic description of the correlation function in the soft limit where we take
~q Ñ 0 first as

(7) Πab
0 p0q “ lim

ωÑ0
iωpωFaα

t q
1

ω2δαβ ´ Σαβ
pωFβb

t q,

where Σαβ is the self-energy of the zero mode and Fab
t is the matrix element of the axial

current for the ground state |Ω1y and the pionic zero modes in the asymmetric nuclear
matter |Ω1

αy given by xΩ1|Aa
0|Ω

1
αy “ iωFaα

t . Thus we obtain a sum rule

(8)
ÿ

α,β

lim
ωÑ0

ωFaα
t

ˆ

δαβ ´
1

2ω

BΣαβ

Bω

˙´1

Fβb
t “ εab3 1

2
δρ.

The explicit expression of the Faα
t and Σαβ depends on the description of the complete set,

but the sum is not dependent on the description. Now we expand Fαβ
t and Σαβ in terms of

the isovector density δρ, and find

(9) Σαβ “ εαβ3 ω

F2
t

δρ,

where Ft is the decay constant in the symmetric nuclear matter given in Eq. (2). This is just
a consequence of the isospin symmetry

4 A model calculation of the quark condensate

The sum rule (1) was derived by considering the correlation function of the axial cur-
rent and pseudoscalar density in symmetric nuclear matter at the chiral limit: Πab

5 pqq “
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Figure 1: Separation of xAa
µpqqPbp0qy˚. Figure 2: Conservation of axial current

ş

d4xeiq¨xBµxΩ|TrAa
µpxqφb

5p0qs|Ωy. Taking the soft limit and using the Ward-Takahashi iden-
tity, we obtain

(10) lim
qÑ0

ż

d4xeiq¨xBµxΩ|TrAa
µpxqφ

b
5p0qs|Ωy “ ´iδabxqqy˚

In this section, we directly calculate the left hand side based on in-medium chiral perturba-
tion theory. Here we take, for example, the formulation developed in Refs. [10], in which
the generating functional of the SU(2) chiral Lagrangian in non-interacting nucleon gas
environment is calculated in expansions of Fermi-see insertion and chiral order counting.
The Fermi momentum k f is also regarded as a small expansion parameter as well as the
pion momentum and mass in the in-vacuum chiral perturbation theory.

We calculate the in-medium Green function xAa
µpqqPbp0qy˚ in the chiral limit [12]. First of

all, it is possible to separate the Green function into the three parts, the medium corrections
of the decay constant, pion wavefunction and the pseudo-scalar coupling (Fig. 1), which are
connected with the in-vacuum pion propagators. Among three parts, there is cancellation
between the corrections for the decay constant and wavefunction at the soft limit qµ Ñ 0
thanks to the axial vector current conservation in the chiral limit, Bµ Aa

µpxq “ 0. This is a
generalized Goldberger-Treiman relation (Fig. 2). Therefore, only the density dependence
of the pseudo-scalar coupling contributes to the in-medium quark condensate.

The medium correction for the quark condensate starts from Opp4q of the chiral expansion,
but the contribution of this order vanishes at the chiral limit due to the cancelation men-
tioned above. The leading order correction is given by the diagram shown in Fig. 3(a) with
the Opp2q πPNN vertex. This contribution reproduces the well-known result of the linear
density approximation [11]:

(11) xuu` ddy˚ “ xuu` ddy0p1`
8c1ρ

f 2
π

q,

Figure 3: Diagrams for the medium corrections of the quark condensate in the chiral limit.
Oppnqmeans the order of the chiral expansion.
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Figure 4: Further higher order contributions. These diagrams represent the two-pion
exchange and nucleon-nucleon correlations.

where xuu` ddy0 is the quark condensate in vacuum, ρ is the nuclear matter density and
c1 is one of the low energy constants (LEC) in the πN chiral Lagrangian at Opp2q, which
is related to the πN sigma term. With C1 “ ´0.58 GeV´1, fπ “ 92.4 MeV and the normal
nuclear density ρ0 “ 0.17 fm´3, we have xuu ` ddy˚ “ xuu ` ddy0p1 ´ 0.35ρ{ρ0q. This
suggests 30 percent reduction of the quark condensate at the nuclear density.

Further density corrections beyond the linear density can be calculated with the diagrams
shown in Fig. 3(b) and(c). They are counted as Opp6q and Opp7q of the chiral expansion
and give k4

f and higher power contributions. In this way, one can perform the systematic
expansion in terms of the chiral counting with this formulation. Since, as discussed above,
the finite density contribution to the quark condensate comes only from the medium
corrections of the pseudo-scalar coupling, further higher order corrections come from
diagrams shown in Fig. 4. This means that the density corrections of the quark condensate
are given by multi-pion exchanges between nucleons and multi-nucleon correlations in the
nuclear matter. Therefore, in order to perform the realistic calculation of the in-medium
quark condensate, one has to first formulate realistic nuclear matter. Indeed, the in-medium
chiral perturbation theory has the systematic scheme for counting the order of the chiral
expansion and this is good for theoretical analyses. Nevertheless, only the pion-nucleon
dynamics described by the chiral perturbation theory may not describe realistic nuclear
matter, and more phenomenological descriptions are necessary to obtain realistic nuclear
matter having the saturation properties. Thus, we may have to go beyond the chiral
counting scheme in order to calculate the quark condensate in nuclear matter.

5 Conclusion

The deeply bound pionic atoms are the most successful systems to investigate the in-
medium pion properties, because we have certainly the bound states with so narrow widths
that we can perform detailed spectroscopy. From the observed spectra we can extract in-
medium pion properties. With these quantities we have concluded that partial restoration of
chiral symmetry takes place in nucleus with help of theoretical arguments, which complete
the story from the observation to QCD. Now we are going to the next stage to determine
the in-medium quark condensate quantitatively. We have also performed brief calculation
of the in-medium quark condensate based on chiral perturbation theory. This calculation
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shows that to obtain the realistic quark condensate in a nuclear medium one needs realistic
description of nuclear matter.
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We discuss the in-medium mass of the η1 meson under partial restoration of chiral symmetry.

The chiral SU(3)bSU(3) symmetry tells us the flavor singlet pseudoscalar meson η1 should

degenerate with the octet η meson in the SU(3) flavor limit, when chiral symmetry is restored

in spite of U(1)A anomaly in the flavor single axial current. The suppression of the anomaly

effect induces an order of 100 MeV reduction for the η1 mass at the saturation density without

introducing a large absorption width. We show the formation spectrum of the η1 mesonic

bound state in a nucleus as a possible observation of the η1 mass reduction.

1 Introduction

Dynamical chiral symmetry breaking and its partial restoration in finite density systems is
one of the important subjects of hadron physics. Recently, spectroscopy of deeply bound
pionic atom of Sn [1] and low-energy pion-nucleus scattering [2], with helps of theoretical
analyses [3], have suggested that the partial restoration does take place in nuclei with
order of 30% reduction of the quark condensate. The reduction of the quark condensate in
nuclear medium also leads to various phenomena, for instance, attractive enhancement of
scalar-isoscalar ππ correlation in nuclei and the suppression of the mass difference between
the chiral partners. Mass reduction of the η1 meson is also induced by partial restoration
of chiral symmetry [4]. The experimental observations of these phenomena, such as the
reduction of the N-Np1535qmass difference in the η mesonic nuclei formation [5], can be
further confirmation of partial restoration of chiral symmetry in nucleus.

2 η1 mass under chiral symmetry restoration

Experimentally, a strong mass reduction of η1 (Á 200 MeV) has been reported in Ref. [6]
at RHIC. On the other hand, a small scattering length („ 0.1 fm) has been suggested

1zaki@cc.nara-wu.ac.jp
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in Ref. [7] which indicates small mass reduction around 10 MeV at normal saturation
density in the linear density approximation. The transparency ratio of the η1 meson in
nuclei has suggested the absorption width of the η1 meson in nuclei is around 30 MeV [8].
Theoretically, NJL model calculations suggested around 200 MeV mass reduction at the
saturation density [9,10]. In the instanton picture, rapid decrease of the effects of instantons
in finite energy density hadronic matter induces a reduction of the η1 mass [11]. An
effective model which is consistent to the η1p scattering length data [7] was also proposed
recently [12].

The basic idea of the present work is that, if density dependence of the U(1)A anomaly is
moderate, a relatively large mass reduction of the η1 meson is expected at nuclear density
due to the partial restoration of chiral symmetry [4]. This is based on the following symmetry
argument. Both the flavor single and octet pseudoscalar mesons composed of a q-q pair
belong to the same p3, 3q ‘ p3, 3q chiral multiplet of the SU(3)LbSU(3)R group. Therefore,
when the SU(3)LbSU(3)R chiral symmetry is manifest, the flavor singlet and octet mesons
should degenerate, no matter how the U(1)A anomaly effect depends on the density. In
other words, the chiral singlet gluonic current, which makes the η1 mass lift up, cannot
couple to the chiral pseudoscalar state without breaking chiral symmetry. Hence, the η

and η1 mass splitting can take place only with (dynamical and/or explicit) chiral symmetry
breaking, meaning that the U(1)A anomaly effect does push the η1 mass up but necessarily
with the chiral symmetry breaking. In this way the mass splitting of the η-η1 mesons is a
consequence of the interplay of the U(1)A anomaly effect and the chiral symmetry breaking.
Assuming 30% reduction of the quark condensate in nuclear medium, for instance, and that
the mass difference of η and η1 comes from the quark condensate linearly, one could expect
an order of 100 MeV attraction for the η1 meson coming from partial restoration of chiral
symmetry in nuclear medium.

The present mechanism of the η1 mass reduction in finite density has a unique feature.
Although some many-body effects introduce an absorptive potential for the η1 meson in
medium, the mass reduction mechanism does not involve hadronic intermediate states
and, thus, the attraction dose not accompany an additional imaginary part. Furthermore,
in the present case, since the suppression of the U(1)A anomaly effect in nuclear medium
induces the attractive interaction, the influence acts selectively on the η1 meson and, thus, it
does not induce inelastic transitions of the η1 meson into lighter mesons in nuclear medium.
Consequently the η1 meson bound state may have a smaller width than the binding energy.

3 Formation spectrum of the η1 mesonic nuclei

Now we discuss the η1 bound states in a nucleus based on the above observation and show
expected spectra of the η1 mesonic nucleus formation in a 12C(π`, pq11Cbη1 reaction [4, 13].
We perform a simple estimation of the η1 bound states and, thus, assume a phenomenologi-
cal optical potential of the η1 meson in nuclei as Vη1prq “ V0ρprq{ρ0, with the Woods-Saxon
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Figure 1: Calculated spectra of the 12C(π`, pq11Cbη1 at pπ “ 1.8 GeV as functions of the
exitation energy Eex with (a) V0 “ ´p0` 20iq MeV, (b) V0 “ ´p100` 20iq MeV and (c)
V0 “ ´p150` 20iq MeV. The thick solid lines show the total spectra, and the dominant
subcomponents are labeled by the neutron-hole state pn`jq

´1
n and the η1 state `η1 .

type density distribution ρprq for nucleus and the saturation density ρ0 “ 0.17 fm´3. The
depth of the attractive potential is an order of 100 MeV at the normal nuclear density as
discussed above and the absorption width is expected to be less than 40 MeV [8] which
corresponds to the 20 MeV imaginary part of the optical potential. The formation spectrum
is calculated in the approach developed in Ref. [5, 14] using the impulse approximation and
the Green’s function method.

In Fig. 1, we show the calculated 12Cpπ`, pq11Cbη1 cross sections with three different
potential parameters. In the figure, the vertical line indicates the η1 production threshold in
vacuum. In the case of no attractive potential, there is no structure in the η1-binding region
but some bump in the quasi-free region. Finding so prominent peaks in the η1-binding
region as to be possibly observed in future experiments, we conclude that with an order
of 100 MeV mass reduction and a 40 MeV absorption width at the saturation density we
have a chance to observe the η1-nucleus bound states in the 12Cpπ`, pq reaction. We see
also clear peaks around the η1 production threshold, for instance p0p3{2q

´1
n b dη1 in plot (b)

and p0p3{2q
´1
n b fη1 in plot (c). They are not signals of the bound states, however, these are

remnants of the bound states which could be formed if the attraction would be stronger.
Therefore, such peak structure also can be signals of the strong attractive potential.

4 Conclusion

We point out that partial restoration of chiral symmetry in a nuclear medium induces
suppression of the U(1)A anomaly effect to the η1 mass. Consequently, we expect a large
mass reduction of the η1 meson in nuclear matter with a relatively smaller absorption width.
The mass reduction could be observed as η1-nucleus bound states in the formation reactions.
The interplay between the chiral symmetry restoration and the U(1)A anomaly effect can be a
clue to understand the η1 mass generation mechanism. Therefore, experimental observations
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of the deeply η1-nucleus bound states, or even confirmation of nonexistence of such deeply
bound states, is important to solve the U(1)A problem.
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SuperB is an INFN flagship project for a new high-luminosity heavy-flavor factory. Along

with its companion detector, it is dedicated to the search for CP violation effects in the B

meson sector with the aim of looking for direct and indirect signals of new physics, beyond the

Standard Model. However it could offer as well the opportunity for a systematic, high-statistics

study of b baryon properties and for a search for super-nuclei, that is bound nuclear systems

with an explicit content of beauty.

1 Introduction

Following a long and successful tradition in building and operating lepton colliders, INFN
launched a plan to construct the new SuperB e`e´ complex accelerator [1]. The selected
site is the Tor Vergata University Campus, near Rome and close to the INFN-LNF historical
research center. SuperB will be an asymmetric, double-ring accelerator designed to run
at the Υp4Sq resonance center-mass (c.m.) energy with a baseline luminosity in excess of
1036 cm´2 s´1, that is about two orders of magnitude larger than the peak luminosity of
the existing B-factories. The nominal beam energies will be Ee` ≈ 6700 MeV and Ee´ ≈
4200 MeV but SuperB will have the capability of running in the c.m. energy range between
ψ(3770) (the charm threshold) and Υp5Sq resonance as well. Finally, it will be possible to
have a „70% polarized electron beam [2], that also has significant impact on the physics
potential of this project.
This next generation flavor-factory, along with its companion detector [3], will be mainly
dedicated to the measurements of CP violating processes in the B meson sector, looking for
deviation from the Standard Model predictions that can be interpreted as signals for new
physics. At the same time the experiment will perform high-precision tests of the Standard
Model. In addition SuperB should be considered within a synergic strategy with LHCb, the
flavor physics experiment recently started at the CERN LHC hadron collider. On one hand,
if new physics phenomena will be observed at LHC, data from very sensitive heavy-flavor
experiments will be necessary to constrain such results and to better understand their

1Alessandro.Feliciello@to.infn.it
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nature. In this respect a high-luminosity, asymmetric flavor factory can then provide a set
of complementary information. Moreover this alternative approach offers the additional
advantage of cleanly extracting the signal, typical situation experienced at electromagnetic
machines where the environment is much cleaner. On the other hand, if no evidence for
physics beyond Standard Model will be found at the energy frontier experiments, then
measurements that will be performed at SuperB would allow for an alternative way to
explore an energy range up to 10 TeV. The complete, wide spectrum of SuperB physics
reach is described in [4].

However SuperB might offer a playground for a systematic study of the properties of b
baryons and for an investigation of their interactions with nucleons in nuclei.

2 Bottom baryon production

Information on b baryons is scarce. It is sufficient to browse the last edition of The Review
of Particle Physics [5] to realize how different is the level of knowledge about, for instance,
B mesons and b baryons. In some cases the existence itself of such particles still ranges from
very likely to certain and then a confirmation is highly desirable as long as the assessment of
their quantum numbers and their branching fractions. One of the reasons of this lack of data
is purely experimental: it is not so easy to abundantly produce heavy-flavor baryons and it
is very challenging to extract signals from a huge background. A significant contribution to
this field is being provided by the Tevatron Collider experiments [6] and very likely many
data will soon flow from LHC. However flavor factories can play an important role as well.

The idea of creating heavy-flavor baryons at an e`e´ collider is not brand new. About
20 years ago it was suggested [7] to exploit the charm and the beauty exchange reaction
on nuclei in order to produce charmed and bottom baryons at the ARES facility, a pro-
posed high-luminosity, single-pass, e`e´ machine. The same method was recently used
at DAΦNE, by the FINUDA experiment [8], in order to produce Λ and Σ hyperons via
the strangeness exchange reaction induced by K´ following the φ resonance decay. Now
SuperB offers again the opportunity to have a unique source of b baryons.

At first glance it may be objected that the available c.m. energy („10600 MeV) is not enough
to produce even the lightest b baryon-antibaryon pair (m(Λ0

bΛ0
bq ≈ 11240 MeV). However

the leading idea of the proposed experimental method is to put a thin target on the flight
path of B´ mesons, emitted in the Υp4Sq resonance decay, in order to produce b baryons via
the beauty exchange reactions

B´stop `Nbound Ñ Λ0
b ` π´0,(1)

B´stop `Nbound Ñ Σ˘b ` π´0`,(2)

B´stop `Nbound Ñ Σ˚˘b ` π´0`,(3)

B´f light `Nbound Ñ Ξ´0
b ` K`0,(4)
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where Nbound indicates either a proton or a neutron bound in a nucleus. While processes (1–
3) occur even with stopped particles, it has to be checked whether reaction (4) can be induced
by B´ mesons in flight. Unfortunately the possibility of generating Ω´

b by this method is
completely out of discussion. The properties of the produced Λ0

b, Σ˘b , Σ˚˘b and, possibly,
Ξ´0

b hadrons will be then studied, with unprecedented accuracy, through the measurement
of their decay products in the SuperB companion apparatus. Such a systematic observation
of b baryons will offer the opportunity to get information on non-perturbative QCD and
the potential models. The large mass difference between b quark and the other constituent
quarks could in fact allow a significant simplification in the theoretical description of a
system where a light quark pair (diquark) orbits around the “nucleus” b quark.

3 The experimental setup

In the innovative collision scheme designed in order to reach the highest possible luminos-
ity [9], e` and e´ beams will have extremely reduced dimensions at the interaction point:
7.211 µm in the horizontal plane and 0.036 µm in the vertical one. These numbers make
SuperB particularly suitable for the installation of a thin target as close as possible to the
Υp4Sq formation point, capable of intercepting the maximum fraction of the B´ mesons fol-
lowing the resonance decay. Actually this is the crucial point of the project, since the choice
of the distance from the interaction point and the target entrance surface is constrained
by the very small B´ meson cτ value (492.0 µm) and by the requirement of avoiding any
interference with the circulating beams.

Another favorable condition is represented by the fact that e` and e´ beams will not collide
head-on. This means that, besides the 2.519 GeV/c longitudinal (i.e. along the beam pipe
axis) boost, Υp4Sq has a sizeable transverse momentum component (0.359 GeV/c) as well.
Moreover preliminary Monte Carlo calculation shows that the angular distribution of the
generated B´ mesons is such that they are preferentially emitted in the horizontal plane.
An interesting solution could be then that of putting the target only in the hemisphere
where the B´ mesons are produced with higher energy. The advantage is twofold: the
target could be placed a little bit far away from the interaction point and the B` mesons
traveling in the opposite, free hemisphere can be exploited in order to tag the event. The
option currently under evaluation is that of using a half hollow cylinder, 1 mm long and
with an internal radius of 0.2 mm and an external one of 0.5 mm. It will be placed with its
axis coincident with the beam pipe one and, keeping in mind that SuperB is an asymmetric
machine, completely shifted in the z ą 0 halfspace, i.e. beyond the interaction point, along
the e` flight direction. The arguments to be taken into account in order to choose the
proper target material are its mechanical stability, its electrical conductibility, the heating
during accelerator normal operation and the power deposition in case of beam loss. Gold or
Platinum seem to be the best candidates to fulfill these technical requirements. Very likely
the target will be efficiently cooled and should be (re)movable during the beam injection
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and machine tuning phase. However this does not represent an issue since it is possible
to conceive a mechanism very similar to that routinely used to operate the beam scraper
system.

The e` ` e´ Ñ Υp4Sq production cross section is „1.1 nb. This means that at the design
luminosity value of 1036 cm´2 s´1 Υp4Sq resonance will be generated at a rate of 1.1 kHz.
By keeping in mind that it decays in a B`B´ meson pair with a branching fraction of
51.6% we may expect to have a B´ meson flow of „550 Hz. By taking into account the
fraction of surviving B´ with βγ ≈ 0.2 (0.7%) and by making an educated guess about
target acceptance and stopping efficiency (10%), reconstruction efficiency of the apparatus
(10%) and accelerator daily duty cycle (70%) we estimate a b baryon production rate in
excess of 2000 events per day.

4 From hyper- to super-nuclear physics

Another topic of fundamental interest that could be addressed is the investigation of
b baryons interaction with nucleons in nuclei. It is indeed worth to remind that this
experimental approach is the unique method to infer information about b baryon-nucleon
interaction at low energies. This is a completely unexplored field and the challenge is to
see whether a b baryon can become part of the target nucleus and can then form a nuclear
bound system, called super-nucleus. The possible existence of such objects was suggested
several years ago by Tyapkin [10], in complete analogy to what happens with s baryon Λ
which can replace one nucleon in a nucleus to form nuclear bound systems, known as hyper-
nuclei [11]. This is a very natural extension based on the expectation that the entire family
of baryons experiences exchange forces which are similar to the corresponding interaction
potentials. This statement is endorsed by the close similarity of the quark structure of the
lightest flavored baryons Λ(uds), Λ`c (udc) and Λ0

b(udb).

From the experimental point of view the main issue is the energy distribution of the b
baryons generated in the processes (1–4). Preliminary calculations indicate that, when
produced on free nucleons, their momentum spectrum typically ranges from „0.2 to „1.3
GeV/c. This fact could then reduce the fraction of b baryons with a sizeable probability of
sticking to the target nucleus. To this purpose a careful study of how the nuclear medium
affects the energy distribution of the produced b baryons must be performed in order to
get a realistic estimation of the super-nuclei formation rate. As far as the identification
of the produced super-fragment is concerned, a possible strategy could be based on the
measurement of the generally high-energy decay products.
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5 Conclusions

The construction of the SuperB collider will allow to shed light on many fundamental
aspects of the flavor physics thanks to the capability of collecting in a reasonable amount of
time large data samples corresponding to an integrated luminosity ranging from 50 to 100
ab´1.

However this new facility may offer the opportunity for carrying on a nuclear physics
experiment, dedicated to a high-statistics study of b baryons properties and of their inter-
actions with nucleons in nuclei, a subject absolutely unknown at present. This way it will
be possible to look for super-nuclei as well, a definitively hard experimental task but of
fundamental interest. Such an experiment may be integrated in the SuperB companion
apparatus.
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In-medium properties of the ω meson
near the production threshold

Michaela Thiel1 on behalf of the A2 Collaboration
II. Physikalisches Institut, JLU Gießen, D-35392 Gießen, GERMANY

Using the CrystalBall/TAPS photon spectrometer at MAMI Mainz the ω photoproduction

off nuclei (C, Nb) and off the proton (LH2) were studied via the hadronic decay channel

ω Ñ π0γ. The aim of this work is to investigate whether the properties of the ω meson are

modified within normal nuclear matter. Two different experimental approaches have been

used: the measurement of the ω lineshape and of the ω momentum distribution. Differences

are expected to be most pronounced close to the production threshold (Eγ,thresh “ 1108 MeV).

Thus, the analyses were performed in the energy range 900 to 1300 MeV. Here we present the

experimental results in comparison to GiBUU transport code calculations [1].

1 Introduction

The aim of this experiment is to study whether the well known vacuum mass and width of
the ω meson changes in a strongly interacting environment. Possible modifications of these
properties can help to understand the strong interaction in the non-perturbative sector of
QCD. Hence, considerable attention has been given to this field in the last years, both from
the theoretical and experimental side (e.g. [2]). The focus of this analysis is on the sector of
light vector mesons where different model calculations predict relatively large changes in
the mass or width. Due to the strong broadening of the ω meson in a nuclear medium [3]
the sensitivity of the lineshape to in-medium modifications is reduced [4]. Whereas GiBUU
calculations predict only small differences in the ω lineshape, the analysis of the momentum
distribution is predicted to be more sensitive to in-medium modifications.

2 Experimental Setup

The data have been taken at the Mainz Mikrotron MAMI, using the combined detector
system Crystal Ball [5] and TAPS [6]. When electrons from the accelerator with a maximum
energy of Ee´ “ 1508 MeV hit a radiation target of 10 µm copper Bremsstrahlung photons
are produced. For these anaysis energy marked photons in the range of 900 to 1300 MeV
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have been used. The Crystal Ball calorimeter comprises 672 NaI(Tl) crystals with 15.7
radiation lengths. The detector covers polar angles from 20˝ to 160˝ and the full azimuthal
angle. The polar angle up to 20˝ in forward direction is covered by the TAPS calorimeter
in a forward wall configuration. It consists of 378 BaF2 (« 12 X0) and 24 PbWO4 (« 12 X0)
crystals, covering the full azimuthal angle. For charged particle identification the PID,
consisting of 24 plastic scintillator bars, in the center of the Crystal Ball as well as the 5 mm
thick Veto plastic scintillators, placed in front of each TAPS crystal, have been used. The
three different targets LH2, C, Nb with 30 mm in diameter and 49 mm, 15 mm, 1 mm in
length, respectively, were placed directly in the center of the Crystal Ball.

3 Experimental Approach

The channel of interest is the hadronic decay mode of the ω meson into three photons in the
final state:

(1) γA Ñ pA´ 1qωp Ñ pA´ 1qπ0γp Ñ pA´ 1qγγγp

The invariant mass of the ω meson is reconstructed using the three photon final state
invariant mass, where two of the photons have to come from a π0 decay. Since the π0

meson can rescatter in the nuclear medium its 4-momentum can change, leading to a
distortion of the ω invariant mass. To suppress these final state interactions down to the
percent level a cut on the kinetic energy Tπ0 ą 150 MeV is applied (for details see [7]).
For the analyses strict time cuts (˘3σ) have been applied to the detector systems (CB, TAPS,
Tagger) and only events are used where exactly three photons are detected within the
prompt peak. A cluster threshold of 50 MeV is required to reduce the amount of split-offs.
For the lineshape analysis the proton is identified using time of flight and ∆E{E techniques.
For this proton a cut on the missing mass between 800 and 950 MeV is applied.
Because of the relatively long lifetime of the omega meson (τ “ 22 fm/c), the lineshape
of the resulting π0γ invariant mass spectrum is always a superposition of vacuum and
in-medium decays. Thus, to increase the amount of decays inside the nuclear medium the
data have been taken close to the ω production threshold Eγ,thresh “ 1108 MeV in the energy
range 900 to 1300 MeV.

3.1 Lineshape Analysis

To extract the ω meson lineshape, the shape of the background has to be determined and
subtracted. In Figure 1 (left) the π0γ invariant mass spectrum is shown. The background
can be parametrized (dashed blue line) using the following equation:

(2) bpxq “ exppp0 ` p1 ¨ x` p2 ¨ x2 ` p3 ¨ x3 ` p4 ¨ x4q.
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In a second independent method the background is directly determined from the data. One
of the main background sources comes from events with four photons in the final state (π0π0

or π0η events) where one photon is lost due to cluster overlapping or detection inefficiencies.
Details can be found in [4]. Figure 1 (middle) shows the background determined from
the data in magenta together with a fit through this contribution (dashed line). The good
agreement of both methods can be seen in the right panel of Figure 1.

Figure 1: π0γ invariant mass spectrum for the Nb target (black). Left: The dashed blue
line shows a fit of the background. Middle: The background determined directly from data
(magenta) and a fit to the background contribution (dashed magenta). Right: Comparison
of both background determination.

This can be verified by looking at the obtained lineshapes in Figure 2 (left). For the Nb data
the background determined with the different methods is subtracted and within the error
bars no significant deviations are observed.
The lineshape comparison of the three different targets provides good agreement between
niobium and carbon, with a width slightly broader compared to LH2 (see Figure 2 (middle)).
In Figure 2 (right) the π0γ invariant mass spectrum is compared to different in-medium
scenarios calculated with the GiBUU transport code [8]. Here the in-medium ω pole mass
is modified as a function of the probed density according to:

(3) mω “ m0
ω ¨

ˆ

1´ 0.16 ¨
ρN

ρ0

˙

For the scenarios including collisional broadening an in-medium width of Γmed “ 150 MeV
has been assumed. Only small differences in the four scenarios are observed. The limited
sensitivity arises from the strong broadening of the ω meson, resulting in a suppression of
contributions from higher densities by order 1{ρ2 near the peak.
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Figure 2: Left: Preliminary background subtracted π0γ invariant mass spectrum for the
Nb target, applying the different background determination methods. Middle: Lineshape
comparison for the three targets LH2 (green), C (red) and Nb (black). The distortion of the
lineshape due to different target thicknesses has been corrected for. Right: Background
subtracted π0γ invariant mass spectrum on Nb target compared to GiBUU calculations:
no modification (solid red line), collisional broadening (dashed green line), collisional
broadening plus mass shift (dashed blue line) and mass shift only (dotted magenta line).

3.2 Momentum Distribution

The analysis of the momentum distribution implies information on in-medium properties
at the nuclear density of the production point. Here the advantage is to be independent
of any meson lifetime. For this analysis the ω yield is determined in different 50 MeV
wide momentum bins from 150 MeV/c up to 1000 MeV/c. To have sufficient statistics over
the full momentum range, the analysis is performed semi-exclusively without requiring
the proton. In Figure 3 the experimentally observed momentum distributions (acceptance
corrected) for C and Nb are compared to recent GiBUU transport calculations [9]. For
comparison, the data points and the theory curves are normalized to the same area.

4 Conclusion

Although the statistics is good and improved to former experiments in this energy regime
by a factor 3 (see [8]) only the "mass shift only" scenario seems to be disfavoured by the
lineshape analysis. This result is confirmed by the analysis of the momentum distribution
of the ω meson, which also disfavours the scenarios including a mass shift.
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Figure 3: Momentum distribution for the two targets carbon (red points) and niobium
(open circles), compared to GiBUU calculations: collisional broadening (dashed green line)
and collisional broadening plus mass shift (dashed blue line).
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The internal structure of the resonant Λp1405q state is investigated based on meson-baryon

coupled-channels chiral dynamics. We evaluate Λp1405q form factors which are extracted

from current-coupled scattering amplitudes in meson-baryon degrees of freedom. Using

several probe currents and channel decomposition, we find that the resonant Λp1405q state is

dominantly composed of widely spread K around N, with escaping πΣ component.

1 Introduction

There are hadrons which are expected to have exotic structures, e.g., hadronic molecules,
and it is one of the important issues in hadron physics to clarify their structures. A classical
example is the excited baryon Λp1405q, which has been considered as an s-wave KN
quasibound state [1]. It is also suggested by the modern theoretical approach based on
the chiral dynamics within the unitary framework (the chiral unitary approach) [2–7]
that Λp1405q is dynamically generated in the meson-baryon scattering, in addition to the
good reproduction of the low-energy K´p cross sections and the Λp1405q peak in πΣ
mass spectrum. Moreover, the chiral unitary approach predicts double-pole structure for
Λp1405q [4, 6] and one of the poles is expected to originate from the KN bound state [8,
9]. Some approaches for the survey on the Λp1405q structure in experiments have been
proposed, e.g., in Refs. [10, 11].

If Λp1405q is dominated by the KN quasibound state with a small binding energy, one
can expect that Λp1405q has a larger size than typical ground state baryons dominated by
genuine qqq components. Motivated by this expectation, in Ref. [12] we have investigated
the internal structure of the resonant Λp1405q state by evaluating density distributions
obtained from the form factors on the Λp1405q pole originating from the KN bound state.
In our study the Λp1405q form factors are directly extracted from the current-coupled
scattering amplitude, which involves a response of Λp1405q to the external current. The
current-coupled scattering amplitude is evaluated in a charge conserved way by considering
current couplings to the constituent hadrons inside Λp1405q. Here we note that the wave
functions and form factors of Λp1405q were studied also in Ref. [13] in a cut-off scheme
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within chiral unitary approach, which results were not significantly different from ours,
except for the high momentum region compared to the cut-off.

2 Internal structure of Λp1405q

In the chiral unitary approach, the meson-baryon scattering amplitude Tij with channel
indices i and j is obtained by a coupled-channels equation,

(1) Tijp
?

sq “ Vijp
?

sq `
ÿ

k

Vikp
?

sqGkp
?

sqTkjp
?

sq,

with the interaction kernel Vij given by chiral perturbation theory, a meson-baryon loop in-
tegral Gk, and the center-of-mass energy

?
s. The obtained amplitude contains dynamically

generated Λp1405q in s wave. Next, in order to observe response of Λp1405q to the con-
served probe current in the chiral unitary approach, we evaluate current-coupled scattering
amplitude Tµ

γij in a charge conserved way, considering current couplings to the constituent
hadrons as [12, 14]:

(2) Tµ
γijp
?

s1,
?

s; Q2q “ Tµ
γp1qij ` Tµ

γp2qij ` Tµ
γp3qij,

with the squared current momentum Q2 and

(3) Tµ
γp1qij “

ÿ

k

TikDµ
Mk

Tkj, Tµ
γp2qij “

ÿ

k

TikDµ
Bk

Tkj, Tµ
γp3qij “

ÿ

k,l

TikGkΓµ
klGlTl j,

where DMk and DBk are respectively loop integrals with the current couplings to the meson
and baryon and Γij represents MBM1B1γ vertex. Then the Λp1405q form factor, FµpQ2q, can
be extracted by [12, 15],

(4) FµpQ2q “ ´
p
?

s1 ´ ZRqT
µ
γijp
?

s1,
?

s; Q2q

Tijp
?

sq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ?
sÑZR

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ?
s1ÑZR

,

where ZR is the Λp1405q pole position. Here we note that we have following relations:

(5) Q̂
dGk

d
?

s
“ pD0

Mk
`D0

Bk
q|Q2“0, Q̂

dVij

d
?

s
“ Γ0

ij|Q2“0,

with Q̂ being the charge of Λp1405qwith respect to the probe current. These are the Ward-
Takahashi identity for the two-body free propagator Gk and the elementary vertex Vij.

Now let us show our results for the internal structure of the resonant Λp1405q. First, we
write a normalization relation for the baryonic [FBpQ2q] and strangeness [FSpQ2q] form
factors of Λp1405q proved in Ref. [12],

(6) FBpQ2 “ 0q “ ´FSpQ2 “ 0q “ ´
ÿ

i,j

gigj

ˆ

dGi

d
?

s
δij ` Gi

dVij

d
?

s
Gj

˙ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ?
sÑZR

“ 1,
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Figure 1: Electric (PE, left), baryonic and strangeness (PB and PS, right) density distribu-
tions of Λp1405q in each component. Here PE is shown in particle basis whereas PB and PS
are in isospin basis [12].

where gigj is a residue of Tij at the Λp1405q pole position and dGi{d
?

s (dVij{d
?

s) term comes
from D0

Mi
`D0

Bi
(Γ0

ij) at Q2 “ 0. This relation corresponds to the Ward identity for the vertex
and wave-function renormalization factors, and this originates from that we evaluate Tµ

γij
in a charge conserved way with current couplings satisfying Ward-Takahashi identity (5).
With this relation, we can pin down the dominant component of the Λp1405q structure
by decomposing the summation in Eq. (6). As a result, we find that contribution from
the KNpI “ 0q channel (“ ´g2

KNdGKN{d
?

s) is 0.994` 0.048i whereas contributions from
other channels and the vertex term (“ ´

ř

i,j giGidVij{d
?

sGjgj) are negligibly small [12].
Therefore, this result indicates that the KNpI “ 0q channel generates more than 99% of the
Λp1405q charge, which is consistent with the KN quasibound state picture for Λp1405q.

Next we show the electric, baryonic, and opposite-sign strangeness density distributions
(PE, PB, and ´PS, respectively) of Λp1405q in each component in Fig. 1. From PE, we can see
that the negative (positive) charge distribution appears in Λp1405q due to the existence of
lighter K´ (heavier p) in the outside (inside) region, bearing in mind the KN dominance for
Λp1405q. Also it is interesting to see the dumping oscillation in π`Σ´ (equivalently π´Σ`

with the opposite sign) component in PE as the decay of the system, although this is not
observed in the total PE due to the cancellation of π`Σ´ and π´Σ` components. On the
other hand, PB and PS indicate that inside Λp1405q the K component has longer tail than the
N component and K distribution largely exceeds typical hadronic size À 1 fm, bearing in
mind that the baryonic (strangeness) current probes the N (K) distribution inside Λp1405q.
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3 Summary

We have investigated the internal structure of the resonant Λp1405q state in the chiral unitary
approach, in which Λp1405q is dynamically generated in meson-baryon coupled-channels
chiral dynamics. Probing Λp1405qwith conserved current in a charge conserved way, we
have observed that KN component gives more than 99% of the total Λp1405q charge. The
electric density distribution indicates that inside Λp1405q lighter K´ (heavier p) exists in
the outside (inside) region and the escaping πΣ component appears as the decay mode of
Λp1405q. Also from the baryonic and strangeness density distributions we have found that
inside Λp1405q the K component has longer tail than the N component and K distribution
largely exceeds typical hadronic size À 1 fm.

This work is partly supported by the Grand-in-Aid for Scientific Research from MEXT and
JSPS (No. 21840026, 22105507, 22740161, and 22-3389).
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Hypernuclei Production by K´ at rest
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The creation of a hypernucleus requires the injection of strangeness into the nucleus. This

is possible in different ways, mainly using π` or K´ beams on fixed targets. A review of

hypernuclei production by K´ at rest is here presented. When a K´ stops inside a nucleus it

can undergo the so called "strangeness-exchange reaction", in which a neutron is replaced by

a Λ with the emission of a pion. By precisely studying the outgoing pions both the binding

energy and the formation probability of the hypernuclei can be measured. New measurements

from the FINUDA experiment on 7Li, 9Be, 13C and 16O, coupled with previous measurements

on 12C and 16O, allowed for the first time the study of the formation of hypernuclei as a

function of the atomic mass number A. The new measurements also offered the possibility of

disentangling the effects due to atomic wave-function of the captured K´ from those due to

the pion optical nuclear potential and from those due to the specific hypernuclear states. These

new results on the study of the hypernuclei production by K´ at rest are here presented and

discussed.

1 Introduction

Hypernuclei are nuclear systems in which one or more nucleons are replaced by one (or
more) hyperons [1]. The more known and studied for a long time (almost 60 years) are
Λ-hypernuclei, in which one Λ-hyperon replaces a nucleon of the nucleus. In Fig. 1a) a
simplified representation of the single-particle states of the nucleons for a 12C nucleus is
shown. When the Λ replaces a neutron [Fig. 1b)] it can occupy different states [see Fig. 1 c)
to f)]. When it has the same quantum numbers of the neutron it has replaced, the state is
called "substitutional".

Hypernuclei provide a unique laboratory suitable not only for studying nuclear structure
in presence of a strange quark but also for probing weak interactions between baryons.
Indeed hyperons-nucleons (YN) scattering experiments are difficult to perform and data are
very limited. On the other hand from hypernuclear energy levels and theoretical models

1germano.bonomi@ing.unibs.it
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a) b)a)

c) d)

e) f)

Figure 1: a) - Simplified representation of the single-particle states of the nucleons for a
12C nucleus. c) to f) - Same as a) when a Λ replaced a neutron. State shown in e), when the
Λ has the same quantum numbers of the neutron it replaced, it is called substitutional state.
Representations taken from [2].

information about YN interaction can be extracted. Hypernuclei are also important to
investigate dynamical changes of the nuclear structure induced by the added hyperon.
In fact the Λ, reaching deep inside levels, it can attract the surrounding nucleons toward
the interior ("glue-like" or "core contraction" effect), especially in light nuclei. Indeed the
Λ-hyperon, since it does not suffer from Pauli blocking by other nucleons, it can penetrate
into the nuclear interior and form deeply bound hypernuclear states.

2 Hypernuclei production

There are different ways to bring the strangeness inside a nucleus. Up to now three different
reactions have been used:
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1a) K´in f light{stop ` n Ñ Λ` π´
strangeness exchange reaction

1b) K´in f light{stop ` p Ñ Λ` πo

2) π` ` n Ñ Λ`K` associated production

3) e` p Ñ e1 `Λ`K` electroproduction

Each reaction has its own advantages and plays its role in a complete program of hypernu-
clear spectroscopy. Reaction 1a) at rest was the first to be used [4]; reaction 2) then followed
at BNL [5] and at KEK [6], while reaction 3) is relatively new [7]. The most important
parameter in determining the differences of the distinct reactions is the momentum transfer.
In Fig. 3 the relation between the beam momentum and the recoil/transfer momentum and
between the momentum transfer and the hypernuclear cross section are shown. Low recoil
momentum, like for the (K´in f light, π´) reaction populates substitutional states, in which a
nucleon is converted to a Λ hyperon in the same orbit with no orbital angular momentum
transfer. In this way it is difficult to populate the ground state. A large recoil momentum
on the other hand can excite high-spin hypernuclear states with a nucleon-hole having
large angular momentum and a Λ hyperon having a small angular momentum, with the
advantage to access more states.

The pros of the (K´stop,π´) reaction, if compared with the others, is the fact that it populates
many states and it has a high formation probability compared to the associate production.
On the other hand the kaon beam suffer energy struggling in the slowing down by thick
absorbers and thus also the target must be relatively thick (some g/cm2). This determines
the principal drawbacks, like a large background and a limit on the energy resolution (the
out-coming pions suffer multiple scattering inside the targets).

A complete list of experiments on Λ hypernuclear spectroscopy is shown in Fig. 2 [3].
It can be seen that the K´stop reaction was not so commonly used. Before the FINUDA
experiment, which results will be presented in the following, the only other experiments
that produced hypernuclei with the K´stop ` n Ñ Λ` π´ reaction were two [4, 8]. Recently
another experiment used the K´stop ` p Ñ Λ` πo reaction [9]. All these experiments used
spectrometers designed for other purposes and modified to fit the needs of a hypernuclear
apparatus. The FINUDA experiment on the other hand was specifically planned to produce
and study hypernuclei.

3 FINUDA hypernuclear spectroscopy

FINUDA took data for few months in between 2003 and 2004 and 2006 and 2007 at the
DAΦNE e`-e´ collider machine at the national laboratory of the Italian Institute of Nuclear
Physics (INFN) in Frascati. The e`-e´ collisions create the Φ meson at rest that decays,
about 50 % of the times, into two kaons with low kinetic energy („ 16 MeV). The basic
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Figure 2: Experiments on Λ hypernuclear spectroscopy (from [3] with the addition of
FINUDA).

principle of FINDUA [10] was to use such monochromatic source of low energy K´’s for
the production of hypernuclei. Since it is impossible to obtain such low energy beams
in other ways (for example with fixed target experiments as done previously), FINUDA
represented a real breakthrough for stopped kaons experiments. FINUDA in particular was
characterized by important features, in particular it could: mount very thin targets (few
tens of g/cm2 compared to some g/cm2 of previous experiments), install up to 8 different
targets in the same data taking (thus minimizing the systematics in comparing results from
different nuclei), completely reconstruct an event with large acceptance (studying both the
production and the decay of hypernuclei), simultaneously track also the µ` from the decay
of the K` (which is generated in pair with the K´) calibrating in this way the apparatus
both for energy and rate measurements. Details about the FINUDA experimental setup can
be found in [11–13] and references therein.
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Figure 3: a) Recoil momentum as a function of the beam momentum (from [3]). When the
momentum transfer is 0 (magic (beam) momentum), the hypernucleus production is called
recoilless. b) Hypernuclear cross section as a function of the momentum transfer (from [2]).
The production of hypernuclei by particles at rest is in reality defined by a capture rate (or
formation probability) and not by cross section. Suitable normalization has been used.

The FINUDA apparatus was able to reconstruct charged particles coming out of the targets.
Hypernuclear candidate events were selected by requiring the simultaneous presence
of a K´ stopped inside a target and of a π´ originating from the same target. Details
about the event selection and data analysis can be found elsewhere [11, 14]. Imposing the
conservation of the energy and of the momentum, the tracking of the emerging π´ permits
to calculate the hypernucleus binding energy, defined as the difference between the mass of
the hypernucleus and the sum of the masses of the core nucleus (original nucleus without
a neutron) and of the neutron. For what concerns the background, some other reactions
between the K´ and the target can produce an emerging negative pion [K´pnpq Ñ Σ´p
(followed by Σ´ Ñ nπ´ decay), K´n Ñ Λπ´ (so called Λ-Quasi Free), K´p Ñ Σ´π`

(followed by Σ´ Ñ nπ´ decay)]. Another process that proved to be able to generate a
π´ momentum distribution that can overlap with the one of hypernuclear formation is
the in-flight K´ decay. All these reactions have been simulated with the FINUDA Monte
Carlo in order to account for the background of our hypernuclear signal. A sum of the
distributions of the background reactions and of Gaussians, for the signal, was used to
reproduced the overall data behaviour (see [14] for details). The output of the fit was the
weight of the various contributions, the number of events and the mean of the Gaussians.
The position of the peaks gives directly the binding energy value of the hypernuclear states
created, with a total error of 0.3 MeV. A more important information can be extracted from
the number of events in the peaks. Taking into account all the efficiencies involved in the
detection and reconstruction, the formation probability per stopped K´ can be calculated.
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4 Results and discussions

The values of formation probabilities measured by the FINUDA experiments for 7
ΛLi, 9

ΛBe
and 13

Λ C and 16
Λ O are reported in a recent publication [14]. Only few measurements of

formation probability have been performed previously. Following the first experiment
on a 12C stopping target [4], measurement on some other nuclei (4He, 12C and 16O) were
subsequently performed [8]. A low statistics measurement on the (K´stop, πo) reaction on
12C was later published [9]. FINUDA also reported a first result on a 12C target [11]. Based
on these measurements the formation probability was a decreasing function of the atomic
mass number A, but some discrepancy appeared for example between the ground state
formation probabilities measured by [8, 11] and [9]. The new FINUDA results [14], along
with the one reported previously by FINUDA [11], offer a complete set of measurements
that can be compared one each other to extract the formation probability as a function of
the atomic mass number A. Since they were measured in the same experiment and using
the same experimental and reconstruction techniques, the effect of systematic errors is thus
minimized.

Since each target has more than one hypernuclear state (the ground plus some excited),
it is not easy to extract the A dependence from the results. The ground state formation
probability, as shown in Fig. 4 d), can be used, but for some hypernuclei (namely 7

ΛLi and
12
Λ C) the first excited state is too close to be isolated. In order to consider only well defined
hypernuclides, hypernuclear states below the threshold for the decay by proton emission
have been selected. The results are summarized in Fig. 4 a). A smoothly decreasing
behaviour appears, with the exception of a strong enhancement corresponding to the
formation of 12

Λ C. For comparison, in Fig. 4 b) the cross section measurement for the (π`,
K`) production reaction [3] is also shown. The ratio between such values and the (K´stop,
π´) formation probability ones (Fig. 4 c) changes by a factor of 5 from 7Li to 16O. Two
conclusions can be then drawn. First of all, the two production reactions (K´stop, π´) and
(π`, K`) show a distinct A dependence. Secondly, hypernuclei production on 12C deviates
from the overall behaviour, being higher than all other neighbour nuclei.

The new results [14] triggered a new study [15] to reproduce experimental data to extract
information on the K´ nuclear potential VK, important for kaon condensation in neutron-
star matter, quasibound K-nuclear clusters, self-bound strange hadronic matter, etc. etc.
The authors used the Distorted-Wave Impulse Approximation (DWIA) to calculate the
formation probability for the target nuclei reported in [14]. Two different potentials were
tested, namely a shallow (SH) and a deep (DD) ones with respectively Re VK „ 50 MeV and
Re VK „ 180 MeV. The dependence on the nuclear density has also been taken into account.
Although the calculated rates were about 15 % of the measured rates, the overall behaviour
could be reproduced, the comparison slightly preferring the deep K´ nuclear potential over
the shallow one.
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Figure 4: Formation probabilities from FINUDA [14] (a) and cross section from E336 [3]
(b) for bound states (see text for details) as a function of A. Ratio between the two c).
Theoretical prediction by [15] (e). Formation probabilities for the ground states (d).

5 Conclusions

The K´stop ` n Ñ Λ ` π´ strangeness exchange reaction was the first [4] to be used for
the creation of hypernuclei in modern (post emulsion/bubble chambers era). After having
being used at BNL [5] and KEK [6], it found its best configuration at the INFN-LNF with
the FINUDA experiment. Hypernuclei formation probabilities for stopped kaons has been
measured for p-shell nuclei and for the first time a study as a function of A has been
performed [14]. The new results gave new inputs to the theory to extract useful information
about the K´ nuclear potential. No new experiment using the (K´stop, π´) reaction is foreseen
at the moment since future programs of hypernuclear physics, at JParc in Japan and at GSI
in Germany, will be using different production methods. Complete reviews of hypernuclear
physics can be found in [2, 3, 16, 17].
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Experimental studies of mesic nuclei at J-PARC

Hiroyuki Fujioka1
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The property of a pseudoscalar meson at finite density may be extracted by investigating

mesic nuclei in detail. The existence of mesic nuclei is predicted theoretically, based on the

understanding of the meson-nucleon interaction. Experimental programs to search for mesic

nuclei at J-PARC are reviewed.

1 Introduction

Meson-nucleus bound states, a new kind of bound systems in strong interaction, will
provide us unique information on hadron properties at finite density. In particular, K-
nuclear bound states (kaonic nuclei) and η-nuclear bound states (η mesic nuclei) attract a
lot of attention from both experimentalists and theorists nowadays.

In this article, I would like to review related experimental programs at J-PARC briefly.
Figure 1 is a schematic view of the J-PARC hadron experimental facility. Proton beam,
accerelated to 30 GeV by the main ring, is delivered from the lower left to the production
target. There are two beamlines for charged particles (K1.8 and K1.1) and one beamline
for neutral kaons. The experiments described below will be performed in either the K1.8
beamline or the K1.8BR beamline (branch line of K1.8).

2 Kaonic nuclei

Because of the strong attraction between I “ 0 KN pairs, an antikaon-nucleus system may
exist as a quasi-bound state. For example, the existence of Λp1405q below the KN threshold
can be regarded as a consequence of such a strong attractive interaction. It is a natural
extension to consider KNN systems.

Theoretically, a variety of calculations of the KNN system have been carried out [1], support-
ing the existence of a bound state. The binding energy varies from „ 10 MeV to „ 100 MeV,
and the decay width is moderately large. The difference mainly comes from the calculation
method (Faddeev approach or variational approach) and the treatment of πΣN channel.

1fujioka@scphys.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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Figure 1: Layout of J-PARC hadron experimental facility.

From an experimental point of view, non-mesonic decay of K´pp states into Λ` p is a clean
signal in searching for such an exotic state. Many experiments in the past and in the near
future make use of this channel.

The first observation was reported by the FINUDA collaboration [2]. They detected a
pair of Λ and proton in back-to-back from K´ absorption at rest. A slow K´ beam was
supplied by the φ-factory DAΦNE. The invariant mass of the Λp pairs was far below the
K´ ` 2p threshold, which is in contradiction with an assumption that they originated from
a two-nucleon absorption process K´ ` “pp” Ñ Λ` p. They interpreted Λp pairs may
be originated from non-mesonic decay of K´pp states, whose binding energy from the
K´` 2p threshold is„ 115 MeV and decay width is„ 67 MeV. However, this interpretation
is criticized by Magas et al. [3] and Pandejee et al. [4], both of which stress the importance of
final state interaction after two-nucleon absorption.

Another indication was obtained by a reanalysis of the DISTO experiment, which performed
an exclusive measurement of the p` p Ñ p`Λ` K` reaction [5]. A broad distinct peak
was found in the K` missing-mass spectrum and the pΛ invariant-mass spectrum, when
they select events with a large-pT proton and K`. If the peak corresponds to a K´pp state,
its binding energy and decay width are „ 105 MeV and „ 118 MeV, respectively.

At present, the existence of K´pp bound states whose binding energy is as large as 100 MeV
is not established. Accordingly, it is vitally important to search for K´pp states with various
reactions. The p` p Ñ p`Λ` K` reaction with higher incident energy was measured
at GSI in 2009, and the analysis is in progress [6]. The stopped K´ absorption reaction in
3He and 4He will be studied by the AMADEUS experiment at DAΦNE [7]. In J-PARC,
two experiments with the 3He(K´, n) reaction (J-PARC E15 experiment) and the D(π`, K`)
reaction (J-PARC E27 experiment) have been approved, and the preparation is in progress.
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Figure 2: Setup for the J-PARC E15 experiment.

2.1 J-PARC E15 experiment

The J-PARC E15 experiment [8] will be performed at the K1.8BR beamline. 1.0 GeV{c
K´ beam will be injected into liquid 3He target. Figure 2 shows the experimental setup.
Outgoing neutrons by the (K´, n) reactions will be detected by a neutron counter about 15 m
downstream of the target. The beam K´ will be swept away by a sweeping magnet in order
not to hit the neutron counter, and as a by-product, scattered protons by the (K´, p) reaction
can be detected by installing an additional proton counter. The decay particles of K´pp
states into Λ` p or Σ0 ` p can be detected by a cylindrical detector system (CDS) which
consist of a GEM-TPC tracker, a cylindrical drift chamber, and hodoscopes inside a solenoid
magnet. Thereby, both missing-mass spectroscopy and invariant-mass spectroscopy will be
enabled.

A CDS commissioning run with π` and K´ beam was carried out last autumn, and distinct
peaks of Λ and KS were observed by reconstructing the invariant mass of pπ´ and π`π´

pairs, respectively. The analysis for improving the resolution and the particle identification
is under way.

2.2 J-PARC E27 experiment

The J-PARC E27 experiment will make use of the D(π`, K`) reaction [9]. K´pp states will
be produced by sticking a Λp1405q, produced by the n(π`, K`) reaction, on the spectator
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proton. The experiment will use 1.5–1.6 GeV{c π` beam at the K1.8 beamline, and the
scattered K` will be detected by the Superconducting Kaon Spectrometer (SKS).

It is essentially important to reduce background from quasi-free processes (π` ` “N” Ñ
Yp˚q`K`). Tagging two protons from K´pp decay will help to eliminate these contributions;
a proton from Yp˚q decay tends to have a small emission angle, and the spectator proton
is too slow to be detected experimentally. Thus, two sets of range counter arrays will be
installed on the left and right sides of the deuterium target for detection of fast protons.

A test experiment with a prototype of the range counter arrays was done during the beam
time for the E19 experiment, which searched for the Θ` pentaquark. Part of the range
counter arrays were installed near hydrogen target, and scattered π˘’s and protons were
stopped inside the arrays. A preliminary analysis revealed that clear p/π separation is
possible by combining the energy loss in each counter, the time-of-flight between the start
counter and the first layer of the array, and the range of the particle.

We plan to take the first data for the E27 experiment in early 2012, and the preparation of
the detectors in the beamline and the SKS spectrometer as well as the range counter arrays
is going on.

3 η mesic nuclei

The ηN interaction is weakly attractive, because the Np1535q resonance, which strongly
couples to ηN, lies above the ηN threshold. However the scattering length has a large
ambiguity between p0.270–1.050q ` p0.190–0.399qi fm [10].

The first calculation by Haider and Liu [11] showed η mesic nuclei with the mass number
A ě 12 can be bound when the scattering length is set to 0.28` 0.29i fm or 0.27` 0.22i fm.
If the real part of the scattering length is larger, there may be a possibility that an η meson
is bound in a lighter nucleus such as 3He and 4He [10, 12].

Recently the COSY-GEM collaboration investigated the 27Al(p, 3He) reaction [13] at recoil-
less kinematics. By detecting back-to-back π´p pairs, which may originate from the decay
of η mesic nuclei, they found an indication of η mesic nuclei with the binding energy of
„ 12 MeV.

Itahashi et al. propose to study the (π´, n) reaction on 7Li and 12C target at J-PARC [14]. The
advantage over a prior experiment at BNL [17] is the detection of back-to-back π´p pairs
like the COSY-GEM experiment, and the recoilless condition by adjusting π´ momenta
around 0.8–1.0 GeV{c and detecting zero-degree neutrons2. To achieve these conditions,
the use of the E15 experimental setup is desirable. According to Ref. [15], the formation
spectrum is sensitive to the in-medium property of Np1535q, which affects the η-nucleus

2The BNL experiment measured protons at scattering angle 15˝ from the (π`, p) reaction, and the momentum
transfer is larger than 200 MeV{c.
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(a) double-scattering reaction (b) quasi-free reaction

Figure 3: Diagrams for the π`d Ñ ppη reaction.

optical potential. While the mass difference of Np1535q and N will not change largely in the
chiral unitary model, the chiral doublet model leads to a decrease of the mass difference
due to the partial restoration of chiral symmetry.

A pilot experiment with deuteron target is also under consideration [16] . The π`d Ñ ppη

reaction can be studied by detecting two protons. The dominant quasi-free process (Fig. 3b)
can be eliminated because the spectator proton has a very small momentum, and we can
select the double-scattering reaction (Fig. 3a). The differential cross section is sensitive to
the low-energy ηN scattering amplitude because the elastic scattering ηN Ñ ηN takes place
near the threshold energy [18].

Lastly, the (p, 3He) reaction, which was investigated by the COSY-GEM collaboration [18],
may be studied at the K1.8 beamline together with the SKS spectrometer. The coincidence
of decay particles will be mandatory to reduce huge background.

4 Summary

Intense π˘, K´, and proton beams will allow us to investigate kaonic nuclei and η mesic
nuclei. As well as the forward spectrometer, the detectors for decay particles of mesic nuclei
are important to make the background level as small as possible. The preparation of the
E15 and E27 experiments, both of which will search for K´pp bound states, is in progress.
Moreover, search for η mesic nuclei will be feasible in future.
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We report data on e`e´ pair emission in p + Nb collisions at energies above the light vector

meson production threshold. Invariant mass distributions for the proton beam energy of

Ekin “ 3.5 GeV are compared to data from elementary p+p reactions at the same beam energy.

The collected statistics and high acceptance for pair momenta from ≈ 50-2000 MeV/c allow

for a comparison of fast and slow ω mesons. According to hadronic models, the latter ones

should show the strongest modification in the line shape due to the nuclear medium.

1 Introduction

The study of hadron properties inside a strongly interacting medium has attracted plenty of
attention both in theoretical and experimental nuclear physics. On the theory side, hadronic
models predict already at twice nuclear ground state density strong modifications in the
spectral function of the light vector mesons ρ and ω, which are most pronounced at low
momenta relative to the surrounding medium [1].
Experimentally, such effects can be tested in proton -, pion - or photon - induced reactions
on heavy nuclei. While the modifications are expected to be stronger in heavy ion collisions,
cold nuclear matter experiments have the advantage of relative controlled conditions, since
the system does not undergo a density evolution during the reaction. We want to put our
focus on these reactions. e`e´ pair spectroscopy is a promising probe for such studies
due to the fact that electrons and positrons interact only electromagnetically and their
kinematics stays almost undistorted while propagating through the ambient nuclear matter.
One has two different observables at hand: the spectral shape in the e`e´ invariant mass
and/or the total yield for different nuclei. A sensible measurement of the shape requires
the decay taking place inside the nucleus, which can be studied by requiring low vector
meson momenta, in particular for ω and φ. The measurement of the yield or production
cross section can be connected to the total width of the hadron via double transparency
ratios [2, 3].
So far, shape measurements in elementary reactions were done for the ρ meson by the

1michael.weber@ph.tum.de
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CLAS experiment at JLab [4] and the E325 experiment at KEK [5]. However, the results are
not conclusive so far. For the ω and φ meson several experiments [6–9] reported a sizable
broadening of the total decay width inside the medium using double transparency ratios.
To contribute to this still unresolved issue the HADES collaboration measured the inclusive
e`e´ pair production in proton induced reactions at Ekin “ 3.5 GeV. The reference spectrum
was obtained in p + p reactions and the in-medium effects were extracted from reactions
utilizing the heavy nucleus Nb.

2 Experimental setup and measured e`e´ spectra

The High Acceptance Di-Electron Spectrometer (HADES [10]) is installed at the GSI
Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung in Darmstadt and is provided with a proton
or heavy-ion beam by the synchrotron SIS18. For the e˘ identification a hadron blind Ring
Imaging CHerenkov detector (RICH) is used. Particle identification is supplemented by
a time-of-flight measurement in a plastic scintillator wall (ToF) and an electromagnetic
shower pattern in the Pre-Shower detector. Additional particle identification power can
be gained by the inclusion of the energy loss information of the drift chambers and the
scintillator wall.
A proton beam with a kinetic energy of Ekin “ 3.5 GeV was incident on a liquid hydrogen
target for the p + p run in 2007 [11] and on a 12-fold Nb target for the p + Nb run in 2008.
The event selection was done in two steps. In the first trigger stage (LVL1), events with a
charged particle multiplicity in the ToF wall of Mch ě 3 were selected. The second trigger
stage (LVL2) selected events with at least one lepton candidate indicated by a ring in the
RICH detector.

For the offline identification of electrons two independent methods were used. A multivari-
ate analysis based on a neural network algorithm, where all relevant cut criteria are fed
into the algorithm delivering a single scalar response value. Secondly, a standard method
was used, where the cuts are applied directly on the relevant criteria (hardcuts). For the
final spectra the average between the two methods was calculated. The difference between
the two methods as well as the differences due to systematic variation of the cuts and
self-consistency checks were taken as an estimate of the systematic errors.

All possible combinations of identified e`{´ tracks were formed event by event and cor-
rected for detector and reconstruction efficiencies. The latter ones were deduced using
Monte-Carlo simulations embedded into real events. Invariant mass spectra of the unlike-
sign pairs were then constructed from single e`{´ tracks. To increase the purity of the
e`{´ sample a cut on the single track momentum 0.08 ă pe{pGeV/cq ă 2.00 was applied.
The combinatorial background (CB) was extracted from all like-sign pair combinations
inside the same event. Since the CB stems predominantly from external γ-conversion it was
reduced by cutting on the pair opening angle (αee ą 9˝) and on the track fitting quality. By
subtracting the CB from the unlike-sign pairs the signal spectrum was obtained.
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The measured invariant mass distributions of e`e´ pairs for p+Nb and p+p reactions,
together with a cocktail of several e`e´ pair sources for the elementary case [11], are shown
in the left panel of Fig. 1. Differential cross sections were obtained by normalizingg to
elastic collisions for p+p reactions and negative pion production in p+Nb reactions. While
the shape of the distributions shows no obvious differences, already in p+p collisions the
cocktail fails to describe the data in the intermediate mass region.
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Figure 1: Invariant mass spectra (left) and the momentum dependence (right).

3 Low momentum pairs

The big advantage of the HADES setup compared to previous measurements of dielectrons
from cold nuclear matter is the good coverage for low momentum pairs, as depicted
in the right panel of Fig. 1. The collected statistics allows to compare a high and low
momentum sample for different invariant mass regions as well as for identified ω mesons
to the elementary pp data. While it is expected to see hardly any differences in the high
momentum sample the low momentum pair should show effects related to the surrounding
medium.
It should be stated here that these effects, if any, are not necessarily related to modification
of the spectral function since also the production via secondary reactions might play an
important role. These reactions then take place at lower average

?
s and might run into the

region were isospin effects become important [12].
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4 Summary

We have measured inclusive e`e´ pair production in p+p and p+Nb collisions at Ekin “

3.5 GeV. Already in p+p a e`e´ cocktail based on model predictions fails to describe the
data satisfactorily in the intermediate invariant mass region. Also the ω meson line shapes
of the two spectra show no strong deviations. Further hints for in-medium changes of
vector mesons in matter might be gained by a separate comparison of fast and slow pairs,
which will be published soon in a forthcoming paper.
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We report on the on-going analysis of the K0 production in p+p and p+Nb collisions at

Ekin “ 3.5 GeV, aimed on the extraction of the in-medium kaon-nucleon potential at normal

nuclear matter density.

1 Introduction

Modification of the kaon (antikaon) properties in the nuclear environment is a subject of
permanent theoretical and experimental interest. Such an environment can be produced in
heavy-ion collisions, where—at 1–2 AGeV kinetic beam energy—densities of up to 3 times
normal nuclear matter density can be achieved. However, theory expects modifications
of the kaon spectral function already at normal nuclear matter density [1], which can be
explored with the production at nuclei, employing γ-, π- or proton-induced reactions.

It is predicted, that the kaon interaction with the nuclear environment is characterized by a
repulsive potential, whereas for antikaons an attractive potential is favoured. The results of
the flow analyses [2, 3] support these expectations.

Resulting yields and phase space distributions of kaons in the final state reflect different
aspects of kaon production and propagation, so it is challenging to find an observable that
would be sensitive exclusively to the in-medium KN potential. As stressed in [4], one of
the most promising observables to learn about the in-medium kaon-nucleon potential is
the momentum distribution, in particular in the region of low momenta. Since a kaon is
“repelled” from the ambient nucleus, the measured momentum distribution will be shifted
to higher values as compared to the case where no sizeable effects of the potential are
expected. Neutral kaons are particularly promising probes, since their kinematics is not
distorted by the Coulomb interaction.

A number of experiments measured this observable. The ANKE collaboration studied K`

production in proton-induced reactions at different nuclear targets in a small phase space at
forward rapidities [6]; K0 production in pion-induced reactions was explored by the FOPI
collaboration [7]. Both collaborations presented the ratio of momentum distributions mea-
sured with heavy (silver, gold or lead) and light (carbon) targets: σAg,Au,˚124˚PbppKq{σCppKq.
A characteristic depletion of the low momenta kaons (pK ď 200 MeV{c) and a peak-like
structure at pK « 200 MeV{c was observed in these ratio plots, in agreement with the
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theory-driven expectations. From a comparison with transport model calculations, an
in-medium potential of `20˘ 5 MeV (the value at normal nuclear matter density, for low
kaon momenta) was extracted.

The HADES collaboration contributed with a K0 measurement in a medium-sized colliding
system Ar+KCl at a kinetic beam energy of 1.756 AGeV [8]. The obtained pt-distribution at
mid-rapidity was compared with the IQMD transport calculations. A larger value of the
potential of `40 MeV was extracted from this analysis.

The difference between the results, obtained in p(π)+A and A+A experiments, supports
our intention to continue the HADES studies of K0’s with a new measurement in p+93Nb
reactions. As a reference system, free of the effects of the finite nuclear matter density, we
employ p+p reactions. As compared to the previous p+A experiments, the main feature
of our study is the high acceptance of the HADES detector for the low-pt kaons in a broad
range of rapidities.

2 The Experiment

The High-Acceptance Di-Electron Spectrometer (HADES) is a modern multi-purpose de-
tector currently operating at the SIS18 heavy-ion synchrotron (GSI Helmholtzzentrum,
Darmstadt) in the region of kinetic beam energies of 1–2 AGeV (A+A), up to 3.5 GeV in
proton-induced reactions. The main components of the experimental set-up are a supercon-
ducting magnet, four planes of Multiwire Drift Chambers used for the tracking of charged
particles, a Time-of-Flight wall and a hadron blind RICH detector, cf. [5] for details.

In 2007 a measurement of proton-proton collisions at a kinetic beam energy of 3.5 GeV
was performed. The beam with an average intensity „ 1ˆ 106 particles/s was incident
on a liquid hydrogen target with a columnar density of 0.35 g{cm2 and a total interaction
probability of „ 2%. In total, 1.2ˆ 109 events were collected. In 2008 the same beam was
employed with a 93Nb target. Overall 4ˆ 109 events had been taken. In both runs, the first
level trigger (LVL1) required at least 3 hits in the Time-of-Flight wall in order to suppress
the contribution from elastic p+p scattering.

3 K0
S analysis in proton-proton and proton-niobium collisions

A K0 is identified by its short-lived component K0
S that decays weakly into a π`π´-pair.

Charged pions are identified with help of measured energy losses in the HADES subde-
tectors. In order to suppress the background, a set of additional cuts is applied to the
reconstructed event topology: a) a cut on the distance from the secondary to the primary
vertex d1 ą 25 mm; b) a cut on the distance of closest approach between the pion tracks
d2 ă 7 mm and c) a cut on the distance of closest approach between a pion track and the
primary vertex d3 ă 7 mm.
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The resulting π`π´ invariant mass spectra are presented in Fig. 1 for p+p (left) and p+Nb
(right) collisions. For both reactions, a clear signal corresponding to the K0

S is visible on top
of a combinatorial background.
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Figure 1: Black dots — data points of the invariant mass distribution of π`π´ pairs in
p+p (left) collisions and p+Nb (right) collisions after applying event topology cuts; blue
curves — combinatorial background (see text for details).

Several background reconstruction techniques were considered. In the p+p case the event
mixing technique was found to be inapplicable. Instead, a simultaneous signal+background
fit is performed, where the background is modeled as a sum of Landau and polynomial
functions, and the signal as a sum of two Gaussians. The same method is applied to the
p+Nb data, but in this case it was shown that the mixing event technique gives results
consistent with the fitting procedure.

The large accumulated statistics of about 105 and 2ˆ 105 reconstructed K0
S for the p+p and

p+Nb runs, respectively, allows to perform a differential analysis of the K0 production. The
signal was extracted for a set of rapidity (∆y “ 0.1) and transverse momentum (∆pt “

75 MeV{c) bins. The measured pt-spectra at mid-rapidity are presented in Fig. 2. It can be
seen that for both reactions our results reach the most interesting low-pt region.

4 Summary

We reported on the ongoing study of the K0 production in p+p and p+Nb collisions at
a kinetic beam energy of 3.5 GeV. The obtained high-statistics sample of reconstructed
kaons allows to analyze the low-pt region, where the sensitivity to the in-medium kaon-
nucleon potential is expected to be maximal. A comparison of the efficiency corrected
pt-distributions and their ratios with transport model calculations will give information
about the KN potential.
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Figure 2: pt-distributions of K0
S’s reconstructed in p+p (left) and p+Nb (right) collisions at

mid-rapidity. No efficiency corrections were applied.
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We have analyzed pion-nucleon scattering using the manifestly relativistic covariant frame-

works of Infrared Regularization (IR) and Extended-On-Mass-Shell (EOMS) up to Opq3q in the

chiral expansion, where q is a generic small momentum. We describe the low-energy phase

shifts with a similar quality as previously achieved with Heavy Baryon Chiral Perturbation The-

ory, being the EOMS description better than the IR one. The Goldberger-Treiman discrepancy

is extracted from data of partial wave analyses using both schemes, obtaining an unacceptable

large value for the case of IR due to the loop contribution. On the other hand, EOMS gives

small values compatible with other phenomenological approaches. Finally, we have unitarized

the amplitudes provided by both schemes to extend the range of our description obtaining

a good agreement with the data up to energies of
?

s « 1.3 GeV for the EOMS scheme while

IR can not go beyond energies of
?

s « 1.25 GeV due to the unphysical cut that this scheme

introduces.

1 Introduction

The πN scattering is a well known process at low energies, and there has been many
attempts to use ChPT theory to describe it. The first one was the full covariant approach
of [1], where they found problems with the power counting due to the non-vanishing mass
of the nucleon in the chiral limit. Later, Heavy Baryon ChPT (HBChPT) was invented in
order to solve the problem of power counting, but at the price of losing manifest Lorentz
invariance [2]. This formalism describes well the physical region [3], but has problems
of convergence in the subthreshold region [4] so it can not check some chiral symmetry
predictions for QCD (low energy theorems). With this aim of checking the low energies
theorems the Infrared Regularization (IR) [5] was proposed. This scheme keeps manifestly
Lorentz invariance and satisfies the standard power counting of ChPT. The authors of
Ref. [5] focused on the subthreshold region, and they used this new scheme for the first time
to check low energy theorems [6]. The main conclusion of this work was that the one-loop

1e-mail: jmas1@um.es
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representation is not precise enough to allow an accurate extrapolation of the physical data
to the Cheng-Dashen point. The first attempt to describe the phase shifts employing IR
was performed in [7] with the surprising result that the description of IR is worse than
the one of HBChPT. They also obtained a huge violation of the Goldberger-Treiman (GT)
relation (20´ 30%). As we show in this work, the IR description is of the similar quality
than the one provided by HBChPT, although a large violation of the GT relation remains.
Importantly, the latter can be avoided by using the covariant renormalization scheme of
Extended-On-Mass-Shell (EOMS) [8].

2 Perturbative Calculations

In order to obtain the LECs, we consider the phase shift analyses of the Karlsruhe group
(KA85) [9] and the current solution of the GWU group (WI08) [10]. To fit the data of KA85
and WI08 we followed two strategies based on a different treatment of the P33 phase shifts:
the first strategy (KA85-1 and WI08-1) consist of using the standard χ2,2 and the second one
(KA85-2 and WI08-2) is based on fitting the function

tan δP33
|~p|2``1 around the threshold region.

This function comes form the effective range expansion (ERE) of the P33 phase shifts. We
also use this second strategy because we consider that the higher energy region for that
partial wave is influenced by the ∆p1232q. The results of these fits are shown in Figure
1. These perturbative fits reproduce the experimental data up to energies of 1.14 GeV for
most of the partial waves. One can see that the results are very similar for both strategies,
except for the P33 and P11 partial waves. For the latter, IR up to Opp3q seems not to be able
to reproduce the low energy region for the points provided by the GWU group (WI08-1 and
WI08-2 fits). Instead of reproducing them, the curves accidentally fit better the points of
the Karlsruhe group. This will translate into a result for the scattering volume, closer to
the value of KA85 than the one of WI08. Results for the LECs and threshold parameters
are given in [11]. Our averaged values are compatible with previous determinations of
HBChPT [3].

With the value of d18 one can check the Goldberger-Treiman relation deviation consid-
ering that this deviation, up to OpM3

πq, is given by ∆GT “ ´
2M2

πd18
gA

[5], where gπN “
gAm
Fπ
p1` ∆GTq. So that, for our averaged value of d18, we obtain ∆GT “ 0.015˘ 0.018, that

means gπN “ 13.07˘ 0.23 or f 2 “
pgπN Mπ{4mq2

π “ 0.077˘ 0.003. Which is compatible with
the values around 2´ 3% obtained from πN and NN partial wave analyses of [12]. But
when we implement the loop contributions, we obtain a huge GT relation violation due
to the relativistic resummation performed by IR. For instance, for the fit KA85-1 one has a

2χ2 “
ř

i
pδ´δthq

2

errpδq2 , where δ is the experimental phase shift, δth is the theoretical one and errpδq is an error that

we assign as errpδq “
a

e2
s ` e2

r δ2. With er “ 0.2% and es “ 0.1 degrees. For more details about the designation
of these values see [11].
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22% of violation for the renormalization scale µ “ 1 GeV while for µ “ 0.5 GeV a 15% was
observed.

3 Unitarized Calculations

We are interested now in extending the range of the description of the phase shifts. For
that, we take care of the analyticity properties associated with the right-hand cut and
implement unitarity to the πN amplitude. The partial wave amplitude TI J` is written in
terms of an interaction kernel TI J` and the unitary pion-nucleon loop function gpsq: TI J` “

pT ´1
I J` ` gpsqq´1 [13]. Written in this form, our amplitude satisfies unitarity exactly. The only

undetermined parts of this definition are the interaction kernel TI J` and the subtraction
constant a1 contained in gpsq. The interaction kernel can be obtained by matching order
by order with the perturbative result of ChPT [13, 14], and the subtraction constant a1 is
fixed by requiring gpm2q “ 0 in order to have the P11 nucleon pole in its right position. For
the description of these higher energies we have to take into account the influence of the
∆p1232q in the P33 partial wave, so we decided to introduce a Castillejo-Dalitz-Dyson pole
(CDD) in order to do so [13]. When studying that higher energy region, we noticed that
IR gives rise to an unphysical cut for energies that can make u “ 0 (Mandelstam variable),
that corresponds to s “ 2pm2 `M2

πq Á 1.342 GeV2. This gives rise to a strong violation of
unitarity for s Á 1.342 GeV2 and fast rising of phase shifts for energies

?
s Á 1.26 GeV, so

we decided to redo the fits up to energies of
?

smax “ 1.25 GeV for all the partial waves
because it seems that up to this energy our amplitude is not affected by the unphysical
cut introduced by IR. The result of our unitarized fit is shown in Figure 2, where one
observes a drastic increase in the range of energies respect to the perturbative approach
with a good description of the data. We could describe the contribution of the ∆p1232q
thanks to the CDD while the problem with the points of the GWU for the P11 still remains.
In [11] one can see that the values for the LECs and threshold parameters obtained with this
unitarization technique are compatible with the perturbative one. Although this method
does not constitute an alternative way to determine them and can be only employed in
Unitary ChPT studies.

4 EOMS

Due to the problems we encounter in the IR scheme (scale dependence, huge GT deviation
and unphysical cuts), we decided to redo our study in the so-called EOMS scheme [8]. In
this relativistic scheme one removes explicitly the power counting breaking terms appearing
in the loop integrals by absorbing them in the LECs of the most general Lagrangian. The
proof that this can be done comes from IR, because Becher and Leutwyler proved that the
power counting breaking terms are contained in what they called the regular part of the
integral and this part is analytical in the quark masses and momenta [5]. As preliminary
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results we checked that our calculation in this scheme is scale independent and provides a
better perturbative description of the phase shifts for both experimental analyses (Figure 1),
and a small GT deviation compatible with the values around 2´ 3% of [12] when the full
Opp3q calculation is implemented.

Since this scheme is free of unphysical cuts, unitarization techniques give much better
results, as we can see in Figure 2. Results for LECs and threshold parameters as well as the
value of the Goldberger-Treiman discrepancy will be soon available in our next paper.
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Figure 1: Perturbative fits to KA85 and WI08 data up to
?

smax “ 1.13 GeV. Solid line:
EOMS (standard χ2). Dashed line: IR (strategy 1). Dash-dotted line: IR (strategy 2).
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Figure 2: Unitarized fits to KA85 and WI08 data up to
?

smax “ 1.25 GeV. Solid line:
EOMS. Dashed line: IR.
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5 Summary and Conclusions

We studied πN scattering employing ChPT in the relativistic schemes of IR and EOMS up
to Opp3q using the data from the experimental analysis of the Karlsruhe and GWU groups
to fit our theoretical results. We obtained an accurate reproduction of the phase shifts up
to energies of 1.14 GeV for both schemes, though the EOMS description is better. These
description are similar in quality to that obtained previously with Opp3q HBChPT. This
constitutes an improvement compared with previous works of IR [7]. We considered the
Goldberger-Treiman relation in both schemes and obtained a huge deviation (20-30%) for
IR when we implemented the loop contribution, while EOMS gives results compatible with
the experimental analyses. We included non-perturbative methods of UChPT to resum
the right-hand cut of the πN partial waves in order to extend the range of validity of our
calculations and introduced a CDD pole to take into account the contribution of the ∆p1232q
in the P33 partial wave. For the IR scheme we obtained a good reproduction of the phase
shifts up to

?
s « 1.25 GeV, but we could not go beyond this energy due to the unphysical

cut introduced by IR. While EOMS, that is free form that unphysical cut, could go beyond
that limit and describe accurately the phase shifts up to

?
s « 1.3 GeV.
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Starting from hyperbolic dispersion relations, we present a system of Roy–Steiner equations for

pion Compton scattering that respects analyticity and unitarity requirements, gauge invariance,

as well as crossing symmetry, and thus all symmetries of the underlying quantum field theory.

To suppress the dependence on the high-energy region, we also consider once- and twice-

subtracted versions of the equations, where the subtraction constants are identified with dipole

and quadrupole pion polarizabilities. We consider the resolution of the γγ Ñ ππ partial

waves by a Muskhelishvili-Omnès representation with finite matching point, and discuss the

consequences for the two-photon coupling of the σ resonance as well as its relation to pion

polarizabilities.

1 Introduction

The Roy equations for ππ scattering [1] are a coupled system of partial wave dispersion
relations that respects analyticity, unitarity, and crossing symmetry of the scattering am-
plitude. In recent years, partial wave dispersion relations in combination with unitarity
(and chiral symmetry) have been used for high-precision studies of low-energy processes,
both in ππ [2, 3] and πK [4] scattering. An important application of ππ Roy equations in
combination with Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT) was the precise prediction of the pole
parameters of the σ resonance [5]

(1) Mσ “ 441`16
´8 MeV, Γσ “ 544`18

´25 MeV.

The reaction γγ Ñ ππ provides an alternative to ππ scattering for the excitation of the σ.
In particular, as discussed in detail in [6], Roy-equation techniques in γγ Ñ ππ allow us to
constrain the σ’s two-photon width Γσγγ at a similar level of rigor as Mσ and Γσ based on
ππ Roy equations.

1hoferichter@hiskp.uni-bonn.de
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2 Roy equations for ππ scattering

Roy equations for ππ scattering are obtained by starting from a twice-subtracted dispersion
relation at fixed Mandelstam t, determining the t-dependent subtraction constants by means
of crossing symmetry, and finally performing a partial wave expansion. This leads to a
coupled system of integral equations for the ππ partial waves tI

Jpsq with isospin I and
angular momentum J

(2) tI
Jpsq “ kI

Jpsq `
2
ÿ

I1“0

8
ÿ

J1“0

8
ż

4M2
π

ds1K I I1
J J1ps, s1qIm tI1

J1ps
1q

where K I I1
J J1 are known kinematical kernel functions and the ππ scattering lengths—the only

free parameters—appear in the subtraction term kI
J . Assuming elastic unitarity

(3) Im tI
Jpsq “ σpsq|tI

Jpsq|
2, tI

Jpsq “
e2iδI

J psq ´ 1
2iσpsq

, σpsq “

c

1´
4M2

π

s
,

(2) translates into a coupled integral equation for the phase shifts δI
J themselves.

3 Roy–Steiner equations for γγ Ñ ππ

Crossing symmetry in this case is less restrictive than for ππ scattering, as it couples
γγ Ñ ππ to pion Compton scattering γπ Ñ γπ, which we will consider as the s-channel
process. Roy–Steiner equations are then most conveniently constructed based on hyperbolic
dispersion relations [7]. The resulting system of integral equations couples the γγ Ñ ππ

partial waves hI
J,˘ptq to the γπ Ñ γπ partial waves f I

J,˘psq (with photon helicities ˘), e.g.
(4)

hI
J,´ptq “ Ñ´

J ptq `
1
π

8
ż

M2
π

ds1
8
ÿ

J1“1

G̃´`J J1 pt, s1qIm f I
J1,`ps

1q `
1
π

8
ż

4M2
π

dt1
ÿ

J1
K̃´´J J1 pt, t1qIm hI

J1,´pt
1q,

where Ñ´
J ptq includes the QED Born terms. Subtracting at t “ 0, s “ M2

π, the subtraction
constants directly correspond to pion polarizabilities. In the once-subtracted case, one
needs the dipole polarizabilities α1 ˘ β1, while a second subtraction requires in addition
knowledge of the quadrupole polarizabilities α2 ˘ β2.

Elastic unitarity is also less restrictive than for ππ scattering, since the unitarity relation is
linear in hI

J,˘

(5) Im hI
J,˘ptq “ σptqhI

J,˘ptqt
I
Jptq

˚.

Below inelastic thresholds the phase of hI
J,˘ coincides with δI

J (“Watson’s theorem”). Assum-
ing this phase to be known, the equations thus reduce to a Muskhelishvili–Omnès problem
for hI

J,˘ [8].
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4 Muskhelishvili–Omnès solution and results for Γσγγ

To solve the equations for hI
J,˘, we truncate the system at J “ 2. Furthermore, we assume

the amplitudes to be known above the matching point tm “ p0.98 GeVq2. The solution can
then be written down in terms of Omnès functions

(6) ΩI
Jptq “ exp

#

t
π

tm
ż

4M2
π

dt1
δI

Jpt
1q

t1pt1 ´ tq

+

.

We find that the solutions for different partial waves in general do not decouple, e.g. the
equation for the S-wave involves spectral integrals over the D-waves as well [6]. This is a
new result of our dispersive treatment of γγ Ñ ππ based on Roy–Steiner equations.

We approximate Im f I
J,˘psq, which at low energies is dominated by multi-pion states, by a

sum of resonances [9]. Above the matching point we use a Breit–Wigner description of the
f2p1270q, which dominates the cross section at higher energies. Within our formalism [6] we
derive a sum rule for the I “ 2 polarizabilities, which—in combination with ChPT results for
dipole and neutral-pion quadrupole polarizabilities [10]— produces an improved prediction

(7) pα2 ´ β2q
π˘ “ p15.3˘ 3.7q ¨ 10´4fm5

for the charged-pion quadrupole polarizability. This sum-rule result together with the ChPT
values for the other polarizabilities [10] leads to the “ChPT” prediction for the total cross
section of γγ Ñ π0π0 depicted in the left panel of Fig. 1. The result labeled “GMM” is found
when we adopt the polarizability values of a recent fit of a two-channel Muskhelishvili–
Omnès representation to γγ Ñ ππ cross section data [9]. The uncertainty due to the ππ

phases represented by the grey band is estimated by varying between two recent state-of-
the-art analyses based on Roy and Roy-like equations [3, 11]. We see that especially for the
twice-subtracted version the agreement with experiment in the low-energy region is very
good. Since we have shown that the σ lies within the domain of validity of our Roy–Steiner
equations [6], this formalism allows for a reliable analytic continuation to the σ pole.

The main result of our analysis is shown in the right panel of Fig. 1: there is a correlation
between Γσγγ and the I “ 0 pion polarizabilities that follows from Roy–Steiner equations
and input for the ππ phases alone. In combination with the ChPT-plus-sum-rule input for
the polarizabilities, we obtain

(8) Γσγγ “ p1.7˘ 0.4qkeV.
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Figure 1: Total cross section for γγ Ñ π0π0 for | cos θ| ď 0.8| (left) and Γσγγ as a function
of the I “ 0 pion polarizabilities (right). The black line refers to the unsubtracted case and
the colored lines to the twice-subtracted version with pα2 ´ β2q

I“0 as indicated (in units
of 10´4fm5). The grey bands represent the uncertainty due to the ππ input. The cross
corresponds to the twice-subtracted case plus ChPT input.
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Meson photoproduction is extensively studied in experimental facilities to gain insight into

the hadron structure and their interaction. The measurements provide a testing ground

for low- and intermediate-energy hadronic physics in form of, e.g., chiral effective theories,

unitarized chiral approaches, or partial wave analyses. In these proceedings, two particular

aspects are considered: The recently discovered enhancement of η photoproduction on the

quasi-free neutron at energies around
?

s „ 1.67 GeV is addressed within an SU(3) coupled-

channel model. The KΣ threshold plays a significant role. For the reaction ~γp Ñ π0ηp, the

polarization observables IS and IC are evaluated from a chiral unitary amplitude developed

earlier, showing the significance of the ∆p1700qD33 resonance and its S-wave decay into

η∆p1232qwhich indicates the dynamical nature of this resonance.

1 η photoproduction on the neutron

Extracting the resonance spectrum from photon-induced reactions is one of the main goals
of current and past experimental programs at ELSA, GRAAL, JLab, MAMI, and other labs.

Recently, the reaction γn Ñ ηn has become accessible in photoproduction experiments on
the deuteron or nuclei [1–5]. At energies around

?
s „ 1.67 GeV, an excess of η production

on the neutron compared to the proton case has been reported. On the theoretical side,
this excess has been interpreted as a potential signal for a non-strange member of an anti-
decuplet of pentaquarks [6,7], however, there are also other explanations mostly in terms of
different interfering partial waves [8–12].

In the presented work, the phenomenon is addressed within the chiral unitary framework
developed in Ref. [13]. Details on the results presented in these proceedings can be found
in Ref. [14], in particular a thorough discussion on the stability of the results. The hadronic
interaction in the present framework [13, 14] is mediated by the Weinberg-Tomozawa
interaction in the coupled channels πN, ηN, KΛ, and KΣ, unitarized in a Bethe-Salpeter
equation. The model also contains explicit resonance states which account for the N˚p1650q
and a phenomenological background. The gauge invariant implementation of the photon
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Figure 1: Left: Cross sections for the photoproduction on the quasi-free proton (solid line)
and neutron (dotted line). Data: Ref. [4]. Center: Cross section ratio σpγn Ñ ηnq{σpγp Ñ
ηpq. Data: Ref. [4]. Solid (dashed) line: Result, Fermi motion included (excluded). For
the other curves, see text. Right: Prediction from Ref. [14] (smearing from Fermi motion
removed). Data: Ref. [5].

interaction follows Refs. [15] (see also Refs. [16]). For the results on the quasi-free p and n in
the deuteron, we use the impulse approximation.

In the presented work [14], *223*a global fit of E0` multipoles, S-wave cross sections and
partial waves has been performed for the reactions γN Ñ πN, πN Ñ πN, γp Ñ ηp,
γn Ñ ηn, πN Ñ ηN, γN Ñ KY, and πN Ñ KY where Y “ Λ, Σ, but we concentrate here
on the results for γN Ñ ηN. In Fig. 1 to the left, the present result is compared with the
recent cross section data on the quasi-free n and p from Ref. [4]. In the center, the ratio
of these cross sections is shown (solid line). The appearance of the sharp peak in σn{σp is
obviously due to the intermediate states KΛ and KΣ in the model. Indeed, both in γn Ñ ηn
and γp Ñ ηp, the photon can couple to charged pions and kaons in the intermediate πN
and KΣ states; however, in γp Ñ ηp the photon coupling to the K` in the K`Λ state is
possible, while this is not possible in γn Ñ ηn, because the corresponding intermediate
state is given by K0Λ [14]. For the ratio σn{σp, this difference manifests itself in the observed
peak structure in Fig. 1, center panel. Indeed, removing the photon coupling to the K`Λ
state in the γp Ñ ηp reaction, one obtains the ratio given by the dotted line; the peak has
disappeared.

To check for the model dependence of the presented results, we have replaced the hadronic
final state interaction (FSI) with the Weinberg-Tomozawa (WT) term. The photoproduction
is then given by the triangle graph which contributes at next-to-leading order (NLO) in the
chiral expansion of the amplitude [17]. The resulting ratio σn{σp, shown as the dash-dotted
line in the center panel of Fig. 1 (multiplied by an arbitrary factor of 20), is, of course,
very different in magnitude from the full result (dashed line) — replacing the strong, non-
perturbative FSI by the tree-level WT term is certainly an oversimplification. However,
the energy dependence shows the same pronounced KY cusps as the full result. In the
future, the present explanation of the peak in terms of an S-wave threshold cusp could be
tested within the chiral unitary framework of Ref. [18] or the hadron exchange framework
of Ref. [19] where KY states have been included recently. In this context, it should be also
mentioned that the narrow structure observed in photoproduction on the proton [20] has
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recently been analyzed [21], and both a resonance hypothesis and a cusp from the ωN
channel could explain the data.

Finally, one can overlay the published theoretical results of Ref. [14] for the case without
Fermi motion (dashed curve in the center panel) with the very recent measurement of
Ref. [5]. This is shown in the right panel. The prediction is quite quantitative; in particular, a
cusp can indeed generate the extremely narrow structure seen in experiment. As an outlook,
the presented approach could be extended to Compton scattering to test it with the recent
data from Ref. [22].

Summarizing, the experimentally determined η photoproduction cross sections on quasi-
free neutron and proton can be explained quantitatively within the present model which
accounts for the S wave contribution only. The chiral coupled-channel SU(3) dynamics and
its interplay with the photon lead to the occurrence of the observed spike-like structure in
σn{σp.

2 The observables IS and IC in the reaction ~γp Ñ π0ηp

The photoproduction of meson pairs is proving to be a rich field allowing us to widen our
understanding of hadron dynamics and hadron structure. Following much work devoted
to the photoproduction of two pions in the last decade, π0η photoproduction has attracted
attention recently [23–26]. Polarization observables are reported in Refs. [24, 27–29]. The
reaction was studied theoretically in Refs. [30,31] and partial waves analyses of the reaction
have been also performed [32, 33], finding the ∆p1700q partial wave to be important. In the
chiral unitary approach of Ref. [31], the process turned out to be dominated at low energies
by the excitation of the ∆p1700q, which then decays into η∆, with the ∆ subsequently
decaying into πN. In that approach, predictions of the cross section are possible because
the ∆p1700q∆p1232qη and ∆p1700qΣp1385qK couplings are known from the chiral unitary
framework [34, 35] in which the ∆p1700q appears dynamically generated. In Ref. [36]
the radiative decay width of the ∆p1700q Ñ γN could be predicted, because the photon
coupling to the mesons and baryons that constitute this resonance are all well known.
The result is in agreement with the phenomenologically known values [37] from data
analyses which are used in Refs. [24, 31, 38] for the γp Ñ π0ηp reaction. The theoretical
framework from Refs. [31, 35] is quite predictive since another coupling of the ∆p1700q
resonance is to the KΣp1385q state and the evaluated (differential) cross sections for the
reaction γp Ñ K0π0Σ` [31] agree with the measurements published in Ref. [39]. In Ref. [38],
the chiral unitary amplitude from Ref. [31] has been used to relate eleven different pion-
and photon-induced reactions.

From the list of the underlying processes included in Ref. [31], we show here only those
in Fig. 2, which involve the ∆p1700qη∆ and ∆p1700qKΣp1385q vertices predicted from the
chiral unitary amplitudes [35]. These processes give the largest contributions to the η∆ and
π0S11pηpq final states. All free constants that appear in the model have been fixed from
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Figure 2: Left: Tree level process from the decay of the ∆p1700q to η∆p1232q. This is the
dominant process. The complex ∆p1700q Ñ η∆p1232q coupling is a prediction within the
chiral unitary framework. Right: Other processes with ∆p1700qη∆ and ∆p1700qKΣp1385q
couplings and π0 S11pηpq final states. For the full list of processes, see Ref. [31].

other processes, thus the results of Ref. [31] can be regarded as predictions. The diagrams
from Fig. 2 are gauge invariant. This is so since the γN∆p1700q coupling is obtained from
the experimental data through an expression which is manifestly gauge invariant.

The recent work of Ref. [28] presents another challenge since new observables are measured,
i.e, the IS and IC polarizations as a function of the φ˚ angle between the decay plane and the
reaction plane (for the precise definition of the reaction geometry, see e.g. Ref. [40]). In the
work presented here [40], the chiral unitary amplitude developed in Refs. [31, 38] is used to
straightforwardly evaluate IS and IC and compare to the data. The predictions are shown in
Fig. 3 with the (red) solid lines, together with the data from Ref. [28]. Note the symmetries
ISpφ˚q “ ´ISp2π´ φ˚q and ICpφ˚q “ ICp2π´ φ˚q [28]. The present results reproduce well
the complex shapes of the angular distributions, while at the highest energies deviations
start to become noticeable. The dotted lines show the results without using the diagrams
from Fig. 2 which demonstrates that the ∆p1700q∆p1232qη and ∆p1700qΣp1385qK couplings
provide the essential dynamics. Indeed, using only the tree level diagram to the left of
Fig. 2, the main features of the full results are already obtained (dash-dotted line in Fig. 3).
Summarizing, the theoretical predictions of IS, IC, and Iθ in the reaction γp Ñ π0ηp agree
well with the data recently measured at CBELSA/TAPS, providing support to a chiral
unitary model, in which the ∆p1700q appears dynamically generated.
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We study the Nucleon-Nucleon interaction in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation at second

order in perturbation theory including the ∆ resonance as an intermediate state. The potential

resembles strongly chiral potentials computed either via soliton models or chiral perturbation

theory and has a van der Waals like singularity at short distances which is handled by means

of renormalization techniques. Results for the deuteron are discussed.

1 Introduction

A major goal of Nuclear Physics is the derivation of the Nucleon-Nucleon (NN) interaction
from Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). In QCD the fundamental degrees of freedom are
colored quarks and gluons which are confined to form colorless strongly interacting hadrons.
Because of this the resulting nuclear forces at sufficiently large distances correspond to
spin-flavor excitations, very much like the dipole excitations generating the van der Waals
(vdW) forces acting between atoms (for a review see e.g. [1]). In the Born-Oppenheimer
(BO) approximation and assuming no retardation and no electron cloud overlap at large
distances, the atom-atom energy at a separation distance r can be calculated at second order
perturbation theory as,

VAA “ xAA|Vdip|AAy `
ÿ

AA‰A˚A˚

|xAA|Vdip|A˚A˚y|2

EAA ´ EA˚A˚
` ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ´

C6

r6 ` . . . ,(1)

where |AAy and |A˚A˚y is the electron wave function corresponding to a pair of well
separated clusters in their atomic ground state and excited states respectively and where we
assume a system with no permanent electric dipole. Driven by this compelling molecular
analogy we want to analyze the NN interaction under similar dynamical assumptions.

The generalization to the NN system is straightforward, by just replacing Vdip by the
One-Pion-Exchange (OPE) potential V1π and was already discussed in Ref. [2] within the
context of chiral soliton models and the associated long-range spin-flavor universality. One

1cordon@jlab.org
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considers the colorless nucleons as two quark clusters which in the chiral quark model
exchange a colorless pion at large distances. The mutual (chiral) polarizability causes
attraction between the nucleons, exactly in the same way as for atom-atom interactions and
equivalently, using Eq. (1), one can obtain an optical potential where the effect of excited
states as the ∆ is included perturbatively,

V2Nprq “ V1π
NN,NNprq ` 2

|V1π
NN,N∆prq|

2

MN ´M∆
`

1
2
|V1π

NN,∆∆prq|
2

MN ´M∆
`OpV3q ,(2)

where V1π
NN,NN is the NN OPE potential and V1π

NN,N∆ and V1π
NN,∆∆ are OPE transition poten-

tials 2. Eq. (2) reproduces exactly the Skyrme soliton model result of Refs. [4, 5]. At very
short distances Eq. (2) behaves like a vdW potential „ ´g4

A{p∆ f 4
πr6q and in fact it reduces

to the Chiral Two-Pion-Exchange (ChTPE) potential at NLO-∆ [6, 7] with the identification
hA{gA “ fπN∆{p2 fπNNq. Moreover, although both potentials are not completely equiva-
lent they are very similar even at intermediate distances which explain why we achieve
results for most of NN observables looking very much like those of more sophisticate chiral
potentials.

2 Results

The BO-vdw potential, Eq. (2), presents a short distance singularity and to deal with it
we use the method of renormalization with boundary conditions [8]. In [2] we showed
satisfactory results for 1S0 and 3S1 ´

3 D1 phase shifts. Here and for the sake of brevity, we
concentrate on deuteron properties. A more detailed study will be presented elsewhere. The
deuteron is solved by fixing its binding energy Bd “ 2.224575 MeV, the D/S ratio η “ 0.0256
and the 3S1 scattering length a3S1

“ 5.419 fm from which we obtain the properties, AS “

0.873p8qfm´1{2, rm “ 1.945p14qfm, Qd “ 0.2712p1qfm2, PD “ 7.3p1.2q%, xr´1y “ 0.468p8q,
a3D1

“ 6.56p5qfm5 , aE1 “ 1.549p1qfm3 in the case in which we use the SUpNcq quark model
relation with Nc “ 3 and, AS “ 0.886p9qfm´1{2, rm “ 1.973p18qfm, Qd “ 0.2789p12qfm2,
PD “ 6.8p1.4q%, xr´1y “ 0.44p1q, a3D1

“ 6.471p9qfm5 , aE1 “ 1.689p3qfm3 in the case Nc Ñ8.
The estimate error corresponds to taking the extreme values gA “ 1.26 and gA “ 1.29. The
renormalized 1S0 and coupled 3S1, E1 and 3D1 waves were already shown in Ref. [2]. The
deuteron electromagnetic form factors in the IA using our renormalized wave functions are
displayed in Fig. 1, which within uncertainties are reproduced rather well.

2This potential depends on the coupling constants fπNN and fπN∆. We can use the relation fπNN “

gAmπ{p2 fπq and the SUpNcq relation [3] fπN∆{ fπNN “ 3
a

pNc ´ 1qpNc ` 5q{p
?

2pNc ` 2qq such that the only
free parameter is actually gA having an admissible value in between 1.26 and 1.29.
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Figure 1: Deuteron charge GC (left), magnetic GM (middle) and quadrupole GQ (right)
form factors in the IA. The dependence with gA is shown by light bands.

.

3 Three-body force

The extension to the three nucleon force (3NF) follows from the generalization of Eq. (2) for
the 3N case, at 2nd order perturbation theory, being,

V3N “ xNNN|VOPE|NNNy `
ÿ

NNN‰HH1H2

| xNNN|VOPE|HH1H2y |2
ENNN ´ EHH1H2

`OpV3q ,(3)

where H, H1 and H2 represent intermediate excited states and VOPE is the sum of pairwise
interactions between nucleons with the exchange of a pion, i.e., VOPEpr1, r2, r3q “ VOPEpr12q`

VOPEpr13q `VOPEpr23q and rij “ ri ´ rj. Evaluating the matrix elements we obtain,

V3N “
ÿ

i‰j

V1π
NN,NNprijq `

1
MN ´M∆

ÿ

i‰j

|V1π
NN,N∆prijq|2 `VFM

ijk ,(4)

where VFM
ijk is the old Fujita-Miyazawa 3NF [9]. So, in the BO the 3NF decomposes into a

sum of One-Pion-Exchange Two-Nucleon (1PE-2N) pair interaction, a Two-Pion-Exchange
Two-Nucleon (2PE-2N) with intermediate ∆ pair interaction and a genuine Two-Pion-
Exchange Three-Nucleon (2PE-3N) interaction. The emergence of short distance vdW
singularities in given channels is evident. Unfortunately the renormalization of singular
three-body problems, even within this simplified BO approach, has not yet been achieved.
We note that similar interactions have proven to be essential, after introducing cut-offs,
which modify the original interaction below 2fm, to describe the binding energies of light
nuclei A ď 8 [10]. This suggests that the BO approximation may be a workable scheme for
multi-nucleon forces.
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4 Conclusions

We have seen how the NN interaction can be faithfully represented as a vdW force that
emerges as in atomic physics where one usually uses the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
We have calculated the two- and three-body force at second order in perturbation theory
although higher order may in principle be included. The two nucleon potential reproduces
exactly the Skyrme model result within the same approximation and its short distances
behavior is identical to ChTPE at NLO-∆. We have shown results for the deuteron properties
and EM form factors having a very good agreement with experimental data. In the 3N
sector, the BO potential contains the old Fujita-Miyazawa force as well as a residual 1PE-2N
and a 2PE-2N with ∆.
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We study the pp Ñ pΛK` and pp Ñ pΣ0K` reactions near threshold by using a chiral unitary

approach. We consider the single-pion and single-kaon exchange as well as the final state

interactions of nucleon-hyperon, K-hyperon and K-nucleon systems. Our results on the total

cross section of the pp Ñ pΛK` reaction is consistent with the experimental data, and the

experimental observed strong suppression of Σ0 production compared to Λ production at the

same excess energy can also be explained in our model.

1 Introduction

By using the chiral unitary approach, we study the pp Ñ pΛK` and pp Ñ pΣ0K` reactions
near threshold considering pion and kaon exchanges [1], where the pΛ final state interaction
(FSI) is very important [2,3]. The πN Ñ KΛ amplitude also appears in this scheme, and the
unitarization of this amplitude produces naturally the N˚p1535q resonance [4], such that
we can make a quantitative statement on its relevance in the pp Ñ pΛK` reaction. We find
that the pΛ interaction close to threshold is very strong [5], and the FSI due to this source is
unavoidable in an accurate calculation and we also take it into account.

We use a dynamical model similar to the one in Ref. [3] but we allow all pairs in the final
state to undergo FSI, as a consequence of which we obtain a contribution from the N˚p1535q
using chiral unitary amplitudes. Our approach also differs from the other approaches on
how the FSI is implemented, and for this we follow the steps of Ref. [6]. Furthermore,
the experimental total cross section for the pp Ñ pΣ0K` reaction is strongly suppressed
compared to that of the pp Ñ pΛK` reaction at the same excess energy. This was explained
by a destructive interference between π and K exchange in the reaction pp Ñ pΣ0K` [3].
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Figure 1: The π exchange mechanism of the pp Ñ pΛpΣ0qK` reactions including the final
state interactions.

2 Formalism and ingredients

At the reaction threshold, the processes involving the exchange of π and K mesons are the
dominant contributions, as in Ref. [3] and other works of the Juelich group. Accordingly
we show the dominant diagrams exchanging π mesons in Fig. 1, where the definitions of
the kinematics (p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, and q) are shown in the first diagram. Those exchanging
K mesons can be similarly obtained. First we write out the amplitudes for elementary
production processes. For the first diagram of Fig. 1, we have

A1
π “ ´FπNNpq2q fπ0 ppσzp1qqz

i
q2 ´m2

π

Tπ0 pÑK`Λ,(1)

where FπNNpq2q is the form factor containing a cutoff parameter Λπ:

FπNNpq2q “
Λ2

π ´m2
π

Λ2
π ´ q2 ,(2)

We can similarly obtain the “elementary production amplitudes” for the other diagrams,
and the total production amplitude M can be written into two parts:

M “ Mπ `MK,(3)

where Mπ is for those diagrams involving π exchange ( MK for K exchange):

Mπ “ A1
π `

6
ÿ

i“2

Ai
πGi

πTi
π,(4)
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where Ai
π{K are the elementary production processes which can be obtained similarly to

Eq. (1) and Gi
π the loop functions of one meson and a baryon propagators, or two baryon

propagators. Together with the final state interactions for meson-baryon cases (such as
T3

π “ TK`pÑK`p, etc.) and for baryon-baryon cases (T2
π “ TΛpÑΛp, etc.), we can obtain the

full total production amplitude M.

The meson-baryon G-functions and T-matrices have been calculated in Refs. [7], and we
only need to calculate the baryon-baryon ones which are done using the experimental
data [8]. We also consider the transition between pp Ñ pΛK` and pp Ñ pΣ0K`, which is
discussed in Ref. [1] in detail.

3 Numerical results and Discussion

The total cross section versus the excess energy (ε) for the pp Ñ pΛK` and pp Ñ pΣ0K`

reactions are calculated by using a Monte Carlo multi-particle phase space integration
program. The results for ε from 0 MeV to 14 MeV is shown in Fig. 2 for the pp Ñ pΛK`

reaction with the cutoff Λπ “ 1300 MeV, together with the experimental data [8] for
comparison. The solid and dashed lines show the results from our model with and without

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
0.1

1

10

100

1000

 

 

(n
b)

(MeV)

Figure 2: Total cross section vs excess energy ε for the pp Ñ pΛK` reaction compared
with experimental data from Refs. [8] (filled and open circles).

including the pΛ FSI, respectively.

We can see that we can reproduce the experimental data quite well for the excess energy
ε lower than 14 MeV. The dashed line is about two and a half times smaller than the
experimental data at threshold but less than a factor of two smaller than experimental data
at ε „ 14 MeV. This indicates that the pΛ FSI is very important in the pp Ñ pΛK` reaction
close to threshold. This energy dependence of the FSI is what allows the determination of
the ΛN interaction in other approaches which do not try to get absolute cross sections [9].
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This paper presents an analysis of π´Pb Ñ X´Pb Ñ π´π´π`Pb events at 190 GeV{c beam
momentum and very low four-momentum transfer t1 ă 0.001 GeV2{c2. Coherent scattering
off the nucleus as a whole dominates with contributions from Reggeon, Pomeron and photon
exchange. The latter originates from Primakoff reactions and is identified by the sharp Coulomb
peak of intensities at t1 « 0. The partial-wave analysis of these data focusses on new techniques
for the extraction of the Primakoff contribution at low masses. Its measured absolute cross-
section at

?
s ă 5mπ is well in agreement with the prediction from chiral perturbation theory.

1 Meson Spectroscopy at Low Momentum Transfer

Dissociation of pions on nuclear or hydrogen targets provides clean access to the light
meson spectrum. In case of heavy target nuclei and low momentum transfer, mesons can
be produced by two interaction mechanisms: diffractive production by Reggeon t1-channel
exchange and Primakoff (or Coulomb) production via the exchange of quasi-real photons.
The latter has its dominant contribution at vanishing momentum transfer and introduces
spin-projection M “ ˘1 to the produced system. At low masses, i.e.at the threshold of
the investigated final state, the only involved hadrons are pions scattering with each other
and the photon. Thus predictions from chiral perturbation theory (ChPT), which take into
account coupling to a real photon simultaneously, are supposed to be applicable. At higher
masses, resonances can be produced, so that the radiative coupling of the a2p1320q, and
potentially also of heavier mesons, can be investigated. Also the interference between the
Coulomb and diffractive production of these resonances can be studied.

COMPASS is a multi-purpose fixed-target experiment at the CERN SPS, that investigates
the structure and spectroscopy of hadrons. The two-stage high-precision spectrometer [1]
can detect outgoing particles within a large range of scattering angles and particle momenta,
and provides a uniform acceptance, especially for reactions featuring low to intermediate
momentum transfer from the beam to the target. For a short run with a 190 GeV{c hadron
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beam (composed of 96.8 % π´, 2.4 % K´ and 0.8 % p) on thin lead disk targets in 2004,
additional silicon micro-strip detectors were installed downstream of the target to resolve
also smallest scattering angles. With this setup, about 4 million exclusive π´π´π` events
have been collected with a dedicated multiplicity trigger for charged-particle final states.
About 1 million of these feature very low momentum transfer t1 ă 0.001 GeV2

{c2, with
t1 “ |t| ´ |t|min constituted of the squared four-momentum transfer t from the beam to the
produced system, and |t|min the minimum value of |t| allowed by kinematics. In this region,
referred to as "Primakoff t1", photon exchange appears to be relevant in the data.

Partial-wave analysis (PWA) strives for determining all resonances present in a given data
set and their properties by fitting angular distributions and taking into account interfer-
ence effects. The PWA presented here is based on the commonly-known isobar model,
that was adapted to the specific needs of the analysis. According to this model, the pro-
duced resonances decay via intermediate two-particle decays into the particles observed
in the spectrometer. For 3π events, a partial wave in the reflectivity basis is written as
JPC Mεrisobar πsL, defining the quantum numbers of the resonance, JPC, spin projection M,
reflectivity ε, the isobar, and the angular momentum L between the di-pion resonance and
the unpaired pion. The PWA method and its basic assumptions are described in more detail
in Ref. [2] and the references therein.

2 Diagrams from ChPT

In the Primakoff t1 region, decay amplitudes with M “ 1 can be attributed to Primakoff
production, i.e.effectively π´γ Ñ X´ Ñ π´π´π` scattering when observing π´Pb Ñ
X´Pb Ñ π´π´π`Pb. In addition the low mass region, i.e. m3π ă 0.72 GeV{c2, is governed
by pion-scattering instead of resonance production so that ChPT calculations are applicable.
The leading order processes in ChPT are calculated in [3] and depicted in Fig. 1, including
also the lead nucleus which is not part of the calculation. As it has been shown in [4] that
for low masses the next order in ChPT (i.e. loops) does not change the cross-section of πγ-
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Figure 1: Leading order processes in ChPT [3] for the reaction π´γ Ñ π´π´π`, embed-
ded in the Primakoff reaction contribution to π´Pb Ñ π´π´π`Pb.
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Figure 2: t1 dependences of the M “ 0 total intensity (left) and the intensity of the chiral
amplitude (right) confirm the diffractive production of the M “ 0 states as well as the
Primakoff nature of the intensity picked up by the chiral amplitude.

scattering, σγ, appreciably, it is sufficient to introduce the leading order calculations for σγ

into the PWA, multiplied with the quasi-real photon density provided by a nucleus of charge
Z as given by Weizsäcker and Williams [5]. The experimentally observed cross-section is
given by

(1)
dσPb

ds dt1 dΦn
“

α ¨ Z2

πps´m2
πq
¨

t1 ¨ F2
effpt1q

pt1 ` tminq2
¨

dσγ

dΦn

with dΦn the phase-space element for the final state system X´ and F2
effpt1q the effective

lead form factor, and is introduced in its fully differential form as an additional decay
amplitude with M “ 1 to the PWA fit. This special partial wave, called "chiral amplitude",
is mathematically not orthogonal to the M “ 1 waves of the isobar model, so that these
have in fact to be replaced by the chiral amplitude in the low mass region. The resulting
fit quality is compatible with the quality of a previous fit that used up to 6 waves with
the pππqs wave or the ρp770q as isobars, but the chiral-amplitude fit works with much less
fitting parameters. At masses above m3π ą 0.72 GeV{c2 isobaric decays that compete with
the chiral amplitude have to be taken into account again.

In order to get a confirmation of the production mechanism that is attributed to the chiral
amplitude, a dedicated set of PWA fits was carried out in several bins of t1 in the low-
mass region without taking into account any t1 dependence of the decay amplitudes. The
resulting intensity spectra of the total intensity of the chiral amplitude and the total M “ 0
intensity in this mass region, dependent on t1, are shown in Fig. 2. Both spectra are fitted
by an exponential 9 expp´bt1q for t1 ă 0.001 GeV2

{c2. The M “ 0 intensity features a slope
b « 400 GeV´2

{c´2 which is compatible with diffractive production off lead nuclei. The
ChPT intensity is much steeper with b « 1600 GeV´2

{c´2 which is consistent with the
expected effective slope of Primakoff production if the t1 dependence from Eq. 1 is smeared
with the experimental resolution.
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Figure 3: Luminosity determination from the free decay of beam kaons: Reconstructed
invariant mass spectra (left) and decay vertex positions (right) for both COMPASS data
(top row) and simulated kaon decays in the COMPASS target region (bottom row).

3 Absolute Cross-Section and ChPT Prediction

For the comparison with the ChPT prediction from [3], PWA fits for 0.44 ă m3π ă

0.72 GeV{c2 were performed in 40 MeV{c2 mass bins for t1 ă 0.001 GeV2
{c2, that use only

the chiral amplitude associated with Primakoff production as M “ 1 contribution.

The total intensity of the chiral amplitude, fitted from the experimental data and corrected
for acceptance effects, is converted into its absolute cross-section via the well-known
thickness of the lead target and the incoming beam flux. The absolute beam intensity was
not monitored reliably, but the effective beam flux can be obtained with good precision
from the observed K´ Ñ π´π´π` decays in the COMPASS target region, which originate
from the kaon component present in the negative hadron beam. Thus the normalization
is available from the same data-taking set (i.e.in the same final state, but with broader
cut on the decay vertex position) featuring the same systematics concerning the relevant
trigger and detector efficiencies. Fig. 3 presents the invariant 3π mass spectrum, obtained
with broad vertex cut, showing the clean kaon signal (top left), from which the observed
number of kaons is obtained after subtraction of the small background that is estimated
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Figure 4: Measured cross-section of π´Pb Ñ π´π´π`Pb induced by photon exchange
(left) and absolute cross-section of π´γ Ñ π´π´π` derived from it (right), both com-
pared to the respective illustration of the ChPT prediction.

by a linear fit. The corresponding decay vertex distribution (Fig. 3 top right) shows that
these decay vertices are reconstructed in free space, at the downstream end of the spectrum
sharply limited by the position of the respective charged-particle multiplicity trigger, and
upstream limited by the positions of the beam telescope detectors defining the vertex
reconstruction efficiency. The background from pion interactions in the lead target is
obtained from the vertex distribution in the neighboring mass region, scaled accordingly
and subtracted statistically. The selected region of reconstructed vertex positions, that
proceeds to the mass spectrum discussed before, is selected as indicated to assure uniform
reconstruction efficiency inside the considered region. These two distributions were also
confirmed by a dedicated full Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of kaon decays in the relevant
region of the COMPASS spectrometer. Fig. 3 (bottom left) shows the mass distribution
of the reconstructed MC kaon decays. The contribution from pion interactions present
in the real data as smoothly rising background is now completely absent. The shape of
the reconstructed kaon mass is precisely modeled. The broad part at the base of the kaon
peak is traced back to kaons decaying upstream of the lead target. In that case all three
decay pions undergo multiple scattering in the lead, which leads to the observed distortion.
Fig. 3 (bottom right) presents the distributions for both simulated and reconstructed kaon
decay vertices, confirming the indicated cuts on the reconstructed vertices in real data to be
reasonably chosen.

The black points in Fig. 4 (left) show the cross-section of the Primakoff contribution to
π´Pb Ñ π´π´π`Pb, i.e.the total intensity of the chiral amplitude in the respective mass
bins converted by the kaon normalization, with their statistical uncertainties from the PWA.
The triangles picture the ChPT prediction as given by Eq. 1 which is integrated in the same
mass bins as used in the analysis of the data. The full systematic uncertainties include the
uncertainty of the luminosity determination from the kaon decays, results from different
fitting models, and estimations for the radiative corrections to be applied [6], so that the
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total uncertainties sum up to about 20%.

From this measured cross-section the quasi-real photon density is divided out to get the
cross-section of π´γ Ñ π´π´π` presented in Fig. 4 (right). The ChPT calculation from [3]
is depicted here as a continuous line, while the data points are still placed at the center of
the respective bin in which they have been obtained, showing good agreement with the
theoretical prediction.

4 Conclusion and Outlook

The result presented in this paper confirms the ChPT leading order calculation for π´γ Ñ

π´π´π` with an experimental uncertainty of about 20%, both in its integrated strength
and its shape in the 5 dimensional three-body phase space for m3π ă 0.72 GeV{c2, for the
first time.

For the adjacent region of higher masses, both loop effects and explicit ρ contributions have
additionally to be taken into account for the chiral amplitude. The need to include isobaric
decays with M “ 1 becomes obvious for masses approaching the a2p1320q resonances at
latest. These extensions of the presented analysis are subject of work currently being carried
out.
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The contribution discusses future experiments in hadron spectroscopy. It presents the physics

motivation and the tools, i.e. the accelerators and the detectors. A review of the status of the

relevant projects, Belle-II/SuperKEKB at KEK, SuperB in Italy, PANDA at FAIR, and CLAS12

and GlueX at JLAB, is also given.

1 Introduction

A substantial increase in the size of data samples available for searches of exotic hadronic
states is expected in the next ten years. In what follows we shall discuss these future
experiments in hadron spectroscopy. We will present the physics motivation and the tools,
i.e. the accelerators and the detectors, and we will review the status of the relevant projects,
Belle-II and SuperKEKB at KEK, SuperB in Italy, PANDA at FAIR, and CLAS12 and GlueX
at JLAB.

2 Super B factories: Belle-II/SuperKEKB and SuperB

The two B factories, PEP-II with BaBar and KEKB with Belle, have been a real success
story. They were built with the primary goal of measuring CP violation in the B system.
From the discovery of large CP violation in 2001, the B factory results evolved into a
precision measurement of the CP violation parameter sin 2φ1 [1–3]. The constraints from
measurements of angles and sides of the unitarity triangle show a remarkable agreement [4],
which significantly contributed to the 2008 Nobel prize awarded to Kobayashi and Maskawa.
The two B factories also studied numerous new phenomena, and, last but not least, observed
a long list of new hadrons, some of which do not seem to fit into the standard meson and
baryon schemes. All this was only possible because of the fantastic performance of the
accelerators, much beyond their design values. In the KEKB case, the peak luminosity
reached a world record value of 2.1ˆ 1034cm´2s´1, exceeding the design value by a factor
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of more than two. The two collaborations have accumulated data samples corresponding to
integrated luminosities of 0.557 ab´1 (BaBar) and 1.041 ab´1 (Belle).

While B factories were built to check whether the SM with the CKM matrix is correct, the
next generation of B factories (so called Super B factories) will search for departures from the
Standard model. For this task, a «50 times larger data sample is needed [5], corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 50-75 ab´1. Two recent publications summarize the physics
potential of a super B factory, one prepared by Belle-II authors and guests [6], and the other
by SuperB collaborators and guests [7]. To summarize, there is a good chance to see new
phenomena, such as CP violation in B decays from new physics sources, or lepton flavor
violation in τ decays. Needless to say that with such a large data sample there are many
more topics to explore, including searches for new and exotic hadrons, and investigation of
their properties.

Accelerators

To arrive at a«50 times larger data sample, a substantial upgrade of the B factory accelerator
complex is required, leading to a 40 times larger peak luminosity. There are two super
B factory projects under way. The first one, Belle II at SuperKEKB, foresees a substantial
redesign of elements of the existing KEKB accelerator complex while retaining the same
tunnel and related infrastructure. To increase the luminosity by a factor of 40, the plan is
to modestly increase the current (by a factor of 2) with respect to the KEKB values, and
dramatically shrink the beam size at the collision point, while the beam beam parameter
is kept at the KEKB value (Table 1). In this ’nano-beam’ scheme which was invented by
Pantaleo Raimondi for the Italian SuperB project [8], the beams collide at a rather large
angle of 83 mrad (compared to 22 mrad in KEKB). In addition, a lower beam asymmetry
of 7 GeV and 4 GeV instead of 8 GeV and 3.5 GeV is needed to reduce the beam losses
due to Touschek scattering in the lower energy beam. The modifications of the KEKB
complex include: improvements in electron injection, a new positron target and damping
ring, redesign of the lattices of the low energy (LER) and high energy (HER) rings, replacing
short dipoles with longer ones (LER), installing TiN-coated beam pipe with ante-chambers,
modifications of the RF system, and a completely redesigned interaction region [9].

Another approach to the design of a super B factory will be exploited in the Italian SuperB
project [10]. Here it is foreseen that a new tunnel will be built (Fig. 1) at the campus of the
Tor Vergata University, a few kilometers northwest of Frascati. Parts of the beam elements of
PEP-II will be reused in the accelerator construction. In addition to the nano-beam scheme
(Table 1), an essential feature of the SuperB accelerator is the crab waist collision of two
beams in which special sextupoles will be used close to the interaction region to maximize
the overlap of the two beams. This scheme was successfully tested at the DAΦNE ring by
Pantaleo Raimondi and his team [11]. The SuperB accelerator is designed in such a way
that it can be modified to run at the ψp3770q resonance close to charm threshold, where
pairs of D0 mesons are produced in a coherent L “ 1 state [7].
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SuperKEKB SuperB
LER (e`) HER (e´) LER (e´) HER (e`)

Energy 4.0 7.0 4.18 6.7 GeV
Half crossing angle 41.5 33 mrad
Horizontal emittance 3.2 4.3 1.82 1.97 nm
Emittance ratio 0.27 0.25 0.34 0.25 %
Beta functions at IP (x/y) 32 / 0.27 25 / 0.31 32 / 0.205 26 / 0.253 mm
Beam currents 3.6 2.6 1.82 1.97 A
Beam-beam parameter 0.0886 0.0830 0.0970 0.0971
Luminosity 8ˆ 1035 1ˆ 1036 cm´2s´1

Table 1: SuperKEKB and SuperB: parameters of the low energy (LER) and high energy
(HER) accelerator rings.

Figure 1: The new SuperB accelerator complex at Tor Vergata University site.

Detectors

The planned substantial increase in luminosity requires a careful design of the detectors.
To maintain the excellent performance of the spectrometers, the critical issues will be to
mitigate the effects of higher backgrounds (by a factor of 10 to 20), leading to an increase in
occupancy and radiation damage, as well as fake hits and pile-up noise in the electromag-
netic calorimeter. Higher event rates will require substantial modifications in the trigger
scheme, DAQ and computing relative to the current experiments. In addition, improved
hadron identification is needed, and similarly good (or better) hermeticity is required [9].

For the Belle-II detector (Fig. 2), the following solutions will be adopted [9]. The inner
layers of the vertex detector will be replaced with a DEPFET pixel detector [12], the inner
part of the main tracker (CDC, central drift chamber) will be replaced with a silicon strip
detector, a better particle identification device will be used, the CsI(Tl) crystals of the end-
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Figure 2: Upgraded Belle II spectrometer (top half) as compared to the present Belle
detector (bottom half).

cap calorimeter will be replaced by pure CsI, the resistive plate chambers of the end-cap
muon and K0

L detection system will be replaced by scintillator strips read out by SiPMs, and
all components will be read-out by fast readout electronics and an improved computing
system.

The hadron particle identification will be provided by a time-of-propagation (TOP) counter
in the barrel part, and a RICH with a focusing aerogel radiator in the forward region of the
spectrometer. The TOP counter [13] is a kind of DIRC counter [14] with quartz radiator bars
in which the two dimensional information from a Cherenkov ring image is represented by
the time of arrival and impact position of the Cherenkov photons at the photon detector.
At a given momentum, the slower kaons (dotted in Fig. 3) emit Cherenkov photons at a
smaller angle than pions; as a result, also their Cherenkov photons propagate longer along
the quartz bar. Compared to the DIRC, the TOP counter construction is more compact, but
requires photon detectors with single photon time resolution below 100 ps [13]. For the
end-cap region a proximity focusing RICH with aerogel as radiator is being designed. The
key issue in the performance of this type of RICH counter is to improve the Cherenkov
angle resolution per track by increasing the number of detected photons. With a thicker
radiator, the number of detected photons increases, but in a proximity focusing RICH the
single photon resolution degrades because of the emission point uncertainty. However,
this limitation can be overcome in a proximity focusing RICH with a non-homogeneous
radiator [15], where one may achieve overlapping of the corresponding Cherenkov rings
on the photon detector (Fig. 3). Both detectors are expected to considerably improve the
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Figure 3: Belle-II PID systems: principle of operation of the TOP counter (left) and of
the proximity focusing RICH with a nonhomogeneous aerogel radiator in the focusing
configuration (right).

particle identification efficiency if compared to Belle; the end-cap RICH will provide a 4 σ

π{K separation up to kinematic limits, and the barrel TOP counter will identify kaons with
an efficiency exceeding 90% at a few percent pion fake probability.

The SuperB detector [16] will reuse several components of the BaBar spectrometer. In the
baseline version two major changes are foreseen, replacing CsI(Tl) crystals in the forward
calorimeter with LSO crystals, and a modification of the particle identification device, the
DIRC counter. Options include a pixel detector layer, a RICH as the forward PID device
and a veto electromagnetic calorimeter in the backward region to improve the hermeticity
of the spectrometer.

In the new DIRC counter, the large stand-off box with single channel PMTs will be replaced
by a compact focusing quartz block and multi-anode PMTs as photon sensors. By measuring
the time of arrival of Cherenkov photons, the fast photon detectors will allow to correct for
the chromatic error, i.e., variation of Cherenkov angle with wavelength [17]. The focusing
DIRC counter is expected to extend the π{K separation range by improving the angular
resolution by about 10%. At the same time, the order-of-magnitude lower mass of the
expansion volume will considerably reduce the level of beam induced backgrounds.

Status of the projects

The SuperKEKB/Belle-II project has received initial construction funding in 2010 for the
positron damping ring, and with the Japanese ’Very Advanced Research Support Program’
a sizable fraction of funds for the main ring upgrade (exceeding 100 MUSD) for the period
2010-2012. KEK also managed to secure additional funds to complete the construction as
scheduled, i.e., start the SuperKEKB commissioning in the autumn of 2014, and start data
taking in 2015. It is expected that by 2017 the first 5 ab´1 of data will be collected, and the
full data sample of 50 ab´1 will be reached in 2020/2021.

The SuperB project is the first in the list of ’flagship projects’ of the new Italian national
research plan over the next few years. The Italian government has delivered an initial
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funding for 2010 as a part of a multi-annual funding program. The site has been chosen at
the Tor Vergata University campus, a few kilometers northwest of the Frascati lab. The aim
of the project is to accumulate 75 ab´1 on a time scale similar to SuperKEKB/Belle-II.

3 PANDA at FAIR

At the High-Energy Storage Ring (HESR) of the FAIR facility at GSI, the PANDA experiment
is being prepared with the aim to study meson spectroscopy (excited D mesons, charmonia
and charmonium like states, search for hybrids, tetraquarks, molecular states), charmed
and multi-strange baryon spectroscopy, electromagnetic processes (pp Ñ e`e´, pp Ñ γγ,
Drell-Yan processes), properties of single and double hypernuclei, and properties of hadrons
in nuclear matter [18]. Anti-protons as a probe are interesting because their interactions
are rich with gluons, and the system allows to reach all states with fermion-antifermion
quantum numbers, including states with high orbital angular momenta. Another feature of
the experiment is a very high mass resolution in formation reactions.

The detector (Fig. 4) is required to cover the full solid angle, operate at high rates (2 ¨ 107

annihilations/s), allow for good particle identification (γ, e, µ, π, K, p) and momentum
resolution (« 1%), vertexing (reconstruction of D, K0

S, Λ), have an efficient software trigger
(for e, µ, K, D, Λ) and stand a raw data rate exceeding 200 GB/s.

Figure 4: The PANDA spectrometer.

Antiprotons will impinge onto an internal target, which can be either in form of pellets
(frozen droplets) or as a cluster jet (nanoparticles). The vertex detector will be a combination
of a pixel detector with 10 million channels and a micro-strip detector with 70,000 strips.
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Figure 5: The forward DIRC counter of the PANDA experiment, a polygonal quartz disk
read out through an array of focusing elements [20].

For charged hadron identification, two DIRC-like counters are considered [19]. For the
barrel part, a focusing version will be used with a lens as a focusing element at the exit
of the bar. In the forward direction, a novel type of DIRC device is being designed [20]
with a 2 cm thick polygonal disc radiator made of quartz (Fig. 5). In this case Cherenkov
photons are propagated to the sides of the disc, where they are focused with specially
formed quartz pieces onto the photon detectors. An intermediate LiF piece is used to correct
for the dispersion.

For an efficient high rate detection of gamma rays and neutral pions, a fast PbWO4 based
calorimeter will be used [21]. The counter will employ the second generation PbWO4

crystals with a two times higher yield if compared to the PbWO4 calorimeter of the CMS ex-
periment. A further considerable increase in yield is expected from running the calorimeter
at -250 C. As photosensors, large area APDs (14 x 7 mm2) will be employed.

4 CLAS12 and GlueX

Considerable upgrade of the accelerator and of the detectors is underway at the Jefferson
Lab. The CLAS detector [22] in Hall B is being upgraded to work at a higher luminosity
(1035 cm´2s´1 ) and with an increased solid angle and momentum coverage, with the aim to
study nucleon structure via generalized parton distributions [23]. Among the new features
of the CLAS12 detector are an upgraded PID system (for separation of e{π, π{K{p, γ{π0)
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and an improved vertex detector for identification of weakly decaying strange baryons.
The forward PID system upgrade involves a new high threshold Cherenkov counter, an
improved TOF system, a higher granularity calorimeter and possibly a RICH counter [24].
The construction of the new CLAS12 detector is on schedule for the installation starting in
October 2012.

The GlueX experiment is being constructed in the new experimental Hall D with the aim
to search for exotic hybrids in the interaction of 9 GeV tagged polarized photons [25]. The
detector construction is well underway, it is on-track for the first beam to be delivered in
2014.

5 Summary

Several new projects are under preparation with a potential to considerably improve our
understanding of hadron physics. A major upgrade has started at KEK to construct the
SuperKEKB accelerator and the Belle-II detector, and be ready for data taking by 2015. The
SuperB project in Italy foresees building a new tunnel, reusing and upgrading the PEP-II
accelerator and the BaBar detector. For the PANDA detector, a technical design report is
expectd by the end of 2011, and installation in 2016/17. At JLAB, CLAS12 is on schedule
for the installation in fall of 2012, and the GlueX experiment is on-track for the first beam in
2014. We can therefore expect a new, exciting era of discoveries in hadron physics.
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The construction of a new GeV photon beam line, LEPS II, has started at SPring-8 in Japan.

The photon beam of LEPS II is produced by backward Compton scattering of laser photons on

8 GeV electrons. The beam intensity will be improved one order of magnitude compared to the

current LEPS. The development of a full-acceptance detector which can detect both photons

and charged particles is underway. The design and current status of the development of the

beam line and the detector system is presented.

1 Introduction

The GeV photon beam line at SPring-8 (LEPS) started physics data taking in 2000. The
photon beam of LEPS is produced by backward Compton scattering (BCS) of laser photons
on 8 GeV electrons of SPring-8. The LEPS detector is optimized to detect particles produced
at the forward angles, and the acceptance in the large scattering angle region is limited. The
LEPS has reported various interesting data on the hadron photoproduction measured in
the forward region [1]. However, a large-acceptance detector is indispensable to measure
the production reaction in wide kinematical region, and to detect particles produced both
in the primary reaction and the decay of a resonance state, simultaneously.

In the year 2010, the construction of a new GeV photon beam line, LEPS II, has started.
At the LEPS II, the beam intensity will be ten times higher, and a full-acceptance detector
system which can detect both charged and neutral particles will be constructed. One of the
features of the BCS photon is the high polarization degree more than 90 %. The design and
the current status of the development of LEPS II are described in following sections.

2 LEPS II beam line

SPring-8 is a third generation synchrotron radiation facility with 61 beam lines in Japan.
Figure 1 shows a top view of the LEPS II beam line. The laser photons are injected from the

1niiyama@scphys.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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laser hutch toward the straight section where backward Compton scattering takes place.
The scattered photon beam is irradiated to the target at 150 m downstream from the BCS
collision point. We use one of four long straight section of SPring-8, BL31LEP, for our new
experiment, LEPS II. This beam line has a 30 m-long straight section between the bending
magnets. The major contribution to the angular divergence of BCS photon beam is the
angular divergence of the electron beam which collide with the laser beam. Thanks to the
small angular divergence of the electron beam in the long straight section, a very narrow
BCS photon beam is formed at LEPS II. The beam spot size at the target is about a few
millimeters in RMS.

The maximum energy of BCS photons is 3 GeV when a 266-nm laser is used. In order to
increase the intensity of BCS photon beam, photons from four laser modules are injected
simultaneously. The long straight section of BL31LEP is advantageous to avoid the in-
terference of lasers by changing the focus points of lasers along with the electron beam.
In addition, further improvement of the luminosity of BCS photon beam is achieved by
increasing the collision probability of a laser photon with a 8 GeV electron. The electron
beam has ellipsoidal cross section due to the bending magnets of SPring-8 storage ring.
The cylindrical lenses are used to shape the cross section of the laser beam to be ellipse,
and to gain collision rate between a laser photon and a electron. Thus, the BCS photon
intensity increases twice. The beam intensity is 106 cps for 1.5-3.0 GeV with the 266-nm
Ar laser and 107 cps for 1.5-2.4 GeV with the 351-nm solid state laser, respectively. These
are ten times higher than those of the LEPS I. The energy of a BCS photon is obtained by
measuring the momentum of the recoiled electron. The scattered electron are bended in the
bending magnet of the storage ring more strongly than circulating 8-GeV electrons. Thus,
the momentum of the scattered electron is measured from the position of the electron after
the magnet, from which the energy of the corresponding BCS photon is obtained.
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Figure 1: Top view of the LEPS II beam line.
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3 LEPS II detector

Figure 2 shows a schematic view of the LEPS II detector. The LEPS II detector is designed
to detect both of charged particles and photons. A solenoid magnet is shipped from
USA to Japan in 2011, which was used for the kaon rare-decay experiment at BNL-AGS,
E787/E949 [2]. The inner volume is 2.22-m long and 2.96-m in diameter. The LEPS II detector
will be immersed in the solenoidal magnetic field of 1 T, which consists of double-sided
silicon strip detectors (DSSD), forward drift chambers (FDC), a time projection chamber
(TPC), time of propagation counter (TOP), range stack counter, resistive plate chamber
(RPC-TOF), barrel electromagnetic calorimeter (EMCAL), and aerogel Čerenkov counter
(AC). Charged particles are momentum-analyzed by the magnetic field of 1 T, and their
trajectories are reconstructed by the DSSD, FDCs and TPC. The charged particles scattered at
forward angles are detected by the DSSD and FDCs. On the other hand, the TPC measures
the momentum in the large angle region. The momentum resolution of„1 % is achieved for
1 GeV kaons in the range of polar angle θ ą 10˝. The energy and direction of photons are
measured with EMCAL, which is moved from BNL-AGS E949. The EMCAL is a sampling
lead/plastic scintillator calorimeter with the total radiation length of 14.3X0 [2]. The polar
angle coverage of the EMCAL is from 30˝ to 110˝. The range stack counter can be used to
detect neutrons with the detection efficiency up to 20 %.

The identification of momentum analyzed particles is performed by measuring a time of
flight (TOF) from the target to the RPC-TOF in the low momentum region. A start signal for
the TOF measurement is provided by the RF signal from the SPring-8 storage ring, which
has a time resolution of 12 ps. Since the speeds of a laser photon and a 8 GeV electron are
same, the arrival time of the BCS photon at the target is synchronized with the RF signal. A
stop signal is provided by the RPC-TOF counters located at the barrel part where the radial
distance is about 1 m. On the other hand, in the momentum region more than 1.2 GeV/c,
Čerenkov counters are employed to distinguish kaons from pions. The high momentum
particles up to 3 GeV/c are scattered at the forward region. The TOP counters are used to
separate kaons from pions with 3σ in the end-cap region. The TOP counter is made of a
quartz bar, which reconstruct the Čerenkov angle using the timing and position information
of the Čerenkov photons traveling in the quartz bar [3]. In addition, the AC’s are used at
the barrel part for the K{π separation. The e`e´ pair production is vetoed at the trigger
level using the ultra low index AC with n “ 1.008. The trigger rate of hadron production is
estimated to be „5 kcps. A high rate dead-timeless readout system will be used for the data
acquisition.

4 Summary

The construction of a new GeV photon beam line at SPring-8, LEPS II, has started in 2010.
The beam intensity will be improved one order of magnitude compared to the current LEPS.
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Figure 2: Schematic view of the LEPS II detector.

The development of a 4π detector which can detect both photons and charged particles is
underway. The beam commissioning is planned to start in this year, and the physics data
taking will start from 2013.
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The GlueX experiment will employ a linearly polarized 9 GeV tagged photon beam incident

on a liquid hydrogen target to search for exotic states in the light meson spectrum. Optimized

for this purpose, the detector has a highly uniform acceptance over nearly 4π solid angle, with

high efficiency for both neutral and charged final state particles. An overview of the physics

motivation and detector design will be given.

1 Introduction

The firmly established states in the light meson spectrum have JPC quantum numbers
compatible solely with quark degrees of freedom. However, lattice QCD calculations have
shown [1] [2] that the theory allows for exotic states: quantum numbers like 1´` with mass
near 2.0 GeV/c2. Such quantum numbers and others like 0´´, 0`´, 2`´ are impossible
with quark degrees of freedom alone and may require excitation of the “glue” between the
quarks. Identification of these “hybrid mesons” allows direct investigation of the field’s
dynamics and would provide a novel test of QCD. So far, most of the searches for hybrid
mesons have been carried out with pion beams [3] [4], accumulating evidence of a state
around 1.6 GeV/c2.

It can be shown that hybrid mesons with spin-aligned quarks have exotic quantum numbers
compared to the anti-aligned configuration. This suggests that a pion probe requires a spin
flip to access exotic states, something that would not be necessary for a photon. Lattice
calculations of radiative decays of cc states [1] appear to support the flux-tube model in
suggesting that photo-production of exotic hybrid mesons may have a relatively large
cross-section. However, suppression of spin flip may be a feature of the heavy charm quark:
current efforts at calculations with lighter quarks may be able to put these suggestions on
firmer ground. A separate advantage of a photo-production lies in being able to resolve
the exchange mechanism (naturality) through linear polarization [5] [6]. To date, polarized,
sufficiently high energy photo-production data is insufficient for a proper search for these
novel meson states.

1senderovich@phys.uconn.edu
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2 The GlueX Experiment

Hall D, a new facility dedicated to photon beam experiments on a fixed target is under
construction in Jefferson Lab as part of the 12 GeV upgrade of the CEBAF accelerator.
Photons will be produced from Coherent Bremsstrahlung (CB) of 12 GeV electrons in a
diamond radiator and collimated 75 m downstream for effective filtering of the photon
angular distribution and consequent polarization fraction improvement. The coherent
enhancements in the spectrum are tuned via radiator orientation. The primary peak of
(9 GeV, 40% polarization fraction) was selected as the optimal balance between these param-
eters (the latter vanishes at the end point.) CB on 20 µm thin diamond will yield a flux of
108 γ/s at „ 2 µA beam current tagged with 8 MeV/counter at the primary peak. A pair
spectrometer will be utilized for tagger calibration and online polarimetry.

A 30 cm liquid hydrogen target will be used for the primary program of the experiment.
Around the target, a hermetic “GlueX” detector has been designed optimally for meson
spectroscopy with efficient partial wave analysis. This requires a nearly 4π, highly uniform
acceptance and good tracking and calorimetry to handle neutral and charged final state
particles. Figure 1 shows the basic GlueX detector components. Most of the detector is
inside a 2.2 T solenoid with coverage in the polar angle split into the barrel and forward
areas.

2.1 Tracking

The Central Drift Chamber (CDC) consists of 12 axial and 16, 6˝ stereo straw layers. Tests
with cosmic rays have demonstrated resolution of σr “ 150 µm, σz “ 1.5 mm and σp{p “
1.5´ 3%. dE/dx information will be provided by this system to separate π, K and protons
with momenta below 450 MeV/c.

Four Forward Drift Chambers (FDC) will be installed downstream. Each consists of 6 planes
of 96 wires with a 1 cm pitch interleaved with cathode strips: 12 planes with 216 strips in
each. Ghosting is minimized by reading out all of these electrodes and employing angular
offsets between each plane. Spacial resolution of 200 µm is expected.

2.2 Calorimetry

The Barrel Calorimeter (BCAL) is of a 10% sampling “spaghetti” design with corrugated lead
sheets interleaving 1 mm diameter scintillating fibers, read out by silicon photomultipliers
(SiPMs). Resolutions σE{E “ 5.54{

?
E‘ 1.6%, σ∆t{2 “ 70 ps{

?
E have been demonstrated in

a beam test [7]. dE/dx and time of flight information will be provided by this detector with
a calculated 3σ time of flight-based separation of pions from protons below 0.75 GeV and
kaon separation from pions and protons below 0.40 GeV and 0.55 GeV respectively.
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Figure 1: Simplified view of the GlueX detector: vertical cross-section along beam line. The
tracking system: CDC and FDC are darkly shaded. Lightly shaded are the calorimeters:
BCAL and FCAL. Not shown is the Start Counter around the target and the Time of Flight
wall in front of the FCAL. Additional PID systems maybe be added later.

The FCAL is composed of 2800 F8-00 lead glass blocks with spacial segmentation of 4 cm.
Used in the Brookhaven experiment E852 and RADPHI at JLab, this detector will be outfitted
with light-guides to improve light collection. The resolutions are: σE{E “ 5.7{

?
E‘ 1.6%

σr “ 5´ 6 mm and σt ă 150 ps.

2.3 Time of Flight

Time of flight in the barrel region by the BCAL was described above. In the forward angles,
a dedicated Time of Flight wall will be mounted in front of the FCAL. This device should
achieve excellent separation between pions and protons at all energies relevant to the
reactions of interest. A three sigma separation of kaons will be possible below 2-3 GeV. The
prototype is close to achieving the required 100 ps resolution.

The complete time of flight system is assembled using a Start Counter around the target
to identify the event with the beam bunch, information from the tagger and bunch timing
from the accelerator. Additional particle identification detector components may be added
between barrel and forward regions in the future.
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3 Trigger, Electronics and Reconstruction

The limit of 20 kHz event rate to tape will be met with a minimum-bias trigger using track
multiplicity and a minimum energy cut. The eventual full beam rate of 108 γ/s or photo-
production rate of 360 kHz will be addressed with an L3 computer farm. Simulations show
effective reduction of low-energy events, 92% trigger rate above „ 6 GeV and a minimal
effect on the important channels.

The readout needs of the detector are met with VMEx64/VXS, fully pipelined electronics
such as the 250 MSPS flash ADC 16 channel module with 12 bit dynamic range and an 8 µs
buffer, and the 32 channel F1TDC of better than 60 ps resolution and a 3.9 µs buffer (trigger
latency: 3 µs.)

This high statistics experiment with the intensive Partial Wave Analysis (PWA) requires
massive computing resources and efficient algorithms. Parallelization has been pursued at
all levels: vectorized operations on CPUs, PWA on GPUs, and on-demand, fully threaded
reconstruction and analysis. The computing resources of the collaboration are being in-
tegrated with the Open Science Grid (OSG) for opportunistic access to high-throughput
resources.

4 Outlook

The civil construction of the new facility is almost finished, with detector installation
beginning within months. Construction of major detector components is well underway.
First beam is expected in 2014.
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Partial wave analysis is a key technique in hadron spectroscopy. The use of unbinned likelihood

fits on large statistics data samples and ever more complex physics models makes this analysis

technique computationally very expensive. Parallel computing techniques, in particular the

use of graphics processing units, are a powerful means to speed up analyses; in the contexts of

the BES III, Compass and GlueX experiments, parallel analysis frameworks have been created.

They provide both fits that are faster by more than two orders of magnitude than legacy code

and environments to quickly program and run an analysis. This in turn allows the physicists

to focus on the many difficult open problems pertaining to partial wave analysis.

1 Introduction

The advent of precise lattice calculations of hadron spectra (e.g. [1]) together with very
high statistics data samples from experiments like BES III and Compass and, in the near
future, GlueX and Panda, opens inroads to a deeper understanding of the bound states
and resonances of quantum chromodynamics (QCD). Extracting resonance properties from
experimental data is however far from straightforward; resonances tend to be broad and
plentiful, leading to intricate interference patterns. In such an environment, simple fitting
of mass spectra is usually not sufficient and a partial wave analysis (PWA) is required to
extract resonance properties. In such an analysis, the full kinematic information is used and
fitted to a model of the amplitude in a partial wave decomposition. In the cases discussed
here, the model parameters are determined by an unbinned likelihood fit to the data. As
models become ever more involved and huge data samples are (becoming) available, these
likelihood fits are computationally very expensive. As it is exponentially hard to determine
whether the fit (usually with a large number of free parameters) has found the searched
for global minimum of the likelihood or one (of usually many) local minima and as there
tends to be a lot of freedom in the model, many fits are required to obtain a certain degree
of certainty on the stability and adequacy of the result. As most of these fits are performed
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sequentially, the turnaround time for a single fit, together with the effort required to code
the amplitude model, determines the total analysis time.

In the context of the BES III, Compass and GlueX experiments, software frameworks for
partial wave analysis addressing both the amplitude code and speed issues have been
devised. Large speed-ups were obtained by parallelizing computations, particularly by the
use of graphics processing units (GPUs). At the same time, the use of a common software
base allows for a quick creation of analysis code for new channels. This in turn allows
the physicists to focus on the difficult open problems, both of technical (large number of
free parameters, correlations, detector resolution etc.) and physical (adequacy of models)
nature.

2 Partial Wave Analysis as a computational problem

In a typical PWA (we use the simple radiative decay J{ψ ÝÑ γX, X ÝÑ K`K´ [2] as an
example), the decay is modelled by coherently summing the contributions from a variety of
intermediate resonances X. The relative magnitudes and phases of these resonances are
determined from a fit and the fit result is compared to the data. The set of resonances and
their properties are changed until a sufficient agreement with the data is found.

The intensity I (relative number of events) at a particular point Ω in phase space can be
expressed as

(1) IpΩq “

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

α

Vα AαpΩq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

,

where the sum runs over all intermediate resonances α, Vα is the complex production
amplitude for α (and the main free parameter in the fit) and AαpΩq the complex decay
amplitude at a particular point in phase space. The likelihood for a particular model is

(2) L9
NData
ź

i“1

IpΩiq
ş

εpΩqIpΩqdΩ
,

where the product runs over all NData events in the sample and the integral is proportional
to the total cross section, corrected for the detector efficiency εpΩq. The integral is usually
performed numerically by summing over a large number NGen

MC of simulated events (Monte
Carlo, MC) generated evenly in phase space2. The limited acceptance and efficiency of the
detector can be taken into account by summing only over simulated events that pass the

2In case of a very uneven phase-space population, e.g. due to the presence of narrow resonances, it is
advisable to generate a non-equidistributed MC sample and weight events to a flat distribution in order to
reduce the sampling error caused by the strongly varying amplitude
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reconstruction and analysis cuts. In a fit, a maximum of the logarithm of the likelihood,
corresponding to the best set of parameters for the used model is searched for3;

lnL9
NData
ÿ

i“1

ln

˜

ÿ

α

ÿ

α1

VαV˚α1AαpΩiqA˚α1pΩiq

¸

´
ÿ

α

ÿ

α1

VαV˚α1

¨

˝

1
NGen

MC

NAcc
MC
ÿ

j“1

AαpΩjqA˚α1pΩjq

˛

‚.

The first sum runs over all data events, the second over all MC events. If the widths
and masses of resonances are kept constant in the fit (i.e. the Vα’s are the only free pa-
rameters), the last (inner) bracket and the AαpΩiqA˚α1pΩiq term for each data event can be
pre-calculated.

The number of floating point operations required is dominated by the sum over the data
events and scales with Niterations ˆ Ndata ˆ N2

waves, whilst the lookup table takes up storage
space scaling with NdataˆN2

waves. The storage space problem can be addressed by increasing
the memory of the relevant machine («1.5 GB are required per million events for a model
with 20 partial waves), or with appropriate caching and staging mechanisms for data
samples with several million events. If the required floating point operations are performed
sequentially, the time required can however become prohibitively long.

Floating point precision can be an issue — the minimizing programs tend to fail if the
delivered precision does not correspond to the expected one. For large amounts of data
and simulated events however, the precision of the individual amplitude is not decisive, it
can safely be computed in single precision. The final sum however has to be computed in
double precision and the numerical result is strongly dependent on the summing algorithm;
tree sums as usually implemented on GPUs perform much better here than accumulating
loop summing employed in traditional CPU based programs.

There is no way of knowing whether the fit found just a local or the searched for global
maximum of the likelihood. To gain confidence in the result, the fits are usually repeated
with various sets of starting parameters. In addition, various models have to be tried out,
especially in the study of possible new resonances and systematic effects. The thousands of
fits needed in a typical partial wave analysis should thus be as fast as possible, especially
as feedback from the physicist is required between the fits and they thus have to be run in
sequence.

3 Parallel partial wave analysis

Most computing problems in particle physics are trivially parallel, as data consists of inde-
pendent events. The traditional approach to parallelism is thus to treat different subsets
of events on different cores/machines/in different locations and then have a relatively
lightweight piece of code perform a synthesis. For PWA, this synthesis (namely the likeli-
hood sum) has to be performed very frequently (for every fit iteration) and thus network

3As most fit programs search for a minimum as opposed to a maximum, ´ lnL is fed to the minimizer.
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latency quickly dominates for distributed architectures. As the calculations per event are
relatively simple and exactly the same for all events, it is desirable to have a very large
number of (simple) cores available in a single machine. This kind of architecture is provided
by graphics processing units (GPUs). These devices were originally developed for the use in
3D games, calculating realistic colour shades of pixels. The large and performance-hungry
game market has produced single chips with 1600 individual floating point units, which
are available at prices of a few hundred Euros.

The potential of GPUs for scientific computing was quickly discovered, early efforts were
however hampered by the lack of a suitable interface and most work was done via the
OpenGL graphics interface. The two major GPU vendors, Nvidia and ATI then started their
own GPU computing frameworks, named CUDA [3] and ATI Stream [4–6] respectively4.
In recent years, a platform independent standard called OpenCL [7, 8] has emerged. The
successive choices of GPU interface for the BES III PWA framework and the final transition
to OpenCL are described in [9].

In 2007 we started tests of GPUs for partial wave analysis at the BES III experiment; it
quickly turned out that their architecture was very well suited to the task at hand — in
fact, custom PWA hardware would very much look like a GPU, minus the display port —
and that speed-ups with regards to a reference FORTRAN implementation of more than
two orders of magnitude were obtainable [10]. The framework now provides facilities for
amplitude calculation, minimization and plotting and is widely used for analyses at BES III.
It continues to be developed and is available at [11].

The group at Indiana University at around the same time started creating a framework for
PWA on multi-core machines and clusters, using OpenMP for inter-process communication.
This framework, aimed at the CLEO-c, BES III and GlueX experiments shows beautiful
scaling behaviour and now also harnesses GPUs using CUDA. It is available at [12].

Yet another framework, tightly integrated with the root data analysis toolset [13], was
developed in Munich for use in the COMPASS experiment and now also incorporates GPU
assisted fitting. It is available at [14].

A more ambitious effort for a very general framework for the PANDA experiment was
started in Bochum and is still in its early stages, is however also aimed at an eventual
parallel implementation.

The multitude of available frameworks demonstrate the great interest in the field, allow for
cross checks and show that speed is indeed an important issue in PWA, but one that can be
tackled with an appropriate combination of hard- and software.

4The ATI stream framework encompassed at various times different interfaces with different levels of
abstraction and is nowadays also used for the ATI Open CL implementation.
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4 Open technical problems in partial wave analysis

Probably the most difficult problem in PWA is the appropriate modelling of the physics
processes, taking into account the unitarity of the S-matrix. There is currently a lot of
theoretical work done in this area (see e.g. [15]); a completely satisfying treatment has
however only been achieved for low energy ππ scattering. There is in addition a large
range of technical/experimental problems as yet unsolved; they shall be discussed in the
following.

Resolution Detectors have a finite resolution and the reconstructed kinematics of an
event are thus different from the true ones. The unbinned approach to PWA precludes the
use of unfolding techniques. For resonances with a large width, this is not particularly
problematic; in cases however where resolution and width are of comparable size (a good
example for most detectors is the φ meson), it is impossible to describe interference with
other resonances and the reconstructed mass distribution with the same functional form.
The only (and rather unsatisfactory) remedy is excluding the mass regions around narrow
resonances from the fit, in the hope that the effects in the tails are not to severe.

Goodness of fit For unbinned distributions in a multi-dimensional variable space, there
are is no effective goodness of fit test such as a χ2 test; of course it is possible to perform tests
on all sorts of binned projections — if these look bad, the fit is indeed bad, but unfortunately
the opposite is not necessarily true.

Choice of waveset The choice of intermediate resonances is somewhat arbitrary; not
dissimilar to the goodness of fit issue it is easy to tell if the waveset is insufficient, but a
priori not knowable whether it is complete.

Fits with large numbers of parameters PWA fits have at least three (more often four, in
more advanced models also more) free parameters per resonance, leading to fits with a
very large number of parameters. In such fits it is impossible to know whether a minimum
identified by the minimizer is just a local minimum or the searched for global one. Many
heuristic methods (such as repeating fits with randomly chosen initial values) have been
developed to gain confidence in a particular minimum; they however become excessively
time consuming for large parameter spaces and will never provide certainty.

Fits with complex parameters PWA fits usually have complex parameters. As minimizers
only deal with real numbers, some representation has to be chosen; however, both the
Cartesian and the polar representations have issues. The Cartesian representation has the
disadvantage of being disconnected from the physical parameters of magnitude and phase
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and leads to large correlations (and thus bad fit convergence) in cases where the phase of a
resonance is weakly constrained. The polar representation avoids these problems at the
cost of introducing a lower boundary on the magnitude and a periodic phase parameter -
both of which have their separate issues in the minimizers. A proper treatment of complex
numbers and their derivatives inside the minimizers would be extremely helpful.

More control over the fitters The standard interfaces to fitters like Minuit [16] and Fumili
[17] give the user relatively few control over the amount of additional checks and error
calculations performed by the minimizers. In many cases however, most of the computing
time is spent on just these. Options to perform only what is really needed at the current
state of analysis would be very helpful.

Less control over the GPUs The two most widely used GPU frameworks today, CUDA
and OpenCL, both have a fairly low level interface, giving the user a lot of control over how
exactly the parallelism is to be implemented — for most particle physics applications it is
however completely irrelevant which events are processed simultaneously, as long as all
of them are processed fast. This could be achieved through a more comfortable high level
interface.

Impact of results The last issue is sociological rather than technical in nature, but tightly
linked with many of the technical issues. In very generalized terms, “standard” results,
where PWA is used to determine quantum numbers of a bump visible in the mass spec-
trum and these turn out to be in accordance with expectations are easily accepted by the
community (more or less independently of the sophistication of the analysis), “surprising”
results, where resonances not directly visible in the mass spectrum are exposed by PWA
and turn out to have unexpected (exotic) quantum numbers are usually not believed (again
more or less independently of the sophistication of the analysis). As long as the issues listed
above remain, PWA has a very hard time to provide the required extraordinary evidence for
extraordinary claims.

5 Conclusions

Partial wave analysis is a key tool in hadron spectroscopy, of great importance to current
and future experiments such as BES III, Compass, GlueX and Panda. PWA is computa-
tionally expensive and thus potentially slow — this can be overcome by applying parallel
programming techniques and running the analyses on massively parallel devices such as
GPUs. The success in this area gives us both the tools and the hope that we can solve or
mitigate many of the other technical problems facing PWA, thus laying a foundation for a
new golden age of hadron spectroscopy.
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Study of Deuteron-Proton and Deuteron-Deuteron
Collisions at Intermediate Energies

Nadezhda Ladygina
Laboratory of High Energy Physics

Joint Institute for Nuclear Researches
141980 Dubna, RUSSIA

During a few decades hadronic reactions with a participation of the light nuclei were
extensively investigated at the energies of few hundred MeV. These processes are the
simplest examples of the hadron nucleus collision that is why the interest to this reaction is
justified. A number of experiments is aimed at getting some information about the deuteron
or helium wave functions as well as nucleon-nucleon amplitudes from the scattering
observables.

In this paper I consider two reactions. The first of them is the dp-elastic scattering in the
deuteron energy range between 500 MeV and 2 GeV. The second reaction is the dd Ñ 3He n
at the energies from 200 MeV up to 520 MeV. At these energies the methods based on the
solution of the Faddeev equations are unusable. I start from the AGS-equations [1], [2]
and iterate their over nucleon-nucleon t-matrix. The plane-wave-impulse-approximations
(PWIA), single scattering (SS) and double scattering (DS) contributions are taken into
consideration for the dp Ñ dp process. For the dd Ñ 3He n reaction I consider the one-
nucleon-exchange (ONE) and single scattering terms. The applied approach was presented
in details in refs. [3], [4].
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Figure 1: The vector,Ay, and tensor, Ayy, analyzing powers of the deuteron in the dp Ñ dp.
The data are taken from: ‚ [5]; ˝ LHE JINR, hydrogen bubble chamber experiment, and ˝

LHE JINR Nuclotron, talk by P.Kurilkin given at this conference.

The results of the calculations for the dp- elastic scattering are given in Fig.1. The angular
dependencies of the vector and tensor analyzing powers are presented at the deuteron
energy of 2 GeV. Here, the solid curves correspond to the results of calculations including
both the single scattering and double scattering terms. The dashed curves are the results
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taking of account only SS-contribution. One can see the inclusion of the DS-term signifi-
cantly improves the agreement between the theoretical predictions and experimental data,
especially, for the tensor analyzing power.

The differential cross section of the dd Ñ 3He n reaction is presented in Fig.2 at laboratory
momentum of 1.109 GeV/c [6]. Also the energy dependence of the T20 has been obtained at
zero scattering angle in the energy range between 200 MeV and 520 MeV (Fig.3). The results
demonstrate the significant improvement an agreement of the data and theory predictions,
especially, for non forward angles, when the single scattering term is included. It allows us
to regard this approach as a next step towards a solution of the four-nucleon problem.
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Properties of Σc and Λc baryons in quark-diquark model

Ajay Majethiya1, Kaushal Thakkar, and P. C. Vinodkumar
Department of Physics, Sardar Patel University, Vallabh vidhyanagar-388120, India

Study of the heavy flavour hadrons containing either a charm quark or a beauty quark has
become a subject of recent interest due to the observations reported by the experimental
groups at Belle, BABAR, DELPHI, CLEO, CDF etc;. Most of the new states observed in
these experimental facilities are within the heavy flavour sector with one or more heavy
flavour quark composition.

In the quark-diquark model, the Hamiltonian of the baryon is expressed in terms of a
diquark Hamiltonian (Hjk) plus qurk-diquark Hamiltonian (Hi,jk) as [1]

(1) H “ Hjk ` Hi,jk

The diquark(jk) Hamiltonian and Hamiltonian of the relative motion of the diquark(jk)
and the third quark(i) is described by Hd “ Hjk “

p2

2mjk
` Vjkprjkq and Hi,d “ Hi,jk “

q2

2mi,jk
`Vi,jkpri,jkq respectively. Where, p and q are the relative momenta of the quarks within

the diquark and within the quark-diquark systems respectively. Here, the inter-quark
potential (Vjk) and the quark-diquark potential (Vi,jk) are taken as Vjk “ ´

2
3 αs

1
rjk
` b rν

jk and

Vi,jk “ ´
4
3 αs

1
ri,jk
` b rν

i,jk respectively. Employing the numerical method using mathematica
notebook, we get the spin average mass of the system (ie. without spin contribution) as
MQqq “ Σmi ` Epµq where, Epµq is the total binding energy obtained from Eqn.1. The spin
dependent interactions among the diquark and among the quark-diquark structure have
been included perturbatively by considering the spin dependent potential provided by [2].
The potential parameters of the model are fixed to yield the spin average mass of the
ground state of Σ˚c p2518q ´ Σcp2454q baryon. The mass spiltting has been studied for
different choices of the quark mass parameters, mc for each case of the potential exponent
(ν) with the different choice of the running strong coupling constant αs. It is found that the
choices of heavy quark mass parameter, mc and αs plays a decisive role in the mass splitting
of the ground state baryons. The model parameters thus extracted here for the choices of
αs “ 0.20, αs “ 0.25 and αs “ 0.30 are listed in Table 1. With these sets of input values we
have predicted the ground state mass of Λc. The three parameter sets deduced from the
spectroscopy are being used to compute the magnetic moments, radiative decay and strong
decay widths of Σc and Λc baryons with no additional parameters. The magnetic moments
are computed by considering spin-flavor wave function of the baryonic state as well as
by defining an effective bound state mass for the constituting quarks. Our results for the

1ajay.phy@gmail.com
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Table 1: Mass, Magnetic moment and Decay width of Charm baryons

αs ν mc MΛc µΣ`c
µΛ`c

ΓΣ`c ÑΛ`c γ ΓΣcÑΛcπ

GeV GeV µN µN keV MeV
0.20 0.4 1.100 2.346 0.312 0.429 10.15 ă 0.01

0.6 1.220 2.330 0.348 0.416 18.24 ă 0.01
0.8 1.280 2.323 0.365 0.410 24.39 ă0.01
1.0 1.320 2.317 0.377 0.407 27.96 ă 0.01

0.25 0.4 1.360 2.310 0.389 0.404 34.17 ă 0.01
0.6 1.435 2.300 0.410 0.399 45.57 0.33
0.8 1.480 2.298 0.422 0.396 49.54 0.61
1.0 1.500 2.293 0.428 0.395 55.82 1.54

0.30 0.4 1.570 2.285 0.448 0.391 69.40 3.62
0.6 1.615 2.280 0.460 0.388 79.21 5.26
0.8 1.640 2.278 0.466 0.387 83.93 6.18
1.0 1.650 2.275 0.470 0.386 89.31 7.14

choice of ν “ 1.0 and αs “ 0.25 led to the fixing of charm mass parameter, mc= 1.5 GeV to
have the experimental ∆MpΣ˚c p2518q´Σcp2454q= 64 MeV [3]. With the same model parameters,
we have computed the mass of Λc as MΛc = 2.293 GeV, as against the PDG2010 value of
2.286 GeV, the magnetic moment, µΛ`c

= 0.395 µN , as against the value of 0.380 µN predicted
in a relativistic quark model [4]. Our results for the transition decay width, ΓΣ`c ÑΛ`c γ =
56.00 MeV is close to 60.00 MeV predicted by relativistic three quark model [5]. The overall
agreement obtained in the present study indicates the success of the present model and the
choice of the inter-quark potential for the description of the charm baryons.
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Nonet meson properties in Nambu Jona-Lasinio model
with dimensional regularization
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The Nambu Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model is one of the useful models of quantum chromodynamics,

and it describes observed meson properties nicely. In this article, we study the nonet meson

properties by using the NJL model with dimensional regularization at finite temperature and

chemical potential. We find that the results show reasonable behaviors, which are similar to the

ones seen in the model with the frequently used cutoff regularization. This may indicate that

the model predictions are not drastically affected by the difference between the regularization

procedures in the NJL model.

1 Introduction

The investigation of the meson properties has attracted a lot of attention in particle physics.
To study them, we employ the Nambu Jona-Lasinio model [1] which is an useful effective
model of QCD. The Lagrangian of our 3 flavor NJL model is written by

LNJL “
ÿ

i,j

qi piB{ ´ m̂qij qj ` G
ÿ

a

”

`

ÿ

i,j

qiλaqj
˘2
`
`

ÿ

i,j

qi iγ5λaqj
˘2
ı

´ K
“

det qip1´ γ5qqj ` h.c.
‰

.

Here the subscripts i, j represent the flavor indices, m̂ is the current quark mass matrix
diagpmu, md, msq, and λa are the Gell-Mann matrices in flavor space. G and K are the
effective coupling constants for 4- and 6-fermion interactions.

Since the model is not renormalizable, the physical predictions depend on the regularization
procedures. The most frequently used one is the three momentum cutoff method, and the
model predicts the meson properties well (for reviews, see [2]). To test the other possible
regularization method, we shall use the dimensional regularization here.
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2 Nonet meson properties

Before performing the calculation for the meson properties, we have to set the model
parameters. The model has 7 free parameters: current quark masses mu, md, ms, 4- and
6-point couplings G, K, dimension D, and the renormalization scale M0 which are fixes so
as to reproduce the meson properties. Here we use the following parameter set [3],

mu, d “ 5.5MeV, ms “ 148MeV, G “ 0.023, K “ 8.4ˆ 10´9, D “ 2.78, M0 “ 62.4MeV.

Having fixed the parameters, we are ready to study the nonet meson properties. Fig. 1
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Figure 1: Meson properties. Left: finite T and µ “ 0. Right: T “ 10MeV and finite µ.

shows the numerical results of the meson properties for finite temperature T and zero
chemical potential µ (left), and low temperature T “ 10MeV and finite µ (right). As we
can see from the figure, the resulting meson properties show the similar behavior with the
frequently used cutoff case. Thus the NJL model predicts the nonet meson properties nicely
within the cutoff and dimensional regularizations. This may indicate that the model has
regularization independent aspects, which is intriguing to study.
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Hadron Resonances Within a Constituent-Quark Model

Regina Kleinhappel1,a and Wolfgang Schweigera

aPhysics Institute, University of Graz

In order to get a more realistic description of the hadron spectrum we extend a constituent-

quark model by explicit mesonic degrees of freedom. The resulting system of constituent

(anti)quarks, which are subject to an instantaneous confining force, and mesons, which couple

directly to the quarks, is treated by means of a relativistic coupled-channel framework. It

can be formally shown that the mass-eigenvalue problem for such a system is equivalent to a

hadronic eigenvalue problem in which the eigenstates of the pure confinement potential (bare

hadrons) are coupled via meson loops. Following this kind of approach we have calculated

hadron masses and decay widths for a simple toy model.

The resonance character of hadron excitations is usually not taken into account in constituent
quark models. As a consequence most of the (perturbatively) calculated partial decay widths
come out too small as compared to experiment [1]. This suggests that physical hadron
resonances are not just simple bound states of valence (anti)quarks, but should also contain
higher Fock components. We propose to model the additional quark-antiquark pairs by
means of mesons which can couple directly to the valence (anti)quarks.

A natural starting point for this kind of description is the chiral constituent quark model [2].
Within this model it is assumed that the effective degrees of freedom emerging from
the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry are (confined) constituent (anti)quarks and
Goldstone bosons, i.e. the lightest pseudoscalar mesons. We use the point form of relativistic
quantum mechanics in connection with the Bakamjian-Thomas construction to calculate
mass spectra and decay widths. This kind of approach is Poincaré invariant and one only
has to deal with an eigenvalue problem for an appropriately defined mass operator [3].

In order to allow for the decay of hadron excitations into a lower lying state by emission
of a Goldstone boson we adopt a 2-channel mass operator. A general mass eigenstate
has then a valence-(anti)quark component |ψvaly and a valence-(anti)quark + Goldstone-
boson component |ψval`GBy. These components are coupled via vertex operators K̂ and
K̂: that describe the emission and absorption of the Goldstone boson by the (anti)quark,
respectively. If |ψval`GBy is eliminated by means of a Feshbach reduction one ends up with
a mass-eigenvalue equation for |ψvalywhich takes on the form:

(1)
`

M̂val ` K̂:pm´ M̂val`GB ` i0q´1K̂
loooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon

V̂optpmq

˘

|ψvaly “ m|ψvaly .

1regina.kleinhappel@uni-graz.at
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Figure 1: Predictions of our toy model. The mass of the ground state (green line) and the
first excited state (blue line) as functions of the Goldstone-boson-quark coupling. The
red band between the dashed blue lines indicates the decay width of the first excited
state (multiplied by a factor 4 for better visibility). The range of couplings allowed by the
Goldberger-Treiman relation is indicated by the black vertical lines.

The channel mass operators M̂val and M̂val`GB consist of a kinetic-energy term and an
instantaneous confining potential. By expanding |ψvaly in terms of eigenstates of M̂val
(which we call “bare hadrons”) Eq. (1) can be converted into a system of algebraic equations
for the expansion coefficients. Physically speaking, this system represents again a (non-
linear) mass-eigenvalue problem, but on the hadronic level rather than on the quark level.
It describes the coupling of bare hadrons via Goldstone-boson loops and has to be solved
self-consistently (for details, see Ref. [4]).

As a first test we have applied these ideas to a simple toy model in which spin and isospin
are completely neglected and the bare hadrons are just quark-antiquark pairs confined
by a harmonic oscillator potential. In order to give the model some physical meaning
we have adjusted the parameters such that the masses of the ground state and the first
excited state of the ω are approximately reproduced. As can be seen in Fig. 1 the decay
width of the first excited state exhibits a maximum of about 26 MeV as a function of the
Goldstone-boson-(anti)quark coupling strength and vanishes as soon as the real part of
the mass eigenvalue approaches the lowest threshold. We observe a considerable increase
of the decay width as compared to perturbative calculations. This gives some hope that
typical decay widths of 0.1 GeV or even more can be achieved for baryon resonances within
the full chiral constituent-quark model.
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Possible molecular bound states: ΛcN and ΛcΛc

Yan-Rui Liu, W. Meguro, and Makoto Oka
Department of Physics, H-27, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Meguro, Tokyo 152-8551, Japan

The Λc N and ΛcΛc bound state problems are explored in the coupled channel one-boson-

exchange approach. The model involves a free cutoff parameter and several coupling constants

which are determined by various methods. The coupled channel effects may finally result in

Λc N and ΛcΛc molecular bound states for a reasonable cutoff parameter.

Study of possible bound states may help us to understand the strong interaction in the
non-perturbative region, which is always an interesting topic. In the heavy quark sector,
molecule-like bound states are more likely to exist due to two reasons. The first one is the
larger reduced mass of the system which renders the relatively smaller kinetic energy and
is advantageous for the formation of hadronic molecules. The other one is the degeneracy
of hadrons in the heavy quark limit which accounts for the coupled channel effects. As the
lowest heavy quark baryon, Λc is interesting in that possible low-lying hadronic bound
states containing it are stable. The channel couplings of Σc and Σ˚c may give important
contributions. Here we consider two charmed systems: ΛcN and ΛcΛc. Frameworks to
study them are similar. We construct effective Lagrangian, determine the coupling constants
from various symmetries, derive one-meson-exchange potentials, and get binding energies
by solving the coupled channel equations with the variational method [1]. We introduce
a phenomenological cutoff parameter in the final potential to compensate the extended
structure of the hadrons. Details of the formulations and results are given in Refs. [2, 3].

For the ΛcN system, an early study using the SU(4) symmetry [4] concluded that whether
there is a bound state needs further detailed coupled channel calculation. It is interesting to
give the system a serious study with the modern effective theory and couplings to ΣcN and
Σ˚c N. We consider three coupled channels for the spin-singlet case: ΛcNp1S0q, ΣcNp1S0q,
and Σ˚c Np5D0q. For the spin-triplet case, we consider seven channels: ΛcNp3S1q, ΣcNp3S1q,
Σ˚c Np3S1q, ΛcNp3D1q, ΣcNp3D1q, Σ˚c Np3D1q, and Σ˚c Np5D1q. For comparison, we use both
the one-pion-exchange potential (OPEP) model and the one-boson-exchange potential
(OBEP) model in our study. A key feature is that one pion exchange is forbidden in the
dominant channel ΛcN because of the isospin conservation. In the OPEP model, it is the
coupled channel effect that one can get binding solutions with a reasonable cutoff parameter.
By inspecting contributions of individual channel, one observes that the tensor interaction
plays a key role. In the OBEP model, additional scalar and vector meson exchanges con-
tribute significantly. It is more possible to have bound states in this model. In brief, one
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expects the existence of ΛcN hadronic molecules.

For the ΛcΛc system, the allowed S-wave state is only spin-singlet because of Pauli principle.
Channels which can couple with it are ΣcΣcp

1S0q, Σ˚c Σ˚c p1S0q, Σ˚c Σ˚c p5D0q, and ΣcΣ˚c p5D0q.
Although Λc does not decay through strong interaction, ΛcΛc may mix with ΞccN by the
exchange of charmed mesons. Since we consider the possible loosely bound molecular state,
the mixing occurring at short distance may be unimportant and we neglect this channel.
In addition, Ξcc has not been well established yet. For a study of possible bound states in
the ΞccN system, one may consult Ref. [5]. We use only the long-range OPEP model in
our study. Numerically, we can get a loosely bound ΛcΛc hadronic state with a reasonable
cutoff parameter. Although the diagonal potentials are all repulsive, the channel coupling
may result in binding solutions. The tensor force between S-wave channel and D-wave
channel again plays a key role.

To summarize, we find that bound states in both ΛcN and ΛcΛc systems are possible
although the binding energies depend on a phenomenological cutoff parameter. One
expects that these hadronic molecular states may be looked for at experimental facilities.
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The ωρπ coupling in the VMD model revisited

David García Gudiño1 and G. Toledo Sánchez
Instituto de Física, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México

AP 20-364, México D.F. 01000, México

We determine the value of the ω´ ρ´ π mesons coupling (gωρπ), in the context of the vector

meson dominance model, from radiative decays, the ω Ñ 3π decay width and the e`e´ Ñ 3π

cross section. For the last two observables we consider the presence of a contact term as mimic

by a heavier resonance and find its magnitude to be close to other approaches. Our global

average is gωρπ “ 13.8˘ 0.1 (gωρπ “ 11.3˘ 1) without (with) contact term. Although the

value obtained is sensitive to the inclusion of the contact term, the current precision allows to

accommodate its effects within the error bars.

1 Introduction

The coupling between the ω, ρ and π mesons (gωρπ) encodes the strength of the strong
interaction between them. It is required in processes where the vertex appear as a subdia-
gram; some of these processes have an increasing experimental accuracy because of their
implications in observables like the muon magnetic moment [1]. The direct determination
of its magnitude would require the observation of the ω decaying into the others, but since
there is not enough phase space to allow for the three particles to be on the mass shell, it
must be extracted by indirect means. In the vector meson dominance (VMD) model it can
be obtained from a set of different vectorial radiative decays, or in processes containing this
vertex, for example the decay of the ω meson into three pions, which is well known to be
dominated by the ρπ Ñ 3π channel [2]. In this process the presence of a possible contact
term contributing to the decay may strongly influence the determination of gωρπ coupling.
In this work we determine the value of gωρπ in the context of the VMD model from radiative
processes, from the ω Ñ 3π decay and from the e`e´ Ñ 3π cross section. These last two
processes allow the presence of a contact term. A contact term and a pinched diagram due
to the presence of a heavier meson in the intermediate state have the same Lorentz structure;
in fact, it has been suggested this last one as the origin of the contact term itself. Here we
explore at which extent the vector meson ρ1p1450q can mimic a truly contact term under the
VMD idea in the low energy regime. We also examine the effects of this term in the gωρπ

determination.
1davidgarcia@fisica.unam.mx
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2 The gωρπ coupling from different processes.

‚ In the VMD scheme gωρπ can be obtained from several radiative processes such as
ρ´ Ñ π´γ, ρ0 Ñ π0γ, ω Ñ π0γ and π0 Ñ γγ from which we can directly
obtain the gρπγ or gωπγ coupling and then relate them to the gωρπ through the VMD
relations

(1) gωρπ “ gρπγgω{e gωρπ “ gωπγgρ{e,

where gV is the VMD coupling, accounting for the probability of the photon trans-
mutation into V, and can be determined from the V Ñ e`e´ decay. The results from
these processes have been averaged and the final result is shown in the Table 1 as the
VMDradiative prediction.

‚ Consider the ωpqq Ñ π`pp1qπ
´pp2qπ

0pp3q decay, whose amplitude is given by:

MD “ ıεµαβγηµ pα
1 pβ

2 pγ
3

¨

˝6g3π ` 2gωρπgρππ

ÿ

a“t`,´,0u

D´1 “ρa, pi ` pj
‰

˛

‚(2)

where, Drρ, Qs “ Q2 ´ m2
ρ ` imρΓρ and g3π is the contact term; the heavier mass

of the ρ1 allows us to make the approximation |g3π| «
gωρ1π gρ1ππ

m2
ρ1

p“ 49˘ 24 GeV´3).

It is remarkable that this simple approach can mimic the contact term in the same
magnitude as predicted in other approaches [3]. To obtain the gωρπ from this decay
we require to reproduce the experimental value of the total width by adjusting the
coupling in both cases: with and without a contact term. Our results for these
adjustments are presented in Table 1.

‚ Finally, we consider the e`e´ Ñ ω Ñ 3π process, which has an expression closely
related to Eqn. 2. To obtain the gωρπ coupling, we have computed the cross section
for this process ensuring the reproduction of the experimental data [4] by adjusting
the coupling constant in both cases with and without the contact term. Our results
are presented in Table 1.

Without contact With Contact (ρ1)
VMDradiative 11.6˘ 0.2 ´´

Γpω Ñ 3πq 15.7˘ 0.1 12.6˘ 1.3
σpe`e´ Ñ 3πq 13.1˘ 0.1 9.8˘ 1.4

Weighted Average 13.8˘ 0.1 11.3˘ 1

Table 1: Final values for the ωρπ coupling (GeV´1).
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3 Discussion

Table 1 shows the different values for the gωρπ coupling obtained from the processes
discussed above. The VMDradiative prediction do not posses information about a contact
term and for this reason it is only considered without this contribution. As it can be seen,
the value obtained for gωρπ is sensitive to the inclusion of the contact term. Our final results
are the weighted average. A more detailed version of this work can be found in [5].
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Weak decays of doubly charmed baryons
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Within a nonrelativistic quark model, we evaluate exclusive semileptonic decays of ground-

state spin-1/2 doubly heavy charmed baryons driven by a quark c Ñ s, d transition.

We shall only present final results for the decay widths. For the interested reader, Ref. [1]
gives a full account of our work. In particular, a discussion on heavy quark spin symmetry
constraints on form factors and the level to which those constraints are satisfied for the
actual c-quark mass can be found there.

The quantum numbers of the baryons involved in our study are shown in Table 1. Quark
model masses have been taken from our previous works in Refs. [2, 3]. Experimental
masses are the ones given by the PDG [4] and in the table we quote the average over the
different charge states. With the exception of the Ξcc, the agreement is fairly good. In the
calculation we use experimental masses. For the Ξcc which is not well established, and for
the Ωcc, for which there is no experimental information, we take our model predictions of
MΞcc “ 3613 MeV and MΩcc “ 3712 MeV.

In Table 2 we give our results. To the best of our knowledge there are just a few other
calculations of exclusive semileptonic decays of ground-state spin-1/2 doubly charmed
baryons. Those are also shown in Table 2 for comparison. In Ref. [5] only the Ξcc Ñ Ξ1ce`νe

decay was evaluated using the relativistic three-quark model. In Ref. [6], the authors
use heavy quark effective theory and non-relativistic QCD sum rules to evaluate both
the lifetime of the Ξcc baryon and the branching ratio for the combined decay Ξcc Ñ

Ξce`νe ` Ξ1ce`νe ` Ξ˚c e`νe from which we have obtained the semileptonic decay widths
shown in the table. We find a fair agreement of our predictions with both calculations. We
also give results for exclusive semileptonic c Ñ s decays of the Ω`

cc baryon and for sub
dominant c Ñ d decays of both the Ξ``cc , Ξ`cc and Ωcc baryons.

1gajatee@usal.es
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Baryon Jπ Sπ Quark content Mass [MeV]
Quark model Experiment

[2, 3] [4]
Ξcc

1
2
`

1` ccn 3613 3518.9
Ωcc

1
2
`

1` ccs 3712 –
Λc

1
2
`

0` udc 2295 2286.5
Σc

1
2
`

1` nnc 2469 2453.6
Σ˚c

3
2
`

1` nnc 2548 2518.0
Ξc

1
2
`

0` nsc 2474 2469.3
Ξ1c

1
2
`

1` nsc 2578 2576.8
Ξ˚c

3
2
`

1` nsc 2655 2645.9
Ωc

1
2
`

1` ssc 2681 2695.2
Ω˚c

3
2
`

1` ssc 2755 2765.9

Table 1: Quantum numbers of the baryons involved in this study. Jπ is the spin-parity of
the baryon, while Sπ is the spin-parity of the two heavy or the two light quark subsystem.
n denotes a u or d quark.

This work [5] [6]
ΓpΞ``cc Ñ Ξ`c e`νeq pc Ñ sq 8.75ˆ 10´2

ΓpΞ`cc Ñ Ξ0
c e`νeq pc Ñ sq 8.68ˆ 10´2

ΓpΞ``cc Ñ Ξ1`c e`νeq pc Ñ sq 0.146 0.208˜ 0.258
ΓpΞ`cc Ñ Ξ1 0c e`νeq pc Ñ sq 0.145 0.208˜ 0.258
ΓpΞ``cc Ñ Ξ˚`c e`νeq pc Ñ sq 3.20ˆ 10´2

ΓpΞ`cc Ñ Ξ˚ 0
c e`νeq pc Ñ sq 3.20ˆ 10´2

ΓpΞ``cc Ñ pΞ`c ` Ξ1`c ` Ξ˚`qe`νeq pc Ñ sq 0.266 0.37˘ 0.04p˚q

ΓpΞ`cc Ñ pΞ0
c ` Ξ1 0c ` Ξ˚ 0

c qe`νeq pc Ñ sq 0.264 0.47˘ 0.15p˚q

ΓpΞ``cc Ñ Λ`c e`νeq pc Ñ dq 4.86ˆ 10´3

ΓpΞ``cc Ñ Σ`c e`νeq pc Ñ dq 7.94ˆ 10´3

ΓpΞ`cc Ñ Σ0
c e`νeq pc Ñ dq 1.58ˆ 10´2

ΓpΞ``cc Ñ Σ˚`c e`νeq pc Ñ dq 1.77ˆ 10´3

ΓpΞ`cc Ñ Σ˚ 0
c e`νeq pc Ñ dq 3.54ˆ 10´3

ΓpΩ`cc Ñ Ω0
c e`νeq pc Ñ sq 0.282

ΓpΩ`cc Ñ Ω˚ 0
c e`νeq pc Ñ sq 5.77ˆ 10´2

ΓpΩ`cc Ñ Ξ0
c e`νeq pc Ñ dq 4.11ˆ 10´3

ΓpΩ`cc Ñ Ξ1 0c e`νeq pc Ñ dq 7.44ˆ 10´3

ΓpΩ`cc Ñ Ξ˚ 0
c e`νeq pc Ñ dq 1.72ˆ 10´3

Table 2: Decay widths in units of ps´1. We use |Vcs| “ 0.97345 and |Vcd| “ 0.2252 taken
from Ref. [4]. Results with an p˚q, our estimates from the total decay widths and branching
ratios in [6]. Similar results are obtained for µ`νµ leptons in the final state.
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Dispersive sum rules represent long-standing tools for extracting hadron features from QCD;
they are constructed by evaluating matrix elements of suitable operators (e.g. time-ordered
products of quark currents) at the level of both hadron and QCD degrees of freedom. One’s
ignorance of hadronic excitations and continuum is circumvented by ‘quark–hadron duality’:
beyond an ‘effective threshold’ hadron and QCD contributions are assumed to cancel. We [1, 2]
estimate the error induced by such approximation and improve the accuracy of predictions
by elevating our thresholds from constants to functions of momenta and a parameter T or τ

entering upon Borel transformation [3]. This move enables us to define dual correlators, where
the QCD member, truncated at effective threshold seff, exactly counterbalances the hadronic
ground-state member; the form of seff can be determined by fitting known hadron features.
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To scrutinize the applicability of our proposed modified sum-rule algorithm to QCD [4] we
confront extractions of ground-state decay constants

a

Rg ” |Ψp0q| in quantum mechanics
in terms of related wave functions Ψpxq with like extractions of heavy pseudoscalar-meson
decay constants in QCD. The plots depict dual energy Edual over true Eg and decay constant
a

Rg resulting from the funnel potential describing heavy-quark bound states [5] (left), and
B-meson mass Mdual over its experimental value MB and decay constant fdual, predicted by
QCD (right), vs. the associated Borel parameter: Adopting polynomial Ansätze of degree n
for the effective continuum thresholds, the band delimited by our n “ 1 and n “ 2 findings
will provide an ‘educated guess’ of the intrinsic errors of bound-state features such as

a

Rg.
The similarity of the procedures in quantum mechanics and QCD gives us great confidence
that our sum-rule alterations will prove to be successful also in hadron phenomenology [6].
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On lepton pair production in proton-antiproton
collisions at intermediate energies and the main

backgrounds.

Anna Skachkova1 on behalf of the PANDA Collaboration
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research

Joliot-Curie 6, 141980 Dubna, Moscow region, Russia

The lepton pair production via the quark-antiquark annihilation subprocess in collisions of

beam antiproton with the proton target at Ebeam = 14 GeV (which corresponds to the center-

of-mass energy of the pp system Ecm = 5.3 GeV) is studied on the basis of the event sample

simulated by PYTHIA6 generator and PandaRoot package. Different kinematical variables

which may be useful for design of the muon system and the electromagnetic calorimeter of the

detector of PANDA experiment at FAIR, as well as for the study of proton structure functions

in the available x´Q2 kinematical region, are considered. The problems due to the presence of

fake leptons that appear from meson decays, as well as due to the contribution of background

QCD processes and minimum bias events, are also discussed. The set of cuts which allows one

to separate the events with the signal lepton pairs from different kind of background events

are proposed.

1 Introduction

This intermediate energy experiment (Ebeam < 15 GeV) may play an important role because it
allows to study the energy range where the perturbative methods of QCD (pQCD) come into
interplay with a rich physics of bound states and resonances. A detailed and high-precision
experimental study at PANDA may allow to discriminate between a large variety of existing
nonperturbative approaches and models that already exist or are under development now.
Dilepton events may serve as a powerful tool to get out the information about the parton
distribution functions (PDFs) in hadrons [1]. The plans to study this process are included
into the LoI and TPR of PANDA experiment at HESR. This study may provide an interesting
information about quark dynamics inside the nucleon [2]. The results of study of leptons
angle and energy spectra distributions, based on this Monte-Carlo simulation, was used for
a proper geometrical design of PANDA muon system.
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2 Observations and Interpretation

The work presents the distributions of the most essential kinematical variables of individual
leptons from pp Ñ l`l´ ` X (MMT-DY) and benchmark pp Ñ J{ψ ` X (J{ψ Ñ l`l´)
processes. These distributions allow one to estimate the energy, transverse momentum and
angle ranges that may be covered by leptons produced in quark-antiquark annihilation
process. The PYTHIA6 simulation has shown that one may expect to gain about 7 ¨ 107

MMT-DY events per year for the luminosity L “ 2 ¨ 105 mb´1s´1.

The study of kinematical characteristics of lepton pair as a whole system was also done.
The analysis of distributions allowed to determine the region in x-Q2-plane which can
be available for measuring the proton structure function at PANDA: 0.05 ď x ď 0.7 and
Q2 ď 6.25 GeV.

An important problem of background suppresion is also considered. The histograms which
demonstrate the relative contribution of different parents and grandparents of produced
leptons are presented. According to PYTHIA, the fraction of signal dimuon events which
include fake muons is about 16.6%. In a case of electrons the number of signal events
fraction containing fake electrons is about 2%. The set of three cuts is proposed which
allows to reduce the fraction of the signal events containig fake decay leptons to the values
f rµ “ 0001% in a case of µ`µ´ production and f re “ 0.008% in e`e´. Much more dangerous
background is caused by minimum-bias and QCD events. The proposed set of five cuts
allows to get rid completely of minimum-bias and QCD background contribution in the
µ`µ´ case and to reach the value of S{B “ 3.8 for the e`e´ case.

It was also noted that the study of events with two (and even three) lepton pairs would
allow to improve the precision of the parameters of multiple quark interactions, which
measurement will extend the region of QCD studies.
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Pion-exchange tensor forces in nuclear excitations

Sergey I. Sukhoruchkin1

Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute 188300 Gatchina, RUSSIA

Tensor nuclear forces are result of the pion-exchange and we consider these forces in connection

with the origin of the systematic character of excitations and spacing in many nuclei: the

observed frequent appearance of stable energy intervals with values rationally connected with

the nucleon and the lepton (me) mass differences. This tuning effect includes pion mass, its

mass difference (9me), residual interaction of nucleon quarks and nucleon masses.

The pion plays an important role in nuclear physics. Nucleon interactions in nuclei are
considered as a result of the meson exchange. The role of tensor forces connected with the
pion exchange in descriptions of nuclear binding energies and excitations was discussed
in [1-3]. A combinations of spin/orbit values (parallel spin, orbital motions in opposite
directions) are conditions for a manifestation of the pion exchange. We performed an
analysis of excitations (E˚) in nuclei at different nuclear shells where tensor forces are
important.

In sum E˚ distributions of all nuclei (Aď70, Aď150) maxima corresponding to frequently
appeared excitations are found at E˚=1022 keV=2me and E˚=646-1293-1942 keV connected
as 1/2-1-3/2 with the nucleon mass differences δmN=1293.3 keV. This correlation was
named "tuning effect" and some of coincidences observed in near-magic light nuclei are
shown in Table 1 (top). The interval D=εo=1022.0 keV=2me in 10B (close to 2/9 of the pion
mass difference [2,3]) corresponds to the spin-flip effect of nucleons in 1p shell.

The observed exact relation 3:1 in E˚ of 41Ca and 37S (Table 1 right, valence neutron and
pairs of protons in 1d3{2 shell, number of pairs 3 and 1) and the exact 1:2 relation in E˚ of
37S and 38 (N=21-22, one-two valence neutrons and a pair of protons above the subshell
Z=14) correspond to a stable character of the interaction between nucleons with opposite
orbital motions (tensor forces due to pion exchange dynamics). Stable intervals D=1293 keV
were noticed also in sum spacing distribution in levels of 32,33S. The first excitation in 32Si
(E˚=1941.5 keV, two holes in 1d3{2 subshell) coincides with (3/2)δmN. We use analyses of
D-distributions to check the observed regularities in low-lying excitations. Stable intervals
close or rational to parameters εo and δmN were observed in spacing of near-magic 18F
(Fig.1, D=162 keV, other D=480-642-1288 keV, n=1,3,4,8), in 23Na (D=337-428-514 keV), 57Ni
(D=341 keV), 55Co (D=324-512-682 keV) and 89,90Y (D=482, 511-1024 keV).
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Table 1: Top: Comparison of excitations (in keV) of near-magic nuclei with spin-flipp effect
in 10B (εo=1022 keV) and δmN=1293.3 keV. Bottom: The same for 101,103Sn, 123´133Sb.

AZ 10B 10B 12C 18Ne 41Ca 37S 38S
Jπ 0`-1` 2´ 0` (T=2) 0` 0`2 3/2- 3/2- 2+
E˚ 1021.8(2) 5110.3 27595(2) 3576.2 4590(8) 1942.8 646.2 1292.0

n(εo) 1 5 27 7/2 9/2 (3/2)δmN (1/2)δmN δmN

Diff. 0.2(2) 0.3 1(2) 1(2) 9(8) 2(1) 1
AZ 101Sn 103Sn 123Sb 125Sb 127Sb 129Sb 131Sb 133Sb
Jπ 7/2` 7/2` 5/2` 5/2` 5/2` 5/2` 5/2` 5/2`

E˚ 171.7(6) 168.0(1) 160.3(1) 332.1 491.2 645.2(1) 798.5 962.3(1)
n(εo) 1/3 1/3 (1/8)δmN δmN/4 (3/8)δmN (4/8)δmN (5/8)δmN (6/8)δmN

n¨εo 170 170 161 323 484 646 808 969

In 101,103Sn with valence neutrons above Z=N=50 core a stable character of excitations
170 keV=(1/6)εo=me/3 is shown in Table 1. Intervals D=512-3ˆ170 keV and D=648-1293 keV
in 97,98Pd, stable E˚=644 keV in nuclei around the tin, E˚1 =1293.6 keV in 116Sn and the interval
D=1292.0 keV from it to the 1` state (D=δmN) correspond to the tuning effect.

Figure 1: Maxima in spacing distributions in levels of 18F and 122,124Sb (right).

T.Otsuka [1] explained a linear trend of E˚ in 123´133Sb (found by J.Schiffer et al.) as an
action of tensor forces. The case in Sb isotopes (π 2g7{2, ν 1h11{2) is similar to the discussed
case of Ca-S-Si isotopes (1d3{2, 1f7{2). The effect in Sb (constant slope 160 keV) is supported
by the stable D=160 keV in neighbour 122,124Sb (maximum in D-distribution, Fig.1 right).

The interval 3ˆ161 keV=483 keV appears frequently together with D=492 keV and is substi-
tuted with it in 127Sb. Stable D=492-984-3936 keV (n=1-2-4 of 492 keV=2ˆ161 keV+170 keV)
were found in many nuclei. In 38Ar two stable intervals are D=1021 keV=2ˆ511keV and
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D=1476 keV=3ˆ492 keV. Stable nucleon interaction was checked with data for all nuclei.
Intervals (or periods) D=161 keV, 170 keV and 492 keV were found in many nuclei. Z-
distribution of nuclei with such effects is shown in Fig.2. Maxima in regions Z=50-51 (ν
1h11{2) and Z=72-78 (π 1h11{2) are clearly seen. Stable interaction between nucleons was
observed also as a linear dependence of proton separation energies (upon N, parameters
εp2n=SppNq-SppN ´ 2q=(2/3)εo and ε2n2p=(4/3)εo for Z=51, 78 and 84).
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Figure 2: Distribution of Z-numbers of nuclei with stable intervals (arrows mark shells).

We considered nonstatistical effects in neutron resonances of the same nuclei. Maxima
at D=373-745-1501 eV and 570 eV in D-distribution of resonances in 124Sb are close to
D=572 and 749-1496 eV in 105Pd, 104Rh, Th, 80Br, Hf. One of exactly measured small
splitting in low-lying levels of near-magic nuclei is D=1.078 keV between E˚=1022.394 and
E˚=1021.326 in 82Br corresponding to the grouping effect at E˚=εo. The relative values of this
splitting 1.08/1022=1.06¨10´3 and ratios between Sb intervals 373 eV/323 keV=1.15¨10´3,
570 eV/490 keV=1.16¨10´3 are close to the QED radiative correction α{2π=1.16¨10´3.

Long-range correlations in differences of nuclear binding energies ∆EB connected with
nucleon cluster effects were considered in [3] where the similar tuning effect was discussed.

Nucleons have a complex structure consisting (in the first approximation) of three con-
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Table 2: Presentation of parameters of tuning effects in particle masses and nuclear
binding energies ∆EB (upper parts marked X = -1, 0, 1 at left) and in nuclear data (X = 1, 2
bottom) by expression n¨16me(α{2πqXM with QED radiative correction α/2π (α=137´1).
Boxed values mπ-me, me/3 and neutron mass shift Nδ´mn ´me relate to (2/3)mt = MH
with parameters αZ=129´1 and α=137´1. Stable intervals in E˚, Dij (X=1) and in neutron
resonances (X=2) are considered as confirmation of intervals in particle masses (X=-1),
namely, the mass grouping in TEVATRON experiment ∆˝=4 GeV, 3:2:1 ratio between
masses of top quark, Higgs boson and mass grouping effect in LEP experiment (ML3) [3].

X M n = 1 n = 13 n = 14 n = 16 n = 17 n = 18
-1 3

2 , 1
2 mt=171, ML3=58

GeV 1 2∆˝ - 2Mq MZ=91.2 MH=115
0 1 16me=δ mµ = 105.7 (fπ=131) mπ-me m∆-mn/2=147

MeV 1 2∆-ε0 106 = ∆EB 130 = ∆EB 140 = ∆EB 147.2 = ∆EB

3 M"q = mρ/2 M’q = 420 Mq = 441 = ∆EB

1 1 Nδ - mn-me = 161.6 170 = me/3
keV 1,3 9.5 = δ’ 123 134 152, 455 162 (18F), 160 (Sb) 172, 512 (Co)

4,6 492 530 648 (97,98Pd) 682(Co), ε0

8 984 1060 1212 1293 (Pd), ΣE˚ 1360 (Te)
2 1,2,4 δ”,22,44 143 176 187, 373 (Sb), 749 (Br) D in neutron

eV 8 88 570 (Sb) 1500 (Sb,Pd,Rh,Hf) resonances

stituent quarks with the initial mass Mq «440 MeV originated from gluon quark-dressing
effect. The residual quark interaction (nucleon ∆-excitation) and the effect of nearly constant
binding energy of nucleons in nuclei correspond to strong interaction. Relations between
particle masses, nuclear excitations and ∆EB are given in Table 2 [3].

It was suggested by Y.Nambu that empirical relations in particle masses should be used
for the development of the Standard Model. The appearance of the SM-parameter me and
nucleon mass difference δmN in nuclear data confirms this suggestion. For construction
of Table 2 a proximity of QED factor α{2π to ratios between lepton masses (me, mµ) and
well-known parameters (∆-excitation, Z-boson mass) were used. We use also exactly known
experimental ratio between proton and electron masses to obtain relation between them
(boxed in the central part of the Table). Both discussed intervals in nuclear excitations are
related to the pion mass with QED factors α{2π and αZ{2π (αZ=1/129).
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Hadronization in Nuclei – Multidimensional Study

Inti Lehmann1 on behalf of the HERMES Collaboration
Department of Physics and Astronomy

University of Glasgow
Glasgow, G12 8QQ, Scotland/UK

Hadron multiplicities in semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering were measured on neon,

krypton and xenon targets relative to deuterium at an electron-beam energy of 27.6 GeV

at HERMES. These ratios were determined as a function of the virtual-photon energy ν, its

virtuality Q2, the fractional hadron energy z and the transverse hadron momentum with respect

to the virtual-photon direction pt. Dependences were analysed separately for positively and

negatively charged pions and kaons as well as protons and antiprotons in a two-dimensional

representation. These results will help to constrain mechanisms and models of hadronization

much more decisively than by the use of integrated results as traditionally done. A few features

particular to the two-dimensional representation are highlighted in this contribution.

Semi-inclusive production of hadrons in deep-inelastic lepton nucleus scattering (SIDIS)
provides a way to study quark fragmentation or hadronization. Lepto-production of
hadrons has the virtue that the energy and momentum transfered to the hit parton are
well determined, as it is “tagged” by the scattered lepton. In these studies the nucleus is
basically used as a scale probe of the underlying hadronization mechanism: by using nuclei
of increasing size one can investigate the the space(time) development of hadronization.

The ratio of normalised yields Yh
A on neon (Ne), krypton (Kr) and xenon (Xe) targets,

denoted by A, compared to the same quantity on a deuterium D target: Rh
A “ Yh

A{Y
h
D was

measured with the HERMES spectrometer [1] at DESY, where h indicates positively and
negatively charged pions (π`{´) and kaons (K`{´), protons (p) and antiprotons (p). For the
first time a two-dimensional representation is chosen for all hadrons separately. This allows
to observe features that are hidden when integrating over large kinematic ranges. Details,
references to previous measurements and theoretical studies can be found in Ref. [2].

The results show, for example (see Fig. 1), that π` and π´ behave similarly. However,
their dependences with the virtual-photon energy ν change with the fraction carried by the
hadron z. K` show different features compared to K´ which could be due to their different
quark content. Particularly striking is the behaviour of protons, which show completely
different trends in different ranges of z. Presumably, this is due to a sizable contribution
of final-state interactions, such as knock-out processes, in addition to the fragmentation
process.
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Figure 1: Dependence of Rh
A on ν for positively and negatively charged hadrons for three

slices in z as indicated in the legend. The inner and outer error bars indicate the statistical
and total uncertainties, respectively. For the latter the statistical and systematic bin-to-bin
uncertainties were added in quadrature. In addition, scale uncertainties of 3%, 5%, 4%,
and 10% are to be considered for pions, kaons, protons and antiprotons, respectively.

In conclusion, the two-dimensional distributions of Rh
A for identified π`, π´, K`, K´,

protons and antiprotons, measured at HERMES [2], provide detailed information which
is generally not accessible in the one-dimensional distributions (in which all kinematic
variables except one are integrated over, as has been traditionally done). These new detailed
data are expected to be an essential ingredient for constraining models of hadronization
and, hence, improving our understanding of hadron formation.
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the collaborating institutions for their significant effort, and our national funding agencies
for financial support.
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Charmonium spectra at finite temperature from a
Bayesian analysis of QCD sum rules
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bYukawa Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502, Japan

Charmonium spectral functions at finite temperature are studied, making use of a recently

developed method of analyzing QCD sum rules. Employing the Maximum Entropy Method

enables us to directly obtain the spectral function from the sum rules, without having to

introduce any specific assumption about its functional form. QCD sum rules incorporate

finite temperature effects in form of changing values of the various gluonic condensates that

appear in the operator product expansion. These changes depend on the energy density and

pressure at finite temperature, which we extract from lattice QCD. As a result, J{ψ, ηc, χ0 and

χ1 dissolve into the continuum already at temperatures around or slightly above the critical

temperature Tc.

1 Introduction

The method of QCD sum rules [1] provides a powerful tool for investigating the properties
of hadrons at finite temperature directly from QCD [2]. Using this approach the charmonium
system was studied recently [3], and evidence for a considerable change just above Tc in
the spectral functions of various channels was found. To specify the nature of this change
is the major goal of the present study. For this task we employ the Maximum Entropy
Method (MEM), which is applicable to QCD sum rules [4] and has the advantage that
one does not have to introduce any strong assumption about the functional form of the
spectral function, such as the “pole + continuum” ansatz, which is often used in QCD sum
rule studies. This approach is especially suitable for the investigation of spectral functions
at finite temperature, whose behavior can change drastically above the deconfinement
temperature Tc. In these proceedings, we can only show the most important results of our
investigation, while more details can be found in [5].
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2 Results

Obtained spectral functions of the vector and pseudoscalar channels at several temperatures
are shown in Fig. 1. The lowest peaks corresponding to the J{ψ and ηc are observed to
disappear (“melt”) just above the critical temperature Tc. The peaks appearing in the scalar
and axial-vector channels, which represent the χ0 and χ1 resonances, exhibit a similar
behavior. This melting effect is caused by a sudden change of the gluonic condensates
around Tc. As was shown in [3], this change can be related to the behavior of the energy
density and pressure of gluonic matter in this temperature region. A more thorough
discussion on all important details of this study will be given in [6].

Furthermore, we note that the same calculation can be done also for bottomonium channels.
Such an investigation is presently in progress.
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Figure 1: Spectral functions in the vector (left) and pseudosclalar channel (right). For
obtaining these curves the default model was chosen to be a constant with a value adjusted
to the perturbatively calculated spectral function at large energy.
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I “ 1{2 scalar meson in lattice QCD

Motoo Sekiguchi1,a, Teiji Kunihirob, Shin Muroyac, Atsushi Nakamurad, Chiho Nonakae,
and Hiroaki Wadaa

aKokushikan University, bKyoto University, cMatsumoto University, dHiroshima University,
eNagoya University

We present our recent study of I=1/2 scalar meson (κ meson) by the lattice QCD simulation.

1 Introduction

The I=0 scalar meson (σ) and I=1/2 meson (κ) are still a source of debated. The σ meson is
now listed in the table of the Particle Data Group (PDG) [1]. Recent experimental candidates
for the neutral κ are reported to have a mass about 800 MeV [2, 3]. Moreover the charged
κ is observed to be about 800 MeV by BES II collaboration [4, 5]. However, the κ meson
is not currently included in the table of the PDG summary [1]. These mesons can not be
usual qq mesons as described in the non-relativistic costituent quark model since in such
a quark model, JPC=0`` meson is realized in the 3P0 state, which implies that the mass of
the these mesons must be as high as 1.2 „ 1.6 GeV. Several approches based on QCD have
been performed the understanding of the structure of these mesons have not been setled
yet [6–8].

There have been several attempts at lattice study of I=1/2 scalar meson. The first such
calculation was carried out our (Scalar) collaboration [9]. All the lattice results for I=1/2
scalar meson with the used sq (where q is u and d) operator are consistent with mass of the
K˚0 , but inconsistent the κ meson [9,10,12–14]. Recently , Prelovsek et al. presented the I=1/2
light scalar meson using the tetra quark type interpolating operators with the dynamical
simulations and quenched simulations [15]. However they omitted the disconnected
contributions.

2 Method and simulation

We perform dynamical simulations on I=1/2 scalar meson with much higher statistics and
lager lattice volume than the previous simulations. We report the current status of our new
data.
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We use gauge configurations from CP-PACS collaboration [16]. These configurations were
generated with renormalization group improved gauge action and the Wilson-clover quark
action. Our calculation is based upon the variational method. This method is to use several
interpolating operators. The following interpolating operators were adopted the siΓqj, (i,
j =p, n, w). These operators are constructed from Jacobi smeared quarks of Gaussian type
sources and sinks [11]. The subscript p denotes the point source. And the subscripts n, w
denote the type of smearing used. Γ is gamma matrix.

We use 70 gauge configurations for our analysis of I=1 channel. We work on 163 ˆ 32 lattice
at β=1.95 and Csw=1.5300 with a=0.1555(17) fm. The vale of the hopping parameter for hu{d
for u{d quark is hu{d=0.1390. Our mass ratio formπ/mρ = 0.741(5) is consistent with mπ{mρ

=0.752(1) by CP-PACS with hopping parameter h=0 .1390.

Figure 1: Effective mass of a0 (I=1) and κ (I=1/2).

For our analysis of I=1/2 channel, we use 50 gauge configurations. We work on 163

ˆ 32 lattice at β=1.95 and Csw=1.5300 with a=0.1555(17) fm. The value of the hopping
parameter for hu{d for u{d quark is hu{d=0.1390 and the value of hopping parameter for s
quark is hs=0.1375. The s quark is valence approximation. Figure 1 shows the results for
the effective mass a0 (I=1) and κ meson. We have presented tentative results for mass ratio
ma0/mρ=1.30(6) and mκ/mρ=1.29(5).

3 Summary

Our simulations are the preliminary stage. The mass for scalar meson is more noisy than
for π meson and ρ meson. It is necessary to generate much more gauge configurations and
improve the statistical precision of the estimation of the κ meson.

The calculation was carried out on SX-9 at RCNP, Osaka University.
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ρρN and ρρ∆ systems in the fixed center
approximation of Faddeev equations

Bao-Xi Sun1

Institute of Theoretical Physics, Beijing University of Technology, Beijing 100124, China and
IFIC, Universidad de Valencia, 46071 Valencia, Spain

The ρρN and ρρ∆ three-body systems have been studied within the framework of the fixed

center approximation of Faddeev equation. The ρρ interaction in isospin I “ 0, spin S “ 2 is

strongly attractive, and so are the Nρ, ∆ρ interactions. This leads to bound states of both ρρN

and ρρ∆. We find peaks of the modulus squared of the scattering matrix around 2227 MeV for

ρρN, and 2372 MeV for ρρ∆.

In Fig. 1, we show the results of |T|2 for the Nρρ system with Λ “ 875 MeV, which is suited
to obtain the f2p1270q resonance. We observe a peak around 2227 MeV with a width of
100 MeV. The peak does not have a standard Breit-Wigner form. The sharp peak could be
indicative of a cusp effect but the threshold for N f2p1270q is at 2210 MeV, about 17 MeV
below the peak in Fig. 1. In fact, a small cusp peak at threshold is also visible in the figure
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Figure 1: Modulus squared of the unitarized N´ ρ´ ρ amplitude with Λ “ 875 MeV. The
solid line denotes the case with the f2p1270q decay width, and the dashed line is for the
case without the f2p1270q decay width.

at this energy. On the other hand, when the convolution for the mass distribution of the
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f2p1270q due to its width is considered, the peak of the cusp disappears, but a peak in |T|2,
slightly shifted to higher energies, still remains with a similar or slightly larger width.

In Fig. 2, we show the results of |T|2 for the ∆ρρ system with Λ “ 875 MeV. We observe
a peak around 2372 MeV. Two features can be observed from Fig. 2. The peak has now
an approximate Breit-Wigner shape and the strength of |T|2 at the peak is about 200 times
bigger than in Fig. 1 for the Nρρ state, although the peak is now narrower than in Fig. 1.
Yet, the integrated strength of the peak is still about 40 times bigger. The large value of T in
the ∆ρρ case indicates that in a production of the resonance in one reaction, the magnitude
of the resonance excitation would be large through the consideration of the intermediate
∆ρρ state and its coupling to the resonance. The consideration of the width of the f2p1270q
reduces the strength of the peak and increases the width of the resonance. The width is still
relatively small, about 25 MeV. In our approach, once the convolution for the width of the
f2p1270q is done, the main decay channel would be ∆ππ. This is interesting to know from
the experimental point of view.
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Figure 2: Modulus squared of the unitarized ∆´ ρ´ ρ amplitude with Λ “ 875 MeV. The
solid line denotes the case with the f2p1270q decay width, and the dashed line is for the
case without the f2p1270q decay width.
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The Yp3940q, Zp3930q and the Xp4160q as dynamically
generated resonances from the vector-vector

interaction

Raquel Molina1 and Eulogio Oset
Instituto de Física Corpuscular (IFIC, centro mixto CSIC-UV), Valencia, Spain

We apply a unitary approach together with a set of hidden-gauge Lagrangians to study the

vector-vector interaction. Concretely, we focus on the sector with quantum numbers charm

C “ 0 and strangeness S “ 0 in the region around 4000 MeV. We get five poles, three of which

could be identified with the Y(3940), Z(3930) and X(4160). These poles appear with quantum

numbers I “ 0 and JPC “ 0``, 2`` and 2``, respectively, and can be considered as hadronic

molecules made of D˚D˚, D˚s D˚s .

1 Introduction

The B-factories at SLAC, KEK and CESR, which were originally constructed to test matter-
antimatter asymmetries or CP violation, have discovered new hidden-charm states around
the energy region of 4000 MeV. Generally speaking, these states cannot be accomodated in
the cc spectrum. They are naively called as XYZ particles.

In this talk we study the case of a system of two vector meson with charm C “ 0 and
strangeness S “ 0 around 4000 MeV (hidden charm sector).

2 Formalism

Within the theorical framework, there are two main ingredients: first, we take the La-
grangians for the interaction of vector mesons among themselves, that come from the
hidden gauge formalism of Bando-Kugo-Yamawaki [1]. Second, we introduce the potential
V obtained from these Lagrangians (projected in s-wave, spin and isospin) in the Bethe
Salpeter equation, T “ p1̂´VGq´1V, where G is the loop function. Finally, we look for poles
of the unitary T matrix in the second Riemann sheet. All this procedure is well explained
in [2, 3].

1rmolina@ific.uv.es
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IGrJPCs Theory Experiment
(Mass, Width) Name Mass Width JPC

0`r0``s (3943, 17) Yp3940q 3943˘ 17 87˘ 34 JP`

3914.3`4.1
´3.8 33`12

´8
0´r1`´s (3945, 0) "Ypp3945q"
0`r2``s (3922, 55) Zp3930q 3929˘ 5 29˘ 10 2``

0`r2``s (4157, 102) Xp4160q 4156˘ 29 139`113
´65 JP`

1´r2``s (3912, 120) "Ypp3912q"

Table 1: Comparison of the mass, width and quantum numbers with the experiment. All
the quantities are in units of MeV.

The results for the pole position obtained together with a possible assignment with some
of the XYZ particles observed in the energy region of 4000 MeV is given in Table 1. While
the Y(3940) and Z(3930) couple more to D˚D˚ in the model, the X(4160) couples to D˚s D˚s
mostly. The other two states, one with I “ 1 and J “ 2 and the other with I “ 0 and J “ 1
are predictions of the model.

3 Conclusions

We find five states with quantum numbers IGrJPCs “ 0`r0``s, 0´r1`´s, 0`r2``s, 0`r2``s
and 1´r2``s that are bound states or resonances made of D˚D˚ and D˚s D˚s mostly. The
states with IGrJPCs “ 0´r1`´s and 1´r2``s are predictions of the model whereas the others
can be associated to the Z(3930), Y(4140) and X(4160). The region around 3940 MeV is very
interesting and there could be more resonances not yet seen in this region.
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Test of OZI violation in vector meson
production with COMPASS

Johannes Bernhard1,a and Karin Schönningb on behalf of the COMPASS Collaboration
aInstitut für Kernphysik, Johannes-Gutenberg-Universität Mainz

bCERN, Geneva

The COMPASS experiment at CERN SPS completed its data taking with hadron beams (p,

π, K) in the years 2008 and 2009 by collecting a large set of data using different targets (H2,

Pb, Ni, W). These data are dedicated to hadron spectroscopy, where the focus is directed to

the search for exotic bound states of quarks and gluons (hybrids, glueballs). The production of

such states is known to be favoured in glue-rich environments, e.g. so-called OZI-forbidden

processes. The OZI rule postulates that processes with disconnected quark line diagrams

are forbidden. On the one hand, the study of the degree of OZI violation in vector meson

production yields the possibilty to learn more about the involved production mechanisms.

On the other hand it helps to understand the nucleon’s structure itself. Contrary to former

experiments, the large data sample allows for detailed studies in respect to Feynman’s variable

xF. We present results from the ongoing analysis on the comparison of ω and φ vector mesons

production in p p ÝÑ p pω{φq p, where the possibilty of measuring the spin alignment of both

vector mesons at the same time makes COMPASS unique.

1 Introduction

The OZI rule [1] declares that processes with disconnected quark line diagrams are forbid-
den. Though being phenomenological when first formulated, it could later be explained
by QCD. It has been helpful in explaining a multitude of phenomena, for example the
large branching fraction of φ decays into KK final states and the suppressed production
of mesons with an ss component. The production of φ mesons in reactions with only non-
strange hadrons in the initial state is, according to OZI, only allowed due to the deviation
δV “ 3.7o from ideal mixing of ω and φ. This gives a prediction of the cross section ratio
R “ σpAB Ñ φXq{σpAB Ñ ωXq of 4.2 ¨ ˚146 ˚ 10´3 [2], where A, B and X are non-strange
hadrons. Though based on a very simplified picture, the predicted value is in most reactions
surprisingly well fulfilled [3]. However, violations have been observed in pp annihilations
at rest and NN collisions as well as NN and Nπ collisions near the kinematic threshold [4].
These violations have been interpreted as i) intermediate gluonic states [5], ii) a polarised
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strangeness component in the nucleon [6] or, near the kinematic threshold, iii) differences in
the production mechanism and the nature of the meson-nucleon interaction. The COMPASS
experiment is well suited for precise tests of the OZI rule and can provide data in a new
energy range. In the following, the COMPASS experiment and the recent results of the
ongoing analysis will be presented.

COMPASS is a two-stage magnetic spectrometer [7] at the CERN SPS dedicated to structure
studies and spectroscopy. It features large angular acceptance over a wide momentum range
and is capable of particle identification with the means of a RICH detector. Neutral particles
are detected with electromagnetic (ECAL1+2) and hadronic (HCAL1+2) calorimeters in both
stages of the spectrometer. To confine data taking to the relevant processes of diffractive
scattering and central production, a scintillator barrel detector (RPD) was surrounding the
target and used to measure and trigger on recoiling protons.

2 Analysis and discussion
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Figure 1: Left: Invariant mass distribution of γγ before cuts in the p p Ñ p π0 π` π´ p
channel. Right: Cherenkov angle (RICH detector) vs. momentum of charged particles.

The analysis presented here concentrates on the 2008 p p data set, i.e. one week of data of
190 GeV proton beams impinging on a liquid hydrogen target. The two channels p p Ñ
p ω p, ω Ñ π` π´ π0 and p p Ñ p φ p, φ Ñ K` K´ were compared. For both channels,
events were selected with one tagged incoming proton, one recoil proton in the RPD and
three outgoing charged tracks from the primary vertex. Furthermore, in the ω case, a π0

candidate reconstructed from two photons (see the left panel of Fig. 1) and a positive RICH
identification of the π` were required. In the φ case, positive RICH identification of the K`

was required (for the RICH separation, see the right panel of Fig. 1).

For both decay channels, the total momentum of the final state was required to be within
˘ 6 GeV/c of the beam momentum and in addition, the recoiling proton and the forward
p φ{p ω system must be coplanar within ˘ 2 σ of the RPD’s experimental resolution, i.e.
0.28 rad. The data are binned in terms of xF of the forward proton. Fig. 2 shows the
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Figure 2: Invariant mass distributions of the K` K´ and π0 π` π´ subsystems. Left: Full
data sample. Right: xF of forward proton limited to p0.6 ă xF ă 0.7q, with fitted curves as
explained in the text.

invariant mass distributions of both the K` K´ and π0 π` π´ subsystems, respectively,
for the total data sample presented here (upper left and lower left panel) and for the

Figure 3: Acceptance corrected ratio R of φ and ω
yields as a function of xF of the forward proton.

subinterval 0.6 ă xF ă 0.7. A Breit-Wigner
curve, convoluted with a Gaussian on top of
a polynomial background was fitted to the
data and the background was subtracted
in order to obtain the yield of each vector
meson. The yields were corrected for the
branching ratio (89.2% for ω Ñ π` π´ π0

and 48.9% for φ Ñ K` K´) and accep-
tance, which was obtained by MC simu-
lations. There is a systematic uncertainty
in the photon reconstruction efficiency of
10%, obtained by comparing the acceptance
corrected yields of ω Ñ π`π´π0 and ω Ñ

γπ0. The preliminary results are presented
in Fig. 3. The systematics shown include
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the photon reconstruction efficiency and the error of the BW fit, the latter being smaller
than 1.5%. Additional sources of systematic uncertainties like the RICH efficiency and the
model dependence of the acceptance may also contribute non-negligibly but need further
study and are therefore not quoted here. The COMPASS data show an OZI violation of
approximately a factor of three.

3 Outlook

The 2009 proton data set will increase the statistics by a factor of« 10 and will allow for finer
binning. Furthermore, a dedicated comparative study of the vector meson spin alignment
with respect to different quantisation axes, e.g. as performed in [8] or suggested in [9] is
planned. This will give deeper insight into the underlying physics of diffractive and central
processes at COMPASS energies. In particular, the studies of central systems will benefit
from more knowledge of the production processes [10], but also the search for exotic states
in multi-particle final states will profit due to better understanding of backgrounds, e.g. in
π´ p Ñ Ks K˘ π¯ π¯ p [11].
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Diffractive dissociation into KsK˘π¯π´ final states
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bPhysikalisches Institut, Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg 79104 Freiburg, GERMANY

The COMPASS fixed-target experiment at CERN/SPS is dedicated to the study of hadron

structure and spectroscopy, especially the search for spin-exotic states. After having started to

study the existence of the spin-exotic π1p1600q resonance in the 2004 pilot-run data, the new

2008/09 data will enable us to further clarify the situation. Apart from the π1p1600q resonance,

also a spin-exotic π1p2000q was reported in the past in the f1p1285qπ decay channel by the

E852/BNL experiment, however, this state still lacks confirmation. We present a first event

selection of the diffractively produced pKKππq´ system showing clean f1p1285q and f1p1420q

resonances at competing statistics. A partial-wave analysis started on f1p1285qπ and f1p1420qπ

decay channels will further complete the search for spin-exotics in the 2008/09 COMPASS

data.

1 Introduction

One important part of the COMPASS physics programme is the search for new states, in
particular the search for spin-exotic states and glueballs. COMPASS has started to contribute
to the puzzle of the existence of spin-exotic mesons with the published 2004 pilot-run data,
showing a significant production strength for an exotic JPC “ 1´` state at 1.66 GeV/c2 [1].
The high-statistics 2008/09 data sets, covering almost all decay channels reported in the past,
will further clarify the situation. Apart from the spin-exotic π1p1600q resonance observed
in various decay channels and experiments, also a spin-exotic π1p2000q candidate was
reported in the past by the E852 experiment at BNL in the f1p1285qπ decay channel [2, 3].
This state, however, still requires confirmation.

In this paper, we present the event selection of the diffractively produced pKKππq´ system
showing clean f1p1285q and f1p1420q signals competitive with the BNL/E852 data. The
accessible mass range is extended beyond 2 GeV/c2. The started partial-wave analysis
(PWA) of the f1p1285qπ and f1p1420qπ systems will further complete the search for spin-
exotics in the 2008/09 COMPASS data. A PWA of the pKKππq´ system will on the one
hand complement previous searches in the f1π-channel, on the other hand it will be the
first PWA of the f1p1420qπ system.
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π−,Κ−

Proton (0.4m) or
Nuclear targets 

Electromagnetic calorimeters

ECAL1 
(2°≤ θγ ≤ 12°)

ECAL2 
(0.4°  ≤ θγ ≤ 2°)

All COMPASS trackers:
SciFi, Si, MM, GEM, DC, Straw, MWPC

(final states involving π0,η, η’, …)

incl. upgrades, close to beam:
ColdSilicons, PixelGEMs

Recoil detector to trigger on 
reactions inside target (RPD)

CEDARS 
Beam particle PID

Figure 1: (Left) Sketch of the two-stage COMPASS spectrometer. (Right) Measured
Cherenkov angle using RICH-1 versus particle momentum. Three bands appear cor-
responding to the different masses of pions, kaons, and (anti-)protons; some additional
contribution from δ-electrons is present at low masses and angles.

The COMPASS two-stage spectrometer [4] at the CERN SPS features charged particle
tracking and good coverage by electromagnetic calorimetry for both stages (Fig. 1). The
fixed liquid hydrogen target is surrounded by a recoil proton detector (RPD) included in
the trigger. Moreover, a Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detector in the first stage allows
for final state particle identification (PID). A good separation of pions from kaons allows
for final state PID and hence the study of kaonic final states. Two Cherenkov Differential
counters with Achromatic Ring focus (CEDAR) upstream of the target are used to identify
the incoming beam particle. Not only kaon diffraction, tagging the kaon contribution
in the negative hadron beam (96.8 % π´, 2.4 % K´, 0.8 % p) can thus be studied, cf. [5],
but also production of strangeness with the pion beam, see also [6, 7]. The COMPASS
data recorded with 190 GeV/c hadron beams in 2008/09 provide excellent opportunity for
simultaneous observation of new states in various decay modes within the same experiment,
see also [8–10].

2 First glimpse on the diffractively produced pKKπq0 system

The pKKππq´ events are selected from the full 2008 data set taken with negatively charged
pion beam. Exactly one reconstructed primary vertex inside the target volume is required
for each event. Further, three outgoing charged tracks (two negative, one positive) were
required, resulting in two types of final states: (a) KsK`π´π´ and (b) KsK´π`π´. The
K0s are identified by requiring the invariant mass of the pion pair from the reconstructed
V0 decay (after anticut on Λ and Λ) to be within ˘20 MeV/c2 with respect to the PDG
mass. Only events with exactly one K0 candidate are accepted. By PID of the K˘ with
the RICH detector (using the likelihood ratio of the Kaon assumption over others), the
two types are separated, remaining particles are assumed to be pions. The beam energy
is determined by the total momentum of the outgoing system. In order to select exclusive
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Figure 2: Exemplary sub mass spectra shown for event type (a) (similar for (b)). Left: The
pKπq0 subsystem features a clean K˚p892q peak and some contribution from K˚0,2p1430q.
Right: The pKKq subsystem shows a clean a0p980q peak at threshold and some a2p1320q
contribution.
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Figure 3: Left: The pKKπq0 subsystem, showing clean f1p1285q and f1p1420q peaks before
(dots) and after (line) an additional restriction of the KK mass to the a0p980q region. Right:
Comparing the similar plot published by BNL/E852 [2], the COMPASS statistics exceeds
the one analysed by E852 by a factor of 10 (or a factor of about 20, taking into account
also the 2009 data with negative pion beam). Not only the observed f1p1285q but also the
f1p1420q are nearly background free as compared to BNL/E852 [2].
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events, two main cuts are applied consistently in terms of ˘2 σ of each distribution: On the
calculated beam energy (˘2 GeV{c2), and on the azimuthal angle anti-correlation (˘0.3 rad)
of the recoil proton (measured with the RPD) and the outgoing system (measured with
the spectrometer). To get a first glimpse on the isobars to be included for the PWA, the
mass spectra of the different subsystems have been studied. In Fig. 2, the pKπq0 and the
pKKq subsystems are exemplary shown, featuring clean K˚p892q and a0p980q peaks, also
contributions from K˚0,2p1430q and a2p1320q are present. The pKKπq0 subsystem (Fig. 3) is
of particular interest, as a spin-exotic 1´` resonance was reported in the f1p1285qπ decay
channel. It features clean f1p1285q and f1p1420q peaks. Even though an η contribution
cannot be excluded, a first mass-independent PWA indicate contributions from ηp1405q and
ηp1295q to be minor, consistent with the observation by E852 [3]. Further isobars obviously
to be included are: Kπ and KK s-wave contributions and, for event type (b) only, ρp770q,
f1p1270q, and f0p600q or σ (corresponding mass spectra not shown).

3 Conclusions and summary

The COMPASS hadron data taken in 2008/09 will allow us to contribute solving the puzzle
of light spin-exotic mesons, even extending the region to higher masses beyond 2 GeV/c2.
We presented a first selection of KsK˘π¯π´ events, verifying our feasibility to study not
only the diffractively produced f1p1285qπ at competing statistics but also the f1p1420qπ
system. In the former decay mode, apart from the π1p1600q, a second spin-exotic JPC “ 1´`

resonance at 2 GeV/c2, the π1p2000q, was reported in the past by one experiment [3],
whereas the latter has never been studied before.
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Study of a0
0p980q ´ f0p980q mixing at BESIII

Chunyan Liu on behalf of the BESIII Collaboration
Institute of High Energy Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China, 100049

In this talk,we present direct measurements of a0
0p980q´ f0p980qmixing in the processes J{ψ Ñ

φ f0p980q Ñ φa0
0p980q Ñ φηπ0 and ψ1 Ñ γχc1, χc1 Ñ π0a0

0p980q Ñ π0 f0p980q Ñ π0π`π´

with 2.25ˆ 108 J{ψ data and 1.06ˆ 108 ψ1 data at BESIII.

1 Introduction

BESIII/BEPCII [1] is a major upgrade of the BESII detector and BEPC accelerator. The
primary physics purposes are aimed at the study of hadron spectroscopy and τ-charm
physics.
The nature of the scalar mesons a0

0p980q and f0p980q has been a hot topic in light hadron
physics for many years. The mixing between a0

0p980q and f0p980q is expected to shed light
on the nature of these two resonances. In this talk,we present the recent result from the
study of a0

0p980q ´ f0p980qmixing at BESIII [2].

2 Study of a0
0p980q ´ f0p980q mixing at BESIII

The leading contribution to the isospin-violating mixing transition amplitudes for f0p980q Ñ
a0

0p980q and a0
0p980q Ñ f0p980q are shown to be dominated by the difference of the unitarity

cut which arises from the mass difference between the charged and neutral kaons. As
a consequence, a narrow peak of about 8 MeV{c2 is predicted between the charged and
neutral kaon thresholds. Using the samples of 2.25ˆ 108 J{ψ and 1.06ˆ 108 ψ1 events,we
perform direct measurements of a0

0p980q ´ f0p980qmixing in the processes J{ψ Ñ φηπ0 and
ψ1 Ñ γχc1, χc1 Ñ π0a0

0p980q Ñ π0 f0p980q Ñ π0π`π´.

FIG.(a) shows the fitting results of ηπ0 mass spectrum recoiling against φ signal in J{ψ Ñ
φ f0p980q Ñ φa0

0p980q Ñ φηπ0.The dotted line shows the mixing signal. The dash-dotted
line denotes the a0

0p980q from virtual photon or K˚K loop. The dashed line is a polynomial
background constrained to the φ sideband. The significance of f0p980q Ñ a0

0p980qmixing
signals is 3.3 σ. The mixing branching ratio is determined to be BpJ{ψ Ñ φ f0p980q Ñ
φa0

0p980q Ñ φηπ0q(ă 5.4ˆ 10´6 at the 90% C.L.).
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For a0
0p980q Ñ f0p980q transition, the mass spectrum of π`π´ in the χc1 mass window is

fitted in a similar style, shown in FIG. (b).The significance of a0
0p980q Ñ f0p980qmixing sig-

nals is 1.9 σ. The mixing branching ratio is determined to be Bpψ1 Ñ γχc1 Ñ γπ0a0
0p980q Ñ

γπ0 f0p980q Ñ γπ0π`π´q(ă 6.0 ˆ 10´7 at the 90% C.L.).The mixing intensities ξ f a for
f0p980q Ñ a0

0p980q transition and ξa f for a0
0p980q Ñ f0p980q transition are defined and calcu-

lated as:

ξ f a “
BpJ{ψÑφ f0p980qÑφa0

0p980qÑφηπ0q

BpJ{ψÑφ f0p980qÑφπ`π´q
(ă 1.1% at the 90% C.L.),

ξa f “
Bpψ1Ñγχc1Ñγπ0a0

0p980qÑγπ0 f0p980qÑγπ0π`π´q

Bpψ1Ñγχc1Ñγπ0a0
0p980qÑγπ0π0ηq

(ă 1.0% at the 90% C.L.).

3 Summary

A new facility for physics in the charm-τ region BEPCII/BESIII has become operational.
With the world¡¯s largest samples of J{ψ and ψ1 collected at BESIII, the direct measurement
of a0 and f0 mixing is performed for the first time.The measurements will be very helpful
for pinning down the natures of a0

0p980q and f0p980q.
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Jenifer Nebreda, José Ramón Peláez, and Guillermo Ríos
Departamento de Física Teórica II. Universidad Complutense de Madrid, 28040, Madrid, Spain

We review our recent study of the Nc dependence of the parameters of the lightest scalar and

vector mesons and other highly 1{Nc suppressed observables in a model independent way,

showing that the expansions need unnaturally large coefficients for the scalars. We also study

their mass and width Nc evolution by means of Unitarized Chiral Perturbation Theory to

compare with the qq scaling M „ 1, Γ „ 1{Nc. We see that the vectors follow the qq scaling

whereas the scalars do not, although we might be seeing a subdominant qq component in the

f0p600qwith a mass around 1 GeV in the two-loop analysis.

The nature of the scalar mesons is still the object of an intense debate and different models
suggest that they may not be ordinary quark-antiquark mesons, but tetraquarks, meson
molecules, glueballs, or a complicated mixture of all these. The problem, of course, is
that we do not know how to solve QCD at low energies. However, since the QCD 1{Nc

expansion is applicable at all energies, and the mass and width of qq mesons scale as Op1q
and Op1{Ncq, respectively, the Nc dependence of resonances becomes a powerful tool to
study the nature of these resonances. Another useful approach is to extrapolate the pion
mass up to the region where Lattice results are available. Results on this matter were shown
in the poster, but due to space limitations here we prefer to focus on the more recent results
on Nc extrapolation and particularly on the study of highly 1{Nc suppressed observables
and refer the reader to the original publications on chiral extrapolation [1, 2].

Mass and width dependence on Nc We first study the mass and width behavior of light
resonances using ChPT—which is the QCD low energy effective Lagrangian—and unita-
rization with a dispersion relation. The poles of the ρp770q and K˚p982q vectors behave
predominantly as expected for qq states whereas those of the f0p600q, also called σ, and
Kp800q scalars do not. Still, a possible subdominant qq component for the f0p600qmay arise
naturally at two loops [3] within ChPT (less so at one loop), but with a mass around 1 GeV
or more. We refer the reader to papers [3, 4] for a more detailed discussion.

Highly 1{Nc suppressed observables In this section we provide adimensional observ-
ables with corrections suppressed further than 1{Nc, that can also be applied directly to real
data at Nc “ 3, without the need to extrapolate to larger Nc using unitarized ChPT.
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ρp770q K˚p892q f0p600q Kp800q
a ´0.06˘ 0.01 0.02 ´252`119

´156 -2527
b 0.37`0.04

´0.05 0.16 77`28
´24 162

Table 1: Normalized coefficients of the 1{Nc expansion for different resonances. For qq
resonances, all them are expected to be of order one or less.

Let sR “ m2
R ´ imRΓR be the pole position of a resonance that behaves as a qq. Making use

of the scaling behavior found in [5] for δpmRq and δ1pmRq, we can write down the following
adimensional observables whose corrections are suppressed further than just 1{Nc:

π
2 ´Re t´1{σ

δ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

m2
R

” ∆1 “ 1`
a

N3
c

,(1)

´
rRe t´1s1

δ1σ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

m2
R

” ∆2 “ 1`
b

N2
c

,(2)

where tpsq is the partial wave, σ “ 2k{
?

s, k is the meson center of mass momentum and
derivatives are taken with respect to s. The coefficients a and b should naturally be Op1q
or less. It is relatively simple to make a and b much smaller than one with cancellations
with natural higher order 1{Nc contributions, but very unnatural to make them much
larger. In Table 1 we show the resulting a and b for the lightest resonances found in ππ

and πK elastic scattering. We observe that for the ρp770q and K˚p892q vector resonances all
parameters are of order one or less, as expected for qq states. In contrast, for the f0p600q and
Kp800q scalar resonances we find that all parameters are larger, by two orders of magnitude,
than expected for qq states, which makes the qq interpretation of both scalars extremely
unnatural. Furthermore, unitarized ChPT can be used to calculate the ∆i ´ 1 observables, in
order to show that, for scalars, what really happens is that they do not even follow the 1{Nc

expansion of qq states given in Eqs. (1) and (2). For this analysis we refer the reader to [6]
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Preliminary results on e`e´ Ñ hadrons
from SND detector at VEPP-2000 collider

Alexander E. Obrazovsky1 on behalf of the SND collaboration
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics

11 Academician Lavrentiev ave.
630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

Preliminary results on e`e´ Ñ 3π, 4π, ωπ0, ηπ`π´, nn cross sections measured with SND

detector at VEPP-2000 collider are reported. The data were collected in 2010–2011 in the energy

range 2E = 1.0–2.0 GeV, the total integrated luminosity used is about 7 pb´1.

Spherical Neutral Detector (SND) [1] is a general purpose non-magnetic detector for experi-
ments at electron-positron collider VEPP-2000 [2] in Novosibirsk in the c.m. energy range
2E = 0.4–2.0 GeV. Experiments at VEPP-2000 with SND and Cryogenic Magnetic Detector
(CMD) begun in 2010. In 2010 and 2011 two scans of the energy range 2E = 1.0–2.0 GeV
(MHAD2010 and MHAD2011) were performed with the integrated luminosity of 5 and 25
pb´1, respectively.

Preliminary results on some e`e´ Ñ hadrons cross sections are presented in Fig. 1. Cross
sections of e`e´ Ñ π`π´π0, π`π´π0π0, ωπ0 Ñ π0π0γ and ηπ`π´ are measured using
the data of MHAD2010 experiment. In the e`e´ Ñ π`π´π0 cross section, the ω(1420) and
ω(1650) resonances are seen. The cross section of e`e´ Ñ π`π´π0π0 is dominated by the
ρ(1450) and ρ(1700) decays. The fit to the e`e´ Ñ ωπ0 cross section data takes into account
contributions from the ω(782) and ω(1450) resonances. The cross section of e`e´ Ñ ηπ`π´

is dominated by the ρp1450q Ñ ηπ`π´ decay.

The e`e´ Ñ nn cross section is measured on the part of MHAD2011 statistics, about 2.5 pb´1.
The detection efficiency is about 30 %. The e`e´ Ñ pp and γγ background contributions
are subtracted. Fitting the cross section with a step function yields σ “ 0.1˘ 0.2 nb below
the threshold and σ “ 0.8˘ 0.2 nb above the threshold. All quoted errors are statistical. The
sources of systematic uncertainties are being analyzed.

Future SND plans at VEPP-2000 include a scan of the full energy range 2E “0.4–2.0 GeV
and the analysis of other e`e´ Ñ hadrons processes such as e`e´ Ñ KSKL, KKπ, pp.

1obrazov@inp.nsk.su
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Figure 1: Cross sections measured with SND at VEPP-2000, in comparison with previous
measurements.
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Low-Energy Processes 1 Chair: Achim Denig

14:30 Fabio Ambrosino Chiral dynamics at KLOE, MAINZ, ELSA and other labs
14:55 Jose Manuel Alarcón πN scattering in relativistic baryon chiral perturbation theory revis-

ited
15:15 Manuel Pavón Valder-

rama
Perturbative Treatment of Chiral Two Pion Exchange in Nucleon-
Nucleon Scattering

15:35 Martin Hoferichter Roy-Steiner equations for γγ Ñ ππ

16:00 Coffee Break

Light Mesons 3 Chair: Dennis Weygand

16:30 Dmitri Melikhov Pion form factor in a broad range of momentum transfers from local-
duality QCD sum rule

16:50 Bastian Brandt Precision calculation of the pion electromagnetic form factor from
lattice QCD

17:10 Volker Metag Determination of the η transition form-factor from the η Ñ e`e´γ

decay
17:30 Camilla Di Donato Hadron Physics at KLOE and KLOE-2
17:50 Prometeusz Jasinski Analysis of diffractive dissociation of exclusive K´π`π´ events in

the high energetic hadron beam of the COMPASS-experiment
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Quarkonia 3 Chair: Simon Eidelman
16:30 Claudia Patrignani Recent BABAR Studies of Bottomonium States
16:50 Alexander Kuzmin Bottomonium results at Belle
17:10 Alexander Laschka Mass dependence of the heavy quark potential and its effects on

quarkonium states
17:30 Giovanni Sabatino Quarkonia measurements in dimuon final states at LHCb
17:50 Bora Akgun Quarkonium production in pp collisions at 7 TeV with the CMS

experiment

Light Baryons 4 Chair: Mauro Anselmino
16:30 Eva-Maria Kabuss Spin physics at COMPASS
16:50 Nour Makke Quark fragmentation functions from SIDIS hadron multiplicities in

COMPASS
17:10 Eulogio Oset The K´d Ñ Λp1405qn reaction with the DAΦNE set up and the two

Λp1405q states
17:30 Valery Lyubovitskij Mesons and baryons in holographic soft-wall model
17:50 Pedro González A plausible explanation of the ∆5{2`p2000q puzzle

Hadrons in Hot and Cold Medium 2 Chair: Tullio Bressani
16:30 Mariana Nanova Photoproduction of η1 Mesons from Nuclei
16:50 Raquel Molina K˚ mesons in matter
17:10 Andrey Polyanskiy Measurement of the in-medium φ-meson width in proton-nucleus

collisions
17:30 Paul Bühler Measuring the J{ψ-Nucleon dissociation cross section with PANDA
17:50 Satoshi Itoh Precision Spectroscopy of Pionic Atom at RIKEN-RIBF
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Poster Session
Michael Kunkel Dalitz Decay of Pseudoscalar Mesons from Photoproduction on Hydrogen Target

with CLAS
Nadezhda Ladygina Study of deuteron-proton and deuteron-deuteron collisions at intermediate energies
Ajay Majethiya Properties of charm baryons in quark-diquark model
Hiroaki Kohyama Nonet meson properties in Nambu Jona-Lasinio model with dimensional regular-

ization
Melahat Bayar The KNN system with chiral dynamics
Monika Grothe Measurements of Bose-Einstein correlations at LHC with CMS
Kazem Azizi Strong coupling constants of heavy baryons to pseudoscalar and vector mesons
Ju Jun Xie Faddeev fixed center approximation to the NKK system and the signature of a

Np1920qp1{2`q state
Regina Kleinhappel Hadron Resonances within a Constituent-Quark Model
Yanrui Liu Possible hadronic molecules: Λc N and Λc ´Λc
David Garcia About the contact term in the ω Ñ 3pion process from the Vector Dominance point

of view
Ricardo Torres-Andres Chiral and isospin symmetry breaking: order parameters and susceptibilities
Eliecer Hernandez-Gajate Weak decays of doubly-charmed baryons
Javier Vijande Stability of many quark systems
Wolfgang Lucha Unprejudiced look at effective continuum thresholds in Borel dispersive sum rules
Anna Skachkova On lepton pair production in proton-antiproton collisions at intermediate energies

and the main backgrounds
Andrea Lavagno Hadron production at finite temperature and density within an effective relativistic

mean field model
Sergey Sukhoruchkin The role of pion-exchange tensor forces in nuclear excitations
Inti Lehmann Hadronization in Nuclei — Multidimensional Study
Philipp Gubler Charmonium spectra at finite temperature from a Bayesian analysis of QCD sum

rules
Motoo Sekiguchi I “ 1{2 scalar meson in the lattice QCD
Bao-Xi Sun A bound state of Nρρ in the fixed center approximation of Faddeev equation
Raquel Molina Prediction of Narrow N˚ and Λ˚ Resonances with Hidden Charm above 4 GeV
Raquel Molina The Yp3940q, Zp3930q, and the Xp4160q as dynamically generated resonances from

the vector-vector interaction
Johannes Bernhard Test of OZI violation in vector meson production with COMPASS
Frank Nerling and Jo-
hannes Bernhard

Diffractive pion dissociation into pKsK˘π¯π´q final states

Thiemo Nagel Measurement of the Pion Polarizabilities at COMPASS
Chunyan Liu Study of a0 ´ f0 mixing at BESIII
Jacobo Ruiz De Elvira Precise dispersive analysis of the f0p600q and f0p980q resonances from pion-pion

scattering
Guillermo Ríos Properties of rho and sigma mesons from unitarized Chiral Perturbation Theory
Alexander Obrazovskiy Preliminary results on e`e´ Ñ hadrons processes from SND detector at VEPP-2000

collider
Miguel Albaladejo Dynamical generation of pseudoscalar resonances
Miguel Albaladejo The scalar form factor and the radius of the sigma meson
Alexander Glushkov Discharge of metastable nuclei during negative muon capture: Energy approach
Olga Khetselius Spectroscopy of the hadronic atoms and superheavy atoms: Energy shifts and

widths and strong interaction corrections
Jürgen Diefenbach The OLYMPUS experiment at DORIS/DESY
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Wednesday, June 15, 2011

Plenary Session 5 Chair: Hartmut Wittig

09:00 Mikko Laine News from hadrons in hot medium
09:30 Ilya Selyuzhenkov News from heavy-ion collisions (LHC and RHIC)
10:00 Andreas Jüttner Review on results by the FLAG working group
10:30 Antonio Vairo Recent progress on effective field theories for hadron states

11:00 Coffee Break

Plenary Session 6 Chair: Volker Metag

11:30 Nuno Leonardo Results on bottomonium and bottommonium-like production from
the LHC

12:00 Hai-Bo Li Highlights from BESIII Experiment
12:30 Burkhard Kämpfer Hadrons in cold medium
13:00 Toshiyuki Takahashi Highlights from J-PARC Hadron Facility

13:30 Lunch Break

Thursday, June 16, 2011

Plenary Session 7 Chair: Kamal K. Seth
09:00 Simon Eidelman Status of X, Y, Z states
09:30 Roxanne Springer Theory of X, Y, Z states
10:00 Hal Evans Results on production and spectroscopy of heavy mesons and

baryons from LHC
10:30 Tetsuo Hyodo Meson-baryon interactions and baryon resonances

11:00 Coffee Break

Plenary Session 8 Chair: Eulogio Oset

11:30 Kenneth H. Hicks Highlights on hadron physics at CLAS
12:00 Thomas Kuhr Heavy-flavor baryons
12:30 Robert Edwards Baryon spectroscopy and resonances

13:00 Lunch Break
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Light Mesons 4 Chair: Volker Crede
14:30 Dennis Weygand Hadron Spectroscopy at CLAS
15:00 Chaden Djalali Light Vector Meson Photoproduction off of H at Jefferson Lab and

ρ´ω Interference in the Leptonic Decay Channel
15:20 Zhi-Hui Guo Resonances and their Nc fates in Up3q chiral perturbation theory
15:40 Jenifer Nebreda Quark mass dependence of meson-meson resonances and phase

shifts within standard and unitarized ChPT

Quarkonia 4 Chair: Mikihiko Nakao
14:30 Javier Vijande Exotic gifts of nature
14:55 Sören Lange New results on charmonium and charmonium-like systems at Belle
15:15 Valentina Santoro Charmonium and Charmonium-like States with BABAR
15:35 David Rodriguez Entem Molecular Effects in Charmonium Spectrum

Light Baryons 5 Chair: Ulrike Thoma

14:30 Simon Širca Pion scattering and electro-production on nucleons in the resonance
region in chiral quark models

14:55 Victor Mokeev Nucleon resonance electrocouplings from CLAS data on pion electro-
production

15:20 Ki-Seok Choi Covariant electroweak structure of light and strange baryons

Future Experiments Chair: Bernhard Ketzer
14:30 Peter Križan Future experiments
14:55 J. H. Lee The Electron-Ion Collider at BNL
15:15 Masayuki Niiyama LEPS2 GeV photon at SPring-8
15:35 Igor Senderovich Search for Hadrons with Gluonic Excitations with GlueX

16:00 Coffee Break

Light Mesons 5 Chair: Paul Eugenio

16:30 Craig Bookwalter The Search for Exotic Mesons in γp Ñ π`π`π´n with CLAS at
Jefferson Lab

16:50 Dmitry Ryabchikov Study of the reaction π´Be Ñ π´π´π`ηBe in the VES experiment
17:10 Tobias Schlüter The Exotic η1π´ Wave in 190 GeV π´ ` p Ñ η1 ` π´ ` p
17:30 Bachir Moussallam Some properties of light scalar mesons in the complex plane
17:50 Gurjav Ganbold Spectra of Light and Heavy Mesons, Glueball and QCD Effective

Coupling
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Quarkonia 5 Chair: Bernhard Ketzer
16:30 Bo Liu Exotic spectroscopy and quarkonia at LHCb
16:55 Jian Wang Observation of the Xp3872q state with the CMS experiment
17:20 Frederick Kramer Quarkonia Measurements with ALICE at the LHC
17:45 Jacopo Ghiglieri Heavy quarkonium spectrum and width in a weakly-coupled quark-

gluon plasma

Heavy Hadrons 4 Chair: Stefano Bianco

16:30 Paolo Bellan Measurements of inclusive B-quark production at 7 TeV with the
CMS experiment

16:50 Hans-Christian Kästli Measurement of exclusive B-hadron production at 7 TeV with the
CMS experiment

17:10 Christophorus Grab Measurement on B-hadron angular correlations at 7 TeV with the
CMS experiment

17:30 Artur Ukleja Studies of open heavy flavour production at LHCb
17:50 Jorge Segovia Weak B Decays into Orbitally Excited Charmed Mesons

Hadrons in Hot and Cold Medium 3 Chair: Wolfram Weise

16:30 Daisuke Jido Pseudoscalar mesons in nuclei and partial restoration of chiral sym-
metry

16:50 Satoru Hirenzaki η1p958q Bound States in Nuclei and Partial Restoration of Chiral
Symmetry

17:10 Alessandro Feliciello Production and study of baryons with beauty at the Italian heavy
flavour factory (SuperB)

17:30 Michaela Thiel In-medium properties of the ω meson near the production threshold
17:50 Takayasu Sekihara Internal structure of resonant Λp1405q state in chiral dynamics

Friday, June 17, 2011

Light Mesons 6 Chair: Claude Marchand
09:00 Evgeny Solodov First results from VEPP2000 collider in Novosibirsk
09:20 Florian Haas Diffractive Dissociation into 3-Pion Final States at COMPASS
09:40 Frank Nerling Spin-exotic search in the ρπ decay channel: First results on π´π0π0

in comparison to π´π`π´ final states (diffractively produced on
proton)

10:00 Luis Roca Hadronic resonances made of multi-vector mesons
10:20 Hideko Nagahiro Mixing properties of a1p1260qmeson consisting of hadronic compos-

ite and quark composite
10:40 Hongwei Liu New observations on hadron spectroscopy at BESIII
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Heavy Hadrons 5 Chair: Stephan Paul

09:00 Marek Karliner Heavy baryon spectrum, new heavy exotics and isospin breaking
09:30 Chu-Wen Xiao Baryon bound states of three hadrons with charm and hidden charm
09:50 Carlo Schiavi Heavy hadron spectroscopy and production at ATLAS
10:15 Joseph Day Effective Quark-Quark Interaction in Heavy Baryons
10:35 Igor Gorelov Heavy Hadron Spectroscopy and Production at Tevatron

Hadrons in Hot and Cold Medium 4 Chair: Tomofumi Nagae

09:00 Germano Bonomi Hypernuclei Production by K´ at rest
09:25 Hiroyuki Fujioka Experimental studies of mesic nuclei at J-PARC
09:50 Michael Weber Probing cold nuclear matter with virtual photons
10:10 Kirill Lapidus Neutral kaon production in p` p and p`Nb collisions

Low-Energy Processes 2 Chair: Jan Friedrich
09:00 Michael Döring Chiral dynamical aspects of recent low energy reactions measured at

MAMI, ELSA, GRAAL, and other labs
09:25 Álvaro Calle Cordón Renormalization of Spin-Flavor Van der Waals Forces
09:45 Hua-Xing Chen The pp Ñ pΛK` and pp Ñ pΣ0K` reactions with chiral dynamics
10:05 Stefanie Grabmüller π´γ Ñ π´π´π` at low masses compared to ChPT prediction at

COMPASS
10:25 Dmitry Ryabchikov Study of interference of Coulomb and strong diffractive production

of π´π´π` systems produced off Pb target at COMPASS
10:40 Mauro Piccini Study of Ke4 decays at NA48 and ChPT tests

11:00 Coffee Break

Plenary Session 9 Chair: Aleksander M. Zaitsev
11:30 Hirokazu Tamura Hyperons in nuclei - review
12:00 Piotr Salabura In-medium modifications of hadrons
12:30 Thierry Lasserre Neutrinos: recent results and developments

13:00 Lunch Break

Plenary Session 10 Chair: Harry Lipkin

14:30 Lars Schmitt Hadron physics at FAIR
14:55 Boris Shwartz The BELLE II project
15:20 Stefano Bianco Summary Experiment
16:00 Chris Quigg The future of hadrons (theory summary)

17:00 End of Conference
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After Dinner . . .

Kamal K. Seth

This morning Stephan Paul asked me to say a few words at the banquet, or give what is
traditionally called the “after banquet” talk. I was intrigued — “why me”? With so many
distinguished physicists around, “why me”? I first thought it was to punish me for asking
too many questions in the talks. But that couldn’t be the reason. If it were true, he could
have asked Mark Karliner, or Eulogio Oset, or Nora Brambilla. So what could be the reason?
And then I had the “eureka” moment. I realized it was part of a pattern —

At HADRON 2005 in Rio, I was asked to give a plenary review talk,

At HADRON 2007 in Frascati, I was asked to give a conference summary talk,

At HADRON 2011 in Munich, I was being asked to tell jokes.

Was that a pattern, perhaps a message. So I had to respond and agree to talk.

Since I mentioned the asking of questions, let me elaborate. There are three kinds of
questions:

1. You ask about something because you do not know the answer.

2. You ask about something because you know the answer. It is to show that you are
smarter than the speaker.

3. The third is not a question at all. It is an uninvited talk. It is generally to point out that
the speaker did not refer to your earlier work. This is fine, except that I think there
should be a statute of limitations about this. If you have to point out something you
did, say more than five years ago, and it is not being referred to, perhaps there is a
good reason for it.

I realize that I am stepping into some serious territory here, and all I was supposed to do
was to tell some jokes. So let me try telling you a few, but with a message.

This first story is borrowed from a great after-dinner speaker, Dennis Wilkinson, well-known
to those of you who have a nuclear physics background.

One day a priest and a taxi driver died. And then both of them went upstairs hoping to
be admitted to Heaven. At the entrance hall sat St. Peter with an Apple Mac computer,
looking into the life record of the candidates, and deciding whether they deserved entering
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into Heaven, or whether they should be sent elsewhere. Both the priest and the taxi driver
waited as St. Peter worked on the computer. After a long wait, he looked up, and told the
taxi driver that he could go in. The priest continued to wait and got angrier and angrier as
the time went on, and he was not told to go in. Finally, he just couldn’t take it any more,
and angrily asked St. Peter how a taxi driver was let in, and he, who had spent his life in
the service of the Lord, was being kept out, cooling his heels. St. Peter said he would take a
careful look at the record and tell him what the reason was. He worked on his Mac and
said “Aha! There is a clear reason, my friend! You see, when you were preaching for the
Lord your audience was mostly sleeping, but when he was driving the taxi, his passengers
were praying.”

So what is the message in this story. The message is for my theorist friends. It is: “Your
place in the physics heaven will not depend on the excellence of your sermon, but on how
many of your audience you put to sleep.”

Now I realize that I am being unfair — giving advice to the theorists, and sparing the
experimentalists. So here is some advice for my experimentalist friends.

A very well-known theorist was put on the PAC for experiments at CERN. He realized that
he knew little about the nitty-gritty of experiments and did not know what to ask in order
to make a good impression. So, he asked his wife, who is a well-known experimentalist,
“What should I ask?”, and she told him.

Here are the two questions he henceforth asked, and you can do the same.

1. The first question to always ask is: “What about your background?” I mean not your
ethnic background, but the “background” in your data. We all realize how important
this question is, particularly after the story of the “pentaquark,” and perhaps some of
the other “exotics.”

2. The second question to ask is: “Have you done a Monte Carlo simulation, and what
does it have to say about your data?”

If you learn to ask these two questions with a serious frown on your face, you will have
established yourself as an astute physicist.

Finally, I have one other important advice for the experimentalists. It was given to me by
my boss when I was a fresh post-doc at Duke University, and it is indeed the best advice I
can pass on to my experimentalist friends. He said, “Kam, if you discover something really
great in your measurement, don’t ever make the mistake of repeating the measurement.”

Well, I have now passed on some of the wisdom I have acquired doing research in particle
and nuclear physics for more than forty years, and I hope you have as much fun doing it as
I have had, and that you remember to make proper apologies to your “significant other,”
for making his/her life difficult!

And now, on to some more serious beer-drinking! We are in Munich.
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